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PREFACE 
The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) Best Management Practices (BMP) 
Handbook provides technical and planning guidance to landowners, private 
businesses, agencies, and jurisdictions for water quality improvement projects.  The 
Handbook is offered to help meet the standards set forth in the TRPA Code of 
Ordinances and for reducing pollutants of concern identified in the Lake Tahoe 
Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) as set forth by the Nevada Division of 
Environmental Protection and the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board. 

This Handbook should be used as a general guidance document to aid with site 
analysis, BMP design, and long-term maintenance of stormwater quality control 
measures. Because not all of the control practices noted in this Handbook are 
necessary or even appropriate for all sites, individual site conditions must be 
considered when projects are designed.  TRPA makes no claims that this BMP 
Handbook is all inclusive. On the contrary, there are BMP technologies that, while 
not currently a part of this BMP Handbook, can be effectively designed and 
employed in the Lake Tahoe Region to fulfill environmental regulations. 

BMP HANDBOOK REVISIONS 

The science, research, and technology of stormwater quality management are 
evolving and new innovative control measure technologies are regularly being 
introduced and revised. Therefore, the TRPA BMP Handbook will be reviewed and 
updated periodically as new information becomes available with regards to BMP 
design, installation, effectiveness, and maintenance. Users of this BMP Handbook 
are responsible for ensuring that they are referencing the most current edition by 
checking tahoebmp.org, trpa.org, or by contacting the Tahoe Regional Planning 
Agency. 

At Lake Tahoe, TMDLs have been developed through a collaborative effort between 
TRPA, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the States of California and 
Nevada, other regulatory agencies, the science community, and local jurisdictions. 
The revised BMP Handbook incorporates relevant information from the Lake Tahoe 
TMDLs related to reducing Lake Tahoe’s pollutants of concern (namely, fine 
sediments, phosphorus, and nitrogen). 

DISCLAIMER 

TRPA and the contributing agencies do not claim any responsibility for any loss, 
damage, or injury resulting from the use of this Handbook, including errors or 
omissions that might contribute to non-performance or failure of the stormwater 
quality control measures. Many of the BMPs described in this BMP Handbook must 
be designed by, or under the supervision of, a licensed professional civil or 
hydrological engineer and/or other specialists, depending on the type of control 
measure and site conditions. BMPs and their maintenance are ultimately the 
responsibility of the landowner. 

http://www.tahoebmp.org/
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INTRODUCTION  
PURPOSE AND USERS OF THIS HANDBOOK 

The primary purpose of this BMP Handbook is to provide guidance for selecting 
and implementing water quality Best Management Practices (BMPs) that reduce or 
prevent the pollutants of concern identified in the Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily 
Load (TMDL) and other pollutants from entering surface and ground waters. It is 
also provided to assist property owners with planning and implementing proper 
inspection, maintenance, and monitoring of their BMP drainage improvements.  

The intended users of the manual include developers, planners, design engineers, 
contractors, subcontractors, construction staff, and agency staff involved in BMP 
retrofits, new development, redevelopment, and public projects within the Lake 
Tahoe Region. 

Implementation of the design guidance provided in this manual will help to reduce 
stormwater runoff volumes and pollutants, decrease erosion and sedimentation in 
rivers, creeks, and streams, improve the water quality of receiving waters, increase 
groundwater recharge, assist with water conservation efforts, and reduce the 
potential for flooding. 

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER MANUALS AND HANDBOOKS 

During the design of water quality improvements, the designer should cross-
reference the appropriate jurisdictions drainage design manuals to ensure 
consistency with local government technical requirements and related policies and 
procedures, based on the jurisdiction where the project is located.  

Small residential property owners and residents may want to reference the Home 
Landscaping Guide for Lake Tahoe and Vicinity, published by the University of 
Nevada Cooperative Extension (UNCE). It contains a broad spectrum of information 
covering BMPs, invasive weeds, native and adapted landscaping, and other related 
conservation topics. Contractors installing BMPs on small residential sites may also 
reference another UNCE publication titled How to Install BMPs on Small Sites in the 
Lake Tahoe Region. 

USE AND ORGANIZATION OF THIS HANDBOOK 

This BMP Handbook is organized into eight chapters:  

 Chapter 1 Urban Hydrology 

 Chapter 2 Site Analysis 

 Chapter 3 BMP Planning and Selection 

 Chapter 4 BMP Toolkit 

 Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation Management 

 Chapter 6 Inspection, Maintenance, and Monitoring 

 Chapter 7 Permitting 
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 Chapter 8 Shorezone BMPs and Protective Structures 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of hydrologic and associated stormwater quality 
analysis methods and includes summaries of these methods commonly used for 
planning and implementing effective stormwater BMPs in the Lake Tahoe Region.  

Chapters 2 and 3 represent a systematic approach for analyzing a site and selecting 
BMPs for a project. 

Chapter 4 is a toolkit of distinct BMPs representing four categories including 
hydrologic source controls, pollutant source controls, treatment BMPs, and 
temporary construction BMPs. 

Chapter 5 gives general guidelines for revegetation projects, and includes plant 
species lists based on common site conditions and an overall list of approved 
species for the Lake Tahoe Region. 

Chapter 6 provides information for developing an inspection, maintenance, and 
monitoring plan for stormwater BMPs, including example templates.  

Chapter 7 covers common permits that may be necessary when planning and 
implementing a stormwater quality improvement project.  

Chapter 8 includes shorezone protective structure planning and selection, and 
covers various temporary and permanent BMPs used in the shorezone to prevent or 
minimize shoreline erosion. 

LAKE TAHOE WATERSHED 

Lake Tahoe’s vast depth and small ratio of watershed to lake area, combined with 
mostly granitic geology produces a lake of very low fertility. Known as ultra-
oligotrophic, these conditions help create the lake’s renowned high transparency.  

Although 85 percent of the land in the Lake Tahoe Region is undeveloped National 
Forest, urbanization has been concentrated much along the perimeter of Lake 
Tahoe. An interconnected set of roadways and stormwater pipes carry pollutant 
runoff from the urbanized uplands into tributary creeks and ultimately the lake.
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Lake Tahoe’s world renowned blue waters.  
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Figure I-a: Urban Boundaries in the Lake Tahoe Region 
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Urbanization in the Lake Tahoe watershed has eliminated and damaged wetlands, 
wet meadows, and riparian habitat, all crucial for natural water quality treatment. 
Aquatic biodiversity has been altered due to changes in environmental conditions 
and the introduction of exotic species. Air quality degradation is visible and 
atmospheric deposition directly to the lake surface has fundamentally changed the 
nutrient balance in the lake.1 

 
Filling the wetlands at the outlet of the Upper Truckee River prior to comprehensive 
regulation in the Lake Tahoe Region removed a natural filtration system for pollutants. 

Measurements of Lake Tahoe’s clarity have been ongoing since 1968. The 
deterioration of Lake Tahoe’s world-renowned clarity and cobalt-blue color has 
prompted regional, state, and federal agencies to adopt a large collection of 
regulations. California designated Lake Tahoe as an Outstanding National Resource 
Water under the Federal Clean Water Act and considers noncontact recreation 
(aesthetic enjoyment of the Lake’s clarity) as a primary beneficial use. Similarly, the 
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP) has designated Lake Tahoe as 
a “water of extraordinary ecological or aesthetic value.”  

Despite stringent water quality goals and associated watershed regulations, Lake 
Tahoe has continued to lose its famed clarity at a rate of nearly nine inches per year 
since the late 1960’s and has failed to meet transparency and clarity standards.2  

                                                      
1 Reuter, John E., Goldman, Charles R. , Cahill, Thomas A., Cliff, Steve S., Heyvaert, Alan C., Jassby, Alan D., and 
Rizzo, David M., 2003, Managing for Healthy Ecosystems An Integrated Watershed Approach to Studying 
Ecosystem Health at Lake Tahoe, pp. 1283-1298  
2 Roberts, David M. and Reuter, John E., September 2007, Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load Technical 
Report 
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Figure I-b: Decline of Lake Tahoe’s Water Clarity 

 
Decline in Lake Tahoe Clarity between 1965 and 2009. From Tahoe State of the Lake Report 
2010, UC Davis Tahoe Environmental Research Center. 

As a result of not meeting specific numeric transparency and clarity standards, Lake 
Tahoe is considered “impaired” with respect to the aesthetic-recreation beneficial 
use. Impaired water bodies are placed on the Federal Clean Water Act Section 
303(d) list, which also identifies the pollutant(s) that cause the impairment. Lake 
Tahoe is impaired from an input of too much nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) 
and fine (less than 16 microns) sediment. 

TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOAD FINDINGS  

A TMDL is a water quality restoration plan required by the U.S. Federal Clean Water 
Act to achieve water quality standards in impaired surface water bodies. A TMDL 
identifies the maximum pollutant load a water body is able to assimilate while 
maintaining its water quality standards and supporting its designated beneficial 
uses. The Lake Tahoe TMDL is managed jointly by the California Lahontan Regional 
Water Quality Control Board and the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection. 
The Lake Tahoe TMDL quantifies the source and amount of fine sediment and 
nutrient loading from various land-uses and outlines an implementation plan to 
achieve an annual average Secchi depth of 29.7 meters as required by existing 
water quality standards.3  

LAKE TAHOE WATER CLARITY AND POLLUTANTS OF CONCERN 

Dr. Ted Swift, of UC Davis, determined that very fine particles of inorganic matter 
are the most important factor in Lake Tahoe’s clarity loss. These silt and clay-sized 
particles are only 0.5 to 10 microns in diameter and are extremely difficult to 
remove from runoff migrating toward the lake. Swift’s research reports that 
suspended fine inorganic particulates cause approximately 50 percent of the light 
scattering that deteriorates clarity in Lake Tahoe, 30 percent of clarity loss is caused 

                                                      
3 Roberts, David M. and Reuter, John E., September 2007, Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load Technical 
Report 

For detailed information about 
the Lake Tahoe TMDL, 
reference the State Water 
Resources Control Board 
website at: 
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/laho
ntan/water_issues/programs/t
mdl/lake_tahoe/index.shtml.  

http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/index.shtml
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/index.shtml
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/index.shtml
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by algae particles, and 20 percent is caused by light absorption by pure water and 
dissolved organic matter.4  

Ultra-fine particles can remain suspended in the lake for months and even years 
before settling to the bottom. Theoretical calculations show that a 10-micron soil 
particle of typical shape and density will take over 100 days to settle to the average 
depth of the lake floor (1,027 feet) under ideal conditions, while a 4-micron particle 
will take almost 1,000 days to settle. However, winter storms often mix lake water to 
a depth of 300 meters, so particles are frequently brought back up 
hydrodynamically toward the lake surface before they resume settling to the 
bottom. Nitrogen and phosphorus stimulate algae growth, which in turn absorbs 
light and reduce how far light can penetrate the water.  

 
Left: Fine sediment laden runoff from a commercial parking lot.   
Right: Suspended fine sediment mixing with Lake Tahoe waters. 

The Lake Tahoe TMDL Technical Report provides detailed discussion on the sources 
and amounts of these pollutants. Mitigating the urbanized uplands with BMPs is 
targeted in the Lake Tahoe TMDL Pollutant Load Reduction Opportunity Report as 
providing the highest potential pollutant load reductions5.  

IMPERVIOUS COVER AFFECTS ON HYDROLOGY 

While the Lake Tahoe Region has experienced human use for thousands of years, 
the period of rapid urban development following the winter Olympics at Squaw 
Valley in 1960 prompted the today’s water quality protection regulations BMPs.  

                                                      
4 Swift, T.J., Perez-Losada, J.,Schladow, S.G., Reuter, J.E., Jassby, A.D. and Goldman, C.R., 2006, Aquatic Sciences, 
68, 1, Water Clarity Modeling in Lake Tahoe: Linking Suspended Matter Characteristics to Secchi Depth 
5 Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board and Nevada Division of Environmental Protection, 
September 2007, Lake Tahoe TMDL Pollutant Load Reduction Opportunity Report 

A detailed natural and human 
history of the Basin is provided 
in the Lake Tahoe Watershed 
Assessment.  

Source: USDA (United States 
Department of Agriculture). 
2000. Lake Tahoe Watershed 
Assessment. Volume 1. Pacific 
Southwest Research Station, 
USDA Forest Service. 
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Impervious land coverage is a fundamental characteristic of urban and suburban 
landscapes. Rooftops, roadways, parking areas, and other impervious surfaces 
cover the soil that, before development, allowed rainwater and snowmelt to 
infiltrate. Infiltration is the process by which surface water enters the soil and is 
influenced by many factors including soil structure, porosity, texture, moisture 
content, and vegetation among other attributes. Impervious surfaces such as 
asphalt, concrete, and compacted soils, prevent or reduce infiltration of water into 
the soil.  

In a naturally functioning watershed, rain and snowmelt slowly infiltrates close to 
where it drops, or is captured through evapotranspiration. In contrast, impervious 
surfaces cause rainfall to run off quickly, taking with it pollutants that have 
collected over time on the surface. While roads and rooftops are the most prevalent 
types of impervious surface, other types include sidewalks, patios, bedrock 
outcrops, and compacted soil. As development increases and alters a natural 
landscape, the percentage of the land covered by impervious surfaces also 
increases. 
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Figure I-c: Impervious Cover versus Surface Runoff  

 
Relationship between impervious cover and surface runoff. Impervious cover in a 
watershed results in increased surface runoff. As little as 10 % impervious cover in a 
watershed can result in stream degradation. Taken from: In Stream Corridor Restoration: 
Principles, Processes, and Practices (10/98). By the Federal Interagency Stream restoration 
Working Group (FISRWG) (15 Federal agencies of the U.S.) 

Even the smallest rainstorms can generate runoff from impervious surfaces, 
collecting pollutants and sediment that has accumulated over time, and 
concentrates into gutters, channels and pipes. This rapid, concentrated water flow 
can affect the hydrologic cycle in the following ways:  

 Increase total runoff volume from a storm event 

 Increase runoff flows, usually expressed in cubic feet per second (cfs)  

 Increase the concentration and quantity of pollutants  

 Reduce groundwater recharge  

A hydrograph (Figure 1-d) shows the rate and volume of runoff for a particular 
watershed or site. The area beneath the hydrograph is the total volume of runoff 
discharged from the site. Under natural (pre-development) conditions, runoff from 
a site does not begin immediately because of infiltration. Once the soil becomes 
saturated, (when the rate of precipitation exceeds the rate of permeability of the 
soils) surface runoff increases rapidly. As precipitation rates decline, runoff rates 
decline as well. Even in forests and other natural areas, a lot of surface runoff can 
result during larger storms and snowmelt events. However, this occurs more 
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frequently in developed impervious conditions, and a host of human generated 
pollutants such as sediment and oil can be washed into a receiving water body. 

Developed areas without any stormwater management controls (e.g. without 
BMPs) present a hydrograph much different from a natural area. Several 
observations relating to the Post Development hydrograph can be made: 

 Stormwater runoff begins earlier than pre-development. 

 Runoff rapidly increases and peaks at a rate considerably higher than the peak 
rate for pre-development.  

 The area under the curve is considerably larger (meaning total runoff discharge 
is greater) than the area under the pre-development curve. 

Figure I-d: Impervious Surfaces Changes to Stream Hydrology  

 
Changes in stream hydrology as a result of urbanization. Taken from Schueler, 19926.  

CONNECTED VERSUS DISCONNECTED IMPERVIOUS SURFACES 

Impervious surfaces can be described as connected or disconnected. Connected 
impervious areas drain to stormwater conveyance systems via a hydraulic 
connection. Connected impervious areas can include driveways or vehicle parking 
lots that drain into a roadway, or a rooftop that drains directly on asphalt. 
Connected impervious areas create higher runoff volumes and pollutant loading 
potential downstream. 

                                                      
6 Schueler, T.R., 1992, Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments for Watershed Restoration 
Sourcebook. Publication 92701, Mitigating the Adverse Impacts of Urbanization on Streams: A Comprehensive 
Strategy for Local Government 
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Disconnected impervious areas 
drain to pervious surfaces that 
promote infiltration, distribution, 
energy dissipation, or storage 
before overflowing to a 
conveyance system.          

Disconnected impervious areas 
can include roadways draining to 
grass or forested lands, or a 
parking lot sheet flowing to a 
natural area or a stormwater 
infiltration basin.  

In BMP planning, finding ways to 
disconnect impervious areas and 
infiltrate stormwater helps slow 
and soften the aggravated 
hydrographs typical of 
developed urban areas.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commercial parking areas directly connected to the 
highway right-of-way and contributing dirty runoff 
to a drain inlet. 

NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 

Although fine sediments and nutrients cause lake clarity decline and are targeted 
by water quality projects in the Lake Tahoe Region, other non-point source 
pollutants can damage the overall health of the Lake Tahoe watershed. Controlling 
these pollutants and restoring native ecosystems are still important elements in a 
holistic watershed plan. 

Unlike pollution from industrial and sewage treatment plants, nonpoint source 
(NPS) pollution comes from many diffuse sources. NPS pollution is caused by 
rainfall or snowmelt moving over and through the ground. As the runoff moves, it 
picks up and carries away natural and human-made pollutants, finally depositing 
them into lakes, rivers, wetlands, and ground waters.  

The following table shows various pollutants, environmental effects, typical 
sources, and the BMPs contained in this BMP Handbook that can be used to reduce 
or eliminate the pollution. 
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Table I-1: Pollutants Commonly Found in Urban Runoff 

POLLUTANT EFFECT URBAN SOURCES ASSOCIATED BMPS 

Sediment 

Reduces the amount of light in 
the water available for plant 
growth and thereby reducing the 
supply of food for other 
organisms. Can clog and damage 
sensitive tissues such as the gills 
of fish. Can suffocate organisms 
which live on or in the bed of 
lakes and streams by forming 
thick deposits when this 
suspended material settles out.  

Land surface erosion Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management  

Unpaved driveways and roads Section 4.2-i Paving Parking Areas and 
Roads 

Pavement and vehicle wear Section 4.2-a to 4.2-c Roadway and 
Parking Lot Pollutant Prevention Road abrasives application  

Building and construction sites Section 4.5 Temporary BMPs for 
Construction 

Snow storage piles Section 4.2-c Snow Storage 
Vehicle washing Section 4.2-s Vehicle Washing 

Weathering of 
buildings/structures 

Section 4.1 Hydrologic Source Control 
BMPs 

Re-suspension out of permanent 
BMPs such as unmaintained 
pretreatment BMPs. 

Chapter 6 Inspection, Maintenance, and 
Monitoring  

Atmospheric deposition 
Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management and Section 4.5-g Dust 
Control 

Fine Sediment 
(particles less 

than 16 
micrometers) 

Fine Sediment (particles less than 
16 micrometers) become 
suspended for long periods in 
Lake Tahoe's water column and 
reduces water clarity. Fine 
sediment has been determined 
through the Lake Tahoe Total 
Maximum Daily Load to be the 
largest contributing factor in the 
loss of Lake Tahoe's clarity. 

All of the above 

Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management, Section 4.1 Hydrologic 
Source Control, Section 4.2-d to 4.2-h 
Slope Stabilization, Section 4.2-a to  
4.2-c Roadway and Parking Lot 
Pollutant Prevention, Section 4.4 
Stormwater Treatment, Section 4.2-i 
Paving Parking Areas and Roads 

Nutrients 
(Nitrogen and 
Phosphorus) 

An increase of nutrients in water 
stimulates the growth of aquatic 
plants. This causes excessive 
growth of aquatic weeds and 
algae that may choke lakes and 
streams and lead to dramatic 
daily fluctuations in dissolved 
oxygen levels. Currently, 
phosphorus is the limiting 
nutrient preventing additional 
algal growth in Lake Tahoe. 
Decaying organic matter and 
nutrients can result in a drop in 
oxygen levels, at times sufficient 
to kill fish and other aquatic 
organisms. If all the oxygen in 
the water is used up, unpleasant 
odors can result. 

Organic matter (e.g. leaf litter, 
grass) 

Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management 

Fertilizer application on 
residential, nursery, commercial, 
and landscaping 

Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management 

Landscape and nursery 
businesses 

Section 4.2-o Nursery Facility 
Management 

Sewer overflows, septic tank 
leaks 

4.2-n Hazardous Material Management 

Animal feces 
Section 4.2-p Pet Waste Management 
and Section 4.2-q Livestock Facility 
Management  

Vehicle washing  Section 4.2-s Vehicle Washing 

Atmospheric deposition 
Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management and Section 4.5-g Dust 
Control 

Spillage, illegal discharge, and 
improper storage of materials 

Section 4.2-m to 4.2-s Waste 
Management and Materials Pollution 
Prevention 

Nutrients attached to sediment See Sediment and Fine Sediment 
Pollutants above 
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POLLUTANT EFFECT URBAN SOURCES ASSOCIATED BMPS 

pH acidity Increased acidity damages plants 
and animals 

Concrete washouts at 
construction sites 

Section 4.5-m Concrete/Bentonite 
Management  

Spillage, illegal discharge, and 
improper storage of materials 

Section 4.2-m to 4.2-s Waste 
Management and Materials Pollution 
Prevention 

Organic matter decay 
Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management  

Erosion of roofing material Section 4.1 Hydrologic Source Control 
BMPs 

Micro-organisms 

Contain very high numbers of 
bacteria and viruses. Some of 
these organisms can cause 
illnesses, including hepatitis and 
gastroenteritis. Especially 
prevalent from owners walking 
their dogs on trails, beaches, and 
in forests. 

Dog and other pet feces Section 4.2-p Pet Waste Management  

Equestrian and other livestock 
facilities 

Section 4.2-q Livestock Facility 
Management  

Sewer overflows and septic tank 
leaks 

Section 4.2-m to 4.2-s Waste 
Management and Materials Pollution 
Prevention 

Pesticides and 
Herbicides 

Can poison living organisms or 
damage their life processes. 

Application on residential, 
commercial business, and 
government landscaping Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 

Management  
Landscape and nursery 
businesses 

Spillage, illegal discharge, and 
improper storage of materials 

Section 4.2-m to 4.2-s Waste 
Management and Materials Pollution 
Prevention 

Heavy metals 

Poison living organisms or 
damage their life processes in 
some other way. Persists in the 
environment for a long time. 

Concrete washouts from 
construction sites 

Section 4.5-m Concrete/Bentonite 
Management 

Machine and industrial shops 
Section 4.2-m to 4.2-s Waste 
Management and Materials Pollution 
Prevention 

Sewer overflows, septic tank 
leaks 

Section 4.2-m to 4.2-s Waste 
Management and Materials Pollution 
Prevention 

Weathering of buildings, 
structures Section 4.1 Hydrologic Source Control  

Vehicle wear (brake pads, etc.) Section 4.1 Hydrologic Source Control  

Gross pollutants 
(litter and debris) 

Unsightly. Animals such as bears, 
coyotes, and raccoons can eat 
and choke on this material. Can 
clog stormwater systems and 
cause isolated flooding. 

Human carelessness Section 4.2-m Dumpster Management 
Waste collection systems Section 4.2-m Dumpster Management 

Pine needles and lawn clippings Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management  

Grease, oils, 
detergents, and 

shampoos 
(surfactants) 

Highly toxic poison to fish and 
other aquatic life. 

Asphalt pavements 
Section 4.1 Hydrologic Source Control 
Section 4.4 Stormwater Treatment 

Parking lots and leaky vehicles 
from commercial and industrial 
parcels 

Section 4.1 Hydrologic Source Control 
Section 4.4 Stormwater Treatment 

Spillage, illegal discharge, and 
improper storage of materials 

Section 4.2-m to 4.2-s Waste 
Management and Materials Pollution 
Prevention 

Vehicle washing  Section 4.2-s Vehicle Washing 
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POLLUTANT EFFECT URBAN SOURCES ASSOCIATED BMPS 

Increased water 
temperature 

High temperatures are lethal to 
fish and other aquatic organisms. 
Elevated water temperatures 
stimulate the growth of nuisance 
plants and algae. This and other 
effects can lead to decreased 
levels of dissolved oxygen which 
can threaten other aquatic life. 

Runoff from impervious surfaces Section 4.1 Hydrologic Source Control  

Removal of riparian vegetation. Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management  

Nonpoint Source Pollutants in the Environment and Associated BMPs. Adapted from Urban Stormwater: Best Practice 
Environmental Management Guidelines, 1999 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure I-e: Availability of Potential Pollutants on the Land Surface  

 
Nonpoint Source Pollutants from Land Uses. 
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BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Historically, stormwater systems were designed to convey (or transport) runoff as 
quickly and efficiently as possible away from the developed area. To this day 
nationwide and at Lake Tahoe, stormwater conveyance without BMPs continues to 
cause downstream flooding, nonpoint source pollution, Lake Tahoe clarity decline, 
and stream degradation.  

All landowners are required at Lake Tahoe to integrate permanent BMPs into 
stormwater drainage systems for their developed sites in order to prevent and 
minimize stormwater impacts and to help preserve and restore the natural 
hydrologic cycle.  

An infiltration approach to stormwater management seeks to preserve and restore 
the natural hydrologic cycle. Infiltrating runoff allows rain or snowmelt to flow into 
permeable areas and enter the soil profile. Infiltration allows much of the runoff to 
return to the soil, which reduces runoff volumes, treats light pollutant 
concentrations, and replenishes groundwater. Infiltration allows light pollutants to 
settle into the soil where they are naturally mitigated. Even when runoff continues 
after infiltration of a design storm, the overall pollutant load into the nearest water 
body is still reduced. 

 
A small landscaped rain garden captures and infiltrates stormwater runoff from a Lake 
Tahoe marina parking lot.  

Reasonable steps should also be taken to prevent the illegal discharge of pollution 
and wastes to jurisdiction drainage systems. BMPs manage waste and hazardous 
material and are effective at preventing oil, fertilizers, and other hazardous wastes 
from entering public storm drains, native soil, surface water, and groundwater. 

PRIVATE VERSUS PUBLIC BMP IMPLEMENTATION 

The importance of the private sector implementing BMPs cannot be overstated. 
Private BMP implementation contributes to the upkeep of public jurisdictional 

The design storm for parcel-
based BMPs at Lake Tahoe is 
the 20-yr/1-hr rainfall event, 
approximately 1 inch of water 
falling in 1 hour. This design 
storm is used to calculate 
runoff volume capacity of 
infiltration based BMPs. For the 
public right of way, local 
jurisdictions use pollutant load 
reduction modeling tools for 
planning and designing BMPs. 
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stormwater facilities. When private properties do not have BMPs in place, public 
stormwater treatment facilities can be rendered less effective, be overwhelmed, or 
create the need for more frequent maintenance. 

Public BMP design and implementation follows a standard protocol developed by 
the Storm Water Quality Improvement Committee (SWQIC) and deal primarily with 
the public rights-of-ways including roads and highways. Planning and 
implementing effective BMPs at both the private and public scales is a 
comprehensive strategy and a watershed based approach that will assist Lake 
Tahoe Region communities in meeting the goals and objectives of the Lake Tahoe 
TMDL. 

RETROFITTING EXISTING DEVELOPMENT VERSUS NEW OR 
REDEVELOPMENT 

BMP RETROFIT  

Stormwater BMP retrofits help restore watersheds by providing stormwater 
treatment in locations where BMP’s previously did not exist or were ineffective. 
Designers need to simultaneously envision stormwater opportunities and 
anticipate potential problems within the existing built environment. The design, 
permitting, and construction of retrofits are almost always more complex, 
expensive, and time consuming than planning and implementing BMPs for new or 
redevelopment7. 

NEW DEVELOPMENT AND REDEVELOPMENT 

New and redevelopment projects provide significant opportunities to design 
stormwater BMPs that fit seamlessly into the proposed project. While opportunities 
for incorporating Low Impact Development (LID) concepts increase greatly with 
new and redevelopment projects, LID concepts can still be applied to BMP 
retrofitting projects.  

                                                      
7 Center for Watershed Protection, August 2007, Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices 
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Table I-2: Differences in BMP Retrofit versus Incorporating BMP into New or Redevelopment  

ISSUE URBAN RETROFIT PRACTICES NEW OR REDEVELOPMENT  

Effectiveness Usually less effective than new or redevelopment 
projects. 

Usually more effective than retrofits. 

Cost Construction costs are typically 1.5 to 4 times 
greater  

Lower costs because mobilization on-site for all other 
related construction. 

Design Retrofit may require significant custom design of 
BMP elements 

Standard BMPs, LID, and other practices can be 
applied to "fit" the site. 

Data Collection Requires significant data collection  Much of the data are already available through the 
development and/or redevelopment process. 

Soils Disturbed and compacted "urbanized" soils often 
cannot support infiltration as well. 

If native areas are protected during construction, soils 
may better support overall infiltration. 

Utilities/Infrastructure 
Installation of designs would generally have to 
"work around" existing utilities due to prohibitive 
expense in moving utilities.  

Utilities can be consolidated and localized to 
eliminate conflict with designs. 

Feasibility Physical site constraints may limit the feasibility 
of on-site BMP implementation  Most sites are able to include on-site BMPs. 

Storm Drain 
Systems/Overflow 

Often must tie into the existing stormwater 
conveyance system 

Sometimes creates a new stormwater conveyance 
system. 

Adapted from Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices, Urban Subwatershed Restoration Manual Series, Center for Watershed 
Protection 2007. 
 

LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT (LID) 

The TRPA regulations requiring parcel-based BMP implementation have been in 
place for decades and are probably some of the earliest and most comprehensive 
regulatory controls to achieve what has more recently been referred to as Low 
Impact Development (LID). The principles of LID are intended to reduce the 
transport of runoff and pollutants from the site at which they are generated. More 
information on LID principles is available through the US Environmental Protection 
Agency website8. Additionally, many of the BMPs outlined and discussed in this 
BMP Handbook can be considered LID practices. 

The objective of LID site design is to mimic natural hydrology through the use of 
techniques that maintain hydrologic functions such as runoff storage, infiltration, 
and ground water recharge, while lowering runoff volumes and frequency of 
discharges. LID uses integrated and distributed parcel-based and micro-scale 
stormwater retention and detention areas, reduction of impervious surfaces, and 
lengthening flow paths and runoff time9. Other strategies include the preservation 
and protection of environmentally sensitive site features such as riparian buffers, 
wetlands, steep slopes, trees, flood plains, woodlands, and highly permeable soils.10 

LID is unlike conventional approaches that convey and manage runoff in large 
facilities located at the base of drainage areas. LID can reduce or eliminate the need 
for traditional storm drain piping and centralized stormwater facilities. LID 
techniques are encouraged in the Lake Tahoe Region. Although not all LID 
technologies are represented in this BMP Handbook, a balanced approach for 

                                                      
8 EPA websites – www.epa.gov/npdes/greeninfrastructure and www.epa.gov/nps/lid  
9 Coffman, Larry, Prince George's County, Maryland Department of Environmental Resources, Programs and 
Planning Division, EPA 841-B-00-003, and EPA 841-B-00-003, 2000, Low-Impact Development Design Strategies, 
An Integrated Design Approach 
10 EPA, October 2000, Low Impact Development (LID) A Literature Review 

http://www.epa.gov/npdes/greeninfrastructure
http://www.epa.gov/nps/lid
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design, implementation, and monitoring is encouraged so that the effectiveness of 
these technologies can be better understood.  
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CHAPTER 1: URBAN HYDROLOGY 
1.1 PURPOSE AND USE OF CHAPTER 

Runoff from urbanized areas is recognized as a major source of nonpoint source 
pollution and is identified by the Lake Tahoe TMDL Technical Report1 as the largest 
source of fine sediment particles (FSP) to Lake Tahoe. The quantity and rate of 
stormwater runoff directly influences the generation and transport of suspended 
sediment, nutrients, and other pollutants to drainage systems, streams, and Lake 
Tahoe. Hydrologic processes are highly variable in nature and are extremely 
complex in urbanized watersheds. Resource managers and engineers use a variety 
of methods, ranging from simple calculations to complex numerical models, to 
estimate the volume and rate of runoff to design infrastructure and Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) for the control of runoff and associated pollutants.  

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of hydrologic and associated 
stormwater quality analysis methods and a simple summary of the analysis 
methods commonly used for planning and implementing effective stormwater 
BMPs in the Lake Tahoe Region. Drainage design and flood protection are touched 
upon briefly in this chapter, but readers engaged in these objectives should refer to 
appropriate local, state, and federal guidance.  

This chapter is organized to allow readers with different levels of experience in 
hydrologic and water quality analyses to either read background material or skip to 
quick references on particular methods.  

 Section 2 provides an overview of hydrologic processes and analysis methods.  

 Section 3 identifies typical project scales, types of analyses, and levels of 
complexity as a guide for selecting appropriate methods.  A key is presented 
based on typical project scales and applications in the Lake Tahoe Region that 
refers readers to Summary Sheets for commonly accepted methods.  Summary 
Sheets follow the key to provide more detail on particular methods.  

 Section 4 lists additional information that is available to the interested reader or 
to support analysis using some of the methods summarized.  

This chapter is not intended to be a comprehensive resource for hydrologic 
calculation methods – such a reference would require several hundred pages – but 
to guide readers in selecting methods based on typical Lake Tahoe Region projects 
and practice, and to refer readers to more detailed information and guidance.  

                                                 
1 Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board and Nevada Division of Environmental Protection, 2009, 
Lake Tahoe TMDL Technical Report 
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1.2 OVERVIEW OF HYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS 

1.2.1 HYDROLOGY PROCESSES 

The physiographic characteristics of watersheds influence complex hydrologic 
processes that store and route water in the atmosphere, on the earth’s surface, and 
underground. Hydrologic analysis for urbanized areas often focuses on the 
processes that affect the fraction of precipitation that occurs as surface runoff and 
the rates at which surface runoff occurs.  

In the Lake Tahoe Region, precipitation rate and volume varies significantly with 
location and elevation. Precipitation that falls as snow is stored temporarily in snow 
pack, and is released as water at varying rates depending on temperature, wind, 
solar radiation, and other climatic factors. Because 60 to 70 percent of the total 
precipitation in the Lake Tahoe Region falls as snow, hydrologic processes 
associated with snowmelt are important in understanding the overall water 
balance. However, rain and rain-on-snow events typically produce the highest rates 
of surface runoff, and these events are typically the focus of BMP design for surface 
runoff. The amount of surface runoff from rain or snowmelt is affected by storage of 
water on the ground surface and in soils, by infiltration at the surface and from the 
soil into groundwater, and by losses back to the atmosphere through evaporation 
and transpiration.  

Figure 1-a illustrates the surface runoff process on a segment of undeveloped land. 
For low rates of precipitation or snowmelt, storage on the land surface and soils, as 
well as infiltration in soils reduces the amount of water available for surface runoff. 
For low rates of precipitation or snowmelt no surface runoff may occur. As storage 
is filled or rates of precipitation and snowmelt increase, surface runoff begins. The 
point at which surface runoff begins and the rate of surface runoff depend on 
specific land surface and soil characteristics, which vary substantially with location.  

Storage of precipitation occurs 
on vegetation (e.g., water 
collected on leaves), on the 
ground surface (e.g., puddles, 
filling of depressions, wetting 
of mulch or duff layer), and in 
soil (e.g., filling of air voids 
between particles of soil until 
soil is saturated).  The amount 
of storage can be a significant 
fraction of storm precipitation, 
especially for smaller events.  
The stored water may later 
infiltrate deeper into the 
ground or be carried back into 
the atmosphere by evaporation 
or transpiration. 
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Figure 1-a: Runoff Processes 
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As shown in Figure 1-a, surface runoff to channels is typically a combination of 
overland flow (the portion of precipitation or snowmelt that does not infiltrate 
through the surface but flows across it) and interflow (water that initially infiltrates 
to surface soils but eventually emerges onto the land surface or into channels). 
Surface runoff can be considered the amount of water that exceeds the storage and 
infiltration capacities of particular segment of land. Most hydrologic calculations 
and models of surface runoff focus on calculation of this excess, either for a 
particular precipitation rate or for time-varying precipitation and snowmelt. 
Because of the effects of storage and infiltration, the surface runoff response of a 
land surface is not simply proportional to precipitation and snowmelt inputs. As 
storage and infiltration capacities are exceeded, a larger fraction of 
precipitation/snowmelt occurs as runoff. Thus, a land surface may produce little or 
no surface runoff up to some point in a storm event or season, and then experience 
rapidly increasing surface runoff as storage is filled on the land surface and 
saturated conditions are reached in soils.  

During periods when precipitation does not occur, storage capacities on the 
surface and in soils are replenished by evaporation and transpiration to the 
atmosphere, and by percolation to groundwater. This recovery of storage and 
infiltration capacities allows a higher fraction of precipitation/snowmelt from 
subsequent events to be absorbed without surface runoff. Figure 1-a shows a 
simple cycle illustrating these processes, but actual events occur in complex 
patterns with highly variable rates and intervening periods without precipitation. 
Because snow is a form of storage and it is affected by temperature and wind 
conditions, the Lake Tahoe Region has particularly complex relationships between 
precipitation, storage, infiltration, and surface runoff. 

1.2.2 IMPERVIOUS COVERAGE AND BMP IMPLEMENTATION 

Differences in land surface characteristics associated with vegetation types (e.g., 
forest, turf) and constructed features (e.g., pavement, roofs) are typically referred to 
as land cover types and impervious coverage. For a given volume or rate of 
precipitation or snowmelt, the amount of surface runoff that occurs depends on 
storage and infiltration capacities on the land surface and in the soils. Changes to 
cover types and impervious coverage increase runoff, and enhancing infiltration 
and storage to mitigate for these changes is the objective of many stormwater 
BMPs in the Lake Tahoe Region that focus on hydrologic (runoff) source control.  

Rates and volumes of runoff are affected by urbanization through multiple 
mechanisms, but the most important of these are: 1) the conversion of vegetated or 
pervious surfaces to impervious surfaces such as roofs and pavement; and 2) the 
development of efficient drainage systems that connect these impervious surfaces 
to streams and other water bodies, thus increasing the rate of runoff and 
eliminating storage and infiltration that occurs along natural drainage paths.  

Although many urbanized areas face similar challenges in managing runoff, the 
Lake Tahoe Region is especially sensitive to changes in land use condition due to 
the naturally low runoff potential of land surfaces and exceptional natural quality 
and clarity of surface waters. Since its formation, TRPA has placed a high priority on 
managing changes in land condition that affect runoff quantity and quality. The 
Bailey Land Capability System was developed in 1970 as a means to manage 
impervious coverage, and the Individual Parcel Evaluation System (IPES) was 
adopted in 1987 to more specifically address development eligibility and allowable 
land coverage on specific parcels.  The TRPA Code of Ordinances contains BMP 
requirements for development, including BMP retrofits of existing private property. 
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The regulation requires that the runoff from impervious surfaces be controlled to 
infiltrate the volume from a 20-yr/1-hr storm. The regulation provides that a 
precipitation intensity of 1”/hr be used for calculation of the volume, and refers to 
this BMP Handbook for design of infiltration facilities.  

The TRPA regulations described above have been in place for decades and are 
probably some of the earliest and most comprehensive regulatory controls to 
achieve what has more recently been referred to as Low Impact Development 
(LID)2. The principles of LID are intended to reduce the transport of runoff and 
pollutants from the site at which they are generated. More information on LID 
principles is available through the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
website3. Additionally, many of the BMPs outlined and discussed in this handbook 
can be considered LID practices. 

1.2.3 POLLUTANT LOADS 

As runoff occurs from the land surface, it collects and carries material available from 
the land surface. If the entrained material has potentially harmful effects on 
receiving waters downstream (e.g., fine sediment particles (FSP) in Lake Tahoe), the 
material is defined as a stormwater pollutant. The condition of the land surface 
directly influences the amount of stormwater pollutants entrained in runoff. 
Pollutants may be contributed to runoff not just from the land surface but from 
underlying soils when runoff rates are sufficient to cause land surface erosion. 
Controlling land surface condition and erosion is the objective of many stormwater 
BMPs in the Lake Tahoe Region that focus on pollutant source control.   

The amount of pollutants carried in runoff may be estimated from the amount of 
runoff and the amount of a pollutant carried per unit of runoff, represented as a 
concentration. For example, a concentration of suspended sediment (e.g., 100 
milligrams per liter [mg/l]4) may be multiplied by the number of liters of runoff over 
a period of time to compute the total weight, or load, of the entrained pollutant. In 
general terms, this relationship can be written: 

Pollutant Load = Runoff Volume x Pollutant Concentration 

This is an important relationship in estimating the water quality effects of runoff. In 
the Lake Tahoe Region, a major effort is in progress to define and adopt a Total 
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) to improve and protect the clarity of Lake Tahoe5. 
Loads in the equation above may be computed at different time intervals (e.g. 
hourly, daily, or annual loads). In planning efforts for the Lake Tahoe TMDL 
program, loads of pollutants carried by stormwater and other mechanisms have 
been computed as annual or average annual loads. While conceptually simple, 
calculations on long time scales for annual or average annual loads are 
computationally difficult due to concentrations and flow rates that are highly 
variable with time. The accuracy of load estimates depends on long-term data 
collection and careful analysis to define the effects of meteorological and land 
cover conditions. Site specific data may be helpful in developing or validating 
pollutant load estimates, but short term data may be misleading if it does not 
reflect long term averages or characteristics. 

                                                 
2 EPA 841-F-07-006, December 2007, Reducing Stormwater Costs Through Low Impact Development (LID) 
Strategies and Practices 
3 EPA websites – www.epa.gov/npdes/greeninfrastructure and www.epa.gov/nps/lid  
4 Although runoff is typically computed in English units (e.g., cubic feet per second) water quality 
concentrations are nearly always represented in metric units.    
5 LRWQCB and NDEP, 2009, Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load  

http://www.epa.gov/npdes/greeninfrastructure
http://www.epa.gov/nps/lid
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1.2.4 HYDROLOGIC DATA AND MODELING 

The process of designing stormwater facilities and water quality BMPs involves 
estimation or forecast of runoff, as well as pollutant concentrations or loads, based 
on known characteristics of the tributary watershed. The flow of water through the 
storage, infiltration, and runoff pathways shown in Figure 1-a varies significantly in 
response to changes in key process variables such as precipitation rates and 
saturation of soils. Thus, measurements at a particular point in time may not 
represent long term average characteristics. For example, a particular measurement 
of runoff rate or quality cannot directly be used to estimate average annual runoff 
volume or annual pollutant load because both rate and quality have naturally high 
variability through seasons, between storm or runoff events, and even within runoff 
events. Similarly, a particular measurement cannot be directly used to estimate 
appropriate design flows or performance standards for BMPs. 

A systematic series of measurements or observations can be used to estimate 
average or other statistical metrics for use in hydrologic design. Where available, 
runoff or pollutant load data may be analyzed statistically to extrapolate to design 
events of interest (e.g., the 1 percent annual chance or 100-year peak flow may be 
estimated from a gaging station record that does not include an event of such 
magnitude). If sufficient data are available for a specific watershed (or can be 
collected in anticipation of project needs), this type of analysis is powerful, 
accurate, and the logical first choice when selecting hydrologic methods. However, 
sufficient data are seldom available for urban watersheds to make the necessary 
estimates or predictions for design directly from measurements.  

Hydrologic modeling and calculations provide powerful tools to estimate 
hydrologic variables such as runoff volume and rate when adequate data are not 
available for direct statistical analysis. The model or calculation method provides a 
general framework, and input parameters are estimated for the watershed of 
interest based on local conditions. Hydrologic and water quality modeling typically 
involves making estimates of known or measurable characteristics for a watershed 
of interest (e.g., area, impervious area, soils, slope, etc.) in combination with 
hydrologic or water quality relationships derived from data on a broader 
geographic scale (e.g., precipitation).  

For example, application of the well-known “Rational Method” involves derivation 
of a runoff coefficient based on measurable land use conditions, estimation of a 
time of concentration (Refer to Section 1.3.3.3 for definition) based on measurable 
physical characteristics of the watershed, and application of precipitation depth-
duration relationships (Refer to Section 1.4.2) that are derived regionally from 
precipitation gages that are commonly outside the watershed of interest. In 
addition to regional data analysis, a hydrologist or licensed professional civil 
engineer typically relies on coefficients or relationships that are derived from 
hydrologic research or regional or national standards of practice. In the Rational 
Method, for example, the hydrologist may refer to a manual of practice (e.g. ASCE 
and WEF, 19926) or a local drainage design manual (e.g. El Dorado County7) to 
select runoff coefficients based on land use type, soils, vegetative cover, and other 
factors.  

                                                 
6 American Society of Civil Engineers, and Water Environment Federation. ASCE Manual of Practice No. 77 and 
WEF Manual of Practice FD-20. New York, NY. 1992, Design and Construction of Urban Stormwater Management 
Systems 
7 County of El Dorado, March 1995, Drainage Design Manual 

Statistical metrics are used in 
hydrologic design as measures 
of performance.  For example, 
a BMP may be designed to 
store or convey a storm event 
with the probability of 
occurring, on average, once 
every twenty years.  This event 
(20-year storm) has a 5 percent 
annual exceedence probability 
or a recurrence interval of 20 
years. 

Hydrologic modeling and 
calculations are typically 
founded on systematic 
measurements, but provide a 
means to transfer or apply 
measurements in one location 
to another by representing key 
hydrologic processes. For 
example, measurements of 
infiltration in a particular soil 
type might be applied in a 
model to another location with 
the same soil type. 
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The level of sophistication will vary, but all hydrologic and water quality analyses 
rely on a process that combines specific watershed characteristics with broader 
hydrologic relationships or methods derived outside the area of interest. The extent 
to which broader relationships apply to the area of interest is a source of 
uncertainty in all estimates. To reduce this uncertainty, standardized relationships 
are typically applied, and then adjusted based on a comparison of initial results 
with watershed observations. For example, if an initial estimate for a 10-year event 
greatly exceeds observed flows or the capacity of a drainage system where no 
flooding has been observed over a few decades, the hydrologist may adjust the 
model or calculation parameters to match observations. This process is referred to 
as calibration, and testing of calibrated parameters with observations from 
independent events is sometimes referred to as validation.  

Calibration and validation of hydrologic estimates is extremely important in larger 
studies and where public safety or large capital expenditures are involved. The 
extent to which calibration is possible depends on available data – where data are 
unavailable, more than one method may be applied and results compared to 
improve confidence in the estimates. For smaller areas, or where very standardized 
methods are routinely applied, calibration may not be practical or necessary.  

Process-based computation of surface runoff is very complex because several 
processes are involved that vary in both time and space. Therefore, simplifying 
assumptions are made to varying degrees in most models – where differences in 
hydrologic models and modeling capabilities are generally associated with 1) the 
degree to which processes are “lumped” into a single calculation, and 2) the level of 
sophistication in a calculation for representing processes and variables. 

In addition to varying degrees of sophistication in representing hydrologic 
processes, models vary in their representation of runoff over time. Some methods 
compute a specific flow parameter (e.g., peak flow for a design event, average 
annual flow, etc.), some compute hydrographs for a defined event (e.g., historical 
rainfall event or design storm), and some compute flow continuously over periods 
with and without precipitation, thus accounting for changes in water storage on 
the land surface or in soils between events. 

1.3 SUMMARY OF SELECTED METHODS 

1.3.1 PROJECT CATEGORIES – DEFINING SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Guidelines for determining the scale and complexity of a project are provided 
below using three project categories: 1) Projects Less Than 1 Acre and all Single 
Family Residential (SFR); 2) Projects 1 to 5 Acres and all Commercial (CICU); and 3) 
Projects Greater Than 5 Acres.  The reader should review the description of each 
project category and compare typical physical improvements and environmental 
analysis requirements to determine which method is most appropriate. The project 
categories have been chosen to illustrate typical choices for analysis methods.  
However, the characteristics, objectives, and conditions of individual projects will 
vary and no categorization system can apply to all cases.  

1.3.1.1 PROJECTS LESS THAN 1 ACRE AND ALL SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
(SFR) 

A project or land use of interest less than 1 acre in size, or single family residential 
areas of any size. Projects in this category typically require only minor conveyance 
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facilities that are sized by rule of thumb or standard practice. Hydrologic source 
controls (storage) and water quality requirements are specifically addressed for this 
project category by Chapter 60.4 of the TRPA Code of Ordinances and the BMP 
Retrofit Program led by TRPA. Chapter 60.4 of the TRPA Code of Ordinances 
provides guidelines for site stabilization and simple sizing criteria for storage and 
infiltration of runoff. Pollutant load estimates are typically not required to meet 
permitting or environmental analysis requirements at this scale. 

1.3.1.2 PROJECTS 1 TO 5 ACRES AND ALL COMMERCIAL (CICU) 

A parcel or collection of parcels, greater than 1 acre in total size, or commercial 
areas of any size.  

A project of this size typically includes stormwater collection and conveyance 
systems that require engineering calculations and design. Due to relatively high 
amounts of impervious coverage, projects in this category typically involve more 
complex storage and treatment systems to protect downstream water quality, and 
are subject to individual permitting review and environmental analysis that may 
require quantitative analysis of stormwater runoff rates, volumes, and quality. An 
estimate of water quality improvement achieved by project is typically desired. 

Because project conditions and their effect on water quality can be highly variable 
in this category, simple guidelines that apply to all projects in this category are 
difficult to provide. The following conditions may warrant a more detailed, or less 
detailed, level of water quality analysis for this category of projects. 

A. MORE DETAILED WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS (SIMILAR TO THAT 
REQUIRED FOR PROJECTS GREATER THAN 5 ACRES): 
 Constraints inhibit achievement of standard design goals for water quality.  

For example, design standards for storage and infiltration of runoff on the 

project site cannot be achieved.  

 An alternative analysis is needed to select a recommended alternative or 

site design based on water quality. 

 The project area is judged to contribute a significant pollutant load, and 

therefore a detailed analysis is desired to estimate the load reduction that 

will be achieved by the project. 

 The project has a direct link to the Lake Clarity Crediting Program. 

B. LESS DETAILED WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS (SIMILAR TO PROJECTS 
LESS THAN 1 ACRE OR SFR): 
 Large parcels with minimal, or no, high-density or highly impervious urban 

land uses and require only simple sizing criteria for stormwater facilities. 

For example, large parcels that can comply with regulatory requirements 

as defined in Chapter 60.4 of the TRPA Code of Ordinances. 

 A pollutant load estimate is not required to meet permitting or 

environmental analysis requirements. 

1.3.1.3 PROJECTS GREATER THAN 5 ACRES 

Typically a large redevelopment or publicly funded water quality improvement 
project that analyzes, designs, and implements improvements for an urban area on 
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the order of 5 to 100 acres, including roadways and other public stormwater 
systems.   

These projects are complex to design and implement compared to the other 
project categories, and may use the Project Delivery Process developed by the 
Storm Water Quality Improvement Committee (SWQIC)8. Project areas may be 
comprised of multiple land uses and land ownership. Significant conveyance 
facilities are required to serve multiple tributary areas and flow paths, often with 
differing hydrologic and water quality characteristics. Stormwater design flows 
depend on routing and storage in the drainage system and typically must be 
considered in the context of design storm events rather than a single peak flow. 
Compliance with municipal drainage design standards intended to protect public 
safety is typically a requirement for the project. Stormwater storage and treatment 
systems are potentially complex, and sizing may not be standardized due to 
variable opportunities and constraints in individual project areas. An alternatives 
analysis process is typically conducted to formulate and explore options for 
improvements to maximize water quality improvement within site or project 
constraints. A pollutant load reduction estimate is usually required to evaluate 
alternatives, obtain permits, evaluate environmental effects, and inform TMDL 
compliance.  

1.3.2 KEY TO HYDROLOGIC AND STORMWATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
METHODS 

Table 1-1 relates each project category to typical analysis methods for hydrology 
and water quality for: 1) sizing conveyances; 2) sizing storage facilities; and 3) 
estimating pollutant loads. Table 1-1 identifies the recommended method for each 
project category in the typical case, and provides a brief discussion on 
considerations for using other analysis methods. In general, the simplest methods 
that provide adequate results under typical circumstances are shown as the 
recommended method. More complex methods may be suitable, but additional 
resources and expertise are required to utilize them and they may not be warranted 
unless specific conditions require their use. Brief descriptions of some cases where 
more, or less, complex analysis may be suitable are provided in Table 1-1. The table 
serves as a key for the reader to reference specific Summary Sheets that are most 
applicable to a particular project. The Summary Sheets include more details about 
each method and references for additional information. The reader should note 
that Table 1-1 provides recommendations based on hydrologic and water quality 
objectives, but individual public works and regulatory agencies may have criteria 
that differ from the following recommendations, which may control the analysis 
methods selected.  

1.3.3 SUMMARY SHEETS 

Based on typical Lake Tahoe Region practice and recent work for SWQIC and the 
TMDL program, this chapter includes Summary Sheets for the following hydrologic 
and water quality analysis methods and tools: 

 NRCS BMP Calculation Spreadsheet 

 Rational Method 

 Load Reduction Planning Tool (LRPT) 
                                                 
8 SWQIC, 2004, Collaborative Storm Water Quality Project Delivery for the Lake Tahoe Basin,  
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/swqip.pdf / 
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 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Hydrologic Engineering Center, 
Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) 

 Pollutant Load Reduction Model (PLRM) 

 EPA Hydrologic Simulation Program – FORTRAN, and Load Simulation 
Program in C++ (HSPF and LSPC) 

 EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) 

Figure 1-b provides an overview of hydrologic processes and illustrates the 
processes that may be explicitly represented in the models and methods listed 
above. For the more complex models discussed, the user typically has the option to 
select more than one calculation method and to decide whether a particular 
process should be represented. For example, HEC-HMS includes several methods 
for computation of “losses” to infiltration and storage and the resulting excess 
precipitation that is converted to runoff. Where sufficient data are not available to 
adequately define a particular process or its associated variables, model accuracy 
may not be improved by explicitly representing the process in the computations.  

Various time and spatial relationships are used to define the basic parameters that 
make actual model computations very complex. Figure 1-b indicates the models 
described in this section that have capabilities for computation of water quality or 
pollutant load parameters as well as the time scale for computations. 
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Table 1-1: Key to Recommended Methods 

PROJECT SCALE AND 
COMPLEXITY 

RECOMMENDATIONS BY CATEGORY 

SIZING CONVEYANCE SIZING STORAGE FACILITIES POLLUTANT LOAD ESTIMATE 

LESS 
THAN 1 
ACRE  

AND SFR 

Typical 
Method 

Not Typically Necessary BMP Calculation Spreadsheet  Not Typically Necessary  

Alternate 
Methods      
(More or 

Less 
Complex 

Situations)  

Where peak flows are needed to size a small 
channel, culvert, or storm drain the Rational 
Method can be used.  

If BMP designs differ substantially from standard 
practice and estimates of complex storage or 
infiltration systems are needed, event hydrograph 
or continuous simulation models such as HEC-
HMS or SWMM could be applied to demonstrate 
performance or equivalence with standard sizing 
criteria. 

LRPT could be used, but Pollutant Load 
Estimates are typically not required at this 
project scale. 

1 TO 5 
ACRES  
AND 
CICU 

Typical 
Method 

Rational Method  BMP Calculation Spreadsheet LRPT  

Alternate 
Methods      
(More or 

Less 
Complex 

Situations)  

If the drainage system involves storage, multiple 
tributary areas with different characteristics, or 
complex routing, an event hydrograph model 
such as HEC-HMS may be needed. If it is 
necessary to estimate the time variance of flow 
characteristics (e.g., the fraction of time a 
particular flow will be exceeded), a continuous 
simulation model such as SWMMM may be 
needed.  

If BMP designs differ substantially from standard 
practice and estimates of complex storage or 
infiltration systems are needed, event hydrograph 
or continuous simulation models such as HEC-
HMS or SWMM could be applied to demonstrate 
performance or equivalence with standard sizing 
criteria. 

If land use conditions with respect to water 
quality are complex, estimates of load reduction 
from routing through multiple BMPs are needed, 
or BMP performance is likely to vary 
substantially with flows, a more sophisticated 
pollutant load model such as PLRM may be 
needed. 

GREATER 
THAN 5 
ACRES  

Typical 
Method 

HEC-HMS  HEC-HMS  PLRM 

Alternate 
Methods      
(More or 

Less 
Complex 

Situations) 

The Rational Method may be appropriate in 
some simple applications, such as sizing 
individual inlets or pipes with small tributary 
areas and largely impervious surfaces. More 
sophisticated continuous models such as HSPF 
or SWMM may be used, but calibration 
requirements are generally more intensive. If it 
is necessary to estimate the time variance of 
flow characteristics a continuous simulation 
application may be needed. 

If the duration or sequence of flows or stages 
over time must be known, long term continuous 
simulation models such as HSPF/LSPC or SWMM 
may be needed. HEC-HMS can be executed as a 
continuous model, but soil moisture accounting 
and pervious area routing methods are currently 
less sophisticated than HSPF/LSPC or SWMM.   

SWMM and HSPF/LSPC are applicable to 
pollutant load estimates, but PLRM is 
customized for Lake Tahoe Region stormwater. 
If the tributary area includes large non-urban 
areas, HSPF/LSPC may be preferable. In some 
projects, particular water quality algorithms in 
SWMM or HSPF/LSPC that are not included in 
PLRM may be advantageous. Where time 
variance in runoff quality is desired, HSPF/LSPC 
or SWMM may be useful. 
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Figure 1-b: Hydrologic Processes and Models 
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1.3.3.1 TEMPLATE AND TYPICAL CONTENT 

Each Summary Sheet is organized as follows: 

MODEL SUMMARY 
 Provides a brief background on what the model was developed to 

accomplish 

 Describes basics of how the model works 

 Discusses output the model was designed to report 

EXAMPLE TEMPLATE 
PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Less Than 1 Acre and 
SFR 1 to 5 Acres and CICU  Greater Than 5 Acres  

AP
PL

IC
AT

IO
N

 Sizing Conveyance •   √ × 
Sizing Storage Facilities × •   × 

Estimating Pollutant Loads × × × 
  

× Model Not 
Recommended •  Model Could Be 

Used  √ Recommended 
Model 

 
APPLICATIONS 

 Recommendations describing the appropriate uses for the model 
(Refer to Figure 1-b) 

 Recommendations are categorized by relating a desired application 
(Sizing Conveyance, Sizing Storage, or Estimating Pollutant Loads) to 
categories of project complexity and scale.  

 The reader should be familiar with the definitions of the categories for 
project complexity and scale before reviewing a Summary Sheet – Refer 
to Section 1.3.1. 

INPUT DATA NEEDS  
Summarizes typical data needs for recommended application(s).  

TYPICAL LEVEL OF EFFORT  
Provides a qualitative discussion on ease of use relative to other models described 
in these Summary Sheets and the typical level of experience/training necessary to 
successfully apply the model. 

AVAILABILITY AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
 Identifies location(s) to obtain the model and supporting 

documentation. 

 Describes the types of supporting documentation available. 
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1.3.3.2 NRCS BMP CALCULATION SPREADSHEET 

MODEL SUMMARY 
The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) developed the BMP Calculation 
Spreadsheet to assist Conservation Districts and project designers to properly size 
storage facilities to detain and infiltrate stormwater runoff at the Less Than 1 Acre 
scale. The BMP Calculation Spreadsheet targets design of storage facilities to meet 
TRPA regulations, which require containment of the stormwater runoff volume 
generated by a 20-year return period, 1-hour duration “design storm” from 
impervious surfaces on a parcel. The calculation of runoff volume in the BMP 
Calculation Spreadsheet is made by multiplying the intensity of the 20-yr/1-hr 
design storm (generally taken as 1 inch of rain in 1 hour) by the area of each 
impervious surface defined by the user. Because BMPs designed in accordance with 
TRPA regulations store and then infiltrate runoff, implementation of facilities 
designed using the BMP Calculation Spreadsheet provides hydrologic source 
control to maintain or reduce runoff volumes. 

BMP Calculation Spreadsheet output will confirm for a user if the design of a 
storage facility will satisfy TRPA regulations for a specified impervious area. 

BMP CALCULATION 
SPREADSHEET 

PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Less Than 1 Acre 
and SFR 

1 to 5 Acres and 
CICU 

Greater Than 5 
Acres 

AP
PL

IC
AT

IO
N

 Sizing Conveyance × × × 
Sizing Storage Facilities √ •   × 

Estimating Pollutant Loads × × × 
 
APPLICATIONS 
The BMP Calculation Spreadsheet is designed for Sizing Storage Facilities. It cannot 
be used to Size Conveyances and will not provide Pollutant Load Estimates. 

The BMP Calculation Spreadsheet is the recommended model for Sizing Storage 
Facilities at the Less Than 1 Acre scale (the model was specifically designed for this 
application). The model may also be used to Size Storage Facilities at the 1 to 5 Acre 
scale as site conditions allow.  

The method can be used to size storage facilities to be filled with drain rock (e.g., 
dripline infiltration trenches) or open basins. It also includes an option for water 
spreading over a vegetated area. 

INPUT DATA NEEDS  
The BMP Calculation Spreadsheet requests, but does not necessarily require, input 
of an Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) for the parcel of interest. If an APN is 
provided, the model will query the NRCS Soil Survey Data to estimate saturated 
hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) of the soils on the subject parcel. Additionally, the 
model will flag any potential design constraints for storage facilities on the subject 
parcel by relating the entered APN to the NRCS Soil Survey Data (e.g., potential 
constraints associated with high groundwater, shallow restrictive layers in the soil, 
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etc.). However, the Soil Survey was designed for planning purposes and it is 
recommended that on-site data should be collected to verify the soils information. 

The BMP Calculation Spreadsheet requires the following data inputs: 

 Dimensions of each impervious surface on the parcel (length and 
width). Where impervious surfaces are defined based on drainage (e.g. 
a roof with two eaves that drain to opposite sides of the house would 
typically be defined as two impervious surfaces in the BMP Calculation 
Spreadsheet).  

 Dimensions of storage facilities serving each impervious surface 
(length, width, and depth). 

 Void space of any material used within each storage facility (e.g., void 
space of drain rock placed in an infiltration trench). 

 Measured saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) on the subject parcel.  
This data input is optional but preferred. Entry of this parameter will 
override any Ksat value estimated from the NRCS Soil Survey Data if an 
APN is entered for the subject parcel. 

TYPICAL LEVEL OF EFFORT  
Relative to other models described in these Summary Sheets, the BMP Calculation 
Spreadsheet is very easy to apply. Users should possess a basic understanding of 
hydrology, water quality design, and site specific conditions of the subject parcel to 
successfully apply the model. A user of the BMP Calculation Spreadsheet may need 
some basic training, and at most, a few hours of time to review supporting 
documentation to become familiar with application of the model. 

AVAILABILITY AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
The most recent version of the BMP Calculation Spreadsheet and supporting 
materials can be downloaded at: http://www. tahoebmp.org/ 

Supporting materials include 1) a brief set of instructions that steps a user through 
application of the BMP Calculation Spreadsheet, and 2) general information on 
functions included in the current version of the model. Workshops are periodically 
provided that discuss the use of the BMP Calculation Spreadsheet.  Information on 
upcoming workshops is typically posted at: http://www.tahoebmp.org/. 

1.3.3.3 RATIONAL METHOD 

MODEL SUMMARY 
The Rational Method is a very common method used to estimate peak flows 
generated from small drainage areas when storage and routing characteristics do 
not have a significant influence on the magnitude of peak flows. The basic equation 
for the Rational Method is as follows: 

Q = CiA 

Where: 
Q = peak discharge (cfs) 
C = runoff coefficient (dimensionless) 
i = intensity of precipitation (inches/hour) for the time of concentration      
    of the drainage area and a specific recurrence interval  

http://www.tahoebmp.org/
http://www.tahoebmp.org/
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A = area of drainage (acres) 
 
The Rational Method will estimate peak flow that can be used to size conveyances. 

RATIONAL METHOD 
PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Less Than 1 Acre 
and SFR 

1 to 5 Acres and 
CICU 

Greater Than 5 
Acres 

AP
PL

IC
AT

IO
N

 Sizing Conveyance •   √ •   
Sizing Storage Facilities × × × 

Estimating Pollutant Loads × × × 
 
APPLICATIONS 
The Rational Method is appropriate for Sizing Conveyances based on estimates of 
peak flow, including pipes and channels, and collection devices such as drop or 
slotted drain inlets. The Rational Method cannot be used to Size Storage Facilities 
and will not provide a Pollutant Load Estimate. 

The Rational Method is recommended for use on most projects at the 1 to 5 Acre 
scale because of its ease of use and the relatively homogenous nature of drainage 
conditions at this project scale. However, a more sophisticated model may be 
necessary if site specific drainage conditions are more complex (e.g. more similar to 
the Greater Than 5 Acre scale). 

The Rational Method has been used for Lake Tahoe Region projects at the Greater 
Than 5 Acre scale. However, at this scale it is relatively common for storage and 
routing characteristics to influence the magnitude of peak flows, and therefore a 
more sophisticated model is typically the most appropriate.  

At the Less Than 1 Acre scale, it is typically unnecessary for engineering calculations 
to be performed to Size Conveyances. Therefore, no specific model is 
recommended for this application as shown in Table 1-1.  If needed, the Rational 
Method could be used, but results may be sensitive to short times of concentration 
when attempting to estimate peak flows at the Less Than 1 Acre scale. 

INPUT DATA NEEDS  
The following data inputs are necessary to estimate peak flow using the Rational 
Method. 

 Runoff Coefficient (C) – this is a dimensionless factor used to convert 
rainfall intensity to runoff intensity. A number of hydrologic 
engineering textbooks provide recommended values based on land 
use type, soil type, and the distribution of impervious coverage.   

 Precipitation Intensity (i) – commonly estimated using NOAA Atlas 14 
depth-duration-frequency curves in the Lake Tahoe Region, where the 
recurrence interval and duration of the design storm are specified by 
the applicable drainage design manuals for the project area. NOAA 
Atlas 14 data for the Lake Tahoe Region are accessible at: 
http://dipper.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/ 
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 Drainage Area (A) – the area draining to an index point where an 
estimate of peak flow is desired (e.g. drainage area tributary to a 
culvert).   

 Time of Concentration (Tc) – travel time of runoff from the hydraulically 
most distant point of the drainage area to an index point.  A common 
method for estimating time of concentration is provided in Technical 
Release 55 (TR-55), NRCS, 1986, available at:   

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1044171
.pdf 

TYPICAL LEVEL OF EFFORT  
Relative to the other models covered in these Summary Sheets, the Rational 
Method is relatively easy to apply. Users should possess an intermediate 
understanding of hydrology to successfully apply the model.  Most users would 
only need a few hours of time to become comfortable applying the model. 

AVAILABILITY AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
The Rational Method is a simple and commonly used equation for estimating peak 
runoff in small drainage areas with simple drainage conditions. A notable reference 
that provides the theory and application of the Rational Method is: Design and 
Construction of Urban Stormwater Management Systems. American Society of Civil 
Engineers and the Water Environment Federation. Manual of Practice No. 77. New York: 
ASCE, 0-87262-855-8, 1993, 724 pp. 

1.3.3.4 LOAD REDUCTION PLANNING TOOL (LRPT) 

MODEL SUMMARY 
The Load Reduction Planning Tool (LRPT) was designed to Estimate Pollutant Loads 
from redevelopment projects under both existing and proposed conditions and is 
applicable to the 1 to 5 Acre project scale. The LRPT is a new tool developed 
specifically for use in the Lake Tahoe Region and was released in 2010. 

Pollutant loads are derived from average annual runoff estimates multiplied by 
TMDL land use event mean concentrations (EMCs) under existing and proposed 
conditions. EMCs by land use and land use condition were taken from the Lake 
Tahoe TMDL Pollutant Reduction Opportunity Report (LRWQCB and NDEP, 2008). 

The LRPT outputs average annual pollutant loads between existing and proposed 
conditions associated with: 1) stormwater runoff volume reductions due to onsite 
infiltration; and 2) pollutant load reductions due to source control measures. 

LRPT 
PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Less Than 1 Acre and 
SFR 

1 to 5 Acres and 
CICU Greater Than 5 Acres 

AP
PL

IC
AT

IO
N

 Sizing Conveyance × × × 
Sizing Storage Facilities × × × 

Estimating Pollutant Loads •   √ × 
 

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1044171.pdf
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1044171.pdf
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APPLICATIONS 
The LRPT was designed to Estimate Pollutant Loading at the scale of typical 
redevelopment projects and is recommended for use at the 1 to 5 Acre scale. The 
LRPT was not designed to Size Conveyances or Size Storage Facilities, and should 
not be used for these applications. 

Projects at the 1 to 5 Acre scale with complex water quality conditions or those with 
expectations of detailed water quality analyses may need to use a more 
sophisticated model. The LRPT is not intended for use in typical public water quality 
improvement projects or projects with complex storage, conveyance, and water 
quality improvements. It is therefore not recommended for Pollutant Load 
Estimates at the Greater Than 5 Acre scale. Pollutant Load Estimates are typically 
not performed at the Less Than 1 Acre scale. Therefore, no specific model is 
recommended as best for this application in Table 1-1. However, the LRPT could be 
used for this application. 

INPUT DATA NEEDS  
The following data inputs are necessary for a Pollutant Load Estimate in LRPT: 

 Average annual precipitation for the subject parcel 

 Parcel area and delineation of parcel boundary 

 Land use(s) and land use condition(s) for the parcel, which is used to 
derive EMCs 

 Surface types (e.g. pervious/impervious) and routing among surfaces 

 Runoff yield estimate by surface type 

TYPICAL LEVEL OF EFFORT  
Compared to the other models covered in these Summary Sheets that can provide 
a Pollutant Load Estimate, the LRPT is relatively easy to apply. Users must possess 
an understanding of hydrologic routing and the TMDL water quality data to 
successfully apply the model.  A user of the LRPT will benefit from some basic 
training, and will need a few hours to one day of time to review supporting 
documentation to become familiar with the model. 

AVAILABILITY AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
The LRPT program is available for download at: www.tahoebmp.org.  

The supporting document: Load Reduction Planning Tool (LRPT) - A Methodology 
for Estimating Water Quality Benefits of Redevelopment Projects in the Lake Tahoe 
Basin (2NDNATURE, 2009) describes the: 1) theory and methods for runoff 
calculations in the LRPT; 2) basis for EMCs used in the LRPT; and 3) instructions on 
how to apply the LRPT organized in a step-wise procedure.  This document is 
available for download at: www.tahoebmp.org. 

1.3.3.5 HYDROLOGIC MODELING SYSTEM (HMS) 

MODEL SUMMARY 
The Hydrologic Modeling System (HMS) is developed and supported by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) in Davis, California. 
HMS is designed to simulate precipitation-runoff processes from a wide range of 

http://www.tahoebmp.org./
http://www.tahoebmp.org./
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watershed conditions and hydrologic applications, from modeling large river basins 
for water supply and flood hydrology to modeling small urban drainages for public 
works designs. The computational engine supporting HMS is based on over 30 
years of hydrologic software development at HEC. HMS is the successor to the 
widely used HEC-1 program.  

HMS provides seven methods to estimate rainfall losses on pervious surfaces and 
six methods to transform excess precipitation to runoff. Available computation 
intervals in HMS range from 1 minute to 24 hours. Simulations in HMS may be 
event-based or continuous and can range in duration from hours to years. Water 
quality algorithms are currently being developed for incorporation into HMS, but 
are not yet available within the public version of the model.  

Output provided by HMS includes time-series of runoff (e.g., hydrographs), losses, 
and baseflow; as well as estimates of peak flows, total runoff volumes, total losses, 
and total baseflow. 

HMS 
PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Less Than 1 Acre 
and SFR 

1 to 5 Acres and 
CICU 

Greater Than 5 
Acres 

AP
PL

IC
AT

IO
N

 Sizing Conveyance × •   √ 

Sizing Storage Facilities × •   √ 

Estimating Pollutant Loads × × × 
 
APPLICATIONS 
HMS is recommended for use when Sizing Conveyances or Storage Facilities at the 
Greater Than 5 Acre scale. HMS is also appropriate for these applications at the 1 to 
5 Acre scale when stormwater routing is a key consideration. The current version of 
HMS does not provide water quality algorithms and cannot be used for Pollutant 
Load Estimates.  

Note that other models included in these Summary Sheets may successfully be 
used for Sizing Conveyances and Storage Facilities. HMS is the recommended 
model for these applications because most project designers working in the Lake 
Tahoe Region are familiar with HMS, the model incorporates several different 
methods for rainfall inputs, loss rate estimation, and excess precipitation-runoff 
transformation, and is well supported by HEC. Furthermore, many of the local 
government jurisdictions in the Lake Tahoe Region have adopted hydrologic 
design manuals that accept or require HEC-1 or HMS modeling for larger urban 
catchments.  HMS is a relatively complex model, and simpler models (e.g., BMP 
Calculation Spreadsheet) are recommended for use at the Less Than 1 Acre scale.  

INPUT DATA NEEDS  
A user can select from numerous methods in HMS to simulate precipitation losses, 
transform excess precipitation to runoff, and estimate baseflow. Many of the input 
data needs for a model simulation depend on the methods selected by the user 
and are not discussed in detail here. The following are common input data needs 
for recommended applications of HMS within the context of these Summary Sheets 
(e.g. Sizing Conveyances and Sizing Storage Facilities).  
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 Precipitation inputs – manual inputs and/or algorithms to develop precipitation 
time series (historical events, design storms, etc.)  

 Catchment delineation(s) and catchment data: 

 Total area and Percent imperviousness 

 Loss method for pervious areas (e.g., SCS Curve Number, Initial and 

Constant Loss, Green Ampt, etc.) 

 Surface runoff plane(s) characterized by Slope, Length, and Roughness 

 Routing Reaches 

 Routing method (e.g., Kinematic Wave) 

 Length of reach 

 Cross section dimensions and slope 

 Manning’s N 

 Storage Facilities 

 Stage-volume-discharge relationships 

 Storage routing method  

TYPICAL LEVEL OF EFFORT  
HMS is a commonly used model in the fields of hydrologic engineering and 
hydrologic science. Typical users of HMS have completed a college-level course in 
hydrology. A user of HMS requires a moderate level of training and experience, and 
a few days of time to review supporting documentation to understand how to 
apply the model.  

AVAILABILITY AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
The HMS program and supporting documentation is available for download at: 
http://www.hec.usace.army.mil/publications/ 

Key supporting documentation includes: 

 Quick Start Guide – includes a tutorial to help new users become 
familiar with the basic operations of the model. 

 User’s Manual - provides information that is directly applicable for 
setting up and performing HMS simulations. 

 Applications Guide – illustrates various applications of HMS for typical 
studies. 

 Technical Reference Manual – describes the technical basis of the 
program in terms of the available mathematical models and parameter 
estimation techniques. 

1.3.3.6 POLLUTANT LOAD REDUCTION MODEL (PLRM) 

MODEL SUMMARY 
The Pollutant Load Reduction Model (PLRM) was developed specifically for the Lake 
Tahoe Region to compute Pollutant Load Estimates at the scale of public water 
quality improvement projects. The PLRM uses long-term continuous simulations of 
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hydrology and Lake Tahoe Region water quality data to compare stormwater 
project alternatives based on quantitative comparisons of pollutant loads and 
runoff volumes. The PLRM program code augments the source code from EPA’s 
Storm Water Management Model version 5 (SWMM5) graphical user interface (GUI) 
to include customized user input forms specific to Lake Tahoe Region stormwater 
management practices. The customized user input forms are linked to a Microsoft 
Access® database that contains Tahoe-specific data and default parameters 
necessary for running a SWMM5 simulation.   

Modeled scenarios in the PLRM may vary based on user specified inputs that affect 
pollutant load generation and reduction, which can include: land use types and 
land use conditions, pollutant source controls, hydrologic source controls, and 
centralized stormwater treatment BMPs.  

The PLRM reports output summarized as average annual runoff volumes and 
pollutant loads for each modeled scenario. The PLRM allows for comparison of 
various alternatives against a baseline scenario to evaluate potential load 
reductions.  

PLRM 
PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Less Than 1 Acre 
and SFR 

1 to 5 Acres and 
CICU 

Greater Than 5 
Acres 

AP
PL

IC
AT

IO
N

 Sizing Conveyance × × × 
Sizing Storage Facilities × × × 

Estimating Pollutant Loads × •   √ 
 
APPLICATIONS 
The PLRM was designed for Pollutant Load Estimates at the scale of typical public 
water quality improvement projects and is the recommended model for this 
application. The PLRM does not Size Conveyances or Storage Facilities. 

Projects at the 1 to 5 Acre scale with complex water quality conditions, or those 
with expectations of detailed water quality analyses, may benefit from the use of 
the PLRM.  

The PLRM does not assist in Sizing Storage Facilities or Pollutant Load Estimates at 
the Less Than 1 Acre scale. However, the PLRM can be used to estimate pollutant 
loads for varying levels of private BMP implementation at a larger (e.g., catchment, 
neighborhood) scale for planning studies. For example, the PLRM can be used to 
estimate differences in pollutant loads for a project area with 25 percent private 
property BMP compliance compared to 75 percent private property BMP 
compliance (or any variation of this example). 

INPUT DATA NEEDS  
The PLRM uses long-term continuous simulations to estimate pollutant loading. 
Because of the complexity of the analyses employed by the PLRM, input data needs 
are relatively complex compared to other hydrology and water quality applications 
currently used in the Lake Tahoe Region. However, the PLRM was specifically 
designed for use in Lake Tahoe Region stormwater practice, and relative to other 
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available models that could also be used to estimate pollutant loading from the 
Greater Than 5 Acre scale (e.g. SWMM and HSFP/LSPC) the PLRM significantly 
reduces input data needs.  

Input data needs to perform a model simulation require data typically collected and 
compiled in current Lake Tahoe Region practice for implementing stormwater 
quality improvement projects (i.e. Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives [SWQIC, 
2004]). Generalized data inputs include:   

 Project location in the Lake Tahoe Region 

 Catchment delineation(s) and catchment specific data: 

 Total area 

 Land use distributions and impervious area by land use 

 Soil distributions from NRCS Soil Survey Data 

 Average slope 

 Road conditions 

 Drainage conditions 

 Storm water treatment (SWT) facility design parameters (when a SWT 
facility is present or proposed) 

TYPICAL LEVEL OF EFFORT  
Because the PLRM was specifically built for Pollutant Load Estimates generated by 
public water quality projects in the Lake Tahoe Region, it is much easier to apply 
than other continuous simulation models that can serve this purpose (e.g. 
HSPF/LSPC and SWMM). However, while the PLRM is practical for application in a 
relative sense, it requires experience in water quality, hydrology, and water 
resources modeling to successfully apply. A user of the PLRM will typically need a 
moderate level of training and experience, and a few days to one week of time to 
review supporting documentation to understand how to apply the model.  

AVAILABILITY AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
The PLRM program and supporting documentation is available for download at: 
http://www.tiims.org/TIIMS-Sub-Sites/PLRM/docs-downloads.aspx 

Key supporting documentation includes: 

 User’s Manual and Quick Start Guide - provides information that is 
directly applicable for setting up and performing basic PLRM 
simulations. 

 Applications Guide - walks the user through key aspects of developing 
a PLRM simulation. 

 Model Development Document - background on the PLRM program 
structure; development of data sets supporting the PLRM; and 
descriptions of the technical algorithms used to develop data sets and 
inform computational methods.  

http://www.tiims.org/TIIMS-Sub-Sites/PLRM/docs-downloads.aspx
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1.3.3.7 HSPF AND LSPC 

MODEL SUMMARY 
The Hydrologic Simulation Program – Fortran (HSPF) is developed and supported 
by the EPA. The HSPF program code has evolved over the past 50 years with its 
origins based in the Stanford Watershed Model. The HSPF code contains hundreds 
of algorithms with extensive capabilities for simulating hydrology and water 
quality.  WinHSPF is the most recent version of HSPF available within the EPA’s 
BASINS watershed modeling package. The BASINS package links a number of EPA’s 
water resources models under a publicly available GIS platform (MapWindow). 
WinHSPF consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows access to the 
underlying HSPF program code.  

The Load Simulation Program - C++ (LSPC) is combined with HSPF in this Summary 
Sheet because LSPC modernized many of the HSPF technical algorithms by 
bringing the HSPF code into the C++ programming language. LSPC is the modeling 
platform for the Lake Tahoe Watershed Model. The Lake Tahoe Watershed Model is 
a customized application of LSPC and is an upgraded version of the publicly 
available LSPC program on EPA’s website.  

Both HSPF and LSPC were designed primarily for watershed-scale modeling 
applications (e.g. the Lake Tahoe Region).  Both models simulate multiple 
watershed processes including soil moisture accounting, surface runoff, interflow, 
base flow, snowpack hydrology, evapotranspiration, and groundwater interactions. 
Both models are typically used to assess and report output on the effects of land-
use changes, reservoir operations, surface/groundwater interactions, and point or 
nonpoint source treatment alternatives. 

 

HSPF/LSPC 
PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Less Than 1 Acre 
and SFR 

1 to 5 Acres and 
CICU 

Greater Than 5 
Acres 

AP
PL

IC
AT

IO
N

 Sizing Conveyance × •   •   
Sizing Storage Facilities × •   •   

Estimating Pollutant Loads × •   •   
 
APPLICATIONS 
Both HSPF and LSPC are very sophisticated numerical models that can be used for a 
wide range of applications including Sizing Conveyances, Sizing Storage Facilities, 
and conducting Pollutant Load Estimates. HSPF and LSPC may be used for these 
applications at the 1 to 5 Acre project scale and the Greater Than 5 Acre project 
scale.  

HSPF and LSPC are not the recommended models for Sizing Conveyances or Sizing 
Storage Facilities as simpler models that are more familiar to Lake Tahoe Region 
practitioners are typically sufficient.  However, if they are selected for other reasons, 
the models are applicable to these purposes. For complex applications in non-
urban areas, HSPF/LSPC may be the most appropriate model as soil moisture 
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accounting and pervious area routing methods are superior to other models 
included in these Summary Sheets. HSPF and LSPC are not the recommended 
models for Estimating Pollutant Loading in urban areas of the Lake Tahoe Region as 
the PLRM was designed specifically for this purpose. Some water quality algorithms 
in HSPF/LSPC that are not included in PLRM may be advantageous in particular 
settings or projects, but these applications typically require more intensive data 
inputs and calibration. HSPF and LSPC are not recommended for application at the 
Less Than 1 Acre project scale because other models that are much simpler to apply 
can be used at this scale.  

INPUT DATA NEEDS  
Many input data needs for a HSPF or LSPC simulation depend upon the modeling 
methods selected by the user and the desired application. Input data needs are not 
presented here given the variability and breadth of potential data inputs that can 
be necessary for a simulation and the desired application. For Sizing Conveyances 
and Storage Facilities, most input data needs for HSPF/LSPC are similar to those of 
HMS. For Estimating Pollutant Loading, many of the water quality algorithms in 
HSPF/LSPC are physically-based, which increases the predictive capability of the 
models, but also increases data input needs and calibration requirements. 

TYPICAL LEVEL OF EFFORT  
HSPF and LSPC are both very sophisticated computer models that require a strong 
understanding of water resources modeling and water quality modeling to 
successfully apply. A user of HSPF or LSPC will typically need to have completed 
college-level courses in hydrology and hydraulics, and potentially water quality 
modeling courses if Pollutant Load Estimates are a desired application. A user of 
HSPF or LSPC will typically need a high level of training and experience, and a few 
days to a week of time to review supporting documentation to understand how to 
apply the model.   

AVAILABILITY AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
The WinHSPF program and supporting documentation is available for download at: 

 http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/basins/ 

Note that the current version of HSPF is bundled with EPA’s BASINS program. 

The Lake Tahoe Watershed Model version of the LSPC program is available for 
download at: 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe
/index.shtml 

1.3.3.8 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT MODEL (SWMM) 

MODEL SUMMARY 
The Storm Water Management Model Version 5 (SWMM5) is a rainfall-runoff 
simulation program that estimates runoff quantity and quality.  SWMM has been 
developed over the past 40 years and was originally designed to model runoff and 
routing in urban drainage areas. Various updates to SWMM have added capabilities 
to model less-developed watersheds, but it is still primarily used for urban areas. 
The release of SWMM5 modernized the SWMM code and the graphical user 
interface (GUI). SWMM5 is actively supported by EPA and has a very large user 

http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/basins/
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/index.shtml
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/index.shtml
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group. SWMM5 is the computational engine for the Lake Tahoe Pollutant Load 
Reduction Model (PLRM). 

SWMM5 provides three methods to estimate rainfall losses on pervious surfaces 
and two methods to transform excess precipitation to runoff. Simulations may be 
event-based or continuous and can range in duration from hours to years. SWMM5 
includes algorithms for the hydraulic analysis of channels and pipe systems as well 
as hydrologic analysis.  

SWMM5 tracks and provides output on the quantity and quality of runoff generated 
within catchments, pipes, and channels; as well as flow rates and flow depths at 
various nodes and channels in a simulation.  

SWMM 
PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 

Less Than 1 Acre 
and SFR 

1 to 5 Acres and 
CICU 

Greater Than 5 
Acres 

AP
PL

IC
AT

IO
N

 Sizing Conveyance × •   •   
Sizing Storage Facilities × •   •   

Estimating Pollutant Loads × •   •   
 
APPLICATIONS 
SWMM5 is a very flexible and powerful numerical model that can be used for a wide 
range of applications including Sizing Conveyances, Sizing Storage Facilities, and 
conducting Pollutant Load Estimates. SWMM5 may be used for these applications 
at the 1 to 5 Acre scale and the Greater Than 5 Acre scale.  

SWMM5 is not the recommended models for Sizing Conveyances or Sizing Storage 
Facilities as simpler models that are more familiar to Lake Tahoe Region 
practitioners are typically sufficient. However, if they are selected for other reasons, 
the model is applicable to these purposes. For complex applications in urban areas, 
SWMM5 may be desirable as the hydraulic routing algorithms in SWMM5 are 
superior to other models included in these Summary Sheets. SWMM5 is not the 
recommended models for Estimating Pollutant Loading in urban areas of the Lake 
Tahoe Region as the PLRM was designed specifically for this purpose and 
significantly reduces input data needs for the user (SWMM5 is the computational 
engine of the PLRM). Some water quality algorithms in SWMM5 that are not 
included in PLRM may be advantageous in particular settings or projects, but 
typically require more intensive data inputs and calibration.  

SWMM5 is not recommended for application at the Less Than 1 Acre project scale 
because other models that are much simpler to apply can be used at this scale.  

INPUT DATA NEEDS  
Many input data needs for a SWMM5 simulation depend upon the modeling 
methods selected by the user and the desired application. Input data needs are not 
presented here given the variability and breadth of potential data inputs that can 
be necessary for a SWMM simulation and the desired application.  
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TYPICAL LEVEL OF EFFORT  
SWMM5 is a very powerful and sophisticated computer model that requires a 
strong understanding of water resources modeling and water quality modeling to 
successfully apply. A user of SWMM5 will typically need to have completed college-
level courses in hydrology and hydraulics, and potentially water quality modeling 
courses if Pollutant Load Estimates are a desired application. A user of SWMM5 will 
typically need a high level of training and experience, and a few days to a week of 
time to review supporting documentation to understand how to apply the model.  

AVAILABILITY AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 
The SWMM5 program and key supporting documentation is available for download 
at: http://www.epa.gov/nrmrl/wswrd/wq/models/swmm/ 

Supporting documentation includes: 

 User’s Manual - provides information that is directly applicable for 
setting up and performing basic SWMM simulations. 

 Applications Manual – provides example applications that walk the user 
through applications of the model for stormwater management issues 
and design problems that are fairly common. 

 

1.4 AVAILABLE INFORMATION – LAKE TAHOE REGION 
HYDROLOGY 

1.4.1 TMDL DEVELOPMENT AND MODELING 

The TMDL process was established by Congress under Section 303(d) of the Clean 
Water Act. TMDLs are tools for implementing State water quality standards and are 
based on the relationship between pollution sources and in-stream (or lake) water 
quality conditions. The TMDL establishes the allowable loadings or other 
quantifiable parameters for a water body and thereby provides the basis for States 
to establish water quality-based controls. These controls should be designed to 
provide the pollution reduction necessary for a water body to meet water quality 
standards. The EPA provides descriptions and guidance for the TMDL process at: 
http://www.epa.gov/owow/tmdl. 

The Lake Tahoe TMDL program has conducted extensive research and produced 
technical reports related to hydrology and stormwater quality in the Lake Tahoe 
Region. The Lake Tahoe TMDL development is described in Charting a Course to 
Clarity, the Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load 9and the Lake Tahoe TMDL 
Technical Report10.   

As part of the TMDL program, a Lake Clarity Model and Watershed Model were 
developed for the Lake Tahoe Region. The Watershed Model was developed to 
quantify sources of pollutants from upland sources, and simulates both hydrology 
and pollutant loading. The model simulates fine sediment (< 63 microns) and 
nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorous) loading by performing a long-term simulation 
of hydrologic and water quality processes. The entire Lake Tahoe Region is 
modeled as 184 sub-watersheds with 63 direct stream inputs to the lake, plus nine 
                                                 
9 LRWQCB and NDEP, 2007, Charting a Course to Clarity, the Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load 
10 LRWQCB and NDEP, 2007, Lake Tahoe TMDL Technical Report 

http://www.epa.gov/owow/tmdl
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groups of intervening zones, which are drainage areas between the mouths of 
streams that drain directly to the lake.  

The Watershed Model is more fully described in Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily 
Load Technical Report and Watershed Hydrologic Modeling and Sediment and 
Nutrient Loading Estimation for the Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load11. 

In addition to the Watershed Model, the TMDL program developed the Pollutant 
Load Reduction Model (PLRM) through assistance from the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE). The PLRM is intended for application at a smaller scale than the 
Watershed Model and was specifically developed for analysis of pollutant load 
reductions associated with typical Lake Tahoe Region public water quality 
improvement projects12. A summary sheet with a link to PLRM executable files and 
model documentation is included in Section 1.3.3.6.  

1.4.2 SOILS, LAND USE, AND HYDROMETEOROLOGY 

The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) completed a comprehensive 
soil survey for the Lake Tahoe Region in 200613, which can be downloaded at: 

http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov/Manuscripts/CA693/0/Tahoe_CA.pdf 

The Web Soil Survey is available at:  

http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/ 

The TMDL program developed a GIS land use layer for the Lake Tahoe Region. This 
information is available as a downloadable zip file at:  

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe
/index.shtml 

Hydrometeorology data for the Lake Tahoe Region was analyzed by the USACE as 
part of development of guidance for the SWQIC and by hydrologic consultants for 
development of the Watershed Model and PLRM for the TMDL program. The 
Watershed Model and PLRM models use similar long term data sets developed from 
eight SnoTel gages around the Lake Tahoe Region. The SnoTel records were quality 
assured as part of model development. These gages provide the best available 
short-interval (1-hour) meteorologic records for the Lake Tahoe Region, but are 
generally located at higher elevations and outside of urbanized areas. Both the 
Watershed Model and PLRM use adjustments to this data set to develop synthetic 
meteorologic records for use in simulations. The data sets and extrapolations used 
in PLRM are described in model documentation at:  

 http://www.tiims.org/TIIMS-Sub-Sites/PLRM/docs-downloads.aspx 

USACE studies recommended use of the NOAA Atlas 14 for design precipitation 
values. Depth-duration-frequency relationships from NOAA Atlas 14 are available at 
the NOAA Hydro-meteorological Design Studies Center data server: 
 http://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/index.html 

                                                 
11  LRWQCB prepared by Tetra Tech, 2007. Watershed Hydrologic Modeling and Sediment and Nutrient Loading 
Estimation for the Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load 
12 USACE, Sacramento District prepared by Northwest Hydraulic Consultants, Geosyntec, and 2NDNATURE, 
2009, Pollutant Load Reduction Model (PLRM) Model Development Document 
13 NRCS – U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2006, Soil Survey for the Lake Tahoe Basin, CA and NV 

http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov/Manuscripts/CA693/0/Tahoe_CA.pdf
http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/index.shtml
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/index.shtml
http://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/index.html
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CHAPTER 2: SITE ANALYSIS 
2.1 PURPOSE AND USE OF THIS CHAPTER  

The purpose of the Site Analysis Chapter is to assist the reader in determining the 
existing on-site conditions before developing a Best Management Practices (BMP) 
plan for a project. The analysis informs BMP alternatives and enables a designer to 
select optimal BMPs based on the goals and objectives of the Project. Each site has 
unique opportunities and constraints for BMP implementation. For example, 
available open space presents opportunities for BMP installation, while lack of open 
space may be a constraint. The level and detail of information that needs to be 
gathered during this phase of planning depends on the land use and scale of the 
project. A small residential project requires less information to plan for BMPs 
compared to a jurisdiction scale project in which several more factors affect the 
BMP design. This chapter should be used in conjunction with Chapter 3, Permanent 
BMP Planning and Selection to help design the optimal BMPs for a project.  

The chapter is organized based on the scale of the project. The reader can reference 
the section that is applicable to their project scale. The three categories of scale are:  

 Section 2.2 describes methods for Projects Less than 1 Acre and all Single Family 
Residential (SFR). 

 Section 2.3 describes methods for Projects 1 to 5 Acres and all Commercial, 
Industrial, Communications and Utilities (CICU). 

 Section 2.4 describes methods for Projects Greater than 5 Acres, which includes 
most jurisdiction scale projects. 

Within each category are three steps to conducting the site analysis and a 
compilation of information that should be collected during each phase of the 
analysis. The three steps to the site analysis include: 

 Initial Data Gathering (Pre Site Visit): Gather existing site information using 
available resources. Planning level information is available to assist in the BMP 
selection and design process, which is referenced in this chapter. 

 Initial Site Visit: Towards the beginning of the planning process, an initial site 
visit should be performed to identify site specific characteristics. This includes 
characteristics such as pollutant sources and on-site hydrology. Compare the site 
specific characteristics to the planning level information already gathered. 
Identify information that require specific tools, expertise, or a TRPA application 
to accurately depict (e.g. specific soil information, land capability verification) 
and plan accordingly.  

 Additional Data Gathering: Often times an additional site visit will be necessary 
because the appropriate tools or expertise were not available during the initial 
site visit, or conditions are believed to be different than information gathered 
during the pre-site visit. For example, a TRPA Land Capability and Land Coverage 
Verification may be required to design BMPs, and that requires an additional 
application and site visit from TRPA staff. 
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2.2 PROJECTS LESS THAN 1 ACRE AND ALL SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS  

2.2.1 INITIAL DATA GATHERING  

2.2.1.1 LAND USE 

Identify the land use on-site. Make sure the land use(s) on-site are consistent with 
the applicable Plan Area Statement or Community Plan. These can all be identified 
by consulting with the TRPA website at www.trpa.org under TRPA Regulations.  

2.2.1.2 PROJECT AREA BASE MAP 

Develop a simple base map which may be built upon throughout the site analysis 
and BMP design process. A map may be obtained from the County Assessor office 
or assembled by compiling record and field survey information. On the map 
identify if the project area is located within a scenic corridor, located within the 
shorezone, or located within a Steam Environment Zone (SEZ) setback. Special 
consideration shall be taken when planning and designing BMPs within these 
areas. 

2.2.1.3 PARCEL BOUNDARIES 

Identify the parcel or project area boundaries and delineate it on the project area 
map. Include all easements, encroachments, setbacks, and county/city right of ways 
as BMPs shall not be installed within these areas, unless permission is obtained 
from the appropriate entity. Parcel scale information may be obtained from the 
parcel deed or a site survey. 

2.2.1.4 TOPOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Identify basic topography. If a site survey has been done, use that information to 
identify on-site topography and incorporate the information onto the base map if a 
site survey has not been done for the project area, basic topography such as low 
spots and flow lines may be identified on-site during the initial site visit.  

2.2.1.5 NRCS SOIL SURVEY 

Identify the mapped soil unit(s) within the project area. The Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) published the updated Soil Survey for the Lake Tahoe 
Basin (Soil Survey) in 2007. The soil survey includes characteristics of soil types that 
are needed to design BMPs. Soil map units directly correlate with specific 
infiltration rates and influence rainfall-runoff characteristics and the annual water 
balance.1 The soil survey is an order II/III survey, which is performed on a large scale 
and intended for general planning purposes only. An on-site soils investigation is 
recommended to get site specific information.  

The Web Soil Survey may be found at:  

http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm 

                                                 
1 SWQIC, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-3 Table A3.8, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 

Plan Area Statements provide 
specific land use policies and 
regulations for a particular 
geographic area. Community 
Plans provide historical context 
and direct future land use and 
development within that area. 
All projects and activities shall 
be consistent with the Plan 
Area Statement or Community 
Plan.  

 

http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm
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Basic soil information pertinent to designing BMPs is also embedded into the BMP 
Calculation spreadsheet which can be found at www.tahoebmp.org. The following 
is applicable soil information needed in designing BMPs on small residential scale 
projects and is available from the web soil survey.  

 Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat): The Ksat is a quantitative measure of a 
saturated soils ability to transmit water when subject to a hydraulic gradient.2 
Ksat varies in the Lake Tahoe Region from slow (less than 1 inch per hour) to very 
fast (greater than 12 inches per hour). BMP opportunities and constraints vary 
depending on the Ksat of the soil. Soils with a low Ksat may make infiltration on-
site a challenge, especially with large impervious areas. It is significantly easier to 
infiltrate stormwater on sites with a high Ksat value. Reducing the amount of 
impervious surfaces and disconnecting impervious surfaces can help infiltrate 
stormwater on sites with low Ksats.  

 Thickness of O horizon: A soil horizon is a layer of soil or soil material 
approximately parallel to the land surface and differing from adjacent 
genetically related layers in physical, chemical, and biological properties or 
characteristics such as color, structure, texture, consistency, kinds and number of 
organisms present, and degree of acidity or alkalinity.3 The O horizon is the 
uppermost layer consisting of decomposing organic material. It helps establish 
and maintain vegetation and increases the soils ability to resist erosion. Many 
soils in the Lake Tahoe Region are lacking a substantial O horizon so it may be 
necessary to add humus and soil binding materials to sediment source control 
projects.  

                                                 
2 NRCS, 2004, Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity: Water Movement Concepts and Class History, Technical Note 
6, http://soils.usda.gov/technical/ 
3 Soil Science Society of America, Glossary of Soil Science Terms, https://www.soils.org/publications/soils-
glossary# 

http://www.tahoebmp.org/
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Figure 2-a: Soil Horizons 

 
 

 Depth to Bedrock: Shallow rocky soils, and rock outcrops are common in the 
Lake Tahoe Region. These features may hinder the installation of BMPs. They 
may slow infiltration and reduce BMP effectiveness. Some fractured bedrocks 
can short circuit the treatment process by providing preferential flow pathways. 

 Depth to seasonal high groundwater: Groundwater levels and movement 
affect transport of pollutants, vegetation types, and the feasibility of BMPs4; 
therefore seasonal high groundwater level may limit the depth of infiltration 
BMPs. To prevent discharge of pollutants into groundwater, TRPA Code states 
“The bottom of infiltration trenches or drywells shall be a minimum of one foot 
above the seasonal high water table.”5  

                                                 
4 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-3 Table A3.8, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
5 TRPA, Lake Tahoe Regional Plan, Code of Ordinances, 60.4.6.A.1 
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2.2.1.6 UTILITIES 

Obtain mapped utility information from the local utility district and incorporate the 
information onto the base map to ensure BMPs are not designed near a utility. 
Always call 811 to get utilities marked prior to any excavation. Hitting a utility 
during construction is avoidable and measures should be taken throughout the 
project to know utility locations prior to and during construction. 

2.2.2 INITIAL SITE VISIT 

The initial site visit should identify existing conditions such as landscape features 
and drainage patterns. Identify the location of discharge points, slope length, 
aspect, and gradient and natural features including trees, streams, and wetlands. 
Sensitive areas such as SEZs and erodible slopes shall be protected from 
disturbance including clearing, grading, and encroachment from vehicles and 
heavy equipment.6 The initial site visit should compare these field observations 
with the information that was previously gathered. If the site visit leads to the 
assumption that a portion of the mapped information is inaccurate, an additional 
site visit may be required. As you perform the initial site visit, identify what 
opportunities and constraints there are for BMP implementation including on-site 
infiltration capacity, slope stabilization, revegetation, drainage conveyances, and 
paving requirements.  

2.2.2.1 EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS AND USES ON-SITE  

COMPACTED AND DISTURBED AREAS 
Identify compacted and disturbed areas. Evidence of compacted, disturbed soil 
includes precipitation not being able to naturally infiltrate and the lack of 
vegetation compared to surrounding undisturbed areas. Parking off pavement, 
long-term storage of equipment/materials and heavy foot/animal traffic all cause 
compaction and disturbance to the natural soil. 

 
Evidence of compacted and disturbed soil from vehicle traffic is shown above. Rainfall and 
snowmelt will not infiltrate and instead becomes stormwater runoff causing erosion and 
carrying sediment-laden water with it. 

                                                 
6 EPA, 2007, Developing your Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan: A Guide for Construction Sites; Page 11 
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OFF-PAVEMENT PARKING 
Identify all unpaved areas that exhibit signs of disturbance, primarily from driving 
and parking vehicles and/or heavy equipment. All areas used for parking and/or 
driving shall be paved in accordance with TRPA and local jurisdiction regulations. If 
a project has unpaved parking or vehicle traffic areas, work with TRPA or the local 
jurisdiction to bring that property into compliance through either paving or 
restoring the area.  

All properties in the Lake Tahoe Region are subject to land coverage regulations 
that limit the amount of disturbance in the watershed. The land capability and land 
coverage shall be verified prior to any changes in coverage (e.g. paving or 
restoring). Refer to Chapter 4, BMP Toolkit, Sections 4.2-i to 4.2-l Soil Stabilization 
(Non-Vegetative), and Chapter 7 Permitting for more information.  

This unpaved driveway should be paved.  It is currently a sediment source when vehicles 
track dirt onto the roadway and during disturbance from snow plows.  

SEZ/SEASONAL HIGH GROUNDWATER 
AREAS AND FLOODPLAINS 
Look for indicators of a SEZ, including the 
SEZ setback, and/or or seasonal high 
groundwater on all projects as these areas 
require special protection and certain BMPs 
are not appropriate. Some indicators of a 
SEZ and seasonal high ground water are 
evidence of surface water, presence of 
riparian vegetation such as meadow 
species, willow thickets, alder thickets and 
Lodgepoles, beach soils or certain alluvial 
soils. If there are indicators of a SEZ or 
seasonal high ground water request either a 
TRPA Site Assessment or Land Coverage 
Verification and a Soil/Hydrologic Report 
respectively to determine the presence and 
limits of these features.  

 

Coverage: 

TRPA defines Land Coverage as 
“A structure, improvement or 
covering shall not be 
considered as land coverage if 
it permits at least 75 percent of 
normal precipitation directly to 
reach the ground and permits 
the growth of vegetation on 
the approved species list.“ 

Wetland grasses are an indicator of a 
Stream Environment Zone. 
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ERODING AND UNSTABLE HILL-SLOPES 
Identify all eroding and/or unstable slopes on all projects. Include the length and 
steepness of the slope as this will determine the appropriate stabilization 
technique. Steeper slopes contribute more rapid runoff and generally higher peak 
flows than low-gradient slopes.7 Gentle slopes may be stabilized through 
vegetation, while steeper slopes may require structural stabilization alone or in 
combination with vegetation. 

This slope is showing signs of significant gully erosion and should be stabilized.  The 
source of any uncontrolled upslope runoff that is possibly causing the issue also should be 
identified. 

UNMAPPED ROCK OUTCROPS, STEEP SLOPES 
Identify the location of all unmapped outcrops and steep slopes. A naturally steep 
slope that is already stable and not slated for legally permitted construction should 
be left undisturbed. If the steep slope exhibits signs of erosion it should be 
stabilized.  

EXISTING VEGETATION 
Identify existing vegetation including native and adapted species, noxious and 
invasive species, and uncommon or sensitive species. Native and adapted species 
should be protected from site disturbance and may be a good reference when 
revegetating other areas of the property. Invasive and noxious species should be 
properly removed and disposed of. Refer to the Lake Tahoe Basin Weed 
Coordinating Group website, www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org, for more information 
on invasive weeds. Uncommon or sensitive species, such as SEZ vegetation, have 
special protection and should be protected from any site disturbance. Identify 
vegetated areas that may be optimal for stormwater infiltration. TRPA requires the 
preservation and management of vegetation of significant scenic, recreational, 
educational, scientific, or natural values of the Lake Tahoe Region, and for 
management of vegetation to prevent the spread of wildfires. For example, riparian 

                                                 
7 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-3, Table A3-8,  http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 

Refer to the Lake Tahoe Basin 
Weed Coordinating Group 
website, 
www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org, 
for more information on 
invasive weeds. 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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or wetland species within the project area boundaries shall be protected and 
preserved. Vegetation cover influences rainfall-runoff characteristics and annual 
water balance.8  

 
This well vegetated area is protected from disturbance with parking barriers. 

Fire Defensible Space: All property owners should request a fire defensible space 
evaluation from their local fire protection district. Refer to the “Living with Fire” 
document and visit www.livingwithfire.info/tahoe/ for more fire defensible space 
guidelines. A few basic fire defensible space management principles include 
removing all combustible materials within 0 to 5 feet of the property and removing 
dead vegetation within the 5-30- foot “lean, clean, and green” zone.  

                                                 
8 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-3, Table A3-8,  http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 

Keep your property lean, clean 
and green. Refer to the Living 
with Fire document, 
www.livingwithfire.info, and 
request a fire defensible space 
evaluation from your local fire 
protection district today.  

http://www.livingwithfire.info/tahoe
http://www.livingwithfire.infor/
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Junipers, as seen here, are an example of flammable vegetation that should be removed 
from the 5-foot noncombustible zone. 

 
ON-SITE POLLUTANTS  
Identify all pollutants, pollutant sources, and pollutant transport processes. Runoff 
water from impervious surfaces shall meet TRPA discharge standards prior to 
discharge to groundwater or surface water. On a small residential site the type and 
amount of pollutants present are typically low enough that treatment of 
stormwater should not be required prior to infiltration. Table I-1: Pollutants 
Commonly Found in Urban Runoff has more information on identifying primary 
pollutants of concern, their sources, and potential impacts to water quality. (Refer 
to Introduction Chapter for Table I-1) Good housekeeping practices such as proper 
storage and handling of materials and proper irrigation may help to reduce or 
eliminate pollutant sources.  

The primary pollutants of concern on projects Less than 1 Acre and all SFR are: 

A. Sediment: Land disturbance is the primary cause of elevated sediment 
supply.9 Identify sediment sources on-site such as unstable and eroding 
slopes. Erosion control practices BMPs such as revegetation, slope 
stabilization, and protection of sensitive areas should be implemented at the 
source.  
1. Fine Sediment: Specifically fine sediment particles less than 16 microns, is 

of primary concern because it remains suspended in the water column for 
a long time, contributing significantly to loss in Lake Tahoe water clarity. 
Once fine sediment gets entrained in stormwater it may be difficult and 
expensive to treat. 

                                                 
9 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-4, pg A-81, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
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2. Coarse Sediment: Typically found in areas with heavy applications of road 
abrasives, stream or channel bedload transport, or gullies and drainage 
system development, especially where discharge is directly to a Stream 
Environment Zone (SEZ) or stream.10 Install a pretreatment system to 
catch coarse sediment before stormwater discharges to an infiltration 
system or further treatment. This will reduce the maintenance and 
increase the longevity of downstream systems. 

B. Nutrients: The primary nutrients of concern in the Lake Tahoe Region are 
nitrogen and phosphorus because they contribute to algae growth in the 
lake. Common sources of nutrients are fertilizers and animal waste. Nutrient 
and sediment loads are directly related because a significant fraction of 
nutrient loads occur as particulates or adsorbed on particles.11 Direct runoff 
from urban upland sources, including residential sites, are major contributors 
of nutrients to Lake Tahoe. 

C. Hydrocarbons: Major sources of hydrocarbons are automobile leaks, wear 
and emissions, and improper disposal of used motor oil. 

D. Heavy Metals: Heavy metals may be present from automobile brakes tire, 
leaks and emissions, metal roofs, and weathering of buildings. 

E. Toxic Organics: Toxic organics such as pesticides and herbicides are most 
commonly associated with lawn care. 

F. Organic materials: Organic materials are common because they arise from 
leave, grass clippings, and pine needles. 

G. Trash and Debris: Typical household trash may be a problem if not properly 
disposed of. 

 

ADJACENT PARCEL RUN-ON AND ENCROACHMENT 
Water running on a parcel from an adjacent property is a common issue and may 
cause problems for the receiving parcel. Property owners are only required to treat 
stormwater runoff generated from their impervious surfaces; however run-on has 
the potential to cause erosion on the property or flow into installed BMPs and 
exceed their capacity. Identify the source of the run-on water such as an adjacent 
private property, county or city right of way, or upland, overland flows and 
determine the extent of the run-on. This should help determine a solution. 

2.2.2.2 COMPLEX ON-SITE HYDROLOGY 

IMPERVIOUS AND PERVIOUS AREAS  
Identify and measure the square feet of all impervious surfaces (e.g. rooftops, 
driveways, roads, patios). On a small residential site this may be done with a tape 
measure or measuring wheel. Stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces shall be 
infiltrated within the property boundaries. Infiltration facilities shall be designed to 
accommodate the volume from the 20-yr/1-hr storm equivalent to one inch per 
hour). Reference Chapter 1, Urban Hydrology for more information on using this 
information to size your infiltration BMPs. Explore opportunities to reduce and 
disconnect impervious surfaces on-site. For example you can install a roof gutter 
and downspout to direct water to a rain garden that would otherwise drain onto a 

                                                 
10 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-4, Pg. A-80, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
11 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-4, Pg. A-76, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
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driveway. Breaking up stormwater allows for smaller, low impact infiltration 
systems as opposed to larger, more intrusive infiltration systems.12 

Identify existing pervious areas that are optimal for infiltration. Low, well vegetated 
areas, where stormwater already flows or can easily be conveyed to may be optimal 
areas for infiltration. If there are no pervious areas feasible for infiltration, can some 
impervious coverage be removed to provide a place for infiltration? If not, then 
infiltration may have to be sub-surface (e.g. below asphalt). Opportunities for BMPs 
increase with more pervious areas on-site.  

DRAINAGE PATTERNS/TOPOGRAPHY  
Identify the existing flow paths for both impervious and pervious surfaces.  

There is a huge benefit to performing an on-site visit during a stormwater runoff 
event to identify the existing flow paths; however, due to lack of frequent storm 
events and the timing of planning, this may not always be possible. Flow paths may 
be identified through a visual inspection and running a hose on the impervious 
surfaces or using a level.  

On the map use an arrow to delineate flows. Indicate steep, moderate, and gradual 
slopes, and identify crowns and low spots in pavement. Drainage patterns include 
surface drainage features and existing drainage infrastructure. Surface drainage 
features include streams, ponds, wetlands, lakes, manmade channels, and 
stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces. Existing drainage infrastructure 
includes sediment traps, infiltration systems (e.g. linear gravel infiltration, 
infiltration basins, rain gardens), and conveyance systems (e.g. swales or slotted 
channel drains). Determine if any existing drainage infrastructure on-site may be 
used as is or if it can be retrofitted easily to accommodate the design storm. To 
determine this you will need to know the amount of volume generated from 
impervious surfaces from the 20-yr/1-hr storm and the capacity of any existing 
systems.  

DISCHARGE LOCATIONS 
Identify where stormwater drains. Does it drain to existing infrastructure, a pervious 
and vegetated dispersion area, pond up on impervious surfaces, or discharge off-
site? If water discharges off-site to the county/city right of way a collection and 
conveyance system shall be installed to direct water to a treatment/infiltration area, 
unless the site has a constraint that makes infiltration on-site impractical. For 
example, if water is flowing from a driveway to the street a swale or slotted channel 
drain shall be installed at the property line to convey water to an area where it can 
infiltrate on-site.  

Collection and conveyance systems convey water to an appropriate infiltration 
system without causing erosion. If there are existing drain inlets (DI) on the site 
identify them as well as where they outfall. Does the DI discharge to an area on-site 
where infiltration exists or is feasible? If so the existing infrastructure may be used 
to retrofit the site with BMPs. Note the connectedness between DI’s and outfalls.  

                                                 
12 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, A-49, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
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Running a hose on a property can help identify flow patterns and discharge locations. 

2.2.2.3 SITE LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 

Properties may have existing conditions that do not lend themselves to 
implementing all of the BMPs required by TRPA.  

Identify potential site limitations/constraints: 

HIGH GROUND WATER AND BEDROCK 
The presence of high ground water and shallow bedrock may limit the depth of 
infiltration BMPs. Indicators of seasonal high ground water include evidence of 
surface water, riparian vegetation including willows, alders, and Lodgepole pines. A 
Soils/Hydrology Report will identify the depth to seasonal high water table and the 
presence of bedrock and is recommended if there is the question as to whether or 
not a site has these features. 

SLOW SOILS, LESS THAN 1“/HR 
Slow draining soils may be a constrained because they may require large systems 
to infiltrate the design storm, particularly when they are combined with a large 
amount of impervious surface and shallow ground water or bedrock. A CHP test is 
recommended to verify the Ksat of the soil. 

UTILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
Utilities locations may be a constraint, depending on their location relative to 
where collection, conveyance, and infiltration BMPs are scoped. Some utility 
locations may be obvious; however; you should always call USA DIG prior to any 
excavation to verify utility locations. 

RETAINING WALLS AND STEEP CUT AND FILL SLOPES 
Identify retaining walls and steep cut and fill slopes, particularly those adjacent to 
driveways as they may prohibit the installation of an infiltration system. 
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If it is determined that a project has a site constraint, alternative BMPs may be 
approved by the permitting authority. By preserving natural drainage patterns, 
trees, native vegetation, riparian buffers, and wetlands, you may be able to 
construct smaller structural stormwater controls to cope with runoff from your site. 
You should aim to reduce the volume and velocity of the runoff and reduce the 
pollutants in the stormwater that does leave your site.13  

2.2.3 ADDITIONAL DATA GATHERING  

After the initial site visit, you should know if a follow up site visit is required to 
complete the existing conditions site analysis. The following tools are used to 
identify site specific conditions that require specific expertise or a TRPA application 
to get an accurate characterization of on-site conditions. The more site specific 
information obtained, the better the BMPs can be designed and the better they will 
function. 

CONSTANT HEAD PERMEAMETER (CHP) 
The CHP will identify the Ksat of the soil, giving more accurate information than the 
soil survey. A CHP should be requested if you think the Ksat may be different than 
the mapped soil survey. For example, if the soil survey indicates a Ksat of less than 
1”/hr and the soils on site seem sandy there is a chance the Ksat is greater than 
1”/hr and you will want to verify it with a CHP test. Designing infiltration BMPs 
based on inaccurate soils information may cause the system to be over or under 
sized. Request a CHP from the Nevada Tahoe Conservation District for properties in 
Nevada and the Tahoe RCD for properties in California.  

 
A Constant Head Permeameter (CHP) test being conducting on a residential site to 
determine the on-site Ksat of the soil. 

                                                 
13 EPA, 2007, Developing your Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan: A Guide for Construction Sites  
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SOILS HYDROLOGY REPORT 
The soils hydrology report identifies the depth of seasonal high groundwater. It is 
required for all excavation greater than 5 feet or if there is a reasonable possibility 
of interference or interception of groundwater. A Soils/Hydrology Report 
application needs to be completed. The application can be found at www.trpa.org  
in the Permitting/Application and Forms section. 

 
Soil pit dug in preparation for a soils/hydrologic investigation to determine the depth of 
seasonal high ground water. 

SITE ASSESSMENT AND LAND CAPABILITY/LAND COVERAGE VERIFICATION 
The land capability and land coverage are verified through a Land Capability 
Verification and Land Coverage Verification for multi-family residential properties 
and through a Site Assessment for single family residential properties. They are 
required if there is the potential that coverage will be added in order to comply 
with BMPs. The main reason coverage would be added for BMP purposes is paving 
a dirt driveway or parking area. If an unpaved, compacted, and disturbed area is 
slated for restoration, it is recommended that the Land Capability and Land 
Coverage be verified prior to restoration taking place.  If it is restored before being 
legally verified, any potential legal coverage may be permanently lost. These 
applications can be found at www.trpa.org.  

Land capability and allowable land coverage are determined using the land 
capability classification system and allowable coverage limitations developed by 
Bailey (1974). The Land Capability identifies how sensitive a parcel is and how well it 
will recover from development. Land capability 7 is the least sensitive, therefore 
allowing the most development and variety of land uses, while land capability 1 is 
extremely sensitive and limited in the amount of development and allowable uses. 
Baseline Land Capability overlay maps are available from TRPA, but this is not field 
verified.  

 

If an unpaved, compacted, and 
disturbed area is slated for 
restoration, it is recommended 
that the Land Capability and 
Land Coverage be verified prior 
to restoration taking place.  If it 
is restored before being legally 
verified, any potential legal 
coverage may be permanently 
lost.  

http://www.trpa.org/
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Table 2-1: Base Land Coverage per Land Capability District 

LAND CAPABILITY DISTRICT 1a, 1b, 1c 2 3 4 5 6, 7 

BASE COVERAGE 1% 1% 5% 20% 25% 30% 

 
1a = Steep mountainous land (slope >30%) with very shallow soils. 
1b = Naturally wet and poorly drained lands, including SEZs. SEZs are directly influenced by the 

presence of surface water or near surface groundwater. The natural functions of an SEZ 
include wildlife habitat, protection of soil resources, and filtration of nutrients and 
sediments from tributary or storm runoff. SEZ mapping (riparian and wetland delineation): 
SEZs are located in land capability class 1b. Disturbance should be avoided in SEZs, 
including but not limited to excavation or fill, and removing vegetation. 

1c = Mountainous uplands having little or no soil mantle. The harsh climate and lack of soil limit 
plant growth and wildlife.  

2 = Steep land suitable for limited recreation, restricted grazing, and selective timber harvest. 
3 = Slope ranges from 9% - 30%, well suited for forestry and low-density housing. 
4 = Land is moderately sloping and well suited for forestry and low-density housing. 
5 = Land is flat to moderately sloping and well suited for urbanization, active recreation, and 

forestry. 
6 = Land is gently sloping and well suited for urbanization, active recreation, and forestry. 
7 = Land is nearly level and the soil is deep and supports a dense forest cover. It is very well 

suited for urbanization, active recreation, or forestry. 

 
TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY 
A topographic survey is required for any TRPA permit including a BMP Retrofit 
permit. Refer to Chapter 7, Permitting, for more information on when projects 
require a permit. 

ON-SITE UTILITY VERIFICATION 
All projects that are doing any excavation should always call 811 before any 
digging occurs.  
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2.3 PROJECTS 1 TO 5 ACRES AND ALL COMMERCIAL 
INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS UTILITIES SITES (CICU) 

Projects of this scale often require a licensed professional civil engineer to design 
and stamp the final BMP plans; however on simple projects the permitting 
authority may waive the requirement to consult with a licensed professional civil 
engineer. Large redevelopment projects may be subject to more thorough review 
and therefore benefit from following the Stormwater Quality Improvement 
Committee (SWQIC) process.  

2.3.1 INITIAL DATA GATHERING 

Obtain the following information by compiling existing information from available 
resources. 

2.3.1.1 LAND USE 

Identify the land use(s) for the project area. Make sure the land use(s) are consistent 
with the applicable Plan Area Statements or Community Plan. These can all be 
identified by consulting the TRPA website at www.trpa.org under TRPA 
Regulations. Different land uses may have different BMP requirements. For example 
a restaurant will require pretreatment prior to infiltrating stormwater, whereas a 
small office building may not.  

2.3.1.2 PROJECT AREA BASE MAP 

Develop a base map that may be built upon throughout the existing conditions 
analysis and BMP design process. A map may be obtained from the County 
Assessor office, or if accurate property boundary information is not available, a map 
may be assembled by compiling record and field survey information. On the map 
identify if the project area is located within a scenic corridor, the shorezone, or 
within an SEZ including the SEZ setback. Special consideration shall be taken when 
planning and designing BMPs within these areas.  

2.3.1.3 PARCEL AND PROPERTY BOUNDARIES  

Identify the parcel or project area boundaries and delineate it on the project area 
map. Include all easements, encroachments, setbacks, and county/city right of ways 
as BMPs should not be installed in these areas unless permission is obtained from 
the appropriate entity. The project implementer shall identify the boundaries of the 
project if it encompasses multiple parcels.  

2.3.1.4 TOPOGRAPHY INFORMATION 

A topographic survey is typically required to accurately design BMPs. The 
permitting authority may waive the requirement depending on the complexity of 
the project. Consult with the permitting authority to determine if a topographic 
survey will be required. Schedule a topographic survey at this point if one has not 
already been completed for the project area. 

2.3.1.5 PRECIPITATION INFORMATION 

Precipitation drives the processes that generate runoff and transport sediment, 
nutrients, and other pollutants in the Lake Tahoe Region. Precipitation in the region 

Plan Area Statements provide 
specific land use policies and 
regulations for a particular 
geographic area. Community 
Plans provide historical context 
and direct future land use and 
development within that area. 
All projects and activities shall 
be consistent with the Plan 
Area Statement or Community 
Plan.  
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varies with the geographic location and elevation. Precipitation also varies in form 
between rain and snow. Precipitation data are useful for estimating the rate of 
runoff that occurs for a range of storm events which can be used to estimate annual 
runoff and selecting and sizing BMPs. Most projects of this scale will be able to size 
BMPs based on the 20-yr/1-hr storm unless the site is complex and more accurate 
information is required. Refer to Chapter 1, Urban Hydrology for more guidance on 
when the design storm is sufficient or when a more specific method should be 
used. Ultimately it is up to the permitting authority to determine the level of 
information required to design BMPs for a project.  

2.3.1.6 NRCS SOIL SURVEY 

Identify the mapped soil unit(s) within the project area. The NRCS published the 
updated Soil Survey for the Lake Tahoe Basin (Soil Survey) in 2007. The soil survey 
includes characteristic of soil types that are needed to design BMPs. Soil map units 
directly correlate with specific Ksat rates and influence rainfall-runoff characteristics 
and the annual water balance.14 The soil survey is an order II/III survey, which is 
performed on a large scale and intended for general planning purposes only. An 
on-site soils investigation should be conducted to get site specific information.  

The Web Soil Survey may be found at: http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/.  

Basic soil information pertinent to designing BMPs is also embedded into the BMP 
Calculation and Sizing Spreadsheet which can be found at www.tahoebmp.org. The 
following is applicable soil information needed in designing BMPs and is available 
from the web soil survey and/or the BMP Calculation and Sizing Spreadsheet. 

A. Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat): The Ksat is a quantitative measure of 
a saturated soils ability to transmit water when subject to a hydraulic 
gradient;15 therefore informing the size of infiltration BMPs. Ksat varies in the 
Lake Tahoe Region from slow (less than, 1 inch per hour) to very fast (greater 
than 12 inches per hour). BMP opportunities and constraints vary depending 
on the Ksat of the soil. Soils with a low Ksat may make infiltration on-site a 
challenge, especially with large impervious areas. It is significantly easier to 
infiltrate stormwater on sites with a high Ksat value. Reducing the amount of 
impervious surfaces and disconnecting impervious surfaces can help 
infiltrate stormwater on sites with low Ksats.  

B. Thickness of O horizon: A soil horizon is a layer of soil or soil material 
approximately parallel to the land surface and differing from adjacent 
genetically related layers in physical, chemical, and biological properties or 
characteristics such as color, structure, texture, consistency, kinds and 
number of organisms present, and degree of acidity or alkalinity.16 The O 
horizon is the uppermost layer consisting of decomposing organic material. 
It helps establish and maintain vegetation and increases the soils ability to 
resist erosion. Many soils in the Lake Tahoe Region are lacking a substantial O 
horizon so it may be necessary to add humus and soil binding materials to 
revegetation and other source control projects. 

C. Depth to bedrock: Shallow rocky soils, and rock outcrops are common in the 
Lake Tahoe Region. These features may hinder the installation of BMPs. They 

                                                 
14 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-3 Table A3.8, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
15 NRCS, 2004, Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity: Water Movement Concepts and Class History, Technical Note 6, 
http://soils.usda.gov/technical/ 
16 Soil Science Society of America, Glossary of Soil Science Terms, https://www.soils.org/publications/soils-
glossary# 

http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/
http://www.tahoebmp.org/
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may slow infiltration and reduce BMP effectiveness. Some fractured bedrocks 
can short circuit the treatment process by providing preferential flow 
pathways. 

D. Depth to seasonal high groundwater: Groundwater levels and movement 
affect transport of pollutants, vegetation types, and the feasibility of BMPs;17 
therefore seasonal high groundwater level may limit the depth of infiltration 
BMPs. To prevent discharge of pollutants into groundwater, the bottom of 
infiltration trenches or drywells shall be a minimum of one foot above the 
seasonal high water table.  

E. Bulk density and soil strength: Bulk density helps access soil function and 
determine when soil amendments or loosening is necessary.18 The soil 
strength is a transient localized soil property which is a combined measure of 
a given pedons, horizons, or other soils subunits solid phase adhesive and 
cohesive status.19 It is important to know the soil strength for engineered 
structures such as retaining walls. 

F. Erosion Hazard Rating: A relative rating of the potential for soil erosion on a 
given site. Commonly used to estimate the erosion response expected from a 
given land management activity. Ratings are the result of a composite 
analysis of the following factors: soil, topography, climate, and soil cover.20  

G. Texture and Erodibility: Soil texture is the relative properties of the various 
soil separates in a soil as described by the classes of soil texture.21 Soil 
Erodibility is the degree or intensity of a soil state or condition, or 
susceptibility to, being erodible (K factor in the universal soil loss equation).22 
This information can be useful for slope revegetation projects such as ski-
slope, road cut, and similar projects. This information is generally gathered 
for larger projects and typically not required for smaller sites.  

2.3.1.7 LAND CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION AND ALLOWABLE LAND 
COVERAGE 

Determine if a land capability verification and land coverage verification has 
already been completed for the project area by accessing TRPA’s public records at 
http://aaweb.trpa.org/CitizenAccess/Welcome.aspx. If they have been completed 
incorporate the verifications into the BMP project map. 

Land capability and allowable land coverage are determined using the land 
capability classification system and allowable coverage limitations developed by 
Bailey (1974). The Land capability identifies how sensitive a parcel is and how well it 
will recover from development. Land Capability 7 is the least sensitive, therefore 
allowing the most development and variety of land uses, while land capability 1 is 
extremely sensitive and limited in the amount of development and allowable uses. 
Land coverage is a man-made structure, improvement of covering that prevents 
normal precipitation from directly reaching the surface of the land underlying the 
structure, improvement of covering. Baseline Land Capability overlay maps are 
available from TRPA, but this is not field verified.  

                                                 
17 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-3 Table A3.8, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
18 Sierra Business Council, 2009, Sediment Source Control Handbook 
19 https://www.soils.org/publications/soils-glossary# 
20 USDA Forest Service Region 5, 2000, Water Quality Management for National Forest System Lands in 
California Best Management Practices  
21 Soil Science Society of America, Glossary of Soil Science Terms, https://www.soils.org/publications/soils-
glossary# 
22 Soil Science Society of America, Glossary of Soil Science Terms, https://www.soils.org/publications/soils-
glossary# 
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Table 2-2: Base Coverage per Land Capability District 

LAND CAPABILITY DISTRICT 1a, 1b, 1c 2 3 4 5 6, 7 

BASE COVERAGE 1% 1% 5% 20% 25% 30% 

 
1a = Steep mountainous land (slope >30%) with very shallow soils. 
1b = Naturally wet and poorly drained lands, including SEZs. SEZs are directly influenced by the 

presence of surface water or near surface groundwater. The natural functions of an SEZ 
include wildlife habitat, protection of soil resources, and filtration of nutrients and 
sediments from tributary or storm runoff. SEZ mapping (riparian and wetland delineation): 
SEZs are located in land capability class 1b. Disturbance should be avoided in SEZs, 
including but not limited to excavation or fill, and removing vegetation. 

1c = Mountainous uplands having little or no soil mantle. The harsh climate and lack of soil limit 
plant growth and wildlife.  

2 = Steep land suitable for limited recreation, restricted grazing, and selective timber harvest. 
3 = Slope ranges from 9% - 30%, well suited for forestry and low-density housing. 
4 = Land is moderately sloping and well suited for forestry and low-density housing. 
5 = Land is flat to moderately sloping and well suited for urbanization, active recreation, and 

forestry. 
6 = Land is gently sloping and well suited for urbanization, active recreation, and forestry. 
7 = Land is nearly level and the soil is deep and supports a dense forest cover. It is very well 

suited for urbanization, active recreation, or forestry. 

 

Table 2-3: Basis of Capability Classification for Lake Tahoe Basin Lands23 

CAPABILITY 
LEVELS 

TOLERANCE 
FOR USE 

SLOPE 
PERCENT 

RELATIVE 
EROSION 

POTENTIAL 

RUNOFF 
POTENTIAL 

DISTURBANCE 
HAZARDS 

7 Most 0-5 Slight Low to 
moderately low  

Low Hazard Lands 

6  0-16 Slight Low to 
moderately low  

Low Hazard Lands 

5  0-16 Slight Moderately high 
to high 

Low Hazard Lands 

4  9-30 Moderate Low to 
moderately low 

Moderate Hazard 
lands 

3  9-30 Moderate Moderately high 
to high 

Moderate Hazard 
Lands 

2  30-50 High Low to 
moderately low 

High Hazard Lands 

1a Least 30 + High Moderately high 
to high 

High Hazard Lands 

1b  Poor natural drainage  
Fragile Flora and Fauna 1c  

 

2.3.1.8 UTILITIES 

Incorporate mapped utilities onto the BMP map to ensure BMPs are not designed 
near a utility. Local utility districts will have information on mapped utilities. Hitting 

                                                 
23 Bailey, Robert G., 1974, Land Capability Classification of the Lake Tahoe Basin, California-Nevada 
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a utility during construction is avoidable and measures should be taken throughout 
the project to know all utility locations prior to and during construction. 

2.3.2 INITIAL SITE VISIT 

The initial site visit should identify existing conditions such as landscape features 
and drainage patterns. The initial site visit should compare these field observations 
with the information that was previously gathered. If the site visit leads to the 
assumption that a portion of the mapped information is inaccurate, an additional 
site visit may be required. This is the step where you should determine if permits or 
a follow up site visit should be performed to verify information. As you perform the 
initial site visit, think what opportunities and constraints there are for BMP 
implementation including on-site infiltration capacity, slope stabilization, 
revegetation, drainage conveyances, and paving requirements.  

2.3.2.1  EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS AND USES ON-SITE 

COMPACTED AND DISTURBED AREAS AND EROSION 
Identify compacted, disturbed areas and any sign of erosion. Evidence of 
compacted, disturbed soil includes precipitation not being able to naturally 
infiltrate and the lack of vegetation compared to surrounding undisturbed areas. 
Various forms of erosion that can visually be identified include sheet, rill, and gully 
erosion.  

 
Evidence of bare, compacted and disturbed soil includes evidence of heavy use and lack of 
vegetation. 

OFF-PAVEMENT PARKING 
Identify all unpaved areas that exhibit signs of disturbance, primarily from driving 
and parking. All areas used for parking and/or driving shall be paved in accordance 
with TRPA and local jurisdiction regulations. If a project has unpaved parking and 
dirt vehicle traffic areas, work with TRPA or the local jurisdiction to bring that 
property into compliance through either paving or restoring the area.  
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All properties in the Lake Tahoe Region are subject to land coverage regulations 
that limit the amount of disturbance in the watershed. The land capability and land 
coverage shall be verified prior to any potential increase in coverage (e.g. paving a 
parking lot). Refer to Chapter 4, BMP Toolkit, Section 4.2-i Paving Parking Areas and 
Roads, and Chapter 7, Permitting for more information.   

SEZ/SEASONAL HIGH GROUNDWATER AREAS AND FLOODPLAINS 
Look for indicators of an SEZ, including the SEZ setback, and/or or seasonal high 
groundwater on all projects as these areas require special protection and certain 
BMPs are not appropriate. Some indicators of a SEZ and seasonal high ground 
water are evidence of surface water, presence of riparian vegetation such as 
meadow species, willow thickets, alder thickets, and Lodgepole pines, beach soils 
or certain alluvial soils. If there are indicators of a SEZ or seasonal high ground 
water request either a Land Capability Verification or a Soil/Hydrologic report 
respectively to determine the presence and limits of these features.  

ERODING AND UNSTABLE HILL-SLOPES 
Identify all eroding and/or unstable slopes on all projects. Include the length and 
steepness of the slope as this will determine the appropriate stabilization 
technique. Steeper slopes contribute more rapid runoff and generally higher peak 
flows than low-gradient slopes.24 Gentle slopes may be stabilized through 
vegetation, while steeper slopes may require structural stabilization alone or in 
combination with vegetation. 

                                                 
24 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-3 Table A3.8, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 

Parking off of paved surfaces compacts the soil, preventing stormwater from naturally 
infiltrating and causes erosion and sediment laden stormwater runoff. 
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This cut slope is eroding, delivering sediment to the paved roadway. 

 
UNMAPPED ROCK OUTCROPS, STEEP SLOPES 
Identify the location of all unmapped outcrops and steep slopes. A naturally steep 
slope that is already stable and not slated for legally permitted construction should 
be left undisturbed. If the steep slope exhibits signs of erosion it should be 
stabilized.  

EXISTING VEGETATION 
Identify existing vegetation including native and adapted species, noxious and 
invasive species, and uncommon or sensitive species. Native and adapted species 
should be protected from site disturbance and may be a good reference when 
revegetating other areas of the property. Invasive species should be properly 
removed and disposed of. Refer to the Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group 
website, www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org, for more information on invasive weeds. 
Uncommon or sensitive species have special protection and should be protected 
from any site disturbance. TRPA requires the preservation and management of 
vegetation of significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific, or natural 
values of the Lake Tahoe Region, and for management of vegetation to prevent the 
spread of wildfires. For example, riparian or wetland species within the project area 
boundaries shall be protected and preserved by fencing off the individual 
population or habitat and restricting access to the areas. Vegetation cover 
influences rainfall-runoff characteristics and annual water balance.25 Identify 
vegetated areas that may be optimal for stormwater infiltration.  

Fire Defensible Space: Identify combustible materials within 5 feet of any structure, 
any dead vegetation on-site, and accumulation of pine needles so they can be 
managed according to Fire Defensible Space requirements as specified in Chapter 5 
– Soil and Vegetation Management, Section 5.3.2.5 – Fire Defensible Space. 

                                                 
25 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-3 Table A3.8, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 

Keep your property lean, clean, 
and green. Request a fire 
defensible space evaluation 
from your local fire protection 
district and visit 
www.livingwithfire.info/tahoe/. 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
http://www.livingwithfire.info/tahoe
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ON-SITE POLLUTANTS  
Identify all pollutants, pollutant sources, and pollutant transport processes. Runoff 
water from impervious surfaces shall meet TRPA discharge standards prior to 
discharge to groundwater or surface water. Depending on the type and amount of 
pollutant, the water may meet discharge standards through infiltration alone as the 
water is cleansed as it moves through the soil profile. Treatment prior to infiltration 
may be required depending on the type and amount of pollutant(s). Refer to 
Introduction Chapter, Table I-1: Pollutants Commonly Found in Urban Runoff for 
more information on identifying primary pollutants of concern, their sources and 
potential impacts to water quality. Good housekeeping practices such as proper 
storage and handling of materials and proper irrigation may help to reduce or 
eliminate pollutant sources.  

Soils may be contaminated due to existing or previous uses such as a leaky gas tank 
or hazardous waste spill not properly cleaned up. Identify the presence of soil 
contamination. Contaminated soil shall be removed and properly disposed of. 
Infiltration systems shall not be installed within the vicinity of a contaminated soil 
because it may facilitate the migration of the contamination into groundwater or 
surface water. Cleanup and abatement of contaminated soils require a permit from 
the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board in California and the Nevada 
Department of Environmental Protection in Nevada. 

 
Make sure all hazardous materials are properly contained, controlled, and managed. 

The primary pollutants of concern are: 

Sediment: Land disturbance is the primary cause of elevated sediment supply.26 
Identify sediment sources on-site. Erosion control practices BMPs such as 
revegetation, slope stabilization, and protection of sensitive areas should be 
implemented at the source. There are several methods to quantitatively estimate 
the sediment supply including RUSLE, MUSLE, and SWMM. These calculations 

                                                 
26 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, Appendix A-4, pg A-81, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
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should be done by a qualified professional or consultant. Refer to Chapter 1, Urban 
Hydrology for more information on these formulas.  

A. Fine Sediment: Specifically fine sediment particles less than 16 microns, is of 
primary concern because it remains suspended in the water column for a 
long time, contributing significantly to loss in Lake Tahoe water clarity. Once 
fine sediment gets entrained in stormwater it may be difficult and expensive 
to treat. 

B. Coarse Sediment: Typically found in areas with heavy applications of road 
abrasives, stream or channel bedload transport, or gullies and drainage 
system development, especially where discharge is directly to a SEZ or 
stream.27 Install a pretreatment system to catch coarse sediment before 
stormwater discharges to an infiltration system or further treatment. This will 
reduce the maintenance and increase the longevity of downstream systems. 

C. Nutrients: The primary nutrients of concern in the Lake Tahoe Region are 
nitrogen and phosphorus because they contribute to algae growth in the 
lake. Common sources of nutrients on large projects are fertilizers, animal 
waste, detergents, failing septic systems, atmospheric deposition, leaking 
sewage pipes, and spills/illicit discharges. Nutrient and sediment loads are 
directly related because a significant fraction of nutrient loads occur as 
particulates or adsorbed on particles.28  

D. Hydrocarbons (oil/grease): Parking lots, roads, automobile leaks, industrial 
areas, gas stations, improper disposal of motor oil, and illicit connections to 
storm drain systems are all major contributors of hydrocarbons from a 
project.  

E. Heavy Metals: Industrial areas, automobile brakes and tires, automobile leaks 
and emissions, metal roofs, and weathering of building and structures are all 
major contributors of heavy metals from a project. 

F. Toxic Organics: Toxic organics such as pesticides and herbicides commonly 
derive from lawn care, agricultural lands, industrial areas, illicit connections 
to storm drain systems and road salting and improper salt storage. 

G. Organic Materials: Organic materials originate from leaves, grass clippings, 
and pine needles. 

H. Trash and Debris: Trash and debris may become a pollutant of concern 
through improper site management including waste management, open or 
uncovered dumpsters, and spills.  

 

ADJACENT PARCEL RUN-ON AND ENCROACHMENT 
Water running on a parcel from an adjacent property is a common issue and may 
cause problems for the receiving parcel. Property owners are only required to treat 
stormwater runoff generated from their impervious surfaces; however run-on has 
the potential to cause erosion on the property or flow into installed BMPs and 
exceed their capacity. Identify the source of the run-on water such as an adjacent 
private property, county or city right of way, or upland, overland flows and 
determine the extent of the run-on. This should help determine a solution. 

                                                 
27 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, A-4, Pg. A-80, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
28 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, A-4, Pg. A-76, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
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2.3.2.2 COMPLEX ON-SITE HYDROLOGY 

IMPERVIOUS AND PERVIOUS AREAS 
Identify and measure the square feet of all impervious surfaces (e.g. rooftops, 
driveways, roads, patios). On sites with simple drainage areas, this may be done 
with a tape measure or measuring wheel. On larger more complex sites with 
multiple large drainage areas, engineering tools may be needed to accurately and 
efficiently measure impervious surfaces. It is critical to know the square feet of 
impervious surfaces to determine the volume of stormwater that needs to be 
infiltrated. For a small site this will be based on the 20-yr/1-hr storm. A more 
complex site will require a quantitative analysis of stormwater runoff rates, 
volumes, and quality. Reference Chapter 1, Urban Hydrology for guidelines on the 
appropriate method for sizing infiltration BMPs.  

Explore opportunities to reduce and disconnect impervious surfaces. For example 
install a roof gutter to direct stormwater to a rain garden that would otherwise 
drain to a parking lot. Disconnecting impervious surfaces and breaking up the 
stormwater allows for smaller, low impact development (LID) designs as opposed 
to conventional BMPs like storm drain piping and centralized BMPs. An increase in 
impervious coverage affects the magnitude and timing of runoff in a watershed. 
The amount of precipitation that runs off is greater due to decreased interception, 
storage, and infiltration of precipitation and it increases the speed and efficiency of 
runoff, making the peak flows more sensitive to short-term intense precipitation.29 

Identify existing pervious areas that are optimal for infiltration. Low, well vegetated 
areas, where stormwater already flows or can easily be conveyed to optimal areas 
for infiltration. If there are no pervious areas feasible for infiltration, can some 
impervious coverage be removed to provide a place for infiltration? If not, then 
infiltration may have to be sub-surface (e.g. below asphalt). Opportunities for BMPs 
increase with more open, pervious areas on-site.  

DRAINAGE PATTERNS/TOPOGRAPHY 
Identify the existing flow paths for both impervious and pervious surfaces and 
existing drainage infrastructure.  

There is a huge benefit to performing an on-site visit during a stormwater runoff 
event to identify the existing flow paths; however, due to lack of frequent storm 
events and the timing of planning, this may not always be possible. Flow paths for 
relatively small impervious surfaces may be identified by running a hose on the 
surface or using a level. Large projects, with multiple sub-drainage patterns require 
a site survey to determine flow paths and topography.  

Micro-drainage patterns on a property may lead to separate hydrologic zones that 
are treated separately for BMP Installation. Refer to Chapter 1, Urban Hydrology for 
methodology for calculating flow rates. Flow rates are required to design collection 
and conveyance systems on larger scale projects.  

On the map use an arrow, or alternative method to delineate flows. Indicate steep, 
moderate, and gradual slopes, and identify crowns and low spots in pavement. 
Identify drainage patterns including surface drainage features and existing 
drainage infrastructure. Surface drainage features include streams, ponds, 

                                                 
29 SWQIC, 2004, Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives, A-49, http://www.trpa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Final_FEA.pdf 
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wetlands, lakes, manmade channels, and stormwater runoff from impervious 
surfaces. Existing drainage infrastructure includes curb and gutter, drain inlets, 
sediment traps, infiltration systems, storm drains, outfalls, and detention basins. 
Determine if any existing drainage infrastructure may be used as is or retrofitted to 
accommodate improved and updated BMPs. The volume and peak flow of runoff 
from the site and the capacity of the existing infrastructure should be identified to 
determine this. 

 
Running a hose on a property will help identify flow patterns on-site and can simulate 
what happens during a stormwater runoff event. 

DISCHARGE LOCATIONS 
Identify where stormwater drains. Does it drain to existing infrastructure, a pervious 
and vegetated dispersion area, pond up on impervious surfaces, or discharge off-
site? If water is discharging to the county/city right of way, install a collection and 
conveyance system. For example, if water is flowing from a parking lot to the 
county/city right of way, installing a collection and conveyance system installed will 
convey water to an area where it can infiltrate on-site. Refer to Chapter 1, Urban 
Hydrology for more information on sizing conveyance systems. 

Collection and conveyance systems shall convey water to an appropriate infiltration 
system without causing erosion. If there are existing drain inlets (DI) on the site 
identify them as well as where they outfall. Does the DI discharge to an area on-site 
where infiltration exists or is feasible? If so, the existing infrastructure may be used 
to retrofit the site with BMPs. Note the connectedness between DI’s and outfalls.  

2.3.2.3 SITE CONSTRAINED PROPERTIES 

Properties may have existing conditions that do not lend themselves to 
implementing all of the BMPs on-site that are required by TRPA, therefore they are 
considered constrained. Some common constraints found on-site include shallow 
seasonal high ground water, shallow bedrock, utility placement, and a driveway on 
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a steep cut and fill slope. For example, if seasonal high ground water is verified 
through the entire site infiltration is not feasible and the property is considered 
constrained. If a property is determined to be constrained by TRPA, alternative 
BMPs shall be implemented.  

By preserving natural drainage patterns, trees, native vegetation, riparian buffers, 
and wetlands, you may need to construct smaller structural stormwater controls to 
cope with runoff from your site. You should aim to reduce the volume and velocity 
of the runoff and reduce the pollutants in the stormwater that does leave your 
site.30 

2.3.3 ADDITIONAL DATA GATHERING FOR DESIGN OR FOLLOW-UP SITE 
VISITS 

After the initial site visit, you should know if a follow-up site visit will be required to 
complete the existing conditions site analysis. The following tools are used to 
identify site specific conditions that require specific expertise or potentially a TRPA 
application to get an accurate characterization of on-site conditions. The more site 
specific information obtained, the better the BMPs can be designed and the better 
they will function. 

2.3.3.1 ON-SITE CONSTANT HEAD PERMEAMETER (CHP) OR PERCOLATION 
TEST 

The CHP will identify the Ksat of the soil, which will give you more accurate 
information than what is found in the soil survey. A CHP should be requested from 
TRPA if the Ksat appears to be different than what the Soil Survey indicated. For 
example, if the Ksat is mapped at less than 1”/hr and the soils are sandy, chances 
are the Ksat may be different and it should be verified. Request a CHP test from 
TRPA or a qualified professional. 

Licensed professional civil engineers may use a Percolation test to determine the 
soils ability to absorb water as an alternative to the CHP test. A percolation test will 
be acceptable to the permitting authority as long as their methodology is 
approved. 

Designing infiltration BMPs based on inexact soils information may result in 
inaccurately sized infiltration systems. 

2.3.3.2 SOILS HYDROLOGIC REPORT 

The soils hydrological report identifies the depth of seasonal high groundwater. It is 
required for all excavation greater than 5 feet, if there is a reasonable possibility of 
interference or interception of groundwater and at the permitting authorities’ 
discretion. A Soils/Hydrology Report application needs to be completed to request 
the investigation and report. The application can be found at www.trpa.org in the 
Permitting/Application and Forms section. 

                                                 
30 EPA, 2007, Developing your Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan: A Guide for Construction Sites; Page 13 
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Soil pit excavated for a soil/hydrologic report to identify the depth to seasonal high ground 
water. 

2.3.3.3 PIEZOMETER  

A piezometer is a small-diameter water well used to measure the hydraulic head of 
groundwater in aquifers. A piezometer may be used determine rate and direction 
of subsurface flow, which would be applicable when a large basin is being installed 
and you want to make sure that water is not going to flow subsurface and resurface 
in an undesirable location downstream. This may or may not be applicable for 
projects of this size and/or land use and it is up to the permitting authority to 
determine if this is required.  

2.3.3.4 LAND CAPABILITY VERIFICATION/LAND COVERAGE VERIFICATION 

The land capability and land coverage shall be verified if there are any proposed 
changes that will potentially add to on-site coverage. A primary example of a BMP 
Retrofit project requiring a Land Capability and Coverage Verification is if there is 
an unpaved, compacted area that is identified to be paved. If an unpaved, 
compacted, and disturbed area is slated for restoration, it is recommended that the 
Land Capability and Land Coverage be verified prior to restoration taking place.  If it 
is restored before being legally verified, any potential legal coverage may be 
permanently lost. The Land Capability Verification and Land Coverage Verification 
applications may be found at www.trpa.org in the Permitting/Application and 
Forms section. 

2.3.3.5 TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY 

A topographic survey is typically required to accurately design BMPs. The 
permitting authority may waive the requirement depending on the complexity of 
the project. Consult with the permitting authority to determine if a topographic 
survey will be required.  

If an unpaved, compacted, and 
disturbed area is slated for 
restoration, it is recommended 
that the Land Capability and 
Land Coverage be verified prior 
to restoration taking place.  If it 
is restored before being legally 
verified, any potential legal 
coverage may be permanently 
lost.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_well
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic_head
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groundwater
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aquifer
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2.3.3.6 ON-SITE UTILITY VERIFICATION 

All projects that are doing any excavation should always call 811 before any 
digging. Hitting a utility during construction is dangerous and costly and with the 
proper verification is avoidable.  

2.4 PROJECTS GREATER THAN 5 ACRES 

Jurisdiction scale projects go through the Stormwater Quality Improvement 
Committee (SWQIC) Existing Conditions Analysis Memorandum (ECAM) or 
equivalent process to analyze the project area. SWQIC is a group of agency 
representatives that were chartered to develop streamlined protocols to improve 
the planning, design, and effectiveness of Stormwater Quality Improvement 
Projects. The ECAM is similar to this Site Analysis chapter as it is a compilation of 
information gathered regarding hydrologic and water quality analysis used to 
inform the project alternatives. A large amount of information may be gathered 
and it should be up to the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), or equivalent 
group, to determine the amount and detail of information collected. A TAC is group 
of project advisors, usually comprised of the implementer, funder, permitting 
agencies, and local jurisdictions. Contact the TRPA to obtain a copy of the SWQIC 
documents, or go to http://www.trpa.org/programs/water-quality-stormwater-
management/.  
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CHAPTER 3: PERMANENT BMP PLANNING 
AND SELECTION 
3.1 PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION OF THIS CHAPTER  
Permanent Best Management Practices (BMPs) are required on all developed 
properties for the control and management of stormwater runoff and pollution. 
BMPs are planned and installed for all project scales from small single-family 
residential parcels to large municipal and highway projects. Large impervious areas, 
multiple land uses, and high pollutant loads may warrant the services of a licensed 
professional civil engineer or water quality specialist to design BMPs. Projects 
subject to a permit have BMPs evaluated and selected during the project planning 
phase in coordination with the input and approval of the permitting authority.  

The purpose of this chapter is to provide BMP planning and selection guidance to 
project proponents including landowners, consultants, engineers, and agency 
permitting and planning staff.  

This chapter is organized into the following sections: 

 Section 3.2 describes the relationship of BMP plan development to the 
Preferred Design Approach (PDP).  

 Section 3.3 describes the process for selecting BMPs while considering 
inspection and maintenance needs. Details on specific inspection and 
maintenance actions are provided in Chapter 6, Inspection, 
Maintenance, and Monitoring. 

 Section 3.4 discusses the three typical project scales based on parcel 
size and land use that are used in this BMP Handbook to guide a project 
proponent in developing and implementing a BMP plan.  

 Section 3.5 provides BMP selection guidance for all single-family 
residential projects and projects less than 1 acre except commercial 
uses. 

 Section 3.6 provides BMP selection guidance for all other land uses 
(except single-family) between 1 and 5 acres and any commercial land 
use. 

 Section 3.7 provides an overview of BMP planning and selection for all 
projects that are over 5 acres and all Water Quality Improvement 
Projects (WQIP) where a local jurisdiction, typically a county or the city, 
is the lead agency or implementer. 

 Section 3.8 recommends general approaches to address physical site 
limitations and other constraints such as high groundwater and 
bedrock, utility conflicts, run-on from upstream properties, and others. 

 Section 3.9 has considerations for planning BMP projects in special 
land uses including the shorezone, scenic corridors, and others.  

 Section 3.10 briefly summarizes the importance of temporary BMPs. 
More details on this subject are provided in Section 4.5, Temporary 
BMPs for Construction  
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 Section 3.11 briefly describes agency project inspection processes 

 Section 3.12 lists the references cited. 

3.2 RELATIONSHIP OF BMP PLAN DEVELOPMENT TO 
PREFERRED DESIGN APPROACH (PDA) 

Planning and selecting BMPs can result in very different choices depending on the 
site analysis, project scale, and applicable permit requirements of a given project. 
However, regardless of scale and land-use the overall process will generally follow a 
standard approach based on the California Tahoe Conservancy’s Preferred Design 
Approach (PDA) and the objectives of the project1. The PDA emphasizes BMP 
design that prevents the mobilization of fine sediments and nutrients, and reduces 
the volume of runoff reaching surface waters primarily through infiltration. These 
two elements should be considered together when first exploring BMP 
opportunities. Stormwater treatment BMPs are employed as pretreatment to 
remove pollutants of concern prior to infiltration and to promote maintenance and 
BMP longevity. Stormwater treatment may be used as a “treat and release” 
stormwater BMP alternative based on project objectives and site constraints that 
limit on-site infiltration opportunities. 

The first three categories below are representative of the PDA. The last two 
categories are included in this BMP Handbook for easy reference and to assist the 
reader in selecting techniques that are commonly integrated into BMP systems. The 
reader should be aware that some BMPs contained in this BMP Handbook may 
provide benefits for more than one category, but are placed in a single category 
that most accurately describes the intended function of the BMP. All five categories 
are represented both in this chapter and in the Chapter 4, BMP Toolkit where 
individual BMPs are described for consistent reference:  

POLLUTANT SOURCE CONTROL 
BMPs that prevent or minimize the initial mobilization of sediment, nutrients, and 
other pollutants associated with roadways, households, animals, and 
commercial/industrial uses.  

HYDROLOGIC SOURCE CONTROL 
Practices and BMPs that promote infiltration and reduce the volume and rate of 
stormwater runoff, thereby reducing the pollutant loading entrained in stormwater.  

STORMWATER TREATMENT  
Represents BMPs that treat stormwater through detention, settling, filtration, and 
nutrient cycling and less so through infiltration.  

STORMWATER COLLECTION AND CONVEYANCE 
While these practices typically have no water quality benefit by themselves, they 
are often a component of a BMP plan to capture and direct stormwater to an 
appropriate treatment and/or infiltration BMP. 

TEMPORARY BMPS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Site preparation and erosion and sediment control BMPs that are used to minimize 
pollutant impacts during project construction. 

                                                      
1 California Tahoe Conservancy, State of California, September 2008, California Tahoe Conservancy Soil Erosion 
Control Grants Program. Program Announcement and Guidelines.  
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3.3 BMP SELECTION ACCOUNTING FOR INSPECTION AND 
MAINTENANCE NEEDS 

BMP maintenance is the responsibility of the property owner on a parcel or the 
entity in charge of BMP installation for a project. All BMPs require some level of 
inspection and maintenance to function properly after installation and BMP 
selection should include consideration of how these needs will vary depending on 
specific drainage characteristics. Storage and infiltration of stormwater causes 
clogging due to fine sediment accumulation and in certain cases may require 
frequent maintenance to sustain an acceptable level of performance. These types 
of BMPs are referred to as hydrologic source controls or simply “infiltration BMPs” in 
this handbook. This section recommends an approach to select and site infiltration 
BMPs with the intent to identify: 1) infiltration BMP systems that are most practical 
to inspect and maintain; and 2) situations and specific types of infiltration BMP 
systems where additional inspection and maintenance efforts may be required to 
ensure continued performance. 

Infiltration BMPs may require frequent maintenance if they receive stormwater 
runoff with significant amounts of fine sediment, which is most commonly washed-
off from impervious surfaces such as driveways, parking lots, and roads where 
pulverized road abrasives accumulate2 . In these cases, an infiltration BMP may 
rapidly clog and its infiltration capacity may decline to unacceptable levels 
requiring a need for frequent maintenance to restore the BMP. For cases with 
relatively clean runoff having minimal amounts of fine sediment, such as roof 
runoff, clogging problems are usually not a significant issue and an acceptable level 
of infiltration capacity may be sustained for many years with minimal maintenance 
needs.3  

Loss of infiltration capacity is caused by an accumulation of fine sediment at the 
infiltration surfaces of the BMP (which is typically the base and to a lesser extent the 
sides of the BMP) where stormwater passes into the surrounding soil. When the 
infiltration surfaces of a BMP become clogged, restoring the lost infiltration 
capacity requires removal of the accumulated fine sediment to rehabilitate the 
infiltration surfaces. Depending on the ease of access to the clogged infiltration 
surfaces within the BMP, rehabilitation may be a simple or laborious process. For 
example, rehabilitation of the infiltration surface for an infiltration basin may simply 
require raking or tilling.  Whereas rehabilitation of an infiltration trench may require 
removal of a dense layer of drain rock to access the clogged infiltration surfaces, 
removal of accumulated fine sediment, and reinstallation of cleaned drain rock.   

The guidelines below are provided to select and site infiltration BMPs that receive 
runoff from driveways, parking lots, and roads with relatively high amounts of fine 
sediment and debris. Specific details regarding the guidelines summarized below 
have been integrated into relevant sections of this handbook for infiltration BMP 
selection and maintenance.  Simpler procedures and a broader menu of BMPs, 
relative to what is summarized below, may be used to select and site infiltrating 
BMPs that receive runoff from surfaces with minimal fine sediment loads, such as 
roofs.   

                                                      
2 2NDNATURE, NHC, and Environmental Incentives. 2010. Road Rapid Assessment Methodology (Road RAM) 
User Manual, Tahoe Basin. Final Document. Prepared for the California Tahoe Conservancy and Nevada Division 
of Environmental Protection. 

3 2NDNATURE and NHC. 2013. Infiltration BMP Design & Maintenance Study. Final Report. Prepared for Tahoe 
Regional Planning Agency. 
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 Assess sediment loading to the BMP.  The frequency and extent to 
which accumulated sediment is observed on drainage surface will 
provide evidence of whether excessive sediment loading may be 
anticipated. Generally, parking lots, roads, and driveways may have 
excessive loading of fine sediment. 

 Can the fine sediment loads generated from the drainage surfaces 
be minimized?  Implement BMPs that control erosion and reduce 
sediment sources as described in Section 4.2 – Pollutant Source 
Controls. Additionally, periodically remove accumulated fine sediment 
and debris from impervious surfaces before it is discharged to a BMP 
system.  For a driveway, this could be accomplished by periodically 
sweeping the driveway with a broom and dust pan to collect and 
dispose of accumulated material. Avoid spraying and washing off 
sediment from impervious surfaces.   

 Is pretreatment of the stormwater generated from the drainage 
surface feasible?  Stormwater treatment devices, such as sediment 
traps, provide an accessible clean-out location to facilitate periodic 
removal of debris and some fraction of accumulated fine sediment in 
stormwater runoff before it is discharged into an infiltration BMP.  
Stormwater treatment devices will require routine maintenance and 
will clog if maintenance is neglected.  However, these devices when 
sited and designed properly can notably extend the performance life of 
infiltration BMPs and reduce more burdensome maintenance needs by 
reducing the load of fine sediment and debris discharged to the 
infiltration BMP. 

 Where feasible, avoid the use of subsurface infiltration BMPs or 
BMP designs where the infiltration surfaces are difficult to access.  
Infiltration BMPs that are constructed in the subsurface, or for cases 
where a design covers an infiltration surface within a BMP with material 
such as drain rock, can make inspection, maintenance, and 
rehabilitation of the BMP more difficult. Surface treatments should be 
employed first wherever feasible.  

3.4 PROJECT SCALE AND COMPLEXITY 
Guidelines for determining the scale and complexity of a project are provided 
below using three project categories: 1) Projects Less Than 1 Acre and all Single 
Family Residential (SFR); 2) Projects 1 to 5 Acres and all Commercial, Industrial, 
Communications and Utilities (CICU); and 3) Projects Greater Than 5 Acres and all 
Water Quality Improvement Projects (WQIPs). The project categories were chosen 
to illustrate typical breakpoints in project scale and BMP regulatory requirements. 
However, the characteristics, objectives, and conditions of individual projects will 
vary and no categorization system can apply to all cases. 

Each of the three project scales covered below includes a discussion of the 
standards and regulations applied to that scale, typical stormwater problems and 
pollutant sources, and a table of associated BMPs that can be applied to remedy or 
address the water quality problem or pollutant. Each BMP listed in the tables has an 
associated fact sheet in Chapter 4, BMP Toolkit that provides more details for 
applicability, planning criteria, and maintenance.  
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3.5 PROJECTS LESS THAN 1 ACRE AND ALL SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS 

Single family and small multi-family residential parcels with no BMPs in place have 
stormwater and pollution issues typical of the following: 

 Sediment tracking into roads from vehicles parking on unpaved 
driveways. 

 Compacted soils from vehicle and equipment storage on unpaved 
surfaces. 

 Over-use of fertilizers, pesticides, and irrigation in intensive landscaping 
and turf areas. 

 Stormwater runoff from driveways, rooftops, and other structures. 

 Leaking pollutants from improper household hazardous waste storage. 

3.5.1 STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS 

In order to fulfill BMP regulatory requirements and receive a BMP Certificate of 
Completion, all small residential parcels must either install parcel level BMPs 
AND/OR participate in an area-wide treatment that is part of a  TMDL registered 
catchment or a conforming Area Plan. Parcel level BMPs must, at a minimum, 1) 
control sediment sources, erosion, and other pollutants on-site AND 2) infiltrate 
stormwater generated from all impervious surfaces to the capacity of a 20-yr/1-hr 
storm, approximately 1 inch of water in 1 hour (1”/hr). If infiltration is not feasible 
due to site constraints, as defined and determined by TRPA, then special 
considerations may apply. These are discussed in this chapter in Section 3.8 Site 
Constraints and Limitations. Inability to infiltrate the design storm from all 
impervious surfaces may result in TRPA issuing a Source Control Certificate when all 
other required on-site BMPs that control sediment sources, erosion, and other 
pollutants are in place. A Source Control Certificate provides proof that a property 
owner has done as much as possible to comply with regulatory requirements. 
However, in the future they may be required to update their BMPs in order to 
receive a full BMP Certificate. If agreements are established with a local jurisdiction 
to accept and treat stormwater runoff from the project as part of an area-wide 
treatment, and all sediment, erosion, and other pollutant control measures are in 
place on-site, a BMP Certificate of Completion may be issued by TRPA. 

3.5.2  POLLUTANT SOURCE CONTROL 

Pollutant controls may include legally paving dirt parking and driveways, 
protecting natural areas from damage caused by vehicles, removing turf and 
replacing with native and adapted plants, restoring compacted and disturbed 
areas, removing and disposing of fine sediment and pollutants on impervious 
surfaces, and properly storing and managing household hazardous waste. 

A valuable resource for small 
residential properties is the 
Home Landscaping Guide to 
Lake Tahoe and Vicinity, a 
publication of the University of 
Nevada Cooperative Extension.  
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Table 3-1: Waste Management and Materials Pollution Prevention  
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Soil and Vegetation 
Management 
(Chapter 5) 

 
   

Filter Strip              
(Section 4.1-g)  

   Hazardous Material 
Management 
(Section 4.2-n)    

 
Pet Waste Management 
(Section 4.2-p)  

 
  Pool and Hot Tub 

Management         
(Section 4.2-r)     

 
Vehicle Washing  
(Section 4.2-s)   

 
   

3.5.2.1 WASTE MANAGEMENT AND MATERIALS POLLUTION PREVENTION 

While small sites may not individually generate high amounts of nutrients, oil, and 
waste from household hazardous materials, neighborhoods may cumulatively 
generate significant pollutant loads. The practices referenced in Table 3-1 are the 
most common BMPs that can prevent pollutants from leaving a site and 
contaminating soil, groundwater, and surface waters. 

3.5.2.2 SOIL STABILIZATION 

The following are the most common actions property owners can take to 
implement soil stabilization BMPs.  Also see Table 3-2 for common soil stabilization 
problems and associated BMP solutions.  

A. RESTORE DISTURBED AND COMPACTED SOILS 
Restore soil infiltration function by aerating soils, increasing soil organic matter, 
planting native and adapted plants, and mulching bare soils. Refer to Chapter 5 Soil 
and Vegetation Management or consult the Home Landscaping Guide for Lake 
Tahoe and Vicinity.  

B. LEGALLY PAVE DIRT DRIVEWAYS, ROADS, AND PARKING 
Driveways, roads, and parking areas designated for year round use shall be paved 
with a hard surface that can withstand snow plowing during the winter months. 
Snow plowing must be done without disturbing soils. 

C. PROTECT NATURAL AREAS 
Install permanent barriers such as large shrub and tree landscaping, bollards, 
fencing, or boulders to prevent vehicle damage to natural areas, particularly those 
adjacent to driveways and parking areas.  

A Site Assessment or Land 
Coverage Verification may be 
required when paving more 
than the minimum allowed by 
the local jurisdiction. Refer to 
Chapter 7 Permitting.  
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Split rail fencing is a simple and aesthetic alternative to protect natural areas and 
landscaping from vehicle disturbance. 

D. STABILIZE STEEP DISTURBED SLOPES 
A naturally steep slope that is already stable and not slated for permitted 
construction shall be left undisturbed. Always maintain the overall natural 
topography of a site to the greatest extent possible. Slopes created from cut and fill 
during permitted construction may need structural solutions such as riprap, 
terracing, or retaining walls. Use native and adapted plants to increase soil stability 
and visually break up structural elements with soft pockets of vegetation. Where 
vegetation is unlikely to establish, riprap without additional vegetation may be 
appropriate.

Table 3-2: Soil Stabilization 
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Soil and Vegetation Restoration  
(Chapter 5)  

   Pervious Pavement 
(Section 4.1-a)  

 
   Slope Stabilization 

(Sections 4.2-d to 4.2-h)  
 Paving Parking Areas and Roads   

(Section 4.2-i)  
 

   Bare Soil Protection   
(Section 4.2-j)  

    Deck Armor           
(Section 4.2-k)     

 
Snow Storage  
(Section 4.2-c)   

 
 Parking and Vehicle Barriers  

(Section 4.2-l)  
    

When using vehicle barriers, be 
aware of, and adjust for, any 
emergency response access 
requirements.  
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3.5.2.3 SOURCE CONTROL ON IMPERVIOUS SURFACES  

Roads in the Lake Tahoe Region have the greatest potential to generate fine 
sediment among all urban land uses.4   The application of road abrasives and their 
subsequent pulverization by vehicles generates fine sediment. Fine sediment 
generated on road surfaces is transported with vehicles and can accumulate on 
surfaces where abrasives are not actually applied in substantial amounts, such as 
driveways and parking lots.  Removal of accumulated fine sediment and debris 
from driveways should be regularly performed to improve the quality of runoff and 
reduce the loading of debris and fine sediment introduced to downstream BMPs. 
For a driveway, this could be accomplished by periodically sweeping with a broom 
and dust pan to collect and dispose of accumulated material. Avoid spraying and 
washing off driveways with a garden hose or other water source that will direct 
sediment laden runoff to a BMP system or a drainage system. 

3.5.3 HYDROLOGIC SOURCE CONTROL 

The Design Storm used for infiltration BMPs on small residential sites is the 20-yr/1-
hr storm, approximately 1”/hr.  Using the Natural Resource Conservation Service 
(NRCS) calculation spreadsheet is usually adequate for designing this storage 
capacity. Chapter 1, Urban Hydrology further discusses the BMP Calculation 
Spreadsheet, and the most recent version of the spreadsheet with supporting 
materials can be downloaded at: http://www.tahoebmp.org/. See Table 3-3 for 
appropriate infiltration techniques that provide hydrologic source control for 
stormwater runoff from driveways, parking lots, and rooftops. Table 3-3 illustrates 
that fine sediment and debris loads draining to an infiltration BMP will vary based 
on the type of impervious surface they have been design to treat.  For driveways 
and parking lots, pollutant loads may be high enough that infiltration BMPs will 
require frequent inspection and maintenance activities to sustain performance. 

                                                      
4 2NDNATURE, NHC, and Environmental Incentives. 2010. Road Rapid Assessment Methodology (Road RAM) 
User Manual, Tahoe Basin. Final Document. Prepared for the California Tahoe Conservancy and Nevada Division 
of Environmental Protection. 
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Table 3-3: Hydrologic Source Control  
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Infiltration Trench  
(Section 4.1-c)   

Typically used for runoff sheet flowing from 
rooftops or driveways. May require 
pretreatment or source control efforts. /  

Rain Garden 
(Section 4.1-f)   Landscaped depression that typically includes 

intensive planting and permanent irrigation. 

Filter Strip 
(Section 4.1-g)  

 
Can induce/increase soil infiltration function. 
Also useful along turf perimeter and for SEZ 
buffers. May need to demonstrate area of 
filter strip is adequate to retain and infiltrate 
necessary runoff volume to obtain BMP 
Certificate of Completion. 

Rock Lined and 
Vegetated Swale 
(Section 4.3-j) 

  
 Use check dams to retain and infiltrate 
necessary runoff volume. Refer also to            
Check Dams (Section 4.3-k) 

Subsurface 
Infiltration System       
(Section 4.1-d) 

  

Provides increased runoff storage capacity 
where space for infiltration is limited. Runoff 
can be conveyed to appropriate infiltration 
areas. Requires stormwater pretreatment 
device and accessible clean-outs. Refer also 
to Chapter 6 for information on inspection, 
maintenance, and monitoring. 

Pervious Pavement 
(Section 4.1-a)  

 
Redundant infiltration BMPs required for 
areas accessed by vehicles.  Requires 
frequent inspection and maintenance to 
ensure continued performance. . 

Infiltration Basin  
(Section 4.1-b)   

Relatively easy to maintain. Requires 
pretreatment device or source control 
efforts. 
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This rain garden collects driveway stormwater via a rock swale constructed through a grass 
area. An above ground low-flow irrigation system supports aesthetically pleasing native 
and adapted plants. 

 
This infiltration trench collects sheet flowing stormwater off the edge of a driveway and is 
bordered with larger stones. 

3.5.4 STORMWATER COLLECTION AND CONVEYANCE 

Collection and conveyance techniques may be necessary to capture runoff from 
impervious areas and direct it to infiltration and/or treatment BMPs. Sediment 
Traps (Refer to Chapter 4 BMP Toolkit, Section 4.4-i) are needed at the end of all 
conveyance systems prior to infiltration BMPs to promote longevity and ease of 
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maintenance. Table 3-4 provides guidance for common collection and conveyance 
systems.  

Table 3-4: Stormwater Collection and Conveyance  
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Slotted Channel Drain  
(Section 4.3-g)   All conveyances to infiltration systems are required 

to have a Sediment Trap (Section 4.4-i) 
Frequent clogging may occur with material and 
debris requiring routine cleaning.  Conveyance 
systems should be designed with easy access to 
facilitate clean out of accumulated material. 

A/C Swale 
(Section 4.3-h)  

 Subsurface Drain 
(Section 4.3-i)   
Rock Lined Swale  
(Section 4.3-j)   

Used for higher runoff velocities and steeper slopes. 
Check dams may be required to decrease runoff 
velocity and promote infiltration. 

Vegetated Swale        
(Section 4.3-j)  

 
Use in locations with gradual slopes less than 5%. 
Check dams may be required to decrease runoff 
velocity and promote infiltration.  

 

 
Slotted channel drain collecting driveway runoff. Note the sediment trap at the discharge 
point of the slotted channel drain prior to a subsurface infiltration system. 

3.5.5 STORMWATER TREATMENT 

In the case of small residential sites, stormwater treatment usually takes the form of 
a sediment trap at the end of a conveyance system such as an asphalt swale or 
slotted channel drain prior to stormwater entering an infiltration system. It may also 
include sediment traps at the end of downspouts prior to rooftop runoff entering a 
subsurface gravel infiltration system. In some cases where there are site constraints 
such as high groundwater that prevent or limit infiltration, Filter Strips (Refer to 
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Chapter 4 BMP Toolkit, Section 4.1-g) and dripline gravel armor (Refer to Chapter 4 
BMP Toolkit, Section 4.1-c, Infiltration Trench) may be used as stormwater 
treatment for driveway and rooftop runoff. 

3.6 PROJECTS 1 TO 5 ACRES AND ALL COMMERCIAL, 
INDUSTRIAL, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES (CICU) 
PROJECTS < 5 ACRES 

These properties may be large and/or include multiple parcels that in combination 
create complex drainage and a high potential for on-site pollutants. These projects 
have stormwater and pollution issues typical of the following: 

 High percentage of impervious surfaces (sometimes 80-100 percent), 
which generates high stormwater runoff volumes and leaves little room 
for open infiltration basins. 

 Unpaved parking and vehicle tracking of fine sediment. 

 Soil compaction and heavy equipment storage on bare soil. 

 Over-use of fertilizer, pesticides, and irrigation. 

 High pollutant loads in stormwater runoff.  

 Improperly stored hazardous waste materials. 

 Old and hidden illicit discharge connections leading directly to soil or 
municipal storm drains. 

Figure 3-a shows a BMP selection flowchart providing general guidance at the 
conceptual level for a project BMP planner or designer. The flowchart also points 
the reader toward specific BMPs or a BMP category for further information and 
guidance.
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Figure 3-a: BMP Selection Flowchart  
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3.6.1 STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS 

In order to fulfill BMP regulatory requirements and receive a BMP Certificate of 
Completion, all projects at this scale must either install parcel level BMPs AND/OR 
participate in an area-wide treatment that is part of a TMDL registered catchment 
or a conforming Area Plan.  Parcel level BMPs must, at a minimum, 1) control 
sediment, erosion, and other pollutants on-site AND 2) infiltrate stormwater 
generated from all impervious surfaces to the capacity of a 20-yr/1-hr storm, 
approximately 1”/hr.  

If infiltration is not feasible due to site constraints, as defined and determined by 
TRPA, then special considerations will apply. In these cases, the property may be 
required to “treat and release” their stormwater to meet TRPA discharge standards 
and monitor effluent concentrations to ensure these standards are met. Site 
constraints are discussed in further detail in Section 3.8 of this chapter. If legal 
agreements are established with a local jurisdiction to accept and treat stormwater 
runoff from the project as part of an area-wide treatment, and all sediment, erosion, 
and other pollutant control measures are in place on-site, a BMP Certificate of 
Completion may be issued by TRPA. 

3.6.2 POLLUTANT SOURCE CONTROL 

Identify all potential pollutants on the property. Ensure that all land-use activities 
on the property are appropriate and conducted in a manner that minimizes and 
prevents release of pollutants.  

Moderately sized project site pollutant controls are likely to include or surpass 
those typical for small residential sites. These sites may have large areas of 
disturbed and compacted dirt areas that need to be legally paved or restored, 
including dirt and gravel parking, driveways, equipment and supply storage areas, 
and roads. Snow stored from impervious areas tends to be laden with oil, grease, 
and dirt from abrasives, requiring a detailed snow removal and storage plan. Multi-
family condominium and homeowner association (HOA) facilities may have large 
common areas of turf that require proper fertilizer and irrigation management. 
Many commercial sites store, transport, and use hazardous waste material on-site. 
Implementing on-going pollution preventative measures minimize risk and reduce 
potential stormwater pollution delivery to surface water5. 

3.6.2.1 WASTE MANAGEMENT AND MATERIALS POLLUTION PREVENTION 

A. MANAGE AND REDUCE TURF 
Turf and other intensive landscaping can lead to over application of fertilizers and 
irrigation, increasing nutrient rich runoff to Stream Environment Zones (SEZs), 
public storm drains, and Lake Tahoe. Use proper fertilizer and irrigation 
management, and filter strips along turf perimeters. Remove unnecessary turf areas 
and replace with native and adapted plants. The practices referenced in Table 3-5 
are common BMPs that can prevent pollutants from leaving a site and 
contaminating soil, groundwater, and surface waters. 

                                                      
5 EPA http://www.epa.gov/ppic/pubs/ppicdist.html  

Homeowners Associations 
(HOA’s) and Neighborhood 
BMPs 
A group of landowners can 
choose to work together to 
design and implement a 
comprehensive BMP system to 
comply with regulations. 
Sharing project costs can 
reduce individual landowner 
costs through economies of 
scale. This takes commitment 
and time from each 
landowner, but can prove 
satisfactory in the long term. 
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The common areas in this large multi-family complex are undergoing turf removal and 
replacement with native and adapted plants. 

B. MANAGE ANIMAL AND PET WASTE 
Pet and livestock owners have a water quality and public health obligation to 
manage and properly dispose of animal feces and other wastes.  

Use bags provided by local agencies at 
trail entrances to collect and properly 
dispose of pet waste when walking dogs. 
Be aware of any signs indicating seasonal 
prohibitions to dogs such as during 
wildlife nesting seasons. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
C. DETECT AND REMOVE ILLICIT DISCHARGE CONNECTIONS 

An illicit connection from a land use such as an automobile maintenance garage or 
other commercial land use to the public storm drain or soil may exist for years 

Large turf users such as golf 
courses, parks, cemeteries, 
plant nurseries, recreational 
ball fields, and large residential 
yards with an acre or more of 
turf, are required to submit 
fertilizer management plans for 
review and approval by TRPA. 
Refer Chapter 5 Soil and 
Vegetation Management.  
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without employee or landowner knowledge or consideration. Local jurisdictions are 
the appropriate contact for illicit connection detection and removal. Any needed 
soil remediation activities will require a permit from the Lahontan Regional Water 
Quality Control Board in California (LRWQCB), or the Nevada Division of 
Environmental Protection in Nevada (NDEP).  

D. IMPLEMENT A HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND SPILL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Commercial properties that use, store, or transport hazardous materials on-site 
such as oils, grease, solvents, fuels, and other chemicals shall develop and 
implement a hazardous materials, spill, and cleanup management plan that 
includes employee education.  

E. COVER AND ENCLOSE DUMPSTERS 
Prevent trash exposure to rain and snow by ensuring dumpsters have adequate 
covering. Lock and enclose dumpsters to prevent animal entry.  

 
Properly enclosing and securing dumpsters can prevent unwanted intrusions from wildlife 
and screening. 
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Table 3-5: Waste Management and Materials Pollution Prevention  
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Contact Local 
Jurisdiction (City 
or County) 

 
      

Soil and 
Vegetation 
Management 
(Chapter 5)  

 
    

Filter Strip             
(Section 4.1-g)  

 
    Hazardous 

Materials 
Management 
(Section 4.2-n)    

 
 

Pet Waste 
Management 
(Section 4.2-p)  

 
   

Pool and Hot Tub 
Management         
(Section 4.2-r)      

 
Dumpster 
Management  
(Section 4.2-m)     

 
 

Vehicle Washing 
(Section 4.2-s)   

 
    

3.6.2.2 ROADWAY AND PARKING LOT POLLUTION PREVENTION 

A. MANAGE ROADS AND ASSOCIATED ABRASIVES AND SNOW REMOVAL 
ACTIVITIES 

A winter snow climate demands intensive management of roads, driveways, and 
parking areas to minimize pollutants. This may include properly removing and 
storing snow, using abrasives and deicers efficiently, and sweeping parking lots and 
roadways where abrasives are applied. Identify proper snow storage locations 
including flat or slightly depressed areas that are covered with vegetation and 
mulch, areas with good sun exposure, and areas upslope of BMP treatment 
systems. Careless snowplow techniques and lack of snow stakes can cause damage 
to landscaping, natural areas, and BMPs such as infiltration basins.  

Locate snow storage areas separate from infiltration BMPs, and away from 
stormwater inlets and conveyances to minimize ice and snow blockage that can 
cause stormwater to bypass infiltration and treatment BMPs. If separation is not 
feasible, infiltration basins can be approved by the regulatory agency to double as 
snow storage if designed for a larger volume than the design storm based on 
anticipated snow loads, and access accommodations are made to prevent 
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snowplow damage.  Table 3-6 lists several roadway and parking lot pollution 
prevention techniques for common water quality issues. 

 
Snow stored upslope of a slotted channel drain that conveys melt water into a subsurface 
infiltration system. Avoid storing snow directly over conveyances or drain inlets in order to 
prevent blockage. 

Table 3-6: Roadway and Parking Lot Pollution Prevention  
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 Abrasives 

and Deicer 
Management 
(Section 4.2-a) 

 

Street 
Sweeping 
(Section 4.2-b) 

 

Snow 
Storage   
(Section 4.2-c)  

 

3.6.2.3 SOIL STABILIZATION 

A. RESTORE DISTURBED AND COMPACTED SOILS 
Restore soil infiltration function by aerating soils, increasing soil organic matter, 
planting native and adapted plants, and mulching bare soils. Refer Chapter 5 Soil 
and Vegetation Management for more details.  
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B. LEGALLY PAVE DIRT DRIVEWAYS, ROADS, AND PARKING 
Driveways, roads, heavy equipment storage areas, and parking areas designated for 
year-round shall be paved with a hard surface that can withstand snow plowing 
during the winter months. Snow plowing must be done without disturbing soils. 

C. PROTECT NATURAL AREAS 
Install permanent barriers such as large shrub and tree landscaping, bollards, 
fencing, or boulders to prevent vehicle damage to natural areas, particularly those 
adjacent to driveways and parking areas.  

 
Boulders prevent compaction along the newly revegetated shoulders of a neighborhood 
street. 

D. STABILIZE STEEP DISTURBED SLOPES 
A naturally steep slope that is already stable and not slated for permitted 
construction shall be left undisturbed. Always maintain the overall natural 
topography of a site to the greatest extent possible. Slopes created from cut and fill 
during permitted construction may need structural solutions such as riprap, 
terracing, or retaining walls. Use native and adapted plants to increase soil stability 
and visually break up structural elements with soft pockets of vegetation. Where 
vegetation is unlikely to establish, riprap without additional vegetation may be 
appropriate. Large, deep slope cuts for roads, driveways, and buildings may need 
larger, engineered structural solutions.   

E. PROTECT STORMWATER DISCHARGE POINTS 
Stabilized outlets are required at all stormwater discharge points to slow 
stormwater velocity and protect soil from erosion. Rock aprons are typically used, 
although in some cases, well vegetated areas are appropriate and can accept flows.  

A Site Assessment or Land 
Coverage Verification may be 
required when paving more 
than the minimum allowed by 
the local jurisdiction. Refer to 
Chapter 7 Permitting.  

When using vehicle barriers, be 
aware of and adjust for any 
emergency response access 
requirements.  
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Rock armor at a stormwater discharge into an infiltration basin.  

Table 3-7: Soil Stabilization  
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 Slope Stabilization 
(Section 4.2-d to 4.2-h)  
Soil and Vegetation 
Restoration       
(Chapter 5) 

  
 

Paving Parking Areas and 
Roads          
(Section 4.2-i)  

 
  

Pervious Pavement  
(Section 4.1-a)  

 
  Parking and Vehicle 

Barriers  
(Section 4.2-l) 

 
   

Deck Armor  
(Section 4.2-k)    
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Left: Dripline erosion below a deck needs at least 3 inches of gravel to protect the soil. 
Right: Riprap protecting the toe of a cut slope down to an A/C curb prevents soil from 
sloughing onto the parking lot. 

3.6.3 HYDROLOGIC SOURCE CONTROL 

In most cases, the baseline design storm used for calculating the size of infiltration 
BMPs on these scale sites is the 20-yr/1-hr storm, approximately 1”/hr. Using the 
BMP Calculation Spreadsheet may be adequate for dripline trenches and small 
impervious areas within the project to design this storage capacity. However, other 
calculation techniques for designing storage and conveyance may be more 
appropriate. Refer to Chapter 1, Urban Hydrology for further discussion of the BMP 
Calculation Spreadsheet and other useful stormwater tools.  

Where project proponents are required to document an Environmental Impact 
Statement or similar, the environmental analysis and mitigation may necessitate an 
updated or unique design storm.  

See Table 3-8 for appropriate infiltration techniques that provide hydrologic source 
control for stormwater runoff from driveways, parking lots, and rooftops. Table 3-8 
includes consideration that fine sediment and debris loads draining to an 
infiltration BMP will vary based on the fine sediment accumulation on the 
impervious surface they have been designed to treat.  For driveways, parking lots, 
and roads, pollutant loads may be high enough that infiltration BMPs will require 
frequent inspection and maintenance activities to ensure continued performance. 
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Table 3-8: Hydrologic Source Control  
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Infiltration Trench  
(Section 4.1-c)   

Typically used for runoff sheet flowing from 
rooftops or small impervious low traffic areas. May 
require stormwater pretreatment device. 

Infiltration Basin  
(Section 4.1-b)   

May require rehabilitation of infiltration through 
raking and/or tilling soil. Engineered plans required 
for basin receiving runoff from large impervious 
areas.  

Rain Garden 
(Section 4.1-f)   Landscaped depression that typically includes 

intensive planting and permanent irrigation. 

Filter Strip 
(Section 4.1-g)   

Can induce/increase soil infiltration function. Also 
useful along turf perimeter and for SEZ buffers. May 
need to demonstrate area of filter strip is adequate 
to retain and infiltrate necessary runoff volume to 
obtain BMP Certificate of Completion. 

Subsurface Infiltration 
System         
(Section 4.1-d) 

  
Provides increased runoff storage capacity where 
space for infiltration is limited. Runoff can be 
conveyed to appropriate infiltration areas. Requires 
stormwater pretreatment device and accessible 
clean-outs. Refer also to Chapter 6 for information 
on inspection, maintenance and monitoring.  

Rain Barrels and Cisterns   
(Section 4.1-e) 
 

  
Adequate stormwater treatment meeting all 
applicable public health laws is required prior to 
any landscape water re-use.                         

Impervious Surface 
Removal and Reduction   

While there is no associated BMP fact sheet, 
permanent removal of impervious areas and 
restoration of the soils eliminates associated 
stormwater runoff.  

Pervious Pavement 
(Section 4.1-a)  

 
Redundant infiltration BMPs required for areas 
accessed by vehicles. May not be appropriate for 
sites with high pollutant loads and high potential 
for hazardous material spills.  

 
Rock Lined and 
Vegetated Swale  

(Section 4.3-j) 
  Use check dams to incorporate infiltration capacity 

where necessary. See Check Dams (Section 4.3-k) 
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Figure 3-b: Infiltration Basin Sited Between Parking Areas to Collect and Infiltrate Water 

 

 
Pervious concrete parking pad located at the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. 

3.6.4 STORMWATER COLLECTION AND CONVEYANCE 

Collection and conveyance techniques are commonly necessary to capture runoff 
from impervious areas and direct it to treatment and infiltration BMPs. 
Pretreatment BMPs (Refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.4 Stormwater Treatment) are 
needed at the end of all conveyance systems prior to infiltration BMPs to promote 
longevity, ease of maintenance, and to protect soil and groundwater resources 
from pollutant loads in stormwater.  
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Online BMP systems are designed to receive and safely convey an entire storm 
event, but only treat up to a specified design storm. Offline BMP systems are 
designed to receive only a specified flow rate or volume through a flow regulator 
(diversion structure, flow splitter, etc.). The advantage of an offline system is that 
there is less chance that previously captured sediment and other pollutants in the 
BMP will be re-suspended during higher flows. 

Figure 3-c: Offline System  

 
A flow splitter for an offline system using a chamber weir that supplies a predetermined 
water quality flow rate.  
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An offline system via a curb cut into a rain garden that allows runoff in excess of the 
design volume to bypass.6 

3.6.5 STORMWATER TREATMENT 

3.6.5.1 MEET DISCHARGE STANDARDS 

TRPA has a set of groundwater and surface water discharge standards. Refer to 
Chapter 60.1 in the TRPA Code of Ordinances for the most up-to-date standards. 
These standards apply to all discharges from developed properties to both surface 
waters and groundwater.  

3.6.5.2 PRETREAT STORMWATER RUNOFF PRIOR TO INFILTRATION 

Although infiltrating stormwater into the soil column provides adequate treatment 
of light pollutant loads, project areas with high vehicle traffic or land-uses that 
create high pollutant loads require pretreatment prior to infiltration. If there are few 
pollutants from a project area, a simple sediment trap will add longevity to an 
infiltration system. Incorporate cleanout ports, forebays, and other maintenance 
design elements into all BMPs. 

                                                      
6 City of Bursville, MN website. http://www.ci.burnsville.mn.us/index.aspx?NID=594 
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3.7 PROJECTS GREATER THAN 5 ACRES AND WQIPS 
This scale typically involves a large redevelopment or publicly funded water quality 
improvement project that analyzes, designs, and implements improvements for an 
urban area on the order of 5 to 100 acres, including roadways and other public 
stormwater systems.   

Project areas may be comprised of multiple land uses and land ownership. 
Significant conveyance facilities are required to serve multiple tributary areas and 
flow paths, often with differing hydrologic and water quality characteristics. 
Stormwater design flows depend on routing and storage in the drainage system 
and typically must be considered in the context of design storm events rather than 
a single peak flow. Compliance with municipal drainage design standards intended 
to protect public safety is typically a requirement for the project. Stormwater 
storage and treatment systems are potentially complex, and sizing may not be 
standardized due to variable opportunities and constraints in individual project 
areas. An alternatives analysis process is typically conducted to formulate and 
explore options for improvements to maximize water quality improvement within 
site or project constraints. A pollutant load reduction estimate is usually required to 
evaluate alternatives, obtain permits, evaluate environmental effects, and inform 
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) compliance. 

The following stormwater and pollution issues are typical of projects at this scale: 

 A substantial amount of impervious linear project area including 
primary (highway) and secondary (county and city) roads creating 
stormwater runoff.  

 Road abrasives are frequently applied and pulverized by vehicle traffic, 
creating a fine sediment source. 

 Winter chained tires, plowing, and studded tires cause road 
degradation that creates sediment sources.  

 Road shoulder compaction, sediment tracking, and erosion from off-
pavement parking. 

 Erosion on steep cut and fill slopes. 

 High stormwater runoff volumes from large impervious square footage 
areas including multiple parking areas and large buildings with 
significant roof surfaces. 

3.7.1 STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS 

In order to fulfill BMP regulatory requirements and receive a BMP Certificate of 
Completion, all projects at this scale must either install parcel level BMPs AND/OR 
participate in an area-wide treatment that is part of a TMDL registered catchment 
or a conforming Area Plan. 

3.7.1.1 JURISDICTION  

These projects are complex to design and implement and use the Project Delivery 
Process developed by the Storm Water Quality Improvement Committee (SWQIC)7. 
A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), usually comprised of the implementer, 
                                                      
7 SWQIC, 2004 ,Collaborative Storm Water Quality Project Delivery for the Lake Tahoe Basin, 
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/swqip.pdf/ 
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funder, permitting agencies, and local jurisdictions, determine a set of BMP 
alternatives and the final BMP design for the project.  

Elements of the SWQIC Project Delivery Process: 

A. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES  
Development of project goals and objectives is the first step after project initiation 
and should receive formal support from the technical advisory committee.  Project 
goals and objectives should directly relate to the problem the project is intended to 
address, and depict issues that will continue or result if the project is not 
implemented. Project goals and objectives should also define criteria by which 
project effectiveness can be evaluated to provide the means of tracking project 
success.  

B. EXISTING CONDITIONS ANALYSIS 
A general description of the project site, including physical description, use and 
condition, key issues, available technical data such as watershed location, soil type, 
land capability, pollutants of concern, hydrologic connectivity, as well as project 
opportunities and constraints should be documented as part of the existing 
conditions analysis.  

C. FORMULATE AND EVALUATE ALTERNATIVES 
Formulation of viable project alternatives should be based on the information 
collected as part of the existing conditions analysis and address the problem the 
project intends to solve. Each alternative should be evaluated based on its ability to 
meet the project goals and objectives. 

D. SELECT A RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE AND DEVELOP A PRELIMINARY 
DESIGN.  

From the Alternatives Evaluation, select a recommended alternative which may be 
an originally formulated alternative or a combination of alternatives. Once selected, 
design criteria, benefits, costs, and implementation constraints of the 
Recommended Alternative should be well defined in order to complete a 
Preliminary Design that is feasible to permit and construct. 

The Lake Clarity Crediting Program  establishes a comprehensive and consistent 
accounting system administered by the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control 
Board and Nevada Division of Environmental Protection to track pollutant load 
reductions from urban stormwater using Lake Clarity Credits.  

The Lake Clarity Crediting Program encourages the use of a standard set of tools 
and methods. The Pollutant Load Reduction Model (PLRM) is the standard load 
reduction estimation tool that models load reductions achieved through 
combinations of pollutant controls, including source control practices and 
treatment BMPs within catchments. The BMP Maintenance Rapid Assessment 
Methodology (BMP RAM) and Road Rapid Assessment Methodology (Road RAM) 
are the standard condition assessment methodologies used to inspect and report 
actual conditions. The Tahoe Integrated Stormwater Tool (TIST) is an online 
accounting system to support the Lake Tahoe TMDL and associated Crediting 
Program. 8 

                                                      
8 LWQCB and NDEP, prepared by Environmental Incentives, LLC, 2009. Lake Clarity Crediting Program 
Handbook: for Lake Tahoe TMDL Implementation v0.99 
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3.7.1.2 PRIVATE PROJECTS 

These projects are also complex to design and implement compared to the other 
project categories, and typically use an equivalent of the Project Delivery Process 
developed by the SWQIC. This equivalent process typically takes the form of an 
Environmental Impact Statement document and project alternatives assessment 
with extensive public and regulatory scrutiny. These projects likely need TRPA 
Governing Board approval.  

3.7 SITE CONSTRAINTS AND LIMITATIONS 
Retrofitting or redeveloping existing properties can bring difficult design 
challenges. Obstacles may hinder design progress and, in some cases, potential 
solutions may be cost prohibitive.  

3.7.1 SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES IF INFILTRATION IS NOT FEASIBLE  

If infiltration is not feasible due to site constraints, as defined and determined by 
TRPA, then special circumstances may apply. A list of potential site constraints is 
discussed below. In the event that site conditions do not provide opportunities to 
infiltrate the runoff volume generated by a 20-yr/1-hr storm, project proponents 
must do either of the following: 

 “Treat and Release” of Stormwater to Surface Waters 
Treat stormwater to meet TRPA discharge standards outlined in Section 60.1.3 of 
the TRPA Code of Ordinances using proprietary or publicly available technologies 
and establish a legal agreement with the local jurisdiction or another property 
owner to allow stormwater to discharge offsite. Proprietary “treat and release” 
media filtration technology may be an appropriate option in areas with infiltration 
site constraints.  TRPA may require monitoring for “treat and release” projects to 
assess whether TRPA discharge standards are being met when infiltration is not 
feasible due to on-site constraints. 

 Coordination with Local jurisdictions 
Coordinate with the local municipality or state highway department to document 
that shared stormwater treatment facilities treating private property discharges 
and public right-of-way stormwater sufficiently contribute to meeting the 
jurisdictions’ pollutant load reduction requirements. 

3.7.2 COMMON SITE CONSTRAINTS AND ASSOCIATED BMP DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Site constraints are defined as physical land attributes that prevent, or contribute to 
difficulties in, the implementation of BMPs required to meet regulatory water 
quality standards. The following are general suggestions for addressing commonly 
occurring site limitations and constraints. While these BMP design concepts may 
assist a project designer or planner in finding solutions to site constraints, each site 
has a unique set of issues and characteristics that need to be assessed individually 
to find the most appropriate solution. 

3.7.2.1 HIGH GROUNDWATER AND BEDROCK  

These constraints can limit the depth of infiltration systems. Where soil 
investigations show seasonal high groundwater levels or bedrock interfering or 
intersecting a designed infiltration system, alternative BMPs need to be considered.  

TRPA requires at least 1 foot of 
separation from the bottom of 
infiltration systems to seasonal 
high groundwater soil 
indicators. This distance may 
increase or decrease 
dependent upon the project 
site and the discretion of the 
permitting authority. 
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BMP Concepts: 

 Design shallower and wider BMP systems. 

 Use shallow check dams to pool stormwater and to facilitate infiltration. 

 Convey stormwater to a location with more appropriate soils. 

3.7.2.2 UTILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

Poor siting of BMPs can harm existing utilities and create further costs. In addition, 
many existing developments at Lake Tahoe have unmarked and unmapped 
infrastructure.  

BMP Concepts: 

 Verify all existing utilities during site analysis. 

 Avoid installing BMPs over utilities. 

 Convey water away from utilities. 

 Relocating utilities typically have high costs, but may be an option for 
larger projects. 

 Field fit the BMP to avoid any utilities during construction. 

3.7.2.3 RUN-ON FROM OFF-SITE UPSTREAM LOCATIONS 

Stormwater runoff from upstream (run-on), off-site locations can cause problems as 
it flows into and through a project.  

BMP Concepts: 

 Contact the property owner where the run-on originates and the local 
regulatory agency to ensure that water quality BMPs are installed on 
properties upstream.  

 Size BMPs for larger flows to accommodate additional stormwater run-
on volumes, however extra costs are associated. 

 Convey water through the site in a stabilized channel following the 
existing historical flow lines and discharge to a stabilized location. 

3.7.2.4 SHARED ACCESS AND EASEMENTS, AND IMPERVIOUS AREAS OVER 
MULTIPLE PARCEL OWNERSHIPS  

Where ownership and access is shared over a small watershed area, confining 
stormwater runoff to within each respective parcel boundary may be costly and 
difficult.  

BMP Concepts: 

 Re-grade the site to separate flows between parcels.  

 Use stormwater collection and conveyance techniques to separate 
flows.  
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 Cooperate with the adjacent property owner to design and construct 
BMPs for both properties. This would require deed restrictions on both 
parcels that outline long term maintenance responsibilities, however, 
could potentially provide design, construction, and maintenance cost 
savings.  

3.7.2.5 RETAINING WALLS ALONG DRIVEWAYS AND ROADS  

Cut and fill slopes are common given Lake Tahoe Region’s steep topography in 
order to construct roads, driveways, and other development. These areas may 
require retaining walls for stabilization. This BMP retrofit situation is fairly common 
in many areas around the lake, and cause problems when looking for infiltration 
areas.  

BMP Concepts: 

 Implement all sediment and erosion control and pollutant control 
BMPs. 

 Collect and convey stormwater to a more appropriate location.  

 Use pervious paving.  

3.7.2.6 PROXIMITY TO DRINKING WATER WELLS 

Drinking source water protection is critical for health and safety. Where feasible, 
infiltration BMPs in commercial areas shall be placed no closer than 600 feet of a 
drinking water source.  

BMP Concepts: 

 Stormwater treatment is required for all related land use pollutants 
prior to infiltration BMPs that are installed within a 600 foot radius 
buffer from any wells or springs and any lake intakes.  

 Collect and convey stormwater to outside the 600 foot buffer zone. 

3.7.2.7 100 PERCENT IMPERVIOUSNESS  

The urban core can be challenging for infiltration system design when parking is at 
a premium and minimal open space is available.  

BMP Concepts: 

 Remove asphalt and install an infiltration basin.  

 Consider pervious paving systems. However, redundant infiltration is 
required for areas accessed by vehicles. 

 Install subsurface pre-fabricated BMP systems that are traffic rated.  

3.7.2.8  STREAM ENVIRONMENT ZONES (SEZS) 

SEZs are sensitive water-influenced environments that are mapped by TRPA and 
legally protected.  

 

Proprietary BMP 
Technologies 
Technologies are approved by 
permitting authorities on a 
project-by-project basis. A 
project designer should 
carefully review and compare 
the product technical 
specifications with existing or 
future project site conditions. 
Consider carefully the 
following guidance: 

 Consult effectiveness studies 
and third party certifications 
to determine how well the 
product removes pollutants 
of concern.  

 Determine design and 
installation guidelines and 
maintenance procedures.  

 Educate the contractor on 
any unique installation 
requirements. 

 Discuss technology options 
with the regulatory and 
permitting planner. 
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BMP Concepts: 

 Where alternatives are identified, BMPs shall not be installed within an 
SEZ or SEZ setback.  

 Convey water to higher capability land with higher soil Ksat rates. 

 Use filter strips adjacent to SEZs and SEZ setbacks.  

 Avoid storing snow in SEZ and SEZ setback areas.  

 If a project plans to disturb SEZ or SEZ setback, contact TRPA for any 
applicable permits.  

3.8 SPECIAL LAND USE CONSIDERATIONS 
3.8.1 SCENIC HIGHWAY CORRIDORS 

All projects visible from a scenic corridor, including BMP Retrofit projects, shall 
comply with TRPA scenic threshold standards. Incorporate screening and 
landscaping into BMP plans for these areas. Obtain applicable encroachment 
permits from Caltrans, NDOT, and/or the local jurisdiction. 

3.8.2 LAKEFRONT AND SHOREZONE 

Any land modifications in the backshore of Lake Tahoe require special permitting 
through a TRPA Shorezone application. Permits from other agencies with 
jurisdiction over the Shorezone (Nevada Division of State Lands, US Army Corps of 
Engineers, CA State Lands Commission, etc.) may also be necessary. BMP work 
above the delineated backshore boundary can be addressed with standard BMP’s. 
However, scenic requirements must be considered. For parcels with turf next to the 
lake, fertilizer management plans are necessary to prevent over watering and 
fertilizing. Refer to Chapter 5 Soils and Vegetation Management for more details 
regarding guidelines. 

3.8.3 WILDLAND URBAN INTERFACE 

Although fire defensible space measures are important for ALL development 
properties in the Lake Tahoe Region, this becomes especially important on the 
fringes of urban areas where development and forest lands meet. BMPs should also 
conform to local, state, and national fire defensible space requirements. Call your 
local fire protection district to request a fire defensible space inspection (Refer to 
http://www.livingwithfire.info/tahoe/). 

3.8.4 FOREST SERVICE SUMMER SEASONAL USE ONLY DESIGNATION 

Roads that lead into these areas are typically gated to prevent winter plowing 
access. If the existing structures are subject to a Forest Service Lease agreement, 
contact the Forest Service for a BMP inspection. If the roads are closed via a gate 
and lock by the Forest Service during the winter, paving with a hard plowable 
surface may not be required. However, parking areas need erosion and sediment 
control, and parking barriers and infiltration facilities are still required.  

Community Plans and Plan 
Area Statements  
During BMP design and 
selection, there may be 
opportunities to meet multiple 
land use objectives and 
promote vibrant 
neighborhoods in the Lake 
Tahoe Region. Community 
Plans provide historical context 
and direct future land use and 
development within the area. 
Plan Area Statements define 
permissible uses and allowable 
densities within the plan area. 
Check the TRPA website at 
www.trpa.org for the most 
recent Community Plans and 
Plan Area Statements. 
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Example of a lakefront property that used native logs, plants, and rocks to stabilize the 
slope while integrating closely with local environmental conditions.  

3.8.5 CONSERVATION AND RECREATION AREAS 

These include parks, trails, campgrounds, and day-use areas. Bear-proof cans and 
BMPs that blend into the native landscape are required so that any stormwater and 
erosion control systems do not detract from a visitor’s experience. Parking barriers 
and designated parking areas also apply in these areas.  

3.9 TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION BMPS 
All permanent BMP plans must also identify the temporary construction BMPs that 
provide sediment, erosion, and other pollutant controls during grading and other 
disturbance activities proposed on the project during construction. Refer to Section 
4.5 Temporary BMPs for Construction for a description and list of BMPs required 
during construction.  
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A silt fence installation for temporary sediment control on a construction project.  

 
Permanent erosion control using native and adapted grasses. 

3.10 AGENCY BMP INSPECTIONS  
For permitted projects, a pre-grade inspection by the permitting authority is 
necessary after the temporary BMPs are in place, but before construction begins. 
Stamped plans and signed permits must be available on-site at all times during 
construction. Any changes to the permitted plans require approval from the 
permitting authority prior to being implemented on-site.  

A final inspection by the permitting authority is required to ensure all BMPs are in 
place per the permit conditions and plans prior to issuance of a BMP Certificate of 
Completion. Project proponents should be prepared to test the BMPs during the 

Sediment versus erosion:  
Suspended sediment is 
entrained in stormwater, and 
deposited sediment is settled 
out of stormwater. Erosion is 
the process of detaching soil 
from one location and 
transporting it to another 
location. 

The official grading season in 
the Lake Tahoe Region begins 
May 1 and ends on October 15. 
Fines may apply for grading 
outside of this season. Grading 
exceptions are granted only for 
water quality and public health 
and safety projects.  
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final inspection to show that BMPs are functioning. This may include a “hose” test 
where water is sprayed into conveyances to ensure water is flowing to the correct 
places.  

 
Excavation of an infiltration trench with a measuring tape to show depth. 

 
Testing runoff sheet flowing to a BMP for a final BMP inspection.  

 

Photos of the BMP installation 
that include a scale such as 
measuring tape in the photo 
will come in handy when 
providing proof of correct 
sizing to an inspector for a 
subsurface infiltration system. 
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CHAPTER 4: BMP TOOLKIT 
4.1 HYDROLOGIC SOURCE CONTROL 

The term hydrologic source control is used in this Handbook to refer to Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) that limit or control the amount of stormwater 
runoff generated from a developed site by enhancing on-site infiltration and 
storage. Hydrologic source control BMPs are intended to mitigate for the loss of 
vegetated cover and other natural storage areas during development. Reducing 
the amount of runoff generated by a developed site is one of the most effective 
BMPs for removing nutrients and fine sediments from runoff. These BMPs also tend 
to be the most cost effective BMP for removing these pollutants when compared to 
stormwater treatment BMPs and in some installations also provide the added 
benefits of flood control and reducing impacts to receiving streams. 

The primary reduction comes from the direct relationship of runoff volume to 
pollutant loading (Pollutant Load = Runoff Volume x Pollutant Concentration). This 
reduction is accomplished through the installation of infiltration BMPs which direct 
stormwater into the ground. Infiltration BMPs for parcels in the Lake Tahoe Region 
are generally designed to accommodate the volume of runoff generated by on-site 
impervious surfaces during a 20-yr/1-hr storm (about 1 inch in 1 hour). Capturing 
this design storm removes the “first flush” of pollutants and reduces the volume of 
stormwater that enters Lake Tahoe and its tributaries. Sites that have high pollutant 
loading, such as commercial or industrial sites or sites with ground or surface 
waters will require pretreatment BMPs prior to infiltration.  

These BMPs apply across all project scales and range in complexity from infiltration 
trenches under eaves on a residential home, to large-scale subsurface infiltration 
systems installed below pavement in a commercial parking lot, to infiltration basins 
for jurisdictional public works projects.   
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4.1-a PERVIOUS PAVEMENT 

Alternative Names: Permeable Pavement, Porous 
Concrete, Porous Pavers 

DESCRIPTION 
Pervious pavement is any system comprised of a load 
bearing surface that allows for movement of water 
through the load bearing surface into an underlying 
storage layer that can infiltrate or attenuate stormwater 
runoff. Pervious pavements are most applicable to 
locations with light vehicle loading. The load bearing 
surface can be made of porous concrete, or unit pavers 
or turf blocks separated by spaces and joints, through 
which water can drain. Pervious pavement decreases the 
effective impervious area of an urbanized site, thereby 
reducing runoff and pollutant loads leaving the site. 
Pervious asphalt is no longer considered a pervious 
pavement in the Lake Tahoe Region due to repeated 
failure of pilot project testing.   

  
APPLICABILITY 
 Not appropriate for soils with Ksat rates less than 1”/hr or areas with seasonally 

high groundwater (e.g., SEZ) where groundwater contamination and connection 
to surface drainage systems are concerns. 

 Appropriate for locations with low traffic volumes and light vehicle loads.  

 Most appropriate for areas that are relatively flat (generally less than a 5 percent 
slope). 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

 Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

 All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

 MFR 1-5 Acre and CICU 
< 5 acres 

 MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

 Temporary 

 Permanent 
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 Not appropriate where sediment-laden runoff could clog the surface layer. For 
example, pervious pavement shall not be designed to receive runoff from roads 
or parking lots that are sanded, or receive runoff from erodible slopes. 

Advantages 
 Reduces stormwater runoff while providing a stable surface for light vehicle 

loads.  

 Often eliminates the need for stormwater drainage systems and eliminates 

the need for downstream infiltration systems. 

 Unobtrusive subsurface infiltration design increases aesthetic acceptability. 

Disadvantages 
 Requires relatively frequent maintenance. 

 Applicability is limited to sites with higher soil Ksat rates, low traffic 

volumes, and low pollutant loads. 

 May be more expensive than conventional pavement options. However, 

overall costs can be offset by reducing or eliminating drainage systems and 

downstream treatment and infiltration systems. 

 Snowplow activities can damage pervious pavement dependent upon the 

type of equipment used and the experience of the operator.  

 Does not provide pretreatment of potential pollutants. 

 To date, pervious pavements have not been extensively applied or tested in 

the Lake Tahoe Region and construction experience is limited. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Preferable for locations where the depth to seasonal high groundwater, bedrock, 

or any impermeable layer is at least 3 feet below the underlying base course. 

 Provide a base course in a level layer underlying the pervious pavement. This 
base course shall be:  

 Washed, clean, and free of fine sediments. 

 Uniformly graded to achieve 30-40 percent void space. 

 Angular crushed rock to create an interlocking base course to improve 

stability and resistance to compaction or deformation. 

 Where infiltration is unlikely but application is still desired, an underdrain system 
consisting of an impermeable membrane and perforated piping may be used to 
route runoff to an appropriate detention or infiltration facility. 

 Pervious surfaces require redundant BMPs for infiltration. A typical method is to 
grade pervious surface for sheet flow into an adjacent vegetated or depressed 
area in case pervious material becomes clogged. To do this, gently grade 
pervious surface to the side (not downslope) so that excess stormwater not 
infiltrated will be captured on site.  

 Tree canopy overhead can decrease the infiltration of pervious surfaces and 
increase their maintenance needs because leaves, pine needles, and other 
organic debris will clog pore spaces.  
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Consider selecting a pervious pavement from the types described below. Note that 
limited applications of pervious asphalt in the Lake Tahoe Region have been 
unsuccessful, and this type of pervious pavement is not currently recommended. 
When necessary, consult with a geotechnical engineer to assess the suitability of 
various types of pervious pavement in relation to the loads and traffic anticipated. 

Porous Concrete:  
 Similar in composition to a standard concrete mixture. Voids are created by 

eliminating finer aggregates from the concrete mix.  

 Provide a minimum of 12 inches of base course below the porous concrete 

layer to minimize the potential for standing water to reach the porous 

concrete section and damage the section during freeze/thaw conditions.  

Unit Pavers:  
 Pre-cast units forming 

interlocking patterns. 

Discrete units (brick, stone 

pavers, etc.) are available 

in a variety of materials, 

colors, and shapes and are 

set in a pattern on the 

prepared base course.   

 Because unit pavers are 

laid loose, enclose a field 

of pavers with a rigid 

frame made of concrete, 

metal, or plastic. 

 Open-celled unit pavers 

are designed with precast 

voids. Solid unit pavers 

can form a permeable 

surface when spaced with 

permeable joints and set 

on a permeable base.  

Installation of open-celled pavers that will be filled 
with washed gravel on the edge of a narrow 
roadway in Crystal Bay. 

Turf Blocks:  
 Open-celled units, installed similar to unit pavers, but filled with soil and 

planted with turf or other vegetation. In some installations, the cells are 

filled with crushed gravel instead of vegetation.  

 Requires deep-rooted grass species or vegetation that can penetrate the 

reservoir base course. Frequent watering may be required for successful 
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vegetation establishment because the bulk of the root and soil mass are 

located in the top 3 to 4 inches of the turf block. 

 When vegetation establishment is desired, applications are not suitable for 

areas providing all-day parking and heavy use areas because of insufficient 

sun or suppression by constant abrasion. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  

Porous Concrete:  
 Any installation of porous concrete shall be overseen by an experienced 

professional. 

 Ensure subgrade is level. Avoid exposure of subgrade to heavy construction 

equipment prior to the placement of the base course.  

 Compact base course using a vibratory plate or other equivalent means.  

 Develop a construction sequence that installs the porous concrete section 

after other pollutant sources have been addressed at the site to avoid 

clogging the porous concrete during subsequent construction activities.  

 Never load materials such as soil, sand, or mulch onto pervious pavements. 

 Inspect for clogging after installation and site clean-up. 

Unit Pavers and Turf Blocks:  
 Follow the manufacturer’s specifications.  

 Special subgrade preparation is required for expansive soils. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
The most crucial need is maintaining the infiltration capability of pervious 
pavements by not allowing the void spaces or pores to become clogged with fine 
sediment. Pervious pavement that accepts runoff from driveways, parking lots, or 
roads has a higher likelihood of clogging over time.  

Inspection crews can easily identify clogged pores in pervious pavements by 
routinely pouring water on the pavement to verify infiltration performance. If 
performance is borderline, use an infiltrometer1 to test the infiltration rate. If the 
infiltration rate has decreased by 20 percent or more from the benchmark rate 
determined at the time of installation, immediate maintenance is needed to restore 
the benchmark infiltration rate2.  

Vacuuming of pervious paving systems shall be a routine practice to maintain open 
void space. Expect more frequent maintenance cycles for areas with dense 
overhead tree canopy that generates substantial leaf and needle litter.  

Consider taking core samples of pervious pavement after installation as a future 
baseline reference and for quality assurance of installation. 

                                                 
1 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program. Final - September 2009, 
BMP RAM Users Manual V.1, Step 4. Field Observation Protocol.  Infiltrometer. pg 53-54.  
2 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program, Final - September 2009, 
BMP RAM Users Manual V.1, Step 3. Porous Pavements. Figure 9.  
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EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Pervious pavements can be highly effective for hydrologic source control of 
stormwater runoff because the BMP provides a large surface area for infiltration and 
the capacity of the underlying storage layer will typically exceed current design 
standards (e.g., 20-yr/1-hr storm). For example, the design recommendations 
contained herein for porous concrete call for a base course of 12 inches of 
uniformly graded crushed rock with an average void space of 30-40 percent. 
Assuming pervious pavement is designed to only infiltrate precipitation that 
directly falls on its surface; the design recommendations provide a storage capacity 
of roughly 4 inches of precipitation. 

Performance of pervious pavements can markedly decline if the voids in the 
structural surface layer clog over time. Furthermore, standing water could damage 
the structural integrity of the BMP during freeze/thaw conditions. Care should be 
taken when designing pervious pavement to ensure that infiltrated stormwater will 
have low sediment loads, especially if the design routes stormwater runoff to 
pervious pavement for infiltration.  Depending upon the design and site conditions, 
continued effectiveness of pervious pavement may require relatively frequent 
maintenance to preserve the infiltration rate of the structural surface. 
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Pervious Pavement Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 
Inspect and treat contributing sediment sources.  
 Stabilize contributing eroding slopes and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry onto pavement. Most pervious 

pavement failures occur when substantial quantities of sediment erode onto the pavement surface, either during the 
construction period or over time.  

Annually 
(May—June) 

 

Soil Amendment 
Seeds/Plants Irrigation 
Mulch, Riprap, 
Coir Logs, etc. 

Inspect pervious pavements for signs of reduced void space or for ponding water during spring snowmelt and major 
storms. It may be helpful to pour water on the pervious surface to verify infiltration performance.  
 If ponding water is present or void spaces are clogged, cleaning of the pavement is needed.  
 Clean pavement by removing sediment, litter, and debris from the surface and voids with a vacuum sweeper, effective 

at PM-10 (particulate matter ≤10 microns) removal. 
 If vacuuming doesn’t restore desired infiltration, pressure washing the surface may restore infiltration of the pervious 

pavement. Use less than 3000 psi of pressure and always perform first on a test section to be sure there is no 
structural damage to the pavement3. A combination of first vacuuming, followed by pressure washing may be used for 
extremely clogged voids4.  

 If routine cleaning does not restore infiltration rates, consider pavement rehabilitation or replacement (described 
below).  

Spring and 
fall and after 
major storm 
events  
(April—Oct) 

 
PM-10 Street Sweeper 
Vacuum 
Pressure Washer 

Measure the infiltration rate of the pervious pavement using an infiltrometer and the protocols outlined in the BMP RAM. 
 When infiltration rates have decreased 20% over the baseline (construction) readings, or if the average infiltration 

rates are below 1.5”/hr, thorough cleaning of the pavement with vacuum sweeper and/or pressure washer is 
necessary. 

 If infiltration rates remain below acceptable levels after thorough cleaning, rehabilitation, or replacement may be 
necessary. 
o Rehabilitate pervious pavement to restore infiltration capability by lifting surface materials (where possible) for 

inspection of the underlying materials to identify locations and extents of blockages and remove sediment as 
necessary.  

o Evaluate need for cleaning and replacing geotextiles and clean or replace as necessary.  

Annually 
(May—June) 

6” 
Infiltrometer 
Plumber’s 
Putty 
Water 
Ruler 
Stop Watch 

PM-10 Street Sweeper 
Vacuum 
Pressure Washer 
Tools as necessary for 
rehabilitation 

Inspect pervious pavement surface for signs of deterioration, spalling, or structural damage by vehicles (snowplow).  
 Repair areas as necessary.  
 It may be necessary to replace or refill the pea gravel in a gravel filled paver block installation.  

Annually 
in spring 

 
Pervious Pavement 
Patch or New Paver 
Filler Material 

Inspect outlets (if applicable) annually for signs of erosion, undercutting, and clogging. Make sure that any excess runoff is 
properly accessing the downstream treatment system and is not flowing off the property.  
 Stabilize eroded or undercut areas. 
 If outlet is clogged, the system likely needs rehabilitation (described above). 

Annually 
in spring 

 
Rock, Cobble, Riprap 
Tools as necessary for 
rehabilitation 

                                                 
3 Tennis, P., Leming, M. and Akers,D., Portland Cement Association, 2004, Pervious Concrete Pavements page 21  
4 EPA, 1999, Storm Water Technology Fact Sheet—Porous Pavement 
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Pervious Concrete Figure 

 
 

 THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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4.1-b INFILTRATION BASIN 

Alternative Names: Infiltration Pond 

DESCRIPTION 
An infiltration basin is a large engineered structure designed to detain stormwater 
runoff and infiltrate the detained runoff over a period of days. Infiltration basins, 
while similar in design to a dry basin, do not include an outlet structure that is 
designed to slowly draw down the water quality storage volume of the basin. 
Infiltration basins designed as on-line facilities include a high-flow bypass or 
emergency spillway. Infiltration basins designed as off-line facilities may not have 
an emergency spillway, as runoff can be designed to bypass the facility based on 
the elevation of the water stored in the facility.  

 
APPLICABILITY 
 Not appropriate for soils with infiltration rates less than 1”/hr or areas with 

seasonally high groundwater (e.g., SEZ) where groundwater contamination and 
low Ksat rates are concerns. 

 Site above-ground infiltration basins on relatively flat terrain (less than a 5 
percent slope).  

 Subsurface infiltration basins can be sited on terrain steeper than 5 percent; 
however, engineering design and installation procedures are more complex for 
this type of application. 

 Infiltration basins shall not be located near building foundations or other 
structural features. As a rule of thumb, site an infiltration basin at least 10 feet 
down gradient and 50 feet up gradient of a structural feature. (Suggested 
distances may be shortened or lengthened at the discretion of the licensed 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

 Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

 All SFR and MFR < 1 acre 

  MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

  MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

 Temporary 

 Permanent 
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professional civil engineer dependent on the measures taken to mitigate 
potential damages from seepage).  

 Install as close to the source of runoff as possible, while still remaining in 
compliance with building practices identified directly above.  

 Avoid siting within 600 feet of a drinking water source.   

 Avoid using an infiltration basin as a snow storage facility unless the basin was 
specifically designed for this purpose as snow storage activities can damage or 
block the inlet and outlet structures to the basin. 

Advantages 
 Reduces stormwater discharged to surface waters and can provide effective 

removal of pollutants of concern to lake clarity.  
 When land area is adequate, an appropriately sized infiltration basin can 

replicate predevelopment runoff characteristics more closely than most 

other BMPs included in this Handbook. 

 Can provide stormwater volume reductions to prevent downstream 

channel erosion and can reduce potential downstream flooding. 

Disadvantages 
 Applicability limited to sites with higher soil Ksat rates and low pollutant 

loads (unless pretreatment is provided). Depending upon inflowing 

pollutant loads, frequent maintenance may be necessary to maintain 

effectiveness. 

 Siting is frequently constrained due to a lack of available land area and high 

seasonal groundwater elevations.   

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The following guidelines are water quality design considerations for infiltration 
basins. Refer to applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible 
jurisdiction for requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, 
public safety, and other factors. 

 Consider designing an accessible forebay or an equivalent pretreatment device 
at the inlet of an infiltration basin for removal of coarse sediments and debris. 
Accessible maintenance facilities, especially for subsurface infiltration basins, can 
markedly improve the ease of maintenance and contribute to extended 
effectiveness.  

 A soils/hydrology investigation is typically necessary when siting an infiltration 
basin to determine soil permeability, depths to seasonal high groundwater, 
depths to restrictive layers, and any other potential impediments to successful 
infiltration.  

 The bottom of an infiltration basin shall not be closer than 1 foot to high 
seasonal groundwater indicators. 

 Where space is available, size the basin to retain at least the 20-yr/1-hr volume 
generated from the tributary impervious area.  
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 Above ground infiltration basins shall be designed to infiltrate stormwater 
within 96 hours. 

 An underdrain system may be used to increase infiltration through above 
ground systems during winter periods when soils are more likely to freeze. A 
minimum 8-inch diameter underdrain pipe, encased in gravel, can be used to 
drain the soils below infiltration basins. A valve attached to the underdrain 
system can be used to control the rate of draw down in the basin. The valve can 
either be actively managed, or left open during the winter season to allow 
snowmelt to quickly move through the soils in the basin and reduce the 
potential for frozen soils to occur.   

 In areas where salt-based deicers are directed to infiltration basins, soil may 
become less fertile and less capable of supporting vegetation. Incorporating 
organic amendments such as dry wood chips or composted material can help to 
mitigate this potential problem. 

  Snow storage within infiltration basins may be acceptable if the following 
conditions are met: 

 Drainage design standards for the responsible jurisdiction allow the 

practice. 

 The limits of snow storage within the basin are clearly designated and do 

not encroach on the inlet and outlet structures of the basin. 

 Basin capacity has been increased to accommodate expected snow storage 

amounts in addition to the design storm (typically the 20-yr/1-hr storm). 

The basin must retain the capacity to hold the design storm at all times 

during snow storage operations. 

 Stabilized access for snow plowing equipment is provided. 

 Maintenance is conducted annually after spring snowmelt to remove 

material and debris from the basin, rehabilitate the infiltration capacity of 

the basin, and to confirm conveyance facilities are functional. 
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An infiltration basin functioning during a summer storm event. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Remove and stockpile any native topsoil for use after rough grading basin 

dimensions. 

 After completing basin grading activities, till back in topsoil or other soil 
amendments to improve infiltration capacity, which may be diminished by 
compaction from heavy equipment during grading.  Tilling activities are typically 
at least 12 inches deep.  

 The basin bottom shall be graded flat to provide uniform ponding and 
infiltration across the surface area of the basin. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
The following inspection and maintenance protocols were developed generally 
following those outlined in the BMP Rapid Assessment Methodology (RAM) for the 
Lake Tahoe Region. RAM protocols include setting and monitoring benchmark and 
threshold standard values for infiltration, material accumulation, and vegetation 
establishment within an infiltration basin. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
An appropriately sized infiltration basin that is adequately maintained is assumed 
to be one of the most effective BMPs described in this Handbook for removal of 
pollutants of concern while achieving runoff reductions from development. 
However, continued effectiveness may require frequent maintenance, especially if 
infiltrated stormwater contains significant sediment loads. Infiltration basins are 
relatively easy to construct when adequate land is available, and are typically less 
maintenance intensive than BMPs relying on filtration of stormwater for pollutant 
load reductions. 

Very few performance monitoring studies have been conducted in the Tahoe Basin 
and outside the Tahoe Basin to assess the short- and long-term performance of 
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infiltration basins, as well as the potential impacts of infiltrated stormwater on 
groundwater quality. This research deficiency primarily arises because infiltration 
basins are exceptionally difficult to monitor, as a properly functioning infiltration 
basin routes surface runoff into the soil and groundwater. The Lake Tahoe BMP 
Monitoring Evaluation Process5 analyzed results from three performance monitoring 
studies conducted in Tahoe Basin that attempted to characterize potential impacts 
to groundwater quality from infiltration. The report noted the following: 

 No significant impact to shallow groundwater quality with respect to nutrients 
(and most other chemical compounds, Iron being the exception) was observed 
in one study. 

 Nitrate is known to migrate freely in groundwater. Limited nutrient sampling 
results in one study suggested a nitrate pulse in shallow groundwater during 
spring snowmelt conditions. 

 Hydrocarbons when infiltrated at concentrations typical of Tahoe Basin 
stormwater do not appear to pose a risk to groundwater quality when infiltrated 
through the soil column before reaching shallow groundwater.  

  

                                                 
5 2nd Nature, 2006, Tahoe Basin BMP Monitoring Evaluation Process: Synthesis of Existing Research prepared for 
USFS Tahoe Basin Management Unit 
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Infiltration Basin Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 

Inspect inlets and outlets to ensure stormwater is being properly conveyed.  
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances. 

During major storms  Tools as needed for 
repair 

Inspect forebays or pretreatment devices at the inlet of infiltration basin for accumulated sediment and debris. 
 Remove sediment and debris. 

Annually 
in spring and after 
major storms 

  

Inspect the basin for standing water 96 hours after a storm event. If water has not fully infiltrated, then 
infiltration rehabilitation is needed. 
 Drain and rehabilitate basin (described below). 
 Contact your local vector abatement office for specific instructions on controlling mosquitoes until 

rehabilitation can be performed. 

96 hours after major 
storms  

Tools suggested per 
qualified individual 
 

Inspect for trash and debris especially at the inlet structures. 
 Remove trash and debris from basin.  

Annually 
in spring and after 
major storms 

 Trash Bag 

Inspect for erosion, especially at the inlet locations. 
 Identify causes for erosion and stabilize. 

Annually 
in spring and after 
major storms 

 Erosion Control 
Blanket, Coir Logs 

Inspect for invasive weeds6.  
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first two growing seasons. Thereafter, weed annually, or as 

needed. 

Monthly during first 
growing season and 
annually thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Inspect vegetation for percent cover according to BMP RAM protocols7. 
 If riparian and wetland species percent cover is greater than 20%, vegetation removal is needed. Presence 

of riparian or wetland vegetation likely indicates a decline in infiltration rate. (reference CHP protocols 
described below) 

 Prune and remove woody vegetation (leaving the roots) in the fall.  
 If vegetation exceeds 12”, mow to 6” height, use care (such as not mowing while ground is moist) to avoid 

excess compaction. 
 Remove and compost or otherwise dispose of vegetative cuttings and debris. 

Spring and fall Vegetation 
Inspector 

Loppers 
Mower 
Trash Bag 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, 
etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in spring  Tools as needed 

                                                 
6 Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group. http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/ 
7 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program, Final – September 2009, BMP RAM Users Manual V.1. Step 4. Field Observation Protocol.  Vegetation Cover. pg 63-64 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 

Measure depth of sediment to determine accumulated depth according to BMP RAM protocols8.  
 If accumulated material has decreased basin capacity by 30%, removal of accumulated material as needed. 

To prevent compaction, perform only when basin is dry.  
Annually in summer 

Staff plate or 
Stadia rod 

Shovel, Backhoe, or 
Vactor Truck 
Pickup or Dump 
Truck Aerator for 
Basin Bottom 

Perform Constant Head Permeameter (CHP) infiltration tests according to BMP RAM protocols9 to determine 
current infiltration rates.  
 Compare Ksat test results to initial Ksat rates of the basin. If the rate has decreased by 20%, rehabilitation 

of the basin is needed.  
 Rehabilitate basin to restore infiltration capability. To prevent compaction, perform maintenance only when 

basin is dry. Rehabilitation options include: 
o Scrape bottom (shovel, backhoe, or other equipment to remove sediment. 
o Dispose of sediment at an approved facility. 
o Remove riparian vegetation species with accumulated sediment. 
o Till the bottom of basin to restore Ksat rate and reseed/replant if necessary. 

Annually in summer CHP kit and 
instructions 

Shovel, Backhoe, or 
Equipment Needed 
Pickup or Dump 
Truck Tilling 
Equipment 

 

                                                 
8 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program, Final – September 2009, BMP RAM Users Manual V.1.  Step 4. Field Observation Protocol.  Material Accumulation. pg 
55-57 
9 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program, Final – September 2009, BMP RAM Users Manual V.1. Step 4. Field Observation Protocol Constant Head Permeameter 
(CHP). pg 49-52 
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Infiltration Basin Figure 

 
 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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4.1-c INFILTRATION TRENCH 

Alternative Names: Soak Away Pit, Infiltration Tube, Drywell, Subsurface Infiltration 
System 

 
Example of an infiltration trench with a non-flammable border. 

DESCRIPTION 
Infiltration trenches are gravel filled holding areas that receive and store 
stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces such as roofs, driveways, and parking 
lots. Detained stormwater slowly infiltrates through the bottom and sides of the 
trench into the surrounding sub-soil. Trenches are typically filled with clean, 
washed angular gravel that is ¾ to 1½ inches in diameter. Infiltration trenches 
promote stormwater infiltration, reduce discharge of stormwater to receiving 
waters and drainage systems and provide pollutant removal.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

 Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

 All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

  MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

  MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

 Temporary 

 Permanent 
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APPLICABILITY 
 Widely applicable for storage of runoff from roof tops. Pretreatment is required 

when runoff is conveyed to an infiltration trench from driveways, small parking 
areas or road segments. 

 Not appropriate for soils with infiltration rates less than 1”/hr, areas with 
seasonally high groundwater (e.g., SEZ), or where groundwater contamination is 
a concern. 

 Site infiltration trenches on relatively flat terrain (less than a 5 percent slope). 
Infiltration trenches may be sited on steeper terrain by designing flatter storage 
cells that step down the steeper slope or through the use of subsurface drains.  

 Avoid placing within 600 feet of a drinking water source. 

 Avoid placing infiltration trenches in locations sloping towards foundations.   

Advantages 
 If properly installed and maintained, infiltration trenches can significantly 

reduce or eliminate the discharge of runoff from impervious surfaces to 

receiving waters or drainage systems.  

 Reduces the peak loading of receiving waters and storm drain systems. 

 Design is adaptable to fit easily along the margins, perimeter, and unused 

sections of developed sites and under roof eaves.   

 Installation is relatively easy and inexpensive.  

 Reduces localized flooding or ponding problems while avoiding the need 

to construct a drainage system.  

 Recharges the groundwater. 

Disadvantages 
 Without pretreatment, applicability is limited to sites with low fine 

sediment loads.  If inflowing pollutant loads are high as may be the case 

with driveways and parking lots, frequent maintenance is necessary to 

maintain effectiveness. Once clogged, restoration typically requires 

rebuilding the infiltration trench. 

 Clogged systems with standing surface water can become a nuisance due 

to mosquito breeding and ice formation during the winter.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Size standard infiltration trenches to retain at least the 20-yr/1-hr volume 

generated from the tributary impervious area.  

 Where space is limited, consider use of prefabricated subsurface storage 
chambers instead of gravel-filled infiltration trenches to increase stormwater 
storage capacity. Prefabricated systems are rigid structures that are wrapped 
with geotextile fabric, placed into the trench, and then backfilled with gravel. 
Refer to Section 4.1-d for more details regarding Subsurface Infiltration Systems.  

 Consult the NRCS Tahoe Basin Soil Survey (NRCS 2007) or the BMP Calculation 
Spreadsheet (found at: www.tahoebmp.org) for design guidance. The BMP 
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Calculation Spreadsheet estimates potential depths to groundwater, restrictive 
layers, and soil permeability rates for every parcel in the Lake Tahoe Region.  

 On-site measurements of the Ksat are typically recommended over values 

estimated in the BMP Calculation Spreadsheet for designing an infiltration 

trench. 

 Depth to seasonal high groundwater, bedrock, or a restrictive layer shall be 

at least 1 foot below the bottom of the trench.  

 Pretreatment of runoff is necessary for large parking lots, commercial sites, and 
industrial sites when a significant potential exists for discharge of contaminants 
to groundwater or surface water (e.g., heavy metals or hydrocarbons).  

 Where stormwater runoff may have high sediment loads, include a pretreatment 
device (e.g., sediment trap) at the inlet of an infiltration system for removal of 
coarse sediment and debris. For applications where a pretreatment device is not 
possible at the inlet to the system (roof dripline trench), perforated piping with 
inspection ports embedded in the gravel may be used to provide maintenance 
access. Improving the ease of maintenance can promote maintenance, thereby 
extending the effective life on an infiltration trench. 

 For soils with slower infiltration rates, consider lining the bottom of the trench 
with 6 inches to 1 foot of sand. This technique provides a layer of soil that may 
infiltrate better than the native soils during freezing conditions.  

 On slopes greater than 5 percent baffles, headers, or terraces (noncombustible 
materials) to provide a level bottom to the infiltration trench. Alternatively, use a 
rock lined ditch or subsurface drain to collect and convey runoff to a more 
appropriate location for infiltration. 

 When the ground slopes toward the foundation install a subsurface drain to 
convey runoff to a more appropriate location for infiltration. 

 An alternative to the gravel dripline trench is a roof dripline planter bed (See 
Roof Dripline Planter Beds Figure). Ensure that the plantings are dense, irrigated, 
low-growing, non-woody vegetation that comply with fire defensible space 
guidelines of the local fire protection district.  
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This infiltration trench is too steep and is acting as a conveyance rather than infiltration 
system. A subsurface drain could be added and connected to a subsurface infiltration 
system at the bottom. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install infiltration trenches after fine sediment ) sources have been minimized  

 Install infiltration trenches after other site construction activities to avoid 
clogging the trench.  

 Avoid excessive compaction of the bottom of the trench during construction. 
Use lightweight equipment to excavate the trench to protect the Ksat of the 
underlying soil. Place excavated material downslope from the trench in a stable 
location to avoid washing material back into the trench should a runoff event 
occur. 

 Excavate the system to the required size with enough extra width and length for 
placement of a border.   

 The bottom of the trench shall be flat to provide uniform infiltration across the 
surface area of the trench.  

 Consider wrapping the system with non-woven geotextile fabric to reduce 
sediment accumulation throughout the infiltration trench. This should extend 
the effective life of the infiltration trench and reduce the need to rebuild a 
clogged system.  

 Preferred Method: Excavate the trench and place geotextile fabric in the 

trench with enough remaining fabric to overlap the top of the gravel. Place 

gravel in the trench to within 3 inches of the final grade. Overlap the top of 

the gravel with the fabric. Add a final layer of gravel over the fabric to the 

final grade.  
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 Alternative Method: Excavate the trench and place gravel to within 3 inches 

of the final grade. Place a layer of geotextile fabric over the gravel and add 

more gravel to reach the final grade.   

 Using Fabric: When overlapping geotextile fabric, provide a maximum 

overlap of 1 foot from the upstream sheet to the downstream sheet to 

create a shingled effect. When laying out geotextile fabric for installation, 

provide sufficient material to compensate for perimeter irregularities and 

for overlapping.  

 Use gravel that is angular, washed, and uniformly graded to ¾ to 1½ inches in 
diameter. This specification will provide roughly a 30-40 percent void space for 
storage or runoff.  

 If gravel aggregate is not washed prior to delivery, wash on site to remove dirt 
and fines before placement into the trench. Ensure that dirt and fines washed 
from the gravel are contained on site and do not enter a drainage system.  

 Install a containment border around the system. If it the trench is within 5 feet of 
a structure use noncombustible border and baffle materials such as larger rocks. 

 Ensure the surrounding surface is stable. This will reduce the potential for 
erosion to occur if the capacity of the infiltration trench is exceeded during a 
runoff event. 

 Ensure that runoff from impervious areas will flow into and not bypass the 
system. 

 Vehicles shall not park or drive on an infiltration trench. Install parking barriers 
next to infiltration trenches constructed near vehicle parking areas.  

INSPECTION/MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS  
Infiltration trenches shall be inspected at a minimum semiannually (in the spring 
and fall) and after major storm events. Inspect infiltration trenches are flow 
obstruction, sediment accumulation, standing water, and safety hazards and spills. 
An inspection and maintenance log, writing utensil and a camera among other 
things will help keep track of inspection and maintenance activities. Use the 
following Table for more specific information on inspection and maintenance 
activities. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
An appropriately sized infiltration trench that is adequately maintained is a highly 
effective BMP for runoff reduction from development. However, the rate of fine 
sediment delivery to the trench will dictate the frequency of maintenance; a higher 
the rate of delivery requires increased frequency of maintenance.. Routine 
maintenance is necessary to prolong the effectiveness of infiltration trenches, 
because once clogged, restoration typically requires rebuilding the system. 
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Infiltration Trench Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for signs that stormwater runoff is properly accessing the infiltration feature. It may be necessary to 
pour water on the impervious surface the feature is designed to capture.  
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  

Before and during 
major storms 

 
Water source 

Trash bag 
Shovel 

Inspect the feature for standing water.  
 If water has not fully infiltrated after 96 hours then rehabilitate the infiltration feature (described below). 
 Contact your local vector abatement office for specific instructions on controlling mosquitoes until 

rehabilitation can be performed.  

96 hours after major 
storms  

 
Tools suggested per 
qualified individual 
 

Inspect for trash and debris (especially pine needles).  
 Remove trash and debris from infiltration feature. 

Monthly 
(April—Oct) 

 
Leaf rake 
Trash bag 

Inspect for invasive weeds.  
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first two growing seasons. Thereafter, weed annually, or as 

needed. 

Monthly during first 
growing season and 
annually thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Inspect for upslope or adjacent contributing sediment sources to reduce the accumulation of sediment in the 
infiltration feature.  
 Stabilize contributing erosion and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry into infiltration feature. 

Spring  

Soil Amendment, 
Seeds/Plants, 
Irrigation, Mulch, 
Erosion Control 
Blanket, Riprap, or 
Coir Logs 

Inspect for sediment and debris accumulation in the infiltration feature especially at the inlet.  
 If there is visual evidence of sediment at the top of the trench. 
 When dry, remove gravel, sieve gravel to remove sediment, clean or replace the underlying fabric, replace 

cleaned gravel and dispose of sediment in a TRPA approved stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe 
Region.   

Semi-annually (spring 
and fall) and after 
major storms 

Shovel 
Shovel 
Sieving screen 
Trash bag 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in spring  Tools as needed 

Inspect infiltration feature for signs of compaction caused by vehicle traffic. Compaction will compromise 
performance and cause the feature to fail.   
 May need to aerate compacted soil below gravel to rehabilitate infiltration function. 
 Install parking barriers to exclude vehicle entry if signs of vehicle-caused compaction exist.  

Annually in fall  Parking barrier 
Installation tools 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing infiltration feature.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends and recurring issues.  
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses stormwater capture, reduces long term maintenance costs, 

and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years 
Qualified 
Inspector or 
Consultant 

Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 
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Infiltration Trench Figure 
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Infiltration Facility Figure 
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Roof Dripline Planter Beds Figure 
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Armored Dripline Figure 
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4.1-d SUBSURFACE INFILTRATION SYSTEM 

Alternative Names: Sump, Drywell, Infiltration Trench, Infiltration Galleries, Leach 
Fields 

 
Installation of a proprietary prefabricated infiltration system, Rainstore®. 

DESCRIPTION 
Subsurface infiltration systems are underground holding areas that receive and 
store stormwater from impervious areas such as roofs, driveways, and parking lots. 
Detained stormwater slowly infiltrates through the bottom and sides of the system 
into the surrounding sub-soil. These systems are typically filled with clean, angular 
gravel that is ¾ to 1½ inches in diameter, a prefabricated product, or corrugated 
pipe. Prefabricated systems are rigid structures that are wrapped with geotextile 
fabric, placed into the trench, and then backfilled with gravel. Cleanouts and 
observation wells are typically designed into these systems to facilitate inspection 
and maintenance.  

Subsurface infiltration systems promote stormwater infiltration, reduce discharge 
of stormwater to receiving waters and drainage systems, provide pollutant 
removal, and help recharge groundwater.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

 Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

 All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

  MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

  MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

 Temporary 

 Permanent 
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APPLICABILITY 
 Widely applicable for storage of runoff from roof tops, driveways, and parking 

areas. Pretreatment is required if these systems accept driveway or parking lot 
runoff due to high fine sediment loading. 

 Typically used on sites where there are space constraints or a very high percent 
of impervious surface. 

 Not appropriate for areas with seasonally high groundwater (e.g., SEZ) where 
groundwater contamination and low infiltration rates are concerns. 

 Site on relatively flat terrain (less than a 5 percent slope). Subsurface infiltration 
systems may be sited on steeper terrain by designing flatter storage cells that 
step down the steeper slope.  

 Avoid placing within 600 feet of a drinking water source. 

 Avoid placing infiltration trenches in locations sloping towards foundations.   

Advantages 
 If properly installed and maintained, subsurface infiltration systems can 

significantly reduce or eliminate the discharge of runoff from impervious 

surfaces to receiving waters or drainage systems.  

 Reduces the peak loading of receiving waters and storm drain systems. 

 Can be designed to be located below parking and landscaping.   

 Allows for the use of entire site. 

Disadvantages 
 May be expensive to install. 

 Unless adequate pretreatment is provided, applicability is limited to sites 

with low pollutant loads.  

 If inflowing pollutant loads are high, frequent maintenance will be 

necessary to maintain effectiveness. 

 If subsurface infiltration systems are not designed with accessible 

maintenance ports they are nearly impossible to maintain without 

rebuilding the system. 

 Incorrectly designed or poorly installed systems may be structurally 

unsound. 

 Subsurface systems may be “out of sight, out of mind” and not receive 

regular maintenance. New property owners may be unaware of the 

existence of these systems. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Size subsurface infiltration systems to retain at least the 20-yr/1-hr storm volume 

generated from the tributary impervious area.  

 Where space is limited, consider use of prefabricated subsurface storage 
chambers instead of gravel-filled infiltration trenches to increase stormwater 
storage capacity. Prefabricated systems typically have between 80 and 90 
percent void space compared to 40 percent void space for gravel. This greater 
void space allows for more storage in a smaller footprint. 
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 Subsurface infiltration systems which will be load bearing shall be designed by a 
licensed professional civil engineer or other qualified professional to ensure 
structural integrity.  

 Subsurface installations which utilize a prefabricated product shall follow the 
manufacturer’s specifications for design and installation. 

 Consult the NRCS Tahoe Basin Soil Survey (NRCS 2007) or the BMP Calculation 
Spreadsheet (found at: www.tahoebmp.org) for design guidance. The BMP 
Calculation Spreadsheet estimates potential depths to groundwater, restrictive 
layers, and soil permeability rates for every parcel in the Lake Tahoe Region.  

 On-site measurements of the Ksat are typically recommended over values 

estimated in the BMP Calculation Spreadsheet for designing an infiltration 

trench. 

 Depth to seasonal high groundwater, bedrock, or a restrictive layer shall be 

at least 1 foot below the bottom of the trench.  

 Pretreatment of runoff for oil and grease is necessary for large parking lots, 
commercial sites, and industrial sites when a significant potential exists for 
discharge of contaminants to groundwater or surface water (e.g. spills and high 
concentrations of oil/grease).  

 Sediment traps may be sufficient for low polluting residential and small 
multifamily sites. 

 For soils with slower Ksat rates, consider lining the bottom of the trench with 6 
inches to 1 foot of sand. This technique provides a layer of soil that may infiltrate 
better than the native soils during freezing conditions.  

 Avoid infiltrating water adjacent to structures when the ground slopes towards 
the foundation. In this instance, install a subsurface drain to convey runoff to a 
more appropriate location for infiltration. 

Subsurface Infiltration System with Pretreatment Figure 

 
Water flows through a pretreatment system to remove pollutants prior to discharging to a 
subsurface infiltration system. 

http://www.tahoebmp.org/
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INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install subsurface infiltration systems after other pollutant sources have been 

stabilized to avoid clogging the trench during subsequent construction 
activities.  

 Avoid excessive compaction of the bottom of the system during construction. 
Use lightweight equipment when excavating to protect the Ksat of the 
underlying soil. Place excavated material downslope from the infiltration system 
in a stable location to avoid washing material back into the trench should a 
runoff event occur. 

 The bottom of the system shall be flat to provide uniform infiltration across the 
surface area of the infiltration system.  

 Install inspection and clean out ports in all subsurface infiltration systems. 

 Wrap the system with non-woven geotextile fabric to reduce sediment 
migration into the infiltration system. This should extend the effective life of 
infiltration system and reduce the need to rebuild a clogged system.  

 If installing a gravel system, use gravel that is angular, washed, and uniformly 
graded to ¾ to 1½ inches in diameter. This specification will provide roughly a 
30-40 percent void space for storage or runoff.  

 If gravel aggregate is not washed prior to delivery, it shall be washed on site to 
remove dirt and fines before placement into the infiltration system. Ensure that 
dirt and fines washed from the gravel are contained on site and do not enter a 
drainage system.  

 Install a containment border around the system. Within 5 feet of a structure use a 
noncombustible border such as larger rocks. 

 Ensure the surrounding surface is stable. This will reduce the potential for 
erosion to occur if the capacity of the infiltration system is exceeded during a 
runoff event. 

 Ensure that runoff from impervious areas will flow into and not bypass the 
system. 

 Vehicles shall not park or drive on an infiltration trench. Install parking barriers 
next to infiltration trenches constructed near vehicles parking areas.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect all subsurface infiltration systems at least twice annually, including at the 

end of the wet season to allow summer maintenance and after periods of 
substantial runoff. Remove and properly dispose of accumulated sediment, 
debris, litter from sediment traps, or other pretreatment areas. 

 Remove excessive sediment and fine particles from subsurface system by 
introducing water into the system to re-suspend fine particles and then 
removing the water with a vactor system.   
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Commercial installation of prefabricated proprietary infiltration system with accessible 
cleanout ports. 
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Subsurface Infiltration System Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for signs that stormwater runoff is properly accessing the infiltration feature. It may be necessary to 
pour water on the impervious surface the feature is designed to capture.  
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  

Before and during 
major storms 

 
Water Source 

Trash bag 
Shovel 

Inspect the feature for standing water.  
 If water has not fully infiltrated after 96 hours then rehabilitate the infiltration feature (described below). 
 Contact your local vector abatement office for specific instructions on controlling mosquitoes until 

rehabilitation can be performed.  

96 hours after major 
storms 

 

 
Tools suggested per 
qualified individual 
 

Inspect any inlets, pretreatment systems, and sediment traps for trash and debris (especially pine needles).  
 Remove trash and debris. 

Monthly 
(April—Oct) 

 
Leaf rake 
Trash bag 

For larger prefabricated installations, inspect all maintenance ports annually and record depths in a logbook. 
When accumulated material has decreased infiltration capacity by 30%, remove (e.g. vactor) accumulated 
material out of the infiltration facility.  

Annually Stadia rod Vactor Truck (for large 
installations) 

Inspect for upslope or adjacent contributing sediment sources to reduce the accumulation of sediment in 
the infiltration feature.  
 Stabilize contributing erosion and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry into infiltration feature. 

Spring  

Soil Amendment, 
Seeds/Plants, Irrigation, 
Mulch, Erosion Control 
Blanket, Riprap, or 
Coir Logs 

Inspect for sediment and debris accumulation in the infiltration feature especially at the inlet.  
 If there is visual evidence of sediment at the top of the trench. 
 When dry, remove gravel, sieve gravel to remove sediment, clean or replace the underlying fabric, replace 

cleaned gravel and dispose of sediment in a TRPA approved stable on-site location or out of the Lake 
Tahoe Region.   

Semi-annually (spring 
and fall) and after 
major storms 

Shovel 
Shovel 
Sieving Screen 
Trash Bag 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, 
etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in spring  Tools as needed 

Inspect infiltration feature for signs of compaction caused by vehicle traffic. Compaction will compromise 
performance and cause the feature to fail.   
 Rehabilitate infiltration feature to its designed Ksat rate. 
 Install parking barriers to exclude vehicle entry if signs of vehicle-caused compaction exist.  

Annually in fall  Parking barrier 
Installation tools 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing infiltration feature.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends and recurring issues.  
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses stormwater capture, reduces long term maintenance costs, 

and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years 
Qualified 
Inspector or 
Consultant 

Qualified Inspector or 
Consultant 
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4.1-e RAIN BARREL AND CISTERN   

Alternative Names: Rainwater Harvesting, Stormwater Reservoir, Gray Water 
Collection System, Stormwater Storage Tank  

DESCRIPTION  
Rain barrels and cisterns capture and store stormwater runoff from rooftops and 
other impervious catchment areas, providing water for non-potable uses such as 
landscape irrigation. The difference between a barrel and a cistern relates to their 
size and application. Barrels are smaller and typically used in residential 
applications, whereas cisterns store larger volumes of water and are more 
applicable for larger drainage areas and structures. 

 
Internal cistern stormwater collection tank at the Platinum LEED certified Tahoe 
Environmental Research Center (TERC) in Incline Village. Photo Courtesy of TERC. 

APPLICABILITY 
 Barrels are suitable for small scale applications such as collection of roof runoff 

from private residences. 

 Barrels have limitations in Tahoe due to freezing winter conditions and low 
summer precipitation totals. 

 Cisterns are most suitable for large scale applications such as collection of roof 
runoff from commercial properties or redevelopment projects.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

 Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

 All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

  MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

  MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

 Temporary 

 Permanent 
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Advantages 
 Recycles roof stormwater runoff for non-potable water uses. 

 Reduces water demands and cost for landscape irrigation. 

Disadvantages 
 Standing water can potentially promote mosquito breeding if the system is 

not properly covered. 

 Recommended underground systems may require pumping dependent 

upon site topography and where captured water will be used.  

 Because summer precipitation in the Lake Tahoe Region is infrequent, 

water availability from the barrel or cistern is uncertain.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Use barrels, cisterns, drainpipes, and roof surfaces made of non-reactive, 

chemically inert materials such as galvanized steel or plastic in order to avoid 
adverse effects on water quality.  

 Size barrels and cisterns to retain at least the 20-yr/1-hr storm volume generated 
from the contributing roof area. Consider sizing barrels and cisterns above this 
minimum criterion to provide additional water supply.  

 Consider using multiple barrels or cisterns to increase available water storage.  

 Eliminate access openings to the extent possible to control adult mosquitoes.  

 Ensure the design includes appropriate safety devices to avoid unauthorized 
access to the water storage reservoir (e.g., child safety). 

 Install a bypass/overflow system to accommodate the conveyance of runoff 
when the system is full. 

 Consider the cold winters in the Lake Tahoe Region when designing systems, 
including microclimate, aspect and topography, to weigh functionality of above 
ground versus below ground or indoor systems in freezing conditions and 
potential damage to barrels and cisterns. 

 Pre-manufactured residential and commercial use rain barrels and cisterns come 
in a variety of sizes. 

 Paved non-vehicular surfaces may also be generally suitable for water 
harvesting; vehicular paving with light traffic may also be clean enough. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install according to manufacturer’s specifications. 

 Grade a level footing for placement of a barrel or cistern to connect to a gutter 
downspout.  

 Connect the downspout to the barrel or cistern. Several types of gutter adapters 
are available to direct water into the barrel or cistern, such as flexible hoses or 
downspout redirectors. 

 Position the rain barrel or cistern at an elevation above the location of the 
desired use of the captured water (e.g., vegetation/landscaping, rain garden, 
etc.) to gravity feed rather than pump whenever possible. 
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 Consider installing a sediment trap between the downspout and the rain barrel 
or cistern for easier maintenance of the system.   

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect gutter systems draining to rain barrels and cisterns in the spring and fall. 

Remove accumulated sediment and debris.  

 Inspect barrels and cisterns in the spring and fall. Flush any accumulated 
sediment and debris out the system.   

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Rain barrels and cisterns are likely most applicable and effective for larger 
redevelopment projects in the Lake Tahoe Region that can account for cold climate 
constraints in the overall site design and operations of the project.  Underground or 
indoor systems are more appropriate for year-round use, but these systems are 
more difficult to design, construct, and maintain. 
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4.1-f RAIN GARDEN 

Alternative Names: Small Vegetated Basin, Infiltration Garden, Bio-Retention 
Garden 

DESCRIPTION 
Rain gardens are small, vegetated depressions used to promote infiltration of 
stormwater runoff. Runoff may enter the gardens via sheet flow or point discharge. 
Rainwater gardens can be planned and integrated into both new and existing 
developments and usually combine amended soils, shrubs, grasses, and flowering 
perennials. Plant roots, foliage, and soil help to retain and infiltrate water. Rain 
gardens can achieve an appealing, aesthetic look and are well suited for small sites, 
such as individual homes, and larger sites, such as common areas and schools.  

 
APPLICABILITY 
 Primarily used to treat and infiltrate runoff from small impervious surfaces 

typically less than 1 acre in size.  

 Rain gardens may not be suitable to treat the entire design storm for a large 
drainage area but they may be able to treat a small sub-drainage area if flows 
can be broken up.  

 Site rain gardens on relatively flat terrain (less than a 5 percent slope).  

 Not appropriate for soils with infiltration rates less than 1”/hr or areas with 
seasonally high groundwater (e.g., SEZ) where groundwater contamination and 
low infiltration rates are concerns. 

 Because of the potential to pollute surrounding water sources, rain gardens shall 
not infiltrate stormwater runoff from pollutant “hot spots” such as industrial 
properties, vehicle fueling and maintenance areas, and any other location where 
spills may occur without adequate measures for pretreatment. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

 Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

 All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

  MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

  MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

 Temporary 

 Permanent 
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 Avoid using a rain garden as a snow storage facility as snow storage activities 
can damage or block the inlet and outlet and can damage vegetation. 

Advantages 
 Rain gardens can be incorporated into a number of different landscape 

settings, such as front and back yards of residential areas, parking lot 

planter islands, and in connection with roof downspouts. 

 Can help alleviate downstream flooding and other drainage problems.  

 When properly designed and maintained, integrates into home and 

neighborhood landscapes and enhances aesthetic value. 

 Can provide benefits besides water quality, such as wildlife habitat and 

open space. 

Disadvantages 
 May require irrigation to maintain vegetation.   

 Applicability limited to sites with higher infiltration rates and low pollutant 

loads (unless pretreatment is provided). Depending upon inflowing 

pollutant loads, frequent maintenance may be necessary to maintain 

effectiveness. 

 If improperly designed, installed, or maintained standing water may persist 

and provide a location for mosquito breeding.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Configure the rain garden ponding area (bottom) to be a shallow depression 

between 6 to 18 inches deep.  

 Design side slopes to be 3:1 (run to rise) or flatter to encourage growth of 
vegetation and slope stability.  

 Where space is available, size the rain garden to retain at least the 20-yr/1-hr 
storm volume generated from the tributary impervious area.  

 Rain gardens shall be designed to infiltrate stormwater within 96 hours.  

 Consider designing an accessible forebay, sediment trap, or an equivalent 
pretreatment device at the inlet of a rain garden for removal of coarse sediments 
and debris. Accessible maintenance facilities can markedly improve the ease of 
maintenance and contribute to extended effectiveness.  

 Avoid siting near building foundations or other structural features. As a rule of 
thumb, a rain garden shall be sited as least 10 feet down gradient and 50 feet 
upgradient of a structural feature. (Suggested distances may be shortened or 
lengthened at the discretion of the design engineer dependent on the measures 
taken to mitigate potential damages from seepage).  

 To manage high flows, design a stabilized outlet that directs overflow to a 
stabilized channel or other appropriate stabilized area.  

 Develop planting plans in accordance with fire defensible space 
recommendations found in “Living with Fire: A Guide for the Homeowner” for the 
Lake Tahoe Region. 
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A grass swale leading runoff from a small commercial parking area into a rain garden. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Prior to construction, stabilize the drainage area to the facility with temporary 

BMPs to keep runoff and sediment from entering the work area.  

 Scrape away and stockpile any organic topsoil for later use prior to excavating 
the rain garden. 

 Grade the bottom of the rain garden flat (less than 1 percent slope) to provide 
uniform distribution and infiltration of runoff.   

 After completing grading activities, till back in topsoil or other soil amendments 
to improve infiltration capacity, which may have been diminished by 
compaction from heavy equipment during grading. Tilling activities are typically 
at least 12 inches deep. 

 Where topsoil is lacking or has been depleted, amend the soil with at least 4 to 6 
inches of organic compost incorporated into the soil prior to planting. 

 Choose any combination of native and/or adapted perennial flowers, 
ornamental grasses, shrubs, or small trees. Use native plants to reduce 
maintenance and irrigation needs. Contain the vegetation within the rain garden 
through the use of a border, such as an attractive wall, pavers, or a band of turf. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect after large runoff events and the spring melt period. Inspect for overall 

plant health; inflow and outflow function; and accumulation of sediment, trash, 
and debris. 

 If a large quantity of sediment has discharged to the rain garden, examine the 
drainage area to the rain garden and identify potential sources of sediment that 
may be addressed through other pollutant source control BMPs identified in this 
Handbook. Alternatively, consider retrofitting the inlet to the rain garden to 
include a pretreatment device.   
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 Remove sediment from a rain garden when it hinders infiltration or creates an 
unfavorable condition for vegetation. Vegetation may need to be replaced or 
replanted after sediment removal. Salvage existing native or adapted plants to 
the greatest extent possible.   

 If erosion is found to occur at the inlet or outlet, stabilize with rock riprap or 
other types of energy dissipation and stabilization BMPs identified in this 
Handbook. 

 Irrigate vegetation as necessary to maintain soil moisture required for dense 
growth, but do not overwater. Some level of irrigation will likely be needed to 
maintain vegetation.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
An appropriately sized rain garden that is adequately maintained is one of the most 
effective BMPs described in this Handbook for achieving runoff reductions from 
development. However, continued effectiveness may require frequent 
maintenance if infiltrated stormwater contains significant sediment loads. Rain 
gardens are relatively easy to construct when land is available, but irrigation may be 
necessary to maintain vegetation. 

 
A rain garden accepting parking lot runoff.
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4.1-g FILTER STRIP 

Alternative Names: Filter Strip, Vegetated Buffer, Flow Spreading 

DESCRIPTION 
Vegetated filter strips are methods for uniformly distributing stormwater runoff 
over vegetated pervious areas as sheet flow. The practice is intended to trap and 
filter sediments, nutrients, and other pollutants by maximizing stormwater runoff 
contact with vegetation and soil. A reduction in the quantity of surface water runoff 
is achieved through surface infiltration.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Limited to gently sloping areas where the vegetative cover is well-established 

and channelized flow will not develop. Avoid siting on slopes greater than 5 
percent to avoid the formation of rills and gullies that disrupt sheet flow and 
concentrate runoff. 

 Well suited for treating runoff that sheet flows from roofs, driveways, small 
amount of tributary roadway, parking lots, and other impervious surfaces.  

 Not appropriate for soils with Ksat rates less than 2”/hr, soils with high erosion 
potential, and for addressing runoff from large tributary impervious areas. 

 Vegetated filter strips may also be used as buffer zones between landscape areas 
that require fertilization (e.g., turf grass) and sensitive receiving waters to reduce 
the potential for nutrient transport. In this application, soils with Ksat rates lower 
than 2”/hr are also applicable.   

Advantages 
 Can be incorporated into a number of different landscape settings as 

topography allows, such as front and back yards of residential areas and 

road shoulder rights-of-way. 

 Can help alleviate downstream flooding and other drainage problems.  

 When properly designed and maintained, integrates into home and 

neighborhood landscapes and enhances aesthetic value. 

 Can provide benefits besides water quality, such as wildlife habitat and 

open space. 

Disadvantages 
 May require irrigation to maintain vegetation.   

 May not retain (or may be difficult to demonstrate to project reviewers that 

the design retains) the 20-yr/1-hr storm volume generated from the 

tributary impervious area.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 When using a water spreading system to uniformly distribute concentrated 

runoff, stabilize the outlet of the spreading area using appropriate vegetation or 
rock.  

 Size vegetative filter strips to convey and treat the design flow. Increase the flow 
path length across the filter strip as much as possible to maximize filtration of 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

 Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

 All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

  MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

  MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

 Temporary 

 Permanent 
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pollutants and infiltration of runoff through increased contact with soil and 
vegetation. 

 For concentrated stormwater runoff with high pollutant loads, use a sediment 
trap or an equivalent pretreatment device at the inlet of the flow spreading 
device to remove coarse sediment and debris. 

 For concentrated stormwater runoff, design a flow spreading device to evenly 
distribute flows along the design length of the vegetative filter strip. Use slotted 
curbing, modular block porous pavement, a concrete weir, or other flow 
spreading techniques. 

 The length of flow through a well vegetated filter strip should equal the width of 
the tributary area for the recommended slope (less than 5 percent). 

 Preferably, place vegetated filter strips outside of snow storage areas.  

 Select native vegetation and provide a dense and diverse selection of low-
growing plants. For areas that will not be irrigated or sited within naturally wet 
areas, selected drought tolerant vegetation. If permanent irrigation will be used, 
a wider selection of vegetation may be selected. 

 Protect vegetated filter strips and water spreading areas from pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic, which can damage the vegetative cover, compact soils, and 
impact the even distribution of runoff as sheet flow.  

 Consider providing a means for runoff collection at the outlet of the system as 
site conditions dictate. Consider the use of a bioswale for this purpose or other 
BMPs in this Handbook.  

 Use organic amendments to prepare soil and maintain a dense cover of 
vegetation. Avoid chemical fertilizers. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 A flow spreading device must be installed level to uniformly spread stormwater 

runoff.  

 Grade water spreading area to be a uniform surface that promotes sheet flow.  

 After completing grading activities, till back in topsoil or other soil amendments 
to improve infiltration capacity, which may have been diminished by 
compaction from heavy equipment during grading. Tilling activities are typically 
at least 12 inches deep. 

 The top of the vegetated filter strip shall be a few inches below the tributary 
impervious area or water spreading device to ensure runoff enters the water 
spreading area. 

 Establish vegetation as soon as possible to prevent erosion and scour. Consider a 
construction schedule that allows for planting early in the growing season or in 
late fall when successful vegetation establishment is most likely. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
The primary maintenance tasks associated with vegetated filter strips and water 
spreading areas are: maintaining dense vegetation; removing accumulated 
sediment and debris; and maintaining infiltration capability. 
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EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Adequately sized vegetated filter strips and water spreading areas are highly 
effective BMPs for runoff reduction from development and for pollutant source 
control. Overall effectiveness will depend on factors such as soil permeability, slope, 
flow path length, density of vegetation, and the size of the water spreading area 
relative to the tributary impervious area. When properly designed and installed, 
water spreading areas can be effective for long periods of time while requiring 
minimal maintenance or relatively simple maintenance (e.g., tilling soils and 
vegetation maintenance). 
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Vegetated Filter Strip Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for trash and debris. 
 Remove trash and debris.  

Annually and after 
major storms  Trash bag 

Inspect for signs of concentrated flow and erosion, especially if a level spreader is used. Ensure that runoff is 
distributing over the spreading area as sheet flow.  
 Stabilize and revegetate eroded areas.  
 If concentrated flow is an issue in a spreading area, repair or redesign the spreader to ensure sheet flow 

and proper function. 

During major storms  

Soil Amendment, 
Seeds/Plants, Mulch, 
Erosion Control 
Blanket, Coir Logs, 
Irrigation 

Inspect for successful vegetation establishment and initial die off to determine if any remedial actions are 
needed, such as reseeding and irrigation. 
 Amend soils, re-grade, reseed/replant, mulch, and irrigate as necessary to achieve desired vegetation 

establishment. 

Monthly during first 
growing season and 
annually thereafter 

Vegetation 
Inspector 

Soil Amendment, 
Seeds/Plants, 
Mulch, Irrigation, 
Temporary BMPs 

Inspect for invasive weeds10.  
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first two growing seasons. Thereafter, weed annually, or as 

needed. 

Monthly during first 
growing season and 
annually thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Measure depth of sediment to determine accumulated depth in the level spreader and spreading areas. 
 If accumulated material is greater than 2 inches deep remove accumulated material. Routine removal of 

accumulated sediment in spreading areas will ensure proper function.  
 Use a leaf rake to remove sediment from spreading areas. Dispose of sediment at a stable on-site location 

or outside of the Lake Tahoe Region. 

Semi-annually 
(spring and fall) and 
after major storms 

Ruler 
Shovel 
Leaf rake 
Trash bag 

Inspect vegetation and measure vegetation percent cover following BMP RAM protocols.11  
 If percent cover of plant species is not at least 80%, additional vegetation is needed.  
 Reseed and patch thin or bare areas as needed. Replace vegetation as needed. 
 If vegetation exceeds 12”, mow to 6” height. Use care (such as not mowing while ground is moist) to avoid 

excess compaction. 
 For lawns, fertilize in the spring and late summer with a biodegradable, nontoxic, slow-release fertilizer 

(with zero or low phosphorus or based on soil testing) to maintain vegetative health if needed. 
 Water according to plant species needs. Do not overwater. Water vegetation to maintain minimum soil 

moisture for dense growth. 

Semi-annually 
(spring and fall) 

Vegetation 
Inspector 

Clippers, Loppers 
Trash bag, Mower, 
Soil Amendment, 
Fertilizer, Seed/Sod, 
Mulch, Irrigation 

                                                 
10 Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group. http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/. 
11 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program, September 2009, BMP RAM Users Manual V.1.Vegetation Cover. pg 63-64 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 

Perform Constant Head Permeameter (CHP) infiltration tests according to BMP RAM protocols to determine 

current infiltration rates12. Only perform when spreading area is dry.  
 Compare Ksat test results to initial Ksat rates of the spreading area. If the rate has decreased by 20%, 

rehabilitation of the spreading area is needed.  
 Rehabilitate spreading area to restore infiltration capability and establish healthy vegetation. To prevent 

compaction, perform only when area is dry. Rehab options include: 
o Remove vegetation and top few inches of soil with a sod cutter or equivalent. 
o Dispose of sediment in a stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region.  
o Spread amendment, compost, or topsoil and re-grade as necessary to ensure even sheet flow over 

entire spreading area. 
o Reseed/replant spreading area. 
o Mulch (if needed) and irrigate to establish healthy vegetation. 
o Once vegetation is established perform CHP tests to determine baseline infiltration rates.  

 Aerate the spreading area in spring when the soil is dry to restore infiltration rate and promote healthy 
vegetation. 

Annually in summer CHP kit and 
instructions 

Sod cutter or 
equivalent 
Pickup or Dump 
Truck Amended 
Topsoil Landscape 
Rake 
Seed/Sod Mulch 
Irrigation 
Aerator 

Inspect for animal burrows, holes, and mounds. 
 If burrows are causing erosion or compromising function, backfill firmly.  

Annually in fall  Tools as needed to 
repair 

 

                                                 
12 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program, Final – September 2009, BMP RAM Users Manual V.1.  Step 4. Field Observation Protocol Constant Head 
Permeameter (CHP). pg 49-52 
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Level Spreader Figure 

 
 
 
 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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Vegetated Filter Strip Figure  

 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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4.2 POLLUTANT SOURCE CONTROL 

Urban land uses around the Lake Tahoe Region can generate pollutants such as 
sediment, nutrients, heavy metals, pesticides, oil and grease, and hazardous 
materials; all which can impact surface water, groundwater, soils, aquatic 
ecosystems, and human health.  

Source control BMPs are standard practices that help avoid and minimize the 
release of pollutants from various land use activities into the environment. Rather 
than expending time and limited resources to treat pollutants that have been 
displaced into surface or ground waters, source control prevents or minimizes the 
pollutant loading at the source. Pollutant source control BMPs are the first line of 
defense to prevent pollution of surface and ground waters of the Lake Tahoe 
Region.  

ROADWAY AND PARKING LOT POLLUTANT PREVENTION 

Highways, roads, and parking lots are the primary contributors of fine sediment 
into Lake Tahoe, the leading cause of water clarity decline. Other pollutants that 
accumulate on asphalt surfaces and become entrained in stormwater include 
nutrients, salts, oil and grease, and heavy metals. Frequent and appropriate 
management of asphalt surfaces will provide many pollutant source control 
benefits, and prevent premature clogging and failure of downstream infiltration 
and treatment based BMPs. Following proper application and timing of abrasives 
and deicing agents, conducting frequent street sweeping, and storing snow in 
designated areas away from surface waters can drastically minimize these 
pollutants from degrading surface and ground waters. 
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4.2-a ABRASIVE AND DEICER MANAGEMENT 

Alternative Names: Road Sand, Road Salt, Traction Abrasive, Brining 

DESCRIPTION 
Road abrasives and deicers are applied on Lake Tahoe Region roads and parking 
lots to improve traffic safety during the winter. These practices can have negative 
impacts on water quality and other resources such as vegetation, soils, and air 
quality. This BMP provides guidelines for managing road abrasive and deicer 
applications primarily with the use of best available technology (BAT). The intent of 
the guidelines is to improve water quality through increased efficiency of 
operations without diminishing traffic safety. The guidelines do not set numerical 
targets for the mass of road abrasives that should be applied, as specific 
operational practices necessary to ensure traffic safety are the responsibility of each 
jurisdiction maintaining roads within the Lake Tahoe Region. 

APPLICABILITY 
All Lake Tahoe Region roads and parking lots where road abrasives and deicers are 
applied to provide safer driving conditions. 

Advantages 
 Can reduce the discharge of road abrasives and deicers to receiving waters or 

other sensitive areas (e.g., SEZs). 

 Can reduce maintenance requirements for downstream stormwater 

treatment and infiltration BMPs. 

 May cost effectively reduce pollutant loading, including fine sediment 

particles, from roads and parking lots.  

Disadvantages 
 There may be increased costs associated with procurement of new 

equipment, training, and support services. 

DESIGN AND OPERATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Keep accurate records of all road abrasive and deicer applications, including 

location, date/time, and application rate. 

 Material storage facilities should be designed to protect surface and 
groundwater quality: 

 Store road abrasives and deicing materials on paved surfaces, protected from 

precipitation and runoff by covered three-sided bins or other structures. Face 

openings away from prevailing winds.  

 Thoroughly sweep the loading pad after loading.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Obtain and use a road abrasive source that minimizes the potential for fine 
sediment particle generation. At a minimum, specifications for an abrasive 
source should meet the following general water quality standards: 

 Contain no fine sediment particles (defined as particles 16 microns or less in 

diameter). 

 Resist pulverization into fine sediment particles. 

 Contain minimal to no phosphorus and nitrogen.  

 Use BAT bulk spreading equipment for road abrasive and deicer applications that 
meet the following general standards: 

 Abrasives within the hopper should not rest on the conveyer belt. Abrasives 

should be supplied to the conveyor belt using an agitator and delivery roller, 

which allows for a more consistent application rate. 

 Operators should have the ability to adjust the quantity, width, and symmetry 

of abrasive applications. 

 Equipment should provide the ability for pre-wetting of abrasives occurring at 

the spreader disc, which helps abrasives stick to the road surface. 

 Equipment should provide automated width and rate compensation to 

ensure constant spreading rates. 

 The bulk spreading system should be controlled by a computer and include 

data logging features that record the mass of abrasives applied per event and 

per winter season. 

 Use BAT weather and temperature monitoring to inform the timing and intensity 
of road abrasive and deicer applications.  

 Subscribe to a weather forecasting service that specializes in forecasts for the 

Sierra Nevada region, or develop meteorological expertise in-house. Base 

decisions and tailor road abrasive and deicer applications to the type of storm 

and the timing of snowfall or rainfall. 

 Develop a network of gages or an equivalent system that monitors the 

temperature of pavement where abrasives are typically applied.  Base 

decisions and tailor road abrasive and deicer applications to changes in the 

temperature of pavement in coordination with the timing of forecasted 

snowfall. 
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Abrasives and deicers should be stored on a paved surface and covered on the top and 
three sides to protect the material from precipitation and wind. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Jurisdictions responsible for maintaining roads within the Lake Tahoe Region 

shall follow TRPA requirements for Maintenance Efficiency Reporting. 

 For large properties that use abrasives and deicers (but are not required to 
submit a Maintenance Efficiency Report to TRPA), internally track the rate and 
amount of material applied per season. Use this information to increase 
efficiency of operations over time.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
The Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) identified stormwater runoff 
from developed portions of the Lake Tahoe Region as the primary contributor of 
fine sediment particle (FSP) loading impacting lake clarity. Among urban land uses 
generating stormwater runoff, the Lake Tahoe TMDL identified roads as the primary 
source of pollutant loading to Lake Tahoe1. While monitoring studies are lacking 
that definitely link changes in winter road operations to improvements in water 
quality in the Lake Tahoe Region, the premise of the guidelines provided for this 
BMP are as follows: 1) pollutant loading from Lake Tahoe Region roads has been 
identified as a primary cause of lake clarity decline; 2) winter road operations 
influence the magnitude of pollutant loading; 3) operational improvements that 
can reduce road abrasives applications without diminishing traffic safety will 
reduce pollutant loading to Lake Tahoe. 

 

 

                                                 
1 Roberts, David M. and Reuter, John E., September 2007, Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load Technical 
Report 
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4.2-b STREET SWEEPING 

DESCRIPTION 
Street sweepers are used to remove pollutants, debris, and sediment from roads 
and parking lots. When routine street sweeping practices are employed, a portion 
of pollutants that accumulate on roads and parking lots may be removed before 
they are entrained in stormwater runoff and potentially transported to receiving 
waters.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Applicable to all Lake Tahoe Region roads and parking lots, but most applicable 

for roads and parking lots where road abrasives are applied. 

 Not applicable when snow or ice is present on a road. 

Advantages 
 Can reduce the total mass of pollutants on roads and parking lots. 

 Can reduce maintenance requirements for downstream stormwater 

treatment BMPs and infiltration systems. 

 Certain types of street sweepers can reduce pollutants of concern for lake 

clarity from roads and parking lots. 

Disadvantages 
 Significant costs associated with procurement of sweeping equipment, as 

well as operation and maintenance of sweeping equipment. 

 Ineffective when roads are wet or muddy.  

 Ineffective when snow and ice are present on roads. 

DESIGN AND OPERATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Three types of street sweepers are defined in this Handbook: 

A. Mechanical Broom Sweeper: uses brooms typically spanning the width of the 
sweeper that contact the pavement surface and sweep debris onto a conveyer 
which deposits the debris into a hopper. Mechanical broom sweepers 
commonly spray water on the pavement surface to reduce the generation of 
fugitive dust, which can reduce the efficiency of material recovery.  

 Mechanical broom sweepers are not considered an effective type of sweeper 

for recovery of pollutants of concern for lake clarity (in particular fine 

sediment particles).  

 Relative to the other sweeper types discussed, mechanical broom sweepers 

may be the most practical and effective sweeper to operate on roads with 

significant material accumulation, pack-down material, or significant amounts 

of debris such as pine needles.  

 Mechanical broom sweepers may also be applicable for construction sites 

where large debris collection is needed.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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B. Regenerative Air Sweeper: uses a recirculating air supply to blast the pavement 
surface with air to dislodge and entrain sediment and debris in the air. A 
vacuum system is positioned to pull the blasted air, and the material it has 
entrained, back into the sweeper hopper.  

 Regenerative air sweepers are considered an effective type of sweeper for 

recovery of pollutants of concern for lake clarity (in particular fine sediment 

particles).  

 Relative to mechanical brush sweepers, regenerative air sweepers may be less 

expensive to maintain because they operate with less moving parts, including 

less moving parts that touch the pavement.  

 
The TYMCO DST-6, a popular regenerative air sweeper used by the local jurisdictions. 

C. High Efficiency Street Sweeper: the term “high efficiency” implies that a 
sweeper is designed with an advanced air filtration system for dust 
containment in combination with the use of both main and gutter brooms2. 

 High efficiency street sweepers are considered the most effective type of 

sweeper for recovery of pollutants of concern for lake clarity (in particular fine 

sediment particles).  

 High efficiency street sweepers can only operate when roads are free of ice 

and snow.  

OPERATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 For roads with significant amounts of debris, if may be impractical to operate a 

regenerative air or high-efficiency street sweeper because the heavy debris load 
may overwhelm the sweeper and create an impractical maintenance burden. For 
this situation, consider using a mechanical broom sweeper first, followed by 

                                                 
2 Sutherland, R.C., and Jelen, S.L., 1997, Advances in Modeling the Management of Stormwater Impacts, Volume 
5, (Edited by William James) CHI. Guelph, Ontario, Canada: 179-190, Contrary to Conventional Wisdom: Street 
Sweeping Can be an Effective BMP.  
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sweeping with a regenerative air or high-efficiency sweeper to reduce the 
maintenance burden on the more technologically advanced sweeper while 
recovering pollutants of concern for lake clarity. 

 Maintenance departments that have used high efficiency street sweepers in the 
Lake Tahoe Region have reported significant recovery of fine grained material in 
the air filtration system. However, the maintenance departments also noted that 
the high efficiency street sweeper was the most resource intensive piece of 
equipment to maintain among the equipment they operate.  

 To maximize recovery of pollutant loads when applying limited resources for 
street sweeping, consider the following approach: 

 Prioritize sweeping on roads that receive frequent road abrasive applications 

that are also directly connected to a drainage system and/or receiving waters. 

 Prioritize sweeping on road shoulders above sweeping on travel lanes. 

Research has identified material accumulations to be most significant along 

the road shoulder3. 

 Sweep roads that receive road abrasives after every abrasive application (as road 
conditions allow).  

 All roads should be swept a minimum of twice per year. Preferably in the spring 
and fall. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
Inspection and maintenance activities for street sweepers will vary dependent 
upon the type of sweeper used, the frequency of sweeping, and the condition of 
the roads being swept. In general, manufacturer’s guidelines should be followed to 
determine maintenance needs and maintenance frequencies. Below are general 
maintenance considerations for a street sweeper after each use: 

 Clean the sweeper to remove sediment and debris. 

 Dispose of sediment and debris at a TRPA approved location. 

 Check for clogged/damaged pathways and parts and repair as needed. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
A significant number of street sweeper effectiveness studies have been conducted 
for a range of street sweeper types, models, and sweeping frequencies4,5,6,7. 
However, the majority of existing sweeper effectiveness research does not directly 
address the primary pollutant of concern for lake clarity: fine sediment particles. 
While a Lake Tahoe Region study that compares the type of street sweeper to 
efficiencies for fine sediment particle recovery has not been conducted, the existing 

                                                 
3 2NDNATURE, 2010, Road Rapid Assessment Methodology (RAM), Technical Document prepared for California 
Tahoe Conservancy and Nevada Division of Environmental Protection 
4 Center for Watershed Protection (CWP), 2008, Deriving Reliable Pollutant Removal Rates for Municipal Street 
Sweeping and Storm Drain Cleanout Programs in the Chesapeake Bay Basin 
5 Selbig, W.R. and Bannerman, R.T., 2007, Evaluation of Street Sweeping as a Stormwater-Quality-Management 
Tool for the U.S. Geological Survey in Water Resource Investigations Report 2007-5156.,  
6 Shoemaker, L., Lahlou, M., Doll, A., and Cazenas,P., 2002, Stormwater Best Management Practices in an Ultra-
Urban Setting: Selection and Monitoring for the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration 

7 Sutherland, R.C., and Jelen, S.L., 1997, Contrary to Conventional Wisdom: Street Sweeping Can be an Effective 
BMP in Advances in Modeling the Management of Stormwater Impacts, Volume 5, (Edited by William James) 
CHI. Guelph, Ontario, Canada: 179-190,.  
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sweeper effectiveness studies mentioned above agree that mechanical broom 
sweepers are not effective for recovery of fine sediment particles.  

The newest and most technologically advanced sweepers that apply vacuum-
assisted air filtration systems are currently considered the most effective type of 
sweeper for fine sediment particle recovery. However, the magnitude of pollutant 
load reductions that can be achieved by these types of sweepers on an annual basis 
is not well understood because of constraints associated with: 1) limited 
maintenance resources to operate the sweepers at a high frequency and maintain 
the sweepers; 2) inconclusive of conflicting performance monitoring studies; and 3) 
operational impairment during the winter season (i.e. sweepers are generally 
ineffective when snow, ice, and water is present on the roads). 
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4.2-c SNOW STORAGE 

DESCRIPTION 
Snow is removed from streets, roadways, and parking areas to ensure public safety 
and to accommodate transportation. Plowed snow can contain pollutants such as 
salt, sand, oil, grease, heavy metals, and trash, which can accumulate in the area 
where the snow is stored and can be released when the snow melts.  

In the Lake Tahoe Region snow storage practices vary dependent upon land use 
conditions: 1) in residential areas snow is plowed from roads onto road shoulders, 
and from driveways to pervious areas adjacent to driveways; 2) in commercial areas 
snow is commonly plowed to the corners of a parking lot; and 3) in the most 
densely developed areas (e.g., Lake Tahoe Boulevard in the City of South Lake 
Tahoe), snow is removed and stored at an off-site location. The guidance provided 
for this BMP primarily targets appropriate snow storage practices for commercial 
areas and densely developed areas.  

 
This snow storage area is ideal because it is on a paved surface, upslope of drainage BMPs 
and the sign clearly indicates the area is dedicated for snow storage. 

APPLICABILITY 
 Appropriate snow storage practices are necessary for all properties and facilities 

where snow is plowed and stored.  

 Snow should not be stored within a Stream Environment Zone (SEZ) or an SEZ 
setback. 

 Snow should not be stored in stormwater treatment BMPs. Exceptions may be 
temporarily granted by the permitting authority on a case-by-case basis for dry 
basins or infiltration basins installed as part of a BMP Retrofit with severe space 
constraints. Refer to Design and Installation Considerations below for more 
details.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Snow should not be stored within BMPs defined in this Handbook as a Wet Basin 
or a Media Filter. 

 Snow may be stored above a vegetated Filter Strip as defined in this Handbook. 

Advantages 
 If properly sited and designed, snow storage practices can prevent the surface 

discharge of poor quality melt water.  

 Regional snow storage facilities, where applicable, provide locations where 

pollutants in plowed/hauled snow can be directed through large scale 

stormwater treatment BMPs. 

Disadvantages 
 Requires designated locations for snow storage that may take up parking or 

other useful space. 

 Can damage landscaping and vegetation. 

DESIGN AND INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Snow storage areas should be sited and designed to minimize pollutant and 

runoff impacts. 

 Size the area designated for snow storage to accommodate the expected volume 
of snow. As a rule of thumb, size snow storage areas to be roughly 20 percent of 
the plowed area. 

 Do not locate snow storage areas on top of drain inlets. 

 Snow storage within dry basins and infiltration basins may be acceptable if the 
following conditions are met: 

 Drainage design standards for the responsible jurisdiction allow the practice. 

 The limits of snow storage within the basin are clearly designated and do not 

encroach on the inlet and outlet structures of the basin. 

 Basin capacity has been increased to accommodate expected snow storage 

amounts in addition to the design storm (typically the 20-yr/1-hr storm). The 

basin must retain the capacity to hold the design storm at all times during 

snow storage operations. 

 Stabilized access for snowplowing equipment is provided. 

 Maintenance is conducted annually after spring snowmelt to remove material 

and debris from the basin, rehabilitate the infiltration capacity of the basin, 

and to confirm conveyance facilities are functional. 

 Clearly identify the boundaries of the snow storage area to be visible under 
winter conditions.  

 Site pervious snow storage areas so that plowing and snowmelt will cause the 
least disturbance to soils and vegetation. Avoid siting snow storage on 
compacted or poorly draining soils.  

 When storing snow in close proximity to an SEZ setback or other sensitive areas, 
construct a berm around the perimeter of the snow storage area to contain the 
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snowmelt. Alternatively, construct a vegetated filter strip between the SEZ 
setback and the snow storage area.  

 For snow that may contain elevated levels of pollutants (e.g., commercial parking 
lots or roads), site snow storage on an impervious surface that drains to a 
stormwater treatment BMP described in this Handbook.  

 If an appropriate on-site snow storage area cannot be sited or designed, make 
arrangements for removal of snow and off-site storage. 

 When storing snow in landscaped areas, plant with native and adapted species 
tolerant of snow storage (perennials that die back annually and shrubs/trees that 
can bend with weight, but not break).  

 Employ concave landscaped areas rather than mounded landscapes for snow 
storage. 

 Locate snow storage areas to maximize solar exposure and away from primary 
roadways to the greatest extent feasible. 

 

 
Snow shall not be stored in the shorezone where polluted snowmelt can go directly into 
Lake Tahoe.  

 

 For unpaved snow storage areas where snowplowing equipment will operate, 
the snow storage area should be covered with gravel or plowed to maintain 12 
inches of packed snow to reduce soil disturbance and soil compaction.  

 Site basins outside of the jurisdictional snow storage ROWs – usually 15-20 feet 
off of roadway. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Before and after winter, clean the designated snow storage area of accumulated 

sand, trash, and debris, and inspect any associated drainage outlets or 
conveyance facilities for damage or erosion. 
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 Before and after winter, repair any damage or erosion that may have occurred to 
the snow storage area from snow removal equipment or other snow storage 
activities. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
When properly sited, designed, and maintained, snow storage areas can 
significantly reduce the discharge of poor quality melt water to receiving waters 
and other sensitive areas.  
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SLOPE STABILIZATION  

Vegetated slope stabilization, terracing, retaining wall, riprap, and slope shaping 
are different slope stabilization techniques that minimize erosion on previously 
disturbed slopes. The primary pollutant of concern associated with disturbed 
slopes is sediment. These techniques help prevent or minimize erosion to the 
extent possible, and in many cases allow improved vegetation establishment. A 
naturally steep slope that is already stable and not slated for legally permitted 
construction should be left undisturbed. With all slope stabilization, always 
maintain the overall natural topography of a site to the greatest extent possible. 
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Slope Stabilization Alternatives Figure 

 
 
 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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4.2-d VEGETATED SLOPE STABILIZATION 

Alternative Names: Willow Wattles, Live Bundles, Fascines, Live Staking, Joint 
Planting, Branch Packing, Brush Layering, and Brush Matting 

DESCRIPTION 
Vegetated slope stabilization practices use vegetated structures to reinforce sloped 
soil surfaces by trapping sediment, reducing the velocity of surface runoff, 
increasing infiltration and facilitating vegetation establishment.  Vegetated 
structures are made up of bound live roots, branches, and cuttings of native woody 
vegetation that when embedded into the soil can establish roots and grow. 
Vegetated structures are driven into the soil, placed in shallow trenches, or 
positioned in rows along the contour of the slope and secured using stakes and/or 
wire. Vegetated slope stabilization practices require adequate moisture for rooting 
and sprouting to occur and therefore are often employed along stream banks or in 
wet areas.   

APPLICABILITY 
 Appropriate for use on slopes experiencing surface erosion and shallow mass 

wasting where adequate moisture exists to allow for rooting and sprouting, 
including:  

 Cut or fill slopes  

 Stream banks and other channels 

 Moist and seep areas 

 Long eroded slopes (where the length can be interrupted by vegetation) 

 Earth embankments 

 Small gullies 

 Not applicable on over-steepened slopes, greater than 2:1(run to rise), or cut 
slopes with shallow soils. Increased infiltration from structures can saturate the 
subsoil and lead to soil slippage and landslides.   

 For over steepened slopes, use in conjunction with other slope stabilization 
techniques such as riprap and retaining walls. Refer to Sections 4.2-f Retaining 
Wall and 4.2-g Riprap for more detail.  

Advantages 
 Structural stabilization of slopes using native materials that sprout roots and 

grow vegetation.  

 Over time materials biodegrade providing organic mulch and nutrients for 

established vegetation. 

 Can be installed by hand.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Disadvantages 
 Not always successful in Lake Tahoe Region’s dry climate, especially on south 

or southwest slopes. Rooting and sprouting will only occur if adequate 

moisture is available at the time of placement and throughout the first few 

growing seasons.  

 Labor intensive to install.  

 Plantings must establish before taking full effect in slowing erosion. 

 Excavation to install vegetated structures can disturb the soil and further 

undermine the slope if installed improperly. 

 Vegetated structures can float away if not properly secured along stream 

banks.   

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Work along or within a stream must be approved by TRPA and other applicable 

agencies prior to construction.   

 Use vegetation that establishes quickly by developing adventitious roots (i.e. 
cuttings sprout roots and shoots without having a root mass), such as willows, 
dogwood, and snowberry, especially along stream banks or in wet areas. 

 
Stream bank stabilization 

 Have a geotechnical engineer or landscape architect assess site conditions and 
confirm that vegetated slope stabilization practices provide sufficient stability 
and structural integrity or if additional slope stabilization practices are required. 
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INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
General installation guidelines that apply to all vegetated slope stabilization 
practices discussed in this Handbook are listed below.  Following the general 
guidelines are specific installation considerations for willow wattling, brush layering 
and matting, and live stake planting.   

 Install vegetative structures at the onset of plant dormancy in late autumn or in 
the early spring.  Plants that are dormant are more likely to survive.     

 Prepare dormant plant cuttings no more than seven days in advance of 
placement. Keep cuttings moist at all times by placing them into 
flowing/oxygenated water.  Store in a cool place away from direct sunlight (i.e. 
under the shade of trees) or refrigerate until needed.  

 Retain existing topsoil and woody vegetation for future planting. Refer to Section 
4.5-l, for more detail regarding Topsoil Salvage. 

 Grade or terrace the slope to reduce possible failure by sliding or slumping. 
Flatten slopes to reduce potential slumping or undercutting from stormwater 
flows. 

 Work should progress from the bottom of the slope toward the top. 

Willow Wattling  
Willow wattles are bound bundles of long live branch cuttings placed horizontally 
along the contour of the slope in trenches. This method is generally considered 
appropriate for slopes of 2:1 (run to rise) or less.   

 
Willow wattling.  

 

 Bind together long live branch cuttings approximately 0.5 inches in diameter to 
form bundles that vary in length from 4 to 8 feet.  Alternate the direction of 
cuttings so approximately one-half of the rootward ends are at each end of the 
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bundle. Fasten bundles every 18 inches using durable twine or wire and 
compress to no more than 6 to 8 inches in diameter.  

 Space trenches a minimum of 3 feet apart and excavate trenches to contain 
about two-thirds the diameter of the bundle.   

 Overlap bundles a minimum of 12 inches within the trench and secure using 
wooden stakes every 2 to 3 feet. Size stakes at least 2.5 feet long on cut slopes 
and 3 feet long on fill slopes. Drive them directly through the bundles until flush 
with the top and use extra at connections and overlaps.   

 Install live stakes on the down slope side of bundles, protruding 2-3 inches above 
the top of the bundle.  

 Backfill trenches with moist soil, ensuring good soil-plant contact in and around 
the wattles.  The tops of wattles should remain slightly visible when installation is 
complete. 

 Use mulch or erosion control blankets to secure disturbed soil and prevent 
erosion in between rows of willow wattles. Refer to Sections 4.2-j, Bare Soil 
Protection and 4.5-s, Erosion Control Blanket Systems for more detail. 
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Willow Wattle Figure 

 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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Brush Layering and Matting 
Brush layering and matting provides slope stability and resistance to soil slumping 
by inserting branch stems, roots or mulched woody material in a trench or cut slope 
parallel to the slope contour and backfilling with soil. Stems and roots trap 
sediment and debris, aid infiltration on dry slopes and uptake moisture on wet 
slopes.  They also sprout and grow, further stabilizing the slope, once vegetation 
becomes established. This method is more effective than wattles with respect to 
earth reinforcement and stability. 

 
Brush layering.  

 Install brush parallel to the slope contour in a trench or cut slope, and backfill 
with soil excavated from the trench immediately uphill. Brush may need to be 
secured using stakes and/or wire prior to backfilling.    

 Consider use of mulch, temporary seeding, and erosion control blankets 
between the trenches.   

 Avoid slopes steeper than 2:1 (run to rise) and generally limit slope lengths to 20 
feet or less.   

Live Stakes 
Live stakes involve tamping live woody cuttings into the soil at depths close to the 
water table.  This practice creates a living root mat that stabilizes the soil by 
reinforcing and binding soil particles together and by extracting excess soil 
moisture. Live stakes help repair small soil slumps caused by excessively wet soil. 
They are an inexpensive technique and can be used in combination with other 
slope stabilization methods, such as riprap or erosion control blankets. Refer to 
Sections 4.2-g, Riprap and 4.5-s, Erosion Control Blanket Systems for more detail.    
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Live stakes  

 Select live stakes that are 0.5 to 1.5 inches in diameter, and approximately two to 
three feet in length.   Install live stakes 2 to 3 feet apart.  For easy insertion, cut 
the rootward end to an angled point, and square the top to drive it into the 
ground.  

 Space stakes along the contour of the slope, with stakes offset relative to 
adjacent rows to avoid placing stakes above or below each other.      

 Establish a pilot hole for each live stake prior to driving it into the ground. Gently 
tamp stakes approximately 80 percent below the surface and firmly pack with 
soil after installation.  Do not use stakes that split during installation and remove 
top sections of stakes damaged during installation.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Check vegetated structures annually and after significant storm events for 

damage, soil slumping, and loose stakes or fasteners. Immediately repair and 
replace as needed. 

 Ensure vegetated structures stay moist to facilitate rooting and sprouting until 
vegetation becomes established.   Irrigation may be needed during the first two 
years after planting for vegetation establishment.   

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Many unstable areas can be improved by supplemental plantings that enhance 
bank stability, increase biodiversity, create wildlife habitat, and improve water 
quality. One study, Improving the Establishment of Willow Cuttings in Riparian 
Areas by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, highlights the 
importance of using indigenous plant materials to the site, proper sizing of 
cuttings, and pretreatment such as soaking.8 

  

                                                 
8 Logar R., Scianna J., 2005, Improving the Establishment of Willow Cuttings in Riparian Areas Forestry Technical 
Note No. MT-25 for the USDA NRCS 
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4.2-e TERRACING 

Alternate Names: Benches, Slope Stepping, Steps 

DESCRIPTION 
Terraces are cut into an erodible slope to divide a steep slope into flatter sections 
that are supported by low retaining walls. The flatter sections of the slope help to 
reduce the overall length of the slope. Terraces can reduce sediment movement by 
intercepting runoff, thus decreasing runoff velocities and increasing infiltration. 
Terracing can also trap sediment and better support the establishment of 
vegetative cover.  

Terraces can be constructed by installing stone, blocks, or other material at the 
base of the flatter section of a slope to help stabilize the soil above. This practice is 
similar to constructing a number of small retaining walls up the slope.  

 
Terracing.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Unstable or eroding slopes typically steeper than 3:1 (run to rise), or any sloped 

area prone to erosion that may be difficult to revegetate.  

 Typically not applicable for slopes of decomposed granitic material, or any 
significantly sandy soil, because of excessive sloughing of material and 
construction difficulties. 

Advantages 
 Reduces the erosion potential of runoff originating on the slope.  

 Improves the condition of the slope for plant establishment.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Reduces runoff velocities and increases infiltration. 

 Can be aesthetically pleasing when combined with successful vegetation 

establishment.  

Disadvantages 
 Increased cost relative to alternative slope stabilization techniques.  

 Can be complicated to design and install, and may fail if not properly 

designed and installed. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
For complicated applications, consult with a licensed professional civil engineer 
when designing any retaining wall for a steep slope. For simple applications with 
terraces less than 3 feet in height, the following design considerations may be 
applicable: 

 Various retaining walls can be selected to build terrace walls. Refer to Section  
4.2-f, Retaining Wall for more details regarding design considerations. 

 Design the terrace wall heights and spacing of terraces to allow for level grading 
of soil behind the terraces (target a maximum 2 percent slope for each terrace). 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Starting at the bottom of the slope, prepare a level surface for installation of the 

first retaining wall, which may include cutting into the slope.  

 Refer to Section 4.2-f, Retaining Wall for more details regarding installation 
considerations. 

 When installing retaining walls for terracing, consider leaving space between the 
retaining wall and the uphill slope. When leveling the terrace above the retaining 
wall, fill the void space with soil taken from the cut on the uphill slope. 

 Flatten the slope behind the retaining wall and compact the soil firmly against 
the downhill retaining wall. Over-excavate the uphill slope to provide space to 
construct the next retaining wall for uphill terraces. Repeat this process up the 
slope for each terrace. 

 Loosen the top 6 inches of compacted soil on the terraces to encourage 
vegetation establishment. Where necessary, add soil amendments such as mulch 
and compost.  

 If desired, plant native vegetation on the terraces. Irrigate the terraces as 
necessary to improve plant establishment.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 If properly installed, terracing requires little maintenance. Check periodically for 

structural problems and repair as needed. 

 Check the terraces annually and after significant storm events for signs of 
erosion. If signs of erosion are evident, consider augmenting the terraces with 
other forms of slope stabilization described in this BMP Handbook. 
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EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Terracing can be highly effective at preventing soil erosion from steep slopes. 
When properly installed, terracing can be effective for long periods of time while 
requiring minimal maintenance. Among steep slope stabilization practices, 
terracing is considered a more aesthetic option because it promotes successful 
vegetation establishment. 
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Terracing Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 
INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  
MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 
Inspect for trash and unwanted debris. 
 Remove trash and unwanted debris from the area. 

Monthly (April—Oct)  Trash bag 

Inspect for invasive weeds9.  
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first two growing seasons. Thereafter, weed annually, or as 

needed. 

Monthly during first 
growing season and 
annually thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Inspect for soil erosion and/or accumulation, especially on the slope and at toe of wall and behind freeboard. 
 Remove accumulated sediment with shovel or vactor truck and dispose of sediment at TRPA approved 

stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region. 
 Seed, mulch, and irrigate eroded areas as necessary to establish vegetation and stabilize area. 

Semi-annually 
(spring and fall) and 
after major storms 

 
Shovel, Vactor Truck, 
Topsoil, Seed/Plants, 
Mulch, Irrigation 

Inspect for bulging or leaning in the terrace walls which are warning signs of a structurally unsound wall or 
slope erosion pressuring the wall.  
 Repair or replace unsafe terrace walls.  
 Relieve pressure on wall by ensuring proper drainage, removing sediment, and stabilizing the slope.  

Annually in spring  

Tools as needed to 
repair wall (wood, 
concrete, blocks, 
etc.) 

Inspect vegetation health and growth on the terraces.  
 If necessary, remove woody vegetation (leaving roots) for fire defensible space, structural integrity or 

aesthetics.  
 If necessary, fertilize in the spring and fall with a biodegradable, nontoxic, slow-release fertilizer low in 

phosphorus to maintain vegetative health.  

Annually in fall Vegetation 
Inspector 

Loppers 
Trash bag  
Soil amendment 
Fertilizer 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, trails, etc.).  
 Repair terraces as necessary.  

Annually in spring  Tools as needed 

Inspect for animal burrows, holes, and mounds. 
 If burrows are causing erosion or compromising structural integrity, backfill firmly. 

Annually in fall after 
vegetation trimming  Tools as needed to 

repair 
Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing terrace wall.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends and recurring issues. 
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses slope stabilization, reduces long term maintenance costs, 

and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

 
 

                                                 
9 Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group. http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/. 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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Terrace Retaining Wall Figure 
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4.2-f RETAINING WALL 

Alternate Names: Rock Wall, Gravity Wall, Toe Wall, Gabion Wall, Timber Wall 

DESCRIPTION 
Retaining walls are structures placed at the toe of an over-steepened slope to 
stabilize the slope and reduce erosion. Retaining walls can provide a flatter slope 
above the retaining wall that can promote revegetation and can trap sediment 
dislodged upslope. 

 
 

APPLICABILITY 
 Slopes typically steeper than 2:1 (run to rise) that cannot be graded to a milder 

slope due to site constraints.  

 Located at the toe of a slope and used to create clearance between a slope and 
an adjacent roadway, driveway, or structure. 

Advantages 
 Prevents slope failures. 

 Reduces the erosion potential of runoff originating on the slope.  

 Can improve the condition of the slope above the retaining wall and promote 

plant establishment.  

 By using natural materials, retaining walls can be aesthetically pleasing by 

blending into the natural landscape.  

Disadvantages 
 Can be complicated to design and install, and may fail if not properly 

designed and installed. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Can be damaged by snow removal equipment when located adjacent to 

streets and highways.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
For complicated applications, consult with a licensed professional civil engineer 
when designing any retaining wall for a steep slope. For simple applications with 
retaining walls less than 3 feet in height, the following design considerations may 
be applicable: 

 Design walls with adequate drainage immediately behind the wall. This is 
typically accomplished by placing porous backfill or drain rock behind the wall 
with a perforated underdrain at the base of the porous backfill. 

 Design retaining walls to extend slightly above the fill compacted behind the 
wall (typically 6 inches is sufficient). This approach allows the retaining wall to 
trap sediment that may be dislodged upslope, and reduces sloughing of 
sediment over the top of the wall. 

 Install retaining walls on firm foundation of compacted soil.  

 When constructing a retaining wall adjacent to a paved surface, install a 
stabilized conveyance at the toe of the wall adjacent to the paved surface to 
avoid the potential for runoff to undercut the wall.  

 Ensure that the color of retaining walls is compatible with the surroundings. 
Select colors from the Munsell® colors set forth in Appendix G, TRPA Approved 
Range of Earthtone Colors, of the TRPA Design Review Guidelines.  

Retaining structures can be built from a variety of materials, both natural and 
artificial. Retaining walls discussed in the Handbook are classified into the following 
categories: 

Gravity Wall: 
Gravity walls rely on the mass or weight of their structure to resist lateral earth 
forces to stabilize a slope. Gravity walls can be made of concrete or masonry, 
prefabricated interlocking concrete units, or rock. Rock walls are the preferred type 
of gravity wall in the Lake Tahoe Region because rock can be selected to blend with 
the natural environment better than concrete or masonry options. 

ROCK WALL:  
 Rock walls are typically built from rock 1.5 feet to 3 feet in diameter and are 

typically no more than 3 feet in height.  

 Rock walls are not intended to resist large lateral earth pressures, and 

behave more like a revetment than a retaining wall.  

 Rock walls are porous and provide interstitial spaces that can be planted.  

GABION WALL:  
 Gabion walls consist of a wire mesh box filled with rock and wired together 

to form a retaining wall.  

 Low gabion walls are a comparable alternative to rock walls when large 

rock is not available. However, gabion walls are considered the least 

aesthetic option among the retaining walls described in this Handbook.  
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 Advantages of gabions include their ability to be stacked in various 

shapes, accommodate ground movement, dissipate energy of flowing 

water, and drain freely.  

Timber Wall:  
 Timber walls are typically built using wood planking and posts. A firm 

foundation is necessary to securely anchor the wall. When the foundation for 

the wall is less than optimal, longer posts with deeper concrete footings and 

closer spacing may be considered.  

 Lumber, timber, and posts should be treated with an EPA approved wood 

preservative.  

 The alignment of a wood wall needs to be straighter than that required for a 

rock wall. Some rough grading may be required to provide an adequate 

alignment.  

 Timber walls typically have a shorter life-span relative to the gravity walls 

described in this Handbook and may require more maintenance. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  

Rock Wall: 
 Remove all large rocks from the slope face and stockpile on site. 

 Excavate a footing trench along the toe of the slope, and stockpile material 

for fill behind the rocks.  

 Place the largest rocks in the footing trench with their longitudinal axis into 

the slope face.  

 Arrange rocks so that each rock has at least a three-point bearing on the 

footing trench or the underlying rocks. Place rocks so that their centers of 

gravity are as low as possible.  

 As the rocks are placed, add fill material around and behind the rocks and 

tamp it thoroughly.  

 Configure the rock wall so that the external face is inclined slightly into the 

slope (battered) using a 6:1 (rise to run) batter angle. Battering shifts the 

center of gravity away from the toe and into the slope, and increases 

resistance to overturning.  

 Revegetate the backfilled bench and slope behind the wall as soon as 

possible. 

Gabion Wall:  
 Remove all large obstacles from the slope face.  

 Excavate a footing trench along the toe of the slope and stockpile material for 

fill behind the rocks.  

 Place the empty gabions into position and wire them together. 

 Fill the baskets to one-third of their depth with 4 to 8 inch rock or stone. This 

size of material is preferred because it is easily handled by equipment and 
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produces rather small voids when dumped into the empty baskets. The rock 

material should have a minimum specific gravity of 2.5. 

 Tie in the connecting wires which brace opposing walls together. The 

connecting wires prevent the baskets from bulging as they are filled.  

 Repeat this operation until the basket is filled and then secure the top with 

wires to the ends, sides, and middle diaphragms.  

 Backfill and compact the slope behind the wall. 

 Revegetate the backfilled bench and slope behind the wall as soon as 

possible.  

Timber Wall:  
 For a 3-foot high retaining wall, posts (6 inch x 6 inch) are typically 5 feet long 

and 2 feet deep into concrete footings. Posts are typically set on 5-foot 

centers. 

 After the concrete has set, install planking (3 inch x 12 inch or 2 inch x 12 inch) 

on the upslope side of the posts.  

 Leave space at the base of the wall and between planks to allow drainage.  

 Use galvanized or zinc-coated steel bolts and washers to secure planking to 

posts. 

 Backfill behind the wall with soil from excavations or soil from the slope 

above. Compact the backfill behind the wall. 

 Revegetate the backfilled bench and slope behind the wall as soon as 

possible.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
Refer to Retaining Wall Inspection and Maintenance Table.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Retaining walls can be highly effective at preventing soil erosion from steep slopes. 
When properly installed, retaining walls can be effective for long periods of time 
while requiring minimal maintenance. Among steep slope stabilization practices, a 
retaining wall can be an aesthetic option because it can promote successful 
vegetation establishment on slopes behind the wall. 
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Retaining Wall Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for trash and unwanted debris. 
 Remove trash and unwanted debris from the area. 

Annually   Trash bag 

Inspect for invasive weeds10.  
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first two growing seasons. Thereafter, weed annually, or as 

needed. 

Monthly during first  
growing season and 
annually thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Inspect for soil erosion and accumulation, especially on the slope and overtopping the wall. 
 Remove accumulated sediment and dispose of sediment at stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe 

Region. 
 Restore proper freeboard as indicated on engineered plans, or determine an appropriate amount per site 

conditions. 
 Seed, mulch, and irrigate eroded areas as necessary to establish vegetation and stabilize area. 

Annually and after 
major storms  

Shovel, Topsoil, 
Seed/Plants, Mulch, 
Irrigation 

Inspect the underdrain system or porous backfill behind the retaining wall and ensure its functioning properly. 
It may be necessary to observe the function of an underdrain system during a rain event.  
 If the underdrain system appears clogged, flush the system. 

Annually   Tools as needed 

Inspect for bulging or leaning in the wall which are warning signs of a structurally unsound wall. Look for any 
broken or cracked timbers or dislodged rocks.  
 Repair or replace unsafe and structurally unsound retaining walls.  
 Relieve pressure on wall by ensuring proper drainage behind the wall (see above).  

Annually   

Tools as needed to 
repair wall (wood, 
concrete, blocks, 
etc.) 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, graffiti, tree growth, etc.).  
 Repair walls as necessary.  

Annually   Tools as needed 

Inspect for animal burrows, holes, and mounds. 
 If burrows are causing erosion or compromising structural integrity, backfill firmly.  

Annually   Tools as needed to 
repair 

                                                 
10 Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group. http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/. 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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Timber Retaining Wall Figure 
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Stacked Rock Wall Figure 
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4.2-g RIPRAP 

Alternative Names: Rock Slope Protection 

DESCRIPTION 
Rock riprap is the controlled placement of large angular rock (stone, cobbles, 
boulders) over soil to protect and stabilize the soil surface from erosion. Riprap is 
commonly used to stabilize over-steepened slopes. Riprap can also be used to 
protect culvert inlets and outlets, stream banks, drainage channels (as a lining), or 
other areas subject to erosion by stormwater runoff. 

 
 

APPLICABILITY 
 Cut and fill slopes typically steeper than 3:1 (run to rise), or any sloped area prone 

to erosion that may be difficult to revegetate.  

 Along stream banks or within drainage channels as a stable lining resistant to 
scour. 

 Within small drainage channels where infiltration is desirable but the potential 
for scour is too great for application of vegetative stabilization or geotextile 
linings. 

 In the shorezone, or other areas subject to wave action. 

 Energy dissipation for pipe outlets and inlets to prevent scour and undercutting. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Advantages 
 Versatile and applicable for many applications.  

 When installed correctly, riprap can be highly effective at hindering erosion 

and stabilizing soils. 

 When used to line small drainage channels, riprap provides a stable channel 

structure and reduces stormwater velocities.  

 Allows for seeding or inter-planting between rocks.  

Disadvantages 
 Displacement of riprap may occur: 

 On steep slopes typically greater than 1.5:1 (run to rise). 

 If riprap is too small. 

 If the toe is not stabilized properly or if riprap is not correctly installed. 

 Displacement occurring adjacent to roadsides may present a safety hazard. 

 Installation without successful revegetation results in a barren appearance 

that is typically considered a poor aesthetic.  

 The cost of hauling rock can make riprap a relatively expensive compared to 

other stabilization techniques.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Typically applied when revegetation success is unlikely for slopes steeper than 

3:1 (run to rise). Displacement and constructability issues are concerns for riprap 
on slopes typically steeper than 1.5:1.  

 When designing a channel lining with riprap, ensure that design calculations 
consider potential reductions in channel capacity caused by the riprap.  

 Use durable angular rock and avoid rounded stones or cobbles. 

 Ensure that the color of Riprap is compatible with the surroundings. Select colors 
from the Munsell® colors set forth in Appendix G, TRPA Approved Range of 
Earthtone Colors, of the TRPA Design Review Guidelines.  

 For complicated applications, consult with a licensed professional civil engineer 
to design riprap based on drainage computations, slope conditions, soil 
conditions, and other constructability issues. For simple applications the 
following design guidelines may be followed: 

 Riprap should be sound, dense, and durable angular rock with a minimum 

specific gravity of 2.6. 

 Riprap ranges in size from 9 inches to 18 inches. Smaller size rock is typically 

not appropriate. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 If desired, broadcast seed before rock placement. Consider provisions to control 

weed establishment in riprap prior to installation. 

 Remove ground cover, litter, and smaller woody vegetation. Retain larger trees 
and shrubs where desirable, around which rock should be placed by hand.  
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 Compact subgrade to prevent slumping or undercutting where feasible. Place 
riprap by hand or using mechanized equipment. 

 A gravel filter layer or geotextile filter fabric layer is typically placed prior to 
riprap placement to maintain separation between the rock material and the 
underlying soil, which prevents soil loss and provides a bed to allow easier 
placement of rock.  

 Gravel filter layer: A layer of well-compacted gravel provides a smooth bed to 

allow easier placement of riprap. A few inches of gravel is typically sufficient 

as a filter layer. 

 Geotextile filter fabric layer: A filter fabric layer is typically easier to install on 

steeper slopes relative to a gravel filter layer, but it is more difficult to bed the 

rock relative to a gravel filter layer. Place the filter fabric so that it is not 

stretched and conforms closely to the subgrade. Secure filter fabric by using 

anchor trenches, stakes, staples, or other means necessary according to the 

manufacturer’s recommendations. Bury the upper portion of the filter fabric 

and the toe of the filter fabric to prevent unraveling.  

 Typically, the riprap layer should be at least twice as thick as the maximum rock 
diameter used. Rocks should be securely bedded in contact to one another, with 
larger rocks uniformly distributed and smaller rocks filling the voids.  

 Ensure that the slope above the riprap is stable to prevent sloughing and failure 
of the slope into the riprap section.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
Refer to Riprap Inspection and Maintenance Table for inspection and maintenance 
protocols.   

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Rock riprap can be highly effective at preventing soil erosion from steep slopes. 
When properly installed, rock riprap can be effective for long periods of time while 
requiring minimal maintenance. Riprap is more broadly accepted from an aesthetic 
standpoint when vegetation is established throughout the riprap. 
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Riprap Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for trash and unwanted debris. 
 Remove trash and unwanted debris from the area. 

Monthly (April—Oct)  Trash bag 

Inspect for soil erosion and accumulation, especially at the top and bottom of the slope. 
 Remove accumulated sediment with shovel, backhoe, or vactor truck. 
 Dispose of sediment at a TRPA approved stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region. 
 Stabilize eroded and undercut areas.  
 If upslope soil is overtopping treatment repeatedly, extend rock to hinge of slope. 

Monthly (April—Oct)  
Shovel, Backhoe, or 
Vactor Truck  
Additional Rock 

Inspect for invasive weeds11.  
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first two growing seasons. Thereafter, weed annually, or as 

needed. 

Monthly during first 
growing season and 
annually thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Inspect for animal burrows, holes and mounds. 
 If burrows are causing erosion or compromising structural integrity, backfill firmly. It may be necessary to 

chink void spaces with smaller rock. 

Annually in fall after 
vegetation trimming  

Tools as needed to 
repair 

Inspect for dislodged or unstable rock which could pose safety hazards. 
 Repair dislodged or unstable rock.  

Annually in spring  Additional Rock 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, tree 
establishment, etc.).  
 Repair or replace rock as necessary.  

Annually in spring  Tools as needed 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional rock could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing rock slope protection.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends and recurring issues. 
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses slope stabilization, reduces long term maintenance costs, 

and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years 
Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

 

                                                 
11 Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group. http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/. 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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Riprap Slope Protection Figure 
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4.2-h SLOPE SHAPING 

Alternative Names: Slope Stepping, Gradient Terraces, Benching, Surface Roughing, 
Slope Bottom Benching 

DESCRIPTION 
Slope shaping is a physical modification to a steep slope that alters the geometry of 
the slope and/or increases the surface roughness of the soil on the slope. Slope 
shaping reduces the erosion potential of a slope by reducing runoff velocities, 
reducing the concentration of stormwater runoff, and increasing infiltration and 
sediment collection. Slope shaping also provides better conditions for vegetation 
establishment.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Typically used for slopes greater than 3:1 (run to rise) and more than 5 feet in 

height.  

 Slope shaping practices should be used in conjunction with other soil 
stabilization practices described in this Handbook.  

 Slope stepping practices described are not recommended for decomposed 
granitic soils, sandy soils, or other soils with low cohesiveness.  

Advantages 
 Helps promote vegetation establishment.  

 Helps stabilize steep slopes and reduce the erosion potential of a steep slope.  

 Typically promotes increased infiltration, which reduces surface runoff and 

may assist with vegetation establishment.  

 Can be aesthetically pleasing when grading matches surrounding topography 

and vegetation is established.  

Disadvantages 
 Slope stepping practices described have limited success in granitic or highly 

sandy soils that are common in the Lake Tahoe Region.  

 Drainage structures may be needed for designs that collect runoff. 

DESIGN AND INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Slope shaping as defined in this Handbook includes the practices of surface 
roughening, slope bottom benching, and slope stepping. Considerations and 
guidance for each practice are given below.  

Surface Roughening  
Surface roughening is the practice of modifying the soil of a compacted slope to 
create a soil surface that is looser and less uniform. Surface roughening can reduce 
the concentration of runoff, enhance infiltration, and promote soil moisture 
retention to assist in vegetation establishment.  

 Surface roughening methods are classified as follows:  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Scalloping and pocking are methods to produce small pockets in the soil 

that increase water retention. 

 Tracking is a method for creating a pattern of tracks along the contours of 

a slope using a crawler tractor or equivalent equipment. Indentations in 

the soil created by the tracks can trap sediment and water along the slope.  

 Grooving is a method of loosening or stirring the soil without turning it 

over. Grooves can be made using spring harrows, serrated wing blades 

attached to the side of bulldozer, or with the teeth on a front-end loader 

bucket. Grooving should follow the contours of the slope and should be 

less than 3 inches deep and less than 15 inches apart.  

 Avoid surface roughening on slopes with a stable rock face.  

 Avoid surface roughening when soil is wet.  

 After a slope is roughened, do not drive on the slope or compact the surface 

in any manner.  

Slope Bottom Benching 
Slope bottom benching is the practice of grading a flat bench at the base of a 
steeper slope to retain material that erodes and sloughs from the steeper slope 
onto the bench. Slope bottom benching is typically used for over-steepened slopes 
that cannot be fully stabilized using other practices described in the Handbook 
because of constraints such as: lack of available land, lack of equipment access, and 
poor soil stability. Refer to the Slope Bottom Bench Figure. 

 A slope bottom bench should be installed after roadside curb and gutters, 

retaining walls, or other structures that will be adjacent to the slope bottom 

bench have been installed.  

 A slope bottom bench should be a minimum of 3 feet wide. Where drainage 

behind a structural facility is of concern, the bench should have a minimum 

slope of 2 percent. If drainage is not a concern, the bench may be flat. 

 The slope bottom bench should be revegetated. If possible, the steeper slope 

section should be stabilized and revegetated.  

Slope Stepping 
Slope stepping is the practice of grading flatter terraced sections between steeper 
slope sections. Slope stepping practices may have limited success in granitic or 
highly sandy soils and may not be applicable in many locations in the Lake Tahoe 
Region. To be approved in the Lake Tahoe Region, slope stepping techniques 
should be combined with other structural slope stabilization techniques described 
in this Handbook (e.g., Terracing, Retaining Walls, etc.). 

Slope stepping practices described require slopes that are flat enough to permit 
access to heavy equipment, typically 2:1 (run to rise) or less. Three slope stepping 
techniques are described:  

 Serrations – small steps graded into a slope using a grader equipped with a 

special blade, usually a serrated wing blade having a series of 10 inch grooves. 

The blade is positioned at the same angle as the slope, and the serrations are 
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made along the contour of the slope. The maximum slope length for this 

slope stepping technique should be 100 feet. Refer to Serrations Figure. 

 Contour Furrows – relatively deep inundations graded into a slope to 

provide a location for collection of sediment and runoff. The distance 

between contour furrows typically ranges from 10 to 20 feet, with a maximum 

distance of 40 feet. The maximum slope length for this slope stepping 

technique should be 200 feet. Refer to Contour Furrows Figure. 
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Slope Bottom Bench Figure 
 

 
 

 
 

Serrations Figure 
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Contour Furrows Figure 
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Slope steps should be roughly level, or angled back into the predominant slope. 
Grading of a step should occur in the opposite direction relative to grading of the 
preceding step to minimize buildup of material at the edges of grading.  

Where concentration of runoff on a slope step is a concern, the design should 
incorporate drainage channels to control runoff that collects on a slope step. 
Construction of downdrains may be required to convey runoff from the slope steps 
to the base of the slope to avoid erosion.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect shaped slopes at least monthly in the first year after construction. 

Thereafter, inspect after significant runoff events. If signs of rilling or erosion are 
evident, consider installing additional slope stabilization BMPs to the steeper 
slope segments between slope steps.  

 Remove accumulated sediment from slope bottom benches when accumulated 
sediment has the potential to slough off the bench into a drainage system. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Slope shaping can be a highly effective practice for reducing soil erosion from steep 
slopes when combined with other soil stabilization measures. However, slope 
stepping practices described may have limited success in granitic or highly sandy 
soils found in many areas of the Lake Tahoe Region.  
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SOIL STABILIZATION (NON-VEGETATIVE) 

Soil stabilization practices seek to protect soils by minimizing disturbance that 
would cause soil erosion and sediment transport to surface waters. Disturbed bare 
soil can be protected by various means to avoid becoming a contributing sediment 
source. Paving driveways and parking areas and installing parking barriers are 
common practices in the Lake Tahoe Region. In general, impervious surfaces 
cumulatively can modify natural hydrologic regimes and exacerbate water quality 
problems. But paving driveways and parking areas can be considered a best 
practice when it removes obvious sediment sources, such as rutted dirt surfaces 
continually disturbed by vehicles, or scraped by snowplows in the winter. Parking 
barriers are intended to prevent soil compaction by keeping vehicles off areas that 
are not intended for parking (e.g. yards). Deck armoring protects bare soils under 
decks from rainfall impact and erosion. Bare soil protection discusses ways to 
physically cover bare soil surfaces with mulches to minimize erosion and retain soil 
moisture, while still retaining fire defensible space. Refer to Chapter 5 Soil and 
Vegetation Management, Section 5.3.2.5 Fire Defensible Space for more detail. 
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4.2-i PAVING PARKING AREAS AND ROADS 

Alternate Names: Pavement Practices, Impervious Paving 

DESCRIPTION 
All roads, driveways, and parking lots proposed for year-round use shall be paved 
with a hard plowable surface. A variety of materials may be used to pave including 
asphalt, concrete, paving stones, and pervious paving materials. Paved surfaces 
shall be designed and located to preserve natural vegetation, prevent future soil 
disturbance, maintain relatively clean stormwater runoff, convey stormwater to 
infiltration systems, blend with the natural landforms, protect against erosion, and 
cause the least adverse impacts on water quality, traffic, air quality, transportation, 
and safety.  

Limited grading to achieve sheet flow supports achievement of on-site treatment 
and infiltration with minimal storm-drain infrastructure.  Paving is best 
incorporated into projects during the design and engineering phases. 

Stormwater runoff generated from paved surfaces shall be contained and 
infiltrated on-site, unless specifically authorized by the regulatory or permitting 
agency. Refer to Section 4.1, Hydrologic Source Control for BMPs designed to 
infiltrate stormwater runoff generated from paved surfaces.  

Sediment laden runoff entering 
the right of way from an 
unpaved driveway. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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APPLICABILITY 
All roads, driveways, and parking areas proposed for year-round use shall be paved. 

Advantages 
 Prevents the discharge of degraded runoff from dirt roads, driveways, and 

parking areas. 

 Allows snow removal activities without causing soil disturbance. 

 Provides access to homes, buildings, and parking areas. 

Disadvantages  
 Paved impervious areas increase the volume of runoff and velocity of 

stormwater flow (particularly on slopes), reducing the time of concentration 

and increasing peak runoff.  

 Asphalt contains material derived from crude oil that degrades when 

weathered and adds to pollutants entering the watershed. Asphalts also lose 

their plasticity with age and harden, crack, and crumble when they are 

oxidized. This requires routine maintenance/replacement despite the lower 

initial installation cost.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 All paving practices shall conform to local, state, and/or federal agency 

guidelines. 

 Paved surfaces must be designed and installed by qualified professionals. 

 Prior to paving, verify land coverage or it may be subject to removal and the land 
restored to natural conditions. Refer to Chapter 7 Permitting for more details 
regarding land coverage. 

 Limit the amount of paved surfaces on a property to the extent feasible to reduce 
the volume of stormwater runoff. 

 Preserve natural vegetation to the greatest extent possible and in accordance 
with fire defensible space practices.  Refer to Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 
Management, Section 5.3.2.5 Fire Defensible Space for more detail. 

 Use landscaping and screen planting around parking areas as much as possible. 

 Paved surfaces should be sloped slightly, 1 to 5 percent, to provide drainage and 
to prevent pooling and ponding. A paved surface shall not exceed a 10 percent 
slope; however, if the construction of a paved surface with a 10 percent slope or 
less will require excessive excavation, the maximum slope allowed would be 15 
percent. In no case shall a paved surface exceed 15 percent.  

 Stormwater runoff from paved surfaces must be contained and infiltrated on-site.  

 On a relatively level site, grade the paved surface away from the right of way 

so that water sheet flows on-site to an infiltration system. This may avert the 

need for a separate structural conveyance system (e.g. slotted channel drain). 

See Examples of Alternative Grading for Parking Lot Infiltration Figure and 

Grading for Sheet Flow Figure.  
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 Grading an A/C swale seamlessly into the pavement may also prevent the 

need of a separate structural conveyance system. 

 Where new paving or repaving is not feasible, retrofit with a slotted channel 

drain, A/C swale, or curb and gutter.  

 Refer to Section 4.3, Stormwater Collection and Conveyance for more details 

regarding these systems.   

 Use stormwater pretreatment for paved surfaces generating runoff that contains 
high levels of pollutants or with the potential for hazardous waste spills prior to 
discharging to an infiltration system or off-site.  

 Paved surfaces shall be designed for snow removal and storage. Snow storage 
areas must be relatively flat, well mulched, and vegetated to minimize erosion 
and facilitate immediate infiltration, or stored on paved surfaces upslope of 
conveyance structures and infiltration systems. Alternatively, snow may be 
removed from the property and stored off-site at an approved location. Refer to 
Section 4.2-c, Snow Storage for more details regarding this practice. 

 Install parking barriers to limit disturbance from vehicles to adjacent soil and 
vegetation (Refer to Section 4.2-l, Parking and Vehicle Barriers).  

 Un-paved roadways, driveways, pathways, or parking lots may be permitted only 
when the use is of a seasonal or temporary nature to provide access to National 
Forest areas or construction sites. Vehicle access shall be excluded during 
periods of soil saturation or surface water runoff, and traffic upon such roads is 
limited to light vehicles and low speeds. No snow removal shall be conducted.  

 Orient parking areas and walkways toward the south, east and west, where 
practical, to optimize solar gain and minimize ice build-up.  

 Efficient design of parking areas is encouraged:  

 Segregate parking areas for small and large cars with landscape areas to break 

up the pattern of parking lots, include stormwater retention areas, and 

provide parking for an equivalent number of automobiles with less land 

surface coverage.  

 The necessary capacity of discharge drainage systems can be reduced by 

including infiltration and treatment systems between and within parking 

areas. (Refer to Alternative Grading for Parking Lot Infiltration Figure)  
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Stormwater runoff from a paved parking lot and the use of pervious pavement along the 
perimeter and for designated parking stalls. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Driveways should be designed and installed by a qualified professional. Install 
paved surfaces in a way that limits soil disturbance and utilize temporary BMPs to 
reduce construction impacts. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Winter conditions in the Lake Tahoe Region bring continuous freeze thaw events 

that can create sheets of ice over impervious paving. Snow and ice control 
compounds shall be used only in quantities necessary to remove and prevent ice 
build-up and for public safety.  

 Paved areas should not be allowed to deteriorate and should be kept clean of 
debris and free from substances which will worsen the quality of runoff waters 
from these surfaces.  

 Anytime an exceptional build-up of tiller, sediment material, or debris is present, 
sweep the surface, regardless of any set schedule. Accelerate the sweeping 
schedule after heavy pine needle fall or excessive ice control activities. Sweeping 
after ice control shall proceed as expediently as possible following the drying of 
the pavement surface.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Paved roads, driveways, and parking areas effectively cover compacted, disturbed 
soils and prevent vehicle tracking of soil if they are properly installed in accordance 
with the design criteria. Paved areas generate stormwater runoff and require an 
associated treatment and infiltration system to prevent further water quality 
degradation.  
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Examples of Alternative Grading for Parking Lot Infiltration Figure 
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Grading for Sheet Flow Figure 
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4.2-j BARE SOIL PROTECTION 

Alternative Names: Organic and Inorganic Mulch, Bark, Pine Needle and Wood Chip 
Mulch, Rock, Cobble and Gravel Armoring 

DESCRIPTION 
Bare soil protection employs vegetative, wood, or rock material to secure the soil 
surface and prevent wind and water erosion. Materials include organic mulch (pine 
needles, wood chips, bark chips) and inorganic mulch (rock, gravel, cobble, pea 
gravel). These materials uniformly laid over exposed or disturbed soil stabilize and 
protect the soil surface from raindrop impact, prevent sediment mobilization and 
transport by stormwater, snowmelt, and wind, and allow energy dissipation of 
surface water flow. Organic and inorganic mulch also enhances vegetation 
establishment and preservation by providing favorable conditions for seed 
germination and vegetative growth. These conditions include moderating soil 
temperature, conserving soil moisture, preventing soil compaction, and decreasing 
surface runoff. 

 
Organic and inorganic mulch.  

 

APPLICABILITY 
ORGANIC MULCH: 

 Bare or disturbed soil areas where application is in accordance with fire 

defensible space requirements. Refer to Chapter 5 Soil and Vegetation 

Management, Section 5.3.2.5 Fire Defensible Space for more detail. 

 Bare soil on construction sites needing stabilization, including 

winterization practices. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

BMP TYPE  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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INORGANIC MULCH: 
 Areas where organic mulch is prohibited due to fire defensible space 

requirements, such as within the 5-foot wide noncombustible perimeter 

around structures. 

 Armoring beneath elevated structures (decks, patios) and roof driplines. 

Refer to Section 4.2-k for more details regarding Deck Armor.  

 
Noncombustible mulch serving as both dripline protection and fire defensible space. 

 
Rock mulch providing soil protection that blends well into landscaping. 
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Advantages 
 Prevents transport of dust by wind and sediment by stormwater runoff from 

disturbed soil surfaces into roadways, drainage ways, and surface waters.  

 Improves vegetation growth and establishment by stabilizing soil and 

regulating soil moisture and temperature.  

 Organic mulch can be used as a soil amendment to improve soil structure, 

help prevent future soil compaction, retain soil moisture, and add nutrients to 

the soil when it decomposes. 

 Low in cost when organic mulching materials can be found on-site or when 

provided free by local tree removal services. 

 Rock mulch reduces concentrated flow velocities and prevents erosion 

around discharge outlets.  

 Suppresses weeds.  

Disadvantages 
 May increase construction and landscaping costs if materials are not found 

onsite.  

 High flows of surface runoff may mobilize and transport organic mulch off-

site. 

 Organic mulches may affect soil pH through decomposition.  

 Organic mulches can be a fuel source and can increase fire hazard if close to 

structures. It is not permitted within 5 feet of any structure.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Follow Fire Defensible Space (FDS) requirements when selecting and applying 

appropriate bare soil protection materials.  

 0-5 foot Noncombustible perimeter – No combustible materials are permitted 

within 5 feet of any structure. Use inorganic mulch to stabilize the soil and 

routinely remove organic materials, such as pine needles and woody 

vegetation, which accumulate into this zone.  

 5-30 foot zone – Only discontinuous patches of organic mulch are permitted 

within 5-30 feet of a structure. Remove pine needles and vegetative litter to 

the duff layer annually by May 1 every spring and do not allow them to 

accumulate more than 1 inch in depth after May 1.   

 30+ foot zone – Organic mulch and vegetative litter shall not accumulate in 

excess of 3 inches in depth in areas more than 30 feet from a structure.  

 For construction sites where construction activities cease for a period of time, 
such as during winter months (winterization), use organic mulch sparingly on no 
more than 50 percent of the bare soil area. Apply mulch in discontinuous patches 
that do not create a direct line fire to any structure should they become ignited. 
Target areas with a higher risk of erosion for application. No organic mulch is 
permitted within 5 feet of all structures.  

 Stockpile and use existing organic materials for on-site bare soil protection 
needs.  
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 For inorganic mulch, use washed clean coarse gravel ranging in size from 3/4 to 1 
1/2 inches in diameter. Larger rock is also acceptable for situations with a dense 
overhead canopy to facilitate maintenance.  

 Use organic mulch on steep slopes in conjunction with erosion control blanket 
systems to hold mulch in place. Refer to Section 4.5-s for more details regarding 
Erosion Control Blanket Systems. 

 Straw mulch is not permitted for use in the Lake Tahoe Region because of the risk 
it poses for introducing invasive weeds.  

 Do not use newspaper as organic mulch because of ink and chemical leaching.  

 Contain inorganic mulch within a border to prevent migration of soil and mulch. 
Only borders made from noncombustible materials are permitted within the 5-
foot noncombustible area around structures. Noncombustible materials include 
composite landscape edging, brick, metal, or large rock. 

 
Use inorganic mulch around structures and contain within a noncombustible border. 
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INSTALLATION 
 Install permeable geotextile fabric underneath mulch to minimize migration of 

soil and to suppress weed growth from below.  

 Apply a minimum 3 inch deep layer for inorganic mulch armoring.  

 Organic mulch shall not exceed 1 inch in depth in the 5-30 foot zone and 3 
inches in depth in the 30+ foot zone. 

 To avoid unnecessary cleanup, do not apply during high wind weather.  

 Avoid compacting mulched areas by maintaining vehicle traffic barriers and 
fencing as necessary.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect mulched areas annually in the spring and after precipitation events and 

periods of strong winds for degradation and signs of erosion. Replace mulch and 
remove weeds as needed. 

 Routinely clean inorganic mulch of accumulated sediment and vegetative debris, 
particularly within the 5-foot noncombustible area around structures. Gravel may 
need to be removed, cleaned, and reset or replaced as needed.  

 Maintain the layer of mulch above the geotextile fabric by removing 
accumulated dirt and debris. This prevents the establishment of weeds over time. 
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4.2-k DECK ARMOR 

Alternative Names: Armor Under Elevated Structures, Gravel Armor  

DESCRIPTION 
Bare soil underneath raised structures (e.g. decks and stairs) should be armored 
with a layer of gravel or rock riprap. The armor permits the stormwater runoff to 
infiltrate into the soil, protects the soil from water and wind erosion and provides 
fire defensible space near structures.  

APPLICABILITY 
Appropriate under raised decks and stairs that drain onto pervious surfaces. 

Advantages 
 Facilitates stormwater infiltration into the soil. 

 Provides protective inorganic mulch on the soil, preventing wind and water 

erosion.  

 Provides fire defensible space under the raised structure.  

Disadvantages 
 Requires frequent maintenance to function properly. 

 
This deck has 3 inches of gravel underneath and is bordered with lumber that is treated to 
be fire resistant.  

 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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The surface under the raised deck 
shows signs of rill erosion.  The 
flammable vegetation and stored 
lumber are both fire hazards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Design with ¾ to 1½ inches clean angular gravel (i.e. drain rock) or rock riprap.  

 3 inches of drain rock or a layer of rock riprap under the elevated structure 
should be sufficient to protect the soil and facilitate infiltration; however, if an 
impervious surface is contributing runoff to the raised surface (e.g. roof draining 
onto a raised deck) the capacity may need to be increased. Increase the capacity 
by installing an infiltration trench under the roof dripline portion in addition to 
the armor under the rest of the raised surface. The BMP calculation spreadsheet 
will help size the BMP in this scenario.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Install armor as far back under the elevated structure as possible. Distance 

depends on accessibility and the height of the elevated structure. 

 Extend armor 12 inches past the edge of the elevated structure. 

 The finish grade of the armor shall be at least 6 inches below the wood siding of a 
structure to maintain earth and wood separation required by local building 
codes.  

 Install a noncombustible border (e.g. cobble-sized rock) around the edge of the 
armor to keep it in place.  

 Install non-flammable baffles if the slope under the raised structure exceeds 2 
percent.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect bi-annually, in the spring after snowmelt and in the fall. Visually inspect 

to make sure the area is free of pine needles, sediment, and debris.  
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 Keep area clear of flammable materials such as firewood and lumber.  

 Rake pine needles and remove accumulated debris from the surface of the gravel 
armor. 

 If sediment accumulates, the drain rock or rock riprap should be cleaned by 
removing the rock, washing or sifting through it and replacing once clean.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Effective if designed and installed correctly and frequently maintained. 
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Rock Armor – Elevated Structure Figure 
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4.2-l PARKING AND VEHICLE BARRIERS 

Alternate Names: Parking Bollards or Blocks  

DESCRIPTION 
Parking barriers restrict vehicle access to all unpaved areas without impeding snow 
removal practices. Vehicle traffic compacts soil and disturbs vegetated areas.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Use parking barriers to protect soil and vegetated areas with the potential for 

vehicle disturbance. Parking barriers are also suitable along the edges of 
designated traffic and parking areas. 

 Emergency access for fire trucks, ambulance, and police may preclude the use of 
vehicle barriers in some areas or otherwise must be addressed as part of their 
design. 

Advantages 
 Parking barriers protect soil and vegetated areas from vehicular traffic 

disturbance and compaction.  

 Parking barriers can provide attractive means to separate pedestrian and 

vehicular circulation zones, to organize public spaces, or to use as elements of 

transition.  

 Where emergency vehicle and operations vehicle access is necessary, bollards 

can be easily removable and retractable.  

Disadvantages 
 Parking barriers can be damaged by snowplow activities.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Parking barriers shall be treated as potential visual features and shall have 

consistency with neighborhood and regional character and with other landscape 
elements such as lighting, adjacent building details, and street furniture.  

 Cluster and stagger boulders to mimic natural conditions.  

 Materials can include large boulders, stone masonry, concrete, composite, wood 
or metal posts (bollards), or fencing with appropriateness of material determined 
by location and function of use. Large shrubs or well established vegetation is 
acceptable as well; however, they are generally not recommended in areas used 
for snow storage unless the plants are staked or can handle snow loads.  

 Ensure any required emergency access is provided for in the design and material 
selection. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Clustered boulders used for parking barriers enables vegetation establishment and is 
aesthetically pleasing. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Parking barriers shall be placed no more than 4 feet apart.  

 Boulders shall be greater than 3 feet in diameter and be keyed in to the soil a 
minimum of 6 inches.  

 Posts shall be a minimum of 2 feet above grade and anchored in a concrete 
footing.  

 Fencing posts shall be anchored in a concrete footing.  

 Chain link fencing shall not be used. 

 Shrubs and vegetation can be used as parking barriers. Do not use flammable 
shrubs and vegetation as parking barriers next to a driveway. All flammable 
vegetation should be cleared at least 10 feet from both sides of the driveway. 12 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
Ensure parking barriers are sized and spaced correctly so they remain intact. Yearly 
maintenance may be necessary to repair damage from snow removal activities. 

                                                 
12 University of Nevada Cooperative Extension, 2007, Living with Fire: A Guide for the Homeowner Lake Tahoe 
Basin Second Edition 
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Parking Barriers Figure
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WASTE MANAGEMENT AND MATERIALS POLLUTION PREVENTION 

This section includes dumpster management, hazardous material management, 
nursery facility management, pet waste management, livestock facility 
management, pool and hot tub management, and vehicle washing. This category 
of activities generates a variety of pollutants that, if not carefully managed, will 
enter surface and ground waters of the Lake Tahoe Region. Hazardous materials in 
the water and air can have health impacts even in small concentrations. Animal and 
pet wastes are packed with nutrients and bacteria that can enter Lake Tahoe and 
create unsightly algal blooms that directly reduce water clarity and human health 
problems. Fertilizers used in nurseries, golf courses, parks, and other landscaping 
can be significant sources of nutrients as well. Facilities that generate large 
quantities of these as waste materials (intended or not) may be required by local 
regulatory agencies to create waste management plans, fertilizer management 
plans, and/or spill prevention plans to ensure their activities do not unintentionally 
impact surface and ground waters of the Lake Tahoe Region.  
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4.2-m DUMPSTER MANAGEMENT 

Alternative Names: Trash, Garbage or Solid Waste Containment and Storage 

DESCRIPTION 
Dumpster management involves selecting an appropriate location for stored waste 
materials, controlling dumpster discharges, securing waste from wildlife 
disturbance, and minimizing visual impacts among other considerations. Proper 
dumpster management reduces stormwater contamination and enhances the 
aesthetic appearance of surrounding areas.  Dumpsters are intended for 
containment of solid wastes and are not appropriate for the storage of liquid 
wastes such as oils, and/or other hazardous materials. Refer to Section 4.2-n 
Hazardous Material Management for more details regarding proper storage and 
disposal of hazardous wastes.  

 
 
APPLICABILITY 
This BMP is suitable and necessary for all multi-family, commercial, and industrial 
projects with solid waste containment.   

Advantages 
Proper dumpster management: 

 Prevents contamination of groundwater, storm drains, and other water 

bodies. 

 Helps control nuisance animals and other pest populations such as rodents 

and insects. 

 Helps to protect wildlife. 

 Helps reduce odors. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Maintains aesthetic quality of surrounding areas. 

Disadvantages 
 Dumpsters need periodic cleaning and maintenance to remove odors, 

bacteria, and viruses. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 When choosing a dumpster, consider features that are durable, easy to clean, 

secure against insects and animals including bear, resistant to leaking (e.g. 
having a sealed drain plug), and provide adequate volume to contain the 
expected loads of solid waste. 

 Identify a convenient location within the project area that is shaded, level, and 
paved for easy access for the waste removal servicer. If a suitable location is 
difficult to identify, request placement assistance from the waste removal 
servicer.  

 Locate dumpsters away from municipal storm drain inlets. 

 Dumpsters shall be screened from surrounding areas with fencing and covered 
to protect against coming in contact with the elements.  

 Consider installation of a diversion drain for dumpsters and dumpster storage 
areas requiring frequent washing, to divert dumpster wash water into a sanitary 
sewer or to another appropriate end-point treatment. Contact the local 
jurisdiction for specific requirements.  

 Follow applicable local jurisdiction codes and design considerations for 
dumpster placement.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install dumpsters on a paved surface. 

 Post signage to inform dumpster users that no trash may be left outside the 
dumpster and that the bear-proof mechanism must be engaged. Signage is 
available from the Bear League. www.savebears.org.   

http://www.savebears.org/
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Make sure dumpsters are closed, latched, and secure to prevent unwanted wildlife 
intrusions.  Photo courtesy of the BEAR League 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Use dumpsters for solid waste only. Liquid waste can only be disposed of in a 

sanitary sewer, recycled, or contained and removed as hazardous waste. Check 
with your local utility district for more information. Provide dry absorptive 
materials (e.g. kitty litter or sawdust), to absorb small quantities of liquid waste 
that can leak from dumpsters.   

 Dispose of kitchen and restaurant wastes (e.g. fats, oils, and grease) in special 
recycling containers that prevent contents from coming into contact with 
stormwater runoff.    

 Keep dumpster lids and side hatches closed at all times to exclude precipitation. 
(Rain or snow can accumulate inside a dumpster, absorb pollutants, and 
contaminate stormwater as it leaks out.) 

 Secure dumpsters to prevent illegal dumping or scavenging by wildlife. Failure to 
secure dumpsters from bear is illegal in the Lake Tahoe Region.  

 Keep all dumpster storage areas and surrounding areas clean of trash, debris, and 
litter. Inspect and clean daily.  

 Clean the inside and outside of dumpsters periodically to remove odors, bacteria, 
viruses, insects, and animals. Minimize the amount of water and detergents used 
in cleaning, and dispose of wastewater into sanitary sewers or other appropriate 
receptacles.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
A properly sized, secured, and located dumpster will protect water quality and 
wildlife. Failure to properly locate and maintain a dumpster may result in the 
discharge of toxic substances into stormwater. Failure to educate dumpster users 
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about the importance of securing dumpsters will result in the creation of 
“nuisance” bears which may cause additional property damage and will generally 
result in the death of the bear. 
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4.2-n HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT 

Alternative Names: Hazardous Material Handling, Storage, and Safety, Underground 
Tank Management.  

DESCRIPTION 
Improper storage, handling, use, and disposal of hazardous material and their 
wastes can convey toxic compounds such as hydrocarbons, heavy metals, 
nutrients, suspended solids, and other pollutants to the environment. The 
discharge of pollutants can be prevented and reduced by limiting the use, 
handling, and storage of hazardous materials in developed areas. Underground 
tanks require specialized handling and permitting to prevent soil and groundwater 
contamination.  

APPLICABILITY 
Hazardous material management is appropriate for all construction sites and 
developed properties where use and storage of hazardous material occurs. 
Materials considered hazardous 
include petroleum products, 
such as fuel, oil, and grease; 
pesticides and herbicides, paint 
materials, solvents, curing 
compounds, acids, limes, glues, 
adhesives, waxes, polishes, 
fertilizers and other household 
chemicals or materials that may 
be considered detrimental if 
released into water bodies. 

Advantages 
 Proper hazardous material 

storage will reduce and 

prevent accidental spills. 

 Avoids the cost of cleaning 

up contaminated areas 

resulting from hazardous 

material spills. 

 Helps to keep the work site 

clean, organized, and safe. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 

This secondary containment tray will contain leaks or 
overflow. 
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Improper storage of hazardous materials makes this site unsafe for workers and a threat to 
the environment. 

Disadvantages 
 Some hazardous material handling, storage, and disposal practices may 

require additional costs. 

 Ensuring the proper handling, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials 

requires ongoing training and education of staff. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Establish an on-going training program that adequately informs and prepares 

employees to handle hazardous materials. Include pollution prevention 
practices, proper storage procedures and locations, spill containment actions, 
and cleanup practices.   

 Provide effective containment protocol with conveniently located clean-up 
materials for the immediate clean-up of spills.  

 At commercial and light industrial sites, post Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) 
and waste disposal charts in visible locations. Waste disposal charts should list 
prohibitions on hazardous material disposal (e.g. in dumpsters, storm drains, 
sanitary sewers), while also providing recommendations for proper disposal (e.g. 
recycle, dispose to sanitary sewer, long term storage, hazardous material landfill).  

 Maintain a hazardous material tracking checklist at commercial and light 
industrial sites, stating amounts of hazardous materials received, taken, returned, 
and disposed. This tracking system will show whether there are discrepancies to 
be accounted for.  

 When wind, rain, snow, or saturated ground increases the potential risk for 
accidental spill and contamination, consider halting work until conditions 
improve.   
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 Store hazardous materials and wastes in an area that is not subject to stormwater 
runoff. Provide a permanent roof or covering.  

 
Fueling stations need covering for protection from the elements. 

 No hazardous materials or practices shall occur within Stream Environment 
Zones (SEZs) or the backshore.  

 Provide secondary control systems such as a berm for leakage containment. 
Berms are temporary or permanent curbs or dikes surrounding a storage site. 

 Limit hazardous material and waste storage to a single site in any particular 
development or to as few areas as possible.   

 Store hazardous materials in secure, fire-resistant, leak-proof containers that 
provide protection from vandalism, children, and animals.   

 Never dispose of hazardous materials in sanitary sewers or stormwater systems 
or dump them in open spaces; such disposal actions are illegal and potentially 
harmful to humans and the environment.  

 At commercial and light industrial sites, install signs at storm drain inlet that say 
“No Dumping of Hazardous Materials”.  

 Place containers storing hazardous materials in dry, off-ground locations to 
prevent corrosion that results from contact with moisture. Maintain the original 
product labels on the containers, which provide important safety and spill-
containment information.  

 Individual hazardous materials shall be stored separately. Mixing wastes is 
dangerous and can cause health and safety hazards. 

 Try to use the entire product before disposing of a hazardous waste container. If 
leftover product is wet or moist, allow the container to thoroughly dry prior to 
disposal.  

 Salvage or recycle hazardous material when possible.  

 Dispose of hazardous wastes through a company licensed to transport and 
dispose of them. Contact local waste management authorities for disposal 
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requirements. (The Lockwood landfill in Nevada accepts hazardous waste; call 
775-342-0401, ext. 201. For disposal in California, contact South Tahoe Refuse: 
530-542-8366.) 

 Report spills of hazardous material promptly. For hazmat spills in California, call 
1-800-852-7550 or CalTIP at 1-888-334-2258 or online at www.dfg.ca.gov/ospr. In 
Nevada, report all oil and hazmat spills to: Nevada Division of Environmental 
Protection: 888-331-6337, Nevada Division of Emergency Management: 775-688-
2830, www.ndep.nv.gov. Be prepared to provide the following information to the 
degree it is known: 

 exact location  

 source 

 product  

 exposure to wildlife or people 

 volume of spill 

 response activity 

 Properties with underground tanks should contact their local jurisdiction for 
health and safety requirements.  

 Removal of underground tanks will also require a TRPA permit. Permittees will be 
required to follow all grading regulations.  

 If contaminated soil is discovered, the permittee shall provide TRPA with a 
supplementary report indicating: the amount of contaminated spoil material to 
be removed; the location of the proposed disposal site; and the names and 
addresses, and telephone numbers of persons who will dispose of the material. 
TRPA may require additional information if determined to be necessary. All 
contaminated soil material shall be removed from the site and disposed of at an 
approved site outside of the Lake Tahoe Region prior to release of the security 
posted for project application. No removal of contaminated soil material shall be 
permitted without review and approval of the required supplemental report by 
TRPA.  
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Remove contaminated soil and dispose of at an approved location outside of the Lake 
Tahoe Region. Contact the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board in California and 
the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection in Nevada to obtain any needed permits. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Check storage containers daily for leaks and to ensure lids are secure. Replace 

any containers or lids that are leaking, corroded, or deteriorating.  

 Inspect all pumps, hoses, and other equipment that has been used in 
conjunction with hazardous materials. Replace or repair those that are found to 
be defective.  

 Sweep and clean storage areas and containers regularly.  

 If any soil is contaminated during a spill, treat it as a hazardous material and 
dispose of as a hazardous waste.  

 Continuously update spill prevention and containment plans based on the types 
of chemicals stored and used. Renew staff training to reflect the current 
inventory of materials. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Proper management of hazardous material is very effective in preventing 
stormwater pollutions and will prevent costly clean-up efforts and penalties. In 
order to prevent release of hazardous substances it is important to educate all site 
users about management of hazardous material.  
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4.2-o NURSERY FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

DESCRIPTION 
With careful management, plant production can be maximized while protecting 
soil and water resources. If properly located, designed, and constructed, the 
discharge of degraded runoff to storm drains, ground water, and water bodies from 
nursery facilities can be minimized or prevented.  

APPLICABILITY 
New nursery facilities should be located on high capability lands away from Stream 
Environment Zones (SEZs) and the backshore. Locate nursery facilities on gently 
sloping or flat land (5 percent 
slope or less) that drains away 
from sensitive lands, wells, or 
storm drains. Do not locate 
these facilities within 100 feet 
of an SEZ, in areas subject to 
overland flow from upslope 
areas, and in areas which have 
less than 4 feet from the soil 
surface to the groundwater 
table at any time of the year. 

Advantages 
 The implementation of 

improved management 

practices for nutrient 

and irrigation inputs can 

reduce production costs.  

 BMP installation and 

good housekeeping 

assists nursery owners to 

sustain compliance with 

state and federal water 

quality standards.  

Disadvantages 
 Proper nursery management may require additional time and resources. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
While nurseries provide many of the native plants needed for revegetation efforts, 
they may have an adverse impact to surface and ground water. Potential 
contaminants may include nutrients, hydrocarbons, pesticides, herbicides, 
pathogens, and/or sediment. Improper planter bed irrigation may also lead to 
surface erosion.  In order to prevent this contamination, nursery facilities must be 
equipped with appropriate BMPs and staff routinely trained on good housekeeping 
practices. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Production Areas: 
 Container planting areas located in high capability land may be placed on 

gravel, geotextile fabrics, or weed cloth to allow infiltration and minimize 

erosion, even inside greenhouse structures.    

 Container planting areas located on low capability land or near high 

groundwater should be placed on impervious surfaces and excess runoff 

water conveyed to a treatment and infiltration facility.   

 Install drip irrigation systems and check systems routinely for distribution 

uniformity, leaks, etc., make corrections to ensure that plants are not being 

overwatered which will prevent excessive runoff and contaminate leaching.  

 If overhead sprinkler systems are used to irrigate, minimize or eliminate the 

use of fertilizer injection. Shift to using controlled-release and slow-release 

fertilizers. Do not inject overhead irrigation systems with pesticides.   

 Design layout and/or use windbreaks to minimize plant blow over so fertilizer 

does not spill from containers, to reduce water loss from container substrate 

due to evapotranspiration, and to reduce influence of wind on water 

application uniformity. Group plants with similar water and nutrient needs 

together. 

 Provide signage, parking barriers, and/or fencing to prevent encroachment 

into non-production areas. All non-production areas should be restored to 

native conditions.  

Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Herbicide Use and Storage: 
 Fertilizer, pesticide, and herbicide shall be stored indoors or within secondary 

containment systems. All spills or leaks require immediate clean up. Refer to 

Section 4.2-n, Hazardous Material Management for more details.   

 Refer to Chapter 5 Vegetation and Soil Management for proper use of 

fertilizer, pesticide, and herbicide.  

Mixing and Potting Areas: 
 Mixing and potting should be performed under cover.  

 Watering of new transplants should occur on gravel or paved surfaces.  

Roads and Paved Areas: 
 Runoff from roads and paved areas should be directed to appropriate 

treatment and infiltration BMPs to help remove pollutants such as sediment, 

organic matter, and contaminants before it leaves the nursery and enters 

ground or surface waters. Heavily contaminated water may require on-site 

filtration systems.  

Compost and Waste Management: 
 Secure trash receptacles from precipitation, wind, and animals.  
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 Contain all stock and spoil piles within a perimeter barrier and an 

impermeable cover. Refer to Section 4.5-n, Stockpile Management for more 

details. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect and maintain all retention, infiltration, and filtering systems. Detention 

basins, treatment lagoons, vegetated swales, or other BMPs should be operated 
such that the design storm volume is available for storage of runoff. Solids should 
be removed as soon as possible following storm events to ensure that needed 
solids storage volume is available for subsequent storms.13  

 Develop an operations and maintenance plan with maintenance log book to 
track and record BMP inspection dates and maintenance activities. Refer to 
Chapter 6, Inspection, Maintenance, and Monitoring for examples. 

 Conduct routine employee training on good housekeeping procedures specific 
to the facility. Track and record training dates and participants.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
Good planning and employee training will minimize potential for stormwater 
contamination from commercial nurseries.  

                                                 
13 EPA, 2008, Management Measure for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Confined Animal Facility 
Management (Small Units). http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/czara/upload/czara_chapter2_agriculture.pdf 
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4.2-p PET WASTE MANAGEMENT 

DESCRIPTION 
Animal waste contains an abundance of pathogens, nitrogen, and phosphorous 
that can contaminate water and cause a number of human health problems. Proper 
pet and animal waste management can aid in the overall reduction of pollutants 
and pathogens from entering surface and ground waters. 

APPLICABILITY 
This BMP is suitable for all sites, 
particularly those on or adjacent 
to Stream Environment Zones 
(SEZs) and the backshore, where 
pets and animals generate 
biological waste. 

Advantages 
 Prevents water 

contamination. 

 Minimizes exposure and 

spread of disease vectors. 

 Improves community 

aesthetics.  

Disadvantages 
 Inconvenient to carry extra 

waste removal products. 

 
 
 
 
 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
When planning a recreation site or multi-family housing complex provide bio-
degradable disposal bags and disposal stations with signage. 

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

For pet waste: 
 Pet waste shall be cleaned up every few days to prevent contamination of 

ground water and local watersheds, and damage to vegetation.  

 When walking your pet, pick up waste immediately. It’s as easy as 1 – 2 – 3.  

 Bring bags or other equivalent pet waste removal devices 

 Clean it up 

 Dispose of it properly 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

 Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Be a good neighbor, do not leave your animal waste in parks, public lands, 

neighbor properties, or private properties, you can be fined.  

 Never hose down waste to streams, ponds, lakes, or storm drains.  

 Do not allow pets in areas where sensitive plant and animal species or their 

habitats could be harmed, destroyed, or otherwise jeopardized.  

 Pet owners are responsible for the actions of their pets and for the proper 

disposal of dog waste. Dogs inside the wilderness must be under the 

immediate control of the owner. In wilderness situations, human and 

canine waste must be disposed of 200 feet or more from campsites, water 

sources or trails or packed-out. Dig a hole at least 6 inches deep, place in 

waste, and replace excavated soil. Digging animals will expose waste 

buried in shallow holes that are less than 6 inches deep.  

For goose waste: 
 Goose waste deposited near water or in watersheds can contribute nutrients 

and algae growth. To help decrease geese pollution to water sources, remove 

waste periodically and use the following management practices.  

 Do not feed wild geese and any other wild animals.  

 Scare them away when they are around. Dog patrols are extremely 

successful at this. 

 Change the habitat from goose friendly to goose resistant. Geese’s favorite 

food is new shoots of grass. This low lying grass also allows easy access to 

the water for protection from predators. If you increase the height of 

shoreline vegetation (tall grass, shrubs), it will create a natural geese 

barrier. 20 to 100 feet of herbaceous vegetation at least 3 feet in height will 

discourage geese. 

Other pet management considerations: 
 Bathe pets indoors or have pets professionally groomed.  

 Do not add domestic pet waste to a home or food waste compost pile. The 

pile will not get hot enough to kill disease organisms.  

 Teach children and others how to properly clean up after a pet. Install signs 

and waste bag dispensers to inform and remind individuals of proper waste 

removal.  

 Properly inoculate your pet in order to maintain their health and reduce the 

possibility of pathogens in pet wastes.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Routine removal of pet waste is very effective in preventing discharge of pollutants. 
Installation of pet waste stations at popular recreation sites increases compliance 
with pet waste removal regulations. 
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Some diseases and parasites associated with pet waste include: 

Campylobacteriosis – a bacterial infection that causes diarrhea in humans. 

Salmonellosis – most common bacterial infection that causes fevers, muscle aches, 
headaches, vomiting, and diarrhea. 

Toxocariasis – roundworms transmitted from animals to humans. Symptoms often without 
noticeable symptoms, but may cause vision loss, rashes, fevers, and coughs. 

Toxoplasmosis – A protozoan parasite that can cause birth defects such as intellectual 
disability and blindness if a woman becomes infected during pregnancy.  

Ear infections, dysentery, typhoid fever, viral and bacterial gastroenteritis, and Hepatitis A 
are all diseases associated with animal waste bacteria coli forms being present in water. 
Coli forms tend to affect humans more than it does aquatic creatures, though not 
exclusively. One study found that a single gram of dog feces contains 23 million fecal coli 
form bacteria. 14, 15 

  

                                                 
14 The Stormwater Manager’s Resource Center, Pollution Prevention Fact Sheet: Animal Waste Collection 
http://www.stormwatercenter.net/Pollution_Prevention_Factsheets/Animal WasteCollection.htm 
15 University of Wisconsin Extension, 1999 by the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System  Pet 
Waste and Water Quality http://clean-water.uwex.edu/pubs/pdf/pet.pdf 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dysentery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoid_fever
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hepatitis_A
http://www.stormwatercenter.net/Pollution_Prevention_Factsheets/Animal%20WasteCollection.htm
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4.2-q LIVESTOCK FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

Alternative Names: Stables, Corrals, Pasture, Grazing Areas 

DESCRIPTION  
Livestock facilities require careful management in order to protect soil and water 
resources, as well as prevent nuisance odor and pest issues. While few large-scale 
grazing operations still exist in the Lake Tahoe Region, multiple commercial riding 
stables as well as smaller private stables operate within the Lake Tahoe Region, 
often adjacent to sensitive areas such as Stream Environment Zones (SEZs). While it 
may not always be practical to relocate these facilities, wise management can limit 
the potential impacts to water resources.  

 
APPLICABILITY 
Locate barns, corrals, manure stockpiling areas, and other livestock facilities on 
gently sloping or flat land (5 percent slope or less) that either drains away from 
sensitive lands, wells, or storm drains. Facilities are not permitted within 100 feet of 
SEZs or the backshore, in areas subject to overland flow from upslope areas, and in 
areas which have less than 4 feet from the soil surface to the groundwater table at 
any time of the year. Location must conform to local zoning regulations including 
the TRPA Code of Ordinances. 

Advantages 
 If properly located, designed, and constructed, discharge of degraded runoff 

to storm drains and water bodies can be prevented.  

 Proper facility management is beneficial to the health and well-being of 

livestock. 

 Proper management minimizes problems on adjacent properties. 

 Proper facility management helps avoid exposure and spread of disease 

vectors.  

Disadvantages 
 Additional resources may be required to properly manage livestock facilities. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Livestock facilities shall be located, designed, and constructed under the 

direction of qualified professionals. If the facility is to be served by vehicles, the 
site must have loading/un-loading areas that are outside of SEZs. 
Construct/repair trails, arenas, roads, and parking areas utilizing swales, 
waterbars, and culverts to drain water in a non-erosive manner. When needed, 
install roof gutters, down spouts, swales, culverts, or other diversions to convey 
clean runoff away from pastures, manure storage areas, and any other livestock 
areas to minimize the amount of water that must be managed. Establish and 
maintain buffer strips between barnyards, pastures, manure storage areas, and 
waterways to filter sediments and absorb nutrients in runoff.  

 Equip all livestock facilities with infiltration systems designed for the 20 yr/1-hr 
storm event or have an area of natural vegetation on site capable of infiltrating 
and providing treatment of the runoff. Facility wastewater that comes in contact 
with manure, litter, or bedding during livestock watering, washing, cleaning; 
flushing pens, barns, manure pits, or other facilities; washing or spray cooling of 
animals; or watering for dust control shall be treated as waste water and shall be 
treated and infiltrated. Use bio-swales, berms and/or subsurface drains to divert 
contaminated runoff away from waterways and storm drains to vegetated 
swales, detention basins, or similar treatment BMPs.16  

 Do not exceed the carrying capacity of the pasture or range as determined by a 
qualified range professional in consultation with the livestock operator. One-half 
to two acres per animal are generally recommended.  

 Maintain pasture productivity by controlling the number of livestock and 
amount of time they spend on a pasture. For portions of the pasture which are in 
poor conditions (lack of woody vegetation that is successfully reproducing and 
growing, lack of diversity of plant species, age classes, and rooting depths, and 
inadequate plant cover to provide soil protection and energy dissipation during 
high flows), seasons of rest or seasonal deferral of grazing shall be utilized. Also 
maintain proper grading in pasture areas to avoid pooling water, water-logging, 
or the formation of mud. Remove any invasive weeds found in the pasture. Refer 
to Chapter 5 Vegetation and Soil Management for more details regarding 
invasive weeds. 

 Livestock grazing shall be limited to times when firm soil conditions exist (i.e. 
when pasture soil is dry and plants have achieved sufficient growth to withstand 
grazing). Livestock grazing shall cease by October 15 of each year but may be 
adjusted based on annual growing conditions. 

 Restrict livestock grazing and locate salt and shade and watering facilities a 
minimum of 35 feet away from stream channels and other sensitive areas by 
installing exclusionary fencing or other electronic devices to prevent access to 
the stream. Access to the stream channel for watering purposes shall only be at 
breaks in the fencing where low water crossings are installed. These crossings 
shall be armored with rock or other approved materials in order to protect the 
banks from erosion.  

 Waste produced by livestock in uncovered areas shall be removed daily for 
composting or, prior to landfill disposal, stored in water-tight containers or 
sheltered stockpile areas. Configure and maintain manure storage, composting, 

                                                 
16 Livestock and Land Program, 2007, Livestock and Land: What are BMPs?  
http://www.livestockandland.org/PDF/BMP%20Brochure.pdf 

http://www.livestockandland.org/PDF/BMP%20Brochure.pdf
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or waste piles to be protected from precipitation, groundwater seepage, and 
surface runoff. Keep compost piles and manure piles as far away as possible from 
storm drains, ditches, and bodies of water. Never hose down waste to streams, 
ponds, lakes, or storm drains. Export manure from the Lake Tahoe Region or 
compost and use for revegetation by October 15 of each year.  

 Livestock shall not be allowed in areas where sensitive plant species as defined in 
the TRPA Code of Ordinances or their habitats could be harmed, destroyed, or 
otherwise jeopardized. Also design range improvements so as not to interfere 
with migration routes of deer and other wildlife. 

 Prevent chemicals from livestock health products from draining into waterways.  

 Wash animals indoors or on a stabilized area which drains to the sanitary sewer 
or to treatment BMPs. Store all chemicals indoors or in an appropriate area that is 
not subject to stormwater run-on from adjacent impervious areas. Properly 
designed storage areas will account for leakage containment by providing 
secondary control systems and a permanent roof or covering. 17  

 Pesticides used for livestock pest control (e.g. flies) can contaminate surface as 
well as ground water resources. Use integrated pest management (IPM) 
strategies which include evaluating current pest problems, applying pesticides 
only when needed, and select pesticides based on consideration of their 
environmental impacts such as persistence, toxicity, and leaching potential. 18 

 Livestock feed should be stored indoors or out of the elements and in a secure 
location to prevent rodents or other pests from consuming or contaminating.  

 All hay, cubed hay, straw, mulch and other such products used or stored on shall 
be certified as weed free. Crop products often contain seeds of non-native weeds 
that can germinate and damage the health and beauty of the Lake Tahoe Region. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Livestock facilities management shall conform to TRPA Code of Ordinances on 
Permissible Uses and Livestock Grazing. TRPA may require, at the operator’s 
expense, confirmation of the adequacy of the grazing management plan or 
confirmation of compliance with the plan and the TRPA approval.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Remove and dispose of animal waste properly and on a daily basis. 

 Detention basins, treatment lagoons, vegetated swales, or other BMPs should be 
operated such that the design storm volume is available for storage of runoff. 
Solids should be removed as soon as possible following storm events to ensure 
that needed solids storage volume is available for subsequent storms.19 
Diversions will need periodic reshaping and should be free of trees and brush 
growth. Gutters and downspouts should be inspected annually and repaired 
when needed. Established grades for lot surfaces and conveyance channels must 
be maintained at all times. 20 Refer to Section 4.3 Stormwater Collection and 
Conveyance, Section 4.4 Stormwater Treatment and Section 4.1 Hydrologic 
Source Control for more details.  

                                                 
17 EPA, 2006, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System- General Construction Site Waste Management 
18 EPA, 2008, Agriculture Chapter Factsheet, http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/MMGI/agricult.html 
19 EPA, 2008, Management Measure for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Confined Animal Facility 
Management (Small Units), http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/MMGI/Chapter2/ch2-2b2.html 
20 EPA, 2008, Management Measure for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Confined Animal Facility 
Management (Small Units), http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/MMGI/Chapter2/ch2-2b2.html 

http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/MMGI/agricult.html
http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/MMGI/Chapter2/ch2-2b2.html
http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/MMGI/Chapter2/ch2-2b2.html
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 Incorporate simple livestock management practices such as animal vaccinations, 
frequent and thorough cleaning, proper diets, proper waste removal, adequate 
access to feed and water, appropriate space allowance, temperature and 
ventilation control, on-site sanitation, bio-security measures, and good animal 
husbandry practices to keep animals healthy and to reduce contamination to 
other animals, humans, and water sources.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Attention to facility location and maintenance practices can minimize or prevent 
contamination of ground or surface waters from livestock operations.  
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4.2-r POOL AND HOT TUB MANAGEMENT 

Alternative names: Swimming Pool, Plunge Bath, Whirlpool, and Spa Maintenance.  

DESCRIPTION 
Chemicals used to treat and disinfect water in swimming pools, spas, and hot tubs 
can harm the environment, especially if discharged water reaches receiving streams 
and groundwater. Chemicals used, including chlorine, have the potential to disturb 
and/or kill aquatic life. Proper pool and hot tub management is necessary to reduce 
and prevent chlorine and other chemicals from contaminating waters and harming 
aquatic life.  

APPLICABILITY 
This BMP is suitable for any property with a pool or hot tub, especially those within 
or adjacent to Stream Environment Zones (SEZs), backshore, and/or Source Water 
Protection Zones.  

Advantages 
 Protects the environment and surface and ground water from chemically 

treated water. 

Disadvantages 
 May require pre-planning to meet permitting requirements. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Do not plan for the discharge of chlorinated pool and hot tub water to Lake 

Tahoe, other lakes in the region, their tributaries, land and groundwater, or the 
Truckee River within the Lake Tahoe Region. Such discharge is prohibited. 

 Ask retailers and manufacturers for information available to customers, such as 
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), which provide information regarding proper 
use of chemicals and safe disposal methods.  

 Store pool and hot tub chemicals under cover where they will not come into 
contact with snowmelt or stormwater. Locate pools and hot tubs in areas that 
have access to sanitary sewers. 

INSTALLATION  
 Discharge treated water from pools and hot tubs to the municipal sanitary sewer 

system. Do not discharge to the storm drain. Most sewer districts in the Lake 
Tahoe Region require a permit for discharge of a large amount of water such as 
the complete draining of a swimming pool. Contact the local General 
Improvement District or Public Utility District for specific requirements. 

 Sanitary sewer regulations generally prohibit the plumbing of pools and hot tubs 
directly into the sanitary sewer. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Use water testing kits to determine actual need before chemical application.  

 Follow inspection protocols on Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for chemicals 
used. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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4.2-s VEHICLE WASHING  

Alternative names: Car, Boat, Recreational Vehicles (RV), and Equipment Washing.  

DESCRIPTION 
Vehicle and equipment washing can produce pollutant-laden water. The pollutants 
come from the vehicle itself (i.e. sediment, automotive fluids, dust, heavy metals) or 
from the cleaning agents involved (i.e. detergents, solvents, and disinfectants). 
When washes are conducted outside on impervious surfaces such as pavement, the 
pollutant-laden water will flow into the nearest storm drain and enter streams and 
lakes without treatment. For this reason, vehicle washing should be done at a 
commercial car or truck wash facility or at a designated and contained vehicle 
washing area that is connected to the sewer system, so that pollutant-laden water 
will be treated prior to discharge into natural water bodies.  

For all boats planning to launch within the Lake Tahoe Basin, it required that all 
inspections take place at roadside inspection stations only. This program is 
overseen by the Lake Tahoe Aquatic Invasive Species Working Group (LTAISWG)21. 

 
 
APPLICABILITY 
All vehicles, including boats, RVs, and heavy equipment.  

Advantages 
 Prevents pollutants generated by vehicle washing from entering streams and 

lakes via storm drains.  
                                                 
21 Check http://www.tahoercd.org for the latest information in inspection locations and requirements. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 

http://www.tahoercd.org/
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 Saves time and effort to clean vehicles at a commercial wash facility.  

 Eliminates the need for washing equipment and space on the job site.  

Disadvantages 
 May be higher cost, especially for municipal and commercial vehicle fleets, to 

use commercial wash facilities.  

 Requires upfront costs with creating a designated vehicle washing area if 

commercial wash facilities are not available.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Vehicle washing procedures are outlined separately below for private vehicles, 
commercial vehicles, and boats.  

Washing Procedures for Private Vehicles:  
 Use commercial vehicle washing facilities when available. These facilities are 

equipped to handle and properly dispose of pollutant-laden wash waters.  

 When these facilities are not available, use a paved wash area ONLY IF all wash 

water will flow to an adjacent vegetated area and be completely infiltrated 

into the ground within the property.  

 This wash water should not be discharged to natural streams, wetlands, 

streets, or storm drains.  

Washing Procedures for Commercial Vehicles (including boats):  
 Use commercial vehicle washing and steam cleaning facilities when available. 

These facilities are equipped to handle and properly dispose of pollutant-

laden wash waters.  

 When these facilities are not available, install a designated contained vehicle 

washing area described in the “Installation Considerations” section below.  

 Options for disposal of wash water:  

 Haul water off-site to appropriate disposal location. 

 Discharge to the sanitary sewer. Call the local sewer authority to find out if 

pretreatment is required.  

 Equip wash area with media filtration devices or oil/water separators and 

discharge to appropriate infiltration areas. This will require a TRPA permit.  

 Recycle or re-use wash water where feasible.  

Additional considerations and procedures for boats:  
 Thoroughly wash the hull of each watercraft and trailer once out of the water, 

removing all plant and animal material.  

 Inspect all boat surfaces including hard-to-see areas in the bilge and at water 

intakes for aquatic invasive species.  

 Drain any water through the vessel’s hull plug before leaving the immediate 

area of the lake, river, etc., and ensure the area is dry.  

 Ensure the vessel’s lower outboard unit is drained and dry. 
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 Clean and dry any live-well aboard the vessel, empty, rinse and dry any 

buckets. Thoroughly dry all fishing tackle. Dispose of all bait in the trash.  

 Any vessel traveling from one freshwater water body to another shall remain 

dry and out of water for 5 days.  

 Portable boat wash systems are an alternative to permanent wash areas.  

Please note that while the boat washing procedures outlined above may help with 
aquatic invasive species (AIS), it is not sufficient for AIS purposes. Decontamination 
requires a combination of high and low pressure output, hot water (140 degrees F 
minimum), ability to flush the engine and any through hull fittings such as those for 
generators, ballasts, tanks, etc., and the decontamination must be performed by a 
trained operator.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
To install a designated contained vehicle washing area:  

 Pave an area with concrete or asphalt that is sized to fit the largest vehicle that 
will use the wash area.  

 Put in a containment berm at least 6 inches in height.  

 The vehicle entrance/exit should be placed so that wash water will not be able to 
leave the area, and stormwater will not be able to flow in.  

 Gently slope the wash area to collect wash water to an adequately sized sump for 
treatment and disposal of wash water.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect wash system before use and on a regular basis. Make repairs as soon as 

possible.  

 Inspect and maintain sumps, oil/water separators, and on-site 
treatment/recycling units. Maintain and repair as needed.  

 Train employees on proper cleaning and wash water disposal at least annually. 
Train on spill prevention, containment, and cleanup.  

 Minimize the use of water and detergents and do not use solvents. Utilize 
biodegradable, phosphate-free soaps for washing vehicles whenever possible.  

 Use hoses with nozzles that automatically shut off when left unattended.  

 Do not perform other vehicle or equipment maintenance in the wash areas.  

 Mark vehicle and equipment wash areas with proper wash instructions. Clearly 
state that wash water is not allowed into any storm drain.  

 Sweep washing areas frequently. Have a trash bin in the wash area.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
Following these procedures will prevent pollutant-laden wash water from entering 
freshwater streams and lakes. Designated vehicle wash areas must function to 
contain wash water and direct it for treatment in order for this best practice to 
work. 
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4.3 STORMWATER COLLECTION AND CONVEYANCE  

 
Permanent runoff collection and conveyance practices are linear structures 
designed to intercept stormwater runoff and convey it downstream in a non-
erosive manner to an appropriate treatment and/or infiltration system.  Collection 
and conveyance systems typically have no water quality benefit; however, in a 
developed watershed they are often a necessary component of a drainage system 
and BMP plan.  Stormwater should be treated as close to the source as possible to 
reduce the amount of collection and conveyance infrastructure required. Consider low 
impact development BMPs prior to conventional stormwater collection and conveyance 
systems.    

Collection and conveyance BMPs should be designed by a licensed professional 
civil engineer as part of the BMP plan for a project area.  A collection and 
conveyance system should not be installed without a proper plan as to where the 
water is going to be discharged and treated and/or infiltrated.  Collection and 
conveyance systems should be designed to provide adequate capacity to 
accommodate the 10-yr/24-hr storm.  Drainage conveyances through a SEZ shall be 
designed for a minimum of a 50 year storm. 

Conveyance structures installed on private property should not be installed in the 
public right of way.  
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4.3-a CULVERT 

Alternative Names: Cross Drain 

DESCRIPTION 
A culvert is a conduit allowing unimpeded passage of water under a highway, 
street, driveway, or trail. A strategically placed culvert can help distribute water to a 
desired location, such as a vegetated swale. Modern culverts are hydraulically 
designed and installed to address both stream grade control and fisheries passage 
issues. Culverts are comprised of different materials such as corrugated metal pipe, 
reinforced concrete pipe, and polyethylene. 

Culverts typically have no water quality benefits by themselves; however, in a 
developed watershed they are often a necessary component of a drainage system.  

Culvert conveying 
stormwater under a 
road and discharging 
to a vegetated swale. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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APPLICABILITY 
 Culverts are applicable to permanent roads, driveways, or trails crossing a 

surface drainage system including streams.  

 In the Lake Tahoe Region, culverts may be blocked by snow. For this reason it is 
important to ensure a culvert gradient at least 2 percent steeper than ground 
slope, to minimize pooling of water behind snow dams. Pooled water may freeze 
and block flow paths. 

Advantages 
 Results in a durable, uninterrupted flow pathway for stormwater, surface 

water, and/or groundwater to pass beneath a road or trail, without causing 

upstream or downstream channel erosion, road/trail washout, or flooding. 

 Minimize stormwater runoff entering surface waters directly from road 

surfaces and drainage ditches. 

 Modern culverts have the proper hydraulic design to facilitate fish passage, 

including upstream migration of adults and downstream migration of 

juveniles. 

Disadvantages 
 Concentration of stream flow through culverts tends to increase velocities, 

which may result in downstream channel erosion. 

 Concentration of stream flow through long culverts or piped storm drain 

systems reduces the time of hydraulic concentration, thus increasing peak 

runoff. 

 Culverts require ongoing maintenance due to accumulation of sediment and 

debris. 

 Improperly sized or installed culverts, or plugged culverts, may result in 

streams overtopping their banks and causing road/trail washout.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 The following guidelines are water quality design considerations for culverts.  

Refer to applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction 
for requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public 
safety, and other factors. 

 Culverts should be designed by a qualified hydrologist or licensed professional 
civil engineer.  

 Specify the following elements during culvert design: culvert size, alignment, 
and grade; type of material comprising the culvert; inlet and outlet structures; 
sediment and debris control; and energy dissipation. 

 Avoid abrupt changes in direction of flow, as they can cause erosion and 
increase the potential for blockage.  

 Design culverts to accommodate the bankfull flow of the stream or drainage 
way, to prevent washouts and culvert failure. At a minimum, culverts draining 
roadside ditches shall be designed for the 10-yr/24-hr storm and culverts for 
stream crossings shall be designed to the 50-yr/1-hr storm.  
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 Design energy dissipaters at culvert outlets/outfalls as needed to prevent scour 
and erosion. 

 Design culverts to accommodate the natural drainage pattern and to prevent 
upstream or downstream channel adjustments.  

 When channels may be unstable, design culverts in a manner that will maintain 
existing channel profiles. 

 Design culverts with at least 2 percent gradient to limit standing water and to 
reduce the chance for ice formation. 

 When fish migration is a concern, design culverts such that inlets and outlets 
allow fish passage. Check with the local Fish and Wildlife Department for design 
specifications. 

 The edge of the culvert should be rounded or flared to improve flow into it. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install culverts when flows are low and a storm event is not expected. Complete 

installation before the next storm event whenever possible.  

 Minimize disturbance of stream channels during construction. If stream flow will 
be present during installation, divert stream flow with a clean water diverter 
(Refer to Section 4.5-d Clean Water Diversion) and discharge to a stable stream 
channel downstream of the construction site. 

 Ensure that all temporary BMPs required for culvert installation are installed and 
functional prior to construction. Temporary BMPs include fiber rolls, silt fences, 
clean water diverters, vegetation protection, and outlet protection.  

 Align and set elevation of culverts to provide continuity with the existing stream 
channel thalweg.  

 Install a device providing coarse-debris control, if debris accumulation may be 
substantial at the culvert site. 

 Install a culvert riser if substantial sediment is expected to accumulate. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect culverts semiannually, after the spring snowmelt and before winter 

begins. Inspect for flow obstruction, sediment accumulation, structural integrity, 
and safety hazards.  

 Culverts comprised of different materials deteriorate at different rates and by 
different processes. Corrugated metal is subject to corrosion particularly along 
the bottom of the pipe. Concrete is subject to spalling (chipping and 
fragmentation). Polyethylene becomes brittle due to ultra-violet deterioration. 
The inspection crew must tailor the inspection toward the type of material 
present to ensure that deterioration has not compromised function. Once a 
culvert cracks or deteriorates, water will undermine the system and start to 
erode the stormwater system foundation.  

 Many culverts are accessible only through manholes or grates; a manhole cover 
hook is convenient for removing these covers. 

 Regularly sweep streets to reduce maintenance cost of culverts.  
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 Consider periodically video inspecting culverts that cannot be completely 
viewed, starting when the culverts are around 15 years old. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
 Culverts are only effective if they are properly installed in accordance with the 

design criteria.   

 Effectiveness is lost once the culvert is clogged with sediment and debris.  
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Culvert Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect that the culvert properly captures and conveys runoff.  
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  

Annually 
in spring and during 
major storms 

Manhole Cover 
Hook 
Socket set 

Manhole Cover 
Hook, Socket Set, 
Shovel Vactor Truck 

Inspect for and document any trash, debris, and accumulated sediment at the inlet, outlet, and in the culvert. 
 Remove any trash, debris, and sediment from the culvert and at the inlet and outlet. 

Monthly (April—Oct) 

Manhole Cover 
Hook 
Socket set 
Stadia rod 
or Ruler 

Manhole Cover 
Hook, Socket Set, 
Shovel Trash Bag, 
Vactor Truck 

Inspect culvert for structural integrity. This is best performed after cleaning the culvert of debris. Use a 
screwdriver on metal pipes to probe for corrosion, deterioration, and durability.  
 Repair or replace structurally damaged culverts. 
 Reform crushed ends of metal culverts with a long pry bar and mark or protect ends from further damage. 

Annually in spring 

Manhole Cover 
Hook 
Socket set 
Screwdriver 

Manhole Cover 
Hook, Socket Set, 
Long Pry Bar, Tools 
as needed to repair 
or replace 

Inspect for erosion, undercutting, and scour, especially at the inlet and outlet and to any fill burying the 
culvert. 
 Stabilize eroded and undercut areas.  
 If necessary, backfill and compact supporting soil around culvert to ensure structural stability and proper 

function.  

Annually in spring 
and after major 
storms 

Manhole Cover 
Hook 
Socket set 

Manhole Cover 
Hook, Socket Set, 
Rock Armor, Fill Dirt 

Inspect upslope areas for contributing sediment sources to reduce the accumulation of sediment in the culvert.  
 Stabilize contributing eroding slopes and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry into culvert.  
 Routinely sweep the street to remove sediment before it enters culvert and stormwater system. 

Annually in spring 
and before major 
storms 

 

Tools as needed to 
stabilize slopes and 
bare soil areas,  
Streetsweeper 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, 
etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in spring 
Manhole Cover 
Hook 
Socket set 

Tools as needed 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing culverts.  
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses water conveyance, reduces long term maintenance costs 

and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

Video inspect inaccessible culverts.  
 Analyze video and prepare maintenance plan to restore safe/structural/unobstructed conditions. 

Every 5 years 
starting at 15 years 
old 

Robotic Video 
Camera  

Tools as needed 
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4.3-b CURB AND GUTTER 

DESCRIPTION 
Curb and gutters are concrete or asphalt structures used to collect surface runoff 
from paved streets, parking lots, or other impervious surfaces and convey it to a 
storm drain system or appropriate treatment and/or infiltration system. A typical 
curb and gutter system will concentrate runoff volumes, therefore curbs should 
only be installed when necessary to convey runoff to a suitable infiltration system 
or area, when such infiltration cannot be accommodated on-site.  Hydrologic and 
pollutant source control BMPs shall be incorporated along with curb and gutter 
design and installation. Curb cuts should be incorporated into curb and gutter 
systems to break up concentrated runoff and discharge it to a surface infiltration 
and/or treatment system, such as a vegetated swale, rain garden, or tree planter 
box. Wherever possible, eliminate or minimize curb and gutter systems.  

Curb and gutter alone have no water quality benefit and tend to increase directly 
connected impervious areas, creating higher runoff volumes and pollutant loading 
at discharge locations. However, in a developed watershed, they are often a 
necessary component of a drainage and treatment system that as a whole 
improves water quality.  

 
This curb cut breaks up concentrated stormwater and discharges to a vegetated depression. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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APPLICABILITY 
 Curb and gutters are suitable for the collection and conveyance of runoff from 

paved surfaces. 

 Runoff from impervious surfaces can be treated and infiltrated adjacent to 
roadways by implementing curb cuts into the curb and gutter system, delivering 
it to prepared spreading zones such as vegetated filter strips.  

Advantages 
 Prevents the discharge of stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces to 

unsuitable roadside shoulders and adjacent slopes and therefore preventing 

erosion of these surfaces. 

 Controls vehicle parking and prevents vehicle access to unpaved areas (L-

shaped curbs only). 

 Protects erosion control structures. 

 Incorporating curb cuts increases the time of concentration, thus reducing 

the peak rate of runoff. 

Disadvantages 
 Concentrates the volume of runoff and increases the erosive potential of 

runoff. This potential disadvantage can be mitigated by installing curb cuts. 

 Limits potential infiltration, unless curb cuts are incorporated.  

 Requires reliable periodic sweeping.  

 L-shaped curbs are susceptible to damage from a snowplow.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 The following guidelines are water quality design considerations for culverts.  

Refer to applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction 
for requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public 
safety, and other factors. 

 Curb and gutters should be designed by a licensed professional civil engineer. 

 Concrete curbs are preferred over asphalt curbs because they are less 
susceptible to damage from snowplows. 

 Rolled curbs are less prone to damage from a snowplow but they are not a 
parking deterrent, so parking barriers will need to be installed adjacent to the 
curb to prevent vehicle access to unpaved areas.  

 L-shaped curbs provide a better vehicle barrier, but are highly susceptible to 
snowplow damage. Additional parking barriers may still be required when there 
is an L-shaped curb, depending on the site.  

 Incorporate low impact development into the design of a curb and gutter 
system by installing curb cuts where feasible. Runoff will exit through the curb 
cut into an adjacent surface-spreading system, such as a vegetated swale which 
will provide a reduction of flows and facilitate infiltration.  
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Curbs convey clean stormwater from a road, preventing it from discharging down the 
steep slope, potentially causing erosion.  

 

 
This rolled curb is conveying stormwater runoff from the parking lot but it not preventing 
vehicle encroachment to the unpaved shoulder. 
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INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install a curb and gutter after the road and drainage infrastructure is in place. 

 Install curb and gutters according to local, county, state, or federal specifications. 

 Curb and gutters should be installed in short segments and installed in 
conjunction with a roadway slope stabilization BMPs to eliminate concentrated 
surface flows along the toe or over the top of slopes. 

 If curb cuts are to be installed, install outlet protection/energy dissipaters at each 
cut (Refer to Section 4.3-d, Outlet Protection). 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Curb and gutters should be inspected annually after spring snowmelt for 

accumulated litter, debris, and sediment, before the period of erosive summer 
thunderstorms.  

 Remove pine needles, leaves, pinecones, sediment, and other large debris when 
visual inspection identifies the need. Also inspect systems for damage or signs of 
deterioration from weather, road maintenance equipment, and snowplow 
equipment. Repair or replace damaged sections as soon as possible.  

 Employ a regular street sweeping program to keep the curb and gutter free of 
accumulated sediment.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
Curb and gutters are effective at conveyance if they are designed and installed 
properly. They lose effectiveness if damaged by snowplow or blocked by excess 
sediment and debris. A regular street sweeping program may assist in lowering 
pollutant loads in stormwater runoff from roads with curb and gutter.  Curb and 
gutter systems create directly connected impervious areas and must be planned 
and installed in association with other hydrologic and source control BMPs. 
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Curb Break Figure 

 
 
 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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Rolled Curb Figure 

 
 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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4.3-c STORM DRAIN 

Alternative Names: Subsurface Drain, Pipe 

 
Storm drain inlet conveys water to a subsurface storm drain.  

DESCRIPTION 
A storm drain is a pipe or other conduit used to collect and convey surface runoff 
from paved streets and parking lots to a stable discharge point, preferably a 
treatment and/or infiltration facility. In the Lake Tahoe Region, municipal 
stormwater drains are separate from sanitary sewer systems, and, as a 
consequence, stormwater is commonly not treated and may be discharged to 
Stream Environment Zones (SEZs) or to Lake Tahoe. This section deals with 
underground storm drains only, refer to Section 4.3-h, A/C Swale, or 4.3-j, Rock-
lined and Vegetated Swale for more details regarding open channels.  

Storm drains alone have no water quality benefit and tend to increase stormwater 
runoff velocity and erosion potential at discharge locations. However, in a 
developed watershed they are often a necessary component of a drainage and 
treatment system that as a whole improves water quality. 

APPLICABILITY 
Storm drains are applicable to sites with curb and gutter systems, drainage ways, 
and other small runoff collection structures; however, they are most commonly 
installed on a neighborhood scale in densely-developed commercial/residential 
areas. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Advantages 
 Prevents the discharge of degraded runoff water. 

 Provides uninterrupted drainage of stormwater runoff. 

Disadvantages 
 Stormwater runoff capture devices generally reduce the time of 

concentration of watershed runoff, thereby increasing peak rates of runoff. 

 Storm drain systems may concentrate runoff and deliver high volumes of 

stormwater to a single location. 

 Accumulation of sediment and debris in these systems requires periodic 

inspection and maintenance. 

 Storm drains precludes stormwater infiltration, which may be achieved 

through use of other conveyance systems (e.g. natural channels). 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 The following guidelines are water quality design considerations for storm 

drains.  Refer to applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible 
jurisdiction for requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage 
design, public safety, and other factors. 

 Storm drains should be designed by a licensed professional civil engineer. 

 Unless otherwise justified, use storm drain pipe having a diameter of at least 18 
inches. 

 Design pipe systems with a minimum 1 percent slope to prevent the water from 
freezing. The pipe may also be surrounded with gravel to provide insulation. 

 Do not design transitions from larger to smaller diameter pipes. 

 Protect inlets and outlets with outlet protection to prevent scouring. 

 Design debris control devices at each pipe inlet, such as a trash rack, to prevent 
clogging and resultant damage from flooding or erosion. 

 Incorporate sediment traps and basins in storm drain systems to reduce peak 
flows, trap sediment, and prevent clogging of downstream drainage or 
infiltration structures by sediment. 

 Size storm drains based on the assumption that they will flow full or partially full 
under the design discharge, but will not be subjected to head pressure from 
impoundment upstream of inlets.  

 Consider debris blockage potential, maintenance issues, cost implications, and 
physical constraints in designing the number of inlets that are connected in a 
series. 

 
INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Repair street surfaces damaged as a result of storm drain installation. 

 Re-establish vegetation disturbed as a result of the storm drain installation. 

 Install storm drains parallel with street centerlines wherever possible. 
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

 
The sediment at this storm drain discharge is a result of lack of maintenance within the 
drainage system. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Storm drains are effective at conveying stormwater if designed and installed 
properly. Effectiveness is lost once clogged with sediment and debris so a regular 
street sweeping program is critical and will reduce overall maintenance costs.  
Storm drains need to be part of an associated hydrologic source control BMP 
system in order to reduce pollutant loads. 
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Storm Drain Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for trash and debris on the trash rack and/or grate and in the flow path. 
 Remove trash and debris.  

Monthly (April—Oct) 
and before and 
after major storms 

 Trash bag 

Inspect that the sediment trap or storm drain is properly capturing runoff from the impervious surface and 
conveying it to the treatment system. The inspection crews may want to pour water on the surface to verify 
connectivity. 
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  

Annually in spring 
and during major 
storms 

Water Source Tools as needed to 
repair 

Inspect sediment traps and storm drains and measure depth of sediment to determine accumulated depth.  
 If accumulated material has decreased sediment trap or storm drain capacity by 50%, removal of 

accumulated material is needed. If frequently full of sediment, consider retrofitting with a larger sump. 
Investigate higher in the drainage area for possible contributing sediment sources. 
o Remove grate. 
o Remove sediment and debris from sediment trap or storm drain with a vactor truck or by hand. 
o Dispose of sediment and debris at a stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region.  

Semi-annually 
(spring and fall) and 
after major storms 

Stadia rod or Ruler 
Grate removal tools 
Vactor Truck Shovel 
or Scoop Trash Bag 

Inspect for contributing sediment sources to reduce the accumulation of sediment in the sediment traps and 
storm drains.  
 Stabilize contributing eroding slopes and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry.  
 Routinely sweep the street/driveway to remove sediment before it enters the sediment traps and storm 

drains. 

Annually in spring 
and after major 
storms 

 

Soil Amendment, 
Seeds/Plants, 
Irrigation, Mulch, 
Erosion Control 
Blanket, Riprap, Coir 
Logs, Streetsweeper,  
Broom 

Inspect for standing water 96 hours after a storm event (between April 15 and October 1).  
 If sump is designed to retain runoff and water is present, then contact your local vector abatement office 

for specific instructions on controlling mosquitoes. 
 If sump is designed to drain and water is present, then contact your local vector abatement office for 

specific instructions on controlling mosquitoes and remove accumulated sediment. 

96 hours after 
major storms 

 

 
Tools suggested per 
qualified individual 
 

Inspect for sediment traps and storm drains structural integrity. This is best performed after sediment and 
debris removal.  
 Repair or replace structurally suspect or deteriorated sediment traps or storm drains. 

Annually 
Qualified Individual 
(safety/ structural 
condition) 

Tools as needed to 
repair or replace 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  Annually in spring  Tools as needed 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing sediment traps and storm drains.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends and recurring issues. 
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses concentrated water runoff, reduces long term maintenance 

costs and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years Qualified inspector 
or consultant 

Qualified inspector 
or consultant 
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4.3-d OUTLET PROTECTION 

Alternative Names: Hydraulic Energy Dissipaters, Discharge Apron, Scour 
Protection, De-energizing Devices, Rock Discharge Armor, Armored Scour Hole 

 
Recently constructed rock outlet protection 

DESCRIPTION 
Outlet protection structures prevent scour and erosion at discharge outlets by 
dissipating the energy and reducing velocities. Typical applications include an 
apron lined with rock riprap, concrete, or vegetation.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Outlet protection is placed between the runoff conveyance structures and a 

stabilized drainage or infiltration system. Suitable at outlets of drainage 
conveyance systems where energy dissipation is needed because of the 
concentrated flow and increased velocities. 

 Outlet protection is particularly appropriate at outlets discharging at the bottom 
of steep slopes.  

 Appropriate for both systems that convey constant flows and those that convey 
short, intense flows.  

 May also be suitable where lined conveyances transition to natural channels. 

Advantages  
 Prevents scour that may undermine the structure discharging concentrated 

stormwater runoff, and downslope erosion that may create gullies and scour 

holes. 

 Reduces velocities of concentrated stormwater runoff. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Disadvantages 
 May increase erosion if it is not properly designed and installed. 

 Increases the cost of outlet installation. 

 Requires periodic inspection and maintenance.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 All outlet protection structures should be designed by a licensed professional 

civil engineer. 

 Select the most appropriate materials for outlet protection. A rock-lined apron is 
commonly used because it is stable and durable, requires little maintenance, and 
blends in with the natural environment. Consider using vegetation for outlet 
protection in channels subject to low volumes and velocities.  

 For outlets on slopes steeper than 10 percent, provide additional protection 
using larger rock to accommodate higher flow energies. 

 Base the design of an outlet protection structure on the size of the channel and 
peak flow volume, and on the peak shear stress of discharging water during the 
design runoff event.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Construct discharge aprons subject to smaller flows by hand as follows: 

 Place a 3 inch to 6 inch filter layer of sand or gravel in a trapezoidal-shaped 
apron. Filter fabric or an erosion control blanket can be substituted for the filter 
layer of sand or gravel. 

 Construct the apron width at the culvert outlet to be 3 times the culvert 
diameter. 

 Flare the apron out at a ratio of 1 foot laterally for each 2 feet of length, until the 
apron is 3 times the width of the culvert. 

 Manually place a base layer of rocks on top of the apron. The size of the rock is a 
function of the discharge velocity. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
Inspection should include identifying erosion problems, documenting sediment 
accumulation, and identifying blocked or obstructed stormwater flow. The 
inspection crew may want to install a staff plate or ruler to monitor sediment 
accumulation if not already installed. Chronic sediment accumulation indicates a 
significant sediment source upstream in need of stabilization.  

Maintenance crews should be prepared to replace riprap to provide erosion 
protection and remove accumulated sediment and debris to ensure unobstructed 
flow. Removal of trash and debris is another common maintenance practice.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Outlet protection structures are effective at preventing erosion and scour at the 
end of a stormwater pipe discharge location if they are properly designed and 
installed. 
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Outlet Protection Figure 
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Outlet Protection Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect that conveyance is unobstructed and able to access the outlet protection. 
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  

Monthly (April—Oct) 
and before major 
storms 

 Trash Bag Shovel 

Inspect for trash and debris. 
 Remove trash and debris from the area. 

Monthly (April—Oct)  Trash Bag 

Inspect for erosion, scour, and undercutting, especially at the drainage outlet and along the edges of the outlet 
protection. 
 Stabilize eroded and undercut areas.  
 Improve outlet protection to dissipate energy and prevent future erosion. 

Monthly (April—Oct)  
Additional Armor 
Rocks and Tools as 
needed 

Inspect for invasive weeds1.  
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first two growing seasons. Thereafter, weed annually, or as 

needed. 

Monthly during first  
growing season and 
annually thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Inspect for accumulated sediment and debris. Measure depth of sediment and mark where measurement was 
taken.  
 If accumulated material has covered outlet protection, removal of material is needed.  
 Remove accumulated sediment with vactor truck or shovel and dispose of sediment at a TRPA approved 

stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region. 
 If chronic sediment accumulation is a problem consider retrofitting a sediment trap upstream to ease 

sediment removal.  
 Stabilize eroding slopes and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry into conveyance system.  
 Routinely sweep the street/driveway to remove sediment before it enters the conveyance system. 

Semi-annually 
(spring and fall) and 
after major storms 

Staff Plate, Stadia 
Rod or Ruler 

Shovel, Backhoe, or 
Vactor Truck  
Pickup or Dump 
Truck 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions and structural damage especially displaced rocks.  
 Repair components as necessary to restore proper function.  Annually in spring 

Qualified Individual 
(safety/structural 
condition) 

Tools as needed 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing outlet protection.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends and recurring issues.  
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses stormwater capture, reduces long term maintenance costs 

and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

 

                                                 
1 Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group. http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/. 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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4.3-e DRAIN INLET 

Alternate Names: Catch Basin, Curb Inlet, Drop Inlet 

 
A drop inlet collects stormwater from a parking lot.  

DESCRIPTION 
Drain inlets collect water from roads and parking lots and convey it to an 
underground storm drain system. Drain inlets incorporated into a curb and gutter 
systems are called curb inlets. 

Drain inlets have minimal water quality benefit alone; however, in a developed 
watershed they are often a necessary component of a drainage system that as a 
whole has a water quality benefit. There are design elements that can be 
incorporated into a drain inlet to achieve some water quality benefit. 

APPLICABILITY 
Drain inlets are suitable along paved roads, parking lots, paved swales, or rock-lined 
ditches where permanent storm drain system are currently installed or planned to 
be.  

Advantages 
 Prevents discharge of degraded runoff water from roadside ditches and 

adjacent slopes. 

 Reduces discharge velocity from culverts/curbs by dissipating energy. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 The structure can be designed to trap coarse sediment, grease, and debris 

before discharging to other facilities (Refer to Section 4.4-i Sediment trap and 

Section 4.4-d, Drop Inlet Insert for more information). 

Disadvantages 
 Accumulates sediment and debris and thus requires frequent maintenance. 

 Unless frequently maintained, captured sediment may become re-suspended 

during subsequent flows.  

 
This roadway requires sweeping and/or upstream sediment sources need stabilization in 
order to remove and prevent sediment and debris from entering into the drain inlet and 
discharging downstream. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 The following guidelines are water quality design considerations for drain inlets.  

Refer to applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction 
for requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public 
safety, and other factors. 

 Drain inlets should be designed by a licensed professional civil engineer. 

 Design inlet spacing to prevent water from overtopping the curb and gutter or 
drainage ditch. Size the inlets based on the size of the drainage area, the amount 
of sediment expected from the discharging waters, the size and frequency of 
runoff events, and the amount of maintenance expected, recognizing that an 
undersized system will require more frequent maintenance.  

 Determine if a drain inlet will be pre-cast or cast-in-place, choosing among 
concrete, prefabricated metal, or prefabricated concrete pipe materials. The 
diameter of circular drain inlets should be twice that of the culvert or storm 
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drain. The length of a rectangular drain inlet should be twice that of the culvert 
or storm drain and the width equal to the pipe diameter.  

 Include water treatment when drain inlets will receive pollutant- or sediment-
laden runoff, choosing among a variety of drain inlet inserts that are available to 
treat and filter pollutants. Determine the level of needed treatment from the 
type and amount of pollutants in the drainage area. Refer to Section 4.4-d for 
more details regarding Drop Inlet Inserts. 

 Weep holes may be incorporated to infiltrate a small amount of water. Check 
with jurisdiction requirements prior to designing them into the system.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install a removable grate for maintenance access. 

 Refer to the manufacturers specifications for installation guidelines.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect at least semiannually, in the spring after snowmelt and in the fall as well 

as during storms. Inspect for sediment and debris build up in the drain inlet as 
well as on the grate. 

 Vactor drain inlets to remove accumulate sediment and debris. 

 Sweep streets regularly. 

 Do not store snow directly over a drain inlet. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Drain Inlets are effective if they are designed and installed properly and well 
maintained. Effectiveness is lost once the structure is filled with sediment and 
debris, so a regular street sweeping program is critical.  
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4.3-f FLOW SPLITTER 

Alternate Names: Flow Regulator, Bypass System  

DESCRIPTION  
A flow splitter is an engineered structure used to divide flow into two or more 
directions. It consists of a small storage area having one inlet and two outlets set at 
different elevations to convey low flows and high flows to different places. The 
primary purpose for using a flow splitter for stormwater management is to break up 
flows from a given storm event for water quantity and water quality control.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Varies in size requirements depending on design storm capacity and type. The 

structure may be on the surface as part of a forebay or be subsurface as a 
complete man-hole unit.  

 Flow splitters can be used as the normal outlet for infiltration basins and other 
infiltrating BMPs during winter in cold climates.  

Advantages 
 Splits runoff volume to different places to alleviate downstream flooding 

during a storm, or to prevent a BMP from exceeding its designed capacity. 

 Reduces the cost of building a BMP by reducing the needed storage capacity. 

It can also enhance a BMP’s longevity by reducing the volume of runoff 

treatment and the amount of erosion, slope, and vegetation damage.  

 Separates the first flush volume from runoff later in the storm. The first flush 

contains most of the runoff pollutants, so it could be sent to more intensive 

treatment BMPs or be treated for a longer period of time without being 

diluted by later runoff, whose flow can be diverted downstream or to another 

facility.  

Disadvantages 
 Must be designed by a licensed professional civil engineer.  

 Has the potential to cause flow reversal under certain circumstances, in which 

water will flow from a BMP facility back through the flow splitter.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Set the bypass elevation equal to the design storage elevation in the BMP facility 

so that flow will only start to bypass the BMP once the inflow pipe has conveyed 
the design runoff volume.  

 Size the inflow pipe in accordance with the design storm event.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Discharge the outlet pipe to a stable protected area with outlet protection (refer 

to Section 4.3-d Outlet Protection). 

 Because precise elevations are so important to the function of a flow splitter, 
accurate leveling techniques by a licensed surveyor should be used to set the 
splitter.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect at least semiannually, in the spring after snowmelt and in the fall and 

after storm events. Inspect to make sure there is no sediment or debris blocking 
flow.  

 Flow splitters are prone to blockage because it accepts flow from larger pipes 
and diverts to smaller pipes and requires routine removal of sediment and 
debris. A regular street sweeping program will decrease maintenance on a flow 
splitter. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
When designed and installed properly, flow splitters are effective at limiting 
stormwater flows and volumes so that the treatment BMP receives the appropriate 
design volume or flow.  
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Flow Splitter Figure 
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4.3-g SLOTTED CHANNEL DRAIN 

Alternative Names: Trench Drain 

 
Slotted channel drain with a sediment trap on a residential driveway. 

DESCRIPTION  
A slotted channel drain is a drain pipe placed below grade and constructed with a 
slot inlet along its entire length used to intercept sheet flow from paved driveways, 
roads, and parking lots and convey it downstream to a treatment and/or infiltration 
system. Contemporary slotted drains have removable grates and should be 
installed in conjunction with some type of sediment trap to accommodate easy 
maintenance. 

A slotted channel drain has no water quality benefit alone; however, in a developed 
watershed it is often a required component of a drainage system that as a whole 
improves water quality. 

APPLICABILITY  
 Applicable for collecting stormwater runoff from all paved surfaces, particularly 

where there is no curb and gutter or the paved surface is too steep to convey 
with an A/C swale.  

 Slotted channel drains are most commonly installed in driveways, intercepting 
stormwater before it enters the public right-of-way or storm drain system.  

Advantages 
 Assists in the control of stormwater runoff generated from impervious 

surfaces. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 By capturing stormwater, generally increases the time of concentration of 

runoff and thereby reduce peak runoff rate. 

 In most cases, this BMP can be installed on impervious surfaces that exceed a 

5 percent slope.  

Disadvantages 
 Has the potential to concentrate stormwater runoff and deliver high volumes 

to one destination. 

 Generally converts surface-generated sheet flow to channel flow, thereby 

increasing the potential for erosion. 

 Requires periodic removal of sediment and debris. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Seek the advice of a licensed professional civil engineer to determine the best 

placement and type of slotted channel drain.  

 Use slotted channel drains with removable grates and sediment traps to make 
maintenance easier and prevent sediment and debris from clogging the system 
(Refer to Section 4.4-i, Sediment Trap).  

 Include the following components into the design: channel, removable grates, 
grate locks, end plate, inlet/outlet plate, and a sediment catch basin. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Construct slotted channel drains consistent with the manufacturer’s design and 

installation specifications.  

 Installing channel slopes greater or equal to 1 percent will help to ensure proper 
flow and prevent freezing and standing water. As velocities in the channel will 
be greater than velocities on pavement, the relative potential for freezing or silt 
buildup will be reduced. 

 Select a slotted channel drain that is rated to accommodate the vehicle loads it 
will endure.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
Refer to the Slotted Channel Drain Inspection and Maintenance Table for 
guidelines. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Slotted drains are effective if designed and installed properly. Effectiveness is lost 
once the drain is clogged with sediment and debris. Regular street and parking lot 
sweeping reduces maintenance cost and frequency. Frequent inspections of the 
drain for debris and sediment are required. 
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Slotted Channel Drain Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect site for the presence of standing water 96 hours after precipitation events. 
 Contact your local vector abatement office for specific instructions if standing water is present.  

96 hours after 
major storms  Tools suggested per 

qualified individual 
Inspect that the slotted channel drain is properly capturing runoff from the impervious surface and conveying it to the 
infiltration/treatment system. The inspection crews should pour water using a hose or large water container on the 
surface to verify performance. Be sure to check the entire length of the drain. 
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances and DO NOT store snow directly over the slotted channel drain.  

Annually 
in spring 

Water Source Tools as needed to 
repair 

Inspect for accumulated sediment, debris, and litter.  
 Remove accumulated material as described below.  
 For drains with removable grates, 

o Remove grates and mark grates so they can be properly reinstalled. 
o Remove sediment and debris from channel drain by hand or using a vactor truck. 
o Dispose of sediment and debris in a TRPA approved stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region.  

 For drains with non-removable grates, 
o Obtain access to an end of the channel drain. 
o Wash sediment and debris out of channel drain end by using pressure washer or vacuum sediment and debris 

out of drain with a vactor truck. Use care not to wash sediment into a treatment or infiltration system.  
o Dispose of sediment and debris in a TRPA approved stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region.  

Annually 
in spring and 
after major 
storms 

Stadia Rod 
Or Ruler 

Grate removal tools,  
Pressure washer 
or Vactor truck,  
Trash bag 

Inspect for channel drain structural integrity. This is best performed after cleaning the drain of debris. For metal channel 
drains with non-removable grates, poke the drain bottom with a piece of rebar to determine corrosion extent. 
 Repair or replace structurally suspect or deteriorated channel drains. 

Annually 3-f00t long 
rebar 

Tools as needed to 
repair or replace 

Inspect the concrete or asphalt apron of the channel drain for chipping, cracking, or other damage. 
 Repair or replace structurally suspect or deteriorated aprons. 

Annually  Tools as needed to 
repair or replace 

Inspect for up slope contributing sediment sources to reduce the accumulation of sediment in the channel drain.  
 Stabilize contributing eroding slopes and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry into drain.  
 Routinely sweep the street/driveway to remove sediment before it enters the channel drain. 

Annually in 
spring and 
before major 
storms 

 

Soil Amendment, 
Seeds/Plants, Irrigation, 
Mulch, Erosion Control 
Blanket, Broom,  
Streetsweeper 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in 
spring  Tools as needed 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve long-term 
effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing channel drain.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends or recurring issues.  
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses conveyance needs, reduces long term maintenance costs and 

improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years 
Qualified 
Inspector or 
Consultant 

Qualified Inspector or 
Consultant 
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Slotted Channel Drain Figure  
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4.3-h A/C SWALE 

Alternative Names: Paved Swale, Permanent Waterway, Drainage Way 

 
Concrete swale on a commercial site conveys stormwater to a drain inlet. 

DESCRIPTION  
An A/C swale is a man-made drainage channel designed, shaped, and lined to 
convey surface runoff in a non-erosive manner downstream to a treatment and/or 
infiltration system. A/C swales convert sheet flow and pipe flow to channel flow in 
order to transport water.  

An A/C swale has no water quality benefit alone; however, in a developed 
watershed it is often a required component of a drainage system that as a whole 
has a water quality benefit.  

APPLICABILITY  
 Applicable in all drainage systems which collect, concentrate, and convey 

stormwater at the ground surface. They can be used to convey runoff both to 
and from underground storm drain systems. 

 Applicable for runoff collection on driveways and parking lots with a 5 percent 
slope or less.  

 Applicable along roadsides where infiltration is not desired and maintenance is a 
concern due to abrasives applied during the winter.  

Advantages 
 May be less expensive to install than other conveyance measures. 

 Easier to maintain than other conveyance systems. 

 Prevents the discharge of stormwater runoff from the site.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Disadvantages 
 Not effective for collection of runoff from slopes greater than 5 percent. 

Stormwater runoff on slopes steeper than 5 percent have an increased 

velocity and tend to flow over an A/C swale.  

 Converts sheet flow to channel flow, which increases flow velocities and 

erosive energy. 

 Paved swales do not infiltrate stormwater. 

 Concentrates the volume of runoff. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 The A/C swale must have sufficient capacity to convey a 10-yr/24-hr storm and 

be resistant to erosion during the peak flow.  

 Determine the capacity of the A/C swale and the velocity of flow from the type of 
channel lining, cross-sectional area and shape, and the slope of the channel.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Place collection and conveyance swales on driveways and other paved areas 

close to the property line, to collect and convey as much water on-site as 
possible.  

 For new construction, install paved swales as driveways/parking lots are 
installed, since retrofitting a swale requires cutting into existing pavement.  

 To be effective, use greater angles for steeper surfaces. Install a slotted channel 
drain instead of an A/C swale in areas where the slope of the contributing 
surface is greater than 5 percent.  

 Install paved swales on driveways, along roadsides, and on steep or unstable 
slopes where infiltration can destabilize the slope. Use paved swales along 
roadsides where ease of cleaning and maintaining is important. Otherwise, 
consider installing a rock or vegetated swale given the added benefits of 
infiltration and filtration they can provide.  

 Use qualified professionals to design and install permanent swales.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
The inspection crew should pour water on the impervious surface above the A/C 
swale or observe the swale during a storm event to verify the swale is capturing and 
conveying runoff from the impervious surface to the treatment/infiltration system. 
Inspection crews should document sediment and debris accumulation, 
contributing sediment sources, blockages of stormwater flow, and structural 
damage and ensure that action is taken to maintain effective performance.  

Inspect the structural integrity of A/C swales to ensure that plow damage, tree root 
heaving, or deterioration has not compromised their function.  The most crucial A/C 
swale maintenance need is to ensure unobstructed flow by routinely removing 
accumulated sediment and debris. This is most efficiently accomplished with 
routine sweeping to remove sediment and debris. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Paved swales are effective in conveying stormwater runoff if properly designed and 
installed as part of a drainage system.  
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A/C Swale Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect that the swale is capturing runoff from the impervious surface and conveying it to the 
treatment/infiltration system. The inspection crews should pour water (using a hose or large water container) 
on the surface or observe during storm event to verify performance. 
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyance sections.  

Annually in spring Water Source Tools as needed to 
repair 

Inspect for accumulated sediment, debris, and litter such as pine needles which can form dams and divert 
flows out of A/C swales.  
 Remove accumulated sediment, debris, and litter. 
 Dispose of sediment at a TRPA approved stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region.  
 Do not use an air blower to perform this work.  

Twice annually 
in spring and fall 
and after major 
storms 

 
Streetsweeper, 
Broom, Flat shovel, 
Trash bag 

Inspect for swale structural integrity. This is best performed after cleaning the swale of debris. Look for wear 
to the swale caused by vehicle loading, snowplows, tree root heaving, cracking, and other damage. 
 Repair or replace structurally suspect or deteriorated A/C swale sections. 

Annually after 
cleaning 

 Tools as needed to 
repair or replace 

Inspect for any upslope contributing sediment sources to reduce the accumulation of sediment in the A/C 
swale.  
 Stabilize eroding slopes and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry into swale.  
 Routinely sweep the street/driveway to remove sediment before it enters swale. 

Annually 
in spring and before 
major storms 

 

Soil amendment,  
Seeds/Plants,  
Irrigation, Mulch,  
Erosion Control 
Blanket System, 
Broom,  
Streetsweeper 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing A/C swale.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends and recurring issues. 
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses conveyance needs, reduces long term maintenance costs, 

and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 
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Pavement Swale Figure 
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4.3-i SUBSURFACE DRAIN  

Alternate Names: French Drain, Subsurface Perforated Drain, Subsurface 
Conveyance System 

DESCRIPTION 
A subsurface drain is a trench or system of trenches containing a perforated pipe 
surrounded by gravel. It is designed to collect stormwater runoff or groundwater 
and convey it from undesirable locations to a stable discharge point or hydrologic 
source control such as an infiltration basin or rain garden. While a perforated pipe 
may permit some infiltration, credit is typically not given because it is negligible 
and the primary purpose of a subsurface drain is conveying stormwater to a 
separate treatment and/or infiltration BMP in a more appropriate location.  

 
Subsurface drain around a residential structure is conveying stormwater to an area on-site 
where there is more room for infiltration. 

APPLICABILITY 
Subsurface drains are suitable where local site conditions, such as slow infiltrating 
soils, steep slopes, sensitive areas, or limited space constrain or prevent natural 
infiltration in the direct vicinity. 

Advantages 
 Conveys stormwater runoff or groundwater away from foundations, roads, 

and other sensitive areas to an area that is more appropriate for infiltration or 

discharge.  

 Prevents property damage, slope failure, and slumping.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Disadvantages 
 Accumulates sediment and debris over time, requiring periodic inspection 

and maintenance. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Subsurface drains should be designed in conjunction with an infiltration system 

so that there is no direct discharge to surface waters or groundwater. The 
discharge and infiltration of stormwater should be installed within the property 
boundaries and should not harm adjacent properties. Stormwater should not be 
discharged into the right of way or municipal storm drain system unless 
approval is obtained from the local governing authority.  

 Maintain a pipe slope greater than 1 percent to promote constant flow and to 
prevent freezing. 

 Surround perforated pipe with additional gravel for insulation. 

INSTALLATION 
 Excavate a trench at least 10 inches deep and 10 inches wide. 

 Line the trench with an 8 milliliter plastic liner if no water is to infiltrate before 
the designed infiltration system (i.e. if you want to move water away from the 
foundation of a house). If some infiltration is desired as water is conveyed 
through the trench, line with geotextile filter fabric.  

 Add a two inch layer of ¾ to 1 ½ inch washed, clean drain rock at the bottom of 
the trench. 

 Install the perforated pipe (typically 4 inch diameter) in the trench with at least 1 
percent slope in the direction of flow.  

 Install a clean-out port at the lower and upper end of the trench as well as at 
bends. Clean-outs can be constructed of an elbow or “T” extended above the 
surface and capped. A sediment trap may be installed at these locations for 
additional sediment capture.  

 Backfill the trench with washed, clean drainrock. 

 Adding a sand layer in between the layers of gravel may also add an additional 
treatment benefit. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
Refer to the Subsurface Drain Inspection and Maintenance Table.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Subsurface drains are an effective conveyance when designed and installed 
properly. Effectiveness is lost if the system gets clogged with sediment and debris 
so maintenance is critical. 
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Subsurface Drain Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect that the drain properly captures runoff from the impervious surface and conveys it to the treatment 
system. Verify performance by pouring water, via a hose or large water container, on the surface and/or 
observing the system during a storm event. 
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  
 Clean Subsurface Drain via the clean out ports if piping is suspected of being clogged. 

Annually in spring 
and during major 
storms 

 Tools as needed to repair 

Inspect for trash and litter (especially pine needles) on the surface of gravel entry drains.  
 Remove trash and litter from gravel entry drains with leaf rake. 

Twice annually in 
spring and fall  

Leaf rake 
Trash bag 

Inspect for upslope or adjacent erosion and contributing sediment sources.  
 Stabilize contributing eroding areas and/or bare soil to prevent sediment entry into drain system.  

Annually  
in spring   

Soil Amendment, Seeds/ 
Plants, Irrigation, Mulch, 
Erosion Control Blanket, 
Riprap, Coir Logs 

For gravel entry Subsurface Drains, inspect for sediment and debris accumulation in the gravel.  
 If there is evidence of runoff or pooling after 20 seconds, rehabilitation is needed.  
 When top layer of gravel becomes clogged with sediment or debris or if accumulated material impedes 

runoff entry to drain, remove accumulated material.  
 When dry, remove gravel, sieve gravel to remove sediment, clean or replace the underlying fabric, replace 

cleaned gravel and dispose of sediment in a TRPA approved stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe 
Region.  

Semi-annually 
(spring and fall) 
and after major 
storms 

Shovel 

Shovel or Backhoe  
Sieving Screen  
Trash Bag  
Pickup or Dump Truck 

For Subsurface Drains with sediment traps, measure depth of sediment to determine accumulated depth.  
 If accumulated material has decreased sediment trap capacity by 50%, remove accumulated material. If 

frequently full of sediment, consider retrofitting with a larger sump. Investigate higher in the drainage area 
for possible contributing sediment sources.  

 Remove grate or cover from trap, remove sediment with a vactor truck or by hand and dispose of sediment 
in a TRPA approved stable on-site location or out of the Lake Tahoe Region. 

Annually  
in spring and after 
major storms 

Ruler 

Grate removal tools 
Vactor Truck  
Shovel or Scoop 
Trash Bag 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, 
etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in spring  Tools as needed 

Inspect for signs that animals are using the pipes as homes and burrows. 
 Install animal guards on the pipe ends if rodents are entering the pipes. 

Annually in spring   Tools as needed to 
correct 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing Subsurface Drain.  
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends or recurring issues  
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses conveyance and infiltration needs, reduces long term 

maintenance costs and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years 
Qualified 
Inspector or 
Consultant 

Qualified Inspector or 
Consultant 
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Subsurface Drain Figure 
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4.3-j ROCK LINED AND VEGETATED SWALE  

Alternative Names: Permanent Waterway, Drainage Ways, Riprap Channel 

 
Rock Lined swale surrounded by vegetation.  

DESCRIPTION 
Rock lined and vegetated swales are conveyance systems designed, shaped, and 
lined to convey surface runoff in a non-erosive manner downstream, preferably to a 
treatment and/or infiltration system. The primary function is to convey stormwater 
runoff and there is minimal water quality benefit; however, rock lined and 
vegetated swales may decrease the velocity of water and facilitate some infiltration. 
Vegetated swales may have the added benefit of filtering stormwater as it flows 
through the swale.  A vegetated swale is not to be confused with a bioswale, whose 
primary purpose is biofiltration and detention, not collection and conveyance. 
Refer to Section 4.4-b, Bioswale, for more details regarding these systems.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Swales are suitable in all drainage systems which collect, concentrate, and 

convey stormwater at the ground surface. Swales can be used to convey runoff 
both to and from underground storm drain systems.  

 Special design consideration should be given for swales adjacent to plowed 
snow areas, snow storage areas, or areas receiving runoff from snow that has 
accumulated significant amounts of sand or other winter abrasives. Sand and 
abrasives applied during the winter months can quickly fill rock-lined and 
vegetated swales, which are difficult to maintain. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Advantages 
 Swales may be less expensive to install than other conveyance measures. 

 Prevents the discharge of stormwater runoff from the site.  

 Vegetated swales may enhance the aesthetics of a property. 

 Swales have the added benefit of reducing velocities, infiltrating, and filtering 

stormwater compared to other collection and conveyance systems that have 

no contact with the underlying soil. 

Disadvantages 
 Converts sheet flow to channel flow, which may increases flow velocities and 

erosive energy. 

 Concentrates the volume of runoff. 

 Vegetated swales are not practical on slopes greater than 6 percent or when 

velocities are high. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Ensure that the swale has sufficient capacity to convey a 10-year, 24-hour storm 

and is resistant to erosion during the peak flow. 

 Line all swale regardless of slope. In choosing linings, consider flow velocities, 
cost, aesthetics, desirability of infiltration, and maintenance. Use permeable 
lining materials to promote infiltration unless the slope is unstable or steep, in 
which case design an impermeable lining. Permeable lining materials include 
vegetation, rock, or a combination of both.  

 Determine the capacity of the swale and the velocity of flow from the type of 
swale lining, cross-sectional area and shape, and the slope of the swale.  

 Give priority consideration to vegetated swales because they have the capability 
to filter sediment and uptake nutrients as well as being aesthetically pleasing. 
Vegetated swales may provide the entire stormwater conveyance system and 
have several advantages over rock lined swales; however, they require more 
space and are not suitable on steep slopes.  

 If the slope exceeds 3 percent incorporate check dams to decrease the velocity 
and promote infiltration. Vegetated swales shall in no case exceed 6 percent. 

 Choose native vegetation that establishes a dense cover and is tolerant to 
varying degrees of saturation. 

 Use rock-lined swales to withstand high velocities (3-10 feet per second), using 
larger rock for the greater flow velocities. Consider incorporating sediment traps 
or check dams into the swale system at specific, regular intervals to encourage 
sedimentation, where high rates of sedimentation occur. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Use qualified professionals to design and install permanent swales. 

 For installation on private property, install swales within the property 
boundaries and not within public rights-of-way, and do not design them to 
convey water to a public right-of-way.  

 Install small riprap-lined channels as follows: 
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 Size the channel to convey the peak flow during the design storm (10-year, 

24-hour storm). 

 Place a layer of filer fabric in a channel and up to at least 0.5 feet above the 

water surface during the design storm. 

 Place a layer of riprap on top of the filter fabric, using a rock size gradation 

that will be stable during the design flood, as determined by a licensed civil 

engineer. 

INSPECTION/MAINTENANCE 
A pretreatment BMP designed to remove trash and allow coarse sediment to settle 
out may ease the maintenance burden for the vegetated or rock lined swale. Refer 
to the Rock Lined and Vegetated Swale Inspection and Maintenance Table. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
 High maintenance costs can reduce the effectiveness of rock-lined channel. 

 They are effective if properly designed and installed as part of a drainage system. 
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Rock Lined and Vegetated Swale Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 

FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 

EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for signs that runoff is properly accessing and being conveyed by the swale. 
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  
 If standing water remains 96 hours after a storm, vector control for mosquitoes and rehabilitation of the 

swale is needed. 

Before and during 
major storms 

 
Trash bag 
Shovel 

Inspect for trash and debris. 
 Remove trash and debris from swale. 

Monthly (April—Oct)  Trash bag 

Inspect for erosion and undercutting, especially along the swale bottom and adjacent slopes. 
 Stabilize eroded and undercut areas.  
 Improve swale lining to dissipate energy. 

Monthly (April—Oct)  Erosion Control 
Blanket, Coir Logs 

For vegetated swales:  Inspect for successful vegetation establishment (80% cover) and initial die off to 
determine if any remedial actions are needed, such as reseeding and irrigation the first year. 
 Amend soils, reseed/replant, mulch, and irrigate as necessary to achieve desired vegetative establishment.  
 Flows may have to be redirected if major work to the swale exposes bare soil for an extended time period. 

Monthly during  
first growing season 

Vegetation 
Inspector 

Soil Amendment 
Seeds/Plants 
Mulch 
Irrigation 

For rock lined swales:  Inspect for dislodged or unstable rock and any erosion, especially along the channel 
bottom and adjacent slopes. 
 Repair dislodged or unstable rock.  
 Stabilize eroded and undercut areas. 

Monthly (April—Oct)  
Tools as needed to 
replace rock and 
address erosion 

Measure depth of sediment to determine accumulated depth.  
 If accumulated material has decreased swale capacity by 10%, is deeper than 3” in any spot or covers 

vegetation, removal of accumulated material is needed.  
 Scrape bottom (shovel, backhoe, or vactor) to remove sediment and restore original cross-section. 
 Dispose of sediment at a stable on-site location or outside of the Lake Tahoe Region. 
 Aerate the bottom of swale to restore Ksat rate and reseed/replant if necessary. 

Semi-annually (spring 
and fall) and after 
major storms 

Staff Plate, Stadia 
Rod, or Ruler 
 

Shovel, Backhoe, or 
Vactor Truck  
Pickup or Dump 
Truck 
Aerator for basin 
bottom 

For vegetated swales: If vegetation exceeds 12”, mow to 6” height, use care (such as not mowing while ground 
is moist) to avoid excess compaction.  
 Remove and compost cut vegetation from the site to avoid release of sequestered nutrients. 

Spring and fall Qualified 
inspector 

Clippers, Loppers 
Mower, Trash Bag 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snowplow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in spring  Tools as needed 

Inspect for animal burrows, holes, and mounds. 
 If burrows are causing erosion or compromising structural integrity, backfill firmly.  

Annually in fall after 
vegetation trimming  Tools as needed to 

repair 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing riprap.  
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses soil stabilization, reduces long term maintenance costs and 

improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.  

Every 5 years 
Qualified 
inspector or 
consultant 

Qualified inspector 
or consultant 
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Rock Lined Swale Figure 
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Vegetated Swale Figure  
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4.3-k CHECK DAMS 

Alternative Name: Grade Control 

DESCRIPTION 
Check dams are barriers placed across swales, ditches, and other constructed 
drainages to reduce channel slope and flow length. Check dams slow runoff 
velocity and promote infiltration, thereby reducing channel erosion and serving as 
coarse sediment traps above each check dam.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Constructed drainages on steeper slopes where runoff velocities exceed 5 feet 

per second.  

 May be placed below spillways to reduce water velocity and erosion. 

 Helps establish grass linings and other vegetation in swales or drainage ditches 
where erosion is a concern.  

 Not applicable in natural streams except as part of an approved restoration plan.  

Advantages 
 Captures the incidental discharge of sediment.  

 Reduces channel down-cutting by slowing flow velocities within channels.  

 Promotes runoff infiltration and sediment deposition at each check dam. 

 Reduces peak stormwater runoff.  

Disadvantages 
 Sediment trapped behind each check dam can be re-suspended by 

subsequent runoff, if not cleaned out regularly and after large storms.  

 May be breached during large storms, releasing trapped sediment.  

 Will reduce conveyance capacity in channel, leading to a higher probability 

for flow to overtop BMP structures/facilities.  

 Check dams may smother vegetation through excessive sedimentation or 

long periods of submergence.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Check dams installed in water spreading area (top) and vegetated swale (bottom). 

 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Check dams may be installed as a temporary best management practice for 

project construction or as a permanent component of a stormwater 
management strategy. Porous check dams may be temporary or permanent 
installations, while non-porous check dams are permanent.  
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 Porous check dams: Low piled or stacked linear structures made of rock, 

gravel, sand bags, fiber rolls, logs, pine needles, and other materials that allow 

some water flow, limiting water pressure against the dam. Native rock or 

wood materials found on-site may be used, if appropriate, to reduce cost. 

Materials should not have the potential to be a pollutant source (e.g. low 

quality sand bags, railroad ties, or other wood treated with creosote). Porous 

check dams release part of the flow through the structure, reducing head of 

flow over the dam and the forces against the side of the dam. Porous check 

dams integrate well with vegetation in stream restoration projects.  

 Solid check dams: Low grade control structures made of a non-porous 

material such as concrete, metal, or masonry. These structures require design 

by a licensed professional civil engineer and are more expensive to construct 

than porous check dams.  

 Check dams are typically installed in a series within constructed drainages for 
increased effectiveness. Distance between check dams is based on channel 
slope; general guidelines are as follows. Note that spacing closer than 20 feet is 
not recommended to facilitate cleaning and maintenance.  

 
Channel Slope Check Dam Spacing 

1 % 200 feet 
2 % 100 feet 
4 % 50 feet 
6 % 33 feet 
8 % 25 feet 
10 % 20 feet 

 
 Use check dams with caution on slopes greater than 6 percent; consider erosion 

potential of bank and channel bed materials.  

 The height of check dams is typically no more than 2 to 3 feet, from the toe to 
the center of the check dam. The center of the check dam should be 6 inches 
lower than the sides.  

 Check dams should be anchored or keyed-in to the bottom and sides of the 
channel with a trench and filter fabric to prevent undermining. Materials should 
be extended beyond channel bank, typically one-third the width of the channel, 
to prevent cutting around the dam.  

 Using many small check dams within a channel is preferable to having fewer but 
larger check dams; larger structures have an increased likelihood of failure with 
resulting channel erosion. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Locate check dams in straight reaches of channels. Washout or bank failure is 

more likely if they are installed in channel bends. 

 Design check dams perpendicular to the channel with a centered spillway to 
ensure spilling flow is directed to the center of the channel, away from the 
downstream banks. A weep hole may be added to each permanent check dam 
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near the bottom of the downstream face to allow the retained volume of water 
to slowly drain out.  

 Set the toe of the upstream dam at the same elevation as the top of the 
downstream dam. 

 Protect the channel downstream of each dam with a rock apron and/or filter 
fabric to prevent headcutting of the channel and undercutting of the dam.  

 For temporary rock check dams, use 8 to 12 inch diameter rocks. Place the rock 
mechanically or by hand and avoid dumping the rock directly into the channel. 
Place geotextile fabric under the rock to reestablish the natural channel bottom 
when the check dam is removed. 

 Construct gravel or other bagged check dams by stacking bags tightly across the 
channel.  

 Entrench/key-in fiber rolls into the banks and channel bottom and firmly stake 
them in place (Refer to Section 4.5-q, Fiber Roll).  

 Remove temporary check dams and accumulated sediment when the channel is 
no longer needed. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect temporary check dams on a regular basis (i.e. weekly) and before, during, 

and after storms. Remove accumulated sediment behind each check dam when 
the sediment reaches one-half the height of the dam.  

 For permanent check dams, create an operation and maintenance plan that 
includes regular inspections of structural integrity and removal of accumulated 
sediment.  

 Consider seasonal impacts. For instance, check dams will require closer scrutiny 
during spring snowmelt and rain-on-snow events, or may require more frequent 
cleaning in the fall from leaves and pine needles.  

 Replace any missing or damaged rock, gravel bags, fiber rolls, etc., to maintain 
maximum effectiveness.  

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
Check dams are relatively simple structures that are effective at reducing gradient, 
slowing water flow, and reducing erosion and sediment transport. They must be 
properly installed and regularly maintained for functionality; failed check dams are 
common and may be significant sediment sources if breached. 
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Check Dam Figure 
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4.4 STORMWATER TREATMENT 

The primary purpose of stormwater treatment BMPs is to remove pollutants from 
stormwater prior to discharge from a developed site or a second BMP in a 
“treatment train”. Stormwater treatment BMPs rely on settling, filtration, and 
uptake from vegetation, or filtration through an engineered media to remove 
pollutants. Included in this category are BMPs which remove large particles and 
trash and BMPs which are capable of removing dissolved pollutants. These BMPs 
may provide some hydrologic source control in the form of detention for flood 
control, but generally are not designed to significantly reduce the total volume of 
water released from the site. Stormwater treatment BMPs are often required on 
sites that have high pollutant loading or have the potential to contaminate ground 
or surface water. 

Factors that should be considered prior to choosing a stormwater treatment BMPs 
include the type of contaminates likely to be present on the site, the amount of 
space available for the BMP footprint, and the proximity of ground and surface 
water. The level of treatment necessary for a BMP which will be a stand-alone 
system will be higher than the level of treatment required if the treatment BMP is 
part of a series of BMPs (treatment train). The effectiveness of stormwater treatment 
BMPs is determined by the volume and flow rates on the site therefore, it is 
essential to evaluate drainage rates and patterns correctly. Failure to accurately size 
filtration BMPs will result in system bypass and will not result in stormwater 
treatment.  

Maintenance is critical to the continued effectiveness of a treatment BMP. Failure to 
frequently remove sediment and other pollutants from a BMP that relies on settling 
or contact with vegetation will result in the re-suspension and possible release of 
these collected pollutants. Failure to replace clogged filtration media will result in 
system bypass. In addition, because filtration BMPs are typically used in areas which 
are very sensitive to pollutants, failure to maintain these BMPs will have a direct 
effect on water quality. 

BIOFILTRATION AND DETENTION 

Biofiltration and retention BMPs rely on adequate stormwater residence time within 
the system to provide a water quality benefit. Because this type of BMP mainly 
relies on settling to remove pollutants, the level of treatment achieved will be 
affected by the amount of stormwater which enters the system and how long it 
stays in the BMP. A basin or a bioswale will have reduced effectiveness for removal 
of pollutants if the basin is overwhelmed. For this reason, these types of BMPs 
should be designed with bypass mechanisms that will divert runoff around the BMP 
once the design storm is captured. Failure to do these may result in a release of 
pollutants captured from previous events. 

Basins and bioswales will remove sediment particles which are large enough to 
settle, and the pollutants which have an affinity for these particles (metals, oil and 
grease, and some nutrients). Wet basins and bioswales have the added benefit of 
removing dissolved nutrients as well as suspended sediments and are a good 
choice for sites that can sustain vegetation but do not have soils suitable for 
infiltration. Wet basins and bioswales must be carefully maintained to prevent them 
from becoming a health and safety hazard. 
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4.4-a WET BASIN 

Alternative Names: Wetland Basin, Retention Pond, Wet Extended Detention Basin, 
Wet Pond, Treatment Wetland, Constructed Wetland 

DESCRIPTION 
Wet basins consist of a permanent or seasonal pool of water (typically called a wet 
pool) surrounded by wetland plants growing on a shallow submerged shelf.  While 
there are several different versions of wet basin designs, the most common design 
in the Lake Tahoe Region is an extended detention wet basin, which provides some 
amount of stormwater storage above the wet pool (typically called surcharge 
storage).   

Wet basins are typically defined to differ from constructed wetlands in that wet 
basins have a greater average depth for the wet pool and a smaller percent of 
vegetative cover.  For typical Lake Tahoe Region practice, wet basins are usually 
constructed with relatively shallow wet pools that approach the definition of a 
constructed wetland.  In general, the guidance provided herein is applicable to 
both wet basins and constructed wetlands. 

 
This wet basin reduces pollutants by allowing sediment to settle out of the water column. 

APPLICABILITY 
 Wet basins require a baseflow to maintain the wet pool. 

 Applicable in soils with low infiltration rates.  

 Should be sited on relatively flat terrain (less than a 5% slope).   

 Wet basins may be particularly appropriate in locations where high nutrient 
loads are of concern (e.g., golf courses). 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Should generally be constructed in uplands rather than natural wetlands.1 

Advantages 
 Wet basins can provide substantial aesthetic value and wildlife habitat. 

 Can provide effective removal of pollutants of concern to lake clarity. 

 Can provide effective final treatment to stormwater runoff within a treatment 

train. 

Disadvantages 
 Limited applicability in highly urbanized settings and in arid climates because 

of a lack of a consistent baseflow.  Siting is frequently constrained due to the 

need for a relatively large footprint combined with the need for a consistent 

baseflow. 

 The permanent wet pool has the potential to breed mosquitoes and may be a 

public safety concern. 

 May export nutrients during the dormant season without adequate 

maintenance. 

 May result in an increase in biologically available phosphorous when 

anaerobic conditions occur.  

 May contaminate groundwater or damage natural wetlands if they are not 

properly located. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The following guidelines are water quality design considerations for wet basins.  
Refer to applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction for 
requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public safety, 
and other factors. 

 Wet basins have various design elements defined as follows in this Handbook.  

 Wet pool – Typically ranges from 1½ feet to 4 feet deep. This zone supports 

little emergent wet basin vegetation but may support submerged or floating 

vegetation.  

 Low marsh zone – From 6 to 18 inches below the water surface elevation of 

the wet pool. This zone is suitable for the growth of emergent wet basin plant 

species.   

 High marsh zone – From 6 inches below the water surface elevation of the 

wet pool.  This zone will support a greater density and diversity of wet basin 

species than the low marsh zone.  

 Surcharge storage above the wet pool – Areas above the wet pool that are 

inundated during storm events. This zone supports a number of species that 

can survive intermittent inundations, similar to vegetation found in a dry 

basin.  When designing surcharge storage, minimize fluctuations in the water 

surface elevation to 2 feet or less to limit stressing vegetation. 

                                                 
1 EPA, October 2000, Guiding Principles for Constructed Treatment Wetlands EPA 84-B-00-003 
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 Consider including an underdrain pipe with a manual valve to completely or 
partially drain the wet pool for maintenance, such as for vegetation harvesting 
or material removal.  The submerged drain pipe should be protected, with the 
valve located where it can be operated in a safe and convenient manner. 

 Consider designing an accessible forebay at the inlet of a wet basin for removal 
of coarse sediment and debris.  A forebay sized at roughly 10 percent of the wet 
pool volume is typically sufficient.  The size of the forebay should be increased if 
significant sediment loading is anticipated.  While the inclusion of a forebay may 
not be aesthetically pleasing, a forebay can markedly improve the ease of 
routine maintenance and contribute to extended effectiveness.   

 The length to width ratio of a wet basin should be at least 2:1, but preferably 3:1 
or greater. 

 Conduct a water budget analysis to ensure available baseflow will support the 
design volume for the permanent or seasonal wet pool.    

 To promote pollutant removal, maximize the density of vegetation and reduce 
the area of open water pools and channels.  

 Prepare a landscaping plan that indicates the methods used to establish and 
maintain wetland vegetation. Include selection of plant species, planting plan, 
sequence for preparing wet basin bed (including soil amendments, if needed), 
and sources of plant material.   

 Provide easy access (typically 8 feet wide) to the basin perimeter to promote 
routine maintenance activities.    

 The following are cold climate considerations for wet basins: 

 Use inlet and outlet structures resistant to freezing, including weirs and pipes 

with a minimum diameter of 6 inches.  If a perforated riser pipe is used at the 

outlet, the minimum diameter for weep holes should be ½ inch.  

 Inlet pipes should not be submerged, since freezing conditions may restrict 

flow from entering the wet basin.  Inlet pipe inverts should be located at the 

top of the wet pool. 

 Configure the wet basin on-line with a continuous baseflow through the 

system to help prevent freezing.  

 Incorporate extended detention into the design to retain usable surcharge 

storage above the wet pool when it is frozen. 

 Where possible, pipe slopes should be a minimum of 1 percent to prevent 

standing water in the pipe. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Before construction begins, stabilize the entire area draining to the facility with 

sediment and erosion control measures to keep runoff and sediment from 
entering the basin. 

 Remove and stockpile any native topsoil for use after grading basin dimensions.  

 After completing basing grading activities till back in topsoil and soil 
amendments to help facilitate vegetation growth.  In areas with porous soils, an 
impermeable liner or amendments to the soil may be required to reduce 
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infiltration and maintain an adequate wet pool and prevent potential 
groundwater contamination.   

 Wet basin vegetation should be placed along aquatic benches or in the marsh 
zones of the wet basin. The optimal elevation for planting of wet basin 
vegetation is within 6 to 18 inches of the normal wet pool elevation. 

 Side slopes should be 3:1 (run to rise) or flatter to encourage growth of 
vegetation and slope stability.   

 Install energy dissipaters at all outlets and inlets to reduce the potential for 
scour. 

 To enhance vegetation diversity, create or enhance micro-topography in the wet 
basin (small irregular variations in bottom topography). 

 The planting schedule should consider the short growing season in the Lake 
Tahoe Region for vegetation establishment. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
See Wet Basin Inspection and Maintenance Table on following page. 
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Wet Basin Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for signs that runoff is properly accessing the basin. 
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  

Before and During 
Major Storms 

 
Trash Bag 
Shovel 

Inspect for trash and debris. 
 Remove trash and debris from basin.  

Annually in Spring 
and after major 
storms 

 Trash Bag 

Inspect for erosion and undercutting, especially along the side slopes, and at the inflow and outflow areas. 
 Stabilize eroded slopes and undercut and eroded areas at inflow and outflow structures.  

Annually in Spring 
and after major 
storms 

 Erosion Control 
Blanket, Coir Logs 

Inspect for mosquitoes.   
 Control mosquitoes as needed for public health concerns.   

Monthly (April—Oct)  Mosquito Tablets or 
Treatment 

Inspect for invasive weeds2.   
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first growing season.  Thereafter, weed annually, or as needed. 

Monthly During First 
Growing Season and 
Annually Thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Measure depth of sediment in forebay (if applicable) and main basin following BMP RAM protocols to 
determine accumulated depth3.  
 If accumulated material has decreased forebay or basin storage volume capacity by 50%, removal of 

accumulated material is needed.   
 Lower water level of basin, scrape bottom (shovel or backhoe) to remove sediment and excess vegetation 

and restore original cross-section.  Dispose of sediment at a stable on-site location or out of the Tahoe Basin.  
Compost or otherwise dispose of vegetation. 

Spring and Fall 
Staff Plate 
 

Shovel or Backhoe 
Pickup or Dump 
Truck 
 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snow plow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in Spring  Tools as needed 

Inspect in-basin vegetation and measure percent cover per BMP RAM protocols4.  
 Analyze inspection results.  Percent cover of riparian and wetland species should be between 40 and 75%.   
 If percent cover of riparian and wetland species is greater than 75%, vegetation removal is necessary. 
o Pull vegetation (including the roots) to attain desired percent cover and species composition.     
o Remove and compost material or otherwise dispose of cut vegetation.   

 If percent cover of riparian and wetland species is less than 40% vegetation recruitment is necessary. 
o Consult with wetland ecologist for advice on supplementing additional wetland and riparian cover.       

 If necessary, mow and remove terrestrial vegetation (uplands and/or access road) to 6” height in the fall.  

Spring and Fall Vegetation 
inspector 

Clippers 
Loppers 
Mower/Backhoe 
Trash Bag 
Pickup or Dump 
Truck 
 

                                                 
2 Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group. http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/. 
3 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program, 2009, BMP RAM Users Manual V.1. Material Accumulation. pg 55-57 
4 The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program, 2009, BMP RAM Users Manual V.1. Vegetation Cover. pg 63-64 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Wet basins are considered one of the most effective stormwater treatment BMPs in 
the Lake Tahoe Region for removal of pollutants of concern for lake clarity when 
properly designed and maintained.  Three performance monitoring studies 
conducted on wet basins are cited below.   

 Tahoe City Wetland Treatment System Study 5 noted the following performance 
for the wetland system treating stormwater runoff from a portion of Tahoe City. 

 The median removal rate for nitrate-N was about 84% for water year 2003. 

 Soluble phosphorus concentrations were reduced by 57% and by 66% for 

total dissolved phosphorus and for orthophosphate, respectively. 

 The median removal rate for TSS was about 77% for water year 2003. 

 Assessment of Seasonal Pollutant Loading and Removal Efficiency of Detention 
Basins6 noted nearly complete removal of nitrate concentrations by 
denitrification but a large increase in the amount of biologically available 
nitrogen. 

 Water Quality Performance Evaluation of Park Avenue Detention Basins7 noted the 
following for the wet basin treating stormwater from the redeveloped Heavenly 
Village.  This study provides some of the first performance monitoring data for 
fine sediment particles: 

 Nitrogen and phosphorous loads were reduced on the order of 74-81%. 

 A 64% reduction in the fine particle load (< 10 um) was observed. 

 A comparison of the inflow and outflow EMC values indicated that the wet 

basin provided an EMC reduction for DIN, TSS and fine particle < 10um.  An 

additional analysis of the inflow and outflow grain size distributions indicated 

a consistent reduction in the percentage of fine particles (<10 um) contained 

in surface water outflow from the wet basin. 

                                                 
5 Heyvaert, Alan et al., 2005, Tahoe City Wetland Treatment System. Groundwater and Surface Water Assessment. 
6 Beck, Nicole, 2003, Assessment of Seasonal Pollutant Loading and Removal Efficiency of Detention Basins. 
7 2NDNATURE, 2008, Water Quality Performance Evaluation of Park Avenue Detention Basins; South Lake Tahoe, 
CA.  
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Wet Basin Figure 

 
 
  

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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4.4-b BIOSWALE 

Alternative Names: Bio-Infiltration Swale, Grass Percolation Area, Infiltration 
Channel 

DESCRIPTION 
A bioswale is a shallow swale with an amended soil matrix supported by densely 
planted or seeded vegetation. The engineered soil matrix promotes filtration of 
stormwater through the soil to encourage pollutant removal. Mechanisms of 
stormwater treatment employed include stormwater filtering by the soil matrix and 
vegetation, adsorption of soluble pollutants in the soil and by the vegetation, and 
typically some amount of stormwater infiltration. The primary difference between a 
bioswale and a vegetated swale is that the soil underlying a bioswale has been 
amended to readily accept stormwater and promote filtration through the soil 
matrix.  

 
 

APPLICABILITY 
 Should be sited on relatively flat terrain (typically less than a 5 percent slope). 

 Appropriate wherever site conditions allow for vegetation establishment and 
design flow velocities will not cause scour. 

Advantages 
 Promotes removal of stormwater pollutants, including pollutants of concern 

for lake clarity.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Can be incorporated into a number of different landscape settings, such as 

front and back yards of residential areas, road shoulder rights-of-way, and in 

connection with roof downspouts. 

 Slows the rate of runoff compared to other types of impervious drainage 

systems such as curb and gutter and storm drain pipes. 

Disadvantages 
 May require irrigation to maintain vegetation.  

 Unless pretreatment is provided, applicability is limited to sites with low 

sediment loads. 

 Once clogged, restoration typically requires rebuilding the system. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Swale bottoms should be relatively flat with a longitudinal slope around 1-3 

percent. Where existing topography dictates slopes greater than 3 percent, 
check dams or a series of terraced bioswales shall be used to reduce the slope of 
the swale.  

 The maximum ponding in the swale should be 6 inches. 

 Amended soil should typically be 12 to 18 inches thick within the bioswale. The 
top 6 inches of amended soil should contain sufficient organics and nutrients to 
promote and sustain vegetation establishment. 

 Consider designing an accessible sediment trap or an equivalent pretreatment 
device at the inlet of a bioswale for removal of coarse sediment and debris. 
Accessible maintenance facilities can markedly improve the ease of maintenance 
and contribute to extended effectiveness. 

 An underdrain may be used to improve filtration rates. 

 Design freeboard (distance between top of water at peak flow to top of channel) 
to be at least 6 inches, but preferably 12 inches. 

 In swales wider than 4 feet, consider using level spreaders at the head of the 
swale and every 50 feet in the channel. 

 Direct runoff into bioswales either as concentrated flow or as lateral sheet flow. 
Provide sufficient energy dissipation for concentrated flow prior to discharge to 
the swale. If flow is directed into a swale from curb cuts, make curb cuts at least 
12-inches wide to prevent clogging. 

 Select native vegetation and provide a dense and diverse selection of low-
growing plants. For bioswales that will not be irrigated or sited within naturally 
wet areas, selected drought tolerant vegetation. If permanent irrigation will be 
used, a wider selection of plants will be available.  

 Consider incorporating trees or shrubs along bioswales to aesthetically integrate 
the design with the landscape. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Prior to swale construction, stabilize the drainage area to the facility with 

temporary BMPs to keep runoff and sediment from entering the swale.  

 Scrape away and stockpile any organic topsoil for later use prior to excavating. 
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 Where site conditions allow, excavate the swale bottom to be relatively flat with 
a longitudinal slope of 1 percent or less.  

 Side slopes should be 3:1 (run to rise) or flatter to encourage growth of 
vegetation and slope stability.  

 Where topsoil is lacking or has been depleted, amend the soil with at least 4 to 6 
inches of organic compost incorporated into the soil prior to planting. 

 Ensure proper energy dissipation is provided at inlets and outlets of the swale. 

 Establish vegetation as soon as possible to prevent erosion and scour. Consider a 
construction schedule that allows for planting early in the growing season or in 
late fall when successful vegetation establishment is most likely. 

 Temporary or permanent irrigation may be necessary to assure vegetation 
establishment.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect after large runoff events and the spring melt period. Inspect for overall 

plant health; inflow and outflow function; and accumulation of sediment, trash, 
and debris. 

 If a large quantity of sediment has discharged to the bioswale, examine the 
drainage area and identify potential sources of sediment that may be addressed 
through other pollutant source control BMPs identified in this Handbook. 
Alternatively, consider retrofitting the inlet to the bioswale to include a 
pretreatment device.  

 Remove sediment when it creates an unfavorable condition for vegetation or 
hinders the function of the bioswale. Vegetation may need to be replaced or 
replanted after sediment removal. Salvage existing plants to the greatest extent 
possible.  

 Reseed or replant bare areas. Consider planting alternative species in the event 
of unsuccessful vegetation establishment.  

 If erosion occurs at the inlet or outlet, stabilize with rock riprap or other types of 
energy dissipation and stabilization BMPs identified in this Handbook. 

 Irrigate vegetation as necessary to maintain soil moisture required for dense 
growth, but do not overwater. Irrigation will likely be needed during the first two 
years after planting for vegetation establishment. During periods of extended 
drought, native plants may also require irrigation. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
The degree of pollutant removal within a bioswale depends on the composition of 
the engineered soil matrix, the degree of stormwater filtering through the soil 
matrix, and the maintenance of the system to ensure continued filtration capacity. 
Bioswales when properly maintained are considered an effective stormwater 
treatment BMP for removal of pollutants of concern for lake clarity (fine sediment 
particles and species of phosphorus). Bioswales may also be considered a 
hydrologic source control when the design storm runoff volume is designed to 
infiltrate. 

Performance of bioswales can markedly decline if the voids in the amended soil 
matrix clog over time and stormwater runoff begins to flow on the surface of the 
bioswale similar to the function of a vegetated swale. Care should be taken when 
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designing a bioswale to ensure that stormwater will have relatively low sediment 
loads or adequate pretreatment to remove coarse sediment prior to entry into the 
bioswale. Because a bioswale relies upon filtration for pollutant removal, continued 
effectiveness may require relatively frequent maintenance to preserve the filtration 
capability of the bioswale. 
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Bioswale (Linear Basin) Figure 
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4.4-c DRY BASIN  

Alternative Names: Dry Pond, Extended Detention Basin, Detention Basin, Sediment 
Basin 

DESCRIPTION 
A dry basin is a large engineered structure designed to detain stormwater runoff 
and provide infiltration and particle settling. Stormwater runoff is detained within 
the basin and slowly released through one or more outlet structures. Vegetation 
may be present in the basin; however, significant amounts of wetland and riparian 
species of vegetation should not be present. The term “dry” implies that there is no 
permanent pool of water in the basin between storm runoff events.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Relative to other large engineered structures defined in this Handbook, a dry 

basin may be more applicable in the following cases: 

 Relative to wet ponds – a dry basin may be more applicable when a perennial 

or seasonal baseflow is not available to sustain a permanent pool of water and 

wetland species of vegetation. 

 Relative to infiltration basins – a dry basin may be more applicable for 

locations with relatively low Ksat rates, poor quality stormwater runoff, or 

when available land area limits the size of the basin at or below the desired 

water quality volume. 

 Dry basins should be sited on relatively flat terrain (typically less than a 5 percent 
slope).  

 Avoid using a dry basin as a snow storage facility unless the basin was 
specifically designed for this purpose as snow storage activities can damage or 
block the inlet and outlet structures to the basin. 

 Avoid locating a dry basin that infiltrates stormwater runoff within 600 feet of a 
drinking water source.  

Advantages 
 Can provide control of stormwater runoff for both water quality and peak flow 

attenuation for flood control. 

 Can provide benefits besides water quality, such as wildlife habitat and open 

space. 

Disadvantages 
 When adequate maintenance is lacking, or when design flaws occur, settled 

particulates may be re-suspended and discharged during subsequent runoff 

events. 

 When outlet designs are used for flood control (rapid draw down of the 

storage volume) the basin may be ineffective for removal of pollutants of 

concern. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The following guidelines are water quality design considerations for dry basins. 
Refer to applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction for 
requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public safety, 
and other factors. 

 Consider designing an accessible forebay at the inlet of a dry basin for removal 
of coarse sediments and debris. A forebay sized at roughly 5 to 10 percent of the 
designed water quality volume of a dry basin is typically sufficient. While the 
inclusion of a forebay may not be aesthetically pleasing, a forebay can markedly 
improve the ease of routine maintenance of a dry basin and contribute to 
extended effectiveness.  

 The length to width ratio of a dry basin should be at least 2:1 (run to rise), but 
preferably 3:1 or greater. 

 Locate inlets as far away from the outlet structure as possible to minimize 
potential short-circuiting. Short-circuiting occurs when water passes from the 
inflow to outflow without moving through the longest axis of the basin. Baffles 
or berms may be used to decrease the potential for short-circuiting and to 
reduce incoming stormwater velocity. 

 Maximize the residence time of the water quality volume within basin. The outlet 
structure should be designed to release the maximum water quality volume in 
72-96 hours. Residence times longer than 96 hours may be a concern for vector 
control. However, the water quality volume may be retained longer than 96 
hours between October 1 and April 15.  

 Where space is available, size the basin to retain at least the 20-yr/1-hr storm 
volume generated from the tributary impervious area. A shallow basin with a 
large surface area is preferable to a deep basin with a small surface area to 
promote particle settling and infiltration. Depths for water storage ranging from 
1 to 3 feet are preferred.  

 Include a trash rack on the outlet riser to prevent floating debris and trash from 
entering the downstream drainage system.  

 Design side slopes to generally be 3:1 (run to rise) or flatter to encourage growth 
of vegetation and generally slope stability. Emergent vegetation (grasses, 
sedges, rushes) within the basin are encouraged to reduce mixing and re-
suspension of settled pollutants. 

 Pretreatment should be provided if a dry basin will infiltrate stormwater with 
potentially significant groundwater contaminants. 

 Snow storage within dry basins may be acceptable if the following conditions 
are met: 

 Drainage design standards for the responsible jurisdiction allow the practice. 

 The limits of snow storage within the basin are clearly designated and do not 

encroach on the inlet and outlet structures of the basin. 

 Basin capacity has been increased to accommodate expected snow storage 

amounts in addition to the design storm (typically the 20-yr/1-hr storm). The 

basin must retain the capacity to hold the design storm at all times during 

snow storage operations. 
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 Stabilized access for snowplowing equipment is provided. 

 Maintenance is conducted annually after spring snowmelt to remove material 

and debris from the basin, rehabilitate the infiltration capacity of the basin, 

and to confirm conveyance facilities are functional. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Remove and stockpile any native topsoil for use after grading basin dimensions. 

 After completing basing grading activities, till back in topsoil or other soil 
amendments to improve infiltration capacity, which may have been diminished 
by compaction from heavy equipment during grading. Tilling activities should 
be at least 12 inches deep.  

 Install energy dissipaters at all outlet and inlet areas to reduce the potential for 
scour. 

 Remove or stabilize sediment in the basin disturbed by construction activities. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
Inspection and maintenance should follow the protocols outlined in the BMP Rapid 
Assessment Methodology (RAM) for the Lake Tahoe Region. RAM protocols include 
setting and monitoring benchmark and threshold standard values for infiltration, 
material accumulation, and vegetation establishment within a dry basin. Refer to 
the Dry Basin Inspection and Maintenance Activities Table. 
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Dry Basin Inspection and Maintenance Activities Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for signs that stormwater runoff is properly accessing any inlets and outlets.  Look for any blockages 
or diversions.  Emergency overflow spillways should be structurally sound and accessible.   
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances, inlets and outlets and ensure that emergency spillways are 

structurally sound and functioning. 

Before and During 
Major Storms 

 
Trash Bag 
Shovel 

Inspect for standing water 96 hours after a storm event between April 15th and October 1st.   
 If water is present, then contact your local vector abatement office for specific instructions on controlling 

mosquitoes until rehabilitation can be performed 
 Drain basin and unclog the outlet and check that the emergency overflow is sound.   

96 hours after major 
storms 

 

 
Tools suggested per 
qualified individual 
 

Inspect for trash and debris. 
 Remove trash and debris from basin.  

Monthly (April—Oct)  Trash Bag 

Inspect for erosion and undercutting, especially along the adjacent slopes, and at the inflow and outflow 
areas. 
 Stabilize eroded slopes and undercut and eroded areas at inflow and outflow structures.  

Monthly (April—Oct)  Erosion Control 
Blanket, Coir Logs 

Inspect for successful vegetation establishment and initial die off to determine if any remedial actions are 
needed, such as reseeding and irrigation the first year. 
 Amend soils, reseed/replant, mulch, and irrigate as necessary to achieve desired vegetative establishment.  

Monthly During 
First Growing 
Season 

Vegetation 
Inspector 

Soil Amendment 
Seeds/Plants 
Mulch Irrigation 

Inspect for invasive weeds8.   
 Remove invasive weeds monthly during the first two growing seasons.  Thereafter, weed annually, or as 

needed. 

Monthly During 
First Growing 
Season and 
Annually Thereafter 

Invasive Weeds 
Inspector 

Tools as needed to 
control infestation 

Inspect in-basin vegetation and measure percent cover per BMP RAM protocols.9  Wetland and riparian species 
indicate that the soil is becoming plugged with fines, infiltration capability has diminished, and rehabilitation 
of the infiltration basin is necessary.  
 Analyze inspection report.  Percent cover of riparian and wetland species should be below 20%.   
 If wetland and riparian species (willows, rushes, sedges, etc.) covers the basin by greater than 20%, it can 

indicate fine particulate buildup and lower infiltration capacity.  Remove wetland and riparian species and 
associated sediment buildup.  

 Prune and remove woody vegetation (leaving the roots) in the fall to prevent establishment of woody 
vegetation for fire defensible space, aesthetic, loss of capacity, or structural integrity concerns.   

 If vegetation is greater than 12” high, mow and remove herbaceous vegetation in the fall to 6” height.  Use 
care (such as not mowing while ground is moist) to avoid excess compaction10.  

 
 
Spring and Fall 

 
 
Vegetation 
Inspector 

 
 
Clippers 
Loppers 
Mower 
Trash Bag 

                                                 
8 Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group. http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/. 
9 BMP RAM Users Manual V.1.  The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program. Final – September 2009. Step 4. Field Observation Protocol.  Vegetation Cover. pg 
63-64. 
10 Caltrans BMP Retrofit Pilot Program Maintenance Indicator Document.  Pg. 9 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect site for unusual or unsafe conditions (snow plow damage, structural damage, dumping, vandalism, 
etc.).  
 Repair structural components as necessary.  

Annually in Spring  Tools as needed 

Measure depth of sediment to determine accumulated depth according to BMP RAM protocols11.  
 If accumulated material has decreased basin capacity by 30%, removal of accumulated material is needed.  

To prevent compaction, perform only when basin is dry.   
 Scrape bottom (shovel, backhoe, or vactor) to remove sediment and restore original cross-section. 

Annually in Summer Staff Plate 

Shovel, Backhoe, or 
Vactor Truck  
Pickup or Dump 
Truck 
 

Perform Constant Head Permeameter (CHP) infiltration tests according to BMP RAM protocols12 to determine 
current infiltration rates.  Only perform when basin is dry.   
 Compare infiltration test results to initial infiltration rates of the basin.  If the rate has decreased by 20%, 

rehabilitation of the basin is needed.  
 Rehabilitate basin to restore infiltration capability.  To prevent compaction, perform only when basin is dry.  

Rehab options include: 
o Scrape bottom (shovel, backhoe, or vactor) to remove sediment and restore original cross-section and 

infiltration rate.  
o Dispose of sediment out of the Tahoe Basin.  
o Remove riparian vegetation species with accumulated sediment. 
o Aerate the bottom of basin to restore infiltration rate and reseed/replant if necessary. 

Annually in Summer CHP Kit and 
Instructions 

Shovel, Backhoe, or 
Vactor Truck  
Pickup or Dump 
Truck 
Aerator for basin 
bottom 

Inspect for animal burrows, holes and mounds. 
 If burrows are causing erosion or compromising structural integrity, backfill firmly.  

Annually in Fall after 
vegetation trimming 

 Tools as needed to 
repair 

Monitor ongoing effectiveness and determine whether another BMP type or additional BMPs could improve 
long-term effectiveness and improve benefits to costs versus the existing dry basin.   
 Analyze Inspection and Maintenance Log for trends and recurring issues. 
 Prepare a plan that more effectively addresses stormwater runoff, reduces long term maintenance costs 

and improves overall effectiveness and safety of the BMP.   

Every 5 years Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

Qualified Inspector 
or Consultant 

  

                                                 
11 BMP RAM Users Manual V.1.  The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program. Final – September 2009. Step 4. Field Observation Protocol.  Material Accumulation. 
pg 55-57. 
12 BMP RAM Users Manual V.1.  The Lake Tahoe Stormwater Community and Environmental Improvement Program.  Final – September 2009.  Step 4. Field Observation Protocol Constant Head 
Permeameter (CHP). pg 49-52 
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EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
Dry basins primarily rely on particle settling as a pollutant removal mechanism to 
improve the quality of stormwater that passes through the dry basin.  
Consequently, their effectiveness for removal of fine sediment particles and other 
pollutants of concern is questionable.  In terms of treated effluent quality, dry 
basins are considered less effective relative to other stormwater treatment BMPs 
that employ filtration as a pollutant removal mechanism, such as wet ponds or 
media filters.  However, dry basins also provide stormwater volume reductions from 
evapotranspiration and infiltration, which can provide significant reductions in 
pollutant loading.  Furthermore, dry basins are relatively easy to construct when 
adequate land is available, and are typically less maintenance intensive than BMPs 
relying on filtration of stormwater for pollutant load reductions.    

The Lake Tahoe BMP Monitoring Evaluation Process13 analyzed results from five 
performance monitoring studies conducted on Tahoe Basin dry basins and noted 
the following: 

 TSS concentrations were consistently reduced, with at least a 68% event mean 
concentration (EMC) reduction in TSS reported from influent to effluent. 

 Total organic nitrogen (TKN) and particulate phosphorous (PP) concentrations 
were consistently reduced from influent to effluent.    

 Performance for reducing dissolved nutrient concentrations was highly variable.  
Based on review of the data, the author’s theorized that there may be an 
achievable effluent quality limit, below which dry basins cannot provide 
treatment for dissolved nutrients when influent concentrations are at or below: 
Nitrate-Nitrite (NOx) < 250 ug/L; Ammonia (NH4+) < 50 ug/L, Soluble Reactive 
Phosphorus (SRP) < 50 ug/L; and Dissolved Phosphorus (DP) < 80 ug/L. 

 Fine sediment particle concentrations were not analyzed among the five studies 
reviewed. 

 

 

                                                 
13 2NDNATURE, 2006, Tahoe Basin BMP Monitoring Evaluation Process: Synthesis of Existing Research prepared 
for USFS Tahoe Basin Management Unit.   
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Detention Basin Figure 

 
 
  

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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FLOW THROUGH TREATMENT 

Flow-through treatment BMPs remove pollutants from stormwater prior to 
discharge and retain little if any stormwater within the BMP. These BMPs provide a 
wide range of effectiveness, from removal of trash to removal of dissolved 
nutrients. BMPs such as the baffled vault, sediment trap, hydrodynamic separator, 
and some drop inlet inserts are best for removing course particles, debris, and oil 
and grease (when used with oil-adsorbent materials) prior to discharge to a second 
BMP such as an infiltration system. Use of these BMPs will extend the maintenance 
cycle for the second BMP.  

Media filtration BMPs, including some which are designed as drain inlet inserts, are 
designed to treat water to discharge standards. Because of the typically high cost of 
installation and maintenance of media filtration BMPs, these types of BMPs are used 
when there is an inability to infiltrate water on-site. 
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4.4-d DROP INLET INSERT 

Alternative Names: Catch Basin Insert, Drain Inserts, Catch Basin Filters 

DESCRIPTION 
Drop inlet inserts can be installed at the inlets to a drainage system to protect 
downstream water quality from pollutants such as sediment, trash, grease and oil, 
organic compounds, and metals. Drop inlet inserts function as a flow-through 
treatment device providing mechanical and media filtration of stormwater runoff. A 
number of devices are commercially available.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Primary applications include: 

 Use at construction sites where space or traffic constraints limit the use of 

other forms of storm drain inlet protection or where additional storm water 

quality protection is needed. 

 Use as a spill control device to protect stormwater quality from areas at risk of 

discharging grease and oil or other pollutants to a drainage system.  

 Not recommended as a stand-alone permanent BMP. However, drop inlet inserts 
can be used as pretreatment device within a system of permanent BMPs.  

 Most effective when used for small drainage areas; typically less than 0.25 acres. 

 Not suitable for drainage areas with significant amounts of sediment, trash, or 
pine needles because of the potential for frequent clogging on the inlet and 
damage to the drop inlet insert.  

Advantages 
 Typically requires no additional footprint for installation, as inserts are placed 

in existing or proposed facilities.  

 Relatively easy installation procedures and maintenance access. 

 Many brands of inserts can be cleaned or replaced in a short amount of time. 

Disadvantages 
 Typically requires frequent maintenance to ensure effective performance. 

When not maintained, a drop inlet insert may become: 

 Damaged: allowing stormwater to enter a drainage system untreated, or  

 Clogged: blocking stormwater from entering a drainage system and 

potentially causing localized flooding or other drainage problems. 

 Typically a drop inlet insert provides minimal capacity to retain suspended 

sediment or debris before maintenance is needed. 

 Initial cost savings from use of this relatively inexpensive BMP may be offset 

by the number of units required for protection of a large drainage system and 

the costs associated with frequent maintenance or replacement of multiple 

units.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
The following describes three types of drop inlet inserts that may be applicable for 
use. 

 Tray insert – consists of a series of trays, with the top tray serving as an initial 
sediment trap. Underlying trays often contain filters composed of a variety of 
different types of media including polypropylene, porous polymers, treated 
cellulose, and activated carbon.  

 Box insert – typically constructed of plastic or wire mesh with filtering media that 
fits directly into the box. Hydrocarbons are removed as the stormwater passes 
through the media. Trash, debris, and sediment remains in the box as the 
stormwater flows through. Both tray and box type drop inlet inserts typically 
provide overflow features. 

 Sock insert –filter fabric (usually polypropylene) is either attached to a frame or 
directly to the drop inlet grate. Each of these options provides very little storage 
capacity and frequent maintenance may be required depending on the quality 
of stormwater. Some models allow for sediment removal with a vacuum truck, 
while others require physically removing the insert for cleaning. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Refer to manufacturer’s instructions for product specific installation procedures.  

 The unit must be installed flush or slightly below grade to prevent stormwater 
from bypassing the insert. 

Installation of a drop inlet insert for a commercial 
parking lot. 
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Refer to manufacturer’s instructions for device specific inspection and 

maintenance.  

 If using inserts as a permanent BMP, inspect several times during the first year 
after installation to establish a schedule for required cleaning and replacement 
frequencies. At a minimum, inspect inserts before the winter season and after 
major storm events.  

 When removing the drop inlet insert, be careful not drop suspended sediment 
back into the drop inlet. 

 Properly dispose of accumulated sediment, debris, and spent media or inserts. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Drop inlet inserts function as a flow through treatment device, with various designs 
employing mechanical and media filtration of stormwater runoff. Based on the 
design concepts employed, drop inlet inserts when properly maintained can 
remove pollutants of concern for lake clarity (fine sediment particles and species of 
nitrogen and phosphorus). However, the effectiveness of this BMP can markedly 
decline without adequate maintenance, and stormwater runoff with high sediment 
loadings will quickly clog or damage the insert requiring maintenance that may be 
too frequent to be practical. Furthermore, a large number of drop inlet inserts 
would be necessary to protect the water quality for large drainage systems. The 
most practical applications of this BMP are for temporary water quality protection 
at construction sites and as a spill protection device. 
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4.4-e TRASH RACK 

Alternate Names: Trash Grate, Safety Grate 

DESCRIPTION 
A trash rack is a grate-like structure attached to culvert inlets and outlets and riser 
outlets. Trash racks prevent trash and other large objects from entering and 
clogging the culvert or subsequent downstream areas. Trash and debris that are 
blocked by the trash rack will accumulate in the surrounding area, which allows for 
easy collection at a centralized collection point.  

 
This trash rack will prevent trash from entering the stand pipe in the basin. 

APPLICABILITY 
Applicable in areas where clogging of inlets with trash and debris and public safety 
are concerns.  

Advantages 
 Prevents trash, debris, and other large objects from entering culverts. 

 Increases public safety by preventing humans and animals from entering 

culverts. 

 Can reduce the long-term maintenance requirements of culverts and 

downstream BMPs. 

Disadvantages 
 Trash racks routinely become blocked with sediment and debris, requiring 

regular maintenance to ensure adequate conveyance and hydraulic capacity 

of the conduit during storm events. If the trash rack is not routinely 

maintained, the hydraulic capacity may be reduced by the debris and trash 

clogging the culvert.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The following guidelines are water quality design considerations. Refer to 
applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction for 
requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public safety, 
and other factors. 

 Determine the location and size of the trash rack based on head loss through the 
rack, structural convenience, maintenance requirement, safety, and culvert size. 

 All trash rack components should have a rust resistant, corrosion protective 
finish. 

 A completely plugged trash rack shall be able to withstand the full hydraulic 
load of the system.  

 Trash racks should be removable or hinged to open for maintenance purposes. 
Equip them with a locking mechanism to prevent unauthorized access.  

 Should be resistant to damage from errant traffic and animal disturbances. 

 Space trash rack bars to have a maximum clear opening of 6 inches. In addition, 
ensure that the entire rack has a minimum clear opening area (normal to the 
rack) at the design flow depth of four times the culvert opening area.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Trash racks should be constructed of a durable material such as a smooth steel 

pipe, plastic, or aluminum with a minimum 1.25 inches outside diameter.  

 Construct trash rack ends and bracing with steel angle sections or other durable 
products.  

 Install trash racks together with the culverts. 

 Construct trash racks without cross-braces (if possible), to minimize debris 
clogging and reducing hydraulic capacity.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect trash racks according to a set schedule. After installation, inspect every 

month to determine the typical maintenance interval. Once this interval is 
determined, inspect at this frequently. Also inspect trash racks and the conduit 
during and after major storm events.  

 Clean debris from the trash racks and surrounding area to ensure that water can 
freely enter the storm system. 
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4.4-f BAFFLED VAULT 

Alternative Names: Oil and Water Separator, Oil/Grit Separator, Water Quality Inlet 

DESCRIPTION 
Baffle vaults are used primarily to remove grease and oil from stormwater. Baffle 
vaults are typically constructed with two or three chambers. Stormwater entering 
the device passes through the first chamber to remove coarse particles and debris 
by settling or screening. A weir is typically used to pass stormwater from the first 
chamber to the second chamber. In the second chamber a special screen is used, 
such as a coalescing plate interceptor, where oil droplets accumulate on the screen 
surface, come in contact with other oil droplets, and form buoyant droplets that 
float. These droplets are then trapped at the surface of the water while the rest of 
the water flows into a third chamber where a specially designed outlet allows water 
to flow out without taking the grease and oil with it.  

 
APPLICABILITY 
 Targets removal of grease and oil from stormwater.  

 Typically applied at industrial sites or high-use commercial sites where there is a 
high potential for leaks and spills of grease and oil.  

 Typically not recommended as a stand-alone permanent BMP. However, baffle 
vaults can be used as a pretreatment device within a system of permanent BMPs.  

 

 

 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Subsurface Infiltration System Using Baffle Vault for Pretreatment Figure 

 
 Most effective when used for small drainage areas; typically less than 1 acre. 

Advantages 
 Useful for retrofit applications to provide additional stormwater treatment. 

 Useful as a water quality protection device for properties that have a high risk 

for oil spills (e.g., gas stations). 

Disadvantages 
 Typically requires frequent maintenance to remove captured material to 

avoid re-suspension and transport during subsequent runoff events.  

 Cannot remove pollutants of concern for lake clarity (i.e. fine sediment 

particles and species of nitrogen and phosphorus).  

 Units with standing water potentially promote mosquito breeding.  

 Oil and water separators cannot be used for the removal of dissolved or 

emulsified oils such as coolants, soluble lubricants, glycols, and alcohols.  

 Confined space entry may be required for maintenance depending on the 

design. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The following guidelines are water quality design considerations. Refer to 
applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction for 
requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public safety, 
and other factors. 

 Size units based on manufacturer’s design criteria and guidelines. 

 Ensure that the depth of the sump is at least four times the diameter of the 
inflow pipe.  
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 Ensure that site conditions allow for sufficient hydraulic head from the inlet to 
the outlet. Most designs require that the outlet is a minimum of 4 feet below the 
inlet.  

 Construct baffles from a noncorrosive material, such as concrete, stainless steel, 
or a fiberglass reinforced plastic. 

 Most designs target a maximum allowable velocity of stormwater through the 
inlet of 0.5 cubic feet per second.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
Refer to manufacturer’s instructions for proper installation guidelines. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Where applicable, follow maintenance requirements specified for the 

proprietary system installed.  

 Inspect at least twice per year and after significant runoff events. 

 Use BMP Rapid Assessment Methodology (RAM) protocols pertaining to 
treatment vaults to establish benchmark and threshold standard criteria for 
maintenance and material removal.  

 Use a stadia rod to measure the amount of accumulated sediment and material 
in the settling chamber. 

 Most units are designed to be cleaned by a vactor truck or functionally 
equivalent equipment. 

 Properly dispose of material and standing water. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS 
Baffle vaults can be effective at removing grease and oil when properly designed, 
constructed, and maintained. Baffle vaults are not considered effective for removal 
of pollutants of concern for lake clarity (i.e. fine sediment particles and species of 
nitrogen and phosphorus). Baffle vaults when properly maintained can be 
successful pretreatment devices that increase the effectiveness of downstream 
BMPs by reducing loads of coarse sediment and other gross pollutants to 
downstream BMPs. 
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4.4-g HYDRODYNAMIC SEPARATOR 

Alternative Names: Vortex Separators, Swirl Concentrators 

DESCRIPTION 
Hydrodynamic separators remove trash, debris, and some sediment, oil, and grease 
from stormwater runoff. The units are designed to swirl stormwater in a circular 
motion, using centrifugal forces to separate and collect heavier pollutants that 
move to the center of the device where they settle to the bottom. Trash, oil, grease, 
and other floatable debris are retained in the device with a baffle system.  

 
 

APPLICABILITY 
 Typically applied as a pretreatment device to remove coarse sediment, trash, 

and other debris from stormwater runoff. 

 Certain designs can be installed anywhere that a standard manhole can be 
installed.  

 Connected to an existing or proposed storm drainage system. 

 Not considered effective for removal of pollutants of concern for lake clarity.  

Advantages 
 Useful for retrofit applications to provide additional stormwater treatment. 

 When considering the small space requirements of these devices, they are 

relatively effective for removal of trash, debris, and coarse sediment.  

 Most designs do not require confined space entry for cleanout and 

maintenance. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Individual units can be placed in series to provide additional storage capacity 

for captured material. 

Disadvantages 
 Typically requires frequent maintenance to remove captured material to 

avoid re-suspension and transport during subsequent runoff events.  

 Cannot remove significant amounts of pollutants of concern for lake clarity 

(i.e. fine sediment particles and species of nitrogen and phosphorus).  

 Units with standing water potentially promote mosquito breeding.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The following guidelines are water quality design considerations. Refer to 
applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction for 
requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public safety, 
and other factors. 

 Size units based on manufacturer’s design criteria and guidelines. 

 Ensure the unit selected is effective at removal of targeted pollutants. 

 Ensure that the peak flow of the design storm event targeted is matched by the 
treatment flow capacity of the unit, not the hydraulic capacity of the unit. 

 Consider hydraulic head loss in the design, which differs by product and model. 

 Eliminate access openings to the extent possible for adult mosquitoes. 

 Install oil adsorbent materials to capture oil and grease. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
Refer to manufacturer’s instructions for proper installation guidelines. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect at least twice per year and after significant runoff events. 

 Use BMP Rapid Assessment Methodology (RAM) protocols pertaining to 
treatment vaults to establish benchmark and threshold standard criteria for 
maintenance and material removal.  

 Use a stadia rod to measure the amount of accumulated sediment and material 
in the device. 

 Most units are designed to be cleaned by a vactor truck or functionally 
equivalent equipment. 

 Properly dispose of material and standing water. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
Hydrodynamic separators can be effective at removing coarse sediment and debris 
when properly designed, constructed, and maintained. Hydrodynamic separators 
are not considered effective for removal of pollutants of concern for lake clarity 
(fine sediment particles and species of nitrogen and phosphorus). Hydrodynamic 
separators, when properly maintained, can be successful pretreatment devices that 
increase the effectiveness of downstream BMPs by reducing loads of coarse 
sediment and other gross pollutants. 
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4.4-h MEDIA FILTER 

Alternate Names: Bed Filter, Sand Filter (Underground or Surface), Cartridge Filter, 
Proprietary Media Filter  

DESCRIPTION 
Media filters typically consist of a pretreatment settling chamber followed by a 
chamber/fixed bed that contains filter media or filter cartridges. Stormwater 
entering the device is first passed through the pretreatment chamber to remove 
coarse particles and debris by settling or screening. A weir is typically used to pass 
stormwater from the pretreatment chamber to the media chamber. An assortment 
of filter medias are available including sand, leaf compost, activated carbon, perlite, 
amended sand, zeolite, or a combination of these medias. After passing through a 
filter media, stormwater is collected using an underdrain system and piped to the 
outlet of the device. 

APPLICABILITY 
 Typically used for commercial, industrial, or roadway applications where space 

constraints limit the use of other stormwater treatment BMPs.  

 Depending upon inflowing pollutant loads, frequent maintenance may be 
necessary to avoid filter clogging and maintain effectiveness.  

 Most designs require a site that can provide a minimum of 4 feet of hydraulic 
head for the media filter to operate properly. 

Advantages 
 Specific pollutants can be targeted by customizing the media installed in the 

filter. 

 Can provide removal of pollutants of concern for lake clarity (i.e. fine sediment 

particles and particulate species of phosphorus and nitrogen).  

Disadvantages 
 Media replacement and other maintenance activities may require confined 

space entry.  

 Units with standing water potentially promote mosquito breeding.  

 Installation and maintenance costs are typically higher relative to most other 

stormwater treatment BMPs referenced in this Handbook. However, for space 

constrained sites, costs may be significantly lower relative to land acquisition 

costs for siting alternative stormwater treatment BMPs. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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A media filter installed on a commercial parking lot directly adjacent to Lake Tahoe to meet 
regulatory discharge standards where infiltration is limited due to high groundwater. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The following guidelines are water quality design considerations. Refer to 
applicable drainage design manuals within the responsible jurisdiction for 
requirements associated with structural integrity, drainage design, public safety, 
and other factors. Below is a list of design considerations organized by the different 
types of media filters discussed in this Handbook. 

General Considerations 
 Include a pretreatment chamber to reduce inlet velocities and to remove 

debris and coarse sediment. A settling basin or a forebay is commonly used 

for this purpose.  

 Ensure sufficient hydraulic head from the inlet to the outlet is available. Most 

media filters need at least 4 feet of hydraulic head to operate properly. 

 The minimum filtering rate of the media, or media cartridges, shall equate to 

the water quality treatment rate for the design storm.  

 Underground media filters may function better in cold climates because of 

fewer problems from freezing. However, underground filters are typically 

more burdensome to maintain relative to above ground filters. 

 Shallow groundwater may damage underground structures or affect the 

performance of underdrain systems.  

 To facilitate timely maintenance of a media filter, consider designing an inlet 

bypass system. 
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Cartridge Filter 
 Cartridge filters can be individual units placed in a 

vault, or a single unit placed in a storm drain inlet. 

 For proprietary systems like cartridge filters, refer to 

the manufacturer’s instructions for design guidance.  

Sand Filter 
 A surface sand filter uses an exposed media bed. 

Relative to underground sand filters, surface sand 

filters can typically treat larger drainage areas and 

are the easier to maintain. 

 An underground sand filter is installed below grade 

in a vault. This type of design is preferred where 

space limitations or topography (inadequate 

hydraulic head) preclude the use of a surface sand 

filter.  

 For maintenance of surface sand filters, include 

access ramps at the inlet and the outlet of the 

system. 

 Design flow spreaders to minimize turbulence and 

spread runoff uniformly across the media bed. 

Design stone riprap, geotextile fabric, or other 

energy-dissipation devices to prevent gouging of the media. 

 Types of underdrain systems include: a central collector pipe with lateral 

feeder pipes; a geotextile drain strip in a drain rock bed; or a collector pipe in 

a drain rock bed.  

 The internal diameter of underdrain pipes should be a minimum of 6 

inches, with two rows of 0.5 inch diameter holes spaced a maximum of 6 

inches apart longitudinally. Space rows 120 degrees apart with the holes 

laid downward. The maximum distance between two lateral feeder pipes 

should be 15 feet. All piping should be Schedule 40 PVC, or pipe with 

greater wall thickness.  

 Slope the central collector pipe a minimum of 0.5 percent. If the pipe will 

be subject to freezing, slope the collector pipe a minimum of 1 percent.  

 If drain rock is used, place a geotextile fabric between the sand layer and 

the drain rock. Drain rock shall be clean, thoroughly washed and ¾ to 1 ½ 

inches in size. 

 Provide maintenance access to the underdrain piping.  

 Compose the filter bed of at least 18 inches of clean washed sand (or other 

media selected for use) and placed level. Avoid over compaction to ensure 

adequate filtration capacity. After the sand layer is placed, water settling is 

Cartridge based filter installed at a commercial site. 
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recommended. Flood the sand with 10-15 gallons of water per cubic foot of 

sand.  

 The table below provides a suggested sand gradation.  

U.S. Sieve Number Percent Passing 
4 95-100 
8 70-100 
16 40-90 
30 25-75 
50 2-25 
100 <4 
200 <2 

 
INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
Below is a list of installation considerations organized by the different types of 
media filters discussed in this Handbook. 

Cartridge Filter:  
 A pre-cast or cast-in-place vault is typically installed over an underdrain 

manifold pipe system. This is followed by installation of the cartridge filters.  

 For proprietary systems such as cartridge filters, refer to the manufacturer’s 

instructions for installation guidance.  

Surface Sand Filter:  
 Provide erosion protection along the first foot of the sand bed adjacent to the 

inlet flow spreader. Geotextile fabric secured on the surface of the sand bed, 

gravel, or equivalent method may be used.  

Underground Sand Filter:  
 Provide a minimum of 24 square feet of ventilation grate for each 250 square 

feet of sand bed surface area. Grates may be located in one area if the sand 

filter is small, but placement at each end is preferred.  

 Provide removable panels over the media bed for maintenance access. 

Linear/Perimeter Sand Filter:  
A sand filter is typically a long, shallow, two-celled, rectangular vault. The first cell is 
designed for settling coarse particles, and the second cell contains the filter bed. 
This type of media filter is most applicable for long, narrow spaces, such as within a 
road right-of-way. 

 Divide the two cells with a divider wall that is level and extends a minimum of 

12 inches above the sand bed. 

 The width of the sand bed should be between 5 and 15 feet. 

 Vent the system as for underground sand filters.  

 Provide removable panels over the media bed for maintenance access. 
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  

All Media Filters: 
 Inspect several times during the first year to establish loading and cleaning 

frequencies. Inspect routinely every six months and after major storm events.  

 Frequently maintain pretreatment systems to reduce debris and sediment 

loading to the filter media. 

Cartridge Filters: 
 Refer to manufacturer’s specifications for inspection and maintenance 

guidelines.  

 Depending on pollutant loading to the filter, cartridge filters typically need to 

be replaced every 2 to 4 years.  

Sand Filters: 
 Remove accumulated silt and debris from the top of the sand when 

deposition exceeds 0.5 inch or when significant caking of material is evident. 

Once deposition is removed, restore the filtration media by striating the 

surface layer of the media.  

 Media replacement frequency will depend on pollutant loading to the filter.  

 Inspect the filter during significant runoff events. 

 Frequent overflow or slow drawdown rates are indicators of plugging 

problems and the need for maintenance. 

 Rapid drawdown in the sand bed (greater than 12 inches per hour) may 

indicate short-circuiting of the filter. Inspect cleanouts on the underdrain 

pipes and along the base of the embankment for leakage.  

 Formation of rills and gullies on the surface of the filter media may be an 

indication of an improperly functioning inlet flow spreader. Inspect the 

function of the filter during significant storm events and maintain as 

necessary. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
Media filters are considered to be effective for removal of pollutants of concern for 
lake clarity (fine particles) when the media filter is properly designed and 
maintained. Media filters rely on filtration as the primary treatment process, which 
is considered a viable pollutant removal mechanism for pollutants of concern.  
However, effectiveness for dissolved nutrients may be limited. 

Three performance monitoring studies conducted on a single Lake Tahoe Region 
media filter are cited below.  
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 StormFilter Performance Analysis14and Lake Tahoe BMP Monitoring Evaluation 
Process15 noted the following performance for the media filter treating 
stormwater runoff from the Ski Run Marina in South Lake Tahoe, California: 

 The media filter demonstrated variable (typically poor) ability to remove 

dissolved nutrients from stormwater, including nitrate, nitrite, 

orthophosphate, and dissolved phosphorus. 

 The media filter consistently reduced particulate pollutants in urban 

stormwater.  

 Event mean concentrations of total nitrogen were reduced on average by 

13 percent. 

 Event mean concentrations of total phosphorus were reduced on average 

by 45 percent. 

 Event mean concentrations of total suspended sediment were reduced on 

average by 80 percent. 

 Focused Stormwater Monitoring to Validate Water Quality Source Control and 
Treatment Assumptions16 noted the following performance for the media filter 
treating stormwater runoff from the Ski Run Marina in South Lake Tahoe, 
California. While the data are very limited, this study provides some of the first 
performance monitoring data for fine sediment particles: 

 Roughly a 65 percent reduction in the fine sediment particle loading was 

observed. 

                                                 
14 2NDNATURE, 2005, Storm Filter Performance Analysis prepared for the City of South Lake Tahoe.  
ftp://2ndnaturellc.com/2ndnature/2NDNATURE_Reports/Lake%20Tahoe/CSLTStormFilterPerformanceAnalysi
s_FinalReport.pdf 
15 2NDNATURE, 2006, Tahoe Basin BMP Monitoring Evaluation Process: Synthesis of Existing Research prepared 
for USFS Tahoe Basin Management Unit.   
16 2NDNATURE and Northwest Hydraulic Consultants, 2010, Focused Stormwater Monitoring to Validate Water 
Quality Source Control and Treatment Assumptions prepared for US Army Corps of Engineers, Sacramento 
District. 
ftp://2ndnaturellc.com/2ndnature/2NDNATURE_Reports/Lake%20Tahoe/PLRM%20Refinement_FinalPhaseI_T
echnicalReport.pdf 
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4.4-i SEDIMENT TRAP 

Alternative Names: Sand Can, Water Quality Inlet, Catch Basin 

DESCRIPTION 
Sediment traps collect stormwater runoff and provide a sump positioned below the 
outlet to collect and store coarse sediment and any pollutants attached to the 
coarse sediment. The sump may or may not be designed for infiltration depending 
on the desired application.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Suitable in almost all locations for stormwater runoff from small drainage areas.  

 Typically applied as a pretreatment device to remove coarse sediment prior to 
infiltration. 

Advantages 
 Requires minimal area to install and is typically easy to install. 

 Provides maintenance access points for drainage systems and can decrease 

maintenance needs for downstream BMPs.  

Disadvantages 
 Typically requires frequent maintenance to remove captured sediment to 

avoid re-suspension and transport of sediment during subsequent runoff 

events.  

 Cannot remove significant amounts of pollutants of concern for lake clarity 

(i.e. fine sediment particles and species of nitrogen and phosphorus).  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Use a hood, trash rack, or inlet screen to prevent trash and debris from entering 

and clogging the device or drainage system.  

 Locate sediment traps for ease of maintenance and cleanout. 

 Consider installing weep holes in the sumps of sediment traps, or select pre-
manufactured designs that allow for infiltration, to draw-down standing water 
between runoff events. 

 Sumps should be a minimum of 2 feet deeper than the invert of the sediment 
trap outlet. As a rule of thumb, provide sumps with 1 cubic feet of storage for 
every 100 square feet of impervious area that drains to a sediment trap. 

 For a 400 square foot driveway, typical for a single family home, an 18 inch 
diameter and 24 inch or more sump depth is sufficient. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH   

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

   Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION   

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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Residential driveway with a slotted channel drain leading to a sediment trap prior to 
infiltration. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install sediment traps according 

to manufacturers’ instructions.  

 Install construction barriers 
around the area to prevent 
access by pedestrians. 

 Consider using clean water 
diversions up-slope of the catch 
basin to prevent runoff from 
entering the site before 
sediment trap installations are 
complete. 

 Weighted fiber rolls may be 
placed around catch basins in 
construction areas until area is 
stabilized.  

 Ensure that stormwater drains 
to the sediment trap inlet and 
will not bypass the inlet.  

 
 
 
 

Installation of a sediment trap (sand can). 
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Regularly remove trash and debris that collects at the inlet of the sediment trap. 

Clean debris from the sump, trash rack, hood or screen, and surrounding area to 
ensure that runoff will freely enter the inlet.  

 Inspect sediment trap sumps before the winter season and after major storm 
events. Remove sediment and debris from the sump when sediment has 
accumulated to within 1 foot of the invert of the outlet. Deposit sediment 
removed from the trap in a suitable and stable area where it will not erode. 

 If a sediment trap frequently fills up with sediment, examine the drainage area to 
the sediment trap and identify potential sources of sediment that may be 
addressed through other pollutant source control BMPs identified in this 
Handbook. Alternatively, consider retrofitting the sediment trap to include a 
larger sump.  

 If a proprietary sediment trap design has been installed, maintain it according to 
the manufacturer’s specifications. 

EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS  
The effectiveness of sediment traps for removing coarse sediment and debris 
depends on the sump size relative to the contributing drainage area, the quality of 
incoming stormwater, and the maintenance frequency for accumulated sediment 
removal. Sediment traps are not considered effective for removal of pollutants of 
concern for lake clarity (i.e. fine sediment particles and species of nitrogen and 
phosphorus). However, sediment traps when properly maintained can be 
successful pretreatment devices that increase the effectiveness of downstream 
BMPs that target reductions in pollutants of concern by reducing loads of coarse 
sediment. 
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Sediment Trap Inspection and Maintenance Table 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES  
SUGGESTED 
FREQUENCY 

INSPECTION 
EQUIPMENT  

MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

Inspect for trash and debris on the trash rack or inlet grate and in the flow path to the sediment trap. 
 Remove and dispose of trash and debris.  

Monthly (April—Oct) 
and before and after 
major storms 

 Trash bag 

Inspect that the sediment trap is properly capturing runoff from the impervious surface and conveying it to 
the treatment system. Pour water on the impervious surface from a garden hose to verify connectivity to the 
inlet of the trap. 
 Repair any blocked or diverted conveyances.  

Annually 
in spring and during 
major storms 

Water Source Tools as needed to 
repair 

Inspect sediment trap and measure depth of sediment accumulated relative to the invert of the outlet.  
 Remove sediment and debris from the sump when sediment has accumulated to within 1 foot of the invert 

of the outlet.  
o Remove inlet grate or other inlet protection. 
o Remove sediment and debris from sediment trap using a shovel or other tools and equipment. 
o Dispose of sediment and debris in a suitable on-site location where it will not erode or out of the Lake 

Tahoe Region.  

Semi-annually 
(spring and fall) and 
after major storms 

Stadia rod 
or Ruler 

Grate removal tools 
Shovel or scoop 
Trash bag 

If frequent sediment accumulation is a problem, identify the contributing sediment sources transporting 
sediment to the sediment trap. 
 Stabilize contributing eroding slopes and bare soil areas to prevent sediment entry.  
 Routinely sweep the street/driveway to remove sediment before it enters the sediment traps. 

Annually 
in spring and after 
major storms 

 

Soil Amendment, 
Seeds/Plants, 
Irrigation, Mulch, 
Erosion Control 
Blanket, Riprap,  
Coir Logs, 
Streetsweeper,  
Broom 

Inspect for standing water 96 hours after a storm event (between April 15 and October 1).  
 If vector control is an issue, contact your local vector abatement office for specific instructions on 

controlling mosquitoes. 

96 hours after major 
storms  

 
Tools suggested per 
qualified individual 
 

Inspect structural integrity and look for any unusual or unsafe conditions (e.g., snowplow damage). This is best 
performed after sediment and debris removal.  
 Repair or replace structurally suspect or deteriorated components. 

Annually  Tools as needed to 
repair or replace 
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Sediment Trap Figure 

 
 
 
 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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Sediment Trap #2 Figure 

 
 
 

THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY (TRPA) SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THIS DETAIL. 
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4.5 TEMPORARY BMPS FOR CONSTRUCTION 

Construction and grading activities are a common source of fine sediment, dust, 
and other pollutants into Lake Tahoe, streams and the atmosphere, and can 
damage vegetation and compact soils. TRPA and other regulatory agencies require 
temporary construction BMPs to protect the health and vitality of Lake Tahoe and 
its inhabitants. Temporary BMPs include physical structures and construction 
management practices that minimize water and air pollution when properly 
implemented. Examples include protecting vegetation, salvaging topsoil, 
controlling dust, setting and following a construction plan and schedule that 
coordinates temporary BMPs with land disturbing activities, and educating workers 
on inspecting and maintaining on-site temporary BMPs.  

Temporary and permanent BMPs work together as part of a functioning stormwater 
management system for the short and long-term, respectively, on a given property. 
The goal of temporary BMPs is to minimize soil erosion and contain stormwater on 
site for infiltration and/or treatment, or slow release for more pollutant-laden 
stormwater. Temporary BMPs are set in place before any ground disturbing 
activities start, and they are continually inspected and maintained until permanent 
BMPs are installed and functioning. At the end of construction, temporary BMPs are 
removed. Accumulated sediment captured behind temporary BMPs must be 
moved to areas away from water flow paths and stabilized, or to facilities off site for 
proper disposal.  

A Temporary BMP Plan will generally be required as part of a construction permit. 
The detail required for a Temporary BMP Plan and the type of BMP chosen for a 
project will depend on factors including the following: amount of disturbance, 
topography of the site, and proximity and connectivity to sensitive areas including 
Lake Tahoe, shorezones, streams, and Stream Environment Zones (SEZs).  

Temporary BMPs requirements will also vary greatly depending on the scale of the 
project. A residential property or project smaller than 1 acre will have different 
stormwater management needs than a commercial or industrial site of moderate 
size. Jurisdictional scale projects will require additional or higher intensity 
monitoring and inspection per permit conditions and requirements. A project that 
disturbs an area larger than 1 acre will require the development of a full Storm 
Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for submittal to the local state water 
quality agency. For SWPPP requirements in California, contact the Lahontan 
Regional Water Quality Control Board. In Nevada, contact the Nevada Division of 
Environmental Protection.  

Prior to the start of construction, all projects require a pre-grading inspection to 
determine the adequacy of the BMPs on site. At this time and at any time during 
construction, temporary BMPs may be inspected by the TRPA. If BMPs and 
management practices are found to be not functioning or insufficient, changes to 
the Temporary BMP plan will be required.  

Weather is an important consideration for construction activities and temporary 
BMPs. To minimize environmental impact to a site, the grading season is open from 
May 1 to October 15. Winterization is required to stabilize the site before winter if 
work is not completed. When inclement weather is anticipated, temporary BMPs 
must be protected and enforced to prevent overtaxing the structures in place. 
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Grading is not allowed when the site is covered with snow, or when soils are 
saturated, muddy, or unstable to prevent soil damage and erosion.  

SITE PREPARATION AND PRACTICES 

 Required BMP Maintenance, Communication, and Education: Construction 
sites are busy places that often have many different people on site doing 
different jobs. Ultimately, it is the property owner’s responsibility to make sure 
that the temporary construction BMPs are properly implemented and 
maintained on their property; however there have been many cases where 
contractors have been held legally responsible for discharges from construction 
sites due to failure to properly implement and maintain temporary BMPs. 
Additionally, TRPA or other regulatory agencies may issue correction notices or 
cease and desist orders for projects without proper temporary BMPs, causing 
project delays. It is important that construction site managers educate their 
employees and sub-contractors about the temporary construction BMP plan and 
do routine maintenance checks for all BMPs. At a minimum, BMPs should be 
inspected daily to ensure that they are in place and functional.  

 Protect the Site from Unnecessary Disturbance: TRPA regulations require that 
disturbance for residential building sites are limited to 12 feet beyond the 
building footprint and the area between the building footprint and the road. 
Protecting existing trees and vegetation will buffer construction impacts and 
help reduce the amount of time and money needed for site restoration once 
construction is complete. Temporary BMPs which may be employed to protect a 
site include boundary/vegetation fencing, controlled ingress/egress points, and 
designated staging and parking areas.  

 Control the Amount of Water Running onto the Site: Preventing water from 
entering the disturbed area helps to minimize the amount of water which may 
become polluted. Temporary BMPs such as clean water diversions and properly 
installed dewatering devices protect sites from becoming flooded should a 
precipitation event occur. A construction plan schedule, a component of a 
Temporary BMP Plan, should take into account seasonal weather patterns and 
plan for land disturbing activities when precipitation events are least likely to 
occur. Temporary BMPs must be enforced for impending storms, as most BMP 
failures occur during these heavy precipitation events.  

 Provide Source Control: Properly storing construction materials, stockpiles (e.g. 
topsoil), and other hazardous materials, prevents the release of these materials 
into the air or waterways. Construction materials, concrete washouts and 
stockpiles should be contained and/or covered to protect them from rain and 
wind erosion. Areas which have been disturbed by construction should be 
stabilized with vegetation, mulch, or other erosion control products as soon as 
grading in the area is complete. Areas with heavy foot or vehicle traffic should be 
stabilized with paving or rock. 
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4.5-a CONSTRUCTION PLANNING AND SCHEDULING 

Alternative Names: Construction Sequencing, Scheduling 

DESCRIPTION 
Construction planning and scheduling is the development of a specific work plan 
and schedule that coordinates the timing of land-disturbing activities and the 
installation of erosion and sediment control measures. 

SITE SUITABILITY 
Applicable to any construction project that disturbs soil, but particularly useful for 
large or complex projects, or those involving numerous sub-contractors.  

Advantages 
 Limits the amount of soil disturbed at any given time, by establishing phasing 

(sequencing) of the project. 

 Anticipates the potential for erosion and sediment control issues, so that 

effective control devices can be employed for all project phases. Develops 

contingency plans for all anticipated potential erosion and sediment 

problems in all phases of project implementation.  

Disadvantages 
 Requires a committed willingness to communicate, educate, and coordinate 

within the construction team and between multiple contractors, engineers, 

and inspectors/agencies. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Grading over 3 cubic yards is prohibited between October 15 and May 1 unless 

regulatory agency approval is granted.  

 Construction site must be winterized before October 15.  

 Grading activities are prohibited when the site is covered with snow or is in a 
saturated, muddy, or unstable condition. A project area must be equipped with 
effective erosion and sediment control BMPs whether active or inactive.  

 Identify the physical opportunities and constraints of the project site as follows:  

 Topography – A topographic map that shows the existing project area and 

site conditions. A contour interval of 2 feet for slopes less than 30 percent is 

preferred. For slopes 30 percent and greater, a 5-foot contour interval is 

generally acceptable.  

 Drainage – Flow paths of runoff across any proposed project area, including 

locations where water will enter and leave the legal boundaries of the project 

parcel (or the formally delineated project area), and SEZs and municipal 

drainage easements.  

 Vegetation – Distribution of vegetation types and identification of species 

comprising each, in accurate spatial representation.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Land capability districts.  

 Significant structural and site features – such as buildings, roads, rock out-

crops, survey monuments, legal easements, historic sites, areas of compacted 

soils, and/or utilities. 

 Describe the features of the proposed development and the disturbance area 
boundaries; including:  

 Earthwork volumes necessary for the proposed development, the most 

suitable areas for structures and driveways, and limits of the area where soil 

compaction and disturbance of vegetation is anticipated. 

 Measures for stabilizing and vegetating disturbed areas as soon as earth 

moving activities have been completed, including the details of permanent 

landscaping.  

 Measures to minimize soft impervious coverage, by legally paving planned 

impervious coverage areas as soon as possible (e.g. driveways and parking 

pads) to serve as staging and construction activity areas.  

 Measures to minimize vegetation removal and preserve as much native 

topsoil and vegetation as possible, to maintain site stability and reduce BMP 

costs, including measures to retain vegetated buffers and setbacks to the 

greatest extent possible, to limit construction site pollutants and sediments 

from entering SEZs and other critical surface water protection zones.  

 Means of confining construction activities to portions of the site that are the 

least steep, and means to effectively minimize erosion when construction will 

be conducted on steep ground.  

 Drainage analyses for all project areas (avoid relocating or installing culverts). 

 Measures to divert runoff away from areas of exposed soils. 

 Sequencing of trenching to minimize the extent of open trench at any one 

time. 

 Describe all erosion and sediment control measures (BMPs) to be installed within 
the project area, both temporary and permanent BMPs, including:  

 Means to prevent or limit the contamination of stormwater by coarse and fine 

sediments, by employing appropriate erosion and sediment control BMPs. 

 Procedures for preventing the tracking of sediment off-site, through effective 

ingress/egress management and housekeeping practices such as street 

sweeping. 

 Measures to minimize the potential for exposed soils to be transported off-

site by wind, by employing dust control and stockpile management BMPs.  

 Establish a chain of command and designate roles and responsibilities for the 
project site. For large sites, this may include an oversight team, environmental 
team, construction group, BMP foreman and crew, traffic control, and 
equipment personnel, etc. At a minimum, an environmental site manager or 
Stormwater BMP point of contact should be on site at all times.  
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 Schedule trainings and/or team meetings to educate workers on the 
construction plan, including BMP installation, inspection, and maintenance. 
Establish regular communications between the contractor/environmental site 
manager, engineer, and regulator/inspector.  

 Plan for a pre-grading meeting prior to project implementation during which 
project engineers, managers, critical personnel, and regulators discuss the 
details of the project permit before the project is implemented. At this time, 
changes or adjustments to the plan or schedule may be required.  

 Maintain copies of the permits and the construction plans on the construction 
site at all times. 

 Plan to winterize the construction site to minimize erosion before the end of the 
grading season (October 15). Winterization includes cleaning the project area, 
hauling materials off site, containing and stabilizing (covering) stockpiles, 
mulching bare areas, preparing and enforcing temporary BMPs, and 
documenting these actions. BMPs should be fully functional in inclement 
weather. 

 Schedule time in for potential unplanned events that may cause delays such as 
weather, funding issues, material delivery, equipment availability, subcontractor 
work, maintenance, equipment repair, and other events.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect BMPs on a regular basis and correct problems immediately. An 

inspection log is an integral part of the construction plan and must document all 
BMP inspections, maintenance and corrections, and educational 
meetings/education for workers. This log should be on site and available to 
show permitting agencies at any time.  

 TRPA or other permitting authorities will conduct temporary BMP Inspections 
and may request changes or modifications if structures or practices on site are 
insufficient or unable to effectively manage stormwater.  

 Update the construction plan and formally amend the permit and/or plans with 
the permitting agency if construction activities deviate from the project 
schedule. Take corrective actions if needed to prevent environmental damage.  

 Enforce and protect temporary BMPs for impending inclement weather. Monitor 
weather forecasts for precipitation and/or wind events and take timely actions to 
prepare the site. Adjust the construction schedule if necessary to fully 
implement all temporary and permanent BMPs.  

 Temporary BMPs and the project site in general must be inspected by the BMP 
Stormwater point of contact, the environmental site manager, or the project 
manager to ensure that BMPs are staged and properly installed before work 
starts. 
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4.5-b CONSTRUCTION BOUNDARY FENCING 

Alternative Names: Construction Footprint Management 

DESCRIPTION 
Construction boundary fencing is used temporarily on construction sites to mark 
the limits of clearing and grading and to define areas which must be protected. 
Construction boundary fencing contains and minimizes disturbed areas, protects 
trees and vegetation, and prevents encroachment into SEZ or other sensitive areas. 
Construction boundary fencing is not property boundary fencing, but marks the 
perimeter of the construction disturbance area.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Suitable for all construction sites where clearing and excavating can result in 

significant soil disturbance. 

 Especially important in the presence of SEZ and steep sites. 

Advantages 
 Contains and minimizes the amount of land disturbed by construction 

activities. 

 Prevents damage to adjacent properties. 

 Protects vegetation and soil, which avoids or minimizes costs for mitigation 

and/or restoration. 

Disadvantages 
 May create physical obstructions to construction activity.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 An on-site pre-construction meeting with inspectors and construction personnel 

is necessary to clearly determine the boundaries of the construction area. 

 Generally confine construction project areas to within 12 feet of the footprint of 
structures. However, additional area may be approved by the permitting agency.  

 Ensure that construction boundary fencing clearly demarcates areas of 
construction activity, construction traffic and parking, and stock and/or spoil 
piles. 

 Protect and mark trees and other vegetation that are not designated and 
approved for removal. (Refer to Section 4.5-e, Vegetation Protection). This may 
include vegetation or tree pockets within the construction boundary fencing. 

 Place construction boundary fencing to exclude and prevent disturbance in 
SEZs, backshores, and other sensitive areas. 

 Make maximum use of natural barriers, such as rock outcrops. 

 Use the network of driveways and parking areas in the plans for construction 
traffic. Treat with gravel or stone mulch if currently unpaved. 

 Locate stock piles where they will not cause obstruction and can remain in place 
until required. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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INSTALLATION  
 Ensure that construction boundary fencing is at least 48 inches high. Use plastic 

orange fencing or metal mesh and attach firmly to metal posts. 

 Do not nail, staple, wire, or wrap construction boundary fences around trees or 
vegetation. 

 Do not place or stockpile materials or drive vehicles in those areas protected by 
the construction boundary fencing.  

 Remove the boundary fencing once all construction activity has been 
completed.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect and maintain boundary fencing daily, especially during clearing and 

grading operations.  

 On construction sites where construction boundary fencing consistently fails to 
be effective, install a more resilient fence (e.g. high gauge metal fencing), or as 
required by the permitting and inspection agency. 

 Maintaining a functional construction boundary fence requires the 
understanding and cooperation of all construction personnel and inspectors.  

 Construction boundary fencing may need extra maintenance due to snow 
loading compaction. 
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Construction Boundary Fencing Figure 
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4.5-c DEWATERING 

DESCRIPTION 
Dewatering techniques are methods of addressing extracted ground or surface 
water encountered during construction. This temporary BMP addresses the 
installation and maintenance of dewatering systems and the disposal of this 
excavated water. The water may be treated for sediment or other pollutants before 
discharge to suitable receiving areas.  

 
A tank filtration and settling system set up to dewater groundwater for excavation work 
near the Upper Truckee River.  

APPLICABILITY 
 In SEZs, shorezones, and other areas where groundwater is seasonally shallow.  

 Whenever sediment laden water is generated during construction. 

Advantages 
 Unpolluted excavated water that has been treated for sediment (e.g. 

decanted using a Baker tank) may be used for dust control at construction 

sites.  

Disadvantages 
 Dewatering can be difficult because of storage and discharge (e.g. water 

spreading) limitations. 

 Stream diversion may interrupt continuity of fish and benthic habitat. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Shallow groundwater areas are common around the Lake Tahoe Region. Some 

of these are permanent, but others are seasonal (i.e. saturated after spring snow 
melt). To limit the need for dewatering, defer construction until conditions are 
drier whenever possible.  

 Dewatering systems that include sediment removal include separation units, 
sediment retention basins, sediment traps, and other filtering methods as 
described below:  

 Sediment Trap and Sediment Basin. These are temporary structures consisting 

of enclosed embankments designed to detain sediment laden runoff. They 

include energy dissipaters, water spreading techniques, and outlet protection. 

These structures are effective for removing large and medium-sized sediment 

particles. 

 Portable Sediment Tank (e.g. Baker Tank). This is a large drum, commonly 

constructed of steel or non-reactive plastic material, containing a system of 

baffles designed to reduce hydraulic energy and promote sediment settling. 

When spreading of decanted water is possible, energy dissipaters, water 

spreading techniques, and outlet protection are used at the point of 

spreading.  

 Sand and/or Geotextile Bag. Used as a final sediment removal step at point of 

discharge spreading and is often necessary to achieve water quality discharge 

standards. Decanted water is discharged from a hose to a sand or geotextile 

filter bag to dissipate energy and provide final polishing before spreading.  

 Sand Media Particulate Filter, Pressurized Bag Filter, and Cartridge Filters. 

Advanced filtration technologies that provide a high degree of pollutant 

removal by utilizing one or more cartridges as part of a larger filtering unit. 

These devices are often used as a secondary treatment when a significant 

amount of sediment and other pollutants are identified by testing the 

intercepted water.  
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Dewatering Figure 
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 If groundwater is suspected to be contaminated, test and analyze before 
dewatering operations begin. If contamination is confirmed, dewatering 
pollution control measures must be used to meet regulatory discharge 
requirements.  

 Design and maintain dewatering systems to have sufficient capacity to control 
and treat the estimated volume and rate of water. 

 Obtain licensed professional engineer approval for locating wells, well points, or 
drain lines for purposes of dewatering. 

 Obtain any water discharge permits that are required. Water quality standards 
for discharges to surface and ground water apply.  

 Prepare a dewatering plan if there is a possibility that groundwater may be 
encountered during construction. Include emergency response, mitigation 
measures to protect site, structures, and adjacent public and private 
infrastructure, inspection schedule and maintenance protocols, staff training 
and communications.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
 Dewatering for structures and pipelines should commence when groundwater is 

first encountered. Property owner should be notified before initiating 
dewatering and disposal. 

 Divert surface runoff away from excavations by collecting in shallow ditches 
around perimeter of excavation and draining to sumps.  

 Contractor should have on-site, at all times, sufficient pumping equipment and 
machinery in good working condition and competent workmen for operation of 
the dewatering equipment. 

 Do not place concrete or masonry footings, foundations, or floors in water, nor 
allow water to rise over them until concrete or mortar has set at least 24 hours, 
or piping has been completed and tested. 

 Do not allow water to rise unequally against walls before concrete in walls and 
connecting slabs and beams has attained specified strength. 

 Provide standby power to ensure continuous dewatering in case of power 
failure. 

 Control rate and effect of dewatering to avoid undesired settlement and 
subsidence. 

 Conduct dewatering in a manner that protects adjacent structures and facilities, 
prevents flotation from occurring, and keeps water level below bottom of 
excavation in all excavated areas during construction. 

 Maintain at least one spare pump and associated equipment available at the site 
to replace primary equipment, should failure occur. 

 To dispose of water: Pump water into a settling tank with sufficient volume to 
allow sediment settling. Decant settled water from the settling tank.  

 Use this settled water to fill water trucks and use for construction related 

activities (e.g. cleaning, dust control, etc.),  
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 Use a pump to spray the settled water onto designated receiving (upland) 

areas (must be identified in the approved dewatering plan), or,  

 Transport water off-site for proper treatment and disposal.  

 Disposed water should not be allowed to cause erosion, pond, enter an SEZ, or 
otherwise cause damage or be a public nuisance.  

 Dismantle and remove all dewatering facilities and equipment at the end of the 
project. 

 Dewatering wells must be abandoned according to regulatory requirements.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Be diligent with inspections to ensure that systems function properly.  

 Portable sediment tanks have limited volume capacities; if water nears the top of 
the tank, the tank should be drained. Frequent inspection and removal of 
sediment at the bottom of these devices is necessary to maintain effectiveness. 
Tanks need to be clearly marked to indicate the cleanout point.  

 Replace clogged sand and geotextile bag(s). 

 Monitor water just prior to discharge to determine if discharge limits for water-
quality standards are being met. Suspend operations immediately if sediment or 
other pollutant levels are above discharge limits to be in compliance with 
discharge permit requirements.  
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4.5-d CLEAN WATER DIVERSION 

Alternative Names: Clean Water Separator 

DESCRIPTION 
Clean water diversions are used to minimize water quality degradation by keeping 
clean water away from active construction sites. These diversions temporarily 
intercept and reroute water to 1) isolate surface waters from a construction area 
that is in or adjacent to water, or 2) divert upslope runoff around an active 
construction site or one that is newly constructed, unstable, unprotected, or 
recently seeded, and discharge downstream or down gradient to a protected 
outlet. They will divert surface waters until the construction is completed, 
permanent BMPs are installed, and/or slopes are stabilized with vegetation and 
mulch.  

 
Clean water diversion isolating a section of stream for project work.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Temporarily isolate and dewater project areas located in streams, lakes, or other 

water environments.  

 Temporarily intercept and divert upslope runoff around construction areas and 
discharge to stable point downslope.  

 Suitable for conveying runoff down steep slopes, particularly cut-and-fill slopes.  

 Useful for diverting, removing, and treating sediment-laden water encountered 
during construction.  

Advantages 
 Prevents or minimizes contamination of clean surface waters due to 

construction activities.  

 Maintains a dry construction area. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Allows for active construction in a live stream or water body when done as 

part of a permitted project in conjunction with other best management 

practices.  

Disadvantages 
 Concentrates surface upland runoff by converting overland or sheet flow to 

channel flow, thereby increasing water velocity and erosive forces 

downstream.  

 Impacts waterways during installation and removal of structures.  

 Severe erosion could occur if clean water diverters fail by clogging, 

overtopping, or pipe separation.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

For construction sites: 
 Plan in advance for stable discharge of runoff collected in diversions. 

Discharge points must have outlet protection or energy dissipaters.  

 Reduce diversion gradient to reduce water velocity.  

 Size clean water diverters adequately for the catchment drainage size. 

 Ensure that all diversion pipe connections are completely sealed and conduits 

are staked securely to the slope. Pipes are preferred to flumes for spill control.  

 Ensure that any substance used to assemble or maintain diversion structures 

(e.g. form oil) or used to minimize seepage beneath these structures (e.g. 

grout) are non-toxic, non-hazardous, and neutral pH to minimize 

contamination of clean water.  

For streams:  
 Schedule construction for periods of low flows, or when the stream is dry. 

Consider seasonal releases of water from dams, fish migration and spawning 

seasons, and water demands due to vegetation irrigation.  

 Always allow sufficient flow to pass to maintain aquatic life downstream. 

Never completely dam stream flow during isolation of a stream reach for 

construction.  

 Never harm or remove riparian vegetation, unless approved by the permitting 

authority.  

 Consider potential impacts to the stream channel or water body before 

installing diverters. Select less intrusive methods.  

 Do not park equipment below the high water mark of a water body, unless 

approved by the permitting authority.  

 Stabilize embankment slopes and diversion ditches with liners such as 

geotextiles, erosion control blanket systems, rock slope protection, or other 

slope stabilization materials in areas where erosion is anticipated.  

 Avoid disturbing aquatic species during installation, dewatering, 

maintenance, or removal of clean water diverters. Maintain adequate flow 

downstream to support aquatic life.  
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 Key-in or stabilize diversion inlet sections to prevent movement. Consider 

installing a screen or grate on the inlet structure to reduce plugging by trash 

and debris. 

 To prevent downstream erosion, provide velocity and energy dissipation at 

transitions in the diversion, particularly where the stream is diverted to the 

natural channel and where the diverted stream is returned to the natural 

channel. Refer to Section 4.3-d for more details regarding Outlet Protection. If 

the runoff is sediment laden, install a sediment trap below the outlet 

protection.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS  
There are two types of clean water diversions: the diversion method involves 
intercepting clean runoff water from upslope, diverting it around a construction 
area, and conveying it by various means to a stable discharge point down slope. 
The isolation method, on the other hand, uses various techniques to isolate and 
dewater a construction area that exists in a stream, lake, or other water 
environment.  

Diversion Techniques for Upland Areas: 
Flexible downdrain: A flexible conduit of heavy duty fabric or other flexible material 
used to convey water from the top to the bottom of a slope, bypassing cut-and-fill. 
Use flexible tubing having the same diameter as the inlet pipe and with hold-down 
grommets and anchor pins/stakes at 10-foot intervals. Do not place any material on 
top of a flexible downdrain that may collapse it and prevent water from flowing 
through. 

  
Flexible downdrain diverting upstream runoff through a construction site during installation 
of BMPs.  
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Flexible Downdrain Figure  
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 Pipe slope drain: A rigid pipe, usually corrugated metal, extending from the 

top to the bottom of a slope. Bury these pipes if needed to prevent any 

movement on the slope. This practice causes additional disturbance but may 

be useful on construction sites where flexible downdrains are not suitable. 

Anchor drains to the slope.  

 Sectional downdrain: A prefabricated, sectional conduit of half-round or third-

round, non-erodible material which can perform as a chute. Correctly size 

downdrains so that runoff cannot spill over edge and cause gully erosion, 

especially at the inlet structure. 

 Chutes, flumes, or spillways: Paved open structures used for conveying runoff 

down unstable slopes to stable discharge areas, with a lining usually made of 

concrete or asphalt. Use these structures to temporarily convey runoff down 

steep slopes until permanent BMPs are installed and the slope stabilized. They 

may also be used as permanent drainageway down steep slopes where no 

other solution is feasible, for an emergency spillway. Avoid bends in chutes to 

preclude overtopping during high flows. Correctly size these structures so 

that runoff cannot spill and cause gully erosion, especially at the inlet 

structure. Install with slope at least 2:1 but not steeper than 1.5:1 (run to rise). 

Consider use of energy dissipaters in chutes to slow the velocity of the water.  

 

Pipe Slope Drain Figure 
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Chute or Flume Figure 
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Stream Isolation Techniques:  
 Turbidity Curtain: (Refer to Shorezone Chapter for more details regarding 

Turbidity Curtains). 

 K-rail River Isolation: K-rails are shaped concrete barriers that can be used to 

isolate an in-stream or near bank construction area or to form a sediment 

deposition area. The method can be used in streams with higher water 

velocities than allowable with many other isolation techniques, but it does 

not allow for full dewatering.  

 Sheet Pile Enclosures: Sheet metal piles are installed in water to provide a 

waterproof area for full dewatering. This technique is useful in large streams 

and lakes. This technique is relatively expensive and staging and heavy 

equipment access areas are necessary. 

 Water-Filled Geotextile (Aqua Dam): This technique allows for partial 

dewatering of in-stream/lake or near bank construction areas and can be used 

for small streams to large rivers. An aqua dam consists of a geotextile bag 

with two separate sections that is placed in water. Each section is then filled 

with water to reach above the high water level, preventing movement of the 

bag. Aqua dams are lightweight, easy to transport, reusable, and easy to 

install.  

 Gravel Berm with Impermeable Membrane: This technique, designed for small 

streams, allows for partial dewatering of in-stream/lake or near bank 

construction areas. At the upstream end of the project area, clean washed 

gravel is placed into the stream to hold in place an impermeable membrane. 

The area can then be dewatered.  

 Gravel Bag: Overlapping clean and washed gravel filled bags are placed into 

the water until they reach the height of the high water level. The work area 

downstream of the gravel bags can then be dewatered. Installation and 

removal of the gravel bags is labor intensive. Leaks between the gravel bags 

can also make dewatering an area difficult.  

 Coffer dams: Coffer dams are watertight structures of steel, timber, earth, or 

other materials built in place to block off the construction area which is 

normally submerged. These dams are used in a variety of settings, including 

small to large streams, lakes, and coastal areas.  

Stream Diversions Techniques:  
In conjunction with isolating and dewatering the work area in a stream reach, 
surface water upstream may be diverted around the work area and discharged 
downstream. There are three types of stream diversions. The stream diversion 
technique to use depends upon the type of work involved, physical characteristics 
of the site, and the volume of water flowing through the project. The three stream 
diversion techniques are:  
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A. Pumped diversions: Effective for de-watering in relatively flat terrain. Pump 
capacity must be sufficient for design flow. Pumps require frequent 
monitoring.  

B. Pipe/Flume diversions: Requires moderate slope to generate adequate 
stream velocity to move water through the pipe/flume to the discharge area.  

C. Dam-type or excavated diversions: Water is diverted by temporary dams 
constructed above and below the work site. Dams must be constructed of 
erosion resistant materials such as steel plate, sheet pile, washed gravel bags, 
continuous berms, inflatable water bladders, and similar.  

 When constructing a diversion channel, begin excavation of the channel at 

the downstream end and work upstream. Once the watercourse to be 

diverted is reached, and the excavated channel is stable, breach the 

upstream end, and allow water to flow down the new channel. Once flow 

has been established in the diversion channel, install the diversion weir in 

the main channel; this will force all water to be diverted from the main 

channel.  

 All stream diversions will need to have a barrier installed to block the water 

and force it into the diversion (Refer to Stream Isolation Techniques 

above). Carefully evaluate site conditions to select type of diversion to use 

and installation specifications. Size diversions to convey design flood 

flows. Provide adequate energy dissipation at the outlet to minimize 

erosion.  
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Water Diversion Figure  
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect clean water diversions (barriers/dams/embankments /diversion 

channels, etc.) before and after large storms, and inspect daily during 
construction. Inspect for clogging, damage to linings, accumulation of debris, 
and adequacy of slope protection. Remove debris and repair linings and slope 
protection as required. Repair holes, gaps, or scour.  

 Remove built-up sediment from all clean water diverters.  

 Check for any erosion and/or undercutting around the inlet and outlet 
structures, repair as needed.  

 Winterize structures if work will resume next construction season. BMPs may 
need to be inspected in the winter (e.g. Check flexible downdrains to ensure that 
the sides of the downdrains are not collapsed and frozen together.) 

 Upon completion of work, remove the diversion or isolation structure and 
redirect flow back into the original stream channel.  
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4.5-e VEGETATION PROTECTION 

Alternative Names: Vegetation Protection Fencing 

DESCRIPTION 
Trees, including their root systems and other vegetation not specifically designated 
and approved for removal from a construction site, shall be protected by installing 
vegetation protection fencing. This practice provides a visible barrier between the 
active construction area and the vegetation to be protected. This practice protects 
vegetation foliage, wood, and roots from compaction and other physical damage 
from construction equipment, reduces erosion and sediment loss from 
construction sites, reduces revegetation costs, and minimizes land disturbance.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Applicable to all construction sites.  

 Protection of existing vegetation is especially important within and around SEZs, 
wetlands and surrounding buffer zones, floodplains, steep slopes (> 30 percent), 
and areas where vegetation would be difficult to establish and maintain.  

Advantages 
 Minimizes the amount of land disturbed by construction activities. 

 Protection of trees and other vegetation reduces the expense of replacing 

vegetation and associated soil restoration. 

 Retaining existing vegetation on portions of development sites provides 

water quality benefits by shielding the soil surface from the impact of falling 

rain, slowing the velocity of runoff allowing greater infiltration, maintaining 

the soil’s capacity to absorb water within the root zone, and allowing the 

roots to physically hold the soil in place.  

 Areas of undisturbed vegetation downslope from a construction site provide 

a buffer to capture and retain sediment that may be transported off-site by 

runoff. 

 Protecting established vegetation gives the site a more mature look upon 

completion. 

Disadvantages 
 Requires a commitment to project planning, implementation, and 

maintenance focused upon vegetation protection.  

 Vegetation on a small site may be a physical obstruction to construction 

equipment. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 During the planning and permitting process, identify trees and other vegetation 

on the proposed project plan and plan for their retention whenever possible. 
Not all vegetation can be retained on a construction site because of installation 
of improvements and associated excavation and grading. Plan to protect healthy 
and less common vegetation.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Consider the following criteria when identifying vegetation for retention:  

 Location:  

 Consider placing structures away from desirable vegetation and legacy (i.e. 

unique) trees when designing a site plan for development.  

 To be approved for removal, trees must be located within 6 feet of a 

planned foundation, or will be adversely affected by construction activities 

involving soil compaction or excavation/paving.  

 Avoid disturbing vegetation on steep slopes or other sensitive areas. 

Construction on steep slope requires expanded excavation for 

foundations and driveways; consequently, steep slopes are more 

susceptible to erosion and create a greater challenge for retention and 

preservation of vegetation.  

 Integrate fire-defensible space measures into plans for vegetation 

retention. Consult Living with Fire: A Guide for the Homeowner, Lake Tahoe 

Basin Edition for more information (http://www.livingwithfire.info/tahoe/). 

 Species: Conserve the representation of native trees and shrubs inherent to 

the site. Preserve species that provide aesthetic value to the property. 

 Size: Preserve individual trees that provide aesthetic value to the property. 

 Age: Retain healthy mature trees because they have become relatively scarce 

in the developed environment. 

 Vigor: Preserve healthy trees that will be relatively less susceptible to damage, 

disease, and insects. (Indicators of poor vigor include dead growing tip and 

tips of branches, stunted leaf growth, sparse foliage, pale foliage color, and 

signs of disease or insect damage. Hollow, rotten, split, cracked, or leaning 

trees also have a decreased chance of survival.) 

 Structural Competence: Retain healthy trees that are structurally competent 

to withstand strong winds and snow loading.  

 Shade: Preserve trees that will provide shade to structures, especially on 

southern exposures. 

 Screening: Retain vegetation that will provide screening from designated 

scenic corridors.  

 Wildlife Benefits: Retain trees that provide wildlife benefits such as food, 

thermal or visual cover, and nesting.  

 Growing Space: Provide spacing of individuals necessary to maintain healthy 

vegetation growth. 

 Include in development plans maintenance provisions, including fertilization 

and irrigation requirements, if any, to ensure that existing vegetation will 

survive after development.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 For individual trees, place protective fencing at the perimeter of the dripline at 

minimum. 

http://www.livingwithfire.info/tahoe/
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 Install fencing to protect large areas and other vegetation as a group rather than 
individual trees where feasible. 

 When trenching and excavating requires the removal of tree roots, employ a 
certified arborist for surgical pruning using sanitized equipment. Where possible, 
do not prune tree roots 4 inches and larger. (A majority of tree roots are within 3 
feet of the surface. Severing one major root may cause a loss of up to 20 percent 
of the total root system. Root systems for a healthy tree can extend laterally a 
distance equal to one to three times the height of the tree.)  

 Install protective fencing that is brightly colored (clearly visible) and at least 48 
inches high; anchor it to metal posts.  

 On construction sites where there is not adequate space to install protective 
fencing under the dripline of the tree, wrap the tree trunks with  protective 
wooden staves positioned vertically and extending 10 to 12 feet above the 
ground surface to protect the tree from equipment damage.   

 Do not nail, staple, wrap, or wire signs, equipment, or fencing to trees or other 
vegetation. 

 Do not allow vehicles, personnel, material, or equipment beyond protective 
fencing.  

 Maintain vegetative protective measures until all construction activity including 
site cleanup and stabilization is complete. 

 Consider implementing the following recommendations to ensure that trees 
and other preserved vegetation will not be damaged during construction: 

 Solicit advice from tree care specialists, such as professional foresters or 

arborists.  

 To encourage tree retention, water and lightly fertilize trees prior to 

construction. Prune dead, diseased, and hazardous limbs and apply wood 

chips and other organic mulch in the no-disturbance zone to help keep the 

soil from becoming desiccated and compacted.  

 Generally avoid root pruning, unless it cannot be avoided.  

 If tree roots are encountered during excavation, do not leave the roots 

exposed to the air. Hygienically prune them with the guidance of a 

professional arborist. While pruning, keep roots protected with moist burlap 

or peat moss. Loosely backfill with soil as soon as possible. After backfilling, 

drip-irrigate to gently hydrate the tree.  

 No tree should be confined to a volume of soil less than 8 feet by 8 feet by 8 

feet deep. When feasible, plan and design driveways, sidewalks, and other 

pavement areas to be located as far from retained trees and other vegetation 

as possible. Consider using alternatives to paving that can benefit vegetation: 

pavers, pervious concrete, elevated iron grates, and wooden walkways. 

Ensure that project designs accommodate vegetation growth over time, 

recognizing that root growth can cause damage to pavement, structures, or 

subsurface utilities where roots are too confined. 

 Do not backfill soil over the buttress collar of any tree. (This practice 

asphyxiates fine roots in the upper six to 12 inches of soil.). 
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 In selecting trees to retain, recognize that removal of neighboring trees 

during construction can cause sunscald of retained trees, because of the 

higher levels of sunlight reaching the tree. Recognize also that neighboring 

trees also support each other and when neighboring trees are removed, 

retained trees may be prone to breaking from wind and snow and ice loading.  

 Periodically monitor and evaluate health and hazard of trees damaged during 

construction for several years. (Damaged, stressed trees are more prone to 

disease and insect infestations.)  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Check vegetation fencing daily and maintain it as required, especially during 

clearing and grading operations.  

 If installed protective fencing consistently fails to perform adequately, replace it 
with a more resilient fencing system (e.g. high gauge metal fencing). 
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Vegetation Protection Figure 
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4.5-f TEMPORARY SANITATION FACILITY 

Alternative Names: Pump-out Chemical Toilet, Portable Toilet, Portable Restroom, 
Port-o-Potty, Sani-hut. 

DESCRIPTION 
Installation of temporary sanitation facilities such as pump-out chemical toilets 
prevents the discharge of sanitary wastes from construction sites to storm drains, 
gutters, watercourses, and drainage channels. 

SITE SUITABILITY 
Temporary sanitation facilities are appropriate for all construction sites.  

Advantages 
 Prevents accidental contamination of groundwater, storm sewers, and water 

courses from improper sanitary practices associated with temporary 

construction activities. 

Disadvantages 
 Need to utilize limited construction space for proper placement. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Sanitary and septic systems that discharge directly into sanitary sewer systems, 

where permissible, should comply with the local health agency, city, county, and 
sewer district requirements.  

 Place in areas where they will not be damaged or disturbed by construction 
equipment, vehicles, and snow removal activities. 

INSTALLATION  
 Place sanitation facilities on flat paved surfaces where accidental discharges 

cannot flow to storm drains, SEZs, or surface water courses.  

 Place temporary BMPs, such as fiber rolls and drain inlet protection, around or 
down slope of portable toilets to provide additional protection.  

 Anchor portable toilets so they do not overturn during high winds.  

 All sanitary wastes must be removed from the construction site by a licensed 
sanitary disposal service.  

 Inform workers on the potential harm to the environment and public health 
from the failure to manage sanitary wastes on temporary construction sites.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect sanitary waste storage units as appropriate to ensure that units are not 

damaged or leaking. 

 Ensure frequency of waste removal is adequate and rodent and insect 
infestations are not occurring.  

 Properly maintain, repair, or replace units as needed.  

 

Improperly managed and leaking temporary sanitation facility.  
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4.5-g DUST CONTROL 

Alternate Names: Fugitive Dust Management, Wind Erosion Control, Airborne 
Particulate Control 

DESCRIPTION 
Airborne dust control is the practice of preventing exposed soil or other particulate 
materials 10 microns or less in size from becoming windborne. Dust can be carried 
off-site, increasing the likelihood of sedimentation and pollution of water bodies. 
Airborne particles also pose a threat to human health. Dust particle size equal to or 
smaller than 2.5 microns may contribute to an inhospitable working environment 
and create risk factors that may impair respiratory health.  

APPLICABILITY 
Dust control BMPs are appropriate and required during the following construction 
activities: 

 Driving construction vehicles on unpaved roads and areas. 

 Moving construction vehicles on-site and off-site that may involve sediment 
tracking onto paved roads. 

 Constructing and maintaining soil and material storage piles. 

 Exposing soils, including vegetation clearing, root grubbing, and soil grading. 

 Conducting final grading / site stabilization. 

 Batch dropping from front end loaders. 

 Drilling / blasting. 

 Where concrete dust and debris result from construction or demolition activities. 

 Slurries and dust containing Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) or asphalt 
concrete (AC) are generated from saw cutting, coring, grinding, grooving, and 
hydro-concrete demolition. 

Advantages 
 Complies with Federal, California, and Nevada air pollution control laws. 

 A number of techniques are readily available and easy to install and maintain. 

 Can substantially prevent airborne particulate matter, by limiting the amount 

of exposed soil and requiring implementation of BMPs.  

 Prevents water quality degradation from wind-blown sediments. 

 Reduces the negative visual impression made by poorly managed 

construction sites.  

 Complaints regarding dust pollution are few when dust control BMPs are in 

place.  

Disadvantages 
 Certain techniques are effective for only short periods and may need frequent 

daily applications to be effective. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Some techniques (e.g. wet suppression), if not applied properly, may cause 

more erosion than they prevent (e.g. soil loss by running water exceeds soil 

loss by wind). 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Limit soil disturbance activities on windy days.  

 Plan and schedule construction grading to disturb the least amount of land 
possible at one time.  

 Establish Construction Boundary Fencing to identify the limits of soil disturbance 
and minimize generation of airborne dust.  

 Stabilize those portions of project areas where project elements have been 
completed before disturbing additional land. 

 Plan construction traffic access routes in the same locations as future roads 
where possible. Pave these roads when appropriate to limit the amount of 
exposed soil. 

 Use non-potable water for wet suppression techniques when feasible. 

 Maintain existing vegetation as wind breaks whenever feasible, to minimize 
wind erosion of soils. 

 Give special attention to dust control in windy or wind-prone areas, such as 
ridgetops or near canopy openings caused by public roads. 

INSTALLATION  
Install appropriately-identified dust control BMPs at the onset of construction and 
inspect them periodically throughout the project duration. Stabilize exposed soil by 
converting to permanent BMPs as soon as practical. 

Use one or more of the following methods to control dust:  

 Install temporary/permanent vegetation and organic mulch. Ensure application 
is in accordance with fire defensible space specifications as outlined in Living 
with Fire: A Guide for the Homeowner, Lake Tahoe Basin Edition and Chapter 5 Soil 
and Vegetation Management, Section 5.3.2.5 Fire Defensible Space.  

 Lightly mulch (less than 1 inch thickness) or blanket exposed soil in a project 

area that will be left for a short period, but disturbed again at a later date.  

 Blanket with geotextiles or vegetate exposed soil that will remain exposed for 

an extended period of time and disturbed again at a later date. Use native and 

adapted plants from the TRPA approved species list. 

 Install barriers  

 Vegetation, solid board fences, snow fences, burlap fences, and similar 

structures can be used to control air currents and reduce wind erosion of soil. 

Barriers placed at right angles to prevailing wind currents (similar to snow 

fences) at 15-foot intervals are effective in controlling wind erosion. 

 Manage street sweeping (also refer to Section 4.5-o Sweeping) 
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 Remove dust deposited by vehicles and equipment on paved surfaces as 

soon as possible, through the use of vacuum trucks, street sweepers, and 

brooms. 

 Do not use leaf blower machines to pick up and move sediment/other 

material from streets and pathways because it results in increased levels of 

airborne particulate matter. 

 Surface travel ways with gravel (also refer to Section 4.5-h for more details 
regarding Vehicle Ingress Egress Management) 

 Apply stone and gravel mulches to bare soil roadways and for areas needing 

temporary dust control/stabilization.  

 Limit vehicle tracking and movement (also refer to Section 4.5-h for more details 
regarding Vehicle Ingress Egress Management) 

 Use vehicle wash stations to remove dirt and debris before they can be 

transported onto public roadways and entrained by the wind. 

 Limit on-site traffic to 5 miles per hour. (The slower the traffic, the less likely 

dust will be created). 

 Limit the number of vehicles/equipment on a site at a given time. 

 Prevent wind erosion of soil stockpiles (also refer to Section 4.5-n for more 
details regarding Stockpile Management). 

 Use silt fences, fiber rolls, and waterproof covers to prevent wind and water 

erosion of material stockpiles. 

 Cover haul truck loads 

 Cover all open-bed trucks to prevent wind erosion of transported materials. 

 Apply water to soils (“wet suppression”) 

 Sprinkle disturbed soils with an even distribution of water as needed to keep 

soils moist to a depth of 2 to 3 inches, but do not saturate them. Repeat 

several times daily as necessary. Water application should not produce runoff 

or visual signs of soil erosion.  

 Vacuum slurry and cuttings during concrete cutting and surfacing operations 
and do not allow them to enter natural or constructed stormwater conveyances. 
Pick up residue from grinding operations by means of a vacuum attachment to 
the grinding machine. Do not allow saw cutting residue to flow across the 
pavement or be left on the surface of the pavement. Collect and place in a 
temporary concrete washout facility.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Review weather forecasts daily to assist in determining when dust control BMPs 

will be necessary.  

 Visually monitor effectiveness of dust control measures. If dust control problems 
are found, remedy them immediately. 

 Educate construction personnel to ensure that dust control measures are being 
properly implemented. 
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4.5-h VEHICLE INGRESS EGRESS MANAGEMENT 

Alternative Names: Stabilized Construction Entrance/Exit, Track-off Control, Vehicle 
Tracking 

DESCRIPTION 
Vehicles traveling in and out of construction sites can result in sediment being 
transferred off the project area onto roads and driveways. This fugitive sediment 
can be washed into stormwater systems and SEZs. Proper ingress/egress 
management will help prevent sediment attached to wheels and equipment from 
leaving the site. 

APPLICABILITY 
Suitable for all construction sites where vehicles and equipment will leave the 
construction site and potentially track sediment off site.  

Advantages 
 Minimizes the amount of sediment leaving the project area. 

 Can improve both the appearance and the public perception of the 

construction project.  

Disadvantages 
 Has the potential to slow the flow of traffic entering/exiting the construction 

site.  

 Vehicular washing stations may require a large supply of water to be available 

on site, which may impose an additional cost.  

 Vehicular washing stations require proper disposal of wastewater. 

 Some construction ingress/egress management techniques may be 

expensive to install and maintain.  

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
 Install vehicle tracking controls prior to any site activity.  

 Limit construction entrances and exits to one, or as few as practical.  

 Locate temporary construction entrances and exits where permanent driveways 
and parking areas are planned. Pave roads or driveways before construction 
begins, to limit extent of bare soil over which vehicles and equipment travel. 
Pave all driveways and roadways prior to the end of the grading season (October 
15). 

 Ensure that vehicles traveling in and out of construction sites are guided with 
clearly visible physical barriers.  

 Situate ingress/egress points on existing level ground where possible, to reduce 
any runoff from exiting the project area.  

 If multiple vehicles are expected to enter/exit the project area at the same time, 
design the entrance/exit wide enough for two vehicles to pass simultaneously. 
When practical, design the entrance/exit with a flared transition onto the right-
of-way. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Limit speed of vehicles entering or exiting a construction site to 5 mph or less, to 
minimize dust.  

INSTALLATION  
For vehicles and equipment that will visit a construction site and exit onto 
pavement or public roadways, use one or more of the following practices: 
Communication with all vehicles entering a construction site will be required to 
ensure implementation of these sediment control measures.  

Option 1: Gravel Strip 
 Employ gravel strips for areas where vehicles may track sediment onto 

pavement.  

 Design the gravel strip to be as long as the site can accommodate and at least 

20-feet wide.  

 Construct gravel strips with angular, clean washed gravel 3 to 6 inches in 

diameter. Rock should be larger as equipment size increases.  

 Place geotextile fabric underneath the gravel, to capture the sediments being 

intercepted.  

 If small amounts of sediment are still found to be leaving the project area, 

then daily manual sweeping of the connected roadway may be appropriate.  

Option 2: Rumble Strip 
 Use in conjunction with the gravel strip, as a redundant measure to increase 

effectiveness. 

 For rumble strips, employ grooved metal grates, or large stone areas that 

remove sediments by agitation.  

 Install 20-foot long rumble strips with sections of gravel before and after to 

equal at least 50 feet in total length.  

 If small amounts of sediment are still found to be leaving the project area, 

then daily manual sweeping of the roadway may be appropriate.  

Option 3: Street Sweeping or Street Vacuuming 
 Consider street sweeping or street vacuuming if vehicles entering paved 

roadways will track only a small amount of sediment off-site. If larger amounts 

of sediment are tracked off-site, consider using street sweeping or vacuuming 

in conjunction with the other methods listed. 

 Street sweeping/vacuuming may not be a feasible method for small 

construction sites. 

 If possible, re-use swept or vacuumed sediment on site.  

 Refer to Section 4.5-o for more details regarding Sweeping practices. 

Option 4: Vehicle Wash Station  
 For situations where there is a high risk that vehicles will track large amounts 

of sediment onto pavement, consider installing a vehicle wash station.  

 Consider using vehicle wash stations in conjunction with gravel strips. 
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 Design and construct vehicle wash stations to accommodate anticipated 

traffic, vehicle weights, and vehicle lengths.  

 Construct proper drainage to convey wash runoff to an adequately sized 

water and sediment trapping device.  

 Recycle wash water to conserve water. 

 Install gravel strips between the vehicle wash station and the pavement or 

right-of-way to minimize fugitive sediment.  

 Use automatic shut-off nozzles at wash stations to prevent the water from 

being left on.  

 Refer to Section 4.2-s for more details regarding Vehicle Washing practices.  

Option 5: Landing Mat 
 Place materials such as metal, wood, or iron grates on the ground for vehicles 

to travel on.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Must be inspected and maintained on a daily basis. 

 If significant amounts of sediment are still being found off site, review, redesign, 
or reinstall the selected practice. 

 Inspect construction entrances/exits daily to ensure that the measures used 
remain effective. Repair and/or replace as needed.  

 Remove accumulated sediment from wash stations as needed to maintain 
system performance.  

 Inspect gravel strips for sediment and debris, and clean and/or replace as 
needed.  

 Remove all vehicle tracking control devices, including gravel and geotextile 
fabrics, at the completion of construction.  

 If construction foot traffic is causing sediment tracking off-site, install boot 
scraper stations at all foot traffic entrances/exits. 
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Vehicle Tracking Control Figure 
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4.5-i WINTERIZATION 

DESCRIPTION 
Between October 1 and October 15 (end of grading season), TRPA inspects all 
construction sites to ensure temporary BMPs are in place and winterization 
requirements have been met. The TRPA begins inspections on all construction sites 
to determine compliance with Best Management Practices (BMPs) and 
winterization requirements at the end of the grading season. The following 
winterization requirements apply to all projects under construction as stated in the 
Standard Conditions of Approval for the project permit.  

APPLICABILITY 
Applicable to all construction sites that are expected to be active more than one 
grading season.  

Advantages 
 Minimizes the potential for erosion and sedimentation on construction sites 

that have been temporary closed during the winter and spring season.    

These BMPs are designed to protect exposed soils through the spring snow 

melt, which may occur prior to the commencement of the grading season on 

May 1.  

Disadvantages 
 Requires inspection and maintenance on a construction site even when the 

site is inactive.  

 Requires dedicated time and material resources to ensure that employees 

obey winterization requirements. 

 Limits the amount of time allowable for grading activities. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 All construction sites shall be winterized no later than October 15. 

 Grading is prohibited on all construction sites between October 15 and May 1. 

 After October 15, a grading exception may be issued because of specific 
emergency circumstances related to water quality or public health and safety.  

 Most precipitation events in the Lake Tahoe Region involve snow and occur 
between October 15 and May 1. Winterization is intended to provide protection 
from the annual spring snowmelt, and other brief winter warm spells that melt 
snow producing runoff. 

INSTALLATION  
 At inactive construction sites, where construction activity will not occur between 

October 15 and May 1, meet the following winterization requirements: 

 Install and maintain effective temporary sediment control devices (e.g. fiber 

rolls, silt fences). 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Install and maintain effective temporary vegetation protection fencing and 

construction boundary fencing.  

 Stabilize all disturbed and bare soil areas with vegetation, mulch in 

accordance with fire defensible space requirements, hydro-mulch, or erosion 

control blankets.  

 Clean up / remove all on-site construction slash, debris, and spoil piles. 

 Install permanent mechanical stabilization and drainage improvements (e.g. 

dripline trenches, drywells, catch basins), where feasible. 

 For erosion control, cover stockpiles that must be retained on-site and used 

for the next grading season with geotextiles. For sediment control, contain 

stockpiles within either silt fences or fiber-roll enclosures. Locate stockpiles 

away from areas where surface waters resulting from snowmelt may 

concentrate. Remove stockpiles that will not be used on site. 

 At active sites, where non-grading construction activity continues from October 
15 and May 1, meet the following winterization requirements: 

 Where and when feasible, install all permanent mechanical stabilization and 

drainage improvements (e.g. temporary retaining walls, terraces, dripline 

trenches, drywells, catch basins). 

 Install and maintain effective temporary sediment control devices (e.g. fiber 

rolls, silt fences). 

 Install and maintain effective temporary vegetation protection fencing and 

construction boundary fencing.  

 Stabilize all disturbed and bare soil areas with vegetation, mulch approved for 

use in fire defensible spaces, hydro-mulch, or erosion control blankets.  

 Clean up / remove all on-site construction slash, debris, and spoil piles. 

 Pave all driveways, parking areas, and material storage areas.  

 Restrict vehicle parking and storage of building materials to paved areas. 

 Sweep daily to recover sediment that has been tracked off the construction 

site. 

 For erosion control, cover soil/fill stockpiles that must be retained on-site and 

used for the next grading season with geotextiles. For sediment control, 

contain soil/fill stockpiles within either silt fences or fiber-roll enclosures. 

Locate stockpiles away from areas where surface waters resulting from 

snowmelt may concentrate. 

 Sweep and collect all soil which has been tracked off-site onto roadways, 

parking areas, and other paved surfaces.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
Ensure that all temporary and permanent BMPs required for winterization are in 
place and inspected and maintained periodically between October 15 and May 1. 
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4.5-j CONSTRUCTION STAGING 

Alternative Names: Temporary Storage Yard 

DESCRIPTION 
A construction staging area is a physical location used for the storage of 
construction related equipment and materials such as vehicles and stockpiles. On 
sites less than 1 acre the staging area may be the exact same area as the 
construction boundary area, but for construction sites greater than 1 acre a smaller 
area within the construction boundary, or in close proximity, should be delineated 
as the staging area.  

APPLICABILITY 
 Applicable to all construction sites. 

 Locate staging areas on flat areas in high land capability districts. 

 Paved areas or land that is already disturbed are both ideal locations for 
construction staging.  

 Make sure that the use, identified in the TRPA Code of Ordinances as Storage 
Yards, is an approved or special use within the Plan Area Statement or 
Community Plan where the staging area is located.  

Advantages 
 Limits the amount of soil disturbed and sediment transmission within the 

construction site. 

 Clearly identifies an area within the construction site to store equipment and 

materials. 

Disadvantages 
 None 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Identify all construction staging areas on the plans and make sure the areas are 

approved by the permitting authority.  

 Delineate the staging area with construction boundary fencing and posting a 
sign identifying the area as the construction staging area. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Install all applicable temporary BMPs within the staging area such as vehicle 

tracking, sediment control, vegetation protection, and stockpile management. 

 The staging area shall be restored to its original state or an improved state at the 
end of construction or when it ceases to be a staging area for the construction 
site. 

 Refer to Section 4.5-k, Material Handling Storage and Safety, if hazardous 
materials will be stored in this area. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect the staging area to ensure that all temporary BMPs are installed and 

functioning. 

 If the area is paved, it should be swept on a regular basis to keep dust down. 

 The staging area is subject to a pre-grade inspection to make sure all temporary 
BMPs are installed and functioning, a winterization inspection to make sure the 
site is stable through the winter months, and a final inspection to ensure that the 
site is restored to the pre-project condition or better and any intermediate 
inspections as needed by the permitting authority.  

If the staging area is going to be utilized over two or more grading seasons, the 
area should be winterized by the end of each grading season (October 15). This 
includes stabilizing the site and removing all equipment and materials unless the 
permitting authority has granted permission to store construction related 
equipment and materials on-site through the winter months. 
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4.5-k MATERIAL HANDLING STORAGE AND SAFETY 

Alternate Names: Materials Management 

DESCRIPTION 
Material handling, storage, and safety are construction practices designed to 
effectively prevent environmental contamination and human health hazards 
through the use of good housekeeping and training. 

SITE SUITABILITY 
These practices are applicable to all construction sites and developed properties 
where material use and storage of fertilizers; detergents; plaster; asphalt and 
concrete compounds occurs. Refer to Section 4.2-n Hazardous Material 
Management for more information on proper practices for hazardous chemicals 
such as acids, limes, glues, adhesives, herbicides; petroleum products, such as fuel, 
oil, and grease; paints, solvents, curing compounds; and other materials that may 
be considered detrimental if released into water bodies. 

Advantages 
 Reduces the potential of stormwater discharges by minimizing the volume of 

hazardous materials stored on-site.  

 Establishes controls for material delivery and storage on construction sites. 

 Reduces the potential for discharges of potentially-polluting construction 

materials (e.g., by specifying wash stations, spill containment, and 

hydrocarbon management techniques). 

Disadvantages 
 Requires dedication of space in the project area, which is often limited. 

 Weatherproof storage areas with secondary containment require significant 

investment. 

 Requires dedicated time and material resources to train and ensure that 

employees obey delivery and storage policies for hazardous materials.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Storage of reactive, corrosive, or flammable materials must conform to all 

applicable regulatory codes and requirements. Storage sheds and other areas 
must meet building and fire code requirements. Contact the local jurisdictions to 
review site materials, quantities, and proposed storage areas to determine 
specific requirements.  

 Designate one on-site location for material delivery and material storage. This 
location shall be near the construction entrance but away from main traffic, 
away from waterways and drainages, and in an area that is or will be paved.  

 Secure material storage facilities to prevent unauthorized access. 

 Keep appropriate spill clean-up materials near all storage areas.  

 Minimize the volume of hazardous materials stored on-site. Refer to Section 4.2-
n for more details regarding Hazardous Material Management. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Meet OSHA requirements for the handling of hazardous materials.  

 Always follow manufacturers’ instructions regarding material use, including 
protective equipment deployment, ventilation, mixing of chemicals, and 
protection from ignition.  

 Place emergency devices that seal storm and sewer drains as a contingency for 
spills. Train employees on an on-going basis to use these devices. 

 Lake Tahoe Region’s dry Mediterranean summer allows vegetation and debris to 
dry out and become highly flammable. Use caution with all flammable material 
to ensure a fire-free construction site. Follow all fire defensible space 
recommendations issued by the local fire protection district. 

INSTALLATION  
 Construct all material storage facilities prior to delivery of materials.  

 Ensure that employees trained in emergency spill cleanup procedures are 
present when hazardous materials are being unloaded or used.  

 Design spill containment systems to retain the largest volume of spill that could 
occur.  

 Keep hazardous materials containment devices and spill kits ready to use near 
locations where materials are being unloaded or used. Refer to Section 4.2-n for 
more detail regarding Hazardous Material Management.  

 When possible, store all materials indoors within appropriately designed 
structures. If materials must be stored outside, cover, contain, and secure them 
properly using secondary containment. 

 Do not allow rainwater or snow to collect on containers. Inexpensive domed 
plastic covers can be employed to prevent water from collecting on the tops of 
storage drums.  

 Allow sufficient space between stored containers to allow access for spill 
cleanup and emergency response.  

 Do not store reactive combinations of materials, such as chlorine and ammonia, 
in the same containment facility.  

 If spill materials remain on the ground after construction is complete, promptly 
and properly recover materials and any contaminated soil.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect material storage areas daily. 

 Maintain a current inventory of materials received and stored on-site at all times.  

 Ensure that current Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are readily available for 
all materials stored on-site.  

 Store hazardous materials in their original containers with original product labels 
maintained in legible condition. Replace damaged or otherwise illegible labels 
immediately.  

 Post proper storage instructions at all times in a conspicuous location.  

 Repair or replace perimeter containment devices or structures, and maintain 
covers and liners as needed to maintain proper function. 
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 Never bury or attempt to dilute dry material spills with water. Use a rag for small 
spills, damp mop for general cleanup, and absorbent material for larger spills. 
Dispose of materials properly.  

 Contain and clean up any spill and leaks immediately. Report spills and leaks to 
supervisors, and call emergency response personnel if appropriate.  

 A hazmat spill plan must be prepared that includes appropriate direction for 
responding to spread of a spill, cleaning contaminated areas, and properly 
disposing of contaminated materials. Refer to Section 4.2-n for more detail 
regarding Hazardous Material Management.  
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4.5-l TOPSOIL SALVAGE 

Alternative Names: Topsoil Stockpiling 

DESCRIPTION 
This practice provides the proper means for salvaging and storing topsoil at 
construction sites. Salvaged topsoil can be reused in revegetating soils later on. 
Topsoil contains nutrients, seeds, other propagules, microorganisms, and living 
organisms, which, when salvaged and reused, will improve restoration of 
vegetative cover. 

APPLICABILITY 
 Topsoil that has been salvaged from a site should be replaced only in close 

proximity to the location was it was removed.  

 Topsoil stockpiles should be located where they will not be easily disturbed, 
erode, block drainage structures, or interfere with work on site.  

Advantages 
 Minimizes damage to topsoil and its living components at construction sites.  

 Increases the likelihood that vegetation restoration efforts will be successful. 

Disadvantages 
 Considerable planning and coordination, topsoil analysis, stripping control, 

and experienced equipment operation are needed.  

 Large equipment must be operated carefully and properly to salvage, 

stockpile, and replace topsoil.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Conduct topsoil removal, storage, and replacement in a manner that prevents 

soil erosion and stormwater contamination. Install all temporary and permanent 
BMPs as needed during both the excavation and replacement phases.  

 Ensure that dust control measures are in place to prevent wind erosion of 
stockpiles. Refer to Section 4.5-g for more details regarding Dust Control. 

 Salvage and replace topsoil in areas having the same plant community type. 

 Replace topsoil as soon as possible, to prevent leaching of nutrients and loss of 
micro-organisms.  

 Do not salvage topsoil when the ground is frozen. 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 

Topsoil Removal and Salvage 
 Conduct a focused soil survey of the project area, as part of the pre-project 

site analysis to identify soil properties that indicate value for salvage. 

Excavation of test pits by backhoe is recommended. Soil properties indicating 

topsoil suitable for salvage are as follows:  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Location: Depth of topsoil is usually associated with its position in the 

landscape. Deeper topsoils can be generally expected in depositional 

settings, such as draws and valley floors, while ridge tops generally have 

shallower topsoils. 

 Color: Brownish earth tones indicate the presence of organic matter in 

mineral soil. The upper portion of soil having these colors should be 

considered for salvage. The top of the subsoil, indicated by a distinct color 

and texture change, indicates the appropriate depth limit of salvage. 

 Structure: Topsoil tends to have a more developed structure (blocky, sub-

angular blocky, or granular) than the more-massive subsoil. 

 Texture: Topsoils that contain too much sand or clay may need to be 

excluded, because they may be too erodible, droughty, or poorly-drained, 

characteristics not suited to revegetation with many plant types.  

 Root Zone: Depth of extensive rooting of plants is often a good indicator 

of the limits of the topsoil. 

 Establish topsoil salvage limits prior to salvage operations, and document the 

plant community type with which the topsoil is associated.  

 Ensure excavated topsoil is free of coarse debris (vegetation, rocks, and 

foreign materials). 

 Proceed from higher to lower topographical areas when stripping topsoil.  

 Remove topsoil as late as possible in the construction sequence.  

 After topsoil removal, establish and maintain a clear boundary delineating the 

area from which soil has been stripped. Apply erosion and sediment control 

measures to this area until construction ends and/or revegetation is 

successful.  

Topsoil Hauling and Storage 
 Store excavated topsoil and any excavated subsoil separately. 

 Store salvaged upland topsoil separately from wetland/SEZ topsoil.  

 Limit steepness of topsoil piles to 3:1 (run to rise).  

 Cover topsoil salvage piles with erosion control matting or geotextiles, not 

plastic.  

 If topsoil will not be used for an extended amount of time, allow a cover of 

volunteer vegetation to establish. This plant cover enables some of the soil 

components to remain healthy and alive.  

Topsoil Replacement 
 When feasible, replace topsoil immediately after grading operations end. 

 Till, disc, harrow, or scarify subsoil to a depth of 6 inches prior to placement of 

topsoil, in order to loosen compacted layers and promote infiltration.  

 Spread topsoil uniformly over the designated areas to the specified depth.  

 Limit foot access and equipment traffic over top-soiled areas, to prevent 

compaction of replaced soil.  
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Verify that only topsoil is being removed during topsoil salvage operations. 

 Verify that all applicable BMPs are in place. Repair/replace perimeter controls 
and stockpile covers as needed to keep them functioning properly. 

 Inspect areas of newly-applied topsoil to gauge success of vegetation 
establishment. Re-apply topsoil to areas of erosion or settlement to achieve 
successful revegetation. 
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4.5-m CONCRETE/BENTONITE MANAGEMENT 

Alternative Names: Masonry Materials and Bentonite Waste Management; 
Concrete/Mortar Washout 

DESCRIPTION 
Concrete work generates water and slurry containing fine particles, high levels of 
chromium, and a high pH; all of which can cause violation of water quality 
standards for receiving waters. This practice is intended to prevent the discharge of 
concrete/bentonite. Practices include off-site truck and equipment washouts, 
performing on-site washouts in designated areas, containing and disposing of 
wastes properly, and appropriately training construction personnel. 

SITE SUITABILITY 
Where concrete, mortar, grout, cement, or any other potentially pH-altering 
materials are mixed and/or used on-site during construction. 

Advantages 
 Minimizes concrete/bentonite pollutants from entering surface and 

groundwater.  

 Prevents improper disposal of unused concrete/bentonite that can 

accumulate and solidify in storm conveyance systems and severely reduce 

their capacities. 

Disadvantages 
 Requirements for off-site washout may increase difficulty of maintaining 

delivery vehicles in operating condition and increase construction costs. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Size washout facilities to completely contain all slurry waste generated.  

 Ensure that a spill kit is available at each station, capable of rapid use in case of 
spills. 

 Incorporate requirements for concrete/bentonite waste management into 
agreements with material suppliers and in specifications for contractors. 

 Washing of vehicles or construction equipment, including cement mixers, must 
be authorized by the permitting authority.  

 Locate wash stations away from construction traffic routes to reduce the 
likelihood of accidental damage and spills.  

 Locate washout facilities a minimum of 50 feet from storm drains, open ditches, 
and water bodies. 

 Clean concrete paving and hauling vehicles regularly at approved off-site 
locations. Use dry methods of removing hardened concrete (such as scrubbing 
with a brush by hand) instead of water or solvents whenever possible. 

 Do not wash out concrete trucks or equipment into storm drains, open ditches, 
streets, or streams.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Instruct drivers, equipment operators, concrete suppliers, and their employees 
about proper practices for waste disposal and equipment washout. Discuss 
concrete management techniques, such as handling of concrete waste and 
washout, before any deliveries are made. 

INSTALLATION 
 Monitor weather conditions and wind direction to ensure that concrete dust will 

not enter storm drains, watercourses, surface waters, or the atmosphere. 
Conduct concrete operations during dry weather and monitor weather forecasts 
throughout the workday. Sweep and vacuum as necessary to collect and control 
concrete dust. 

 Avoid mixing excess amounts of fresh concrete or cement on-site. Do not allow 
excess concrete to be poured, preventing generation of waste material. 

 Ensure that on-site washout stations are water-tight. 

 Size washout stations to handle expected volumes of solids, wash water, and 
rainfall. 

 Post information about proper techniques for washout and waste disposal at 
each station, plainly visible to construction personnel. 

 Clean all hand tools at washout stations. 

 Properly dispose of any sweepings or aggregate base after activities have 
ceased.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Inspect and verify that spill containment barriers are in place prior to 

commencement of construction activity. 

 Inspect and verify the concrete washout facilities do not leak and are in good 
working order prior to commencement of concrete work.  

 Maintain designed holding capacity of concrete washout facilities.  

 For below-ground wash stations, backfill any holes or depressions and stabilize 
all disturbed soils. 

 If soil is contaminated with concrete or bentonite, contain and remove the 
contaminated soil and appropriately dispose of it at a TRPA approved disposal 
site. 
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Concrete Washout Station Figure 
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4.5-n STOCKPILE MANAGEMENT 

Alternative Name: Spoil Pile Management 

DESCRIPTION 
Stock/spoil pile management is the practice of properly storing excess construction 
materials for future use. This practice is designed to reduce or eliminate wind and 
water erosion. 

SITE SUITABILITY 
Applicable for all projects requiring stock/spoil pile storage of excavated soil, 
unwashed gravel, recovered paving rubble, and other spoil materials. 

Advantages 
 Minimizes contamination of ambient air and stormwater runoff at active 

construction sites. 

Disadvantages 
 Improper stockpile management can result in additional disturbance and 

damage to vegetation. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Conduct management of stock and spoil piles year-round.  

 Locate all stock piles within construction area boundaries and, where possible, 
on paved areas. When practical, they should be located near construction site 
entrances.  

 Locate stock/spoil piles a minimum of 50 feet from drainage courses and 
stormdrain inlets. This distance should be increased in sensitive areas such as 
steep slopes, SEZs, and shorezone areas and whenever feasible. 

 Educate construction site managers so that stockpiles are managed properly 
throughout the construction period. 

 Stockpile materials at approved off-site locations when project area storage 
space is limited. 

 Lake Tahoe Region’s Mediterranean climate, having a prolonged dry season with 
low humidity, results in excessively dry soils during the construction season. 
Management of stock/spoil piles subject to wind erosion is critical. 

INSTALLATION 
 Remove construction stock/spoil piles from construction sites as soon as 

possible. 

 Protect all stock/spoil piles from stormwater runoff using temporary perimeter 
sediment barriers, such as berms, dikes, fiber rolls, silt fences, and/or gravel bags. 
Extend barriers around the entire perimeter of stock/spoil piles. 

 Cover all stock/spoil piles with tarp, plastic, or other waterproof material 
overnight and when precipitation is forecasted. Tie down or weight covers to 
prevent movement.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Underlay and cover stockpiles of asphalt cold mix with plastic or comparable 
material. 

 Protect spoil piles of sediment laden slash, such as whole-tree root wads, with 
sediment control barriers such as silt fences and fiber rolls.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Review medium term (five days) weather forecasts to determine the potential 

need to cover stock/spoil piles. Thunderstorms during summer months can 
cause substantial runoff and stock/spoil pile erosion.  

 Inspect and verify that stockpile protection is in place prior to commencement 
of construction. 

 Frequently inspect and promptly repair/replace stock/spoil pile protections. 
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Stockpile Management Figure 
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL 

Removing natural vegetation and topsoil during construction leaves bare soil areas 
susceptible to erosion, transforms existing drainage areas, and disturbs sensitive 
areas. BMPs such as silt fence, fiber rolls and drain inlet protection should serve as a 
last line of defense against stormwater pollution. While these BMPs are effective at 
preventing large particles from leaving a construction site, they must be carefully 
installed and maintained in order to be effective. These types of BMPs are not 
effective at removing pollutants such as fine particles or nutrients from stormwater. 
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4.5-o SWEEPING 

DESCRIPTION 
During construction and grading activities sediment commonly accumulates on 
paved surfaces as a result of vehicle tracking and soil and material stockpiling. 
Removal of this accumulated sediment is necessary to prevent transport into 
receiving waters or newly installed permanent BMPs. Removal of this sediment is 
achieved by sweeping with mechanical, regenerative air, vacuum filter sweepers, 
and/or hand brooms. 

APPLICABILITY 
 Suitable for all construction sites.  

 Especially important for sites adjacent to SEZs, on steep sites where clearing and 
excavating can result in significant soil loss, and on sites with heavy vehicle 
traffic. 

Advantages 
 Prevents sediment from entering waterways or drainage systems. 

 Prevents sediment from clogging newly installed BMPs. 

 Reduces maintenance cycles for temporary BMPs. 

Disadvantages 
 Must be performed frequently to be effective. 

 May result in creation of airborne dust particles. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Sites should be swept daily, at a minimum, when grading activities are taking 

place. Sweeping should occur more frequently if there is heavy vehicle traffic at 
the construction site, or there is a high potential for sediment transport to a 
waterway. 

 Smaller construction sites may utilize hand brooms. Projects with pavement 
areas greater than 5,000 feet should consider the use of a mechanical sweeper. 

 “Blower” type devices are not acceptable for removing accumulated sediment 
from pavement as they result in an excessive amount of airborne particles. 

 Water generally should not be used to remove sediment from pavement unless 
the water can be directed to an appropriate area for infiltration, such as a flat 
lawn or vegetated area. If water is directed to permanent BMPs, these BMPs will 
require maintenance prior to project completion. 

 Dispose of sediment swept from the site at a TRPA-approved location or remove 
from the Lake Tahoe Region. Sediment shall not be disposed of in storm drains 
or other municipal waterways. 

 Consider the use of a PM10 sweeper, which has the capability to sweep particles 
less than 10 microns in diameter. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 When grading is occurring, site managers should observe the ingress/egress and 

staging areas to determine if sediment is accumulating and adjust sweeping 
frequency accordingly. 

 Sites should be swept at the close of each construction day. 

 Failure to sweep pavement is one of the most common reasons for a TRPA 
Correction Notice to be issued. To prevent violations, site managers should keep 
a logbook of sweeping operations and clearly define who will be responsible for 
sweeping the site and keeping it swept. 

 Weather can change rapidly in the Lake Tahoe Region. Brooms should be kept 
on the site at all times so that the pavement can be swept immediately if a storm 
is imminent. 
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4.5-p DRAIN INLET PROTECTION 

Alternative Names: DI protection, Drop Inlet Protection 

DESCRIPTION 
Storm drain inlet (DI) protection slows and ponds stormwater, and filters sediment 
and debris before it enters a storm drain system. DI protection consists of different 
types of protection inside, around, and/or upstream of storm drain inlets.  

SITE SUITABILITY 
 If high flow conditions are expected, other on-site sediment trapping techniques 

must be used in conjunction with inlet protection. 

 Every storm drain inlet, catch basin, curb inlet, culvert, or similar drainage device 
that is found downslope of a construction site or may receive sediment laden 
runoff must be protected by a combination of upstream erosion control and 
temporary inlet protection devices.  

Advantages 
 Minimizes sediment and debris from entering storm drains that lead to 

waterways and watercourses. 

Disadvantages 
 Requires frequent maintenance and inspection. 

 Sediment removal from the drain inlet may be difficult in high flow conditions 

or if runoff is heavily sediment-laden.  

 If not installed properly, downstream flooding may occur during storm events 

where each drain inlet protection directs stormwater downstream. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Mark drain inlet protection with visible barriers when necessary to prevent 

damage of protection devices by vehicles and disturbance of bicyclists (e.g. use 
traffic cones, barricade fences, snow stakes, and large painted stones). 

 Use drain inlet protection with other sediment and erosion control techniques. 

 Provide ample area for water to pond behind drain inlet protection, without 
causing flooding to surrounding structures, roadways, properties, or 
downstream areas. 

 Do not use sand bag drain inlet protection in the Lake Tahoe Region, because 
they break easily and allow sand and fine sediment to enter the storm drain 
system.  

 Do not use straw bale drain inlet protection in the Lake Tahoe Region, because 
they may contain invasive weed seeds. 

 Where bypass and flooding may occur on a long slope with multiple drains, 
drain inlet inserts that allow flow into the drain through a media-based filter 
system may be more appropriate. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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INSTALLATION 

Construction Sequence/Timing Specifications: 
 Identify existing and planned storm drain inlets that may receive sediment 

laden surface runoff. 

 Determine the acceptable location and extent of ponding in the vicinity of the 

storm drain inlet. The acceptable location and extent of ponding will 

influence the type and design of the storm drain inlet protection device.  

 Determine the extent of potential runoff diversion caused by drain inlet 

protection devices. Runoff ponded by these protection devices may overflow 

and run downstream. 

 Select the appropriate type of drain inlet protection device for each area and 

design accordingly. More than one type of drain inlet protection device may 

be necessary for each drain inlet.  

 Install drain inlet protection before construction begins. 

 Remove drain inlet protection after the surrounding area is stabilized. 

Installation Specifications: 
Five devices are used for drain inlet protection. Each device is listed below with 
installation specifications:  

A. Fiber rolls: Use on paved and unpaved surfaces where flow velocities are less 
than 0.5 cubic feet per second to pond and filter water passing through 
them. Two types of fiber rolls are used, each for different drain inlet 
protection applications:  
1. Non-weighted fiber rolls: Use on paved or unpaved surfaces upslope of, or 

around, drain inlets. 
(a) For paved and unpaved surfaces, refer to Section 4.5-q for more 

details regarding Fiber Roll installation. 
(b) For paved surfaces, install weighted fiber rolls flush with the ground 

upslope of and/or around inlets. Weigh down the fiber roll with 
gravel bags approximately every 3 feet. When more than one fiber 
roll is needed around the inlet, overlap the two fiber rolls at minimum 
of 6 inches. Take care to ensure that no spaces exist between the fiber 
roll and the pavement. 

2. Weighted fiber rolls: Use on paved surfaces next to drain inlets. 
(a) Install weighted fiber rolls flush with the ground upslope of and/or 

around inlets. When more than one fiber roll is needed around the 
inlet, overlap the two fiber rolls a minimum of 6 inches. Take care to 
ensure that no gaps exist between the fiber roll and the pavement.  

B. Gravel Bag Barrier: Use these highly permeable bags to create a small 
sediment trap upstream of inlets on sloped paved streets. Apply them in 
sheet flow areas when concentrated flow velocities may exceed 0.5 cubic 
feet per second, and where overtopping is required to prevent flooding.  
1. Use gravel bags made of geotextile fabric filled with 3/4 inch diameter, 

cleaned, washed gravel.  
2. Do not use burlap wrapped bags or sand filled bags.  
3. Leave space upstream of barrier for water to pond and sediment to settle. 
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4. Place one or several layers of overlapping bags packed tightly together 
around the drain inlet. 

C. Geotextile Fabric or Pre-Made Proprietary DI Protection Device: Use for all 
drain inlets along with one or more of the following devices. Place geotextile 
fabric underneath the grate and place the grate placed on top. Be sure to 
overlap the fabric outside of the grate to ensure a proper seal. For pre-made 
proprietary devices, refer to the manufacturer’s installation instructions.  

D. Silt Fence: Use in areas where grading has been completed and final soil 
stabilization and seeding are pending. Use in drainage areas having slopes 
less than a 5 percent slope and velocities of sheet flow less than 0.5 cubic feet 
per second. Do not use in paved areas and other areas having concentrated 
flows.  
1. Refer to Section 4.5-r, Silt Fence for more details regarding installation 

instructions. Do not allow the distance between weights or stakes for DI 
protection to exceed 3 feet. 

2. Place and stake geotextile fabric on the bare soil between the silt fence 
and the DI, to help prevent erosion of the bare soil.  

E. Block and Gravel Filter: Consider using for curb inlets commonly used in 
residential, commercial, and industrial construction. Apply where flow 
velocities are greater than 0.5 cubic feet per second. 
1. Place concrete blocks lengthwise on their sides in a single row around the 

perimeter of the inlet, so that the open ends face outward, not upward. 
Abut the ends of adjacent blocks. Place the bottom layer of blocks 2 
inches below the soil surface, flush against the drain for stability. Install 
barrier heights of 12-24 inches, by stacking blocks that are 4, 8, or 12 
inches high. 

2. Place geotextile fabric over the outside vertical face (open end) of the 
concrete blocks to prevent stone from being washed through the blocks. 
If more than one sheet of fabric is needed, overlap by at least 1 foot.  

3. Pile angular, washed gravel against the fabric up to the top of the blocks, 
with a slope no greater than 2:1 (run to rise). Use ¾ to 3 inch gravel.  

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Inspect drain inlet BMPs prior to forecast rain, daily during extended rain events, 

after rain events, weekly during the rainy season, and at two-week intervals 
during the non-rainy season.  

 Replace clogged, torn, or degraded materials.  

 Drive stakes securely into the ground. 

 Ensure stakes are in good condition (not bent, cracked, or splintered, and 
reasonably perpendicular to the ground). Replace damaged stakes as needed. 

 When the gravel in gravel filters becomes clogged with sediment, carefully 
remove the filter from the inlet and either clean or replace it. Since cleaning 
gravel at a construction site may be difficult, consider using the sediment-laden 
gravel as fill material and put fresh gravel around the inlet.  

 Inspect fiber rolls and gravel bags for holes, gashes, and snags, and replace bags 
as needed. Check fiber rolls and gravel bags for proper arrangement and 
placement.  

 Periodically remove sediment that accumulates in the drain inlet protection. 
Remove sediment when sediment accumulation reaches one-third the height of 
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the filter. Incorporate sediment removed during maintenance into earthwork on 
the site or dispose of it at an appropriate location.  

 Remove storm drain inlet protection once the drainage area is stabilized. Clean 
the area around and inside the inlet, as it must be free of sediment and debris at 
the time of final inspection.  

 When removing geotextile fabric or a pre-made proprietary drain inlet 
protection device from underneath the grate, ensure that trapped sediment is 
not spilled into the storm drain. 
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Drain Inlet Protection Figure 
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4.5-q FIBER ROLL 

Alternative Names: Fiber Roll Barriers, Sediment Log, Coir Roll and Coir Log 

DESCRIPTION 
Fiber rolls are sediment control devices made from fibrous organic material, such as 
rice or coconut fibers, rolled inside a tubular mesh sock. A fiber roll may also be 
constructed by tightly rolling an erosion control blanket to form a multi-layer roll. 
Fiber rolls help reduce overland flow velocities by interrupting and intercepting 
runoff and capturing sediment on steep slope settings. Placing multiple strings of 
fiber rolls in a system along the contours of a slope provide a benefit by helping 
interrupt overland flow and intercepting sediment loads before they migrate to 
receiving surface waters. 

SITE SUITABILITY 
 Along the toe, top, face, and at grade breaks of exposed and erodible slopes. 

 Along sidewalks and curbs to prevent sediment from washing into streets and 
gutters. 

 As check dams in unlined ditches. 

 Around storm drains and drain inlets. 

 Downslope of exposed soil areas. 

 Around temporary material spoil and stockpiles, such as topsoil stockpiles (refer 
to Section 4.5-n Stockpile Management). 

 On sloped pavements leading to a street, storm drain, or water course.  

Advantages 
 They can be easily molded to fit undulating terrain.  

 As inlet protection, fiber rolls can prevent sediment from entering storm drain 

systems during periods of low runoff. 

 Easy to install, recyclable, and movable to different locations.  

 Available in a variety of diameters and lengths. 

 More effective and durable than sand bags.  

 The rolls are less visually obtrusive than other erosion and sediment controls, 

such as silt fencing.  

 Fiber rolls can be used to help establish permanent vegetation. 

Disadvantages 
 Not effective during periods of high runoff, and not effective for channels.  

 The volume of sediment that can be captured is small; once the area behind 

the fiber roll fills with sediment, runoff may allow sediment to flow over the 

roll. 

 Need frequent inspection and maintenance, because they can be moved by 

flowing water if not properly staked or trenched in. 

 Not appropriate for use on slopes subject to creep, slumping, or landslide. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Difficult and cumbersome to move when saturated.  

 Fiber rolls will eventually break down and decompose completely. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 Do not rely upon fiber rolls to intercept and control concentrated stormwater 

flows. 

 Ensure that fiber rolls are Certified Weed Free by the manufacturer. Do not use 
straw-filled fiber rolls, because of the possible inclusion of invasive-weed seed in 
the straw.  

 Choose the appropriate size fiber roll by considering that larger rolls can trap a 
greater amount of sediment while smaller rolls are easier to handle. (Fiber roll 
diameters range from 9 to 20 inches.) 

 When fabricating fiber rolls from erosion control blankets (such as using clean 
pine needles), construct the rolls to have at least an 8 inch diameter, and band 
them with degradable material every 4 feet. 

 
Pine needle wattles are also effective and can be created using clean pine needles and 
biodegradable geotextile fabric.  

 For temporary BMPs in construction settings, control site runoff over paved 
surfaces (e.g. around drain inlets) by using weighted fiber rolls (fiber roll with 
gravel and organic mulch inside) or non-weighted fiber rolls with gravel bag 
weights placed on top. Be sure to fit the fiber roll tightly against the pavement 
and any concrete wall or edge, to prevent gaps. 
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 Adjust spacing of fiber rolls according to ground slope and soil character. Use 
the following spacing as a general guide, but for loamy soils, place the rolls 
closer together, and for rocky soils, place the rolls farther apart. 

 
Slope Distance Apart (feet) 

4:1 40 
3:1 30 
2:1 20 
1:1 10 

 
 To increase effectiveness of fiber rolls, use them in combination with other 

surface soil erosion/re-vegetation practices, such as surface roughening, 
mulching, erosion control blankets, and hydraulic mulching. 

 Do not rely on fiber rolls for sediment control over winter, because ice build-up 
can allow stormwater to flow over the fiber roll and render it ineffective. 

INSTALLATION 
 Install fiber rolls prior to site disturbance. 

 Install fiber rolls from the bottom of the slope upward, to capture any sediment 
unintentionally released during installation. 

 Install fiber rolls along the contour, perpendicular to the slope direction. Turn 
the ends of each fiber roll upslope a minimum of 6 inches, to prevent runoff from 
flowing around the end of the roll.  

 When rolls are installed abutting each other, overlap the ends at least 6 inches to 
create a tight join, to prevent sediment from escaping.  

 Consider the slope of the hill when keying in fiber rolls. Key the roll to one-half 
the height of the fiber roll on steeper slopes and one-third the height of the fiber 
roll on less steep slopes. 

 Remove rocks, clods, or other obstructions so the fiber roll has direct contact 
with the soil.  

 Place excavated material on the uphill side of the key trench, to prevent 
downhill contamination. 

 After placing the fiber roll in the trench, compact the excavated material along 
the base on the uphill side. Stabilize loose soil on the downhill side.  

 Stake the rolls using two biodegradable wood stakes, one on each side of the 
fiber roll, placed every 3 to 4 feet and driven in perpendicular to the slope. Tie 
the stakes tightly together, above the fiber roll, to provide extra support.  

 Use weighted fiber rolls or weigh down with gravel bags when used on paved 
surfaces.  

 Use an additional row of wooden stakes on the downhill side of the fiber roll on 
highly erodible soils and on slopes 2:1 (run to rise) or greater.  

 Fiber rolls at the toe of slopes greater than 5:1 (run to rise) should be at least 
20 inches in diameter to be effective. An equivalent installation, such as stacked 
smaller diameter fiber rolls, can be used to achieve a similar level of protection. 
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 After removing fiber rolls, backfill and repair trenches, depressions, or other 
ground disturbances using excess sediment captured by the fiber roll. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Remove sediment when deposits reach one-third the height of the barrier. Use 

sediment as fill material or remove from the site. 

 Inspect fiber rolls prior to forecasted rain events and after rain events. 

 Inspect daily during construction.  

 Repair or replace split, torn, unraveling, slumping, or otherwise ineffective fiber 
rolls. 

 
Hay bales are not allowed in the Lake Tahoe Region due to the potential for carrying 
invasive weeds. 
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Fiber Rolls Figure 
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4.5-r SILT FENCE 

Alternative Names: Filter Fence, Erosion Control Fence (EC Fence) 

DESCRIPTION 
Silt fences are temporary sediment control barriers used to intercept and detain 
sediment while decreasing the velocity of runoff. Silt fences usually consist of 
geotextile filter fabric spread along the contour and anchored into the soil. Steel or 
wood posts are used to support the silt fence. In many cases, a wire mesh fence is 
used as a back support for the silt fence.  

SITE SUITABILITY 
 Used for sediment control when positioned below the toe of an exposed and/or 

erodible slope (or placed below other small cleared areas). 

 Used to prevent sediment from entering streams, channels, bodies of water, and 
other sensitive areas. 

 Along paved surfaces adjacent to exposed and/or erodible bare soil areas. 

 Placed around temporary stock piles.  

Advantages 
 Intercepts and captures sediment generated from surface runoff within a 

project area. 

 Prevents sedimentation damage to adjacent properties. 

 Minimizes degradation of water quality, especially when used adjacent to 

water courses. 

 Reduces runoff velocity and therefore the erosive capacity of any 

concentrated runoff generated from the project area. 

Disadvantages 
 Even if properly maintained, the life expectancy of a silt fence is generally 

limited to six months to one year. 

 Silt fences cannot be used in channels, streams, ditches, and other locations of 

concentrated flow. 

 Silt fences cannot be deployed in areas subject to ponding of water. 

 Silt fences must be carefully installed or they will be rendered ineffective 

because of undercutting, collapsing, and end cutting.  

 The proper installation of silt fences requires some soil disturbance in order to 

entrench and anchor the filter fabric. 

 Silt fences on active construction sites require frequent inspection and 

maintenance. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 From fabrics made of polypropylene, nylon, polyester, and ethylene yarn, select 

a fabric containing ultraviolet inhibitors and stabilizers, to ensure a minimum life 
expectancy of six months.  

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Install silt fence systems along the contour of the slope.  

 Ensure that the upslope drainage area does not exceed ¼ acre for every 100 
linear feet of silt fence deployed, and that the maximum slope perpendicular to 
the silt fence line is no more than 1:1.  

 Avoid installing long, uninterrupted runs of silt fence. Consider designing silt 
fence systems with running lengths of less than 200 linear feet. 

 Generally, limit the height of a silt fence to 3 feet. 

 Ensure that silt fence systems provide sufficient room for sediment to be 
deposited behind the silt fences and for sediment-removal equipment to access 
the deposits. The silt fence layout should allow for vehicles or other equipment 
to pass upslope of the silt fence to facilitate sediment removal maintenance.  

 Consider redundant lines of silt fences for construction next to streams and 
sensitive areas.  

 Ensure that support fence materials and the selected filter fabric are strong 
enough to withstand the expected sediment load.  

 Silt fence intended to be left over winter should have wire mesh backing. 

INSTALLATION 
 Properly deploy all temporary BMPs, including silt fences, before construction 

begins. 

 Before the silt fence is deployed, prepare the grade along the intended 
alignment to ensure proper installation. Clear brush and reshape the ground 
profile, if necessary.  

 Space supporting joint posts every 4, but no more than 6, feet along the running 
length of the silt fence. Sites with higher runoff and sediment loading potential 
may require more closely spaced posts. Drive the supporting joint posts at least 
18 inches into the ground and leave at least 3 feet of post above ground. Steel 
posts may be used for durability and be reused in subsequent projects. 

 Considering installing a wire mesh fence to the posts before installing the filter 
fabric for additional stability. Silt fences intended to be left over winter should 
have wire mesh backing. 

 Fasten the filter fabric securely to the uphill side of the supporting joint posts. 
Key-in and anchor 6 of the bottom 10 inches of fabric, by folding the bottom 4 
inches and placing backfill over the folded portion.  

 Turn the fabric uphill at the ends of the fence run, creating a “J” shape to prevent 
runoff from end-cutting.  

 If fabric joints are necessary, splice the filter fabric at a supporting post with a 6 
inch overlap, and fasten both pieces securely to the post.  
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This silt fence needs to be keyed into the soil properly. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 A properly functioning silt fence does not allow water to flow around, over, 

and/or under the fence.  

 Maintain silt fence function until all upslope areas have been permanently 
stabilized.  

 Inspect silt fences at the end of each work day. During the rainy weather, inspect 
them more frequently. Maintain fences as needed.  

 Remove sediment when deposits reach approximately one-third the height of 
the barrier. Use sediment as fill material or properly remove and dispose of off-
site. 

 If significant runoff or sediment deposition is anticipated, consider installing a 
second fence parallel to the original one for added capacity or as an alternative 
to removing captured sediment until project completion.  
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This silt fence is not functioning and needs maintenance. 
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Silt Fence Figure 
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Fiber Roll Silt Barrier Figure 
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Silt Fence Placement Figure 
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4.5-s EROSION CONTROL BLANKET SYSTEM 

Alternative Names: Erosion Control Matting, Erosion Control Netting, Rolled Erosion 
Control Products (RECP) 

DESCRIPTION 
Erosion control blanket systems are woven or composite textile sheets made from a 
variety of natural and synthetic materials that protect soil from surface erosion by 
lying over the ground to form a temporary cover. They protect soil against wind 
and water erosion by reducing raindrop impact and slowing runoff as it flows 
across the surface. They also stabilize disturbed soil areas and retain soil moisture, 
thereby improving conditions for seed germination and vegetation establishment. 

APPLICABILITY 
 Use to prevent surface 

erosion and enhance 
vegetation 
establishment.  

 Appropriate for 
disturbed soil on steep 
slopes, as a flexible liner 
for drainage ways, 
stream banks, swales, 
basins and behind rock 
slope protection; 
protection for stream 
banks, outfalls and 
spillways, and for use on 
temporarily inactive 
construction sites. 

 Not suitable for sites 
requiring mowing, sites 
with rocky surfaces, or in 
high wind areas as a 
stand-alone BMP. 

Advantages 
 Provides immediate soil stabilization that facilitates vegetation growth. 

 Can be installed without mobilizing special equipment. 

Disadvantages 
 Synthetic erosion control blanket systems do not biodegrade and require 

disposal in a landfill if removed. 

 Considered costly due to materials and installation labor costs.  

 Rocks, debris, or inadequate anchoring can lift blankets from the soil surface 

and allow erosion to occur beneath.  

 Birds and small animals can become entangled in the blanket. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

 Pollutant Source Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater 
Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Use erosion control blanket systems that are made of clean, weed-free materials. 

 Erosion control blanket systems exist in a variety of materials and styles for 
different applications. Materials can be natural or synthetic, woven, netted, or 
bonded to a matrix. Blankets may include features such as being fire and 
ultraviolet light resistant or may contain seed and fertilizer. 

Consider the following factors when selecting the right system for your conditions: 

 Purpose (hill slope vs. channel lining) 

 Expected precipitation and/or velocity of flow 

 Strength 

 Functional longevity  

 Use biodegradable erosion control blanket systems in situations where blankets 
are exposed or remain in place until vegetation becomes established. 
Biodegradable erosion control blanket systems may not be appropriate for 
engineering purposes such as beneath rock slope protection.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Keep erosion control blanket systems rolled within their protective covering and 

stored until needed for use to prevent damage from stormwater, mud, dirt, dust, 
animals, and debris. 

 Blankets may be installed in phases as the project progresses. 

 Prior to blanket placement, prepare soils according to manufacturer’s 
specification by physically loosening top soil and adding amendments and seed 
as needed.  

 To promote direct contact with soil, fill and compact any rills and gullies and 
remove rocks and debris from the site to create a relatively smooth surface. 

 Unroll the blanket down the slope ensuring continuous contact with the ground. 
Do not stretch or twist the blanket or walk on the blanket once in place. 

 Place erosion-control blankets horizontally following the contour of gentle 
slopes less than 20 feet long and/or where one width of the blanket roll will 
cover the entire length of the slope.  

 Extend blankets beyond the edge of mulched or seeded areas at least 1 foot on 
the sides and 3 feet upslope and downslope. If existing vegetation or structures 
mark the boundaries of the area, the blankets should continue into the stable 
vegetated area or to the edge of the structure. 

 Use large continuous pieces to fit the area covered. Trim blankets as necessary, 
such as around large rocks or existing vegetation, and discard smaller pieces. 

 Use temporary weights during placement to prevent movement or damage of 
the blanket from strong winds.  

 Overlap parallel rolls a minimum of 6 inches and secure in place according to the 
manufacturer’s specifications. At the top of slope, excavate trenches and insert 
blankets into the trench with enough excess material extending upslope that it 
can fold back on itself. Backfill the trench, fold the blanket back on itself, install 
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anchors perpendicular to the slope and drive flush with the soil surface. Cover 
the anchor with soil and tamp into place.  

 Stake or staple the blanket in place using triangular wooden stakes, 
biodegradable plastic stakes, gravel bags, metal stake pins with steel washers at 
the head of the pin, or U-shaped heavy gauge wire staples. All anchors should be 
6 to 18 inches long, 1 inch wide and placed a minimum of 36 inches apart. Use 
longer staples more frequently on loose or sandy soils. Do not use U-shaped 
heavy gauge wire staples when installing biodegradable blankets. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
 Routinely inspect blankets, especially prior to and following precipitation events, 

until vegetation becomes permanently established.  

 During inspections, ensure blankets overlap and are in continuous contact with 
the soil. Make sure anchors are intact and flush with the ground, and that no 
erosion is evident underneath the blanket.  

 For erosion evident underneath the blanket, facilitate stabilization by diverting 
any run-on that may be causing the erosion, re-grading eroded areas, and 
reseeding and mulching damaged areas. 

 Repair or replace any damaged or failing sections of the blanket immediately 
and exercise care when doing so to minimize damage to adjacent blanketed 
areas. 

 Secure blanket to prevent further undermining. 
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Erosion Control Blanket Figure 
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Anchoring Geotextiles in Channels Figure 
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4.5-t HYDROMULCH, TACKIFIER, AND SOIL BINDER 

Alternative Names: Chemical Mulches, Bonded Fiber Matrices, Hydroseeding, 
Hydro-mulching, Hydroseeding, Hydraulic Mulch 

DESCRIPTION 
Hydromulch is a slurry-like substance made up of wood and/or synthetic fibers, 
water and/or other adhesive substances like tackifiers and soil binders, and possibly 
seed. The slurry is sprayed onto exposed disturbed soils to provide temporary 
stabilization and dust suppression, especially on steep slopes. Once applied, fibers 
and seed bind to the soil surface to form a permeable crust that protects the soil 
surface from precipitation and wind, yet permits infiltration, retains moisture and 
creates favorable conditions for seed germination and vegetation establishment.  

 
 

 

APPLICABILITY 
 For disturbed areas requiring temporary soil stabilization until permanent 

vegetation becomes established. Should not be relied on for protection beyond 
a single winter season. 

 Not for use near surface waters.  

 Not for use on frozen soil, areas with standing water, under freezing or rainy 
conditions, or when the air temperature will be below 40oF.  

Advantages 
 Can be applied in steep areas where regular mulch does not adequately 

protect the soil surface or used to temporarily stabilize mulch applied to 

revegetation areas. 

BMP DESIGN APPROACH  

  Pollutant Source 
Control 

  Hydrologic Source 
Control 

  Stormwater Treatment 

SCALE OF APPLICATION 

  All SFR and MFR < 1 
acre 

   MFR 1-5 Acre and 
CICU < 5 acres 

   MFR and CICU > 5 
acres and all WQIPs 

TYPE OF APPLICATION  

  Temporary 

  Permanent 
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 Relatively inexpensive and efficient method for temporarily stabilizing large 

disturbed areas. 

Disadvantages 
 Need periodic reapplication, especially after storm events.  

 Frequent application elevates cost and requires repeated equipment clean 

up.  

 Weakened by pedestrian and construction vehicle traffic. 

 Some hydromulches, tackifiers, and soil binders can stain vegetation and 

paved surfaces if oversprayed.  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 Products permitted for use in the Lake Tahoe Region must be non-toxic to plant 

and animal life, derived from organic materials, and neutral in pH. When product 
ingredients are not specified due to proprietary confidentiality, submit Material 
Safety Data Sheets for project approval.  

 Petroleum based products are not permitted for use in the Lake Tahoe Region. 

 Do not use in proximity of surface waters. Provide adequate buffers to critical 
habitat and waterways.  

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 Follow manufacturer’s specifications for soil preparation, mixing ratios, coverage 

data, application rates, installation procedures, and equipment clean up after 
use. 

 Soil preparation may include roughening the soil surface and pre-wetting the 
treatment area. 

 Mix fibrous material with water and if necessary tackifiers, soil binders, and seed 
to form a slurry and spray onto the soil surface by hose or through aerial 
applications.  

 Generally more than one application is necessary to achieve maximum 
effectiveness, although subsequent applications may be diluted or applied at a 
lower rate. 

 Hydromulches, tackifiers, and soil binders require up to 24 hours or longer 
curing time until fully effective. Follow manufacturers specifications for drying 
time needed and apply with sufficient time before anticipated precipitation 
events. 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  
 Hydromulches, tackifiers, and soil binders are temporary in nature but need to 

last long enough to achieve erosion control objectives. Periodic reapplication 
may be necessary for proper maintenance.  

 Inspect all soil stabilization areas regularly and following precipitation events for 
exposed or eroding soil. Pay particular attention to high traffic areas and steep 
slopes.  

 Reapply to exposed soil and areas where erosion is evident as soon as possible. 
Minimize impact to adjacent intact areas during reapplication.  
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CHAPTER 5: SOIL AND VEGETATION 
MANAGEMENT 
5.1 PURPOSE AND USE OF THIS CHAPTER  

Soils and vegetation of the Lake Tahoe Region play a vital role in protecting and 
enhancing the lake’s clarity. Healthy soils and vegetation directly influence water 
quality, all three of which are environmental threshold standards that drive the 
mission and work of TRPA. Soils support vegetation growth and mitigate human 
impact by filtering stormwater runoff before it reaches Lake Tahoe. Vegetation 
controls erosion by stabilizing soil, reducing raindrop impact, slowing the velocity 
of surface runoff and providing nutrient uptake. These represent only a few of the 
various soils and vegetation functions that make their protection, restoration, and 
management TRPA priorities.  

Development practices in the Lake Tahoe Region over the past 150 years have 
impacted the region’s soil and vegetation resources. Urban development has 
physically altered and shaped the landscape, resulting in soils being moved, 
compacted, and eroded. Changes to the region’s vegetation patterns occurred not 
only through the removal of large areas of natural cover, but also from landscaping 
which removed many native plants and replaced them with turf and other non-
native plants. These changes to the soil and vegetation resources resulted in 
increased surface runoff, accelerated erosion, nutrient runoff from developed lots, 
and the introduction of non-native species.  

This chapter is organized into the following sections: 

 Section 5.2 provides general information on soil properties and soil 
management practices. 

 Section 5.3 provides general information on plant selection, lawns and turf, 
fertilizer, irrigation, pesticides, invasive weeds, and fire defensible space. 

 Section 5.4 discusses three typical project scales used in this BMP Handbook 
based on project size and land use to guide a project proponent in developing a 
revegetation and/or fertilizer management plan.  

 Supporting resources at the end of the chapter include the Revegetation Plan 
Template, Fertilizer Management Plan Template, a description of common 
Revegetation Site Types, Site Type Recommended Species List, Site Type 
Recommended Seed Mixes, and TRPA Approved Plant Species Attributes Table.  

 

5.2 SOIL 

Soil is a complex living system involving the interaction of dynamic physical, 
chemical, and biological properties.  

Soil compaction from construction activities, vehicular use, or any activity that 
applies high pressure to soil affects the physical properties of soil. These activities 
compress soil structure, remove soil pore spaces, and restrict water infiltration.  
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Physical Properties of Soil  

Bulk Density - Measures the weight of a unit volume of dry soil and indicates how easily 
air, water, and plant roots can penetrate the soil.  

Pore Space - The portion of unit volume of soil occupied by air and water and indicates 
specific aeration and drainage qualities. 

Soil Texture - Soil texture describes the type and size (diameter) of individual soil particles. 
The common particle types are described as sand, clay, and silt. 

Soil Structure - Describes the arrangement, shape, size, and stability of soil particle 
aggregates.  

Oxygen Diffusion Rate - The rate oxygen can be replenished as it is used by respiring 
organisms and indicates soil aeration and the ability for oxygen to diffuse through the soil 
to replace carbon dioxide.  

Field Capacity - The amount of water held in pore spaces after a fully saturated area of soil 
drains for 24 hours. Indicates the drainage qualities of the soil, where low capacity means 
water runs through soil quickly and high capacity means water remains in pore spaces too 
long.1 

 

Chemical soil properties influence the supply of nutrients available to plants. 
Chemical interactions hold nutrients safe from leaching and convert them into 
forms readily useable by plants. Soil fertility depends not only on sufficient 
quantities of nutrients but their presence in a balanced form. While the addition of 
highly soluble chemical fertilizers feed plants, they may disrupt healthy soil 
ecosystems by killing soil microbes and can be leached away and transported to 
Lake Tahoe.  

Biological soil properties constitute activities from all living organisms that form the 
soil community. From microorganisms such as nitrogen fixing bacteria, to 
decomposers such as earthworms, soil organisms, and their processes provide a 
vital link between mineral resources and plant growth by permitting nutrients to 
flow from soil to plants.  

                                                   
1 ,2, 3 Smillie and Gershuny, 1999, The Soul of Soil, 4th Edition. 

Cation Exchange Capacity 
(CEC) 
Negatively charged soil 
particles bind positively 
charged (cation) nutrients in 
the soil, making them less 
likely to be leached away to 
surface and ground water. The 
higher a soil’s ratio of surface 
area to volume and the greater 
the amount of stable organic 
matter or humus, the higher 
the CEC and the more nutrients 
can be held and made 
available to plants.2 
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5.2.1 SOIL RESTORATION 

Topsoil develops over many years and contains organisms and organic matter that 
are difficult to replace. Salvaging top soil before grading or soil disturbance 
preserves soil material with stable soil structure, organic matter, beneficial soil 
microorganisms, and native seeds. Retaining and reapplying topsoil improves the 
soil’s ability to sustain itself, support healthy vegetation, and resist the erosive 
forces of wind and water.  

Figure 5-a: Soil Horizons 
 

 
 
Soil is made up of distinct layers or horizons revealed through a vertical cross-section 
known as the soil profile. Each soil horizon is the result of a number of geological, 
chemical, and biological processes that have been taking place for over many years and are 
identified on the basis of physical features, such as color, texture, and particle size. Soil 
composition ranges from the O horizon at the top, which contains the most organic 
matter, down to the C layer, or bedrock. 

Physical soil treatments such as soil loosening, ripping, and tilling initiate the 
restoration of compacted soils. These treatments improve soil aeration and water 
infiltration and can be executed mechanically or by hand. No mechanical treatment 
should take place within the dripline of trees, where tree roots are encountered, or 
in Stream Environment Zones (SEZs) without first obtaining approval from the 

Mycorrhizal Fungi 
This mutually beneficial 
relationship between plant 
roots and fungi is significant 
for plants growing in poor 
soils. Fungi act as an extension 
of the plant root, substantially 
increasing surface area, and 
extracts nutrients from mineral 
particles making them available 
to plants. In turn, fungi receive 
direct access to carbohydrates 
from their host plants.3 

Tilling green wood chips into 
the soil can temporarily make 
nutrients unavailable to plants 
and disrupt successful 
vegetative establishment. Use 
wood chips that have been 
aged for at least six months or 
preferably one year. 
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permitting and regulatory authority. Also avoid physical treatments when the soil is 
saturated as further damage to soil structure can occur. 

Soils in the Lake Tahoe Region are typically nutrient poor and have limited water 
holding capacity. Adding organic soil amendments, such as compost, dry wood 
chips or other organic material to soils provides nutrients, aeration, and increases 
the rate that water can infiltrate into and move through the soil (i.e. Ksat).  

5.2.2  SOIL STABILIZATION 

As part of the soil restoration process, stabilizing loose or unstable soils with 
erosion control Best Management Practices (BMPs) protects the soil from erosion 
until vegetation becomes established. These BMPs provide physical or chemical 
means to keep soil particles together and prevent their mobilization and transport 
to Lake Tahoe. These practices, which include mulch, erosion control blankets, 
tackifiers, soil binders, and hydromulches, may also help soils retain moisture, 
moderate soil temperature fluctuations, and suppress weeds, thereby improving 
conditions for seed germination and vegetation establishment. On challenging 
sites, such as steep slopes, vegetation is often supplemented by mechanical and 
engineered slope stabilization techniques such as riprap and retaining walls. 

5.3 VEGETATION  

Vegetation physically protects the soil surface and holds soil particles in place with 
roots. It intercepts raindrop impact, slows surface runoff, and regulates soil 
moisture through shade and transpiration. Restoring vegetation on exposed 
disturbed soils greatly reduces soil erosion and sediment loading to Lake Tahoe. 
Revegetation of disturbed soils begins with selecting appropriate vegetation for 
the project. 

5.3.1 VEGETATION SELECTION 

Plants native to the Lake Tahoe Region tolerate nutrient-poor soils, harsh winters, 
and a short growing season. When used for revegetation, native plants may need 
water and nutrients to become established, but can thrive with no long term 
irrigation and minimal to no addition of fertilizer. Adapted plants are not 
indigenous to the region, but have evolved under similar climates or conditions.  
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Native and adapted plants integrated into a beautiful and functional backyard. 

TRPA has developed resources listing native and adapted plants approved for 
planting in the Lake Tahoe Region. Any large scale revegetation projects in the Lake 
Tahoe Region must select plants from the Site Type Recommended Species List 
and/or TRPA Approved Plant Species Attributes Table located at the end of this 
chapter. The Home Landscaping Guide for Lake Tahoe and Vicinity contains a 
recommended plant list with both native and adapted plants intended for 
intensively managed urban and residential landscapes. Limit the selection of 
nutrient and water intensive plants, such as turf grasses and ornamentals, for use in 
close proximity to structures. 

Select a combination of annual and perennial plants to revegetate a site. Annual 
plants establish quickly and provide short term soil stabilization while long-lived 
perennials have deeper roots that provide permanent stabilization once 
established. Be sure to factor planting requirements of each selected species into 
project planning and implementation. Native seed can successfully revegetate a 
site with little maintenance but may take several or many growing seasons to 
become fully established. Conversely, container plants offer immediate coverage 
and scenic screening but require greater care and irrigation until established. 
Without adequate maintenance and care, use of container plants can result in lower 
survival rates. 

When selecting plant species for a project, consider localized site conditions 
(microclimates), anticipated uses, and regulations. Choose plants for urban sites 
that tolerate foot traffic or snow storage; choose plants for upland restoration that 
are drought tolerant; and choose plants for vacation homes that are low 
maintenance, do not require permanent or long-term irrigation, and need little to 
no fertilizers. TRPA restricts the use of lawns and ornamental vegetation (i.e. non-
native plants requiring high fertilizer and water inputs) in sensitive areas such as 
SEZs and in shorezones to protect Lake Tahoe from direct input of nutrients. Only 
appropriate native plants selected from the Site Type Recommended Species List 
and TRPA Approved Plant Species Attributes Table are permitted for use in these 

Even though Lake Tahoe 
contains enough fresh water 
to cover the entire state of 
California with over a foot of 
water, most of the drinking 
water for Lake Tahoe Region’s 
residents and visitors come 
from groundwater. Since a 
large part of summertime 
water use in the Lake Tahoe 
Region goes to landscape 
irrigation, plant native 
vegetation that requires little 
watering once established to 
help protect the Lake Tahoe 
Region’s water resources. 
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sensitive areas. For more information on revegetation or other project work in SEZ 
or Shorezones, refer to Chapter 7 Permitting.  

 
Stream Environment Zones (SEZs) are sensitive water influenced areas that perform critical 
environmental functions. SEZs are protected and projects impacting them require special 
considerations and permits. 

5.3.1.1 LAWNS AND TURF  

Most common lawn and turf grasses used for landscaping are not native to the Lake 
Tahoe Region. Many have high fertilizer and water needs, which can increase 
nutrient laden runoff that promote algae growth in the lake. In addition, the lack of 
deep roots to hold soil particles together does not adequately protect against 
erosion and may result in sediment loading to Lake Tahoe.  

While lawns and turf are not encouraged for use in the Lake Tahoe Region, small, 
isolated areas may serve valued purposes, such as for active recreation or for fire 
defensible space. Lawns and turf are one option among other low-growing 
herbaceous plants, rocks, gravel, and other noncombustible materials to create a 
landscape that integrates BMPs and fire defensible space.  

Generally, no project or activity 
can occur in sensitive areas, 
such as SEZ and shorezones, 
which converts SEZ native 
vegetation to a non-native or 
artificial state. Consult with 
TRPA or local jurisdictions prior 
to initiating projects which 
may impact these sensitive 
areas. 

Rolled sod typically contains 
high amounts of clay, which 
can lead to less water 
infiltration and more runoff. 
Establishing lawn and turf from 
seed may require greater initial 
effort, but more readily allows 
rain and snow melt to soak 
into the soil. 
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Before using turf on small commercial or residential projects, consider the following: 

• Will the turf area be used for active recreation? 
• Is the turf area in close proximity to structures, providing necessary fire defensible 

space? 
• Is the turf area located well outside of SEZs, the backshore, and the associated 

setbacks? 
• Is the turf area being used as accent vegetation? 
 

If you answer “no” to these questions, consider more lake-friendly alternatives such non-
turf bunchgrasses, wildflowers, and other native plants. 

 
5.3.2 PROTECTING, ESTABLISHING, AND MAINTAINING VEGETATION 

Vegetation establishment is challenging in a dry mountain climate, therefore it is 
essential to protect existing vegetation from disturbance to the greatest extent 
possible. Uncommon or sensitive species, such as SEZ vegetation, have special 
protection and should be protected from any site disturbance – see the TRPA Code 
of Ordinances for more detail. 

Before construction, minimize the disturbance footprint by fencing off existing 
vegetation not intended for removal and prevent vehicle traffic permanently by 
installing parking and vehicle barriers.  

 
Extend protective fencing to the width of the dripline to ensure adequate protection of 
roots.  
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Large boulders provide permanent vegetation protection from vehicles. Stagger and cluster 
boulders to mimic natural conditions. 

Another method of retaining native vegetation found on site is to salvage, relocate, 
and transplant them in the revegetation project area. Before initiating project work, 
inventory existing vegetation on the project site for salvage and transplant. 
Temporarily relocate salvaged plant materials to a protected area and care for them 
until they can be incorporated back into the project. Be sure to transfer plants with 
as much root mass and soil in place as possible. 

Relocating or transplanting native vegetation that is already adapted to site 
conditions is a cost-effective practice that should be employed whenever feasible.  
Using vegetative cuttings such as willows from the project site can also be a 
successful and cost-effective means of re-establishing native vegetation in 
disturbed areas.  

Following vegetation protection best practices, prepare the site for vegetation 
establishment by installing temporary BMPs and performing soil restoration 
treatments planned for the project.  

Soil restoration (see Soil Restoration Section 5.2.1) is crucial to vegetation 
establishment and long-term growth because soil determines how much water and 
nutrients can get to the plants.  Site preparation practices combined with proper 
seeding and planting techniques ensure that short term vegetation establishment 
leads to sustained vegetation growth and soil stability.  

For both vegetation establishment and maintenance, consider fertilizer, irrigation, 
pesticide, and weed control needs, as well as fire defensible space requirements. 
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5.3.2.1 FERTILIZERS 

Lake Tahoe is naturally ultra-oligotrophic, meaning its waters are very low in 
nutrients.  This is responsible for the lake’s famed clarity.  The region’s soils tend to 
be rocky and shallow, and are low in nutrients and organic matter.  

 
Lake Tahoe is naturally ultra-oligotrophic, which is responsible for the lake’s famed clarity. 

Lake clarity began to decline as 
human land uses in the region 
accelerated, contributing 
nutrients and sediment to the 
lake. The Lake Tahoe Total Daily 
Maximum Load (TMDL) identified 
nutrients as primary pollutants of 
concern, with fertilizer 
application in urban areas 
contributing a significant portion 
of phosphorus to the lake. 
Limiting fertilizer application 
reduces phosphorus at the 
source and plays an important 
role in restoring Lake Tahoe’s 
clarity. 

 

Nutrients such as fertilizers in Lake 
Tahoe provide food for algae 
growth, which reduces water clarity 
and changes the lake habitat for 
aquatic life. 
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To address this TRPA’s Regional Plan restricts the application of fertilizer and 
encourages phasing out the sale and use of chemical fertilizer containing 
phosphorus for lawns, with limited exceptions. 

Before applying fertilizer, have soils tested for nitrogen and phosphorus through 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), the University of Nevada 
Cooperative Extension (UNCE), private consultants, or home test kits to determine if 
a nutrient deficiency exists. If soils lack nutrients, soil amendments may be needed 
to establish vegetation.  

Soil amendments consisting of decomposed organic matter (e.g. compost) are the 
best way to enrich soils. As soil microorganisms break down organic materials over 
time, they make nutrients available to plants. Additionally, organic matter improves 
soil structure, helps to retain soil moisture, and assists in regulating soil 
temperature.  

In contrast to soil amendments, chemical fertilizers provide nutrients in a form 
readily available to plants, which can be easily leached to surface and ground 
waters. Additionally, chemical fertilizers are less desirable because they do not 
improve soil structure and damage living soil organisms. For these reasons, only 
use chemical fertilizers for managing established turf when soil testing results 
indicate a deficiency in one or more nutrients. Even then, augment only the 
nutrient(s) necessary. For example, if soils tested under the lawn show a deficiency 
in nitrogen but has plenty of phosphorus, select a fertilizer with ‘0’ in the middle of 
the formula (e.g. 10-0-5). Use organic soil amendments such as compost for flower 
beds and gardens. 

Chemical fertilizers are commercially available in both fast and slow release types, 
but the conventional form is fast release. Fast release fertilizers provide nutrients 
immediately available for plant uptake, whereas slow release fertilizers make 
nutrients available over time. 

Slow release fertilizers should only be applied in the late spring/early summer so 
that they are continually available over the course of the growing season. Apply 
fast release fertilizer early in the growing season as well, when vegetation is active 
and can immediately use the nutrients.  

After applying fertilizer to turf, water slowly to help incorporate fertilizer granules 
onto the soil. Only water until soil is moist as excess water will transport fertilizer 
away – potentially becoming polluted runoff that enters surface and ground 
waters. Never apply fertilizer to frozen ground, or before a rainstorm. Do not apply 
fertilizer in or near water – including sensitive areas such as SEZs and shorezones – 
and do not allow fertilizer to be spread over pavement.  

5.3.2.2 IRRIGATION 

Proper irrigation helps establish vegetation and will also maintain plants not 
adapted to the Lake Tahoe Region’s climate. Vegetation establishment may require 
more frequent and/or intensive watering than maintaining healthy mature plants 
with deep, strong roots.  

Soil properties can vary even 
within a single parcel, creating 
different landscape zones that 
may require different types 
and/or amounts of fertilizer.  

Limit the use of chemical 
fertilizers (both fast and slow 
release) for turf management. 
Too much chemical fertilizer 
can burn turf and kill beneficial 
soil microorganisms. Use 
organic soil amendments such 
as compost for flower beds 
and gardens. 

One or cumulative acres of 
lawn or turf on a property 
requires a fertilizer 
management plan. 
Additionally, surface and 
groundwater monitoring may 
be required in sensitive areas 
to determine compliance with 
nitrogen and phosphorus 
discharge standards. 
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WATER APPLICATION METHODS 
Drip irrigation is a method of irrigation using the slow application of water under 
low pressure through tube openings or attached devices just above, at or below 
the soil surface. 

A bubbler is a water emission device that tends to bubble water directly onto the 
ground or that throws water a short distance. It is a more directed or targeted 
irrigation method than traditional sprinkler nozzles, enabling water to get to plants 
with increased efficiency.  It is a suitable system for small landscaped areas.  

Micro-irrigation systems include drip or trickle irrigation as well as micro-spray and 
other new devices operating at low pressures. Water is applied frequently just 
above, on or below the surface of the soil at low flow rates with the goal of placing 
a quantity of water in the root zone that nearly approximates the consumptive use 
of the plant. These systems conserve water but also support healthy plants by 
preventing overwatering.  

Irrigation systems should consider the following four factors: 

Delivery System and Application Rate - Adjust sprinkler nozzles to avoid watering paved 
areas or other spots not intended for watering. Use the right size nozzles – the size of the 
nozzle should be consistent with the size of the area it wets. Use an efficient irrigation 
system such as a drip irrigation system to avoid excessive leaching and runoff of nutrients. 

Soils - Different soil types hold different amounts of water. Soils in the Lake Tahoe Region 
are mostly loamy sands and coarse sandy loams that can only hold 0.5 inches of water in 
the top foot of soil.  

Root Zones - The roots of typical turf species are mostly confined to the first 12 inches 
below the surface. Watering beyond the root zone will result in wasted water, and carry 
any applied fertilizers beyond the reach of roots, in turn resulting in less vigorous plants 
due to nutrient deficiency, increased costs for lawn maintenance and water, and potentially 
creating nutrient laden runoff that pollutes Lake Tahoe.  

Water Use - Plants require different amounts of water at different times of the year, 
peaking in July and August. In general, deep (but not excessive) and infrequent watering 
produces healthier and more resilient plant roots than shallow, frequent watering.  
 

For the soils typically found in the Lake Tahoe Region, the NRCS recommends 
applying ½ inch of water to turf and lawns. To measure this, place a container on 
the lawn and time how long it takes your sprinkler system to apply ½ inch of water. 
Water your lawn for that amount of time 2 or 3 times a week during the growing 
season. Note that constraints on water use may exist from water providers. In 
addition, the use of smart irrigation systems that sense rainfall, measure soil water 
content, and detect freezing conditions can be used to adjust flows to conserve 
water and reduce cost. 
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Directed irrigation systems such as the stream bubbler (pictured above) or micro-irrigation 
systems such as drip irrigation that operate at low pressure is a more efficient means of 
watering and may be exempt from day and time watering restrictions imposed by local 
jurisdictions - check with your local water provider. 

5.3.2.3 PESTICIDES 

A pesticide is any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, 
destroying, or repelling any pest, typically an animal, plant, or fungi.  Types of 
pesticides include herbicides, insecticides, rodenticides, antifouling agents, and 
others.  According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), pesticides by 
their very nature are designed to kill or harm living organisms.  This means that 
most pesticides create some risk of harm.  On the other hand, pesticide use may be 
appropriate in certain circumstances to minimize ecological threat from pests when 
other control methods have proven unsuccessful and anticipated benefits 
outweigh risks.   

Pesticides are regulated by the EPA and the states to minimize potential impacts to 
people, other non-target organisms, and the environment.  To protect human 
health and water quality in the Lake Tahoe Basin, the water quality objectives in 
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Board’s Basin Plan has been amended to set a 
region-wide waste discharge prohibition on pesticides with exemption criteria.  
Chapter 60.1 of TRPA’s Code of Ordinance states that no detectable concentration 
of any pesticide shall be allowed to enter any stream environment zone unless the 
agency finds that application of the pesticide is necessary to attain or maintain the 
environmental threshold standards.  

Pesticide use in the Basin has been discouraged by TRPA since the 1987 Regional 
Plan, which states that alternatives to chemical application should be employed 
where practical. The policy aims to prevent potential harm from the outset rather 
than manage it after the fact.  

Local public utilities have 
water conservation ordinances 
that may restrict lawn 
watering to certain times of 
day and/or certain days of the 
week. Watering may also be 
prohibited when it is raining or 
snowing, or when air 
temperature is below 40 
degrees F. 
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Before any pest control methods are employed, a basic tenet of integrated pest 
management (IPM) is to ascertain that there is actually a pest, and it has been 
correctly identified, before using any management tool.  Factors that created the 
pest problem should be assessed to develop solutions.  Otherwise, pests are likely 
to recur.   

IPM practices include physical/mechanical, cultural, biological, and chemical 
methods.  The different methods are often used in conjunction. Methods are 
tailored to the specific pest and its biology.  Environmentally sound pest 
management tactics, including prevention – the most important - are preferred to a 
reliance on chemical applications alone.  

Physical/mechanical methods (i.e. manual weeding, chainsaws, etc.) are often used 
for smaller scale infestations or in combination with other methods.  Cultural 
methods include changing human behavior (e.g. plant pest-resistant species) or 
management to create healthy systems that are resistant to pests and resilient after 
disturbance.  For instance, forests should be managed for healthy stands that are 
not overcrowded and susceptible to pests and diseases.  This includes promoting 
vegetation diversity by planting different species, ages, and spatial arrangements 
to minimize pest problems.   

Biological methods such as releasing natural predators to attack their hosts (i.e. the 
pest plant) have been successfully used for large-scale infestations in combination 
with other IPM methods.  An emerging method is biopesticides, which are certain 
types of pesticides derived from natural materials such as animals, plants, bacteria, 
and minerals that control pests by low- or non-toxic mechanisms (e.g. 
pheromones).  

Conventional chemical pesticides are generally synthetic materials that are directly 
applied to the pest.  You must read and understand the pesticide label before you 
use a pesticide. The label is a legal document and is enforceable by law.  It describes 
steps that must be taken to minimize chemical movement and contamination of 
surface and groundwater resources. Property owners should not use pesticides in 
or near water, while some pesticides are specifically designed for aquatic use; many 
pesticides are toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. 

Pesticides can be degraded by sunlight, water, bacteria, and other chemicals. The 
ones which last the longest, called persistent pesticides, can move over long 
distances and can build up in the environment leading to greater potential for 
adverse effects to occur.  For instance, glyphosate, the active ingredient in 
Roundup, the most widely used herbicide in the United States, has a half-life of 30 
to 100 days. Generally, the pesticides that degrade most rapidly have less 
opportunity to move or have adverse impacts on people or other organisms. The 
volatility of a compound will determine how long it can travel by air from its source. 
Its solubility in water is a factor when the pesticide is carried off by rain or runoff to 
streams or the Lake, or moved through the soil as a potential groundwater 
contaminant. There are other important factors that govern movement, such as 
adsorption, which is the propensity of a chemical compound to bind to soil.   

From a general knowledge of these and other characteristics, it is possible to 
predict in a general sense how a pesticide will behave. But more precise prediction 
is often not possible because the environment itself is very complex.  There are 
large gaps in the knowledge of pesticide movement and fate in the environment, 
so to err on the side of human safety and the environment, measures to minimize 
unnecessary release of pesticides into the environment is TRPA policy. 
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5.3.2.4 INVASIVE WEEDS  

Invasive weeds grow aggressively, spread rapidly, and choke out native and other 
desirable plants. Weeds compete with native vegetation for water, nutrients, and 
sunlight, especially during vegetation establishment. They tend to produce prolific 
amounts of seeds and thrive because they lack natural predators. Noxious weeds 
are a subset of invasive weeds that are particularly destructive, competitive, and 
difficult to control.  They are regulated in California and Nevada law and there are 
specific requirements for their control. The Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating 
Group (LTWCG) provides many resources that can help you identify weeds, prevent 
their spread, and develop appropriate management plans. See 
www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org.   

According to the LTBWCG, the most effective, economical, and ecologically sound 
method of managing invasive plants is to prevent their invasion in the first place. 
Most current infestations in the Lake Tahoe Basin are still small and controllable.  
Once weeds become established and widespread, considerable effort and expense 
will likely be necessary to control them.  

Hand or mechanical methods are the best options for treating small-scale 
infestations of annual and biennial weeds. Loosen soil at the base of the weed in 
order to remove the entire plant including seeds and roots. Dig out as much of the 
root as possible. If the weed has flowered and seeds may be present, bag it securely 
and dispose of it in the trash.  Do not compost weeds as seeds may still be able to 
germinate despite the breakdown of organic material.  Seeds can germinate if the 
compost does not reach temperatures of 140-160 degrees for 3 or more days. 

Perennial weeds regrow from the roots, and can be very difficult to control.  
Although TRPA discourages pesticide use generally, in the case of some perennial 
weeds, careful application of an herbicide may be needed to kill them.  Contact 
LTWCG for recommendations and assistance. 

All equipment used that comes in contact with weeds must be washed and all plant 
parts removed in order to prevent spread. The California Invasive Plant Council has 
produced a handbook specifically on BMPs for Land Managers to prevent the 
spread of invasive plants from one work site to another (see http://www.cal-
ipc.org/ip/prevention/landmanagers.php).  

Herbicides have potential human and water quality impacts.  All other weed control 
methods should be considered and eliminated before chemical application is 
considered.  If herbicides are used, application must be made according to label 
directions to protect applicators, others, and the environment. Herbicides should 
not be used near water or Stream Environment Zones (SEZs) except in consultation 
with TRPA to determine compatibility with the TRPA Code of Ordinances, Chapter 
60.1.   

Do not use “weed and feed” combination herbicide/fertilizer products. They 
typically lead to over-application of both herbicide and fertilizer and may harm 
adjacent trees, neither of which is desirable in the Lake Tahoe Region. 

 

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/prevention/landmanagers.php
http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/prevention/landmanagers.php
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Herbicides are not generally recommended for use in the Lake Tahoe watershed. If 
herbicides are used, application should always be consistent with product labeling. 

5.3.2.5 FIRE DEFENSIBLE SPACE  

Fire defensible space is essential to improve your home’s chances of surviving a 
wildfire. Fire defensible space is the buffer you create between a building on your 
property and the grass, trees, shrubs, or any other wildland area that surround it. 
This space is needed to slow or stop the spread of wildfire, and defensible space 
helps protect your home from catching fire – either from direct flame contact or 
radiant heat. Fire defensible space is also important to protect the firefighters 
defending your home. Combine Fire Defensible Space practices with soil and 
vegetation management and water quality BMPs to create an integrated landscape 
within 30 feet of any structure. Specific guidelines for each zone are described 
below and are also outlined in Living with Fire, a guidance document for the Lake 
Tahoe Region:  

0-5-FOOT NONCOMBUSTIBLE PERIMETER  
 No combustible materials, including woody vegetation or wooden borders for 

infiltration systems, are permitted within 5 feet of any structure.  

 Routinely remove organic materials, such as pine needles and woody 
vegetation, which accumulate into this zone. Eliminating easily ignitable fuels 
near structures helps prevent burning embers from starting a fire near them.  

 Use inorganic mulch or well irrigated herbaceous vegetation to stabilize the soil 
in this area. Should a fire ignite in this area, this practice will help keep the 
intensity low so not enough heat is generated to ignite the structure. 

 Remove tree limbs that are within 10 feet of chimneys, decks, and roofs of 
structures.  
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Only noncombustible materials and irrigated herbaceous vegetation are permitted within 5 
feet of any structure. 

 

 
Although drought tolerant and able to withstand the Lake Tahoe Region’s winters, junipers 
are highly flammable woody vegetation and can burn intensely if ignited. Junipers should 
not be planted next to structures.  
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5-30-FOOT ZONE  
 Discontinuous patches of organic mulch separated by irrigated herbaceous 

vegetation, rock, or other noncombustible materials are permitted within 5-30 
feet of a structure. Pine needles can be used as mulch in this zone, even in 
revegetation areas, as long as it follows these guidelines.   

 Remove pine needles and vegetative litter to the duff layer annually by May 1 
every spring and do not allow them to accumulate more than 1-2 inches in 
depth after May 1.  

 Individual specimens or small groups of woody vegetation such as trees and 
native shrubs are permitted in this area as long as they are pruned to remove 
dead materials and would not allow a fire to travel rapidly across the area.  

 Planting low growing irrigated herbaceous plants are preferred in this area. 
Small lawn areas within the lean, clean, and green zone should be interspersed 
with native grasses, flowers, and shrubs, transitioning to tended native 
vegetation beyond 30 feet. 

30+ FOOT ZONE  
 Organic mulch and vegetative litter shall not accumulate in excess of 3 inches in 

depth in areas more than 30 feet from a structure.  

 Dense stands of shrubs and trees pose a significant wildfire threat and should be 
thinned to create space of at least twice the height of the average shrub 
between them. For example, shrubs with an average height of 2 feet should 
have distance of at least 4 feet from the branches of the next shrub or small 
clump of shrubs. When removing shrubs, clip vegetation down to the soil 
surface, but leave the root systems in place for erosion control.  

 Tree canopies should be separated on average by 10 feet within this zone. Trees 
up to 14 inches diameter at breast height (DBH) can be removed without a 
permit. For trees larger than 14 inches DBH, contact your local fire protection 
agency or TRPA to have them evaluated and marked for removal. 

 Ladder fuels consist of low lying or dead vegetation that can carry fire to taller 
vegetation. Remove dead and lower tree branches to a height of 10 feet without 
exceeding one-third of the total tree height and any woody vegetation growing 
under the tree dripline. 

Check with your local or state fire official to determine the fire defensible space 
requirements of your area. In California outside of designated cities, defensible 
space requirements are mandated by law under California Public Resource Code 
4291. Figure 5-b contains contact information for the local fire protection districts 
in the Lake Tahoe Region.  
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Figure 5-b: Fire Districts Map 
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5.4 PROJECT SCALE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil restoration, revegetation, and fertilizer management practices have different 
requirements depending on project size and complexity. Note that these project 
scales are illustrative only, and requirements for each site may vary depending on 
specific circumstances.  

PROJECTS LESS < 1 ACRE AND ALL SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (SFR) 

Single family residential and small multi-family properties should generally follow 
the guidelines in the Home Landscaping Guide for Lake Tahoe and Vicinity. Projects 
at this scale requiring a permit may still need to submit a Revegetation Plan and/or 
Fertilizer Management Plan as part of the permit conditions if there are issues of 
concern (e.g. water quality, Stream Environment Zones (SEZs), shorezones, etc.). 

PROJECTS 1 TO 5 ACRES AND ALL COMMERCIAL (CICU) < 5 ACRES 

Projects on commercial and large multi-family properties requiring permits will 
generally need to submit a Revegetation Plan and/or Fertilizer Management Plan 
using the templates provided in this chapter due to their increased project size and 
complexity.  

PROJECTS GREATER THAN 5 ACRES AND ALL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT 
PROJECTS (EIP) 

EIP projects implemented by local jurisdictions for the purposes of this chapter are 
defined as Water Quality Improvement Projects (WQIPs) and ecosystem/habitat 
restoration projects.  These large scale soil restoration and revegetation projects are 
typically carried out by local jurisdictions in partnership with regulatory and 
funding agencies. Due to their size, complexity, and a need for consistency with 
funder and regulatory agency requirements, revegetation projects at this scale are 
developed through the Storm Water Quality Improvement Committee (SWQIC) 
Project Delivery Process. The SWQIC Project Delivery Process describes a process to 
achieve successful projects including development of goals and objectives, analysis 
of existing conditions, formulating and evaluating alternatives, selection of a 
recommended alternative, and development of a preliminary design. Revegetation 
plans developed through the SWQIC process will generally include at a minimum 
the information contained in the Revegetation Plan template provided in this 
chapter. If more than 1 acre of turf is proposed as part of an EIP, components of the 
Fertilizer Management Plan must be addressed as well.  

5.4.1 REVEGETATION PLAN 

The Revegetation Plan is a template for preparing revegetation specifications as 
part of a permitted project. The Revegetation Plan template is a resource available 
for use located at the end of this chapter. Plan components and guidance on how 
to complete them are explained in detail below. 

5.4.1.1 SITE DESCRIPTION 

The site description section provides context for the revegetation activities. 
Information needed includes location, site conditions such as soil type and Ksat 
rate, land capability, vegetation types, extent of sun and shade, and presence of 
sensitive areas such as SEZs, rocky outcroppings, or backshore.  
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5.4.1.2 PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

This section describes the reasons why the revegetation project is being 
undertaken and what the project will achieve. Project goals and objectives should 
directly relate to the problem the project is intended to address, and depict issues 
that will continue or result if the project is not implemented. These goals will guide 
the selection of success criteria. While the BMP handbook generally focuses on 
revegetation for the purposes of erosion control, other project goals and objectives 
include restoring vegetative diversity, creating wildlife habitat, fulfilling scenic 
screening requirements, and providing water quality treatment. 

5.4.1.3 PROJECT SCHEDULE 

Provide a detailed schedule for each element of the plan. The schedule will depend 
on the complexity and scale of the project, but at a minimum will typically include 
dates for temporary BMP installation, pre-grade inspection, topsoil salvage, soil 
loosening and amendments, seeding, planting, irrigation, weeding, removal of 
irrigation system, final inspection, etc. Please see Revegetation Plan Example 
Section C.  

5.4.1.4 SELECTION OF PLANT MATERIALS 

Use the description of common Revegetation Site Types, Site Type Recommended 
Species List, Site Type Recommended Seed Mixes, and TRPA Approved Plant 
Species Attributes Table at the end of this chapter to guide the plant selection 
process for any Lake Tahoe Region revegetation project. Once selected, list plant 
materials using the plant materials table provided in the Revegetation Plan 
template at the end of this chapter. Plant materials selected must be robust, free of 
disease and insect infestation, and have vigorous foliage and wood. Plants from the 
nursery should have been grown locally or in a similar zone. If plants have been 
grown in a different climate, they may have trouble flourishing in the Lake Tahoe 
climate. Seeds should be approved for purity, germination, and be weed free. 

5.4.1.5 PROJECT INSTALLATION  

A.  CONTRACTOR REQUIREMENTS 
List any contractor requirements or qualifications such as licenses, references, 
bonding, written guarantees, or submittals. List any specialized experiences 
required or desired, such as a landscaping background or experience establishing 
native plants in challenging conditions including steep slopes or poor soils. Please 
see TRPA Revegetation Plan Example Section E.  

B. MEASURES TO AVOID OR MINIMIZE PROJECT IMPACTS 
This section describes measures that will avoid or minimize impacts of this 
revegetation project on the physical environment. These measures include 
conserving native soil, protecting existing vegetation, minimizing soil disturbance 
during revegetation treatments, and preventing the introduction or spread of 
invasive, nonnative plant species.  

C. SITE PREPARATION 
Specific treatments will likely be necessary to prepare the site before attempting to 
establish vegetation. Information provided for this section should include the 
approach and schedule for site preparation and detail on any of the following 
applicable treatments: 
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 Salvage Existing Native Plants for Transplanting - Identify any vegetation on-
site being salvaged for transplant, including the salvage of cutting materials, and 
describe specific measures taken, such as storage and care, to ensure survival.  

 Removal and Storage of Topsoil and Duff - Salvage topsoil and duff for later 
project use.  This helps preserve native seed stock contained in the topsoil and 
enhances revegetation success.  

 Grading and Slope Shaping - Describe what grading or earth moving activities 
are required for the revegetation project. Land alteration activities involving 
more than 3 cubic yards must be permitted through TRPA. Soil preparation on 
slopes may require physical modification or surface roughening.  

 Soil Loosening - Describe physical activities required to restore infiltration 
capacity and aeration to compacted soil areas. See Revegetation template and 
example (below) for guidance.  

 Soil Amendments/Fertilizer - Describe the type, quantity, and application rate 
of any soil amendments or fertilizers used to improve physical, chemical, or 
biological properties of the soil.  

 Weed Control - Describe measures necessary to eradicate and/or prevent the 
spread of weeds on-site. Provisions should include the method, frequency and 
extent of weed control activities. List noxious weeds potentially susceptible for 
the project area and train staff to identify and remove them before they can 
produce viable seed.  

D. INSTALLATION OF PLANT MATERIALS 
Describe installation methods and provide a plan to scale depicting density, 
arrangement, and locations of plant materials used. Proper handling and storage of 
plant materials should also be addressed here. Plant materials may include 
transplants of existing plants and cuttings salvaged during the site preparation 
process, containers of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants, as well as seed selected 
from the Site Type Recommended Species List, Site Type Recommended Seed 
Mixes, and TRPA Approved Plant Species Attributes Table provided at the end of 
this chapter. 

E. IRRIGATION 
Provide a description of the extent and irrigation methods necessary for vegetation 
establishment. Methods can include hand watering to drip, bubbler, and spray 
irrigation systems. Include the water source for the system(s). Describe system 
components, timing (including timing of removal, if applicable), application rates, 
and any maintenance needs to ensure systems are operational and effective. 

F. SOIL STABILIZATION  
Describe soil stabilization practices, which may include reapplication of salvaged 
duff material collected and stored during the site preparation process, bare soil 
protection using inorganic and organic mulch, biotechnical treatments, and any 
use of tackifiers and soil binders.  

5.4.1.6 REVEGETATION MAINTENANCE  

List maintenance requirements necessary for vegetation establishment, such as 
weeding, pruning, watering, replacing dead plant material, and removing trash and 
debris. Include any adjustments needed to the irrigation system during the 
maintenance period as well as a process to “wean” plants off of irrigation by the 
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end of the maintenance period.  Provisions should include reapplication of mulches 
and amendments and replanting as needed.  

Provide a timeframe for the maintenance and monitoring period (typically 2-3 
years) and relate this to the revegetation performance requirements or success 
criteria.  

Incorporate any long-term soil and vegetation maintenance activities into the BMP 
Inspection and Maintenance Plan, described in Chapter 6 – Inspection, 
Maintenance, and Monitoring.  

5.4.1.7 SUCCESS CRITERIA AND PROJECT CONCLUSION 

This section describes the vegetation that would result from successful project 
implementation and includes a description of a reference plant community or other 
standard used and the rationale for choosing this reference community or 
standard. Success criteria must reflect project goals and objectives and state the 
desired condition of the revegetated site. Criteria may include attributes such as 
percent vegetative cover, soil surface cover, plant survival, soil penetrability, and 
absence of any visual signs of erosion. If monitoring indicates that success criteria 
are not met, causal factors should be determined and remediation actions taken.  
This section must describe those remediation actions to be taken should the 
revegetation not meet the success criteria.    

Additional items needed to conclude the project may include as-built drawings, 
clean up provisions, and scheduling final inspections to evaluate performance 
standards.  

During the final inspection, inspectors will use the criteria listed in the approved 
Revegetation Plan in addition to visual assessments of vegetation establishment to 
determine project success. Please note that establishment of vegetation generally 
takes between two and three complete (May – September) growing seasons. 

5.4.2 FERTILIZER MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Large properties with over 1 cumulative acre of turf, existing or proposed, OR as 
needed to address current or anticipated impacts to water quality, SEZs, shorezone, 
and other sensitive areas, must account for their fertilizer use through a Fertilizer 
Management Plan. If more than 1 acre of turf is proposed as part of a revegetation 
project, incorporate elements of the Fertilizer Management Plan into the 
Revegetation Plan.  

5.4.2.1 FERTILIZER MANAGEMENT PLAN ELEMENTS 

TYPE(S) OF FERTILIZER  
State the type and formula of fertilizer to be used. Organic and other slow release 
fertilizers are strongly encouraged over fast release or traditional fertilizers. 
Fertilizer formula is typically expressed as a ratio of Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), 
and Potassium (K).  

SOILS TESTING 
Provide soil analysis (from within two years) for nutrients (minimally phosphorus 
and nitrogen) that supports fertilizer use and justifies fertilizer formula. For 
example, if soils results show no phosphorus deficiency, chemical fertilizer formula 
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should contain no phosphorus. Proposed phosphorus use for turf/lawn 
maintenance must be supported by soils analysis results.  

RATES AND MEANS OF APPLICATION 
State the rate fertilizer will be applied (pound/acre) and the means of application 
(e.g. fertilizer spreader). Fertilizer rate should be supported by soils analysis.  

TIMING AND FREQUENCY  
Describe the timing and frequency of fertilizer application. Fertilizer should only be 
applied in early summer when vegetation is actively growing.  

WATERING 
Describe irrigation system, watering schedule, and drainage of the site.  

AVOID SEZS, SHOREZONES, AND SETBACKS 
Identify these sensitive areas on site and describe how fertilizer management 
practices employed will avoid them. Common practices include maintaining a 
substantial buffer of native vegetation between turf and sensitive areas. Map turf 
areas, these sensitive features if present, including no fertilizer application zones, 
and include in Plan.  

MONITORING 
Surface and groundwater monitoring may be required in sensitive areas to 
determine compliance with nitrogen and phosphorus discharge standards. If 
monitoring of fertilizer management is required as a condition of project approval, 
include frequency and rate of application as a line item in the BMP Inspection and 
Maintenance Plan, described in Chapter 6 – Inspection, Maintenance, and 
Monitoring. Additionally, annual summary reports may be required, and if water 
quality impacts are occurring, changes to fertilizer management may be necessary.  

5.4.2.2 STORAGE AND DISPOSAL  

Briefly describe where and how fertilizers will be stored and disposed of. 
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TRPA Revegetation Plan Template  
Soil restoration and revegetation activities required as part of a Project’s permitted conditions must 
submit a complete TRPA Revegetation Plan: 

A. SITE DESCRIPTION 
Information needed includes location, land capability, site conditions such as soil type and infiltration 
rate, vegetation types, extent of sun and shade, presence of sensitive areas such as stream environment 
zones or backshore, and relevant site characteristics such as rock outcroppings.   

Project Address: 

Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN): 

NRCS Soil Map Unit:  Max depth of Install:  Ksat (in/hr): 

Land Capability:  

TRPA Permit Number: 

Detailed Site Description:   

B. PROJECT DESCRIPTION, GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES 
This section describes the reasons why the revegetation project is being undertaken and what the 
project will achieve. Project goals and objectives should directly relate to the problem the project is 
intended to address, and depict issues that will continue or result if the project is not implemented. 
These goals will guide the selection of success criteria.  While the BMP handbook generally focuses on 
revegetation for the purposes of erosion control, other project goals and objectives include restoring 
vegetative diversity, creating wildlife habitat, fulfilling scenic screening requirements, and providing 
water quality treatment. 

C. PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Provide a detailed schedule for each element of the plan. The schedule will depend on the complexity 
and scale of the project, but at a minimum will typically include dates for temporary BMP installation, 
pre-grade inspection, topsoil salvage, soil loosening and amendments, seeding, planting, irrigation, 
weeding, removal of irrigation system, final inspection, etc.   

D. SELECTION OF PLANT MATERIALS 
Use the description of common Revegetation Site Types, Site Type Recommended Species List, Site 
Type Recommended Seed Mixes, and TRPA Approved Plant Species Attributes Table to guide the plant 
selection process for any Lake Tahoe Region revegetation project. Once selected, list plant materials in 
the plant materials table. Plant materials selected must be robust, free of disease and insect infestation, 
and have vigorous foliage and wood. Plants should be from a reputable nursery and grown locally or in 
a similar climate. Seeds should be approved for purity, germination, and be weed free. 
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 PLANT MATERIALS 

Species 
(Botanical Name) 

Species  
(Common name) Transplant Container Size  Quantity 

Planting 
Density / 
Spacing  

Seed –  
pounds of 

pure live seed 
per acre 

       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

Total Pounds of Pure Live Seed Per Acre  
 
E. PROJECT INSTALLATION  

1.   Contractor Requirements 
List any contractor requirements or qualifications such as licenses, references, bonding, written 
guarantees, or submittals. List any specialized experiences required or desired, such as a 
landscaping background or experience establishing native plants in challenging conditions 
including steep slopes or poor soils.   

2. Measures to Avoid or Minimize Project Impacts 
This section describes measures that will avoid or minimize impacts of this revegetation project 
on the physical environment. These measures include conserving native soil, protecting existing 
vegetation, minimizing soil disturbance during revegetation treatments, and preventing the 
introduction or spread of invasive, nonnative plant species. 

3. Site Preparation 
Specific treatments will likely be necessary to prepare the site before attempting to establish 
vegetation. Information provided for this section should include the approach and schedule for 
site preparation and details on these treatments as applicable: 

(a) SALVAGE EXISTING NATIVE PLANTS FOR TRANSPLANTING  
Identify any vegetation on-site being salvaged for transplant, including cuttings, and describe 
specific measures taken, such as storage and care, to ensure survival.  

(b) REMOVAL AND STORAGE OF TOPSOIL AND DUFF  
Salvage topsoil and duff for use later in the project. This also preserves native seed stock in 
the existing topsoil to enhance revegetation success. 

(c) GRADING AND SLOPE SHAPING  
Describe what grading or earth moving activities are required for the revegetation project. 
Land alteration activities involving more than 3 cubic yards must be permitted through TRPA. 
Soil preparation on slopes may require physical modification or surface roughening.  
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(d) SOIL LOOSENING  
Describe physical activities required to restore soil infiltration capacity and aeration to 
compacted soil areas. To reduce soil compaction, first remove topsoil.  Then loosen subgrade 
of compacted soil areas to an average depth of 12-inches. Soil loosening may be performed 
with hand tools (such as a pick mattock or Pulaski) or a mini excavator equipped with backhoe 
bucket. Soil should be loosened but not turned or inverted. Soil loosening should also be 
uneven in depth by at least 1-2 inches to reduce the chance of soil slumping. Avoid existing 
plants and tree roots. 

(e) SOIL AMENDMENTS/FERTILIZER  
Describe the type, quantity, and application rate of any soil amendments or fertilizers used to 
improve physical, chemical, or biological properties of the soil.  Summarize soil testing results, 
including nutrients (e.g. phosphorus and nitrogen), with soil concentrations specified in the 
results and, if applicable, in the fertilizer management plan. 

 
(f) WEED CONTROL  
Describe measures necessary to eradicate and/or prevent the spread of weeds on-site. 
Provisions should include the method, frequency, and extent of weed control activities. List 
noxious weeds potentially susceptible for the project area and train staff to identify and 
remove them before they can produce viable seed.  More information on weed identification 
and prevention can be found at the Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group website: 
www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org.  

4. Installation of Plant Materials 
Describe installation methods and provide a plan to scale depicting density, arrangement, 
and locations of plant materials used. Proper handling and storage of plant materials should 
also be addressed here. Plant materials may include transplants of existing plants salvaged 
during the site preparation process, cuttings, containers of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous 
plants, as well as seed selected from the Site Type Recommended Species List, Site Type 
Recommended Seed Mixes, and TRPA Approved Plant Species Attributes Table. 

5. Irrigation 
Describe the irrigation methods necessary for vegetation establishment. Methods range from 
hand watering to drip, bubbler, and spray irrigation systems. Include where the irrigation 
water will come from. Outline system components, timing (including timing of removal, if 
applicable), application rates, and any maintenance needs to ensure systems are operational 
and effective. 

6. Soil Stabilization  
Describe soil stabilization practices, which may include reapplication of salvaged duff material 
collected and stored during the site preparation process, bare soil protection using inorganic 
and organic mulch, biotechnical treatments, and any use of tackifiers and soil binders. 

F. REVEGETATION MAINTENANCE  
List maintenance requirements necessary for vegetation establishment, such as weeding, pruning, 
watering, replacing dead plant material, and removing trash and debris. Include any adjustments 
needed to the irrigation system during the maintenance period as well as a process to “wean” plants off 
of irrigation by the end of the maintenance period.  Provisions should include reapplication of mulches 
and amendments as needed. Incorporate any long-term soil and vegetation maintenance activities into 
the BMP Inspection and Maintenance Plan, described in Chapter 6 – Inspection, Maintenance, and 
Monitoring.   

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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Provide a timeframe for the maintenance period (typically 2-3 years) and relate this to the revegetation 
performance requirements or success criteria.  

G. SUCCESS CRITERIA AND PROJECT CONCLUSION 
This section describes the vegetation that would result from successful project implementation and 
includes a description of a reference plant community or other standard used and the rationale for 
choosing this reference community or standard. Success criteria must reflect project goals and 
objectives and state the desired condition of the revegetated site. Criteria may include attributes such 
as percent vegetative cover, soil surface cover, plant survival, soil penetrability, and absence of any 
visual signs of rills or erosion. If success criteria are not met, causal factors should be determined and 
remediation actions taken.  This section must describe those remediation actions to be taken should 
the revegetation not meet the success criteria.    

Additional items needed to conclude the project may include as-built drawings, clean up provisions, 
and scheduling final inspections to evaluate performance standards.  

During the final inspection, inspectors will use the criteria listed in the approved Revegetation Plan in 
addition to visual assessments of vegetation establishment to determine project success. Please note 
that establishment of vegetation generally takes between two and three complete (May – September) 
growing seasons. 
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TRPA Revegetation Plan Example  
Soil restoration and revegetation activities required as part of a Project’s permitted conditions must 
submit a completed TRPA Revegetation Plan: 

A. SITE DESCRIPTION 
Project Address: ABC 123 Lane, South Lake Tahoe, El Dorado County, CA 

Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN): APN: 123-45-678  

NRCS Soil Map Unit: 7444 Max depth of Install: 24 inches Ksat (in/hr): 12.8  

Land Capability: 1b and 4 

TRPA Permit Number: BMPP0000-0000 

Detailed Site Description:  
The site comprises of an eroding slope from which runoff and sediment are transported across a compacted 
dirt area into SEZ. All areas are located in full sun. Existing vegetation on site ranges from dry shrubland 
species on the slope, to forbes and grasses at the base of the slope, to wetland species such as willow on the 
edge of and in the SEZ.  

B. PROJECT DESCRIPTION, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
Revegetation goals for this project are for the purpose of erosion control. The project intends to revegetate 
and stabilize the toe of the eroding slope, revegetate the flat compacted dirt area, and install a shallow 
vegetated infiltration basin upslope of the SEZ to capture and infiltrate surface water runoff originating from 
the site before it reaches the SEZ. Revegetation and erosion control treatments are installed to the lines and 
grade indicated on the Plans for BMPP0000-0000, as prescribed herein, and as directed by the engineer. 
Without revegetation of disturbed areas, erosion and sediment transport to the SEZ will continue.  

C. PROJECT SCHEDULE 
 

Dates Action 
August 10-15 Call before you dig 811 and contractor submittals (equipment cleaner 

receipts, seed labels and planting materials orders) 
August 15 Install temporary BMPs 
August 18 Pre-grade inspection 
August 20 Topsoil salvage and hand removal of weeds using Pulaski 
August 21-29 Grading, soil loosening, and soil amendments 
August 29 48 hour notice to Engineer for plant delivery 
September 1 Delivery and approval of plant and seed material 
September 1-3 Seeding 
September 4 Hole excavation and pre-wetting for plantings  
September 5-10 Plant installation, native plant salvage and transplant, and soil stabilization 
September 10-15 Hand watering and install temporary irrigation 
September 15 Written Guarantee 
September 15 to 
September 30 and June 1 
to September 30 of the 
following year 

Irrigation 

September 15 to October Weed maintenance 
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Dates Action 
15 and May 1 to October 
15 of the following year 
August 15 of the 
following year 

Final inspection 

September 30 of the 
following year 

Remove and recycle irrigation system 

 
D. SELECTION OF PLANT MATERIALS 
 

PLANT MATERIALS 

Species  
(Botanical Name) 

Species  
(Common name) 

 
Transplant Container 

Size Quantity Planting Density / 
Spacing  

Seed - PLS 

pounds per 
acre 

Achillea millefolium Yarrow     1 
Arctostaphylos 
nevadensis Pinemat manzanita  1 gallon 6 Cluster 2-3 plants 

5-ft on center. 
 

Arctostaphylos patula Greenleaf manzanita  1 gallon 6 Cluster 2-3 plants 
5-ft on center. 

 

Artemesia tridentate Mountain sagebrush     1 

Festuca rubra California native Red 
Fescue 

    3 

Leymus triticoides Creeping Wildrye     3 
Lupinus argenteus Silver Lupine     1 

Populas tremuloides Quaking aspen  5 gallon 3 Clustered 5-ft on 
center.  

Salix spp Willow X  4   

Ribes cereum Wax currant 
 1 gallon 6 Cluster 2-3 plants 

5-ft on center.  

Wyethia mollis Mountain mule ears     1 
Total Pounds of Pure Live Seed Per Acre 10 

 
E. PROJECT INSTALLATION  

1.   Contractor Requirements 
The Contractor must possess a C-27 specialty license and have 5 years, minimum, experience in the 
installation and establishment of California native plant materials for revegetation erosion control 
projects. Experience must include temporary irrigation systems, seeding, and a plant establishment 
and maintenance period. The Contractor must also provide at least three references for past 
successful revegetation projects.  

2. Measures to Avoid or Minimize Project Impacts 
 Before project installation, the contractor shall call 811 "Call Before You Dig" to identify all utility 

lines on the project site. 

 All machinery must be clean before arrival on site and tools sterilized to prevent introduction and 

spread of weeds. Contractor to submit up-to-date cleaner receipts as proof of sterilization. 

 Install vegetation protection fencing in accordance with BMP 4.5-e - Vegetation Protection, around 

all existing vegetation not to be disturbed as on the Plans. Fencing shall extend at a minimum to 
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the extent of the vegetative dripline, with metal stakes located outside of the dripline. See the 
attached schedule for specific timing of this treatment.   

 Install temporary erosion and sediment control BMPs in accordance with the Plans for BMPP0000-

0000 and with BMP 4.5-r – Silt Fence and BMP 4.5-q - Fiber Roll. Install BMPs along the downhill 

edge of the area of disturbance to prevent any sediment from being transported off site and into 

the SEZ during disturbance and until vegetation becomes established. See the attached schedule 

for specific timing of this treatment.   

 At no time will any soil rehabilitation operations be conducted if soil is saturated. 

 The Contractor must have a copy of this Revegetation Plan and its attachments on site at all times 

throughout the duration of the project.   

3. Site Preparation 
(a) SALVAGE EXISTING NATIVE PLANT FOR TRANSPLANTING  
Plants identified on the Plans to be salvaged and transplanted shall be extracted taking as much of 
the root ball as possible and relocated to the receiving site locations indicated on the Plans. Plants 
shall be relocated to new locations within 4 hours of being extracted. If the site receiving the 
transplant does not have adequate soil moisture, the Contractor shall pre-wet the soil a day or two 
before transplanting. The receiving planting hole shall be twice the width and depth of the root 
ball. The rootball shall be planted in the excavated planting hole so that the root crown is 2-inches 
above existing grade. Use excavated soil to fill in the hole and gently compact soil to avoid 
settlement. Immediately following the transplant, water the hole to completely saturate each 
transplant root ball. See the attached schedule for specific timing of this treatment.   

(b) REMOVAL AND STORAGE OF TOPSOIL AND DUFF  
Following BMP 4.5-l – Topsoil Salvage, the Contractor shall salvage existing vegetative litter, duff 
and upper 3-inches of top soil from areas to be graded or disturbed on the project site before 
disturbance and store until such time it can be incorporated back into the revegetation project. 
Vegetative litter (e.g. pine needles, leaves) and duff can be stockpiled together, but away from 
topsoil in piles that are shallow and narrow as practicable. Protect stockpiles from precipitation 
according to BMP 4.5-n – Stockpile Management and at no time shall materials be stockpiled for 
more than 3 months without approval of the Engineer. See the attached schedule for specific 
timing of this treatment.   

(c) GRADING AND SLOPE SHAPING  
Areas to be graded or excavated and revegetated include the base of slope to accommodate a 
retaining wall and installation of the shallow infiltration basin as permitted through BMP Retrofit 
Permit BMPP0000-0000. For planting areas, scarify the top 6 inches of subgrade before fill 
placement. Subgrade depths plus specified depth of topsoil should equal finished grade. 
Contractor shall establish finished grades to blend with existing grades and eliminate uneven 
areas resulting from rough-grading operations. See the attached schedule for specific timing of 
these treatments.   

(d) SOIL LOOSENING  
To reduce soil compaction, loosen subgrade of compacted soil areas to an average depth of 12-
inches. Soil loosening may be performed with hand tools (such as a pick mattock or Pulaski) or a 
mini excavator equipped with backhoe bucket. Soil shall be loosened but not turned or inverted. 
Soil loosening shall be uneven in depth by at least 1-2 inches to reduce the chance of soil slumping. 
Avoid existing plants and tree roots wherever loosening takes place. See the attached schedule for 
specific timing of this treatment.     
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(e) SOIL AMENDMENTS/FERTILIZER  
Apply aged wood chips to a depth of 1 inch on the surface of soil loosened areas.  

Incorporate compost to a depth of 3-4 inches and organic phosphorous free fertilizer at a rate of 
270 lbs per acre into areas where topsoil is to be replaced and into areas compacted during 
construction activities. Evenly spread compost and fertilizer on top soil and incorporate it within 
using hand tools or mini excavator. After fertilizer application, water area slowly to help 
incorporate fertilizer into the soil.  Only water until soil is moist to avoid runoff as excess water will 
transport fertilizer away. See the attached schedule for specific timing of these treatments.   

(f) WEED CONTROL  
The Contractor is to conduct bi-weekly weed control practices to maintain a 3-feet diameter weed 
free area around each plant.  Weeds shall be removed before reaching 4-inches in height and 
before the weeds produce viable seeds.  Weed removal shall not cause disruption to the root 
systems and aboveground structure of the installed plants.  Vegetation control shall be conducted 
using hand-pulling - at no time shall herbicide be used. The Contractor must be familiar with 
identification of the following expected noxious and invasive weed species that may occur in or 
near the project area: 

Common Name Scientific Name 

Russian knapweed Acroptilon repens 
Cheat grass Bromus tectorum 
Hoary cress Cardaria draba 
Musk thistle Carduus nutans 
Purple starthistle Centaurea calcitrapa 
Diffuse knapweed Centaurea diffusa 
Spotted knapweed Centaurea maculosa 
Russian knapweed Centaurea repens 
Yellow starthistle Centaurea solstitialis 
Squarrose knapweed Centaurea squarrosa 
Rush skeleton Chondrilla juncea 
Canada thistle Cirsium arvense 
Bull thistle Cirsium vulgare 
Field Bindweed Convolvulus arvensis 
Scotchbroom  Cytisus scoparius 
Teasel Dipsacus fullonum 
St. John’s wort / Klamath weed Hypericum perforatum 
Tall whitetop / Perennial pepperweed Lepidium latifolium 
Ox eye daisy Leucanthemum vulgare 
Dalmatian toadflax Linaria genistifolia spp. dalmatica 
Yellow toadflax Linaria vulgaris 
Sweetclover Melilotus alba, Melilotus officinalis 
Eurasian watermilfoil Myriophyllum spicatum 
Scotch thistle Onorpordum acanthium 
Curlyleaf pondweed Potamogeton crispus 
Sulfur cinquefoil Potentilla recta 
Perennial sowthistle Sonchus arvensis l. 
Medusahead grass Taeniatherum caputmedusae 
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Common Name Scientific Name 

Woolly mullein Verbascum thapsus 
 

4. Installation of Plant Materials 
The Contractor is responsible for providing healthy plants for installation that are free of disease and 
insect infestation, are robust, and have vigorous foliage and wood. Prior to delivery, the Contractor 
shall submit copies of all planting material orders and any seed bag labels showing percent 
germination and purity for each species for approval.  Labels shall show seed vendor’s certification for 
required seed mixtures, and indicate percentage by weight and percentages of purity, germination, 
and weed seed for each species, as well as the date of testing. Seed mixes shall conform to the 
prescribed pure live seed rate of 90% purity and 80% germination. At all times, seed mixes shall be 
100% weed free. 

The Contractor shall provide the Engineer 48 hour advanced notice prior to delivery of plant materials 
and seed. Plant materials shall be delivered and stored at staging areas approved by the Engineer. At 
the time of delivery, the Engineer shall inspect the container plants for injury, disease, and insect 
infestation. Seed shall be delivered in unopened containers with the seed tag attached and is subject 
to observation and approval by the Engineer prior to installation. Plant and seed not approved by the 
Engineer shall be removed and disposed of according to State and local regulations and replaced 
within 24 hours at the Contractor’s expense.  

All plants materials shall be maintained in optimal health and protected from animal damage, 
vandalism, sun, wind, frost or any other conditions that would damage or reduce the viability of plant 
materials. Store all plant materials under a covering that allows air circulation and minimizes heat 
entrapment. Maintain moisture of plant materials at all times before planting.  

The Contractor shall coordinate the placement of materials and equipment when necessary to 
complete the work as quickly and efficiently as possible. See the attached schedule for specific timing 
of installation activities.  

Seeding operations in revegetation areas indicated on the Plan shall be conducted following site 
preparation procedures between September 1 and September 30, before any snow accumulation, 
ground freeze, and prior to container plant installation. The Contractor shall uniformly broadcast seed 
using hand-held seeders and lightly raked to incorporate to a depth of 1/4-to1/2-inches. Seed shall not 
be left uncovered for more than 24 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer. Seeding shall 
not occur when wind speeds exceed 5 miles per hour. 

Following all site preparation procedures and seeding operations listed above, install container plant 
materials according to the Plans and following layout and density specifications on the Plant 
Materials Table. Plant layout shall occur somewhat irregularly to avoid existing vegetation and to 
mimic a natural layout. Plants shall not be laid out for more than one hour before planting. Planting 
holes shall be excavated by hand, pry bar, hydraulic bar with spade or chisel point or auger to the 
dimensions detailed on the Plans. The inside surfaces of all planting holes shall be scarified before 
backfilling with soil. Any large rocks, sticks or material greater 2-inches shall be removed from the 
backfill materials and discarded before backfilling holes. Remove plants from containers with the 
rootball intact and scarify to prevent the plant from becoming rootbound. Plants shall not be held by 
the stem, branch or in any way that damages the plant. Matted roots on sides shall be longitudinally 
sliced 1/8- to 1/4- inches deep at least once per side. Matted roots on the bottom of the rootball shall 
be sliced off to ¼-inch deep. Insert plant into the hole without bending or damaging roots and hold in 
place until backfilled and soil tamped solidly around rootball. The rootball shall be placed so the top is 
placed ¼-inch above the finish grade after settling. At no time shall backfill be placed over the top of 
the rootball. Plants should be thoroughly hand watered immediately after installation and continue 
to irrigate to maintain plants in a healthy condition until the end of the revegetation maintenance 
period. Check plants within 24 hours of installation for settling and correct as needed. If roots become 
exposed, place additional soil around the root crown.    
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All planting areas to be fine graded within 1-1/2 inches of paved areas, utility boxes, paving and curbs. 
Within 5 days of completing the plant installation work, the Contractor shall submit a written 
guaranty against defects resulting from poor installation or related materials to the Engineer for a 
period of 1 full growing season after the Engineer’s acceptance of plant installation. For the purposes 
of this contract, a full growing season shall commence on October 16 of the plant installation year 
and end on October 15 of the next calendar year.    

5. Irrigation 
The Contractor bears full responsibility for watering plants to ensure plant health and vigor and 
promote plant establishment and growth. Watering and irrigation operations shall conform to local 
water conservation provisions for the duration of the irrigation period (e.g. STPUD only allows 
irrigation on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). The irrigation system shall be operated at a 
minimum for a period beginning on June1 and ending on September 30, unless otherwise determined 
by the Engineer.  Planting areas to be watered using spray irrigation systems as noted on the Plans 
shall be watered at a rate of 3-inches per week. Planting areas to be watered using bubbler irrigation 
systems as noted on the Plans shall be watered at a rate of 12-gallons per week. In order to “wean” 
plants off of irrigation by the end of the maintenance period, irrigation will become deeper and less 
frequent to help develop deeper and stronger roots. 

6. Soil Stabilization  
Replace topsoil in disturbed areas (from which top soil was removed before construction), spread to a 
uniform depth of 3 inches and gently compact into place. Top soil shall be dry and replaced during dry 
weather. All debris, roots, weeds, and other materials in excess of 1 inch in diameter shall be removed 
while topsoil is being spread.  

Place wood chips to a 1-inch depth on the surface of loosened areas and incorporate during soil 
loosening.  

After seeding, salvaged duff and wood chips shall be evenly applied to the soil surface to a 1 inch 
depth. Then apply pine needles to increase depth to 2-inches.  

After duff replacement and wood chip and pine needle application, apply tackifier according to BMP 
4.5-t – Hydromulch, Tackifier and Soil Binder and manufacturer’s specifications in said area on same 
working day.  

See the attached schedule for specific timing of these soil stabilization treatments.   

F. REVEGETATION MAINTENANCE  
Revegetation maintenance shall begin the first day following the plant installation phase and continue for a 
period of one full growing season after panting is completed. For the purposes of this contract, a full growing 
season shall commence on October 16 of the plant installation year and end on October 15 of the next 
calendar year.  

During the revegetation maintenance period and until vegetation becomes established, the Contractor shall 
inspect and maintain temporary erosion and sediment control BMPs in accordance with BMP 4.5-r – Silt 
Fence and BMP 4.5-q - Fiber Roll. 

The Contractor shall be responsible for weed control as previously described in all revegetation areas 
throughout the project site for the duration of the revegetation maintenance period. Weed control 
operations shall not damage installed plants or any native volunteers on the project site. 

The Contractor shall provide all tools, labor, materials, equipment and incidentals necessary to water all 
plantings and to operate and maintain irrigation systems in a fully operational condition for the duration of 
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the maintenance period. The contractor shall evaluate the site weekly to determine if watering applications 
are appropriate. For transplants and container plants, evaluations shall include inspections for signs of 
water stress (Caused by overwatering or underwatering) and stunted growth. Irrigation maintenance shall 
include, but is not limited to, routine examination of the irrigation system during the irrigation period to 
ensure spray nozzles and bubblers are operational, that pipes do not leak, and that no lines are blocked. If 
determined by the Engineer that the irrigation system is to remain in place over the winter, the Contractor 
shall winterize the system by closing off the shut off valve at the water service point, removing sprinkler risers 
with nozzles, and draining water from all irrigation pipes. The contractor shall make any repairs to the 
irrigation system as needed. Upon conclusion of the plant maintenance period, the Contractor shall 
completely remove and recycle the spray and bubbler irrigation systems off site according to State and local 
regulations.  

As part of the maintenance period, the Contractor shall be responsible for any replacement planting if 
needed. Replacement planting and seeding shall be of the same species and size as originally specified on 
the Plant Materials Table and Plans, unless the Engineer determines in writing that substitutions of another 
species or size will be made. At no times will plants of larger size or seed mixes of greater pounds per acre 
than those originally planted be required. Tree and shrub material that has no easily observable, viable, 
above ground living material will be considered dead and shall be replaced at no additional cost. 
Herbaceous plants that fail to show new growth from its root system after one dormant period and within 
the first 9 months after planting will be considered dead and shall be replaced at no additional cost. 

All trash and debris shall be removed from the site and disposed of following State and local regulations on 
an ongoing basis as needed. 

Long term soil and vegetation maintenance and monitoring provisions extending beyond the 1 year 
maintenance period are included in the BMP Inspection and Maintenance Log and Monitoring Plan for TRPA 
permit BMPP0000-0000.  

G. SUCCESS CRITERIA AND PROJECT CONCLUSION 
The intent of the revegetation actions in this project are to have healthy and vigorous, persistent plants at 
the end of the plant maintenance period that can survive without irrigation or other maintenance actions. In 
addition to The Contractor shall be responsible for meeting or exceeding the following performance 
standards for the revegetation areas: 

 Erosion – No visible signs of on-going erosion such as rills exists on site.  

 Plant Survivorship – For each revegetation area, container plants shall have a minimum of 90% 
survivorship at the end of the maintenance period. At the final inspection, the contractor shall reveal 
which of the final plantings consist of the original plant materials installed during the installation phase. 
If it is determined by the Engineer that 75% of the original plantings did not survive through the 
maintenance period because of Contractor negligence, the Contractor shall provide additional plantings 
to achieve 90% of the original plantings and provide a second year of vegetation maintenance as no 
additional cost. There are no plant survivorship requirements for transplants; however, the Contractor 
shall make every effort to establish healthy, vigorous and persistent transplanted plants.  

 Soil Surface and Vegetative Cover – Areas of disturbance on the site shall maintain at least 90% cover 
of mulch during and at the end of the maintenance period. Revegetation areas shall maintain 25% 
vegetative cover at the end of the maintenance period. 25% vegetative cover is consistent with 
undisturbed areas of native vegetation on similar aspects and slopes adjacent to the project site used as 
reference plant communities. Cover will be visually estimated by the Inspector. If deemed necessary by the 
Engineer, measurements of cover points along transects will be used to verify percent vegetative cover. 

Prior to final inspection, the Contractor shall clean-up the site to maintain a neat and orderly condition and 
be free and clear from debris and discarded material. Clean-up provisions may include but are not limited to 
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disposal of all debris and recycling of all plant containers and other plastics according to State and local 
regulations, as well as hand-sweeping the access road to prevent vehicle tracking of sediment. Once the final 
inspection is passed and vegetation is established, temporary BMPs can be removed. The Contractor shall 
prepare as-built record drawings to document the completed revegetation work if substantially different 
that the permitted plans. Revegetation signage shall remain after the project is complete to ensure adequate 
protection of revegetation areas.   
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Attachment A. BMPs 

 BMP 4.5-e  Vegetation Protection 

 BMP 4.5-r  Silt Fence  

 BMP 4.5-q  Fiber Roll 

 BMP 4.5-l  Topsoil Salvage 

 BMP 4.5-n  Stockpile Management 

 BMP 4.5-t  Hydromulch, Tackifier and Soil Binder 
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Fertilizer Management Plan Template 
This template is intended to assist the project proponent with Fertilizer Management Plan layout and 
instructions.  

Any existing or planned property with 1 or more cumulative acres of turf, or those with existing or 
potential impacts to water quality, Stream Environment Zones (SEZs) or shorezone, must account for 
fertilizer use through a Fertilizer Management Plan.  If more than 1 acre of turf is proposed as part of a 
revegetation project, the elements of the fertilizer management plan may be incorporated into the 
Revegetation Plan.   

See the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency BMP Handbook – Chapter 5 on Soils and Vegetation - for 
additional fertilizer application guidance.  This document is available online at: www.tahoebmp.org.   
              

 [red text] =  Replace with project specific information. 
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Fertilizer Management Plan 
 
 

Project Name 
Address 

 

Date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prepared for:  
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 

Stateline, NV 
 
 
 

Prepared By: 
Name and Title 

Office Name and Location 
Phone Number 
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I. PROJECT AND SITE DESCRIPTION 
Describe project and turf uses.  Give property and ownership information. Include contact name and 
information for the staff responsible for fertilizer management.  

Describe the project site, including location or APN and general site characteristics such as topography, 
vegetation, soil types, infiltration rates (Ksat), land capability units, and other relevant information.  

 

II. FERTILIZER APPLICATION 

A. SOILS TESTING  
Provide summary of soil analysis (from within two years) that supports fertilizer use and justifies 
fertilizer formula. Attach soil analysis results. Proposed phosphorus use for turf/lawn 
maintenance must be supported by soils analysis results.  For example, if soils results show no 
phosphorus deficiency, chemical fertilizer formula should contain no phosphorus.   

B. FERTILIZER TYPE(S) 
State the type and formula of fertilizer to be used. Organic and other slow release fertilizers are 
strongly encouraged over fast release or traditional fertilizers.  Fertilizer formula is typically 
expressed as a ratio of Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), and Potassium (K).  

C. RATES AND MEANS OF APPLICATION 
State the rate fertilizer will be applied (pounds/acre) and the means of application (e.g. fertilizer 
spreader).  Fertilizer rate should be supported by soils analysis.  

D. TIMING AND FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION 
Describe the timing and frequency of fertilizer application. Fertilizer should only be applied in 
early summer when vegetation is actively growing.  

E. IRRIGATION 
Describe irrigation system and watering schedule for turf that would avoid excessive nutrient 
runoff and conserve water.  

F. STORAGE AND DISPOSAL   
Briefly describe where and how fertilizers will be stored and disposed of.  

 

III. SEZS, SHOREZONES, SETBACKS AND OTHER SENSITIVE AREAS 
Identify these sensitive areas on site and describe how fertilizer management practices employed will 
avoid them. Common practices include maintaining a substantial buffer of native vegetation between 
turf and sensitive areas.  Map any sensitive areas, and show on map the turf areas corresponding to 
distinct fertilizer application zones, including no fertilizer application zones.   

 

IV. MONITORING 
Surface and groundwater monitoring may be required in sensitive areas on a case by case basis to 
determine compliance with nitrogen and phosphorus discharge standards.   
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If monitoring of fertilizer management is required as a condition of project approval, include frequency 
and rate of application as a line item in the BMP Inspection and Maintenance Plan, described in Chapter 
6 – Inspection, Maintenance, and Monitoring.  Additionally, annual summary reports are required from 
the party named – under Section 1. Project and Site Description – responsible for fertilizer 
management.   If water quality impacts are occurring, changes to fertilizer management will be 
necessary. 
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Fertilizer Management Plan Example 
 

For: 
ABC 123 Lane 

South Lake Tahoe, El Dorado County, CA 
APN: 123-45-678   

 
 

April 21, 2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prepared for:  
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 

Stateline, NV 
 
 

Prepared By: 
Jane Doe 

XYZ Landscaping Consultants 
Incline Village, NV 

775-123-4567 
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I. PROJECT AND SITE DESCRIPTION 
Golden Bear Condominiums is a six-acre lake-front community and vacation complex with 80 two and three 
bedroom units located in Incline Village, Nevada. The landscape is a matrix of turf, ornamental plants, and 
native vegetation.  There are approximately 1.6 cumulative acres of turf on the property, which are all in 
common areas.  The attached site map shows the location of these vegetation types.   

The property is relatively flat, with an average of three-percent grade, and faces south with good sun 
exposure.   Annual precipitation is 19 inches, with 16 inches occurring as snow.  The native vegetation 
consists of jeffrey and sugar pines, manzanita, sagebrush, and other native shrubs, flowers, and 
bunchgrasses in the uplands.  Coyote Creek runs through the southwestern portion of the property, 
supporting riparian vegetation including aspen trees and a variety of meadow plants.  

There are two soil types on the property: Inville (7141-7143) and Watah Peat (7071).  Inville encompasses the 
upland areas, and Watah Peak is located around Coyote Creek (see attached soils map).  Inville has 
moderate soil infiltration, with a hydraulic conductivity of 4.7, while Watah Peat has a low soil infiltration at 
1.3.   There are two capability units on the property: Inville is Class 4, and Watah Peat and the beach are Class 
1b.     

This fertilizer management plan will be used to help maintain the health, functionality, and aesthetics of the 
turf while minimizing the potential for excessive fertilizer to enter the lake.  The landscape manager, who is 
responsible for implementing this plan, is Jim Doe.  He can be reached at 775-111-2222 or jdoe@abc.com.   

 

II. FERTILIZER APPLICATION 

A. SOILS TESTING  
A soil analysis was conducted on the property on August 11, 2010.  Three samples in each Zone (A and 
B) were collected.  The report including recommendations is attached.  The report indicates that the 
soils in Zone A have sufficient phosphorus but need some nitrogen and potassium.  Zone B needs 
some phosphorus and a lightly higher amount of nitrogen than Zone A.  The fertilizer formulas 
suggested in the soil analysis report will be used (as indicated below). Modifications to the fertilizer 
formulas may change in two years with the next soils analysis; this plan will be updated at that time.  

B. FERTILIZER TYPE(S) 
Zone A will receive a slow release fertilizer (10-0-5) as needed 

Zone B, which includes the rest of the turf areas, will receive a slow release fertilizer (15-5-5) as needed.  
Grass clippings will be left on the turf to gradually decompose, returning nutrients to the soil.  This is a 
form of organic fertilizer that will reduce the amount of chemical fertilizer needed.   

C. RATES AND MEANS OF APPLICATION 
Zone A, shown on the site map, are adjacent to the sensitive “No Fertilizer” zones (see site map).  Zone 
A will receive a slow release fertilizer (10-0-5) as needed,  applied sparingly up to a maximum rate of 
1/2 pound of actual nitrogen per 1000 square feet of turf.  Zone B, which includes the rest of the turf 
areas, will receive  a slow release fertilizer (15-5-7) as needed, applied at a maximum rate of 1/2 pound 
of actual nitrogen per 1000 square feet of turf.  A soil analysis conducted on August 11, 2010 (report 
attached) indicates that the soils in this zone need phosphorus.  Both zones will be fertilized only as 
directed by nutrient needs from a soil test.  Fertilizer will be applied with a fertilizer spreader, which will 
be checked for accuracy once a year before use.   
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D. TIMING AND FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION 
If needed, fertilizer will be applied once a year at the start of the growing season after the ground has 
thawed.    

E. IRRIGATION 
A system of sprinklers are installed for turf on the property, with an ET irrigation controller to efficiently 
regulate watering and minimize nutrient-laden runoff. Turf should be watered lightly immediately 
after fertilizer application to move the fertilizer to the soil.  No runoff should be visible.  An irrigation 
audit will be completed every two years so that adjustments can be made to ensure property irrigation 
is being applied to the turf areas, without runoff occurring.     

F. STORAGE AND DISPOSAL   
All fertilizers will be stored in bins within the Garden Shed, location shown on the site map.  Disposal 
will be according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.  

 

III. SEZS, SHOREZONES, SETBACKS AND OTHER SENSITIVE AREAS 
Please see attached site map showing Coyote Creek and its riparian area, beach, turf, other vegetation types, 
and structures.  This map indicates the boundaries of three distinct zones: a “No Fertilizer” zone, Zone A, and 
Zone B.   Coyote Creek and the lake, including 25 foot buffers, are “No Fertilizer” zones as mapped.  Native 
vegetation zones as mapped are also “No Fertilizer” zones.   

 

IV. MONITORING 
Water quality monitoring is not currently required for this property.  
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Table 5-1: Description of Revegetation Site Types  

REVEGETATION SITE TYPES1,2 

Site Type Name Site Type Description 

Wetland3 Sites that have saturated soils and may be inundated during part or all of the growing season 

SEZ/Riparian-Wet Meadow3 SEZ sites generally not inundated during most or all of the growing season but affected by perennial 
or intermittent water bodies (rivers, streams, lakes, or drainage ways) 

Upland—Generic Upland sites in partial shade to full sun (excluding dry sites in full sun) 
Upland—Full Shade Upland sites with full shade 
Upland—Full Sun/Dry Site Upland sites with full sun, coarse-textured or shallow soils, and southeast to south west aspect 
Upland—High Disturbance Upland sites frequently disturbed by human activities in undeveloped or developed settings 
Notes: 
1 – Backshore sites may be included in any one of these types based on local site conditions. 
2 – Site types do not include areas of maintained landscaping. 
3 – Site type may include but is not restricted to jurisdictional wetlands.  
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Table 5-2: Site Type Recommended Species List 

SITE TYPE RECOMMENDED SPECIES LIST 

Scientific Name 1, 2 Common Name 
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Grasses, Rushes, and Sedges 
Achnatherum lemmonii Lemmon's needlegrass   •  •  
Achnatherum occidentale western needlegrass   •  •  
Agrostis exarata spike bentgrass  •     
Bromus carinatus California brome  • •  •  
Bromus marginatus  mountain brome   •    
Calamagrostis canadensis bluejoint • •     
Carex praegracilis slender sedge  •     
Danthonia californica California oatgrass   •    
Deschampsia caespitosa tufted hairgrass  •     
Deschampsia elongata slender hairgrass  •     
Elymus elymoides squirreltail   •  •  
Elymus glaucus3 blue wildrye • •  •   
Elymus trachycaulus slender wheatgrass,   • •  •  
Festuca brevipila  hard fescue   •   • 
Festuca ovina 'Covar' sheep fescue, ‘Covar’   •  • • 
Festuca rubra3 red fescue  •  •  • 
Festuca rubra ssp. arenaria3 Boreal creeping red fescue  •  •  • 
Glyceria striata3 fowl mannagrass  •  •   
Hordeum brachyantherum meadow barley  •     
Hordeum brachyantherum ssp. 
californicum California barley  •     
Juncus arcticus ssp. littoralis mountain rush • •     
Juncus effusus common rush • •     
Leymus triticoides beardless wildrye  •     
Melica californica California oniongrass   •    
Phalaris arundinacea reed canarygrass  •     
Phleum alpinum alpine timothy  •     
Poa ampla, ‘Sherman’  big bluegrass, ‘Sherman’   •  • • 
Poa secunda Sandberg bluegrass   •  • • 
Thinopyrum intermedium intermediate wheatgrass   •   • 

Thinopyrum intermedium 'Greenar' 
intermediate wheatgrass, 
‘Greenar’   •   • 

Thinopyrum intermedium 'Oahe' intermediate wheatgrass, ‘Oahe’   •   • 
Forbs 
Achillea millefolium common yarrow  • •   • 
Aconitum columbianum Columbian monkshood  •     
Agastache urticifolia nettle-leaf giant hyssop  •     
Anaphalis margaritacea western pearly everlasting  • •    
Aquilegia formosa  crimson columbine    •   
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SITE TYPE RECOMMENDED SPECIES LIST 

Scientific Name 1, 2 Common Name 
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Arnica cordifolia3 heartleaf arnica    •  • 
Artemisia douglasiana Douglas' sagewort  •     
Balsamorhiza sagittata arrowleaf balsamroot   •   • 
Caltha leptosepala  white marsh marigold  •     
Chamerion angustifolium  fireweed  • •   • 
Delphinium glaucum3 mountain larkspur  •  •   
Epilobium ciliatum fringed willowherb  • •   • 
Erigeron compositus4 cutleaf daisy   •    
Eriophyllum lanatum  common woolly sunflower   •    
Fragaria virginiana wild strawberry  •    • 
Geranium richardsonii Richardson's geranium  •     
Geum macrophyllum3 big leaf avens  •  •   
Geum triflorum old man's whiskers  • •    
Gilia capitata bluehead gilia   •  •  
Heracleum maximum common cowparsnip  •     
Ipomopsis aggregata scarlet gilia   •  •  
Linum lewisii Lewis flax   •  •  
Lotus nevadensis Nevada bird’s-foot trefoil   •    
Lotus unifoliolatus var. unifoliolatus American bird's-foot trefoil   •   • 
Lupinus argenteus silvery lupine   •  • • 
Lupinus fulcratus greenstipule lupine   •  • • 
Lupinus grayi Sierra lupine   •  • • 
Lupinus lepidus Pacific lupine   •  • • 
Lupinus polyphyllus bigleaf lupine  •     
Mertensia ciliata tall fringed bluebells  •     
Mimulus cardinalis3 scarlet monkey flower  •  •   
Mimulus guttatus common monkey flower • •     
Nasturtium officinale Watercress •      
Osmorhiza occidentalis western sweetroot    •   
Oxyria digyna4 alpine mountainsorrel   •    
Paeonia brownii Brown's peony   •    
Pedicularis groenlandica elephant heads  •     
Penstemon rydbergii Rydberg's penstemon  •     
Penstemon speciosus royal penstemon   •  •  
Phacelia ramosissima branching phacelia   •    
Potentilla fruticosa shrubby cinquefoil  •     
Potentilla glandulosa sticky cinquefoil  •    • 
Potentilla gracilis slender cinquefoil   •    
Ranunculus occidentalis western buttercup  •     
Rumex salicifolius  willow dock • •    • 
Solidago canadensis  Canada goldenrod  • •   • 
Symphyotrichum spathulatum var. western mountain aster  •     
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SITE TYPE RECOMMENDED SPECIES LIST 

Scientific Name 1, 2 Common Name 
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spathulatum 
Thalictrum fendleri Fendler's meadow-rue  •     
Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea stinging nettle  •    • 
Wyethia mollis woolly mule-ears   •  • • 
Subshrubs, Shrubs, and Trees 
Acer circinatum vine maple    •   
Acer glabrum Rocky Mountain maple  •     
Alnus incana ssp. tenuifolia thinleaf alder  •    • 
Amelanchier alnifolia western Serviceberry  •     
Amelanchier utahensis Utah serviceberry   •    
Arctostaphylos patula greenleaf manzanita   •  • • 
Arctostaphylos nevadensis pinemat manzanita   •    
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi bearberry   •    
Artemisia tridentata ssp. vaseyana mountain  big sagebrush     •  
Calocedrus decurrens  incense cedar    • •  • 
Ceanothus cordulatus whitethorn   •  • • 

Ceanothus prostratus 
prostrate ceanothus, 
squawbush   •  •  

Ceanothus velutinus tobaccobrush   •    
Cercocarpus ledifolius curl-leaf mountain mahogany     •  
Chrysolepis sempervirens chinquapin   •    
Cornus sericea  redosier dogwood  •     
Ericameria nauseosa rubber rabbitbrush     • • 
Eriogonum nudum naked buckwheat     • • 
Eriogonum umbellatum sulphur-flower buckwheat   •  • • 
Holodiscus discolor oceanspray creambush  •     
Juniperus occidentalis  western Sierra or Sierra juniper      •  
Lonicera involucrata3 twinberry  •  •   
Mahonia aquifolium Oregon grape    •  • 
Penstemon deustus hot-rock penstemon   •  •  
Penstemon newberryi  mountain pride  • •  •  
Pinus contorta var. murrayana5 Sierra lodgepole pine  •    • 
Pinus flexilis6 limber pine     •  
Pinus jeffreyi  Jeffrey pine    •  • • 
Pinus monticola western white pine   •    
Pinus ponderosa Ponderosa pine   •  • • 
Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa black cottonwood  •     
Populus tremuloides  quaking aspen   •    • 
Prunus virginiana  western chokecherry  • •    
Purshia tridentata antelope bitterbrush   •  •  
Quercus vacciniifolia huckleberry oak    • •   
Rhus trilobata skunkbush   •    
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Ribes aureum golden currant  • •    
Ribes cereum wax currant   •  •  
Ribes montigenum gooseberry currant   •    
Ribes nevadense  Sierra currant  •     
Ribes roezlii  Sierra gooseberry   •    
Rosa woodsii Woods' rose  • •   • 
Rubus parviflorus thimbleberry  • •   • 
Salix exigua narrow leaved willow • •     
Salix geyeriana Geyer's willow  •     
Salix lemmonii Lemmon's willow  •     
Salix lucida ssp. lasiandra Pacific willow • •     
Salix scouleriana Scouler's willow  •     
Sambucus nigra ssp. cerulea blue Elderberry  •     
Sambucus racemosa  red elderberry  •     
Sorbus scopulina  Greene's mountain ash  •     
Spiraea douglasii rose spirea  •     
Spiraea splendens3  rose meadowsweet  •  •   
Symphoricarpos molllis creeping snowberry    •   
Notes: 
1 – Nomenclature follows U.S. Department of Agriculture’s PLANTS Database.  
2 – Names of nonnative species are displayed in bold font. 
3 – Mesic shaded uplands only 
4 – Talus, rocky alpine slopes only 
5 – Invasive of wet meadows 
6 – Subalpine sites only 
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 Table 5-3: Site Type Recommended Seed Mixes 

SITE TYPE RECOMMENDED SEED MIXES1 

Scientific Name Common Name 

Application Rate (PLS lbs./acre) 2, 3, 4 

Wetland 
5,6 

SEZ/ 
Riparian-  

Wet 
Meadow 

Upland—
Generic 

Upland—
Full Shade5 

Upland—
Full sun/ 
Dry Site 

Upland—
High 

Disturbance 

Grasses, Rushes, and Sedges 
Bromus carinatus California brome – 3.00 – – 4.00 – 
Carex praegracilis slender sedge – 0.25 – – – – 
Deschampsia cespitosa tufted hairgrass – 0.50 – – – – 
Elymus elymoides squirreltail – – 2.00 – 4.00 – 
Elymus glaucus blue wildrye – 3.00 – – – – 
Elymus trachycaulus slender wheatgrass – 4.00 4.00 – 4.00 – 
Festuca brevilipa hard fescue – – 1.00 – – 2.00 
Festuca ovina, ‘Covar’ sheep fescue, ‘Covar’ – – 1.00 – – 2.00 
Festuca rubra ssp. arenaria Boreal creeping red fescue – 0.50 – – – – 

Hordeum brachyantherum7 meadow barley – 5.00 – – – – 

Juncus arcticus ssp. littoralis mountain rush – 0.05 – – – – 
Leymus triticoides creeping wildrye – 2.00 – – – – 
Poa ampla, ‘Sherman’ big bluegrass, ‘Sherman’ – – 1.00 – – 1.00 
Poa secunda Sandberg bluegrass – – – – 0.50 – 
Forbs 
Achillea millefolium yarrow – – 0.10 – 0.10 0.10 
Eriogonum umbellatum sulphur buckwheat  – – 1.00 – 1.00 2.00 
Linum lewisii Lewis flax – – 1.00 – 1.00 1.00 
Lupinus argenteus silver lupine – – 1.00 – 2.00 2.00 
Lupinus polyphyllus Tahoe lupine – 2.00 – – – – 
Mimulus guttatus common monkeyflower – 0.10 – – – – 
Potentilla gracilis cinquefoil – 0.50 – – – – 
Shrubs and Trees 
Artemisia tridentata ssp. 
vaseyana 

mountain sagebrush – – – – 0.50 – 

Chrysothamnus nauseosus rabbitbrush – – – – 1.00 – 
Purshia tridentata antelope bitterbrush – – 1.00 – 1.00 – 
Ribes cereum wax currant – – 0.50 – 0.50 – 
Total – 20.90 13.60 – 19.60 10.10 
Notes: 
1 – Composition of example mixes is based in part on commercial availability of plant cultivars, and because availability of cultivars frequently 

changes, cultivar substitutions may be necessary or desirable. 
2 – PLS = Pure Live Seed = (percentage purity)(percentage germination)/100 
3 – Although Noxious Weeds are prohibited, seed material may contain other weeds (e.g., up to 1.5% weed seed in Nevada, which corresponds to a 

large number of weed seed). Seed free of specified weeds (e.g., cheatgrass [Bromus tectorum]) and/or with a lesser amount of weeds is 
recommended. 

4 – Amounts assume broadcast (hand) application of seed, and have been designed for 80–100 PLS ft2 because greater seed densities may result in 
densities of competing seedlings sufficient to reduce growth and inhibit establishment. 

5 – Establishment of plant from seed is not recommended as the primary means of revegetating this type of site. 
6 – SEZ/Riparian-Wet Meadow seed mix may be applied to supplement plantings at wetlands that are not inundated for most of the growing season. 
7 – From 6,000 feet in elevation and higher 
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Notes 

Grasses, Rushes, and Sedges 

Achnatherum lemmonii Lemmon's needlegrass G - B 2 No High None Intolerant Long – 95,000 – – S 
 Achnatherum occidentale western needlegrass G - B 2 No High None Intermed. – – 285,000 72 80 S 
 Agropyron desertorum 

'Nordan' 
crested wheatgrass 
'Nordan' G - B 2 No High None Intolerant Long – 194,120 80 95 S 

 Agrostis exarata spike bentgrass G - R 3 No Low Med. Intolerant Mod. Low 5,600,000 – – S 
 Bromus carinatus California brome G - B 4 No Med. None Intolerant Short Low 106,680 88 98 S 
 Bromus marginatus mountain brome G - R 4 No Med. Low Intolerant Long – 142,880 – – S Synonym: Bromus carinatus var. marginatus 

Calamagrostis canadensis bluejoint G - R 4.9 No Low High Intolerant Long – 3,837,472 65 – S, Sp Seed purity can be low. 

Carex praegracilis slender sedge G - R 2 No Low High Intermed. Long – – 90 95 S 
 Danthonia californica California oatgrass G - MS 2 No Med. None Intolerant Short – 90,000–165,000 93 97 S 
 Deschampsia caespitosa tufted hairgrass G - B 3.4 No Low High Intolerant Long Low 1,308,333 94 98 S 
 Deschampsia elongata slender hairgrass G - B 3 No Med. Med. Intolerant Short – 1,860,000 70 56 S 
 Elymus elymoides squirreltail G - B 1.5 No High None Intolerant Long Low 192,000 85 96 S Seed lots often “weedy” 

Elymus glaucus blue wildrye G - B 3.3 No High High Tolerant Mod. Low 134,500 92 98 S 
 

Elymus trachycaulus slender wheatgrass G - B 3 No High Low Intolerant Mod. Low 135,000 95 96 S 

Attributes apply to the species, including 
Elymus trachycaulus 'Revenue' and Elymus 
trachycaulus ssp. trachycaulus. 

Festuca brevipila hard fescue G - B 0.5 No High None Intolerant Mod. Low 591,920 – – S 
 Festuca ovina 'Covar' Covar' sheep fescue G - B 0.5 No High None Intolerant Long Low 530,320 95 98 S  
 Festuca rubra  red fescue G - R 2 No Med. None Tolerant Long Low 454,087 80 98 S, So 
 

Festuca rubra ssp. arenaria 
‘Boreal' creeping red 
fescue G - B 3 No Med. Low Tolerant – Low – – – S 

 Glyceria striata fowl mannagrass G - B 5.7 No Low High Tolerant Short – – 85 – Sp 
 Hordeum brachyantherum meadow barley G - B 2 No Med. High Intolerant Mod. – 30,000 92 93 S 
 Hordeum brachyantherum 

ssp. californicum California barley G - B 1.6 No Med. None Intolerant Short – 30,000 – – S 
Attributes vary with geographic origin of 
seed 

Juncus arcticus ssp. littoralis mountain rush G - R 4 No Low High Intermed. Long – 3,000,000 60 95 Cnt, Ct, S Synonym: Juncus balticus 
Juncus effusus common rush G - B 6.6 No Med. Med. Intolerant Long – 45,359,242 70 95 Cnt, Ct, S 

 Leymus triticoides beardless wildrye G - R 3 No High High Intolerant Long – 170,304 90 95 S, Sp 
 Melica californica California oniongrass G - B 4 No Med. Low Intermed. Short – 300,000 74 90 S 
 Phalaris arundinacea reed canarygrass G - R 5 No Low High Intolerant Long – 537,920 80 – S, Sp 
 Phleum alpinum Alpine timothy H - B 1.4 No Low Low Intermed. Mod. Low 1,044,689 24 – S  
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Notes 

Poa ampla 'Sherman' ‘Sherman' big bluegrass G - B 3 No High None Intermed. Long Low 1,046,960 84 97 S 
 Poa secunda Sandberg bluegrass G - B 1.4 No High None Intermed. Mod. – 1,046,960 76 90 S 
 

Thinopyrum intermedium 
intermediate 
wheatgrass G - R 4 No Med. Low Intolerant Mod. Low 80,080 90 98 S 

Synonym: Elytrigia intermedia; attributes 
apply to the species including T. intermedium 
"Greenar" and T. intermedium 'Oahe' 

Forbs 

Achillea millefolium common yarrow H - R 3 No Med. None Intermed. Mod. Low 2,852,012 98 85 Cnt, S, Sp 
Small amounts of seed can be used (i.e., a 
low seeding rate). 

Aconitum columbianum Columbian Monkshood H - SS 5 No Low Med. Intermed. Mod. Mod. – – – Cnt, S 
 

Agastache urticifolia nettle-leaf giant hyssop H - R 5 No Low Low Intermed. Long Low – – 
 

S, Sp 
Seed viability varies considerably, but 
generally 40–80 percent. 

Anaphalis margaritacea 
western pearly 
everlasting H - R 3 No Med. None Intermed. Short High 8,200,000 – – Cnt, S 

 Aquilegia formosa (caerulea 
for germination data) Crimson columbine H - MS 3 No Med. Low Tolerant Short Low 248,000 96 – Cnt, S 

 
Arnica cordifolia heartleaf arnica H - R 1.5 No Low None Tolerant Short Low 220,000 – – 

BR, Cnt, Co, 
S, Sp 

 Artemisia douglasiana Douglas' sagewort H - R 2 No Med. Med. Tolerant – Mod. – 50 15 Cnt, S 
 Balsamorhiza sagittata Arrowleaf Balsamroot H - MS 2 No High None Intermed. Long Low 58,438 93 7 S 
 Caltha leptosepala  white marsh marigold H - SS 1 No None Med. Intolerant Mod. Mod. 400,000 – – S 
 

Chamerion angustifolium  Fireweed H - SS 9 No High None Intolerant – Low – 38 – S, Cnt 
Synonym: Epilobium angustifolium; seed 
purity is generally low. 

Delphinium glaucum Mountain Larkspur H - MS 8 No None Med. Tolerant Short High 13,000 – – S 
 

Epilobium ciliatum Fringed willowherb H - MS 4 No High High Intolerant – Low 7,558,579 – – S 

Synonym: Epilobium adenocaulon; includes E. 
ciliatum subsp. ciliatum and E. ciliatum subsp. 
glandulosum 

Erigeron compositus cutleaf daisy H - SS 1 No High None Intolerant Mod. Mod. 250,000 – – S Talus, rocky alpine slopes only 

Eriophyllum lanatum  
common woolly 
sunflower H - MS 3 No Med. Med. Intermed. – Mod. – – – S, Cnt 

 Fragaria virginiana Wild strawberry H - R 1 No Med. Med. Intolerant – – – 72 – Cnt 
 Geranium richardsonii Richardson's geranium H - R 3 No Low Low Intermed. Short Mod. 40,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Geum macrophyllum Big leaf avens H - R 2 No Low Low Tolerant Mod. Mod. 793,706 93 88 S 
 Geum triflorum old man's whiskers H - R 1.5 No High None Intermed. Short Mod. 449,554 90 – BR, S, Sp 
 Gilia capitata bluehead gilia H - MS 3 No High None Intolerant – – – 80 98 S 
 Heracleum maximum common cowparsnip H - MS 8 No Low Med. Intolerant Short Low 47,569 – – S Synonym: Heraculem lanatum 

Ipomopsis aggregata scarlet gilia H - SS 
 

No High Low Intolerant Mod. 
 

450,008 75 90 S 
 Linum lewisii Lewis flax H - B 2.5 No Med. None Intolerant Mod. High 294,848 80 99 S  
 Lotus nevadensis Nevada bird's-foot trefoil H 1 Yes Med. Low Intermed. Short – – – – S 
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Notes 
Lotus unifoliolatus var. 
unifoliolatus 

American bird's-foot 
trefoil H 1 Yes Med. Low Intermed. – High – – – S Synonym: Lotus purshianus 

Lupinus argenteus silvery lupine H - MS 1.5 Yes Med. None Intolerant Short High 126,000 65 98 Cnt, S 
 Lupinus fulcratus greenstipule lupine H - SS 2.5 Yes High None Intermed. – – – – – S 
 Lupinus grayi Sierra lupine H - MS 1 Yes High None Intolerant – – – – – S 
 Lupinus lepidus Pacific lupine H - MS 6 Yes High None Intolerant Short Mod. 16,000 63 87 Cnt, S 
 Lupinus polyphyllus bigleaf lupine H - SS 5 Yes Low High Intermed. – Low – 95 99 S 
 Mertensia ciliata tall fringed bluebells H - R 2 No Low Med. Intermed. Mod. Mod. 225,000 – – BR, Ct, S 
 Mimulus cardinalis Scarlet Monkey Flower H - R 2.5 No Low Med. Tolerant Mod. Mod. 4,000,000 – – BR, Cnt, S 
 Mimulus guttatus Common Monkey Flower H - R 2.5 No None Med. Tolerant Short Mod. 4,000,000 80 70 S, Sp Seed purity varies considerably. 

Nasturtium officinale watercress H - R 4 Yes None High Intermed. – – – – – S, Cnt Synonym: Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum 

Osmorhiza occidentalis western sweetroot H - SS 4 No High None Tolerant Mod. Low 29,845 – – S 
 Oxyria digyna Alpine mountainsorrel H - SS 1 No Low Low Intermed. Mod. High 1,343,195 – – S Talus, rocky alpine slopes only 

Paeonia brownii Brown's peony H - SS 1.5 No Med. None Intermed. Mod. High – 40 95 Cnt 
 Pedicularis groenlandica Elephant Heads H - SS 2.5 No Low Med. Intermed. Short Low 175,000 NA – BR, S  
 Penstemon rydbergii Rydberg's penstemon H - B 3 No Low None Intolerant Mod. Mod. 131,900 90 75 S 
 Penstemon speciosus royal penstemon H - MS 2.5 No High None Intolerant Long Mod. 400,000 85 85 S 
 Phacelia ramosissima branching phacelia H - MS 5 Yes Med. Med. Intermed. 

 
Mod. – – – S 

 Potentilla fruticosa shrubby cinquefoil H - MS 2.5 No Low None Intermed. Long High 1,000,000 – – BR, Cnt, S 
 Potentilla glandulosa sticky cinquefoil H - R 1.5 No Low Low Intermed. Mod. High 2,969,000 – – BR, S 
 Potentilla gracilis slender cinquefoil H - MS 2.4 No Med. None Intolerant Mod. High 1,711,698 92 84 BR, S 
 Ranunculus occidentalis western buttercup H - St 1 Yes Med. Low Intermed. – – – – – S 
 Rumex salicifolius  willow dock H - SS 2 No Med. High Intermed. 

 
High – – – S, Cnt 

 Solidago canadensis  Canada goldenrod H - R 3.5 No Med. Med. Intolerant Long Low 4,600,000 – – BR, S, Sp 
 Symphyotrichum 

spathulatum var. 
spathulatum Western mountain aster H - R 2 No Med. Med. Intolerant – Mod. – – – Cnt 

 Thalictrum fendleri Fendler's meadow-rue H - MS 2 No Med. Med. Intermed. – Low – 97 – Cnt 
 Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea stinging nettle H - MS 3 No Med. Med. Intermed. – Low 2,386,920 – – S Stinging hairs 

Wyethia mollis woolly mule-ears H - B 2.5 No High None Tolerant Long Low 25,000 78 94 S Seed viability varies considerably 

Trees, Shrubs, and Subshrubs 

Acer circinatum vine maple T, S, V - SS 20 No Low None Tolerant Long Low 4,620 19 – BR, S 
 

Acer glabrum Rocky Mountain maple T, S - MS 30 No Med. Low Intermed. Mod. – 13,663 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
Branches prone to crack and/or break from 
snow load. 

Alnus incana ssp. tenuifolia thinleaf alder T, S - TF 20 Yes Low High Intermed. Mod. – 675,000 45 – BR, Cnt, S 
 Amelanchier alnifolia western Serviceberry T, S - MS 15 No Low None Intermed. Short – 60,051 66 98 BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
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Notes 

Amelanchier utahensis Utah serviceberry T, S - MS 15 No High None Intermed. Long – 25,800 – – Cnt, S 
 Arcotsaphylos nevadensis pinemat manzanita S, Sb - St 2 No High None Tolerant Long – 37,000 – – Cnt 
 Arctostaphylos patula greenleaf manzanita S - MS 6 No High None Intermed. Long High 18,000 20 – Cnt 
 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi bearberry S, Sb - MS 0.5 No High None Intermed. Long – 42,400 60 95 BR, Cnt, Ct 
 Artemisia tridentata ssp. 

vaseyana mountain  big sagebrush T, S - MS 7 No Med. None Intolerant Long High 1,973,117 – 14 BR, Cnt, S Seed viability varies considerably. 

Calocedrus decurrens  incense cedar  T - SS 100 No Med. None Intermed. Long High 14,400 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Ceanothus cordulatus whitethorn S - MS 8 Yes High None Intolerant Long – 166,000 70 98 Cnt 
 

Ceanothus prostratus 
prostrate ceanothus, 
squawcarpet S, Sb - Tf 0.5 Yes High None Tolerant Long – 41,000 92 – Cnt 

 Ceanothus velutinus tobaccobrush T, S - Tf 10 Yes Low None Intolerant Mod. High 107,919 75 – Cnt 
 

Cercocarpus ledifolius 
curl-leaf mountain 
mahogany T, S - MS 20 Yes High None Intermed. Long High 50,916 55 90 BR, Cnt, S 

 Chrysolepis sempervirens chinquapin S - SS 15 No Med. None Intermed. Long High 700 30 – Cnt Seed purity is high. 

Cornus sericea  redosier dogwood T, S - MS 12 No Low High Intolerant Long – 18,400 57 95 BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
Includes Cornus sericea ssp. occidentalis and 
C. sericea ssp. sericea 

Ericameria nauseosa rubber rabbitbrush S, Sb - MS 4 No High None Intolerant Long High 652,500 – 25 BR, Cnt, S 
Synonym: Chrysothamnus nauseosus; seed 
viability varies considerably. 

Eriogonum nudum naked buckwheat Sb, H - MS 1 No High None Intolerant – – – 20 80 
 

Seed viability varies considerably. 

Eriogonum umbellatum 
sulphur-flower 
buckwheat S, Sb - MS 1 No High None Intolerant Long – 209,500 30 60 BR, Cnt, S Seed viability varies considerably. 

Holodiscus discolor oceanspray creambush S - MS 12 No Low Med. Intolerant Mod. – 5,307,000 84 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 

Juniperus occidentalis  
western Sierra or Sierra 
juniper  T - SS 33 No High None Intolerant Long High 11,930 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 

 Lonicera involucrata twinberry S - SS 10 No Low Low Tolerant Long – 343,500 83 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Mahonia aquifolium Oregon Grape S, Sb - R 8 No High None Tolerant Long Low 33,000 83 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Penstemon deustus hot-rock penstemon Sb, H - MS 2 No High None Intolerant Long Low 400,000 85 35 S 
 Penstemon newberryi  mountain pride Sb, H - St 1 No High None Intermed. Long Low 1,500,000 60 20 BR, Cnt, S 
 Pinus contorta var. 

murrayana Sierra lodgepole pine T - SS 99 No Low Low Intolerant Long High 94,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S Invasive of wet meadows 

Pinus flexilis limber pine T - SS 66 No High None Intolerant Long High 4,400 – – BR, Cnt, S Subalpine sites only 

Pinus jeffreyi  Jeffrey pine  T - SS 180 No Med. None Intolerant Long High 3,200 90 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Pinus monticola western white pine T - SS 200 No Low None Intermed. Long High 27,040 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Pinus ponderosa Ponderosa Pine T - SS 223 No High None Intolerant Long High 12,000 75 – BR, Cnt, S 
 Populus balsamifera ssp. 

trichocarpa black cottonwood T - SS 100 No Low Med. Intolerant Mod. – – – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S Synonym: Populus trichocarpa 

Populus tremuloides  quaking Aspen  T - SS 65 No Low Low Intolerant Short Low 3,248,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Prunus virginiana  western Chokecherry T, S - MS 25 No Med. Med. Intolerant Short – 4,971 77 – BR, Cnt, S 
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Purshia tridentata antelope bitterbrush S - MS 6 Yes High Low Intermed. Long High 17,193 80 99 BR, Cnt, S 
 Quercus vacciniifolia huckleberry oak  S - TF 1.3 No Med. None Tolerant Long High 1,030 43 – BR, Cnt, S 
 Rhus trilobata skunkbush S - R 4 No Med. None Intermed. Mod. – 25,790 76 – BR, Cnt, S 
 

Ribes aureum golden currant S - R 10 No Med. None Intermed. Long – 268,545 63 – BR, Cnt 

Ribes species are alternate hosts for white 
pine blister rust, but are abundant in natural 
vegetation of the Lake Tahoe Basin. 

Ribes cereum wax currant S - MS 3 No High None Intolerant Mod. – 277,500 72 – 
BR, Cnt, Co, 
Ct See note for RIbes aureum 

Ribes montigenum gooseberry currant S - MS 1 No High None Intermed. Mod. – 163,798 20 – BR, Cnt, Ct See note for RIbes aureum 

Ribes nevadense  Sierra currant S - MS 6 No Low Med. Intermed. Long – 391,000 87 – BR, Cnt, Ct See note for RIbes aureum 

Ribes roezlii  Sierra gooseberry S - MS 5 No High None Intermed. Long – 236,000 87 – BR, Cnt See note for RIbes aureum 

Rosa woodsii mountain rose S - R 3 No Med. None Intermed. Long – 50,967 – – BR, Cnt, S, Sp 
 Rubus parviflorus thimbleberry S - R 4 No Med. Low Intermed. Mod. Low 204,000 – – BR, Cnt, S, Sp 
 Salix exigua narrow leaved willow T, S - R 10 No Med. High Intermed. Mod. – 1,000,000 83 – BR, Cnt, Ct 
 Salix geyeriana Geyer's willow T, S - TF 15 No None Low Tolerant Mod. – 9,072,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Salix lemmonii Lemmon's willow S - MS 14 No Low Low Intermed. Long – – – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 

Salix lucida ssp. lasiandra Pacific willow T, S - TF 53 No Low High Intolerant Short – – 25 25 
BR, Cnt, Ct, S, 
Sp Synonym: Salix lasiandra 

Salix scouleriana Scouler's willow T, S - MS 50 No Med. Med. Intermed. Mod. – 6,500,000 95 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 

Sambucus nigra ssp. cerulea blue Elderberry S, T - MS 23 No High Med. Intermed. Mod. – 197,590 33 – BR, Cnt, S 
The name Sambucus mexicana has often 
been misapplied to this plant.  

Sambucus racemosa  red elderberry S, T - MS 10 No Med. Med. Intermed. Mod. – 
200,000-
300,000 47 – BR, Cnt, Ct 

 Sorbus scopulina  Greene's mountain ash T, S - MS 12 No None Low Intermed. Mod. – 144,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Spiraea douglasii rose spirea S - R 7 No Med. High Intolerant Long – 1,030,400 – – BR, Ct, S 
 Spiraea splendens rose meadowsweet S 3 No Low Med. Tolerant – – – – – Cnt 
 Symphoricarpos mollis creeping snowberry S 2 No Low Low Tolerant Long – – – – Cnt Vine-like stems take root 

Sources: USDA 2011, PLANTS Database (nomenclature, growth form, mature height, nitrogen fixation, drought tolerance, saturation tolerance, shade tolerance, lifespan, and seed per pound); Jepson Herbarium 2011, Jepson Flora Project (nativity); J. Coubourn, B. 
Carlos, J. Christopherson, S. Donaldson, W. Johnson, R. Post, J. Skelly, and E. Smith, 2006, Home Landscaping Guide for Lake Tahoe and Vicinity, University of Nevada Cooperative Extension Educational Bulletin 06-01 (fire hazard);  Brown and Caldwell, Seed 
Clearinghouse, 2011, C. S. Schopmeyer, technical Coordinator, 1974, Seeds of Woody Plants in the United States, Agriculture Handbook No. 450. Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington D.C.;  K. C. Vories, 1981,  Growing Colorado Plants from 
Seed: A State of the Art, Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Ogden, Utah;  David Gilpin, Pacific Coast Seed, 2011, personal communication; and, Ed Kleiner, Comstock Seed, 2011, personal communication (seed 
viability and seed purity). 
Notes: 
1 – Availability changes frequently.  
2 – Nomenclature follows U.S. Department of Agriculture’s PLANTS Database.  
3 – Names of nonnative species are displayed in bold font. 
4 – Growth form types are B = bunch, G = graminoid, H = herb/forb, MS = multiple-stem, R = rhizomatous, S = shrub, Sb = subshrub, SS = single-stem, St = stoloniferous, T = tree, TF = thicket-forming, and V = vine  
5 – Abbreviations are med. = medium, intermed. = intermediate, and mod. = moderate 
6 – Plant material types are S = seed, Ct = cutting, Cnt = container, BR = bare root, Tu = tuber, bu = bulb, Co = corm, Sp = sprigs, So = sod 
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TRPA Revegetation Plan Template  
Soil restoration and revegetation activities required as part of a Project’s permitted conditions must 
submit a complete TRPA Revegetation Plan: 

A. SITE DESCRIPTION 
Information needed includes location, land capability, site conditions such as soil type and infiltration 
rate, vegetation types, extent of sun and shade, presence of sensitive areas such as stream environment 
zones or backshore, and relevant site characteristics such as rock outcroppings.   

Project Address: 

Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN): 

NRCS Soil Map Unit:  Max depth of Install:  Ksat (in/hr): 

Land Capability:  

TRPA Permit Number: 

Detailed Site Description:   

B. PROJECT DESCRIPTION, GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES 
This section describes the reasons why the revegetation project is being undertaken and what the 
project will achieve. Project goals and objectives should directly relate to the problem the project is 
intended to address, and depict issues that will continue or result if the project is not implemented. 
These goals will guide the selection of success criteria.  While the BMP handbook generally focuses on 
revegetation for the purposes of erosion control, other project goals and objectives include restoring 
vegetative diversity, creating wildlife habitat, fulfilling scenic screening requirements, and providing 
water quality treatment. 

C. PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Provide a detailed schedule for each element of the plan. The schedule will depend on the complexity 
and scale of the project, but at a minimum will typically include dates for temporary BMP installation, 
pre-grade inspection, topsoil salvage, soil loosening and amendments, seeding, planting, irrigation, 
weeding, removal of irrigation system, final inspection, etc.   

D. SELECTION OF PLANT MATERIALS 
Use the description of common Revegetation Site Types, Site Type Recommended Species List, Site 
Type Recommended Seed Mixes, and TRPA Approved Plant Species Attributes Table to guide the plant 
selection process for any Lake Tahoe Region revegetation project. Once selected, list plant materials in 
the plant materials table. Plant materials selected must be robust, free of disease and insect infestation, 
and have vigorous foliage and wood. Plants should be from a reputable nursery and grown locally or in 
a similar climate. Seeds should be approved for purity, germination, and be weed free. 
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 PLANT MATERIALS 

Species 
(Botanical Name) 

Species  
(Common name) Transplant Container Size  Quantity 

Planting 
Density / 
Spacing  

Seed –  
pounds of 

pure live seed 
per acre 

       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

Total Pounds of Pure Live Seed Per Acre  
 
E. PROJECT INSTALLATION  

1.   Contractor Requirements 
List any contractor requirements or qualifications such as licenses, references, bonding, written 
guarantees, or submittals. List any specialized experiences required or desired, such as a 
landscaping background or experience establishing native plants in challenging conditions 
including steep slopes or poor soils.   

2. Measures to Avoid or Minimize Project Impacts 
This section describes measures that will avoid or minimize impacts of this revegetation project 
on the physical environment. These measures include conserving native soil, protecting existing 
vegetation, minimizing soil disturbance during revegetation treatments, and preventing the 
introduction or spread of invasive, nonnative plant species. 

3. Site Preparation 
Specific treatments will likely be necessary to prepare the site before attempting to establish 
vegetation. Information provided for this section should include the approach and schedule for 
site preparation and details on these treatments as applicable: 

(a) SALVAGE EXISTING NATIVE PLANTS FOR TRANSPLANTING  
Identify any vegetation on-site being salvaged for transplant, including cuttings, and describe 
specific measures taken, such as storage and care, to ensure survival.  

(b) REMOVAL AND STORAGE OF TOPSOIL AND DUFF  
Salvage topsoil and duff for use later in the project. This also preserves native seed stock in 
the existing topsoil to enhance revegetation success. 

(c) GRADING AND SLOPE SHAPING  
Describe what grading or earth moving activities are required for the revegetation project. 
Land alteration activities involving more than 3 cubic yards must be permitted through TRPA. 
Soil preparation on slopes may require physical modification or surface roughening.  
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(d) SOIL LOOSENING  
Describe physical activities required to restore soil infiltration capacity and aeration to 
compacted soil areas. To reduce soil compaction, first remove topsoil.  Then loosen subgrade 
of compacted soil areas to an average depth of 12-inches. Soil loosening may be performed 
with hand tools (such as a pick mattock or Pulaski) or a mini excavator equipped with backhoe 
bucket. Soil should be loosened but not turned or inverted. Soil loosening should also be 
uneven in depth by at least 1-2 inches to reduce the chance of soil slumping. Avoid existing 
plants and tree roots. 

(e) SOIL AMENDMENTS/FERTILIZER  
Describe the type, quantity, and application rate of any soil amendments or fertilizers used to 
improve physical, chemical, or biological properties of the soil.  Summarize soil testing results, 
including nutrients (e.g. phosphorus and nitrogen), with soil concentrations specified in the 
results and, if applicable, in the fertilizer management plan. 

 
(f) WEED CONTROL  
Describe measures necessary to eradicate and/or prevent the spread of weeds on-site. 
Provisions should include the method, frequency, and extent of weed control activities. List 
noxious weeds potentially susceptible for the project area and train staff to identify and 
remove them before they can produce viable seed.  More information on weed identification 
and prevention can be found at the Lake Tahoe Basin Weed Coordinating Group website: 
www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org.  

4. Installation of Plant Materials 
Describe installation methods and provide a plan to scale depicting density, arrangement, 
and locations of plant materials used. Proper handling and storage of plant materials should 
also be addressed here. Plant materials may include transplants of existing plants salvaged 
during the site preparation process, cuttings, containers of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous 
plants, as well as seed selected from the Site Type Recommended Species List, Site Type 
Recommended Seed Mixes, and TRPA Approved Plant Species Attributes Table. 

5. Irrigation 
Describe the irrigation methods necessary for vegetation establishment. Methods range from 
hand watering to drip, bubbler, and spray irrigation systems. Include where the irrigation 
water will come from. Outline system components, timing (including timing of removal, if 
applicable), application rates, and any maintenance needs to ensure systems are operational 
and effective. 

6. Soil Stabilization  
Describe soil stabilization practices, which may include reapplication of salvaged duff material 
collected and stored during the site preparation process, bare soil protection using inorganic 
and organic mulch, biotechnical treatments, and any use of tackifiers and soil binders. 

F. REVEGETATION MAINTENANCE  
List maintenance requirements necessary for vegetation establishment, such as weeding, pruning, 
watering, replacing dead plant material, and removing trash and debris. Include any adjustments 
needed to the irrigation system during the maintenance period as well as a process to “wean” plants off 
of irrigation by the end of the maintenance period.  Provisions should include reapplication of mulches 
and amendments as needed. Incorporate any long-term soil and vegetation maintenance activities into 
the BMP Inspection and Maintenance Plan, described in Chapter 6 – Inspection, Maintenance, and 
Monitoring.   

http://www.tahoeinvasiveweeds.org/
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Provide a timeframe for the maintenance period (typically 2-3 years) and relate this to the revegetation 
performance requirements or success criteria.  

G. SUCCESS CRITERIA AND PROJECT CONCLUSION 
This section describes the vegetation that would result from successful project implementation and 
includes a description of a reference plant community or other standard used and the rationale for 
choosing this reference community or standard. Success criteria must reflect project goals and 
objectives and state the desired condition of the revegetated site. Criteria may include attributes such 
as percent vegetative cover, soil surface cover, plant survival, soil penetrability, and absence of any 
visual signs of rills or erosion. If success criteria are not met, causal factors should be determined and 
remediation actions taken.  This section must describe those remediation actions to be taken should 
the revegetation not meet the success criteria.    

Additional items needed to conclude the project may include as-built drawings, clean up provisions, 
and scheduling final inspections to evaluate performance standards.  

During the final inspection, inspectors will use the criteria listed in the approved Revegetation Plan in 
addition to visual assessments of vegetation establishment to determine project success. Please note 
that establishment of vegetation generally takes between two and three complete (May – September) 
growing seasons. 
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TRPA Revegetation Plan Example  
Soil restoration and revegetation activities required as part of a Project’s permitted conditions must 
submit a completed TRPA Revegetation Plan: 

A. SITE DESCRIPTION 
Project Address: ABC 123 Lane, South Lake Tahoe, El Dorado County, CA 

Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN): APN: 123-45-678  

NRCS Soil Map Unit: 7444 Max depth of Install: 24 inches Ksat (in/hr): 12.8  

Land Capability: 1b and 4 

TRPA Permit Number: BMPP0000-0000 

Detailed Site Description:  
The site comprises of an eroding slope from which runoff and sediment are transported across a compacted 
dirt area into SEZ. All areas are located in full sun. Existing vegetation on site ranges from dry shrubland 
species on the slope, to forbes and grasses at the base of the slope, to wetland species such as willow on the 
edge of and in the SEZ.  

B. PROJECT DESCRIPTION, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
Revegetation goals for this project are for the purpose of erosion control. The project intends to revegetate 
and stabilize the toe of the eroding slope, revegetate the flat compacted dirt area, and install a shallow 
vegetated infiltration basin upslope of the SEZ to capture and infiltrate surface water runoff originating from 
the site before it reaches the SEZ. Revegetation and erosion control treatments are installed to the lines and 
grade indicated on the Plans for BMPP0000-0000, as prescribed herein, and as directed by the engineer. 
Without revegetation of disturbed areas, erosion and sediment transport to the SEZ will continue.  

C. PROJECT SCHEDULE 
 

Dates Action 
August 10-15 Call before you dig 811 and contractor submittals (equipment cleaner 

receipts, seed labels and planting materials orders) 
August 15 Install temporary BMPs 
August 18 Pre-grade inspection 
August 20 Topsoil salvage and hand removal of weeds using Pulaski 
August 21-29 Grading, soil loosening, and soil amendments 
August 29 48 hour notice to Engineer for plant delivery 
September 1 Delivery and approval of plant and seed material 
September 1-3 Seeding 
September 4 Hole excavation and pre-wetting for plantings  
September 5-10 Plant installation, native plant salvage and transplant, and soil stabilization 
September 10-15 Hand watering and install temporary irrigation 
September 15 Written Guarantee 
September 15 to 
September 30 and June 1 
to September 30 of the 
following year 

Irrigation 

September 15 to October Weed maintenance 
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Dates Action 
15 and May 1 to October 
15 of the following year 
August 15 of the 
following year 

Final inspection 

September 30 of the 
following year 

Remove and recycle irrigation system 

 
D. SELECTION OF PLANT MATERIALS 
 

PLANT MATERIALS 

Species  
(Botanical Name) 

Species  
(Common name) 

 
Transplant Container 

Size Quantity Planting Density / 
Spacing  

Seed - PLS 

pounds per 
acre 

Achillea millefolium Yarrow     1 
Arctostaphylos 
nevadensis Pinemat manzanita  1 gallon 6 Cluster 2-3 plants 

5-ft on center. 
 

Arctostaphylos patula Greenleaf manzanita  1 gallon 6 Cluster 2-3 plants 
5-ft on center. 

 

Artemesia tridentate Mountain sagebrush     1 

Festuca rubra California native Red 
Fescue 

    3 

Leymus triticoides Creeping Wildrye     3 
Lupinus argenteus Silver Lupine     1 

Populas tremuloides Quaking aspen  5 gallon 3 Clustered 5-ft on 
center.  

Salix spp Willow X  4   

Ribes cereum Wax currant 
 1 gallon 6 Cluster 2-3 plants 

5-ft on center.  

Wyethia mollis Mountain mule ears     1 
Total Pounds of Pure Live Seed Per Acre 10 

 
E. PROJECT INSTALLATION  

1.   Contractor Requirements 
The Contractor must possess a C-27 specialty license and have 5 years, minimum, experience in the 
installation and establishment of California native plant materials for revegetation erosion control 
projects. Experience must include temporary irrigation systems, seeding, and a plant establishment 
and maintenance period. The Contractor must also provide at least three references for past 
successful revegetation projects.  

2. Measures to Avoid or Minimize Project Impacts 
 Before project installation, the contractor shall call 811 "Call Before You Dig" to identify all utility 

lines on the project site. 

 All machinery must be clean before arrival on site and tools sterilized to prevent introduction and 

spread of weeds. Contractor to submit up-to-date cleaner receipts as proof of sterilization. 

 Install vegetation protection fencing in accordance with BMP 4.5-e - Vegetation Protection, around 

all existing vegetation not to be disturbed as on the Plans. Fencing shall extend at a minimum to 
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the extent of the vegetative dripline, with metal stakes located outside of the dripline. See the 
attached schedule for specific timing of this treatment.   

 Install temporary erosion and sediment control BMPs in accordance with the Plans for BMPP0000-

0000 and with BMP 4.5-r – Silt Fence and BMP 4.5-q - Fiber Roll. Install BMPs along the downhill 

edge of the area of disturbance to prevent any sediment from being transported off site and into 

the SEZ during disturbance and until vegetation becomes established. See the attached schedule 

for specific timing of this treatment.   

 At no time will any soil rehabilitation operations be conducted if soil is saturated. 

 The Contractor must have a copy of this Revegetation Plan and its attachments on site at all times 

throughout the duration of the project.   

3. Site Preparation 
(a) SALVAGE EXISTING NATIVE PLANT FOR TRANSPLANTING  
Plants identified on the Plans to be salvaged and transplanted shall be extracted taking as much of 
the root ball as possible and relocated to the receiving site locations indicated on the Plans. Plants 
shall be relocated to new locations within 4 hours of being extracted. If the site receiving the 
transplant does not have adequate soil moisture, the Contractor shall pre-wet the soil a day or two 
before transplanting. The receiving planting hole shall be twice the width and depth of the root 
ball. The rootball shall be planted in the excavated planting hole so that the root crown is 2-inches 
above existing grade. Use excavated soil to fill in the hole and gently compact soil to avoid 
settlement. Immediately following the transplant, water the hole to completely saturate each 
transplant root ball. See the attached schedule for specific timing of this treatment.   

(b) REMOVAL AND STORAGE OF TOPSOIL AND DUFF  
Following BMP 4.5-l – Topsoil Salvage, the Contractor shall salvage existing vegetative litter, duff 
and upper 3-inches of top soil from areas to be graded or disturbed on the project site before 
disturbance and store until such time it can be incorporated back into the revegetation project. 
Vegetative litter (e.g. pine needles, leaves) and duff can be stockpiled together, but away from 
topsoil in piles that are shallow and narrow as practicable. Protect stockpiles from precipitation 
according to BMP 4.5-n – Stockpile Management and at no time shall materials be stockpiled for 
more than 3 months without approval of the Engineer. See the attached schedule for specific 
timing of this treatment.   

(c) GRADING AND SLOPE SHAPING  
Areas to be graded or excavated and revegetated include the base of slope to accommodate a 
retaining wall and installation of the shallow infiltration basin as permitted through BMP Retrofit 
Permit BMPP0000-0000. For planting areas, scarify the top 6 inches of subgrade before fill 
placement. Subgrade depths plus specified depth of topsoil should equal finished grade. 
Contractor shall establish finished grades to blend with existing grades and eliminate uneven 
areas resulting from rough-grading operations. See the attached schedule for specific timing of 
these treatments.   

(d) SOIL LOOSENING  
To reduce soil compaction, loosen subgrade of compacted soil areas to an average depth of 12-
inches. Soil loosening may be performed with hand tools (such as a pick mattock or Pulaski) or a 
mini excavator equipped with backhoe bucket. Soil shall be loosened but not turned or inverted. 
Soil loosening shall be uneven in depth by at least 1-2 inches to reduce the chance of soil slumping. 
Avoid existing plants and tree roots wherever loosening takes place. See the attached schedule for 
specific timing of this treatment.     
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(e) SOIL AMENDMENTS/FERTILIZER  
Apply aged wood chips to a depth of 1 inch on the surface of soil loosened areas.  

Incorporate compost to a depth of 3-4 inches and organic phosphorous free fertilizer at a rate of 
270 lbs per acre into areas where topsoil is to be replaced and into areas compacted during 
construction activities. Evenly spread compost and fertilizer on top soil and incorporate it within 
using hand tools or mini excavator. After fertilizer application, water area slowly to help 
incorporate fertilizer into the soil.  Only water until soil is moist to avoid runoff as excess water will 
transport fertilizer away. See the attached schedule for specific timing of these treatments.   

(f) WEED CONTROL  
The Contractor is to conduct bi-weekly weed control practices to maintain a 3-feet diameter weed 
free area around each plant.  Weeds shall be removed before reaching 4-inches in height and 
before the weeds produce viable seeds.  Weed removal shall not cause disruption to the root 
systems and aboveground structure of the installed plants.  Vegetation control shall be conducted 
using hand-pulling - at no time shall herbicide be used. The Contractor must be familiar with 
identification of the following expected noxious and invasive weed species that may occur in or 
near the project area: 

Common Name Scientific Name 

Russian knapweed Acroptilon repens 
Cheat grass Bromus tectorum 
Hoary cress Cardaria draba 
Musk thistle Carduus nutans 
Purple starthistle Centaurea calcitrapa 
Diffuse knapweed Centaurea diffusa 
Spotted knapweed Centaurea maculosa 
Russian knapweed Centaurea repens 
Yellow starthistle Centaurea solstitialis 
Squarrose knapweed Centaurea squarrosa 
Rush skeleton Chondrilla juncea 
Canada thistle Cirsium arvense 
Bull thistle Cirsium vulgare 
Field Bindweed Convolvulus arvensis 
Scotchbroom  Cytisus scoparius 
Teasel Dipsacus fullonum 
St. John’s wort / Klamath weed Hypericum perforatum 
Tall whitetop / Perennial pepperweed Lepidium latifolium 
Ox eye daisy Leucanthemum vulgare 
Dalmatian toadflax Linaria genistifolia spp. dalmatica 
Yellow toadflax Linaria vulgaris 
Sweetclover Melilotus alba, Melilotus officinalis 
Eurasian watermilfoil Myriophyllum spicatum 
Scotch thistle Onorpordum acanthium 
Curlyleaf pondweed Potamogeton crispus 
Sulfur cinquefoil Potentilla recta 
Perennial sowthistle Sonchus arvensis l. 
Medusahead grass Taeniatherum caputmedusae 
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Common Name Scientific Name 

Woolly mullein Verbascum thapsus 
 

4. Installation of Plant Materials 
The Contractor is responsible for providing healthy plants for installation that are free of disease and 
insect infestation, are robust, and have vigorous foliage and wood. Prior to delivery, the Contractor 
shall submit copies of all planting material orders and any seed bag labels showing percent 
germination and purity for each species for approval.  Labels shall show seed vendor’s certification for 
required seed mixtures, and indicate percentage by weight and percentages of purity, germination, 
and weed seed for each species, as well as the date of testing. Seed mixes shall conform to the 
prescribed pure live seed rate of 90% purity and 80% germination. At all times, seed mixes shall be 
100% weed free. 

The Contractor shall provide the Engineer 48 hour advanced notice prior to delivery of plant materials 
and seed. Plant materials shall be delivered and stored at staging areas approved by the Engineer. At 
the time of delivery, the Engineer shall inspect the container plants for injury, disease, and insect 
infestation. Seed shall be delivered in unopened containers with the seed tag attached and is subject 
to observation and approval by the Engineer prior to installation. Plant and seed not approved by the 
Engineer shall be removed and disposed of according to State and local regulations and replaced 
within 24 hours at the Contractor’s expense.  

All plants materials shall be maintained in optimal health and protected from animal damage, 
vandalism, sun, wind, frost or any other conditions that would damage or reduce the viability of plant 
materials. Store all plant materials under a covering that allows air circulation and minimizes heat 
entrapment. Maintain moisture of plant materials at all times before planting.  

The Contractor shall coordinate the placement of materials and equipment when necessary to 
complete the work as quickly and efficiently as possible. See the attached schedule for specific timing 
of installation activities.  

Seeding operations in revegetation areas indicated on the Plan shall be conducted following site 
preparation procedures between September 1 and September 30, before any snow accumulation, 
ground freeze, and prior to container plant installation. The Contractor shall uniformly broadcast seed 
using hand-held seeders and lightly raked to incorporate to a depth of 1/4-to1/2-inches. Seed shall not 
be left uncovered for more than 24 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer. Seeding shall 
not occur when wind speeds exceed 5 miles per hour. 

Following all site preparation procedures and seeding operations listed above, install container plant 
materials according to the Plans and following layout and density specifications on the Plant 
Materials Table. Plant layout shall occur somewhat irregularly to avoid existing vegetation and to 
mimic a natural layout. Plants shall not be laid out for more than one hour before planting. Planting 
holes shall be excavated by hand, pry bar, hydraulic bar with spade or chisel point or auger to the 
dimensions detailed on the Plans. The inside surfaces of all planting holes shall be scarified before 
backfilling with soil. Any large rocks, sticks or material greater 2-inches shall be removed from the 
backfill materials and discarded before backfilling holes. Remove plants from containers with the 
rootball intact and scarify to prevent the plant from becoming rootbound. Plants shall not be held by 
the stem, branch or in any way that damages the plant. Matted roots on sides shall be longitudinally 
sliced 1/8- to 1/4- inches deep at least once per side. Matted roots on the bottom of the rootball shall 
be sliced off to ¼-inch deep. Insert plant into the hole without bending or damaging roots and hold in 
place until backfilled and soil tamped solidly around rootball. The rootball shall be placed so the top is 
placed ¼-inch above the finish grade after settling. At no time shall backfill be placed over the top of 
the rootball. Plants should be thoroughly hand watered immediately after installation and continue 
to irrigate to maintain plants in a healthy condition until the end of the revegetation maintenance 
period. Check plants within 24 hours of installation for settling and correct as needed. If roots become 
exposed, place additional soil around the root crown.    
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All planting areas to be fine graded within 1-1/2 inches of paved areas, utility boxes, paving and curbs. 
Within 5 days of completing the plant installation work, the Contractor shall submit a written 
guaranty against defects resulting from poor installation or related materials to the Engineer for a 
period of 1 full growing season after the Engineer’s acceptance of plant installation. For the purposes 
of this contract, a full growing season shall commence on October 16 of the plant installation year 
and end on October 15 of the next calendar year.    

5. Irrigation 
The Contractor bears full responsibility for watering plants to ensure plant health and vigor and 
promote plant establishment and growth. Watering and irrigation operations shall conform to local 
water conservation provisions for the duration of the irrigation period (e.g. STPUD only allows 
irrigation on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). The irrigation system shall be operated at a 
minimum for a period beginning on June1 and ending on September 30, unless otherwise determined 
by the Engineer.  Planting areas to be watered using spray irrigation systems as noted on the Plans 
shall be watered at a rate of 3-inches per week. Planting areas to be watered using bubbler irrigation 
systems as noted on the Plans shall be watered at a rate of 12-gallons per week. In order to “wean” 
plants off of irrigation by the end of the maintenance period, irrigation will become deeper and less 
frequent to help develop deeper and stronger roots. 

6. Soil Stabilization  
Replace topsoil in disturbed areas (from which top soil was removed before construction), spread to a 
uniform depth of 3 inches and gently compact into place. Top soil shall be dry and replaced during dry 
weather. All debris, roots, weeds, and other materials in excess of 1 inch in diameter shall be removed 
while topsoil is being spread.  

Place wood chips to a 1-inch depth on the surface of loosened areas and incorporate during soil 
loosening.  

After seeding, salvaged duff and wood chips shall be evenly applied to the soil surface to a 1 inch 
depth. Then apply pine needles to increase depth to 2-inches.  

After duff replacement and wood chip and pine needle application, apply tackifier according to BMP 
4.5-t – Hydromulch, Tackifier and Soil Binder and manufacturer’s specifications in said area on same 
working day.  

See the attached schedule for specific timing of these soil stabilization treatments.   

F. REVEGETATION MAINTENANCE  
Revegetation maintenance shall begin the first day following the plant installation phase and continue for a 
period of one full growing season after panting is completed. For the purposes of this contract, a full growing 
season shall commence on October 16 of the plant installation year and end on October 15 of the next 
calendar year.  

During the revegetation maintenance period and until vegetation becomes established, the Contractor shall 
inspect and maintain temporary erosion and sediment control BMPs in accordance with BMP 4.5-r – Silt 
Fence and BMP 4.5-q - Fiber Roll. 

The Contractor shall be responsible for weed control as previously described in all revegetation areas 
throughout the project site for the duration of the revegetation maintenance period. Weed control 
operations shall not damage installed plants or any native volunteers on the project site. 

The Contractor shall provide all tools, labor, materials, equipment and incidentals necessary to water all 
plantings and to operate and maintain irrigation systems in a fully operational condition for the duration of 
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the maintenance period. The contractor shall evaluate the site weekly to determine if watering applications 
are appropriate. For transplants and container plants, evaluations shall include inspections for signs of 
water stress (Caused by overwatering or underwatering) and stunted growth. Irrigation maintenance shall 
include, but is not limited to, routine examination of the irrigation system during the irrigation period to 
ensure spray nozzles and bubblers are operational, that pipes do not leak, and that no lines are blocked. If 
determined by the Engineer that the irrigation system is to remain in place over the winter, the Contractor 
shall winterize the system by closing off the shut off valve at the water service point, removing sprinkler risers 
with nozzles, and draining water from all irrigation pipes. The contractor shall make any repairs to the 
irrigation system as needed. Upon conclusion of the plant maintenance period, the Contractor shall 
completely remove and recycle the spray and bubbler irrigation systems off site according to State and local 
regulations.  

As part of the maintenance period, the Contractor shall be responsible for any replacement planting if 
needed. Replacement planting and seeding shall be of the same species and size as originally specified on 
the Plant Materials Table and Plans, unless the Engineer determines in writing that substitutions of another 
species or size will be made. At no times will plants of larger size or seed mixes of greater pounds per acre 
than those originally planted be required. Tree and shrub material that has no easily observable, viable, 
above ground living material will be considered dead and shall be replaced at no additional cost. 
Herbaceous plants that fail to show new growth from its root system after one dormant period and within 
the first 9 months after planting will be considered dead and shall be replaced at no additional cost. 

All trash and debris shall be removed from the site and disposed of following State and local regulations on 
an ongoing basis as needed. 

Long term soil and vegetation maintenance and monitoring provisions extending beyond the 1 year 
maintenance period are included in the BMP Inspection and Maintenance Log and Monitoring Plan for TRPA 
permit BMPP0000-0000.  

G. SUCCESS CRITERIA AND PROJECT CONCLUSION 
The intent of the revegetation actions in this project are to have healthy and vigorous, persistent plants at 
the end of the plant maintenance period that can survive without irrigation or other maintenance actions. In 
addition to The Contractor shall be responsible for meeting or exceeding the following performance 
standards for the revegetation areas: 

 Erosion – No visible signs of on-going erosion such as rills exists on site.  

 Plant Survivorship – For each revegetation area, container plants shall have a minimum of 90% 
survivorship at the end of the maintenance period. At the final inspection, the contractor shall reveal 
which of the final plantings consist of the original plant materials installed during the installation phase. 
If it is determined by the Engineer that 75% of the original plantings did not survive through the 
maintenance period because of Contractor negligence, the Contractor shall provide additional plantings 
to achieve 90% of the original plantings and provide a second year of vegetation maintenance as no 
additional cost. There are no plant survivorship requirements for transplants; however, the Contractor 
shall make every effort to establish healthy, vigorous and persistent transplanted plants.  

 Soil Surface and Vegetative Cover – Areas of disturbance on the site shall maintain at least 90% cover 
of mulch during and at the end of the maintenance period. Revegetation areas shall maintain 25% 
vegetative cover at the end of the maintenance period. 25% vegetative cover is consistent with 
undisturbed areas of native vegetation on similar aspects and slopes adjacent to the project site used as 
reference plant communities. Cover will be visually estimated by the Inspector. If deemed necessary by the 
Engineer, measurements of cover points along transects will be used to verify percent vegetative cover. 

Prior to final inspection, the Contractor shall clean-up the site to maintain a neat and orderly condition and 
be free and clear from debris and discarded material. Clean-up provisions may include but are not limited to 
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disposal of all debris and recycling of all plant containers and other plastics according to State and local 
regulations, as well as hand-sweeping the access road to prevent vehicle tracking of sediment. Once the final 
inspection is passed and vegetation is established, temporary BMPs can be removed. The Contractor shall 
prepare as-built record drawings to document the completed revegetation work if substantially different 
that the permitted plans. Revegetation signage shall remain after the project is complete to ensure adequate 
protection of revegetation areas.   
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Attachment A. BMPs 

 BMP 4.5-e  Vegetation Protection 

 BMP 4.5-r  Silt Fence  

 BMP 4.5-q  Fiber Roll 

 BMP 4.5-l  Topsoil Salvage 

 BMP 4.5-n  Stockpile Management 

 BMP 4.5-t  Hydromulch, Tackifier and Soil Binder 
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Fertilizer Management Plan Template 
This template is intended to assist the project proponent with Fertilizer Management Plan layout and 
instructions.  

Any existing or planned property with 1 or more cumulative acres of turf, or those with existing or 
potential impacts to water quality, Stream Environment Zones (SEZs) or shorezone, must account for 
fertilizer use through a Fertilizer Management Plan.  If more than 1 acre of turf is proposed as part of a 
revegetation project, the elements of the fertilizer management plan may be incorporated into the 
Revegetation Plan.   

See the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency BMP Handbook – Chapter 5 on Soils and Vegetation - for 
additional fertilizer application guidance.  This document is available online at: www.tahoebmp.org.   
              

 [red text] =  Replace with project specific information. 
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I. PROJECT AND SITE DESCRIPTION 
Describe project and turf uses.  Give property and ownership information. Include contact name and 
information for the staff responsible for fertilizer management.  

Describe the project site, including location or APN and general site characteristics such as topography, 
vegetation, soil types, infiltration rates (Ksat), land capability units, and other relevant information.  

 

II. FERTILIZER APPLICATION 

A. SOILS TESTING  
Provide summary of soil analysis (from within two years) that supports fertilizer use and justifies 
fertilizer formula. Attach soil analysis results. Proposed phosphorus use for turf/lawn 
maintenance must be supported by soils analysis results.  For example, if soils results show no 
phosphorus deficiency, chemical fertilizer formula should contain no phosphorus.   

B. FERTILIZER TYPE(S) 
State the type and formula of fertilizer to be used. Organic and other slow release fertilizers are 
strongly encouraged over fast release or traditional fertilizers.  Fertilizer formula is typically 
expressed as a ratio of Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), and Potassium (K).  

C. RATES AND MEANS OF APPLICATION 
State the rate fertilizer will be applied (pounds/acre) and the means of application (e.g. fertilizer 
spreader).  Fertilizer rate should be supported by soils analysis.  

D. TIMING AND FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION 
Describe the timing and frequency of fertilizer application. Fertilizer should only be applied in 
early summer when vegetation is actively growing.  

E. IRRIGATION 
Describe irrigation system and watering schedule for turf that would avoid excessive nutrient 
runoff and conserve water.  

F. STORAGE AND DISPOSAL   
Briefly describe where and how fertilizers will be stored and disposed of.  

 

III. SEZS, SHOREZONES, SETBACKS AND OTHER SENSITIVE AREAS 
Identify these sensitive areas on site and describe how fertilizer management practices employed will 
avoid them. Common practices include maintaining a substantial buffer of native vegetation between 
turf and sensitive areas.  Map any sensitive areas, and show on map the turf areas corresponding to 
distinct fertilizer application zones, including no fertilizer application zones.   

 

IV. MONITORING 
Surface and groundwater monitoring may be required in sensitive areas on a case by case basis to 
determine compliance with nitrogen and phosphorus discharge standards.   
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If monitoring of fertilizer management is required as a condition of project approval, include frequency 
and rate of application as a line item in the BMP Inspection and Maintenance Plan, described in Chapter 
6 – Inspection, Maintenance, and Monitoring.  Additionally, annual summary reports are required from 
the party named – under Section 1. Project and Site Description – responsible for fertilizer 
management.   If water quality impacts are occurring, changes to fertilizer management will be 
necessary. 
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I. PROJECT AND SITE DESCRIPTION 
Golden Bear Condominiums is a six-acre lake-front community and vacation complex with 80 two and three 
bedroom units located in Incline Village, Nevada. The landscape is a matrix of turf, ornamental plants, and 
native vegetation.  There are approximately 1.6 cumulative acres of turf on the property, which are all in 
common areas.  The attached site map shows the location of these vegetation types.   

The property is relatively flat, with an average of three-percent grade, and faces south with good sun 
exposure.   Annual precipitation is 19 inches, with 16 inches occurring as snow.  The native vegetation 
consists of jeffrey and sugar pines, manzanita, sagebrush, and other native shrubs, flowers, and 
bunchgrasses in the uplands.  Coyote Creek runs through the southwestern portion of the property, 
supporting riparian vegetation including aspen trees and a variety of meadow plants.  

There are two soil types on the property: Inville (7141-7143) and Watah Peat (7071).  Inville encompasses the 
upland areas, and Watah Peak is located around Coyote Creek (see attached soils map).  Inville has 
moderate soil infiltration, with a hydraulic conductivity of 4.7, while Watah Peat has a low soil infiltration at 
1.3.   There are two capability units on the property: Inville is Class 4, and Watah Peat and the beach are Class 
1b.     

This fertilizer management plan will be used to help maintain the health, functionality, and aesthetics of the 
turf while minimizing the potential for excessive fertilizer to enter the lake.  The landscape manager, who is 
responsible for implementing this plan, is Jim Doe.  He can be reached at 775-111-2222 or jdoe@abc.com.   

 

II. FERTILIZER APPLICATION 

A. SOILS TESTING  
A soil analysis was conducted on the property on August 11, 2010.  Three samples in each Zone (A and 
B) were collected.  The report including recommendations is attached.  The report indicates that the 
soils in Zone A have sufficient phosphorus but need some nitrogen and potassium.  Zone B needs 
some phosphorus and a lightly higher amount of nitrogen than Zone A.  The fertilizer formulas 
suggested in the soil analysis report will be used (as indicated below). Modifications to the fertilizer 
formulas may change in two years with the next soils analysis; this plan will be updated at that time.  

B. FERTILIZER TYPE(S) 
Zone A will receive a slow release fertilizer (10-0-5) as needed 

Zone B, which includes the rest of the turf areas, will receive a slow release fertilizer (15-5-5) as needed.  
Grass clippings will be left on the turf to gradually decompose, returning nutrients to the soil.  This is a 
form of organic fertilizer that will reduce the amount of chemical fertilizer needed.   

C. RATES AND MEANS OF APPLICATION 
Zone A, shown on the site map, are adjacent to the sensitive “No Fertilizer” zones (see site map).  Zone 
A will receive a slow release fertilizer (10-0-5) as needed,  applied sparingly up to a maximum rate of 
1/2 pound of actual nitrogen per 1000 square feet of turf.  Zone B, which includes the rest of the turf 
areas, will receive  a slow release fertilizer (15-5-7) as needed, applied at a maximum rate of 1/2 pound 
of actual nitrogen per 1000 square feet of turf.  A soil analysis conducted on August 11, 2010 (report 
attached) indicates that the soils in this zone need phosphorus.  Both zones will be fertilized only as 
directed by nutrient needs from a soil test.  Fertilizer will be applied with a fertilizer spreader, which will 
be checked for accuracy once a year before use.   
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D. TIMING AND FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION 
If needed, fertilizer will be applied once a year at the start of the growing season after the ground has 
thawed.    

E. IRRIGATION 
A system of sprinklers are installed for turf on the property, with an ET irrigation controller to efficiently 
regulate watering and minimize nutrient-laden runoff. Turf should be watered lightly immediately 
after fertilizer application to move the fertilizer to the soil.  No runoff should be visible.  An irrigation 
audit will be completed every two years so that adjustments can be made to ensure property irrigation 
is being applied to the turf areas, without runoff occurring.     

F. STORAGE AND DISPOSAL   
All fertilizers will be stored in bins within the Garden Shed, location shown on the site map.  Disposal 
will be according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.  

 

III. SEZS, SHOREZONES, SETBACKS AND OTHER SENSITIVE AREAS 
Please see attached site map showing Coyote Creek and its riparian area, beach, turf, other vegetation types, 
and structures.  This map indicates the boundaries of three distinct zones: a “No Fertilizer” zone, Zone A, and 
Zone B.   Coyote Creek and the lake, including 25 foot buffers, are “No Fertilizer” zones as mapped.  Native 
vegetation zones as mapped are also “No Fertilizer” zones.   

 

IV. MONITORING 
Water quality monitoring is not currently required for this property.  
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Table 5-1: Description of Revegetation Site Types  

REVEGETATION SITE TYPES1,2 

Site Type Name Site Type Description 

Wetland3 Sites that have saturated soils and may be inundated during part or all of the growing season 

SEZ/Riparian-Wet Meadow3 SEZ sites generally not inundated during most or all of the growing season but affected by perennial 
or intermittent water bodies (rivers, streams, lakes, or drainage ways) 

Upland—Generic Upland sites in partial shade to full sun (excluding dry sites in full sun) 
Upland—Full Shade Upland sites with full shade 
Upland—Full Sun/Dry Site Upland sites with full sun, coarse-textured or shallow soils, and southeast to south west aspect 
Upland—High Disturbance Upland sites frequently disturbed by human activities in undeveloped or developed settings 
Notes: 
1 – Backshore sites may be included in any one of these types based on local site conditions. 
2 – Site types do not include areas of maintained landscaping. 
3 – Site type may include but is not restricted to jurisdictional wetlands.  
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Table 5-2: Site Type Recommended Species List 

SITE TYPE RECOMMENDED SPECIES LIST 

Scientific Name 1, 2 Common Name 
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Grasses, Rushes, and Sedges 
Achnatherum lemmonii Lemmon's needlegrass   •  •  
Achnatherum occidentale western needlegrass   •  •  
Agrostis exarata spike bentgrass  •     
Bromus carinatus California brome  • •  •  
Bromus marginatus  mountain brome   •    
Calamagrostis canadensis bluejoint • •     
Carex praegracilis slender sedge  •     
Danthonia californica California oatgrass   •    
Deschampsia caespitosa tufted hairgrass  •     
Deschampsia elongata slender hairgrass  •     
Elymus elymoides squirreltail   •  •  
Elymus glaucus3 blue wildrye • •  •   
Elymus trachycaulus slender wheatgrass,   • •  •  
Festuca brevipila  hard fescue   •   • 
Festuca ovina 'Covar' sheep fescue, ‘Covar’   •  • • 
Festuca rubra3 red fescue  •  •  • 
Festuca rubra ssp. arenaria3 Boreal creeping red fescue  •  •  • 
Glyceria striata3 fowl mannagrass  •  •   
Hordeum brachyantherum meadow barley  •     
Hordeum brachyantherum ssp. 
californicum California barley  •     
Juncus arcticus ssp. littoralis mountain rush • •     
Juncus effusus common rush • •     
Leymus triticoides beardless wildrye  •     
Melica californica California oniongrass   •    
Phalaris arundinacea reed canarygrass  •     
Phleum alpinum alpine timothy  •     
Poa ampla, ‘Sherman’  big bluegrass, ‘Sherman’   •  • • 
Poa secunda Sandberg bluegrass   •  • • 
Thinopyrum intermedium intermediate wheatgrass   •   • 

Thinopyrum intermedium 'Greenar' 
intermediate wheatgrass, 
‘Greenar’   •   • 

Thinopyrum intermedium 'Oahe' intermediate wheatgrass, ‘Oahe’   •   • 
Forbs 
Achillea millefolium common yarrow  • •   • 
Aconitum columbianum Columbian monkshood  •     
Agastache urticifolia nettle-leaf giant hyssop  •     
Anaphalis margaritacea western pearly everlasting  • •    
Aquilegia formosa  crimson columbine    •   
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SITE TYPE RECOMMENDED SPECIES LIST 

Scientific Name 1, 2 Common Name 
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Arnica cordifolia3 heartleaf arnica    •  • 
Artemisia douglasiana Douglas' sagewort  •     
Balsamorhiza sagittata arrowleaf balsamroot   •   • 
Caltha leptosepala  white marsh marigold  •     
Chamerion angustifolium  fireweed  • •   • 
Delphinium glaucum3 mountain larkspur  •  •   
Epilobium ciliatum fringed willowherb  • •   • 
Erigeron compositus4 cutleaf daisy   •    
Eriophyllum lanatum  common woolly sunflower   •    
Fragaria virginiana wild strawberry  •    • 
Geranium richardsonii Richardson's geranium  •     
Geum macrophyllum3 big leaf avens  •  •   
Geum triflorum old man's whiskers  • •    
Gilia capitata bluehead gilia   •  •  
Heracleum maximum common cowparsnip  •     
Ipomopsis aggregata scarlet gilia   •  •  
Linum lewisii Lewis flax   •  •  
Lotus nevadensis Nevada bird’s-foot trefoil   •    
Lotus unifoliolatus var. unifoliolatus American bird's-foot trefoil   •   • 
Lupinus argenteus silvery lupine   •  • • 
Lupinus fulcratus greenstipule lupine   •  • • 
Lupinus grayi Sierra lupine   •  • • 
Lupinus lepidus Pacific lupine   •  • • 
Lupinus polyphyllus bigleaf lupine  •     
Mertensia ciliata tall fringed bluebells  •     
Mimulus cardinalis3 scarlet monkey flower  •  •   
Mimulus guttatus common monkey flower • •     
Nasturtium officinale Watercress •      
Osmorhiza occidentalis western sweetroot    •   
Oxyria digyna4 alpine mountainsorrel   •    
Paeonia brownii Brown's peony   •    
Pedicularis groenlandica elephant heads  •     
Penstemon rydbergii Rydberg's penstemon  •     
Penstemon speciosus royal penstemon   •  •  
Phacelia ramosissima branching phacelia   •    
Potentilla fruticosa shrubby cinquefoil  •     
Potentilla glandulosa sticky cinquefoil  •    • 
Potentilla gracilis slender cinquefoil   •    
Ranunculus occidentalis western buttercup  •     
Rumex salicifolius  willow dock • •    • 
Solidago canadensis  Canada goldenrod  • •   • 
Symphyotrichum spathulatum var. western mountain aster  •     
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SITE TYPE RECOMMENDED SPECIES LIST 

Scientific Name 1, 2 Common Name 
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spathulatum 
Thalictrum fendleri Fendler's meadow-rue  •     
Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea stinging nettle  •    • 
Wyethia mollis woolly mule-ears   •  • • 
Subshrubs, Shrubs, and Trees 
Acer circinatum vine maple    •   
Acer glabrum Rocky Mountain maple  •     
Alnus incana ssp. tenuifolia thinleaf alder  •    • 
Amelanchier alnifolia western Serviceberry  •     
Amelanchier utahensis Utah serviceberry   •    
Arctostaphylos patula greenleaf manzanita   •  • • 
Arctostaphylos nevadensis pinemat manzanita   •    
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi bearberry   •    
Artemisia tridentata ssp. vaseyana mountain  big sagebrush     •  
Calocedrus decurrens  incense cedar    • •  • 
Ceanothus cordulatus whitethorn   •  • • 

Ceanothus prostratus 
prostrate ceanothus, 
squawbush   •  •  

Ceanothus velutinus tobaccobrush   •    
Cercocarpus ledifolius curl-leaf mountain mahogany     •  
Chrysolepis sempervirens chinquapin   •    
Cornus sericea  redosier dogwood  •     
Ericameria nauseosa rubber rabbitbrush     • • 
Eriogonum nudum naked buckwheat     • • 
Eriogonum umbellatum sulphur-flower buckwheat   •  • • 
Holodiscus discolor oceanspray creambush  •     
Juniperus occidentalis  western Sierra or Sierra juniper      •  
Lonicera involucrata3 twinberry  •  •   
Mahonia aquifolium Oregon grape    •  • 
Penstemon deustus hot-rock penstemon   •  •  
Penstemon newberryi  mountain pride  • •  •  
Pinus contorta var. murrayana5 Sierra lodgepole pine  •    • 
Pinus flexilis6 limber pine     •  
Pinus jeffreyi  Jeffrey pine    •  • • 
Pinus monticola western white pine   •    
Pinus ponderosa Ponderosa pine   •  • • 
Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa black cottonwood  •     
Populus tremuloides  quaking aspen   •    • 
Prunus virginiana  western chokecherry  • •    
Purshia tridentata antelope bitterbrush   •  •  
Quercus vacciniifolia huckleberry oak    • •   
Rhus trilobata skunkbush   •    
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Ribes aureum golden currant  • •    
Ribes cereum wax currant   •  •  
Ribes montigenum gooseberry currant   •    
Ribes nevadense  Sierra currant  •     
Ribes roezlii  Sierra gooseberry   •    
Rosa woodsii Woods' rose  • •   • 
Rubus parviflorus thimbleberry  • •   • 
Salix exigua narrow leaved willow • •     
Salix geyeriana Geyer's willow  •     
Salix lemmonii Lemmon's willow  •     
Salix lucida ssp. lasiandra Pacific willow • •     
Salix scouleriana Scouler's willow  •     
Sambucus nigra ssp. cerulea blue Elderberry  •     
Sambucus racemosa  red elderberry  •     
Sorbus scopulina  Greene's mountain ash  •     
Spiraea douglasii rose spirea  •     
Spiraea splendens3  rose meadowsweet  •  •   
Symphoricarpos molllis creeping snowberry    •   
Notes: 
1 – Nomenclature follows U.S. Department of Agriculture’s PLANTS Database.  
2 – Names of nonnative species are displayed in bold font. 
3 – Mesic shaded uplands only 
4 – Talus, rocky alpine slopes only 
5 – Invasive of wet meadows 
6 – Subalpine sites only 
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 Table 5-3: Site Type Recommended Seed Mixes 

SITE TYPE RECOMMENDED SEED MIXES1 

Scientific Name Common Name 

Application Rate (PLS lbs./acre) 2, 3, 4 

Wetland 
5,6 

SEZ/ 
Riparian-  

Wet 
Meadow 

Upland—
Generic 

Upland—
Full Shade5 

Upland—
Full sun/ 
Dry Site 

Upland—
High 

Disturbance 

Grasses, Rushes, and Sedges 
Bromus carinatus California brome – 3.00 – – 4.00 – 
Carex praegracilis slender sedge – 0.25 – – – – 
Deschampsia cespitosa tufted hairgrass – 0.50 – – – – 
Elymus elymoides squirreltail – – 2.00 – 4.00 – 
Elymus glaucus blue wildrye – 3.00 – – – – 
Elymus trachycaulus slender wheatgrass – 4.00 4.00 – 4.00 – 
Festuca brevilipa hard fescue – – 1.00 – – 2.00 
Festuca ovina, ‘Covar’ sheep fescue, ‘Covar’ – – 1.00 – – 2.00 
Festuca rubra ssp. arenaria Boreal creeping red fescue – 0.50 – – – – 

Hordeum brachyantherum7 meadow barley – 5.00 – – – – 

Juncus arcticus ssp. littoralis mountain rush – 0.05 – – – – 
Leymus triticoides creeping wildrye – 2.00 – – – – 
Poa ampla, ‘Sherman’ big bluegrass, ‘Sherman’ – – 1.00 – – 1.00 
Poa secunda Sandberg bluegrass – – – – 0.50 – 
Forbs 
Achillea millefolium yarrow – – 0.10 – 0.10 0.10 
Eriogonum umbellatum sulphur buckwheat  – – 1.00 – 1.00 2.00 
Linum lewisii Lewis flax – – 1.00 – 1.00 1.00 
Lupinus argenteus silver lupine – – 1.00 – 2.00 2.00 
Lupinus polyphyllus Tahoe lupine – 2.00 – – – – 
Mimulus guttatus common monkeyflower – 0.10 – – – – 
Potentilla gracilis cinquefoil – 0.50 – – – – 
Shrubs and Trees 
Artemisia tridentata ssp. 
vaseyana 

mountain sagebrush – – – – 0.50 – 

Chrysothamnus nauseosus rabbitbrush – – – – 1.00 – 
Purshia tridentata antelope bitterbrush – – 1.00 – 1.00 – 
Ribes cereum wax currant – – 0.50 – 0.50 – 
Total – 20.90 13.60 – 19.60 10.10 
Notes: 
1 – Composition of example mixes is based in part on commercial availability of plant cultivars, and because availability of cultivars frequently 

changes, cultivar substitutions may be necessary or desirable. 
2 – PLS = Pure Live Seed = (percentage purity)(percentage germination)/100 
3 – Although Noxious Weeds are prohibited, seed material may contain other weeds (e.g., up to 1.5% weed seed in Nevada, which corresponds to a 

large number of weed seed). Seed free of specified weeds (e.g., cheatgrass [Bromus tectorum]) and/or with a lesser amount of weeds is 
recommended. 

4 – Amounts assume broadcast (hand) application of seed, and have been designed for 80–100 PLS ft2 because greater seed densities may result in 
densities of competing seedlings sufficient to reduce growth and inhibit establishment. 

5 – Establishment of plant from seed is not recommended as the primary means of revegetating this type of site. 
6 – SEZ/Riparian-Wet Meadow seed mix may be applied to supplement plantings at wetlands that are not inundated for most of the growing season. 
7 – From 6,000 feet in elevation and higher 
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Notes 

Grasses, Rushes, and Sedges 

Achnatherum lemmonii Lemmon's needlegrass G - B 2 No High None Intolerant Long – 95,000 – – S 
 Achnatherum occidentale western needlegrass G - B 2 No High None Intermed. – – 285,000 72 80 S 
 Agropyron desertorum 

'Nordan' 
crested wheatgrass 
'Nordan' G - B 2 No High None Intolerant Long – 194,120 80 95 S 

 Agrostis exarata spike bentgrass G - R 3 No Low Med. Intolerant Mod. Low 5,600,000 – – S 
 Bromus carinatus California brome G - B 4 No Med. None Intolerant Short Low 106,680 88 98 S 
 Bromus marginatus mountain brome G - R 4 No Med. Low Intolerant Long – 142,880 – – S Synonym: Bromus carinatus var. marginatus 

Calamagrostis canadensis bluejoint G - R 4.9 No Low High Intolerant Long – 3,837,472 65 – S, Sp Seed purity can be low. 

Carex praegracilis slender sedge G - R 2 No Low High Intermed. Long – – 90 95 S 
 Danthonia californica California oatgrass G - MS 2 No Med. None Intolerant Short – 90,000–165,000 93 97 S 
 Deschampsia caespitosa tufted hairgrass G - B 3.4 No Low High Intolerant Long Low 1,308,333 94 98 S 
 Deschampsia elongata slender hairgrass G - B 3 No Med. Med. Intolerant Short – 1,860,000 70 56 S 
 Elymus elymoides squirreltail G - B 1.5 No High None Intolerant Long Low 192,000 85 96 S Seed lots often “weedy” 

Elymus glaucus blue wildrye G - B 3.3 No High High Tolerant Mod. Low 134,500 92 98 S 
 

Elymus trachycaulus slender wheatgrass G - B 3 No High Low Intolerant Mod. Low 135,000 95 96 S 

Attributes apply to the species, including 
Elymus trachycaulus 'Revenue' and Elymus 
trachycaulus ssp. trachycaulus. 

Festuca brevipila hard fescue G - B 0.5 No High None Intolerant Mod. Low 591,920 – – S 
 Festuca ovina 'Covar' Covar' sheep fescue G - B 0.5 No High None Intolerant Long Low 530,320 95 98 S  
 Festuca rubra  red fescue G - R 2 No Med. None Tolerant Long Low 454,087 80 98 S, So 
 

Festuca rubra ssp. arenaria 
‘Boreal' creeping red 
fescue G - B 3 No Med. Low Tolerant – Low – – – S 

 Glyceria striata fowl mannagrass G - B 5.7 No Low High Tolerant Short – – 85 – Sp 
 Hordeum brachyantherum meadow barley G - B 2 No Med. High Intolerant Mod. – 30,000 92 93 S 
 Hordeum brachyantherum 

ssp. californicum California barley G - B 1.6 No Med. None Intolerant Short – 30,000 – – S 
Attributes vary with geographic origin of 
seed 

Juncus arcticus ssp. littoralis mountain rush G - R 4 No Low High Intermed. Long – 3,000,000 60 95 Cnt, Ct, S Synonym: Juncus balticus 
Juncus effusus common rush G - B 6.6 No Med. Med. Intolerant Long – 45,359,242 70 95 Cnt, Ct, S 

 Leymus triticoides beardless wildrye G - R 3 No High High Intolerant Long – 170,304 90 95 S, Sp 
 Melica californica California oniongrass G - B 4 No Med. Low Intermed. Short – 300,000 74 90 S 
 Phalaris arundinacea reed canarygrass G - R 5 No Low High Intolerant Long – 537,920 80 – S, Sp 
 Phleum alpinum Alpine timothy H - B 1.4 No Low Low Intermed. Mod. Low 1,044,689 24 – S  
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Notes 

Poa ampla 'Sherman' ‘Sherman' big bluegrass G - B 3 No High None Intermed. Long Low 1,046,960 84 97 S 
 Poa secunda Sandberg bluegrass G - B 1.4 No High None Intermed. Mod. – 1,046,960 76 90 S 
 

Thinopyrum intermedium 
intermediate 
wheatgrass G - R 4 No Med. Low Intolerant Mod. Low 80,080 90 98 S 

Synonym: Elytrigia intermedia; attributes 
apply to the species including T. intermedium 
"Greenar" and T. intermedium 'Oahe' 

Forbs 

Achillea millefolium common yarrow H - R 3 No Med. None Intermed. Mod. Low 2,852,012 98 85 Cnt, S, Sp 
Small amounts of seed can be used (i.e., a 
low seeding rate). 

Aconitum columbianum Columbian Monkshood H - SS 5 No Low Med. Intermed. Mod. Mod. – – – Cnt, S 
 

Agastache urticifolia nettle-leaf giant hyssop H - R 5 No Low Low Intermed. Long Low – – 
 

S, Sp 
Seed viability varies considerably, but 
generally 40–80 percent. 

Anaphalis margaritacea 
western pearly 
everlasting H - R 3 No Med. None Intermed. Short High 8,200,000 – – Cnt, S 

 Aquilegia formosa (caerulea 
for germination data) Crimson columbine H - MS 3 No Med. Low Tolerant Short Low 248,000 96 – Cnt, S 

 
Arnica cordifolia heartleaf arnica H - R 1.5 No Low None Tolerant Short Low 220,000 – – 

BR, Cnt, Co, 
S, Sp 

 Artemisia douglasiana Douglas' sagewort H - R 2 No Med. Med. Tolerant – Mod. – 50 15 Cnt, S 
 Balsamorhiza sagittata Arrowleaf Balsamroot H - MS 2 No High None Intermed. Long Low 58,438 93 7 S 
 Caltha leptosepala  white marsh marigold H - SS 1 No None Med. Intolerant Mod. Mod. 400,000 – – S 
 

Chamerion angustifolium  Fireweed H - SS 9 No High None Intolerant – Low – 38 – S, Cnt 
Synonym: Epilobium angustifolium; seed 
purity is generally low. 

Delphinium glaucum Mountain Larkspur H - MS 8 No None Med. Tolerant Short High 13,000 – – S 
 

Epilobium ciliatum Fringed willowherb H - MS 4 No High High Intolerant – Low 7,558,579 – – S 

Synonym: Epilobium adenocaulon; includes E. 
ciliatum subsp. ciliatum and E. ciliatum subsp. 
glandulosum 

Erigeron compositus cutleaf daisy H - SS 1 No High None Intolerant Mod. Mod. 250,000 – – S Talus, rocky alpine slopes only 

Eriophyllum lanatum  
common woolly 
sunflower H - MS 3 No Med. Med. Intermed. – Mod. – – – S, Cnt 

 Fragaria virginiana Wild strawberry H - R 1 No Med. Med. Intolerant – – – 72 – Cnt 
 Geranium richardsonii Richardson's geranium H - R 3 No Low Low Intermed. Short Mod. 40,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Geum macrophyllum Big leaf avens H - R 2 No Low Low Tolerant Mod. Mod. 793,706 93 88 S 
 Geum triflorum old man's whiskers H - R 1.5 No High None Intermed. Short Mod. 449,554 90 – BR, S, Sp 
 Gilia capitata bluehead gilia H - MS 3 No High None Intolerant – – – 80 98 S 
 Heracleum maximum common cowparsnip H - MS 8 No Low Med. Intolerant Short Low 47,569 – – S Synonym: Heraculem lanatum 

Ipomopsis aggregata scarlet gilia H - SS 
 

No High Low Intolerant Mod. 
 

450,008 75 90 S 
 Linum lewisii Lewis flax H - B 2.5 No Med. None Intolerant Mod. High 294,848 80 99 S  
 Lotus nevadensis Nevada bird's-foot trefoil H 1 Yes Med. Low Intermed. Short – – – – S 
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Notes 
Lotus unifoliolatus var. 
unifoliolatus 

American bird's-foot 
trefoil H 1 Yes Med. Low Intermed. – High – – – S Synonym: Lotus purshianus 

Lupinus argenteus silvery lupine H - MS 1.5 Yes Med. None Intolerant Short High 126,000 65 98 Cnt, S 
 Lupinus fulcratus greenstipule lupine H - SS 2.5 Yes High None Intermed. – – – – – S 
 Lupinus grayi Sierra lupine H - MS 1 Yes High None Intolerant – – – – – S 
 Lupinus lepidus Pacific lupine H - MS 6 Yes High None Intolerant Short Mod. 16,000 63 87 Cnt, S 
 Lupinus polyphyllus bigleaf lupine H - SS 5 Yes Low High Intermed. – Low – 95 99 S 
 Mertensia ciliata tall fringed bluebells H - R 2 No Low Med. Intermed. Mod. Mod. 225,000 – – BR, Ct, S 
 Mimulus cardinalis Scarlet Monkey Flower H - R 2.5 No Low Med. Tolerant Mod. Mod. 4,000,000 – – BR, Cnt, S 
 Mimulus guttatus Common Monkey Flower H - R 2.5 No None Med. Tolerant Short Mod. 4,000,000 80 70 S, Sp Seed purity varies considerably. 

Nasturtium officinale watercress H - R 4 Yes None High Intermed. – – – – – S, Cnt Synonym: Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum 

Osmorhiza occidentalis western sweetroot H - SS 4 No High None Tolerant Mod. Low 29,845 – – S 
 Oxyria digyna Alpine mountainsorrel H - SS 1 No Low Low Intermed. Mod. High 1,343,195 – – S Talus, rocky alpine slopes only 

Paeonia brownii Brown's peony H - SS 1.5 No Med. None Intermed. Mod. High – 40 95 Cnt 
 Pedicularis groenlandica Elephant Heads H - SS 2.5 No Low Med. Intermed. Short Low 175,000 NA – BR, S  
 Penstemon rydbergii Rydberg's penstemon H - B 3 No Low None Intolerant Mod. Mod. 131,900 90 75 S 
 Penstemon speciosus royal penstemon H - MS 2.5 No High None Intolerant Long Mod. 400,000 85 85 S 
 Phacelia ramosissima branching phacelia H - MS 5 Yes Med. Med. Intermed. 

 
Mod. – – – S 

 Potentilla fruticosa shrubby cinquefoil H - MS 2.5 No Low None Intermed. Long High 1,000,000 – – BR, Cnt, S 
 Potentilla glandulosa sticky cinquefoil H - R 1.5 No Low Low Intermed. Mod. High 2,969,000 – – BR, S 
 Potentilla gracilis slender cinquefoil H - MS 2.4 No Med. None Intolerant Mod. High 1,711,698 92 84 BR, S 
 Ranunculus occidentalis western buttercup H - St 1 Yes Med. Low Intermed. – – – – – S 
 Rumex salicifolius  willow dock H - SS 2 No Med. High Intermed. 

 
High – – – S, Cnt 

 Solidago canadensis  Canada goldenrod H - R 3.5 No Med. Med. Intolerant Long Low 4,600,000 – – BR, S, Sp 
 Symphyotrichum 

spathulatum var. 
spathulatum Western mountain aster H - R 2 No Med. Med. Intolerant – Mod. – – – Cnt 

 Thalictrum fendleri Fendler's meadow-rue H - MS 2 No Med. Med. Intermed. – Low – 97 – Cnt 
 Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea stinging nettle H - MS 3 No Med. Med. Intermed. – Low 2,386,920 – – S Stinging hairs 

Wyethia mollis woolly mule-ears H - B 2.5 No High None Tolerant Long Low 25,000 78 94 S Seed viability varies considerably 

Trees, Shrubs, and Subshrubs 

Acer circinatum vine maple T, S, V - SS 20 No Low None Tolerant Long Low 4,620 19 – BR, S 
 

Acer glabrum Rocky Mountain maple T, S - MS 30 No Med. Low Intermed. Mod. – 13,663 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
Branches prone to crack and/or break from 
snow load. 

Alnus incana ssp. tenuifolia thinleaf alder T, S - TF 20 Yes Low High Intermed. Mod. – 675,000 45 – BR, Cnt, S 
 Amelanchier alnifolia western Serviceberry T, S - MS 15 No Low None Intermed. Short – 60,051 66 98 BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
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Notes 

Amelanchier utahensis Utah serviceberry T, S - MS 15 No High None Intermed. Long – 25,800 – – Cnt, S 
 Arcotsaphylos nevadensis pinemat manzanita S, Sb - St 2 No High None Tolerant Long – 37,000 – – Cnt 
 Arctostaphylos patula greenleaf manzanita S - MS 6 No High None Intermed. Long High 18,000 20 – Cnt 
 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi bearberry S, Sb - MS 0.5 No High None Intermed. Long – 42,400 60 95 BR, Cnt, Ct 
 Artemisia tridentata ssp. 

vaseyana mountain  big sagebrush T, S - MS 7 No Med. None Intolerant Long High 1,973,117 – 14 BR, Cnt, S Seed viability varies considerably. 

Calocedrus decurrens  incense cedar  T - SS 100 No Med. None Intermed. Long High 14,400 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Ceanothus cordulatus whitethorn S - MS 8 Yes High None Intolerant Long – 166,000 70 98 Cnt 
 

Ceanothus prostratus 
prostrate ceanothus, 
squawcarpet S, Sb - Tf 0.5 Yes High None Tolerant Long – 41,000 92 – Cnt 

 Ceanothus velutinus tobaccobrush T, S - Tf 10 Yes Low None Intolerant Mod. High 107,919 75 – Cnt 
 

Cercocarpus ledifolius 
curl-leaf mountain 
mahogany T, S - MS 20 Yes High None Intermed. Long High 50,916 55 90 BR, Cnt, S 

 Chrysolepis sempervirens chinquapin S - SS 15 No Med. None Intermed. Long High 700 30 – Cnt Seed purity is high. 

Cornus sericea  redosier dogwood T, S - MS 12 No Low High Intolerant Long – 18,400 57 95 BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
Includes Cornus sericea ssp. occidentalis and 
C. sericea ssp. sericea 

Ericameria nauseosa rubber rabbitbrush S, Sb - MS 4 No High None Intolerant Long High 652,500 – 25 BR, Cnt, S 
Synonym: Chrysothamnus nauseosus; seed 
viability varies considerably. 

Eriogonum nudum naked buckwheat Sb, H - MS 1 No High None Intolerant – – – 20 80 
 

Seed viability varies considerably. 

Eriogonum umbellatum 
sulphur-flower 
buckwheat S, Sb - MS 1 No High None Intolerant Long – 209,500 30 60 BR, Cnt, S Seed viability varies considerably. 

Holodiscus discolor oceanspray creambush S - MS 12 No Low Med. Intolerant Mod. – 5,307,000 84 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 

Juniperus occidentalis  
western Sierra or Sierra 
juniper  T - SS 33 No High None Intolerant Long High 11,930 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 

 Lonicera involucrata twinberry S - SS 10 No Low Low Tolerant Long – 343,500 83 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Mahonia aquifolium Oregon Grape S, Sb - R 8 No High None Tolerant Long Low 33,000 83 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Penstemon deustus hot-rock penstemon Sb, H - MS 2 No High None Intolerant Long Low 400,000 85 35 S 
 Penstemon newberryi  mountain pride Sb, H - St 1 No High None Intermed. Long Low 1,500,000 60 20 BR, Cnt, S 
 Pinus contorta var. 

murrayana Sierra lodgepole pine T - SS 99 No Low Low Intolerant Long High 94,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S Invasive of wet meadows 

Pinus flexilis limber pine T - SS 66 No High None Intolerant Long High 4,400 – – BR, Cnt, S Subalpine sites only 

Pinus jeffreyi  Jeffrey pine  T - SS 180 No Med. None Intolerant Long High 3,200 90 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Pinus monticola western white pine T - SS 200 No Low None Intermed. Long High 27,040 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Pinus ponderosa Ponderosa Pine T - SS 223 No High None Intolerant Long High 12,000 75 – BR, Cnt, S 
 Populus balsamifera ssp. 

trichocarpa black cottonwood T - SS 100 No Low Med. Intolerant Mod. – – – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S Synonym: Populus trichocarpa 

Populus tremuloides  quaking Aspen  T - SS 65 No Low Low Intolerant Short Low 3,248,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Prunus virginiana  western Chokecherry T, S - MS 25 No Med. Med. Intolerant Short – 4,971 77 – BR, Cnt, S 
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Purshia tridentata antelope bitterbrush S - MS 6 Yes High Low Intermed. Long High 17,193 80 99 BR, Cnt, S 
 Quercus vacciniifolia huckleberry oak  S - TF 1.3 No Med. None Tolerant Long High 1,030 43 – BR, Cnt, S 
 Rhus trilobata skunkbush S - R 4 No Med. None Intermed. Mod. – 25,790 76 – BR, Cnt, S 
 

Ribes aureum golden currant S - R 10 No Med. None Intermed. Long – 268,545 63 – BR, Cnt 

Ribes species are alternate hosts for white 
pine blister rust, but are abundant in natural 
vegetation of the Lake Tahoe Basin. 

Ribes cereum wax currant S - MS 3 No High None Intolerant Mod. – 277,500 72 – 
BR, Cnt, Co, 
Ct See note for RIbes aureum 

Ribes montigenum gooseberry currant S - MS 1 No High None Intermed. Mod. – 163,798 20 – BR, Cnt, Ct See note for RIbes aureum 

Ribes nevadense  Sierra currant S - MS 6 No Low Med. Intermed. Long – 391,000 87 – BR, Cnt, Ct See note for RIbes aureum 

Ribes roezlii  Sierra gooseberry S - MS 5 No High None Intermed. Long – 236,000 87 – BR, Cnt See note for RIbes aureum 

Rosa woodsii mountain rose S - R 3 No Med. None Intermed. Long – 50,967 – – BR, Cnt, S, Sp 
 Rubus parviflorus thimbleberry S - R 4 No Med. Low Intermed. Mod. Low 204,000 – – BR, Cnt, S, Sp 
 Salix exigua narrow leaved willow T, S - R 10 No Med. High Intermed. Mod. – 1,000,000 83 – BR, Cnt, Ct 
 Salix geyeriana Geyer's willow T, S - TF 15 No None Low Tolerant Mod. – 9,072,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Salix lemmonii Lemmon's willow S - MS 14 No Low Low Intermed. Long – – – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 

Salix lucida ssp. lasiandra Pacific willow T, S - TF 53 No Low High Intolerant Short – – 25 25 
BR, Cnt, Ct, S, 
Sp Synonym: Salix lasiandra 

Salix scouleriana Scouler's willow T, S - MS 50 No Med. Med. Intermed. Mod. – 6,500,000 95 – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 

Sambucus nigra ssp. cerulea blue Elderberry S, T - MS 23 No High Med. Intermed. Mod. – 197,590 33 – BR, Cnt, S 
The name Sambucus mexicana has often 
been misapplied to this plant.  

Sambucus racemosa  red elderberry S, T - MS 10 No Med. Med. Intermed. Mod. – 
200,000-
300,000 47 – BR, Cnt, Ct 

 Sorbus scopulina  Greene's mountain ash T, S - MS 12 No None Low Intermed. Mod. – 144,000 – – BR, Cnt, Ct, S 
 Spiraea douglasii rose spirea S - R 7 No Med. High Intolerant Long – 1,030,400 – – BR, Ct, S 
 Spiraea splendens rose meadowsweet S 3 No Low Med. Tolerant – – – – – Cnt 
 Symphoricarpos mollis creeping snowberry S 2 No Low Low Tolerant Long – – – – Cnt Vine-like stems take root 

Sources: USDA 2011, PLANTS Database (nomenclature, growth form, mature height, nitrogen fixation, drought tolerance, saturation tolerance, shade tolerance, lifespan, and seed per pound); Jepson Herbarium 2011, Jepson Flora Project (nativity); J. Coubourn, B. 
Carlos, J. Christopherson, S. Donaldson, W. Johnson, R. Post, J. Skelly, and E. Smith, 2006, Home Landscaping Guide for Lake Tahoe and Vicinity, University of Nevada Cooperative Extension Educational Bulletin 06-01 (fire hazard);  Brown and Caldwell, Seed 
Clearinghouse, 2011, C. S. Schopmeyer, technical Coordinator, 1974, Seeds of Woody Plants in the United States, Agriculture Handbook No. 450. Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington D.C.;  K. C. Vories, 1981,  Growing Colorado Plants from 
Seed: A State of the Art, Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Ogden, Utah;  David Gilpin, Pacific Coast Seed, 2011, personal communication; and, Ed Kleiner, Comstock Seed, 2011, personal communication (seed 
viability and seed purity). 
Notes: 
1 – Availability changes frequently.  
2 – Nomenclature follows U.S. Department of Agriculture’s PLANTS Database.  
3 – Names of nonnative species are displayed in bold font. 
4 – Growth form types are B = bunch, G = graminoid, H = herb/forb, MS = multiple-stem, R = rhizomatous, S = shrub, Sb = subshrub, SS = single-stem, St = stoloniferous, T = tree, TF = thicket-forming, and V = vine  
5 – Abbreviations are med. = medium, intermed. = intermediate, and mod. = moderate 
6 – Plant material types are S = seed, Ct = cutting, Cnt = container, BR = bare root, Tu = tuber, bu = bulb, Co = corm, Sp = sprigs, So = sod 
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CHAPTER 6: INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE, 
AND MONITORING 
6.1 PURPOSE AND USE OF THIS CHAPTER 

Best Management Practices (BMPs) are designed to reduce the impacts of 
stormwater pollutants and increased runoff on Lake Tahoe’s famed clarity. Without 
regular maintenance, BMPs lose their effectiveness, resulting in increased runoff 
and discharge of pollutants to Lake Tahoe. BMPs must remain functional and 
effective through regular inspections, maintenance, and monitoring for property 
owners and land managers to comply with the TRPA Code of Ordinances and for 
local jurisdictions to meet Lake Tahoe TMDL pollutant load reduction targets.1 

BMP inspections assess conditions to determine if BMPs need maintenance action 
to keep them functioning and effective. Inspection protocols include frequency of 
inspection intervals, conditions to look for which trigger BMP maintenance, and 
suggested equipment needed to complete the work. Maintenance actions upkeep 
BMP function and performance, while monitoring evaluates BMP effectiveness and 
ensures Lake Tahoe’s water quality standards are met. Documenting inspection, 
maintenance, and monitoring activities provides a record of compliance and can 
serve as a reminder for future maintenance issues. 

Owners of developed properties must ensure BMPs remain functional and effective 
to retain their BMP Certificate and comply with the TRPA Code of Ordinances. 
Routine maintenance preserves the lifespan of BMPs and minimizes the potential 
for discharges of stormwater runoff and pollutants to Lake Tahoe. Where BMPs are 
not functioning effectively due to property owner’s failure to inspect, maintain, and 
monitor them, a BMP Certificate may be revoked by the TRPA.  

Specific inspection protocols and maintenance actions accompany most BMPs in 
Chapter 4, BMP Toolkit. Not all BMPs need the same inspection protocols, 
maintenance actions, and monitoring requirements. They vary depending on 
project size, location, and on-site use and conditions. The purpose of this chapter is 
to provide technical guidance for a range of project scales and complexity.  

For ease of use, this chapter organizes inspection, maintenance, and monitoring 
information into three project scale breakpoints according to project size and type: 

 Section 6.2 describes methods for Projects Less than 1 Acre and all Single Family 
Residential (SFR). 

 Section 6.3 describes methods for Projects 1 to 5 Acres and all Commercial, 
Industrial, Communications and Utilities (CICU). 

 Section 6.4 describes methods for Projects Greater than 5 Acres, which includes 
most jurisdiction scale projects.  

 Section 6.5 concludes with pertinent information on BMP Maintenance 
Agreements and other BMP related legal documents.   

                                                 
1 EPA, May 2007, Developing Your Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan: A Guide for Construction Sites 
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6.2 PROJECTS LESS THAN 1 ACRE AND ALL SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENTIAL (SFR)  

Inspection, maintenance, and monitoring of small-scale BMPs is fairly simple and 
can usually be accomplished by the property owner, handyman, or licensed 
contractor. Regular BMP inspection and maintenance prevents costly repair and/or 
BMP replacement. 

The Small Residential Property BMP Inspection, Maintenance, and Monitoring Checklist 
at the end of this chapter provides inspection protocols, maintenance actions, and 
monitoring requirements for BMPs most commonly installed on residential 
properties less than 1 acre in size and all single family residential (SFR) properties.  

Contractor showing an 
inspection port open to 
visually assess for sediment 
accumulation in a rock 
infiltration trench. 
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6.3 PROJECTS 1 TO 5 ACRES AND ALL COMMERCIAL, 
INDUSTRIAL, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES (CICU)  

Commercial and large multi-family residential properties typically have higher 
pollutant and sediment loads because of their size and use. To retain their BMP 
Certificate, property owners and land managers must inspect and maintain BMPs so 
they remain functional and effective. They may also be required to monitor BMP 
performance to comply with the TRPA Code of Ordinances. Staff time and financial 
resources, including contracting with a BMP professional may be necessary to 
complete inspections, maintenance, and monitoring. 

6.3.1 BMP INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE LOG  

All commercial and large multi-family residential properties must develop a BMP 
Inspection and Maintenance Log that identifies BMP inspection protocols and 
necessary maintenance actions to document all inspection and maintenance 
activities. The log should be specific to the property location, BMP types, property 
management organization, and on-site conditions2. TRPA has created an electronic 
BMP Inspection and Maintenance Log template for property owners to complete 
which incorporates the following sections and an example is at the end of this 
chapter: 

 Site Description: This section should list the occupancy and uses of the site and 
any other pertinent information such as slope elevations and contours, 
contributing and receiving drainage areas, and potential pollutants that might 
be necessary to characterize the site. 

 BMP Inventory: List each BMP on-site that correspond to a site plan including 
non-structural BMPs such as sweeping.  

 BMP Inspection Protocols and Maintenance Action: The electronic Maintenance 
Log template uses the Inspection and Maintenance section for common BMPs 
listed in Chapter 4, BMP Toolkit to develop specific inspection protocols and 
maintenance actions. When completing the Maintenance Log, include site-
specific triggers that indicate when maintenance of a BMP is necessary and other 
supporting documentation such as photos and invoices from contractors 
providing any specialized maintenance services (such as vactoring or filter 
cartridge replacement), and corrective actions to be taken if there is a recurring 
maintenance issue.  

Training and Education: Property owners and land managers responsible for BMP 
inspections and maintenance should receive comprehensive training including 
BMP locations and types, inspection protocols, maintenance actions, spill 
prevention and cleanup measures, and recordkeeping requirements. At a 
minimum, training should require reading the BMP Inspection and Maintenance Log. 

6.3.2 BMP MONITORING PLAN 

In certain circumstances a BMP Monitoring Plan may be required as a condition of 
approval for a proposed project. Examples of these conditions include BMPs 
systems that directly discharge to Lake Tahoe or its tributaries, installation of BMPs 
without reliable effectiveness data, and sites with high pollutant loading potential. 

                                                 
2 EPA, May 2007, Developing Your Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan: A Guide for Construction Sites 
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BMPs are most commonly monitored by analysis of water quality samples and 
photographic documentation.  

Start the BMP Monitoring Plan with a site-description that includes uses and 
conditions on site. Determine what will be monitored and what standards will be 
used to evaluate the data collected. If monitoring water quality, use the standards 
outlined in the TRPA Code for comparison. If performing photographic monitoring 
for a BMP such as revegetation, compare to a reference site or use other success 
criteria such as percent vegetative cover. Refer to the Revegetation Plan guidance 
in Chapter 5, Soil and Vegetation Management for more detail.  

Next, identify the sampling locations and proposed methods and provide rational 
for each. Examples include collecting grab samples at the outlet of a cartridge 
filtration system which discharges directly to Lake Tahoe, or photographic 
monitoring of a slope which requires successful revegetation to prevent sediment 
discharge onto an adjacent road. Water quality monitoring and sampling should 
follow the protocols and guidelines outlined by the Lake Tahoe Interagency 
Monitoring Program. Larger sites may need to provide photos of sampling 
locations and have them denoted on a site plan, as specified in permit conditions.  

Determine sampling frequency based on establishment of a data set large enough 
to capture a variety of conditions including summer and winter storms and first 
flush events. Photographic monitoring of revegetation generally occurs at the 
beginning and end of each growing season, though winter monitoring may be 
included to document protection of sensitive areas from snow removal. 

Monitoring plans include observations at the time of data collection that assist in 
the analysis of BMP effectiveness. These observations include intensity of use, 
weather patterns, the interval between storm events, point in the hydrograph and 
relative intensity of the storm. This additional information will help property owners 
and regulators determine if BMPs are performing as designed and may help explain 
any violations of standards. 

Monitoring plans should identify corrective measures to resolve any violations of 
BMP standards should they occur and be designed to work in conjunction with the 
BMP Inspection and Maintenance Log to identify actions that will improve BMP 
performance. A BMP Monitoring Plan template is available at the end of this chapter.  

Data analysis is documented in the BMP Monitoring Report and submitted to TRPA. 
It is essential to clearly define when this report will be submitted to TRPA and who 
will be responsible for providing it. A TRPA Monitoring Report template is provided 
at the end of this chapter. 

6.4 PROJECTS GREATER THAN 5 ACRES 

Jurisdictions within the Lake Tahoe Region must reduce their pollutant loading to 
meet targets identified in the Lake Tahoe Total Daily Maximum Load (TMDL). The 
Lake Tahoe TMDL specifies the maximum amount of fine sediment, nitrogen, and 
phosphorus that can be discharged to the Lake and still restore Lake Tahoe’s clarity. 
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Vactor equipment removes sediment and other debris out of a drop inlet, preventing re-
suspension of materials into the storm drain during the next storm event. 

As part of the Lake Tahoe TMDL effort, jurisdictions in partnership with regulatory 
and funding agencies implement regional water quality improvement projects that 
treat and infiltrate runoff from the public right of way. Operations and maintenance 
of municipal water quality infrastructure is very complex and each jurisdiction 
develops its own operations and maintenance plan. Effectively implementing these 
plans is essential to maintaining the long term effectiveness of regional BMPs, and 
to achieving Lake Tahoe TMDL pollutant load reduction targets.  

The Lake Tahoe TMDL program includes several tools for the local jurisdictions to 
assess, quantify, and track pollution reduction targets. The Best Management 
Practices Rapid Assessment Methodology (BMP RAM) is a tool for gauging and 
tracking the relative condition of municipal water quality treatment BMPs. The BMP 
RAM quantifies the BMP performance condition and informs the user of the relative 
urgency for maintenance.  

Inspection protocols, maintenance actions, and monitoring requirements 
associated with BMPs in Chapter 4, BMP Toolkit follow the BMP RAM protocols as 
closely as possible for treatment BMPs to establish consistency between the private 
and public sectors. This BMP Handbook does not duplicate the BMP RAM. However, 
when inspecting a treatment BMP, a landowner or manager may use both this 
handbook and the BMP RAM manual where applicable.  
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6.5 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS AND BMP-RELATED LEGAL 
DOCUMENTS  

 
Inspection of a baffle vault to determine the depth of sediment accumulation and whether 
oil/grease absorbent pads need replacement. 

The property owner is responsible for selection, installation, maintenance, and 
performance of BMPs on their property. However, it is possible to enter into an 
agreement with other adjacent property owner to collaborate on the installation 
and maintenance of BMPs. If such an agreement is formed, it should state which 
parties are responsible for the maintenance activities and costs associated with the 
BMPs. Types of agreements that are commonly used in the Lake Tahoe Region 
include the following: 

 Home Owner/Property Owner Associations (HOAs/POAS): HOAs are typically 
responsible for maintenance of all BMPs within common areas of a residential 
development. Individual property owners may be assessed for common area 
maintenance costs. 

 Deed restrictions: In cases where BMPs are shared by multiple properties, a deed 
restriction may be placed on all affected properties to ensure BMPs remain in 
place. These restrictions remain with the property regardless of changes in 
ownership.  

 Limited Government Responsibility: The local government is responsible for all 
areas in the city’s or county’s right-of-way and any other publicly owned land 
such as local facilities and parks. 

 Conditional use permits: In cases where the United States Forest Service allows 
private use of federal land, responsibility for BMPs inspection and maintenance 
will be stated in the conditional use permit.  

 Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan: A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) is a maintenance agreement required for Commercial/ Industrial 
Properties, Marinas, and projects with disturbance greater than 1 acre. Site-
specific maintenance requirements are outlined in the SWPPP.  
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 BMP Real Estate Disclosure: At the time of sale, new deed holders are required to 
acknowledge BMP compliance status and maintenance requirements using the 
BMP Real Estate Disclosure Form. Once the property is sold, BMP maintenance 
becomes the responsibility of the new deed holder. Failure to maintain existing 
BMPs may result in a noncompliant status and the BMP Certificate being 
revoked.  



 

SMALL RESIDENTIAL BMP INSPECTION, 
MAINTENANCE,  AND MONITORING CHECKLIST 
Routine inspection determines if BMP maintenance needs to be performed. Use the following guidelines to 
identify BMP maintenance issues and inform corrective action. It is important to inspect BMPs on your property 
after major storms, before winter, and in the spring. 

SOIL STABILIZATION  

 Replenish mulch as needed to stabilize any exposed bare soil. 

 Modify irrigation and/or replace dead vegetation.  

 Maintain a minimum 3 inch layer of rock armor under roof drip lines and decks. 

 Regularly sweep accumulated sediment off driveways, walkways, and patios. 

 Stabilize slopes with visible signs of erosion (rills or small channels forming) with rock rip rap and/or 
vegetation and mulch. 

 Repair any failing retaining structures and remove accumulated sediment to achieve 6 inches of space 
between the soil and the top of the structure (freeboard). 

 Maintain parking barriers to prevent vehicle access to all unpaved areas by replacing or repairing as needed. 

MAINTAIN THE DEFENSIBLE SPACE ZONE  

 In the 0 to 5-foot zone, remove combustible materials such as dried leaves, pine needles, and dead branches 
or plants. Keep plants pruned and irrigated. 

 In the 5 to 30-foot zone, maintain the “Lean, Clean and Green” area. Remove fallen pine needles and leaves 
every spring. Do not use mulch in a widespread manner, Keep mulch separated by noncombustible 
materials. Keep plants and trees pruned, removing any dead vegetation. Visit www.livingwithfire.info for 
more information. 

GRAVEL INFILTRATION SYSTEMS 

 Clean out sediment traps  

 Remove trash and debris from gravel infiltration systems. 

 Inspect the feature for infiltration performance. 

 Remove gravel clogged with fine sediments, sift clean, and replace. A simple way to do this is to make a sieve 
with old 2x4s, wood trim, and sturdy wire or plastic mesh: 

 Construct a frame with the 2x4s that will sit on the rim of your wheelbarrow or trash can 

 Cut a piece of mesh that is 6 inch wider and longer than your 2x4 frame 

 Lay the mesh on your frame and wrap the extra material up the sides evenly 

 Cut pieces of trim the approximate length and width of your frame to use for securing the mesh 

 Mount the trim pieces over the mesh with wood screws 

 Set the sieve on the rim of your wheelbarrow or trash can and load it with a shovel full of the rock to be 
cleaned 

 Rinse the rock with hose water and set it aside for reinstallation 

 Discard dirty water and sediment in a contained area on your property such as a planting bed 



 

 BMP design elements such as borders, filter fabric, and sediment traps protect gravel from clogging and 
reduce frequency of maintenance. Repair damage or replace as needed. 

VEGETATED INFILTRATION BASINS AND SWALES 

 Remove accumulated debris and trash. 

 Replace dead vegetation to provide for adequate filtration and nutrient uptake.  

 Cover soil between plants with 1 to 2 inches of mulch to stabilize soil, insulate plant roots, and conserve 
moisture.  

SLOTTED CHANNEL DRAINS, SWALES, GUTTERS, AND SEDIMENT TRAPS 

 Visually inspect drains, swales, gutters, and sediment traps to make sure they are clear of sediment and 
debris. 

 Remove debris as necessary. For drains without a removable grate, use a vacuum to remove debris. Do not 
flush with a high-pressure washer or hose, as this will clog the infiltration system. 

 Align gutters to capture roof runoff. 

 Run a garden hose on the associated impervious surface and monitor the flow of water to check if water 
enters the infiltration system. Replace or repair any damaged conveyance structures.  

Remember that any sediment cleaned out of a BMP should be either stabilized on-site, where it will be 
unaffected by wind or water or disposed of at an approved TRPA location. 

MONITORING 

Projects which require extensive revegetation, preservation of key species or specimen species, scenic 
screening, or have a high potential for discharge to Lake Tahoe or its tributaries may require monitoring. Please 
see the Monitoring section of the Inspection, Maintenance, and Monitoring Plan Template at the end of the 
Inspection, Maintenance, and Monitoring chapter for further information on how to meet these requirements. 

 

For questions or more information on BMP Inspection, Maintaining, or Monitoring go to www.tahoebmp.org or 
contact the TRPA Stormwater Management Program at 775-589-5202.  

For supplemental inspection, maintenance, and monitoring guidance refer to the University of Nevada 
Cooperative Extension Contractor’s Manual How to Install Best Management Practices (BMPs) in the Lake Tahoe 
Basin. Thank you again for doing your part to protect Lake Tahoe. 

http://www.tahoebmp.org/
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MONITORING PLAN TEMPLATE 
1. TITLE PAGE 

Include: 

A. Site name 

B. Site Address 

C. Site APN 

D. TRPA Project File Number 

E. Contact information 

 

2. SITE DESCRIPTION 

Include: 

A. Uses on Site (real estate, dry cleaner, apartments, etc.) 

B. Occupancy (How many cars occupy the lot on any given day?)  

C. Landscaping 

D. Connectivity (If the BMPs failed or overflowed, where does the water go?) 

E. SEZ/Surface Water/Groundwater Proximity 

F. Soil types/topography  

G. Toxic or harmful substances which may be present on site, including potential for fine sediment and 
nutrient transport 

Resources: 

 NRCS soil survey  

 TRPA Land Capability Data 

 BMP Handbook, Chapter 2, Site Analysis 

 EPA  http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/home.cfm 

3. MONITORING  LOCATIONS, TECHNIQUES, AND FREQUENCY 

Include: 

A. Narrative description for each location and technique should describe why a location and method is 
chosen (grab sample at the outlet of a slotted channel drain because it provides a collection point for a 
large parking area, or photo of a slope which requires revegetation success for long term stabilization) 

B. Sample methods to be used (auto-sampling/grab samples/passive samples/visual/photo) 

C. Define discharge standards (surface or soil/groundwater) 

D. Sampling Frequency – provide a description of how often you will be observing/maintaining/sampling. 
Justify this frequency using the following factors. 

1.      Potential for direct discharge to Lake Tahoe or its tributaries. 
2. Availably of reliable effectiveness data for the BMP being monitored 
3. Sample number shall be large enough to capture a variety of conditions including summer and 

winter storms and first flush events. 
4. Photo monitoring of vegetation shall generally occur in the spring and fall, on May 1 and October 15 

of each year but may be adjusted as appropriate. 
E. Data Collection 

http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/home.cfm?program_id=6


1.    Time, date and location of sample/photo 
2. Name and title of person collecting data 
3. Interval since previous storm 
4. Approximate point in the hydrograph when sample was taken. (Beginning, middle, or end of event) 
5. Number of cars in lot/other use information 
6. Relative intensity of precipitation event 
7.    Other site observations 

F. Action levels and corrective measures 

1.    Identify when corrective measures will be taken (water sample analysis show sample does not meet 
discharge standards, photo monitoring shows less than 80 percent cover or rilling, etc.) 

2. Identify specific corrective actions that will be taken if BMPs fail to meet standards. Examples of 
corrective actions include: Increase maintenance frequency from x to y, modify non-structural BMPs 
(reduce fertilizer use, incorporate more frequent sweeping, etc.), install additional BMPs) 

Resources: 

 LTIMP Monitoring Protocols 

 TRPA Code, Chapter 81 

 Revised TRPA BMP Handbook 

4. INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

Include: 

A. Inventory of all BMPs on site, including non-structural BMPs such as sweeping 

B. Staff Training and Education 

C. Maintenance Protocols for all BMPs including maintenance triggers 

D. Sample maintenance log with desired conditions for all BMPs 

E. Corrective actions which may be implemented if a BMP fails  
Resources: 

 BMP Handbook 

 BMP RAM 

5. DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING 

A. Identify who will be responsible for collecting data 

B. Identify and provide contact information for the person responsible for delivering reports to TRPA 

C. Identify how often and when reports will be prepared, a minimum of once each calendar year. 

D. Provide a Report Template (see TRPA Permitted Project Report Template) 



MONITORING, INSPECTION, AND 
MAINTENANCE REPORT TEMPLATE 
1. TITLE PAGE 

A. Site name 

B. Site Address 

C. Site APN 

D. TRPA Project Permit File Number 

E. Contact information 

2. MONITORING LOCATIONS, OBJECTIVES, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Site Description, including uses on site, landscaping, connectivity to sensitive areas, etc. (this may be the 
same description used in the Monitoring Plan), 

B. Permit Conditions satisfied by the report, 

C. Descriptions of BMPs or conditions being monitored, 

D. Monitoring point description and Site Plan (Attachment A) 

E. Overall description of weather conditions during the reporting interval, i.e. unusually warm or cold, wet 
or dry 

F. Include any changes in property use or drainage patterns 

G. Data 

 
 
Water Quality Data (Attachment B) – Highlight all samples which exceed discharge standards 

SURFACE DISCHARGE STANDARDS 

Date/Location 
DIN 

0.5 mg/l 
DP 

0.1 mg/l 
Grease/Oil 
2.0 mg/l 

Suspended Sediment 
250 mg/l Comments 

      
      
      

 
 

GROUNDWATER DISCHARGE STANDARDS 

Date/Location 
TN  

5mg/l 
TP  

1 mg/l 
Turbidity  
200 NTU 

Grease/Oil  
40 mg/l Comments 

      
      
      

 



Photo Monitoring (Attachment C) 

DATE/LOCATION DESIRED CONDITION OBSERVED CONDITION ACTION TAKEN 

    
    
    

 
H. Explanation of any Violations of Standards 

I. Describe actions taken to prevent future exceedences 

3. MAINTENANCE  

A. Overview of Maintenance Activities including frequency 

B. Maintenance Log (Attachment D) 

C. Describe actions taken to prevent future maintenance issues 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Site 
123 Main Street 

South Lake Tahoe, Ca 
APN 123-456-79 

TRPA File BMPP2011-0001 
 

John Doe 
P.O. Box 123 

South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150 
530-411-0000 Cell 
530-411-0001 Fax 
jdoe@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. SITE DESCRIPTION 

This Sample Site is a three acre commercial lot that is 90% impervious surface.  There is currently a large 
grocery store, a mini-mart, dry-cleaner and a gas station on site.  Most of the year the lot has about 20 
cars in the lot at any given time, but during holiday weekends the 60 spaces on the lot will be full most 
of the day.  The landscaping consists of vegetated islands filled with native vegetation. There is a small 
area of turf on the east side of the lot and the west side has Stream Environment Zone vegetation, 
mainly willows.  The site is directly adjacent to a steam which connects to Lake Tahoe and to Main 
Street which drains to the city-owned Main Street basins prior to discharge to a stream.  The site is 
relatively flat with well- drained soils on the east side and wet soils with slow infiltration rates on the 
west side where there is a verified Stream Environment Zone. 

This report is being prepared to satisfy the following conditions of TRPA Permit #BMPP2011-0001: 

A. Due to the maintenance-intense nature of the proposed drop-inlets and pre-treatment devices, a 
maintenance log shall be created.  This log shall include dates of visual inspections, cleanings, 
and hydrocarbon boom/pad replacement.  This log shall be maintained for the life of the 
property and shall be made available for inspection by TRPA staff.  If this log is not complete, 
TRPA will assume that maintenance has not been performed and reserves the right to revoke the 
BMP Certificate of Completion. 

B. All BMPs shall be maintained subject to the Monitoring Plan approved as part of this permit.  This 
includes visually inspecting BMPs bi-annually and after major storm events.   

C. The permit holder shall provide TRPA with a monitoring plan and an annual report which 
monitors the effluent of the proposed cartridge filtration system and the drop inlet insert and 
documents the success of the proposed re-vegetation.   This plan shall be submitted for TRPA 
approval prior to TRPA permit acknowledgement and reports shall be submitted to TRPA by 
January 31st for a minimum of ten years after project completion. 

2. SAMPLING LOCATIONS  

SAMPLE POINT A 
Sample point A is at the south east corner of the property in a drop inlet that is fitted with a drop inlet 
pre-treatment unit designed to remove oil and grease. 

SAMPLE POINT B 
Sample point B is located at the outlet for the cartridge filtration system located at the south west 
corner of the property.   

SAMPLE PONT C 
Sample Site C is a photo monitoring site taken from the western-most vegetated swale facing the SEZ.   

3. MONITORING 

In 2011, South Lake Tahoe received an average amount of moisture, 18 inches, 15 of which fell as snow. 
The site received a twenty year one hour storm on July 7, 2011.  The tenants on the site did not change 
and traffic on the lot was typical with the exception that in December the southwest corner of the lot 
was used for a small outdoor Christmas tree lot.  

All water quality samples met TRPA standards with the exception of the sample on December 28, 2011 
which was taken from location B, below the cartridge unit, which was high in nitrogen.  Upon 



inspection on it was determined that the cartridge was clogged.   The cartridge was replaced and 
subsequent testing showed that discharge standards are being met.   

The clogging was most likely caused by tree lot employees pushing sawdust into the system inlet.  To 
prevent this happing in the future, John Doe, site manager provided written notice to the tenant that 
they were not permitted to dispose of material in the storm drain and that the tenant would be 
responsible for all costs including labor and cartridge replacement if it occurred again.  The storm drain 
was also stenciled with a “no dumping, drains to lake” stencil. 

Photographs taken on January 1, 2011 show snow storage in the SEZ.  John Doe contacted ACME 
Plowing and had them remove the snow pile they had pushed into the creek and relocate it to the east 
side of the property.  To prevent future occurrences, new “no snow storage” signs were installed on the 
west side of the property.  The May 1, 2011 photographs show damage to vegetation in the area where 
the illegal snow storage occurred the previous winter.  This area was mulched and seeded with the 
TRPA-approved SEZ/Riparian-Wet Meadow seed mix. 

4. SITE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

Inspections and maintenance procedures were followed as prescribed by the conditions of the permit 
and maintenance plan.  The only recurring maintenance issue was accumulation of sediment in the 
western-most vegetated swale.    This is most likely a result of tracking from the area of disturbed SEZ.  
In order to insure that BMPs remain functional on the lot, the inspection interval will increase to a 
minimum of four times each year.  If these inspections show a continued maintenance issue, additional 
bollards and signage will be installed to protect the SEZ and the swale depth may be increased and/or 
the standpipe height increased to expand the capacity to store sediment. 



ATTACHMENT A 

SITE PLAN 

 



ATTACHMENT B 

WATER QUALITY DATA 

 



ATTACHMENT C 

PHOTO- MONITORING 

 



ATTACHMENT D 

INSPECTION AND MAINTENCE LOGS 
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CHAPTER 7: PERMITTING 
7.1 PURPOSE AND USE OF THIS CHAPTER  

TRPA reviews projects proposed in the Lake Tahoe Region to determine 
compliance with applicable provisions of the Compact, Goals and Policies, Code of 
Ordinances, other TRPA plans, maps and programs, and Rules of Procedure. This 
Chapter is designed to provide guidance for determining if the BMPs proposed on 
a site will require additional TRPA review in the form of a TRPA Project Application. 
This Chapter is not intended to cover all types of activities which may require TRPA 
review. If you have questions regarding permits please contact the TRPA Front 
Counter for planning assistance.  

7.2 OTHER PERMITTING AGENCIES  

Installation of BMPs may require a permit from other regulatory agencies besides 
TRPA. The following is a list of other agencies which issue permits in the Lake Tahoe 
Region for BMP-related activities. This list is designed to serve as a starting point; 
please contact your local jurisdiction or visit their websites for additional 
information.  

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
http://www.usace.army.mil/CECW/Pages/cecwo_reg.aspx 

 Projects in wetlands 

 Projects within stream channels 

NEVADA DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (NEVADA) 
http://ndep.nv.gov/bwpc/storm01.htm 

 Excavation and removal of contaminated soil 

 Discharge of stormwater from industrial sites 

 Projects that disturb greater than one acre 

 Underground storage tanks 

 Marinas and Dredging Projects 

LAHONTAN REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL (CALIFORNIA) 
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/available_documents/inde
x.shtml#permits 

 Excavation and removal of contaminated soil 

 Projects that disturb greater than one acre 

 Marina and Dredging Projects 

 Sites with Waste Discharge Requirements 

 Discharge of stormwater from industrial sites 

 Underground storage tanks 

http://www.usace.army.mil/CECW/Pages/cecwo_reg.aspx
http://ndep.nv.gov/bwpc/storm01.htm
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/available_documents/index.shtml#permits
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/available_documents/index.shtml#permits
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WASHOE, DOUGLAS, EL DORADO, AND PLACER COUNTIES AND THE CITY OF 
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE 
http://www.co.washoe.nv.us/bldgsafety; 
http://www.douglascountynv.gov/index.aspx?NID=345; 
https://www.edcgov.us/Building/; 
http://www.placer.ca.gov/Departments/CommunityDevelopment/Building.aspx; 
http://www.cityofslt.us/index.aspx?NID=120  

 Grading 

 Encroachments into the Right of Way 

 

7.3 PROJECT COMPONENTS THAT MAY REQUIRE A TRPA 
PERMIT 

A property owner may apply for a BMP Retrofit permit if the primary purpose of the 
project is to install BMPs, the property owner is not creating new coverage, and the 
property owner agrees to install BMPs on the entire property.  

Activities related to BMPs, which may necessitate a TRPA permit include:  

 Grading greater than 3 cubic yards of soil,  

 Landscaping in a Stream Environment Zone (SEZ),  

 Paving, 

 Changes in coverage,  

 Removing trees greater than 14 inches diameter breast height,  

 Work in the Shorezone 

 Excavations greater than 5 feet deep, or in close proximity to an SEZ 

 Water Quality Improvement Projects (WQIP) 

7.3.1 GRADING  

Cutting through or otherwise disturbing the layer of the soil mantle so as to change 
the existing landform, including, but not limited to, disturbing the soil mantle for 
construction of a driveway, parking area, utility line, building or other structure or 
filling, excavating or clearing of soil is considered grading. TRPA regulations do not 
permit grading of greater than 3 cubic yards of soil between October 15 and May 1 
unless a Grading Exception permit has been issued by TRPA for public health and 
safety or water quality purposes.  

Grading less than 3 cubic yards provided the activity is completed within a 48 hour 
period and the excavation site is stabilized to prevent erosion is considered an 
exempt activity. Exempt activities are not subject to TRPA review and approval as 
long as they do not result in the creation or relocation of land coverage. 

Grading less than 7 cubic yards between May 1 and October 15 in Land Capability 
Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7 or on parcels with Individual Parcel Evaluation System (IPES) 
scores above the development line is considered a Qualified Exempt activity and 
requires the completion of a TRPA Qualified Exempt form. For more information 
about Land Capability Districts and IPES scores, visit www.trpa.org.  

http://www.co.washoe.nv.us/bldgsafety
http://www.douglascountynv.gov/index.aspx?NID=345
https://www.edcgov.us/Building/
http://www.placer.ca.gov/Departments/CommunityDevelopment/Building.aspx
http://www.cityofslt.us/index.aspx?NID=120
http://www.trpa.org/
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If the amount of grading necessary to complete BMPs is greater than 7 cubic yards 
or located in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1b, 1c, 2 or 3, the permittee may apply for 
either a Grading permit or a BMP Retrofit permit. Grading or Landscaping in wet 
areas or in close proximity to streams Land Capability 1b, also referred to as an SEZ, 
will require TRPA review.  

A series of excavations which totals more than 7 cubic yards will also require a 
grading permit. For example three infiltration basins on site, each requiring 3 cubic 
yards of excavation, requires a grading permit because together they exceed 7 
cubic yards. The creation of new coverage will necessitate a project review 
application and the submittal of any associated permitting fees. 

7.3.2 LANDSCAPING IN A STREAM ENVIRONMENT ZONE (SEZ) 

No project or activity can be undertaken in an SEZ which converts SEZ vegetation 
to a non-native or artificial state, or which negatively impacts SEZ vegetation such 
as reducing biomass, removing vegetation, or altering vegetation composition.  

Permit requirements for landscaping in an SEZ depends on the extent of the 
project proposed including extent of grading, cutting, filling, selection of plant 
species, fertilizer use, and potential coverage. Contact TRPA to discuss the project 
and potential detrimental and/or beneficial impacts of the project. 

7.3.3 PAVING 

Paving driveways and parking areas is a commonly required BMP. The type of 
permits required to pave a driveway or parking area will depend on the age of the 
structure, square footage proposed for paving, and land use. Encroachment 
permits from a local jurisdiction will be required when paving dirt driveways that 
connect to the street through a public right of way or for any other work in the right 
of way. Contact the jurisdiction in which the property is located for encroachment 
permit requirements. 

Paving legally existing soft land coverage may be done through a BMP Retrofit 
permit, or through a paving permit issued by the city or county in which the project 
is located.  

PAVING SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES 
For single family properties built before February 10, 1972 there are two possible 
scenarios where a Residential Paving permit may be obtained from TRPA or the 
local jurisdiction without a procuring a Site Assessment to determine available 
coverage on the parcel: 

 There is existing dirt parking on site and only the two TRPA-required paved 
parking spaces (400 square feet) will be paved, 

 Or, only a 10-foot wide access to an existing garage which is setback from the 
road will be paved. 

When paving is completed through a Residential Paving permit or a BMP Retrofit 
permit, any areas of unpaved compacted dirt areas on the property must be 
restored and protected from further disturbance. If existing compacted dirt areas 
are verified as being created prior to February 10, 1972 through a Site Assessment, 
these areas are considered “grandfathered” and the coverage may continue to 
remain on the property as legally existing, however the surface shall be retrofitted 
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with BMPs, either paved or restored. If these areas are restored without obtaining a 
Site Assessment, and subsequently submitting a Coverage Banking Application, 
this coverage cannot be returned to the site once it is removed.  

Single Family Residential homes built after February 10, 1972 will need to pave 
according to previously approved TRPA or local jurisdiction plans and coverage 
figures. Additions or modifications will require a new TRPA Project Application. 

If a property owner wants to pave more than the minimum parking area, a Site 
Assessment application must be submitted to the TRPA, or the local jurisdiction, to 
determine if the property has sufficient available legal coverage.  

PAVING LARGE MULTI-FAMILY AND COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL 
COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES PROPERTIES 
Due to the complexity of designing most large developed sites, and the amount of 
excavation required, most Commercial, Large Multi-family, and Industrial properties 
will require the services of a licensed professional civil engineer, landscape 
architect, or other qualified professional. Paving these types of sites will typically 
require land coverage and land capability information as well as a BMP Retrofit 
permit. 

7.3.4 CHANGES TO LAND COVERAGE 

TRPA defines land coverage as a man-made structure or improvement that 
prevents at least 75 percent of normal precipitation from reaching the ground or 
land surface used for parking of cars, heavy pedestrian traffic, or other uses that 
result in sufficient compaction so as to prevent substantial infiltration of rainwater 
and prevents the growth of vegetation on the approved species list.  

Parcels developed after July 1987 are evaluated under the Individual Parcel 
Evaluation System (IPES). Each individual vacant lot has been evaluated for suitably 
for development and has an assigned percentage of allowable coverage. 

Parcels developed prior to July 1987 are evaluated under the Bailey Land Capability 
System which assigns a Land Capability type 1-7 and an associated Base Allowable 
Coverage for each Land Capability. This base allowable coverage ranges from 1 
percent of the parcel area for sensitive lands such as SEZ (Land Capability 1b) to 30 
percent for land most suitable for development (Land Capability 7). Additionally, 
parcels developed prior to February 10, 1972 may have legally existing 
“grandfathered” coverage. Site Assessments (for single family residential 
properties) or Land Coverage and Land Capability Verifications (for multi-family and 
commercial properties) determine the amount of available coverage. 

Adding or relocating coverage requires a TRPA Project Application. Paving a 
minimal amount of dirt parking areas, typically 400 square feet for a single family 
residential property, does not constitute a change in coverage in most cases and 
can be done through a low-cost Residential Paving permit or a free BMP Retrofit 
permit. 

7.3.5 TREE REMOVAL 

Tree removal on developed lots in the Lake Tahoe Region does not require a permit 
if the removed trees are less than 14 inches diameter breast height (dbh) and not 
located within the Shorezone or an SEZ. In the Shorezone between a building 
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structure and Lake Tahoe removal of trees greater than 6 inches require a TRPA 
permit. Special conditions apply to removal of vegetation in an SEZ and the 
backshore of the Shorezone. Contact TRPA for more information.  

Trees marked for removal on TRPA-approved site plans may be removed without 
additional marking. Contact your local Fire Protection District for permits to remove 
trees for Fire Defensible Space. 

Before removing trees or vegetation that provide screening in scenic corridors (e.g. 
areas visible from Lake Tahoe, Pioneer Trail, or most state highways), property 
owners should consider the fact that removal of trees could affect scenic scores for 
future projects and may in some cases constitute a violation of TRPA scenic 
regulations if the vegetation was required in order to provide screening for a 
project. For more information about removing vegetation in a scenic corridor 
contact TRPA.   

7.3.6 SHOREZONE MODIFICATION 

Shoreline protective structures such as walls, earthen banks, bulkheads, 
revetments, or other devices designed to prevent direct erosion or flooding of the 
backshore by reinforcing the interface between land and water require a TRPA 
Shorezone permit (www.trpa.org). BMPs such as dripline infiltration trenches or 
gravel armor for existing structures may generally be placed within the backshore 
with approval from TRPA. 

7.3.7 SOILS/HYDROLOGY INVESTIGATIONS 

BMP installations greater than 5 feet deep or in close proximity to an SEZ may 
require a Soils/Hydrology Investigation. During this investigation a hole or boring is 
dug in the presence of a TRPA staff person who will determine the suitability of the 
soils on site for infiltration. The permittee is responsible for digging the hole and 
may choose to have additional experts on site. 

7.3.8 WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 

Jurisdictional water quality improvement projects are initiated by a local 
jurisdiction or agency for attainment of regulatory requirements. These types of 
projects typically involve multiple parcels, roads, highways, and multi-agency 
review. These projects require the submittal of a specific Environmental 
Improvement Project Application and usually also require coverage verifications, 
land capability verifications, and soils/hydrology investigations. 

7.4 SUBMITTING A PERMIT  

Each type of permit application has specific information required for review. The 
permit application includes a checklist which identifies the specific information 
needed in order for TRPA to determine if the project meets TRPA guidelines. 
Current permit applications and checklists, as well as current fee schedules, are 
available at www.trpa.org. Applicable fees might include permit review fees, 
environmental mitigation fees, administration and information technology fees, 
and/or a refundable security.  

Completed permit applications may be submitted in person or by mail. 
Applications which do not contain all items required by the checklist will be 

http://www.trpa.org/
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returned. Some permit applications for single family residential homes may be 
submitted to the local building department. Review the first page of the permit 
application carefully to determine where to submit the application. 

Within 30 days after the application is submitted, TRPA will provide a notice of 
complete application, or request additional information. After all necessary 
information is submitted, TRPA will issue a conditional permit within 120 days. This 
permit must be acknowledged (signed) by the permittee, and then by TRPA. If 
changes to the plan or other items must be completed prior to project construction 
or completion these items will be listed in the conditional permit. Permits are valid 
for three years. 

7.5 SECURITIES  

Securities are charged to ensure that projects are built as conditioned in the permit 
and that appropriate BMPs are installed. The amount of a security is generally 110 
percent of the cost of BMP installation. Securities are returned after the project is 
complete and a final inspection has been performed. Modifications to approved 
plans will require approval from TRPA or the permitting authority. Significant 
changes may require the submission of additional fees. 

7.6 INSPECTIONS SCHEDULE  

Prior to commencement of construction, a pre-grading inspection by TRPA must 
occur. During the pre-grading inspection, the permit is reviewed and temporary 
BMPs are inspected. TRPA may also perform inspections during construction. If 
modifications are needed due to utility or other conflicts, approval will be needed 
from the permitting authority.  

If the project will continue work past October 15, the property will need to be 
winterized. Maintenance of the temporary BMPs throughout the winter is the 
responsibility of the permittee.  

After construction is complete, all BMPs are installed, and all vegetation is 
established, contact the agency that issued your permit for a final inspection. If all 
construction is completed in accordance with approved plans and permit 
conditions the security will be released and a BMP Certificate of Completion will be 
issued.  
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Most Common TRPA Permits Required to Install BMPs 
Single Family Residential Properties 
Site Assessment – Determines land coverage and land capability prior to paving or relocating coverage. 

Residential Paving Permits – Permit the minimum amount of paving necessary for access (400 sq. ft.), 
usually issued by the local jurisdiction. 

BMP Retrofit Permit – Permit issued by TRPA for grading, paving, or other BMP work.  
 

Commercial, Large Multi-Family, and Industrial Properties 
Land Capability – Determines base allowable coverage and presence of sensitive lands. 

Land Coverage – Determines allowable existing and potential coverage. 

Soils Hydrology Report – Determines depth to seasonal high groundwater. 

BMP Retrofit Permit – Permit issued by TRPA for grading or paving or other BMP work.  

 

Projects which require adding or relocating coverage will require a full TRPA Project Permit. 
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CHAPTER 8: SHOREZONE PROTECTIVE 
STRUCTURES AND BMPS 
8.1 PURPOSE AND USE OF THIS CHAPTER 

The Lake Tahoe shorezone contains diverse geomorphic and complex ecological 
environments, and has been subjected to special policies and restrictive ordinances 
since 1972. Projects are often undertaken in the shorezone to improve navigation 
at commercial marinas, develop recreational boating facilities, and secure the 
protection of private properties and moorings. Selecting the best environmental 
and engineering solution for a project requires formulating a clear definition of the 
problem and its probable causes. Once accomplished, a comprehensive review of 
potential solutions and alternatives can be generated.  

The purpose of this chapter is to provide standards and criteria for planning, 
design, and expected performance of potential shorezone projects and activities. 
This regional guidance is updated to be as consistent as possible with the industry 
standards represented in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Coastal 
Engineering Manual (CEM)1. The CEM is the USACE’s most up to date and 
comprehensive text for coastal and lake shore engineering. The CEM represents the 
most complete source of information on this multi-faceted subject and is the most 
current technical report in a rather long line of earlier companion documents. The 
prior reports that were also reviewed to provide relevant material to this chapter 
include the Engineering and Design for Coastal Geology 2; Environmental Engineering 
for Coastal Shore Protection3; the Shore Protection Manual 4; and the Technical 
Engineering Report #45. Additionally, selected U.S. Environmental Planning Agency 
(EPA) Water Resource Protection bulletins were relied on to provide specific 
updates to the planning and engineering of projects in coastal and lake shore 
settings.   

This chapter is written for regional planners, civil engineers, and environmental 
scientists who work in the shorezone environment of Lake Tahoe. Planning 
practices and engineering designs represented in this chapter are based on the 
most current understanding of littoral geomorphic processes and shorezone 
management.6 Although the CEM addresses a broad set of applications, the 
sections used for this chapter have been interpreted and adapted to address the 
specific mission, permitting authority, and project operations of the Tahoe Regional 
Planning Agency (TRPA). Note that TRPA still requires findings be made that a 
project is consistent with the TRPA Regional Plan, including all applicable Goals and 
Policies, plan area statements and maps, the Code of Ordinances and other TRPA 
plans and programs. 

                                                      
1 USACE 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
2 USACE, 1995, EM 1110-2-1810, Engineer Manual Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
3 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
4 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol. 
5 USACE, 1966, Beach Erosion Board, US Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, Technical Report No.4, 
Shore Protection Planning and Design  
6 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection, and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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Immediate and long-term beneficial and adverse impacts to project areas and 
adjacent environments are summarized along with methods to model design 
parameters and guidance on formulating and planning studies that support 
shorezone protection and navigation improvement projects. Construction and 
pollution prevention BMPs are also included.  

8.1.1 APPLICABILITY 

The CEM is applicable to those USACE jurisdictions having civil and capital works 
responsibility in coastal and lake shore settings of the United States. It is anticipated 
that the comprehensive scope of this manual will warrant its use by regional 
planners, civil engineers, and environmental scientists who work in the shorezone 
environment of Lake Tahoe. Although, the CEM is applicable to a broad set of 
applications the sections used for the Shorezone Protective Structures and BMPs 
chapter have been interpreted and adapted to address the specific mission, 
permitting authority, and project operations of the TRPA. 

8.1.2 PURPOSE 

The BMPs cited in this chapter include various static and dynamic features 
specifically designed to match the dominant physical processes associated with the 
eight distinct geomorphic settings identified in Lake Tahoe.  

One of the purposes of this chapter is to provide insight and technical advice to 
encourage the consideration and incorporation of soft engineering into shoreline 
stabilization or development projects whenever possible. 

8.1.3 SCOPE  

Selection of the best environmental and engineering solution to a specific 
shorezone problem requires a systematic and thorough study of the setting. This is 
often required due to the complex nature of shorezone projects and the 
geomorphic diversity of shorezone environments. The prerequisite to such studies, 
or initial analysis, requires formulating a clear definition of the problem and its 
probable causes. Once accomplished, a comprehensive review of potential 
solutions and alternatives can be generated. This chapter addresses both natural 
and human-induced alterations in the shorezone; it provides technical guidance on 
structural and nonstructural measures as well as the BMPs that civil engineers 
commonly employ to address these challenges. The immediate and long-term 
beneficial and adverse impacts to the project area and adjacent environments are 
also summarized.  

8.1.4 ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR SHOREZONE PROTECTION 

There are five alternatives when attempting to mitigate the damage of storms and 
severe waves: accommodation, protection, beach nourishment, retreat and, the 
“do-nothing or no project” alternative (Refer to Figure 8-a). Society’s investments in 
the shorezone are represented by the private or public development and/or 
activities located at legally delineated, topographically fixed points in or near the 
backshore. Storm surge and wave induced erosion can reduce the distance 
between the fixed point (e.g., structural asset) and the water body. Lake level 
fluctuation and historic shorezone adjustment (erosion) can also reduce the 
distance, but at generally slower rates. Beach nourishment can accomplish the 
same objective as the retreat option (i.e., increase the distance between the fixed 
point and the water body) but it has indeterminate costs and impacts.  
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Figure 8-a: Planning Approaches for Shorezone Protection  
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Pope has developed a shorezone mitigation classification system as summarized 
below (Table 8-1)7.  

Table 8-1: Types of Mitigation Alternatives 

MITIGATION TYPE COMMON PHRASE 

Protection “Draw the line” 
Moderation “Slow down the erosion rate” 
Restoration “Fill and maintain the beach” 
Retreat “Do nothing or no project” 
Adaption “Live with it” 

 
The protection category is divided into armoring for storm defense (e.g., lake walls, 
bulkheads and revetments) and moderation (e.g., groins, breakwaters) for erosion 
control and backshore stabilization. Beach nourishment or restoration is often 
called a soft engineering alternative in contrast to the hard engineering approaches 
that were traditionally relied on for achieving shorezone protection. Adaptation 
and retreat represent the “live with it” and “no project” alternatives (abstention) 
which do not rely on using engineering solutions to mitigate shorezone 
geomorphic processes and its associated erosion and sedimentation.8  

Historically, many coastal and lake shore properties were stabilized and hardened 
with concrete and steel in order to protect development from wave action and 
erosion. Today, there is interest in developing shorelines for multiple purposes so 
that additional benefits can be retained and accrued. Soft engineering approaches 
have been developed to use geomorphic and ecological principles and practices to 
reduce erosion, increase stabilization, and secure public safety while also 
enhancing habitat, improving aesthetics, and reducing costs.9  

The traditional types of lakeshore armoring such as lake walls, bulkheads and 
revetments are still often relied on for protecting backshore cliffs and bluffs. The 
cost of armoring must be analyzed during the planning phase but the price is often 
justified when wave damage consistently threatens substantial human investment. 
Stabilization for headland bluffs and shoreline terraces generally relies on the use of 
breakwaters, groins, and the preservation of backshore wetlands and Stream 
Environment Zones (SEZs) to moderate sediment transport processes and reduce 
local erosion rates. These types of structures can be considered where chronic 
erosion is a problem due to a diminished littoral sediment supply.10 

Adaptation and retreat requires the institutional elevation of structures, design 
requisites for storm proofing and the imposition of zoning or development 
restrictions through programmatic planning. Retreat is the permanent evacuation 
or abandonment of shorezone infrastructure; for specific settings subject to 
chronically high erosion rates and storm damage, this is a plausible alternative. 
Total costs and constraints of this alternative must include the environmental 
impact on the new site. In contrast to the implementation of hard engineering 
solutions, many shorezone planning professionals advocate retreat as the most 
appropriate long-term answer.  

                                                      
7 USACE, 1995, EM 1110-2-1810, Engineer Manual Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology  and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
8 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025,  Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection  
9 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol. 
10 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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The combination of traditional engineering approaches with newer, nontraditional 
technologies should be pursued and implemented in many locations. For example, 
proper existing conditions analysis should identify an appropriately elevated 
landscape position for siting and building structures. A combination of this 
preplanning effort with minimal shoreline armoring and foreshore beach 
nourishment could be proposed to achieve a more comprehensive, multi-pronged 
shorezone protection strategy for a littoral property. 

The “do nothing or no project” alternative is the option that allows for continued 
erosion and repeated storm damage until environmental equilibrium is reached 
(with the expected annual costs accrued for electing this choice). However, the “do 
nothing or no project” alternative also potentially provides the basis or control for 
measuring the effectiveness of the other proposed active alternatives cited 
previously in this section.11   

8.1.5 PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES  

This chapter will discuss, in detail, each of the protective structures that serve as 
shorezone protective BMPs. Consider the following general advantages and 
disadvantages for protective structures (Table 8-2) before developing and 
implementing specific designs. 

Table 8-2: General Advantages and Disadvantages of Protective Structures 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Reduce erosion in the backshore and 
increase the stability of unstable backshore 
areas. 

 Protect backshore and foreshore 
development from adverse impacts by 
severe littoral processes (e.g., 
hydrodynamics, erosion, and sedimentation) 

 Reduce the severity of both catastrophic 
and gradual shoreline retreat. 

 Provide reasonable assurance of compliance 
with federal, state, and regional water 
quality discharge standards. 

 Protect parcel development from backshore 
erosion and shoreline retreat.  

 Can allow for natural beach formation and 
dynamic fluctuations within the backshore 
(dynamic protective structures). 

 Account for erosion rates along the 
shoreline and provide safer areas for 
additional development.  

 May modify natural shorezone processes, 
especially littoral drift and beach 
sedimentation.  

 May decrease ecological and geomorphic 
function of SEZs and areas mapped as a 
Beach (Be) miscellaneous map unit (a non-
soil NRCS map unit) within the shorezone 
through direct or indirect alterations. 

 Can accelerate erosion in foreshore or 
downdrift areas (static protective structures). 

 May require replenishment of the fronting 
beach to maintain dynamic equilibrium and 
prevent undermining (static protective 
structures). 

 Require periodic maintenance and 
replenishment to maintain effectiveness 
(dynamic protective structures). 

 
8.1.6 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

The primary function of shorezone protective structures is usually to maintain 
existing fixed or legal boundaries. Considerations for selection, siting, and design 
include: potential location of the structure with respect to the foreshore, its length 
and height, the stability of the backshore soils, hydraulic processes lake-ward and 
landward of the structure, availability of building materials, economic feasibility, 
                                                      
11 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025,  Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
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environmental impacts, and acknowledgment of institutional and regulatory 
constraints.12  

Table 8-3 shows the protective structures or civil works in four general engineering 
problem categories and lists the factors that must be considered in analyzing each 
problem. Hydraulic considerations include wind, waves, littoral cell currents, storm 
surge or wind setup, and the detailed bathymetry of the project area. Geomorphic 
considerations include littoral sediment classification and characteristics, direction 
of sediment movement, rate of transport, net and gross deposition, and changes in 
foreshore-backshore alignment. Navigation considerations include vessel data, 
traffic lane delineation, and channel depth, width, length, and alignment 
requirements.13 

The most successful protective structure designs are realized when the engineer 
and planner work together with the property owner to evaluate the type, use, 
effectiveness, economics, and potential for environmental impacts associated with 
the project proposal. In selecting the shape, size, and location of shorezone 
protective structures, the objective should be not only to design an engineering 
fixture that will accomplish the desired results most economically, but also to 
consider the geomorphic and biological effects on the immediate and adjacent 
areas. An economic valuation assessment includes the maintenance costs, along 
with the interest on and the amortization of the first capital project outlays. If any 
planned activity would amplify the problem by extending its effects to a larger 
adjacent shorezone reach, evaluate the financial and economic effects of each 
consequence. Base this metric on an appropriate industry standard for 
programmatic measures of performance such as comparing and contrasting 
alternative plans by the total cost per year per meter of shorezone restored or 
protected.14  

This technical narrative attempts to provide the most current set of 
recommendations for shorezone protection representing the least amount of 
disturbance to current and future land uses and backshore aesthetics. The selection 
of the materials, including their form, texture, and color, must be considered in all 
recommended designs. Ensure that the color of materials is compatible with the 
surroundings. Select colors from the Munsell® colors set forth in Appendix G, TRPA 
Approved Range of Earthtone Colors, of the TRPA Design Review Guidelines.  

Proper planning and analysis also requires the consideration of legal and social 
consequences where shorezone protection structures and control measures could 
result in significant impacts to the physical or ecological qualities of the nearshore 
environment.15 

                                                      
12 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025,  Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
13 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025,  Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
14 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025,  Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
15 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol. and 
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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Table 8-3: Categorical Classification of Shorezone Engineering Problems 

SHORELINE 
STABILIZATION 

BACKSHORE 
PROTECTION 

MARINA INLET 
STABILIZATION 

LAKE CIRCULATION 
(HYDRODYNAMICS) 

 Lake Wall 
 Bulkhead 
 Revetments 
 Beach 

nourishment (with 
or without 
Restoration) 

 Detached and 
Anchored 
Breakwaters 

 Groins 
 Sand Bypassing 

 Lake Wall 
 Protective Beach 

(with or without 
Restoration ) 

 Sand Dunes 
 Revetments 
 Bulkhead 

 Dredging 
 Jetties 
 Navigation 

 Hydraulics (Nearshore 
- Foreshore and 
Lateral Drift Analysis) 

 Sediment Transport 
(Littoral Drift Cell 
Analysis) 

 Shorezone (Process 
Interference from 
Foreshore Control 
Structures) 

 Legal and Policy 
Analysis 

 Environment Impact 
(Nearshore Water 
Quality, AIS, Fisheries) 

 Economics 
CONSIDERATIONS CONSIDERATIONS CONSIDERATIONS ANALYTICAL TOOLS 
 Hydraulic 

Modeling 
 Sediment 

Transport 
Modeling 

 Control Structures 
 Maintenance 
 Environment 

Impact (Nearshore 
Water Quality, 
Aquatic Invasive 
Species (AIS), 
Fisheries) 

 Legal and 
Regulatory 
Requirements 

 Economics 

 Hydraulic 
Modeling 

 Sediment 
Transport 
Modeling 

 Control Structures 
 Maintenance 
 Environment 

Impact (Nearshore 
Water Quality, AIS, 
Fisheries) 

 Legal and 
Regulatory 
Requirements 

 Economics 

 Hydraulic 
Modeling 

 Sediment 
Transport 
Modeling 

 Control Structures 
 Maintenance 
 Environment 

Impact (Nearshore 
Water Quality, 
AIS, Fisheries) 

 Legal and 
Regulatory 
Requirements 

 Economics 
 Operational and 

Operator 
Protocols 

 Physical Lake System 
Modeling  

 Nearshore Monitoring  
 Inter-Agency Permit 

Coordination 
 Quantitative 

Geomorphic Analysis 
 Adjustment Analysis 
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8.1.7 REGULATORY PERMITTING  

When a land owner or other legally responsible party wants to consider advancing 
a proposal for a installing a shorezone protective structure on their property there 
are a number of federal, state, regional, and jurisdictional entities that must be 
contacted. Refer to Table 8-4. Additionally, the local jurisdictions may require 
building permits, own the fee title or have an easement over a portion of littoral 
land where the project is proposed to be located. If the project can potentially 
affect a utility, the project proponent may also need a permit from that entity as 
well (e.g. pump station or a water intake line). Please consult the appropriate 
agencies listed below in Table 8-4 when thinking about any action in the backshore 
that may require excavation and/or the construction of a physical structure. 

Table 8-4: Federal, State and Regional Permits Required for the Installation or 
Repair of Shorezone Protective Structures in Lake Tahoe 

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency  Shorezone Permit (Grading permit)  
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection  Working in Waters Permit 

Section 401 Water Quality Certification 
Lahontan Water Quality Control Board  Waste Discharge Permit  

Section 401 Water Quality Certification  
California State Lands Commission  State Lease 
Army Corp of Engineers  Nationwide Permit  

Section 404 Permit  
Nevada State Lands  Shorezone Permit 
California Department of Fish and Game Section 1201 Permit 
Nevada Department of Wildlife Letter of Concurrence 

 
8.1.8 THE PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING 

As the shorezone is dynamic and constantly evolving, civil engineers, program 
managers, and regional planners need to be aware of the physical diversity of the 
shorezone for a number of reasons.  

First, the balance and interactions between physical processes vary in different 
areas and must be evaluated on a site-specific basis. Understanding the 
geomorphic diversity provides insights to the critical factors that may affect a 
particular project area.  

Second, different geomorphic settings imply different erosion and sediment 
accretion patterns; thus, the geomorphic analytical tools and procedures suitable 
for a particular setting may not be appropriate for another area.  

The shorezone (i.e., backshore, foreshore and nearshore) should not be evaluated 
by itself; it must be viewed as a dynamic zone of transition, interaction, and 
exchange between the inland watersheds and the deeper pelagic zone of Lake 
Tahoe. The watersheds are sources of energy, nutrients, and sediment, and any 
alterations due to upland land uses and activities will often generate observable 
changes in the shorezone. The shorezone is the setting where littoral sediment is 
entrained, transported, and deposited to the deeper portions of the lake. The lake’s 
physiography determines the fetch for wind-generated waves that dominate 
shaping much of the shorezone environment.  
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Any interruption to the system, for instance by dredging or construction, may result 
in adjustments throughout the system; therefore, exercise diligence in identifying 
unstable backshore areas and designing the proper shorezone protection that 
takes into account the dynamics associated with the shorezone’s energetic setting. 
In Lake Tahoe, the potential sources of sand and sediment include rivers, bluffs, 
dunes, and the inner nearshore shelves along with urban runoff. The potential sinks 
include bays, dunes, deeper offshore areas, and dredging sites. Currently there is 
one detailed sediment budget for the Lake Tahoe shorezone that was developed as 
part of source area analysis for the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL). There is also 
current research being conducted to examine and map the littoral cells and limited 
longshore depositional patterns associated with Lake Tahoe.  

8.1.8.1 SHOREZONE TOLERANCE DISTRICTS 

Analysis of the physical composition, incipient geometry, and dominant 
geomorphic processes of Lake Tahoe’s shorezone has resulted in the development 
of a classification scheme that distinguishes eight separate Shorezone Tolerance 
Districts, refer to Figure 8-b.16  These Shorezone Tolerance Districts have been 
categorized using a scale, with an increasing resilience or decreasing sensitivity to 
development or disturbance as ratings move from 1 to 8 (Refer to Table 8-5). 
Shorezone Tolerance Districts are geomorphic settings that vary in stability and 
sensitivity to physical perturbation. Major factors influencing the shorezone 
geomorphic districts are geological structure, regional tectonics, and quaternary 
(within the last 2 million years) geomorphic processes such as, glaciation, hill-slope 
failure, patterns of nearshore sediment erosion, and deposition. Each of these 
factors alone or in combination can affect shorezone stability. Multiple facets within 
each of these elements combine to form complex and interrelated feedback 
mechanisms that strongly determine the inherent sensitivity or stability for each 
shorezone district. Figure 8-b presents the Shorezone Tolerance Districts mapped 
around Lake Tahoe. 

                                                      
16 Orme, A.R., Department of Geography, UCLA,1972, Toward a Shorezone Plan for Lake Tahoe, p.52  
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Figure 8-b: Shorezone Tolerance Districts 
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Table 8-5: The General Geomorphic Characteristics of the Shorezone Tolerance 
Districts  

DISTRICT  
HAZARD 
CLASS CHARACTERISTICS 

1 H Young and old barrier beach and lakeshore dune deposits, composed 
of Beach (Be) sediments 

2 H Volcanic and morainic shorezones with slopes over 30% and alluvial 
shorezones of 9-30% slope 

3 H Armored granite shorezones with slopes exceeding 30% 

4 M Volcanic and morainic shorezones with 15-30% slopes and alluvial 
shorezones with slopes of 0-9% 

5 M Armored granite shorezones with slopes of 15-30% 

6 M Shorezones of volcanic rock and morainic debris with 5-15% slopes 

7 L Shorezones of morainic and alluvial materials of 0-9% slope 

8 L Gently sloping (0-9%) armored granite shorezones 

 
Tolerance District 1 has been designated as the most sensitive in the Lake Tahoe 
Region; it includes barrier beaches and adjacent lakeshore dunes17.  Barrier beach 
shorezones typically have a low sandy strand separating the foreshore from SEZs 
and wetlands on the inland side. Younger barrier beach systems commonly have a 
shallow lagoon or inundated wetland behind them. The areas behind older barrier 
beach berms are usually filled with an accumulation of sediment and are not 
generally as wet as those behind younger systems. Regardless of age, the barrier 
beaches do experience periodic breaches as a result of strong wave action, 
especially if interference with littoral drift and deposition disrupts the natural 
supply of sediment from updrift and offshore sources.  

Lake Tahoe dune lands have been traditionally included in Tolerance District 1 
protection standards. The montane dune lands that are associated with the Lake 
Tahoe shorezone are highly erodible and as sensitive to disturbance as barrier 
beaches. The aeolian (wind) deposits that comprise dune sediments mostly 
originate from the foreshore and nearshore. Littoral sediments are exposed, 
entrained, transported, and deposited by wind energy when lake water surface 
elevations are low. Dune deposits generally lack cohesion and are quite susceptible 
to re-entrainment and transport by wind.  

Many dunes in Lake Tahoe are naturally mobile or geomorphically new and lack 
established vegetation. Surface stormwater and precipitation can rapidly infiltrate 
into dune sands because of their porosity (i.e., large connected interstitial void 
spaces resulting in limited detention or contact time). Lake Tahoe dunes are 
comprised primarily of quartz sands derived from the weathering of granite. The 
chemically inert nature of quartz limits its ability to effectively filter and remove 
dissolved nutrients from infiltrating stormwater. The proximity of Lake Tahoe’s 
dune lands to the littoral beach and nearshore waters creates a concern that 

                                                      
17 Orme, A.R., Department of Geography, UCLA, 1972, Toward a Shorezone Plan for Lake Tahoe p.52 
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exfiltrating hyporheic groundwater contaminated by shorezone development 
could rapidly reach the lake without being adequately treated or filtered. Projects 
and activities planned for Tolerance District 1 areas continue to be controlled 
because of this sensitivity to disturbance, susceptibility to erosion, and limited 
capacity to treat surface and groundwater before it interfaces with the open waters 
of the nearshore. 

Shorezone Tolerance Districts 2, 4, 6, and 7 represent shorelines made of volcanic, 
alluvial, or morainic materials. These Tolerance Districts are less sensitive than 
Tolerance District 1, but are still subject to potentially high rates of erosion. The 
Tolerance Districts are separated solely on the basis of slope measurements, with 
Tolerance District 2 consisting of the steepest and Tolerance District 7 containing 
the gentlest slopes. This ranking does not differentiate between the relative 
stability of the different materials.  

Significant differences can be observed in Shorezone Tolerance Districts of the 
same classification simply because of their exposure to differing frequency and 
magnitude of wave action. The presence of deep water near and foreshore 
increases wave action on the backshore. Under these conditions, shorezones 
composed of the same geological material will show a different landform character. 
However, similar backshore substrate will respond to the forces acting on them 
from the lake in similar ways.18 For example, the backshore of Glenbrook Bay is 
composed of younger lakebed deposits that are easily eroded. From 
Slaughterhouse Creek in the north and proceeding south, the shorezone conditions 
change predominantly because of exposure to wave action. The younger lakebeds 
exposed at the north exhibit a steep eroding escarpment, while wide beaches form 
further south.  

Tolerance Districts 3, 5 and 8 delineate shorelines that consist of armored granite 
with slopes ranging from over 30 percent for District 3 to less than 10 percent for 
District 8. Armored granite shorelines are the most stable and least erodible of all 
types at Lake Tahoe. Although the erodibility of the soils overlying the granitic 
bedrock increases with greater slope, the stability of the bedrock remains the same.  

                                                      
18 TRPA, 1998, Shorezone EIS  
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8.1.8.2 TOLERANCE DISTRICT AND BACKSHORE DELINEATION METHODS 
(CURRENT REGIONAL STANDARDS) 

TRPA has identified geomorphic characteristics and criteria that shall be utilized 
when mapping the upland limit, or backshore boundary of each shorezone 
Tolerance District (Refer to Figure 8-c). All factors that affect the stability of the 
shorezone shall be evaluated to properly delineate the backshore boundary: slope, 
wave run-up, substrate composition, and seismic hazards. The landward backshore 
boundary shall be established utilizing the following methods, whichever 
establishes the wider backshore: 

 Option 1 - Measuring landward from the high water line, 1.5 times the height of 
the bluff or berm adjacent to the shoreline and adding 10 feet thereto (the 
height of the bluff or berm shall be the difference between the high water 
elevation and the elevation of the top of the bluff or berm) (Refer to Figure 8-d); 
or 

 Option 2 - Within area of designated wave run-up (80 mile per hour / 1 hour 
duration wind event) and adding 10 feet thereto (Refer Figure 8-e); or 

 Option 3 - Having the landward boundary of the area of instability determined 
by a licensed geologist, geotechnical engineer, or qualified soil scientist and 
adding 10 feet thereto (Refer Figure 8-f). The area of instability within the 
backshore shall be determined as the area above the normal high water line (el. 
6,299.1 feet) that contains one or more of the following characteristics: 

 Slopes ratios greater than 2:1 (horizontal to vertical)  

 Beach (Be) miscellaneous map unit (A NRCS non soil map unit identifying 

Lake Tahoe’s littoral beach settings) 

 Soil and/or rock lacking competency that may exhibit features indicative of 

impending slope movement. This could be evidence of recent rockfalls or 

landslides, such as un-vegetated scarps, hummocky topography, tension 

cracks, or unfavorable bedding planes. This could also be signs of excessive 

soil creep such as cracks in roads, tilted fence poles, and inclined tree trunks. 

Factors indicating mass movement potential include seeps on slopes, joint 

plane(s) intersecting slope surfaces, and areas significantly void of 

pioneering vegetation.  

 Area within the current and/or historic meanders of stream mouths.  

 Slopes undercut by either wave action or stream bank erosion. 
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Figure 8-c: The Shorezone of Lake Tahoe  

 
 

Figure 8-d: Option 1—Backshore Delineation Using Bluff Height  
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Figure 8-e: Option 2—Backshore Delineation Using Wave Run-Up Area 

 
 
 

Figure 8-f: Option 3—Backshore Delineation by Determining the Area of Instability  
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8.1.8.3 BACKSHORE SETBACKS AND BUFFERS 

Utilizing the previous criteria results in the delineation of a discernable landward 
limit encompassing the backshore area of instability. However, the backshore 
boundary and setback are not established as permanently fixed upland limits in 
order to account for dynamic changes that are present in the shoreline. For 
example, unstable shoreline bluffs east of Tahoe City have been experiencing slope 
failure and landslides. Because of the landslides, the top edge of the bluff on some 
parcels has moved landward over the span of a few years. Therefore, the upland 
backshore boundary will be adjusted the next time a project in this locality requires 
the re-examination of the previously delineated backshore of record. The 
backshore boundary is delineated to be reliable and constant for most planning 
and permitting scenarios but it is not permanently fixed so that it can be adjusted 
to account for the dynamic nature of shorezone adjustment over time.  

Applying the setback delineation protocols and methods such as those cited above 
are considered modest preventative measures against rapid backshore retreat or 
bluff failure.  

Buffers and regulatory setbacks are areas that are delineated around designated 
protected settings in order to reduce potentially adverse impacts to endemic 
geomorphic and biogeochemical functions and values. Shorezone, wetland, and 
SEZ buffers also provide wildlife habitat for use in feeding, roosting, breeding, 
rearing, seeking cover and mobility, and thermal protection. Finally, buffers reduce 
the adverse impacts of human disturbance on shorezone habitats including 
blocking noise and glare; reducing sedimentation and nutrient input; reducing 
direct human disturbance from dumped debris, cut vegetation, and trampling; and 
providing visual separation.  

Once the unstable backshore lands have been properly identified and delineated, 
certain shoreline protective structures may be considered and employed to both 
attenuate erosion and thwart the potential loss of property. These structures 
include various static and dynamic methods as described later in this chapter. 

8.1.9 ADDITIONAL TRPA THRESHOLD STANDARDS 

Environmental Threshold Standards Carrying Capacities set environmental goals 
and standards for the Lake Tahoe Region and indirectly define the capacity of the 
Region to accommodate additional land development. Land development may 
negatively affect attainment of an environmental threshold standard. Special 
efforts, such as mitigation measures, must be taken to reduce impacts. In particular, 
shorezone activities can affect all other TRPA Threshold Standards including Water 
Quality, Soil Conservation, Air Quality, Vegetation, Wildlife, Fisheries, Scenic 
Resources, Noise, and Recreation. 

Scenic Resources and project compliance with TRPA scenic requirements is a major 
consideration in the planning of shorezone projects; during project planning, 
consider scenic design. The construction of hard-engineered shoreline protective 
structures (unnatural looking structures) can contribute to lowering the scenic 
quality threshold standard ratings for shoreline scenic units, unless the structure 
includes scenic mitigation. Concepts such as incorporation of woody vegetation, 
design of vertical walls with a weathered granite appearance, wall simulations of 
rocks/natural materials, and consider incorporation of rocks/natural materials in 
front of vertical walls at every opportunity. The TRPA project review process for 
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shorezone protective structures must balance the best design for supporting water 
quality, scenic quality, and associated environmental values. 

Wildlife and Fisheries is also a major consideration when planning shorezone 
projects. A project proponent should know whether the project area is located in a 
prime fish habitat area as indicated on TRPA Prime Fish Habitat maps. If the project 
is near the TRPA mapped boundary of a fish habitat area a mapped borderline, or 
field verification, will be required prior to submitting the project application. Use 
the Wildlife and Fisheries Dichotomous Key below to determine whether further 
review may be necessary for a project.  

8.1.9.1 DICHOTOMOUS KEY FOR ‘PERMITTEE STEERING” TOOL –  
WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES 

WILDLIFE 

1. Is the project area located in a lagoon or still-water area supporting aquatic 
vegetation? 

(a) Yes. Further environmental review and/or assessment may be necessary to 
determine the potential project related impacts to onshore wildlife habitat  

(b) No. Two 
2. Is the project area located within 0.5 mile of an active bald eagle nest or within 

0.25 mile of active osprey nest; see TRPA Regional Plan Overlay Maps? 

(a) Yes. Further environmental review and/or assessment may be necessary to 
determine the potential project related impacts to onshore wildlife habitat. 
Limited operation period and/or disturbance zone avoidance may be 
required  

(b) No. Three 
3. Does the project area include potential habitat for wildlife or nesting waterfowl? 

(a) Yes. Further environmental review and/or assessment may be necessary to 
determine the potential project related impacts to onshore wildlife habitat  

(b) No. The project will likely not adversely impact onshore wildlife habitat, 
including waterfowl nesting areas  

FISHERIES 

1. Is the project area, including all project activities AND potential indirect effects 
to shorezone, located in the nearshore or foreshore zone (the beach)? 
(a) Yes. Two 
(b) No. The project will likely not adversely impact prime fish habitat  

2. Will the project alter the existing conditions in the shorezone in a way that may 
increase scour or otherwise reduce diversity of the shorezone in or adjacent to 
the project area? 

(a) Yes. Three 
(b) No. The project will likely not adversely impact prime fish habitat  

3. Is the project located within, 1,000 feet of a stream mouth? 

(a) Yes. See TRPA Regional Plan Overlay Maps: Stream Mouth Protection Zones; 
Further environmental review may be necessary to determine the potential 
project-related impacts to fish migration if project is located within a Stream 
Mouth Protection Zone  

(b) No. Four 
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4. Is the project located in spawning habitat or feed and/or cover habitat as 
identified in TRPA Regional Plan Overlay Maps: Prime Fish Habitat? 

(a) Yes. Further environmental review and site specific habitat assessment may 
be necessary to determine the potential project-related impacts to prime fish 
habitat. Alternatively, incorporation of appropriate project measures may be 
necessary to mitigate potential impacts to prime fish habitat  

(b) No. The project will likely not adversely impact prime fish habitat  
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8.2 BULKHEADS AND LAKE WALLS  

8.2.1 OVERVIEW 

A bulkhead is a vertical wall designed to prevent backshore erosion and prevent 
hillslope mass movement. These types of retaining walls are primarily constructed 
to hold or prevent sliding of the backshore soil while providing limited protection 
from wave action. These structures are also used to stabilize a commercial marina 
navigational channel or basin that has been established and maintained by 
dredging.  

The primary purpose of a lake wall was originally to prevent inland flooding from 
major storm events that are accompanied by large and powerful waves. The key 
functional element in lake wall design is the calculation of the crest elevation in 
order to minimize the overtopping from storm surge and wave run-up. 

Bulkheads and lake walls are most applicable to backshore settings comprised of 
low bluffs which might otherwise fail and collapse towards the foreshore. The 
bulkhead protects the eroding bluffs by retaining soil at the toe, thereby increasing 
upper hill slope stability. Bulkheads are also applicable at marinas where water 
depth and a fixed channel position need to be maintained. Bulkheads are designed 
to protect eroding slopes that are not liable to failure and collapse but are often 
used where a sloping revetment may not be feasible. This determination must be 
made during the initial planning stages when the existing conditions and impacts 
analyses are being conducted. Bulkheads can be used for the rare reclamation 
project where beach fill is needed at a position in the existing foreshore.  

Use bulkheads only where protection of the backshore is determined to be of 
greater value than beach preservation. Bulkheads can be grouped into three 
general categories based on the support structure employed to ensure stability 
(Refer to Table 8-6). Numerous modifications of these types and hybrid structures 
are also in use. 

Table 8-6: Overview of Bulkhead and Lake Wall Structures 

TYPE SUPPORT 
STRUCTURE 

DESCRIPTION 

Sheet Pile 

Cantilever 
Derive their support from ground penetration; therefore, the 
effective embedment length must be sufficient to prevent 
overturning. 

Anchored 

Similar to cantilevered bulkheads except they gain additional 
support from anchors embedded on the landward side or from 
structural piles placed appropriately deep on the lakeward side. 
Corrosion protection at the connecting fixtures is particularly 
important in avoiding structural failure. 

Soldier Pile Cantilever 
Piles provide support from ground penetration. Panels are 
placed between and supported by vertical piles to retain the 
earth. H-piles may be easier to drive compared to sheet piles. 
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TYPE SUPPORT 
STRUCTURE 

DESCRIPTION 

Gravity 

Weight provides 
a gravity-based 
stability against 
the backshore 
slope sliding 
forces and 
overturning (e.g., 
rock-filled crib) 

Eliminates the expense of pile driving and can often be used 
where subsurface conditions are suitable to support the 
weight or where bedrock is too close to the surface to allow 
pile driving. Depends primarily on shearing resistance along 
the base of the structure to support the applied loads. Not 
designed to prevent rotational slides in settings where the 

failure surface passes beneath the structure.19 

 
Overall, bulkheads and lake walls are a permanent BMP which provide source 
control and hydrologic control for stormwater. Further, they can be applied at 
commercial and lakefront settings (Refer to Table 8-7). 

8.2.2 BULKHEADS AND LAKE WALLS: ADVANTAGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES 

When choosing a backshore BMP or Shorezone Protective Structures, examine the 
potential effects, costs, and general considerations. For example, in installing a 
bulkhead or lake wall, end wall effects may occur that would not be present with 
another choice of BMP.  

If properly designed and installed, bulkheads can effectively protect the backshore. 
However, impacts to the fronting foreshore beach can be a result. Use bulkheads 
only where sloping revetments are not, for example if a slope of 1:1.5 (run to rise) 
cannot be achieved for a sloping revetment or if the footprint of a sloping 
revetment would cover a significant fraction of the beach. A bulkhead must be 
designed or augmented with additional maintenance measures (sediment 
nourishment); such that it will not accelerate beach erosion. 

There are a number of mechanisms whereby a bulkhead or lake wall can affect the 
fronting foreshore beach or downdrift beaches: 

1. Placement loss – A bulkhead or revetment may occupy existing beach area, 
leading to an immediate loss of beach. This is normally a minor loss for 
bulkheads; however, it can be significant for revetments, which generally have a 
larger footprint. Bulkheads and revetments are normally not permitted to 
extend below the legal high water line of Lake Tahoe. 

2. Loss of sand previously supplied by eroding bluffs – If an eroding bluff is 
supplying a significant quantity of sediment to the beach, armoring that bluff 
with a bulkhead or revetment will cut off that supply. This can affect both the 
beach immediately fronting the bulkhead and downdrift beaches. This effect 
should normally be mitigated through beach nourishment.  

3. Passive erosion – If a bulkhead or revetment is built to protect backshore assets 
fronted by an eroding beach, the beach will continue to erode and the high 
water line will migrate landward towards the structure. The effect of this 
migration will be the gradual narrowing of the beach in front of the bulkhead or 
revetment. Generally, use bulkheads or revetments only on eroding shorelines 
where protection of the backshore is determined to be of greater value than 

                                                      
19 USACE, 1995, EM 1110-2-1810, Engineer Manual Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology   
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beach preservation. Mitigation of passive erosion through beach nourishment is 
possible but is often costly because of the ongoing need for sediment.  

4. Groin effect – If a bulkhead or revetment is built to protect backshore assets 
fronted by an eroding beach, while adjacent areas are allowed to erode 
naturally, the structure will eventually extend into the lake beyond the high 
water line. At this stage, the structure may act as a groin, preventing alongshore 
transport of sediment and increasing erosion at downdrift beaches. The 
structure is also vulnerable to flanking at this stage – wave energy can reach the 
backshore around the ends of the structure if it was not designed with return 
walls. The structure can become disconnected from the backshore and fail.  

5. Active Erosion – In some cases, wave reflections from a vertical bulkhead can 
increase the wave energy on the beach and actually increase the rate of erosion. 
This is site specific and is more likely to occur if the bulkhead extends into the 
lake beyond the high water line, so that there is deep water at the bulkhead.  

Active erosion should not be confused with toe scour. Toe scour is the short-term 
and localized loss of sediment at the toe of a structure that occurs during storms. 
This can lead to structural failure of a bulkhead that does not have adequate toe 
protection. However, the beach normally recovers rapidly from this localized loss.  

Table 8-7 below summarizes the different mechanisms. 

Table 8-7: Potential Erosional Mechanisms Concerns when using a Bulkhead or 
Lake Wall 

PROCESS AND 
SYMPTOM 

COMMENT 

Placement loss Normally small for bulkheads and lake walls. Leads to an immediate loss of 
beach fronting the structure.  

Loss of sand 
previously supplied 
by eroding bluffs 

Geotechnical analysis required to determine whether this is an issue. Can 
lead to long-term beach erosion. Can be mitigated through beach 
nourishment 

Passive erosion Occurs with chronically eroding beaches. In such cases, placement of a 
bulkhead or lake wall values the backshore more than the beach. Difficult 
to mitigate.  

Groin effect Can occur with chronically eroding beaches. Impacts adjacent properties.  
Active erosion Can increase the rate of beach erosion in some cases. Most likely to occur if 

there is open water fronting the structure. 
 
Figure 8-g illustrates a hypothetical case in which a combination of these 
mechanisms leads to the loss of a beach. Before construction of the bulkhead, a 
retreating sandy cliff feeds sand to the beach. As a result of this loss of sediment 
supply, the beach begins to retreat. The water immediately in front of the bulkhead 
becomes deeper and the waves become larger. Reflections from the bulkhead 
exacerbate this increase in wave energy, and the rate of beach erosion increases 
further. 
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Figure 8-g: Potential Beach Erosion Scenarios Associated with Shorezone 
Protective Structures  
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Like all BMPs, bulkheads and lake walls have advantages and disadvantages 
depending on the installation, purpose, and setting (Refer to Table 8-8).  

Table 8-8: Advantages and Disadvantages of Bulkheads and Lake Walls 

ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE 

 Protects backshore areas from wave action 
and erosion. Stabilizes low bluffs.  

 Smaller footprint than a revetment. 
 Can help decrease turbidity and enhance 

water quality by reducing the supply of fine 
materials from the backshore into the lake. 

 In marinas, allows boats to be moored close 
to land. 

 Protects only the land immediately behind 
the beach. Provides no protection to the 
beach and in some cases can increase 
erosion at fronting and adjacent beaches.  

 Wave run-up and active erosion may be 
greater for a vertical wall than for a 
revetment.  

 Requires excavation, backfilling, pile driving, 
and material transport. In the short term, this 
can result in increased suspended solid loads 
within the adjoining water body. 

 May fail if scouring undermines the base of 
the structure.  

 

8.2.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

Sea walls (i.e. lake walls in this context) are most commonly used along ocean 
shorelines and are not common in Lake Tahoe. Bulkheads are designed to resist 
earth pressures from the backshore, rather than to resist high wave energy, and so 
are more common applications for Lake Tahoe. They retain low bluffs that might 
otherwise collapse towards the lake. If a bulkhead is placed at the toe of an over-
steepened bluff, the bluff may slide and bury or move the bulkhead towards the 
water. In addition, bulkheads will not protect from rotational landslides where the 
plane of failure is below the base of the structure.20  

Steel sheet pile is the most commonly used bulkhead building material. However, 
good design practice also includes installation of a geotextile or gravel filter 
between the bulkhead and the backfill to further prevent sediment losses. An 
often-encountered difficulty in installing geotextiles is depth of placement. For 
sheet piles that are driven, placing the geotextiles the full depth of the structure is 
impractical. The loss of the backfill from water (rain and/or wave overtopping) 
seeping through a timber-constructed bulkhead to below the depth of the filter 
fabric or below the depth of the piles is a common mode of failure and can lead to 
structural damage.21 

Sheet piles require suitable subsurface soil strength to support the weight of the 
structure. Because they rely solely on the stability at the base of the structure to 
provide resistance to the upland forces bearing down on it, their application is 
generally limited in Lake Tahoe. Masonry or reinforced concrete bulkheads are also 
examples of the massive gravity type of bulkhead.22  

                                                      
20 USACE,1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE,  2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
21 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810,Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE,  2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
22 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology, and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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The minimum height of a bulkhead and lake wall are determined by the maximum 
calculated wave height of the designated design storm including run-up (the 80 
mile an hour – 1 hour duration wind event modeled at the legal high water limit of 
6,229.1 feet). Severe wave overtopping may lead to undermining at the back of the 
wall and to eventual failure and collapse of the structure. Waves can also wash 
away backfill along the sides of these structures. This loss can be prevented 
through flanking return walls that are keyed in at the ends of the bulkhead or by 
tying each end into existing shore protection devices or bedrock. In addition, the 
foundation embedment must be deep enough to prevent overturning Hyporeic 
groundwater percolating through the soil may build up pore pressures behind the 
structure and cause it to fail. Install and space weep holes appropriately along the 
bottom of the structures and equipped with filters to relieve the pressure. 

Since toe scour can undermine the structure base and cause failure, toe protection 
is necessary for stability. Typical toe protection consists of sizing rocks large enough 
to resist movement by large wave forces, with an underlying layer of granular 
material or filter cloth to prevent the soil from washing through voids in the scour 
apron.23  

There are two calculations that must be done when designing a bulkhead or lake 
wall. First, wave conditions and scour must be estimated such that the design wave 
is broken at the toe of the bulkhead or lake wall, recommended to be modeled at 
the higher lake stand levels (e.g. perhaps 6,228 feet and higher). Furthermore, the 
scour depth at the base of the bulkhead is approximately equal to the height of the 

wave at the toe. Calculate the height of this broken wave, Htb, based on there being 

no scour. The maximum scour depth smax should then be calculated, using 
Equation 2.1, as follows:  

smax = Htb (CEM Equation VI-5-259) (Equation 2.1) 
 
This scour depth is then subtracted from the level of the beach immediately 
adjacent to the structure, and the wave conditions at the base of the structure 
recalculated. Rock toe protection should normally be installed to limit the depth of 
the scour. The toe protection should extend a distance from the wall of at least 

twice the wave height, Htb, at the base of the structure (CEM Equation VI-5-277).  

For a bulkhead located such that the design wave is not broken at the toe under 
any lake levels, the scour conditions and bulkhead design must be carried out by 
engineering firms that regularly perform such services.  

Second, the wave run-up and overtopping values must be calculated. The 
minimum crest elevation is established as follows.  

Calculate the design wave height at the toe of the bulkhead Ht, including the 
effects of scour on the water depth. 

The freeboard Rc of the wall – that is, the crest elevation above the still water level 
including wave setup – must obey both of the following criteria: 

                                                      
23 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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First, fewer than 2% of the waves should overtop the wall using Equation 2.2 (CEM 
Equation VI-5-33), which shows the relationship between probability of 
overtopping per incoming wave (Pow). 
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Second, the average discharge of water Q, calculated with Equation 2.3 due to 
waves that do overtop the wall must not be dangerous to pedestrians or cause 
damage to buildings (CEM Equation VI-5-28, Table VI-5-6). 
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8.2.4 INSTALLATION 

Due to the site specific requirements and general design complexity, bulkheads, 
and lake walls must be designed by a licensed professional civil engineer and 
installed by qualified professional construction personnel.  

8.2.5 MAINTENANCE  

Bulkheads must be inspected periodically (annually to biannually) for signs of scour 
at the top, base, or sides and repaired immediately.  
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Figure 8-h: Typical Anchored Sheet Pile Bulkhead Design 
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Figure 8-i: Typical Lake Wall (Gravity Wall) Design  
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8.3 STATIC REVETMENTS 

8.3.1 OVERVIEW  

Revetments are layers of protection on the top of a sloped surface intended to 
protect the underlying soil. Static revetments are installed to prevent backshore 
erosion, to reduce turbidity and nutrient input, and to attenuate wave run-up.24 

The revetments built in Lake Tahoe are sloping structures composed of native 
stones or other natural looking erosion resistant material. Revetments are 
constructed along the lake edge to protect the backshore and foreshore from 
erosive wave action. Static, or hard, revetments are designed to resist movement 
from the shear forces that are generated from most lake waves, but are usually 
designed to be somewhat flexible under very high wave conditions. They are also 
commonly designed to allow breaking waves to dissipate by allowing the wave 
water to permeate into the interstitial pockets between the rocks. 

Static revetments are applicable to shorezone properties where development is 
threatened from accelerated erosion of the backshore. Slopes steeper than 1.5H:1V 
are generally unsuitable for revetments unless altered with additional grading.  

Overall, revetments are a permanent BMP and apply source control and hydrologic 
control for stormwater applications. 

8.3.2 STATIC REVETMENTS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

There are multiple types of revetments. For example, erosion protection from wave 
action can be provided by installing pre-fabricated concrete blocks (often labeled 
CCM, for cellular concrete mattress). These interlocking or cable-tied blocks form a 
revetment similar to a gabion mattress (i.e., rock-fill encased in wire caging) but 
without the exposed wire caging.  

In comparison, riprap revetments are placed on a sloping bank and depend on the 
stability of the underlying soil for support. Fill material beneath a revetment must 
be adequately compacted prior to installing the riprap. Riprap revetment, like other 
revetments, consists of two or more layers (filter and armor). 

Regardless of the type of revetment, there are advantages and disadvantages in 
using a revetment as a BMP (Refer to Tables 8-9 and 8-10). 

                                                      
24 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology  
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Table 8-9: Advantages and Disadvantages of using Concrete Block Revetments  

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Provide open areas of 20 to 25 % to 
accommodate vegetation. 

 Are cost effective. 
 Are known to be flexible, durable, and can 

conform to minor settlement. 
 Easy maintenance once established 
 Structural voids and hardened substrate 

provide some cover and escape habitat for 
local biota. 

 Less tonnage required when compared to 
riprap. The thickness required is one-third to 
one-fifth that of riprap. 

 Require cable-tied and geotextile bonded 
systems, which are usually proprietary. 

 Can be expensive to apply in difficult 
settings. 

 Susceptible to vandalism (non-cabled 
application). 

 Design and installation guidance is marginal 
for some man-made concrete block systems. 

 May present an aesthetically unnatural 
appearance unless vegetation is planted to 
baffle visual impact. 

 

Table 8-10: Advantages and Disadvantages of using Riprap Revetments  

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Self-adjusting to minor amounts of substrate 
consolidation or movement. 

 May experience minor damage and continue 
to function adequately without further 
damage. 

 The rough surface of riprap dissipates local 
littoral cell currents and minimizes wave 
run-up more than a smooth revetment. 

 Material is readily available in many 
locations and can be less expensive than 
other structural alternatives. 

 Aquatic organisms can use the riprap as 
marginally suitable habitat. 

 Can be repaired easily by placing additional 
stone when needed.  

 If material is not local, available, and easy to 
transport to the site, costs can become 
prohibitive. 

 May present a favorable habitat environment 
for certain aquatic invasive species.  

 May not be aesthetically acceptable without 
scenic mitigation. 

 May pose a hazard to people who must 
access the revetment. 

 Can cover up a significant swath of beach. 

 
If properly designed and installed, static revetments prevent backshore erosion. 
However, static structures can contribute to the erosion of the downdrift shoreline 
by eliminating a source of sediment. Sloping rock revetments are more cost 
effective than vertical barrier walls. Some researchers suggest that structures, which 
incorporate dynamic components into their design, are preferred over most other 
methods where shorelines are eroding and the littoral cells are lacking in an 
adequate sediment supply in order to maintain a dynamic equilibrium.  

Take caution when designing a particular revetment type because not all areas can 
be effectively protected by a static revetment. The chosen revetment design may 
not prevent erosion from unanticipated heavy wave action or other geologic 
hazards. 

There are various reasons, or conditions, that may lead a concrete block revetment 
to fail. Toe scour can undermine manufactured concrete block revetments. 
Additionally, excessive settlement can lead to irregular block surfaces, which can 
expose blocks to dislodging hydraulic forces. In addition, inadequate treatment and 
attention to edges, ends, and transitions to other surfaces is often problematic. 
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Attention to detail is critical with the installation of pre-fabricated concrete blocks. 
Select experienced contractors who practice good quality control upon installation. 

Given certain conditions, riprap revetments may also fail; most commonly due to 
inadequate attention to filter layer design. Riprap revetments may also fail due to 
flanking, overtopping, and undermining of the revetment. Flanking occurs when 
adjacent, unprotected shorelines continue to recede. Flanking can be avoided by 
extending the revetment to meet an existing structure or natural rock outcropping 
or by using a return wall. A return wall is aligned perpendicular to the shoreline. 
Design the length of the return wall to exceed the expected long-term and storm-
induced recession of the adjacent backshores. 

Further, settlement of sections of the revetment due to poorly consolidated 
substrate material may lead to failure. A significant portion of a revetment’s 
strength depends on the underlying soil on which it rests for support. If wave action 
can remove that soil via any mechanism, the revetment will ultimately collapse. 
Lastly, undersized stone riprap may be displaced by large waves or currents and 
lead to overall failure of the revetment. 

8.3.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING  

Static revetments are designed primarily to protect bluffs and backshore 
development from wave action. Static revetments protect only the land 
immediately behind them and provide no protection to adjacent areas. Erosion 
may continue on adjacent shores and may be accelerated near the revetment by 
wave reflection. Shores downdrift may experience increased erosion if formerly 
supplied with material eroded from the now protected area. If a beach is to be 
retained adjacent to a revetment, additional measures, such as source nourishment, 
may be necessary. The relatively large footprint of a revetment may cover up a 
significant fraction of a narrow beach. Other revetment designs utilize a static 
revetment for retention and stabilization of backshore slopes but they are fronted 
with a dynamic component that serves to attenuate most of the wave energy 
encountered. 

A traditional static revetment is composed of two layers of large rocks or boulders 
forming a thickness of at least 2 feet, 10 to 20 feet wide, and of variable length 
along the shoreline. Thoroughly wash rock material and determine it to be 
sufficiently clean prior to importing material to the site; this will decrease the 
likelihood of increased turbidity.  

The design of static revetments involves three important features: the armor layer, 
the filter layer, and the toe protection. The armor must be stable against movement 
by the maximum design waves. The armor layer of a revetment maintains its 
position under wave shear through the weight of or interlocking between the 
individual units. Static revetment types are referred to as mildly flexible, semi-rigid, 
or rigid. Flexible armor retains its protective qualities even with severe distortion, 
such as when the underlying soil settles or scour causes the toe of the revetment to 
sink.  

Another critical component of the design for static revetments is choosing an 
appropriate filter cloth geotextile or composite geogrid to place between the rocks 
and the underlying soil. The use of an underlayer of stones between the armor layer 
and the geotextile is common except when the stone size is less than 200 pounds. 
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The underlayer should have a median weight no less than one-tenth that of the 
revetment surface armor stones. 25 

The underlying filter layer helps support the armor against settlement, allows 
groundwater drainage through the structure, and prevents the soil beneath from 
being washed through the rocks by waves or groundwater seepage. The toe 
protection prevents settlement or removal of the revetment’s lakeward edge or toe. 
Undercutting of the toe can lead to failure of the entire revetment; the toe of the 
revetment must be protected by some type of rock apron.  

Overtopping of the revetment, which usually results in backshore erosion, can be 
limited by designing the revetment height to be greater than the expected design 
storm wave run-up height, or by protecting the area above the revetment with a 
protective apron composed of smaller material. Flanking can be prevented by tying 
each end of the static revetment into adjacent shorezone protection structures or 
to competent bedrock in the existing shoreline. As the adjacent shoreline retreats, 
however, the ends may need to be extended in order to maintain contact. Planting 
of vegetation on the lake side of the revetment diminishes wave energy, creates a 
more natural appearance, and serves to strengthen the revetment.  

The steps in determining the design for a static revetment are extensive. It is 
strongly encouraged that licensed professional civil engineers with direct 
experience around designing revetments be consulted during the design phase. 

The estimate of the required armor stone size from Hudson’s equation (refer to 
Section 8.16.1.8, Riprap Sizing for more details) is sensitive to wave height. The 
proper wave height for Hudson’s equation as applied to the design of a lake shore 
revetment is the regional design’s storm maximum calculated wave height.26 

Applicable wave height statistics for all Lake Tahoe settings are not always 

available. Further, the design storm wave height, Hs, in Hudson’s equation is not 
always conservative enough and its use can lead to the under sizing of materials. A 
depth-limited wave is used as the design wave height in Hudson’s equation, the 
designer should account for any long-term erosion that may change the depths or 
slopes of the foreshore. 

Shorezone revetments are often located where the design setting is depth-limited, 
i.e., the depths are so shallow immediately offshore of the location of the revetment 
that the storm waves have broken and the largest waves are on flat offshore slopes. 
The maximum height of a broken wave can be calculated with Equation 3.1 

Hb = 0.8ds (Equation 3.1) 
 

Where:   
Hb = maximum breaking wave height 
ds = design depth at the toe of the structure 

 

                                                      
25 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol. and 
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
26 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection  
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The preceding equation does not account for the distance over which waves travel 
as they break a depth some distance offshore of the toe (i.e., one wavelength)27; 
higher design wave heights are appropriate in those cases in which offshore slopes 
are steep.  

It is important to note that Hudson’s equation has no factor-of-safety. Hudson 
established the KD values such that there was some small level of damage to the 
structure. The damage level was defined as the level where 5 percent of the rocks 
on the revetment structure armor layer face were lost. Thus, it is entirely 
appropriate for some conservatism or factor of safety to be added to the design 
process based on sound engineering judgment and regional experience. The factor 
of safety could be included through the selection of a conservative design wave 
height used (such as in Hudson’s equation) or it could be through an increase in the 
specified design median rock weight.28  

Applications of Hudson’s equation in situations with a design storm wave height of 
H = 5 feet or less have performed well. Revetments with design wave heights much 
greater than H = 5 feet require more judgment and input from a trained, 
experienced coastal engineer. Other details about the design of rubblemound 
revetments are discussed in the Coastal Engineering Manual.29  

8.3.4 INSTALLATION 

As with bulkheads and lakewalls, static revetments must be designed by a licensed 
professional civil engineer and installed by qualified professional construction 
personnel.  

8.3.5 MAINTENANCE 

Revetments must be inspected periodically for signs of scour at the top, base, or 
sides and repaired immediately. Access over or around the structure must be 
maintained in order to prevent any disturbance or displacement of armor material 
or geotextile fabric.  

                                                      
27 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol. 
28 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol. 
29 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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Figure 8-j: Static Revetment Design 
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8.4 DYNAMIC REVETMENTS 

8.4.1 OVERVIEW 

The purpose of a dynamic revetment is to prevent backshore erosion, attenuate wave 
energy, and lessen wave scour at the base of bulkheads and lake walls. This 
intermediate type of structural design represents a soft, or geomorphically oriented, 
engineering alternative while also striving to achieve a more natural aesthetic 
appearance.  

Less technical guidance is available for engineering dynamic revetments than for 
conventional riprap revetments. This soft engineering approach involves the 
construction of a gravel, cobble, or stone berm between the upper limits of the 
foreshore and backshore, in front of the property to be protected. The constructed 
cobble berm represents a transitional geomorphic engineering strategy between a 
conventional static riprap revetment made of large boulders and a sandy beach 
nourishment project. As implied by the name, dynamic revetments design 
incorporates wave shear stress and mass entrainment calculations to estimate the 
size of the material used. This structure is expected to actively deform when 
encountering the larger waves (90th percentile) without become structurally 
compromised. This contrasts with a conventional static riprap revetment, where the 
boulders are calculated and sized so that they do not move under the shear forces 
associated with the maximum design storm wave.30  

Overall, dynamic revetments are a permanent BMP that apply both source control 
and hydrologic control and are located on lakefronts. 

8.4.2 DYNAMIC REVETMENTS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

As with static revetments, there exist advantages and disadvantages when installing 
a dynamic revetment (Refer to Table 8-11). Conditions that arise from the 
disadvantages can lead to structural failure. One common reason for failure of a 
dynamic revetment is that the material is sized too small to remain dynamically stable 
under the wave climate conditions. 

Further, the revetment is likely to fail if an insufficient volume of stone is placed on 
the bank face. Another potential failure mode can occur if the stones or cobbles are 
not constrained from moving laterally along the shoreline. 

                                                      
30 Ahrens, J.P., John Wiley and Sons, Ltd, 1995, Design Considerations for Dynamic Revetments in River, Coastal and 
Shoreline Protection: Erosion Control Using Riprap and Armourstone, pp264-280 
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Table 8-11: Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Dynamic Revetments 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Stone size is smaller and is usually less 
expensive than the large armor stones used 
in a conventional riprap revetment. Smaller 
equipment is required to place smaller 
material. 

 Placement of the material does not require 
special care. As a result, the material may be 
dumped in place rather than the stones 
being individually placed, making the 
construction process much simpler. 

 The final cross-sectional shape is more 
natural looking than a typical static 
revetment. 

 The smaller stone size presents less of an 
obstruction to smaller organisms that need 
to enter or leave the shorezone. 

 The smaller material size may present less 
of a hazard to foot traffic. 

 Movement does not constitute failure  
 Dynamic revetments are more aesthetically 

acceptable. 

 If smaller material is not less expensive than 
conventional boulder riprap sizes, the greater 
uncertainty in the performance of dynamic 
revetments over conventional riprap 
revetments may serve to diminish its 
attractiveness as an alternative design. Use 
may be limited by suitable material source at 
acceptable costs (i.e., clean material of 
adequate color, size, texture, amount, and 
acceptable transportation costs). 

 Larger volumes of material are required, 
which may also increase costs beyond those 
of conventional boulder riprap.  

 May need replenishment. 
 Foot traffic and other activities may damage 

the equilibrium cross section obtained by the 
revetment. 

 
Although dynamic revetments require more material to construct than a riprap 
revetment, construction is generally less expensive than comparable hard 
engineering structures. Nonetheless, it cannot be expected that a cobble berm will 
provide the same level of shorezone protection as a conventional riprap revetment or 
lake wall.31  Therefore, dynamic revetments have more frequent maintenance 
requirements than that of static revetments. The dynamic revetment itself may 
sometimes pose a hazard to lakefront properties if the materials are sized too small 
and are then moved by the waves of a severe event up toward adjacent backshore 
structures and houses. Because of this potential, the use of dynamic revetments are 
safest if backed by a bluff or substantial sand dune, or if developments are sufficiently 
set back beyond the reach of high-energy waves. 

8.4.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

There is extensive literature of the study of natural gravel beaches. Of relevance to 
the design of dynamic revetments are those addressing cobble movement by waves, 
how the clasts are sorted by size and shape across the beach profile, and transport off 
or along the shore32, also relevant are studies of beach response, how beach profiles 
change under varying wave conditions and at times of major storms. A full review of 
this literature is beyond the scope of this chapter, so only a few critical references 
have been provided. 

When an engineered cobble berm deforms, it represents the natural adjustment to 
the modeled storm wave energies. Because of the intermediate mass and size of the 
selected material, the cross-sectional form of a dynamic revetment will be adjusted 

                                                      
31 Allan, et al., 2003, 2005, Remote Environmental Monitoring Units: An Autonomous Vehicle for Characterizing 
Coastal Environments Journal of Atmospheric and. Oceanic Technology. 22, 1797–1808. 
32 Carr A.P. (1971) Journal of Sedimentary Research; December 1971; Experiments on Longshore Transport and 
Sorting of Pebbles; Chesil Beach, England. v. 41; no. 4; p. 1084-1104;  
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by the wave shear and hydraulic forces acting on it, creating an equilibrium form 
matched to the given wave climate encountered. Some proportionally larger stones 
may be provided to protect the backshore even after the cross-sectional shape of the 
revetment has adjusted to the equilibrium form, however this decision depends on 
how dynamic the revetment to be.  

The key parameters for design of a dynamic revetment are the berm height and the 
amount and size of the material. The material size should be slightly larger than the 
native lakebed substrate present along the project area. Material that is the same size 
or smaller may be rapidly carried away from the site by incoming waves and offshore 
transport. Material that is too large may cause wave reflection scour at the toe of the 
structure, which could result in increased erosion in the foreshore. The rock should be 
of similar lithology and rounded to sub-rounded in shape. Lake Tahoe provides 
relatively hard materials that resist mechanical breakdown and can stand abrasion 
that dynamic revetments are specifically designed to achieve. 

Along with type, shape, size, and density, the wave energy environment at the source 
of lakeshore clasts (i.e., rock fragment) can be used to provide a reasonable estimate 
of the height of wave required to transport them. The stones, cobbles, or gravels that 
comprise the foreshore also experience pivoting when experiencing wave shear and 
entrainment, but modeling that effect requires an exceptional effort that requires a 
separate set of hydrodynamic and transport mechanism equations provided in the 
CEM.33 

The beach crest is a common morphological feature formed by the deposition of 
sediment carried up-slope by wave swash. The elevation to which waves can pile 
gravel is a function of the size and density of the material relative to the hydraulic 
shear forces associated with the swash velocity, wave frequency, and run-up height.  

Observed cobble sizes and berm crest cross sections on adjacent areas should always 
be measured first to estimate the approximate cross-sectional area for a proposed 
dynamic revetment. If natural dynamic berms are not present in the vicinity of the 
project, then an estimated volume can be calculated per the methodologies given by 
Ahrens34 using Equation 4.1:  

                           Vt ≥ 5Rc
2 (Equation 4.1) 

 
Where: 
Vt = the total cross sectional area of the revetment, and 
Rc = the estimated berm crest height based on a natural average 

or adjacent reference site slope (and an experienced 
engineer that has designed and overseen the construction 
of a dynamic revetment before). 

 
8.4.4 INSTALLATION  

Dynamic revetments must be designed by a licensed civil or geological engineer with 
particular expertise in shorezone engineering. These structures should also be 
installed by experienced professional construction personnel.

                                                      
33 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
34 Ahrens, J.P., John Wiley and Sons, Ltd., 1995, Design Considerations for Dynamic Revetments in River, Coastal and 
Shoreline Protection: Erosion Control Using Riprap and Armourstone. pp264-280 

Wave-competence equations 
are simplified linear 
approximations of a complex 
non-linear physical process; 
hence, interpretations of the 
results should be tempered 
with real experience. At best 
they may help approximate 
wave forcing based on size of 
material transported and 
should be coupled with other 
information gained from the 
project area stratigraphy. (e.g., 
clast imbrications and the 
grading and morphology of 
foreshore and backshore 
deposits). 
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8.4.5 MAINTENANCE  

Dynamic revetments must be inspected annually for signs of scour or loss of material 
at the top, base, or sides and replenished immediately with the properly sized, 
colored, and textured material. 

Figure 8-k: Dynamic Revetment Design 
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Figure 8-l: Potential Modes of Failure for a Dynamic Revetment  
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8.5 BEACH NOURISHMENT AND REPLENISHMENT 

8.5.1 OVERVIEW  

Beach nourishment and replenishment is the artificial placement of natural material 
in the shorezone to protect the backshore and upland from wave action. The 
replenishing material is normally brought from sources outside of an eroding 
system to address the problem of a sediment deficit. If sediment from the proposed 
project site is deemed uncontaminated, it can be used as a replenishment material. 
Sand, gravel, and cobble are the typical materials used to nourish beaches. Beach 
nourishment can consist of the placement of a berm directly on the shore or of a 
feeder beach designed as a source of sediment for downdrift areas. 

Both beach nourishment and replenishment serve to bolster the buffer absorbing 
wave energy to protect the backshore or to provide additional recreational space 
by extending the beach area or restoring it to previous dimensions. Beach 
nourishment can be used in conjunction with other shorezone protective 
structures to help minimize their negative effects (e.g., bulkheads, lake walls, and 
anchored breakwaters). 

Beach replenishment differs from nourishment in the type of material placed on the 
beach. Replenishment involves a direct replacement of the material lost with 
similarly sized material (e.g., sand replenished with sand). Nourishment involves 
addition of material that may be the same size, but is preferably larger and of 
greater density than the native material so that it stays in place for longer durations 
between nourishment cycles (e.g., gravel beach nourished with small cobble). 

Beach nourishment is applicable to beaches, sometimes revetments, and other 
static protective structures experiencing erosion and undermining. There are also 
several aspects of a beach nourishment project that specifically address the future 
integrity of the foreshore beach or backshore terrace. These include periodic re-
nourishment, advance nourishment, and emergency bank repair and maintenance.  

8.5.2 BEACH NOURISHMENT AND REPLENISHMENT: ADVANTAGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES 

Beach nourishment projects generally have a comparatively low initial cost, but 
maintenance and periodic re-nourishment increases the overall costs beyond the 
original capital outlay. Beach nourishment can be a cost effective and aesthetically 
pleasing method of protecting the shoreline but its on-going success is contingent 
upon monitoring and response management.  

The placement of beach fill material usually impacts the biology of the area that is 
directly involved in the project. Biological impacts may also be created in adjacent 
areas from the turbidity created by the filling process. Monitoring turbidity in the 
foreshore and nearshore of the project area will be necessary to assess the impact 
of the placement of the replenishing beach fill material on the local biota and 
flora.35 

                                                      
35 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
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Overall, there are various advantages and disadvantages to beach nourishment and 
replenishment (Refer to Table 8-12). 

Table 8-12: Overview of the Advantages and Disadvantages in using Beach 
Nourishment and Replenishment as a BMP 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Protects an eroding foreshore and provides 
increased protection to the backshore.  

 Can be used to restore an eroded beach to 
its prior dimensions.  

 Can provide a potential sediment sink for 
clean dredged material.  

 Designed to maintain or restore the 
dynamic equilibrium of a beach.  

 Often preferred to structural barriers that 
create artificial boundary conditions and 
generate unwanted consequences.  

 Potentially provides a new supply of 
material to littoral transport system and 
downdrift beaches.  

 Potentially assists in maintaining fish habitat 
or spawning gravel sites.  

 Helps re-supply the natural geomorphic 
protection against storms by absorbing and 
dissipating the energy of breaking waves. 

 Can provide additional recreational space by 
extending the beach area.  

 Increased sediment loads could deposit 
around marina inlets or stream mouths 
downdrift of beach nourishment projects.  

 May increase turbidity if the materials are not 
washed free of silts, clays, hydrocarbons, and 
noxious invasive seeds, prior to placement in 
the shorezone. 

 May increase environmental degradation if 
not completely free of hydrocarbons, other 
toxics, and invasive non-native species. 

 May require frequent re-application 
(replenishment maintenance) if erosion rates 
are higher than predicted.  

 May cause perturbation to the local vicinity 
or larger lake shore system if not properly 
designed and planned through programmatic 
coordination. 

 
8.5.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

The beach nourishment project functions as an intentionally eroding buffer zone, 
modeled and designed to provide sufficient material to stabilize the dynamic 
adjustments of the beach. A nourishment project usually involves widening the 
beach (i.e., translating it lake ward) to create a wider buffer for dissipating storm 
wave energy. The amount of additional width is determined based on the desired 
level of storm protection, the persistent long-term erosional trends that 
characterize the project area, and the target re-nourishment interval (maintenance 
lifecycle).  

Answer the following design questions regarding project setting at the beginning 
of the design process:  

 In what type of littoral system, or littoral cell, will the project be constructed?  

 What is the extent of the littoral cell, and where within the cell is the project 
located?  

 What are the important nearshore processes that characterize the littoral cell 
and the project site? 

 How threatened are commercial and private structures and infrastructure such 
as roads and utilities by storm waves and water level fluctuation?  
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 Are there structures that protrude beyond the predominant shoreline position? 
If so, it may be difficult and not cost-effective to provide a lasting beach by 
maintaining the design width in front of those structures. Attempting to do so 
may result in persistent areas of erosion that could subject the project to 
frequent maintenance, loss of protective function, and potentially poor public 
perception. 

The design berm width is determined through an iterative process that evaluates 
economic benefits as a function of width. Because the beach nourishment berm 
will be subject to erosion, it has an inherent risk of not being able to protect the 
backshore during a sustained severe storm. As the berm is eroded by storm waves, 
the material is usually deposited offshore where it will continue to dissipate wave 
energy.36  

If the project is built primarily for recreational purposes, the design goal may be to 
maximize retention of fill volume within the limits of the project reach. This design 
objective may dictate whether or not fill transitions are used at all, and if so, how 
they should be designed. Usually, areas being considered for a beach nourishment 
project have experienced problematic erosion for some time. Sometimes there is a 
record of previous studies and perhaps a record of past engineering activities at the 
site.37  

Beach nourishment projects usually involve placement of a berm along a finite 
length of shoreline. Sometimes, beach nourishment projects include the creation of 
a feeder beach, in which fill material is introduced at the updrift end of the area 
intended to receive the fill. Offshore and longshore littoral transport then 
distributes the material to the rest of the project area. Feeder beaches work best in 
those areas that serve as a source of littoral material for downdrift beaches that are 
presently experiencing a deficit in the supply of littoral material, where the net 
transport direction is predictable, and where the net transport rate is robust.38  

The rate at which the new fill erodes depends on the coarseness of the fill relative 
to the native beach material. Ideally, the grain size of the fill material should be 
slightly larger and of slightly greater density than the native beach materials. 
Generally, fill material that is coarser and denser than the native material will erode 
more slowly than the native material would; whereas finer fill will probably erode 
more quickly. The material used in artificial beach nourishment may be obtained 
from dredging of offshore sediments if clean and free of fine sediments and 
requires no overland hauling by trucks. Regardless of the source, regional 
ordinance requires that the material be clean, nonorganic, chemically, and 
biologically inert material similar to the native lithology. Fill materials must meet 
the following conditions: 

Generally, the coarser the material, the steeper the beach slope will be. The 
addition of slightly coarser material will produce a somewhat steeper beach profile 
in the foreshore and the new beach will converge on the old beach beneath the 
surface, preferably just beyond the depth of maximum wave action. In addition, if 
fill is placed over a shorter length of shoreline, it may create a projection that is 
subjected to increased wave action. Thus, it is preferable to make the transition to 
the existing shoreline over a longer distance if possible.  

                                                      
36 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
37 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
38 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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As stated, the elevation of the constructed berm must be at or higher than any 
natural berm analog. The finished grade of the fill should match the existing profile 
and slope based on the premise that the beach to be nourished was in an 
approximate equilibrium with the local wave climate. In principle, this refers to or 
means from the top of the unconsolidated beach (or the run-up elevation if backed 
by dunes) down to the depth of closure (i.e. the effective limiting depth of wave 
effects on the lakebed profile). 

One estimate of the closure depth hc given by Birkemeier39 (Equation 5.1), is: 

ec Hh 57.1=  (Equation 5.1) 
 

Where:   
he is defined as the nearshore storm-wave height that is exceeded for 
only 12 hours per year. 

 
The artificially constructed berm will continue to change and adjust, particularly 
after the first storm season, and the new beach will eventually assume a similar 
shape to the original beach.40  

Grain size characteristics are quantified by conducting a sieve analyses of samples 
collected from throughout the project area. Samples should be spatially sampled 
throughout the foreshore between legal high and low water lines and up into the 
backshore. The desirable physical properties of beach-fill material are mechanical 
strength, resistance to abrasion and chemical stability. In most Lake Tahoe settings, 
sand-sized sediment is predominantly composed of quartz particles with lesser 
amounts of other minerals such as feldspar. Quartz has good mechanical strength, 
resistance to abrasion and is chemically stable. 

Note that materials that are not deemed compatible according to the preceding 
guidelines may still be suitable. Borrow material that is coarser than the native 
material will produce a beach which is at least as stable as a fill comprised of native 
material.  

Beach nourishment project design should consider the following existing 
conditions and data: 

 Delineation of the littoral cell within which the proposed project will take place.  

 Description of existing littoral drift. At a minimum, include the direction of the 
littoral drift and a delineation of any sensitive environments, including stream 
mouths, marinas, boat launches, etc., within the littoral cell.  

 Existing beach sediment grain size distribution for surface and subsurface 
materials. At a minimum, provide the full gradation curve at the maximum, 
mean, and minimum water level. Detail the specific median grain size and fines 
content and if possible, conduct an examination of the deeper sediments if there 
is a thin armor layer present. 

                                                      
39 Birkemeier, W.A., 1985, Journal of Waterway, Port, Coastal, and Ocean Engineering 111, Field Data on Seaward 
Limit of Profile Change, pp. 1507-1521 
40 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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 Existing and (if available) historical beach profiles. Include the existing beach 
berm elevation. If the site has eroded such that no berm can be identified, then 
go to the closest location that does have an identifiable berm (that does not 
have a significantly different aspect) and use that value. 

 Estimates of historical erosion rates.  

 Typical wave conditions – calculate wind-waves based on extreme wind 
conditions and typical conditions.  

 After the above considerations, the design should show the following: 

 The median grain size should generally be within a factor of two of the existing 
median grain size, and preferably larger rather than smaller. The following 
considerations must also be followed when selecting and preparing 
nourishment material. 

 The material must be washed to remove grain coating of fine particles. 

 The material must be free of fines that pass the #200 (75 um) sieve. 

 The material must closely match the particle size distribution (PSD) of the 

existing beach sand, or be slightly coarser but not finer. 

 The material closely matches the mineralogy and grain roundness (round to 

subangular) of the existing beach sand, to the extent possible. 

 The material matches the local color of native materials. 

 Design berm elevation. Generally similar to the beach berm elevation. 

 Match berm materials with the color of local materials. Ensure that the color of 
materials is compatible with the surroundings. Select colors from the Munsell® 
colors set forth in Appendix G, TRPA Approved Range of Earthtone Colors, of the 
TRPA Design Review Guidelines.  

 Design construction template and volumes. Note: construct subaerially to 
minimize nearshore impacts. 

 Analysis of the anticipated sediment transport direction and effects on 
downdrift properties or sensitive areas. 

 Anticipated post-construction template, after the immediate construction 
template has been re-worked to a more natural profile.  

Evaluate the post-construction beach profile based on an equilibrium profile 
concept. The project proponent may use any equilibrium profile concept that is 
generally accepted and that reasonably matches the existing conditions. A simple 
equilibrium profile is that given in CEM III-3-14 (Equation 5.2): 

                              h = A y2/3 (Equation 5.2) 
 

Where: 
h = is the depth of the lake bed below the high water level at 

a distance 
y = from the legal high water level contour (i.e. 6,229.1’) 
A = is a parameter depending on the median sediment grain 

size as shown below (Table 8-13 provides estimates for A 
values) 
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Table 8-13: Summary of Recommended A Values (USACE) 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED A VALUES (UNITS OF A PARAMETER ARE M1/3)  

D(mm) 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 
0.1 0.063 0.0672 0.0714 0.0756 0.0798 0.084 0.0872 0.0904 0.0936 0.0968 
0.2 0.100 0.103 0.106 0.109 0.112 0.115 0.117 0.119 0.121 0.123 
0.3 0.125 0.127 0.129 0.131 0.133 0.135 0.137 0.139 0.141 0.143 
0.4 0.145 0.1466 0.1482 0.1498 0.1514 0.153 0.1546 0.1562 0.1578 0.1594 
0.5 0.161 0.1622 0.1634 0.1646 0.1658 0.167 0.1682 0.1694 0.1706 0.1718 
0.6 0.173 0.1742 0.1754 0.1766 0.1778 0.179 0.1802 0.1814 0.1826 0.1838 
0.7 0.185 0.1859 0.1868 0.1877 0.1886 0.1895 0.1904 0.1913 0.1922 0.1931 
0.8 0.194 0.1948 0.1956 0.1964 0.1972 0.198 0.1988 0.1996 0.2004 0.2012 
0.9 0.202 0.2028 0.2036 0.2044 0.2052 0.206 0.2068 0.2076 0.2084 0.2092 
1.0 0.210 0.2108 0.2116 0.2124 0.2132 0.2140 0.2148 0.2156 0.2164 0.2172 
NOTES: 
(1) The A values above, some to four decimal, are not intended to suggest that they are known to that accuracy, but rather are 
presented for consistency and sensitivity tests of the effects of variation in grain size.  

(2) As an example of use of the values in the table, the A value for a median sand size of 0.24 mm is: A = 0.112m1/3
 – To convert A 

values to feet1/3 units, multiple by (3.28)1/3 = 1.49.  

 
Provide plans for re-nourishment and the rationale for those plans. These may 
include a proposed re-nourishment frequency or simply threshold conditions 
under which the re-nourishment would be proposed. For larger nourishment 
projects, estimation of typical and extreme wave conditions and sediment 
transport modeling may be appropriate. 

8.5.4 INSTALLATION 

When installing a beach nourishment or replacement project, subaerial placement 
by conventional construction equipment is normally acceptable. Include in the 
design plan all standard BMPs for the anticipated construction equipment (e.g. spill 
response, preventing sediment from entering the water, etc.). To ensure water 
quality, monitoring for turbidity during construction is recommended. 

8.5.5 MAINTENANCE 

A physical monitoring plan for a beach nourishment project consists of four major 
components: beach profile surveys, beach sediment sampling, aerial shoreline 
photography, and wave and water surface level measurements. These four 
components provide information required to document the physical response and 
condition of a beach nourishment project. During this phase, data are gathered to 
confirm that the project design is performing as expected and to identify potential 
design problems such as erosion areas, unexpected project impacts, or inadequate 
design volumes and cross-section dimensions. If problems are identified, the 
monitoring data provides information for developing solutions and improving 
project performance based on an understanding of the physical processes. The 
second phase of the plan employs an operational level of monitoring to annually 
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assess the condition of the project. This phase of monitoring also provides 
information for assessing longer-term aspects of project performance.41  

The maintenance of beach fill depends on its coarseness and on how quickly it 
erodes. Thus, periodic addition of fill material will likely be required as erosion 
continues. There are several time scales of importance with regard to wave climate 
that must be known. The design life of a beach nourishment project is usually 10 
years or more and periodic re-nourishment is typically done every 3 to 5 years.42  

Periodic re-nourishment can begin immediately after construction; fill material will 
be lost from the project due to lateral spreading from the time of deposition. 
Periodic re-nourishment will be required to maintain the desired beach cross 
section, especially just after construction. It should be recognized by the designer 
that year-to-year loss rates could deviate from the long-term average erosion rates. 
In addition to end effects at transitional areas, losses can be significantly influenced 
by the occurrence of major storms. Annual losses will vary from year to year 
depending on storm severity and frequency. Therefore, while an average re-
nourishment interval and quantity can be estimated, the actual required interval 
and quantity will vary depending on the wave climate conditions that occur. 
Ideally, the need for re-nourishment will be determined by monitoring the 
performance of the fill in obtaining the desired equilibrium profile. 

 

                                                      
41 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
42 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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Figure 8-m: Beach Re-Nourishment Design 
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8.6 JETTIES 

8.6.1 OVERVIEW  

In Lake Tahoe, jetties primarily protect marina channel entrances from clogging 
with excessive sediment due to offshore and longshore transport and deposition.  

A jetty is a backshore-connected structure, generally built perpendicular to the 
shoreline, extending into a body of water to direct and confine a stream or flow 
through a selected channel in order to prevent or reduce the shoaling or 
sedimentation of that channel.  

Jetties are most often designed as paired structures installed on either side of an 
entrance to stabilize the width and depth of the navigation channel by raising flow 
velocities and providing adequate sediment flushing. They are used to control the 
movement of sand migrating from offshore, along the adjacent beaches, and into 
the channel where it interferes with navigation.  

The impoundment of sand at the updrift side of the jetty can create significant 
maintenance dredging requirements. When in place for a long time, a jetty can 
cause an updrift depositional plume to form which could extend far updrift of the 
structure and outward toward the tip of the jetty.  

Although jetties have a different function than breakwaters, jetty structural design 
is similar to a breakwater in that most jetties are built as boulder riprap structures. 
Jetties can be built from a variety of materials but the few that exist in Lake Tahoe 
are constructed from native field and quarry stone. Jetties in Lake Tahoe are found 
associated with the anchored breakwaters that protect small private residential 
moorings. Jetties can also act as breakwaters, protecting the landward mooring 
from wave action.  

Fixed impermeable jetties are not permitted in locations where beach erosion or 
loss of sediment from the shorezone is likely to occur. Jetties must be designed to 
be permeable, allowing free circulation of water and sediment around the 
structure. The TRPA Code of Ordinances requires that new public or private jetties 
shall be permitted only if part of a marina project or boat ramp. In addition, private 
jetties shall not be permitted for expansion but may be repaired or modified to 
improve function and environmental benefit. 

Overall, jetties are a permanent BMP that apply source and hydrologic control for 
stormwater. 

8.6.2 JETTIES: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

As with previously discussed BMPs, there are advantages and disadvantages in 
using jetties for shorezone protection (Refer to Table 8-14). 
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Table 8-14: Advantages and Disadvantages of Jetties as Shorezone Protection 
BMP 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Dissipate the energy of approaching waves 
and reduce their ability to shoal the 
entrance to the channel.  

 Provide and maintain deep-water entrances 
to marinas that help preserve boat 
navigation.  

 Allow a more even deposition of littoral 
sediments along the foreshore and 
nearshore for permeable jetties when 
compared to impermeable jetties.  

 Scour a deeper channel and in doing so, may 
disrupt littoral drift and depositional patterns.  

 Reduce the ability of waves to entrain and 
transport sediment.  

 Often cause the accumulation of sediment 
behind and around the structure. 

 May deprive downdrift beaches of their 
normal sand supply and result in beach 
erosion. 

 Can create scenic impacts 
 Can cause navigational hazards. 

 
8.6.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

Determine the spacing between paired jetties with consideration of hydraulic 
processes, wave protection requisites, and safe navigation requirements. By design, 
jetties modify the natural sediment regime in a designated place in the littoral 
zone. In the past, they have been most commonly used in conjunction with marina 
development. These fixed jetties were designed to flush and trap sediment that 
clogs marina inlets. However, they also produce some undesirable results, mainly 
accelerated sedimentation and beach erosion in adjacent downdrift areas. Jetties 
are not appropriate where cross- or offshore movement is the dominant means of 
sediment transport. The inclusion of beach nourishment as a maintenance measure 
can mitigate the negative impacts of jetties over time.  

The downdrift beach starvation caused by jetties can be mitigated by providing 
sand bypasses in the structures. Pumps placed on the updrift side can pass the sand 
in pipelines under the marina entrance. While this may be a costly alternative, it 
may be more environmentally acceptable than continued maintenance dredging.  

A typical jetty in Lake Tahoe will be constructed of boulders. A jetty is usually 
oriented perpendicular to the shoreline. Jetties that are designed low relative to the 
existing beach profile do not trap as much sediment as higher jetties. However, 
they are less effective in reducing sedimentation in the channel. Higher jetties can 
effectively block the sediment supply to downdrift beaches, resulting in erosion of 
these adjacent areas. 

Due to the complexity and site-specific requirements, jetties must be designed by 
licensed professional civil engineers who regularly design in-water structures of this 
type. The design must demonstrate the following: 

 Design should not adversely affect erosion or deposition at the intersection of 
the jetty and shore land. 

 Jetties must extend sufficiently landward to prevent their detachment from 
shore if severe backshore erosion or failure occurs. 

 If the jetty is enclosing a marina or similar protected area, the designer must 
demonstrate that there will be no adverse effects on water quality and 
circulation. 
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 The jetty must be structurally stable enough to resist wave action and the scour 
hydraulics caused by incoming waves. 

8.6.4 INSTALLATION 

Due to the complexity and site-specific requirements, jetties must be designed by 
licensed engineers who regularly design in-water structures of this type and 
installed by qualified professional construction personnel.  

8.6.5 MAINTENANCE 

Inspect jetties periodically for signs of excessive scour.  Repair when observed as 
needed. If the flushing rates of the jetty area associated with a commercial marina 
are too slow to provide adequate scour and removal of contaminants then toxic 
concentrations may accumulate in the deposited sediments. In addition, 
fluctuations in water quality parameters, such as turbidity and dissolved organics 
may be induced by construction, frequent boating and the altered hydraulic and 
circulation patterns. TRPA or State regulatory agencies may require ongoing 
monitoring of water quality.  
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8.7 BREAKWATERS 

8.7.1 OVERVIEW  

Breakwaters are wave energy barriers aligned parallel or oblique to the shoreline. 
They are designed to protect the land and foreshore waters behind them by 
dissipating the energy of approaching waves. They also serve to shelter boat 
moorings, marinas, and designated contact recreational areas. Breakwaters have 
been used mainly for mooring and navigational protection; this is in part because 
of the higher cost of these offshore structures as compared to onshore structures 
(e.g., bulkheads and lake walls).  

Nearshore breakwaters are usually designed to be detached and positioned parallel 
to shore. However, in Lake Tahoe, breakwaters are more commonly anchored in the 
backshore. Breakwaters are designed to attenuate the amount of wave energy 
reaching a foreshore and backshore area by interrupting the water’s physical 
oscillation. They are similar in their hydraulic effect to natural bars or reefs in that 
they dissipate wave energy as it approaches. This reduction in wave energy slows 
the littoral drift, produces sediment deposition and often results in a salient 
deposition zone or feature in the sheltered area behind the structure. Some 
offshore and longshore sediment transport may continue behind a detached 
nearshore breakwater. On the other hand, the anchored backshore breakwater is 
positioned as a deflector and behaves more like a groin in that it often captures 
sediment behind it in the foreshore. 

Breakwaters are commonly applicable to marinas or commercial pier areas where 
calm waters are desired to aid in safe navigation and mooring. They can also be 
constructed to protect a beach to provide for a safe recreational swimming area. 

Overall, breakwaters are a permanent BMP that provide hydrologic control for 
stormwater.  

8.7.2 BREAKWATERS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

Table 8-15 lists some of the common advantages and disadvantages encountered 
when installing breakwaters as a shorezone protection BMP. 
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Table 8-15: Advantages and Disadvantages of Breakwaters as a BMP 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Help dissipate wave energy and reduce 
erosion of the foreshore.  

 Can encourage the deposition of a wider 
beach for accommodating contact 
recreation like swimming 

 Provides calm waters desirable for boat 
mooring or marina activities. 
 

 Provides wave protection to backshore 
wetlands and SEZs. 

 Can augment restoration by increasing the 
life cycle (longevity) of a beach nourishment 
project. 

 Can provide protection to backshore 
properties and development from severe 
wave climates and the associated storm 
damage. 

 May disrupt the natural pattern of offshore 
and longshore littoral drift, potentially 
depriving downdrift beaches of their normal 
sediment supply.  

 May reduce the ability of waves to transport 
sediment 

 May accumulate sediment behind the 
structure. 

 Increase in costs as water depth and wave 
climate intensity increase. 

 May degrade scenic quality. 
 May inhibit navigation.  

 
Breakwaters can be very effective in dissipating the energy of approaching waves. 
The commonly used backshore anchored breakwaters of Lake Tahoe do 
significantly affect the natural pattern of littoral drift and deposition; as a result, 
their effectiveness must be balanced with the ongoing periodic costs associated 
with their maintenance dredging requirements. 

8.7.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

In contrast to bulkheads, lake walls, and static revetments, breakwaters are installed 
in the waters of the foreshore and nearshore rather than directly in the backshore. 
They dissipate the energy of approaching waves and form a low hydraulic energy 
zone on their landward side. Any decrease in wave height reduces the ability of 
waves to entrain and transport sediment. Sand moving off and along the shore will 
be deposited, accumulate, and be temporarily banked behind the structure. As a 
result, downdrift beaches are usually deprived of their normal sediment supply and 
may suffer increased erosion. 

Permanent breakwaters can be fixed to the substrate or floating; they can be solid 
or permeable. Floating breakwaters in Lake Tahoe are considered temporary 
structures designed to provide backshore construction operations protection 
during barge based activities. Floating breakwaters may be particularly 
advantageous where offshore slopes are steep and water depths caused fixed 
breakwaters to be undesirable and too expensive. Fixed breakwaters are most 
economical when the slope is gentle and the high water level at the proposed site 
is less than about 4 feet deep.43  

Similar to jetties, breakwaters must be designed by licensed professional civil 
engineers who regularly design in-water structures of this type. The design must 
demonstrate the following: 

                                                      
43 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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 Design should not adversely affect erosion or deposition in the lee of the 
breakwater or in the downdrift areas. 

 The breakwater must be structurally stable enough to resist wave action and the 
scour hydraulics caused by incoming waves. 

The procedure for determining armor stone size required for repair of an existing 
rock is included in Section 8.16.1.8 Riprap Sizing, using KD in place of KRR. For 
breaking waves, KD = 2.1 for smooth, rounded stones and 3.5 for rough, angular 
stones (CEM VI-5-67); for non-breaking waves KD = 2.4 for smooth, rounded stones 
and 4.0 for rough, angular stones (CEM VI-5-67).  

8.7.4 INSTALLATION 

Fixed or floating breakwaters must be designed by licensed professional civil 
engineers who regularly design in-water structures of this type. These engineering 
fixtures should also be installed by qualified professional construction personnel. 

8.7.5 MAINTENANCE 

Even if properly installed according to industry standard design criteria, fixed, 
porous breakwaters will still require periodic maintenance especially if the 
foreshore deposition becomes a nuisance to navigation or recreation. Undermining 
of fixed structures can occur and loss of material during storms is not uncommon. 
Floating breakwaters only have rare precedent in Lake Tahoe as temporary 
structures installed to protect construction barges operating in the backshore. 44  

                                                      
44 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
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Figure 8-n: Fixed Breakwater Design  
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8.8 SHOREZONE VEGETATION 

8.8.1 OVERVIEW  

The vegetation of the shorezone provides important ecological, geomorphic, and 
aesthetic benefits. Shorezone vegetation provides sediment control by increasing 
soil stability through root architecture (i.e., root area ratio), interception of 
precipitation and the contribution of organic matter to surrounding soils. Healthy 
vegetation in the backshore contributes other benefits such as attenuating 
pollution by slowing runoff and increasing upland infiltration, providing enhanced 
wildlife and fish habitat, encouraging temperature regulation through shade, and 
cycling nutrients and organic material between the aquatic, riparian, and terrestrial 
systems.  

Protect shorezone vegetation from damage and injury during construction to the 
maximum extent practical (MEP). If vegetation must be disturbed to allow 
construction of other BMPs, revegetate those disturbed areas with approved 
species from the TRPA approved species list in Chapter 5 of this BMP Handbook. In 
addition, other shorezone BMPs must incorporate vegetation into their 
construction to the MEP (e.g., revetments and bulkheads). 

Species selection, cultural practices, planting density, and design specifications 
depend on site conditions, including soil type, slope, aspect, microclimate, and 
propensity for human disturbance. 

Overall, shorezone vegetation is a permanent BMP, which provides both a source 
control and hydrologic control for stormwater. 

8.8.2 SHOREZONE VEGETATION: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

As with all BMPs, shorezone vegetation has advantages and disadvantages when 
installed as a shorezone protection BMP (Refer to Table 8-16). Certain conditions 
exist that may lead to failure of the BMP. One example occurs when the vegetation 
has no protection during planting and establishment stage. Further, improper plant 
selection, handling, planting technique, or positioning may ultimately lead to 
failure of shorezone vegetation. Additionally, poor-quality soil or substrate will 
provide inadequate support necessary to sustain plant growth. Regardless of 
existing conditions, a lack of regular monitoring and follow-up maintenance may 
lead to failure of shorezone vegetation. 

The protection of trees and other vegetation can be very effective in minimizing 
damage or injury during construction activities. The key to the effectiveness 
depends on the skill and cooperation of the equipment operators and the location 
of the protective fencing and measures. Rope or flagging does not provide an 
obvious physical barrier to equipment operators and is prohibited for use in 
vegetation protection. Protection of trees and other vegetation can save the 
expense of replacement. 
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Table 8-16: Advantages and Disadvantages of Shorezone Vegetation BMPs  

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Complement, or become an element of the 
backshore and/or SEZ. 

 Provide more appealing vistas for humans 
and more attractive habitat for wildlife. 

 May become self-sustaining, once properly 
established. 

 Strengthens the structure and stability of 
soils. 

 Can add floristic variety and diversity to the 
existing or original plantings. 

 Provides corridors and refugia that support 
movement of organisms through the 
backshore. 

 Creates or enhances additional wildlife 
habitat.  

 Provides scenic improvements and 
screening of structures. 

 Takes a minimum of 1-3 years to establish. 
 Often requires mechanical soil stabilization 

measures to protect the initial investment. 
 Success is most assured in moderate 

erosional settings. 
 Requires regular monitoring and 

maintenance. 
 May create obstructions that must be 

accommodated during construction, 
increasing costs. 

 Requires additional planning and 
communication with contractors and 
inspectors. 

 
8.8.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

Retain and protect shorezone vegetation wherever possible. Saving desirable trees, 
shrubs, forbs, and grasses can provide a combination of erosion control, aesthetic 
value, shade, screening, wildlife habitat, and windbreak protection that will be 
desirable after construction. When planning development of a site, try to site 
structures between vegetation patches and avoid the area within the dripline or 
root perimeter of the trees. Avoid unnecessary grubbing and clearing of vegetation 
and avoid disturbing vegetation on steep slopes and other sensitive areas. Use 
construction boundary fencing and careful traffic control at the construction site. 
Trees need to be protected from mechanical damage to the trunks, compaction of 
the soil in the root zone, and grade changes that raise or lower the ground at the 
base of the trunk near the root collar. Criteria useful in determining which 
vegetation to save includes: location, species, size, age, vigor, aesthetic value, wind 
firmness, and growing space needed.  

8.8.4 INSTALLATION 

To protect vegetation against mechanical injury and soil compaction around their 
root zone, install temporary fencing or other barriers around vegetation patches 
and along the driplines of trees. In the Lake Tahoe Region, the tree dripline is 
determined by calculating the diameter of the tree in inches and converting that 
number into feet measured from the base of the trunk extending outward to form a 
protective perimeter. If properly installed, snow fencing is adequate in protecting 
trees that are close to driveways or within building sites. Never nail boards, wire, or 
rope to a tree. Instead, wrap protective wood staves around the bole and trunk of a 
tree that is close to frequent mechanical activity. Never place fill material next to 
the trunk of a tree designated to be retained or over shrubs, forbs, grasses and low 
growing vegetation. Protecting a tree from a lowered grade can be achieved by 
terracing the grade and retaining the soil with structural walls. Protect trees and 
other vegetation outside of the clearing and grading limits with boundary fencing, 
but they do not necessarily need individual protection. 
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8.8.5 MAINTENANCE 

The protective fences must be checked daily to confirm that they are in place, 
especially during clearing and grading operations. Repair, replace, or reflag any 
areas which are not obvious to construction crews. Protected areas noted on plans 
are not enough; the areas must be clearly marked to be visible by all construction 
site personnel. Periodically communicate with the construction site manager and 
crew to confirm an understanding as to the control measures that must be 
maintained during construction activities. 
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8.9 DREDGING 

8.9.1 OVERVIEW 

Dredging consists of an excavation operation carried out at least partly underwater, 
most often in shallow water areas with the purpose of gathering up bottom 
sediments and disposing of them at a different location. Dredging is defined in the 
Lake Tahoe Region as removing or rearranging earthen materials which are 
lakeward of the legal high water line (elevation equal to 6,229.1 feet). Dredging is 
generally prohibited by TRPA, with the exception of maintenance dredging. 
Maintenance dredging is the excavation of areas that have been previously 
dredged to maintain authorized lake bottom elevations for boat navigation. 
Maintenance dredging may be permitted in order to continue an existing use, 
especially if required for navigational safety. 

Although quite rare, new dredging may be allowed for water intakes in Lake Tahoe 
provided additional findings can be made regarding the need and potential 
impacts. New dredging will lead to future maintenance dredging, thereby 
potentially increasing impacts to water quality in the long-term.  

The re-suspension of sediments during dredging operations raises concerns for 
water quality. The CEM stresses careful selection of equipment combined with care 
in operation to reduce potential impacts to water quality from dredging.45 General 
guidance for dredging, recommendations for mitigation measures, dredging 
methodology, and a description of environmental controls can be found in Impacts 
of Marina Dredging on Lake Tahoe Water Quality.46 

Due to the potential environmental impacts, a number of federal, state and local 
regulations exist for dredging projects. These regulations lead to restrictions on the 
types of dredging allowed and the biological and water quality monitoring 
required.  

The Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board (LRWQCB) adopted strict 
standards with the objective of minimizing short- and long-term water quality 
impacts from dredging operations in the portion of Lake Tahoe under the 
jurisdiction of the State of California. The Nevada Division of Environmental 
Protection (NDEP) has adopted similar standards. In addition, TRPA has adopted 
specific ordinances regulating dredging operations in Lake Tahoe. The intent of the 
ordinances is to prevent excess turbidity and the spread of surplus nutrients in the 
lake. Project proponents may determine applicable regulations for their project 
through consultation with the Interagency Shorezone Coordination Group, a 
collaboration of agencies with jurisdiction in the Lake Tahoe Shorezone. 

Overall, dredging can be either a permanent or a temporary BMP that provides 
both source and hydrologic control for water quality. 

                                                      
45 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
46 Tahoe Research Group, Goldman, C.R., Reuter, John E., Hackley, Scott H., 1996, Final Report, Impacts of 
Marina Dredging on Lake Tahoe Water Quality 
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8.9.2 DREDGING: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

The general advantages and disadvantages in using dredging as a shorezone 
protection BMP are as follows: 

Table 8-17: Advantages and Disadvantages of Dredging 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Can be conducted with standardized 
pollution controls, i.e., institutionalized 
operational measures and containment 
BMPs. 

 Allows the navigation of boats and vessels 
through commercial channels. 

 Can be used to meet desired sediment 
Cleanup Levels (CULs) and/or achieve 
Remediation Goals (RGs) in nearshore 
restoration and remediation efforts. 

 Dredge spoils may be used for beach 
replenishment projects provided it has been 
tested (mandatory) for fine sediment 
content, hydrocarbons, and Aquatic Invasive 
Species (AIS) and approved by regulatory 
agencies.  

 Failure of turbidity curtains and booms may 
result in water quality degradation.  

 Fine particulates and organic compounds can 
be re-suspended and discharged during 
future operations and weather events. 

 Necessary when replacing or repairing 
shorezone protective structures. These 
settings are difficult to control and contain 
for turbidity.  

 Disturbs the lake bottom, including smaller 
life forms.  

 Improper placement of excavated material 
can impact temporary holding areas. 

 Requires disposal at appropriate receiving 
facility. 

 Removing dredging material from the lake 
and exporting it out of the basin is costly.  

 May have a difficult time meeting federal, 
state and regional water quality standards  

 Can further the spread of Aquatic Invasive 
Species (AIS), if present, unless the species 
are removed part of an AIS management 
plan for the project. 

 
8.9.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

Dredging generally occurs in five phases: 1) excavation, 2) lifting, 3) placement, 4) 
transportation, and 5) disposal. Due to the enhanced regulatory nature of dredging, 
management protocols for all stages of the practice must be carefully evaluated 
and chosen. When considering implementing dredging as a shorezone protection 
BMP, institutional management practices, the management of the spoils, 
construction timing, water quality monitoring, and biological monitoring must be 
considered and planned for. Institutional Management Practices are part of the 
facility’s established maintenance protocols and can provide guidance for 
operation under difficult circumstances such as seiche, large wave effects, and high 
river discharge.47  

There are various types of dredges. The selection of a specific type of dredge will be 
specific to each project’s needs and goals. First, mechanical dredges have a longer 
cycle time, which reduces the velocity of the ascending loaded bucket through the 
water column. This can reduce the potential for incidental fallback, a process that 
washes sediment from the bucket back into the water. However, limiting the 
velocity of the descending bucket reduces the volume of sediment that is picked 
up and often results in the operation requiring more shovel bites to remove the 

                                                      
47 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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targeted volume of material. The majority of sediment re-suspension for a clamshell 
excavator occurs when the bucket hits the substrate bottom.48 

Mechanical dredges come in a number of forms and designs, from basic augers and 
hoes to cutterheads and clamshell drop buckets. BMPs encourage the operator to 
minimize multiple bites when possible. For example, when a clamshell bucket hits 
the bottom of a lakebed, an impact wave of suspended sediment travels along the 
bottom away from the bucket. When the clamshell bucket takes multiple bites, the 
bucket loses sediment as it is re-opened for subsequent bites. Sediment is also 
released higher in the water column as the bucket is raised, opened, and lowered. 
When using a mechanical dredge, the operator should eliminate bottom 
stockpiling when possible. Bottom stockpiling of the dredged sediment in a silty 
substrate has a similar effect as multiple bite dredging; an increased volume of 
sediment is released into the water column from the operation.49  

Hydraulic dredges, such as a low horsepower suction auger, are powerful pieces of 
excavating technology. They are very effective at disrupting the waterbed. When 
the operator uses care and manages the cutter-head rotation speed, then this 
approach can be well suited to still water settings where waves and other 
mitigating forces are less likely to be a factor (e.g. marinas). Reducing cutter-head 
rotation speed reduces the potential for side casting the excavated sediment away 
from the suction entrance and re-suspending the sediment. This measure is 
typically effective during maintenance dredging in relatively loose, fine grain 
sediments. The operator should avoid bank undercutting. As an operational goal or 
BMP, dredge operators should strive to remove the sediment in maximum lifts 
equal to 80 percent or less of the cutter-head diameter. Furthermore, application of 
BMPs encourages the operator to both monitor and effectively manage the swing 
speed. Reducing the swing speed ensures that the dredge head does not move 
through the cut faster than it can hydraulically pump the sediment. Therefore, 
reducing the swing speed reduces the volume of re-suspended sediment. The goal 
is to swing the dredge head at a speed that allows as much of the disturbed 
sediment as possible to be removed with the hydraulic intake.50  

The Pneuma pump is a piece of dredging equipment that combines the technology 
of hydraulic suction head and the mechanical shovel. The drop shovel is lowered off 
the back of the barge and trailed behind to force the bottom substrate material to 
penetrate through the shovel and into the cylinders where it can be removed by 
the hydraulic suction heads. The Pneuma pump is well suited for the removal of 
fine-grained sediment (sand, silt and organics). The Pneuma pump also offers high 
solids concentration (up to 90 percent) in the dredge slurry, with minimal initial or 
re-suspension turbidity.  

Each dredging project will present its own unique set of issues and risks and each 
must be given individual attention. Plans for a dredging project should include the 
following: 

 A map which shows the boundaries and depths of the proposed dredging 
project 

 The volume of material to be dredged 

                                                      
48 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
49 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
50 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
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 A description of the dredging method to be employed 

 Location of dredged spoils disposal 

 Type and thickness of any turbidity barriers, including a description of how the 
sides and bottoms will be anchored and the amount of freeboard 

 A project schedule (dates, time, duration) 

 Location of project access routes, haul routes, staging areas, and temporary 
storage areas  

 Information (e.g., a site survey) regarding the presence or absence of Tahoe 
yellow cress 

Once a facility maintenance need has been determined and an application to 
permit a dredging operation has been submitted, the client, consultant, contractor, 
and regulator work together to evaluate the environmental conditions. Based on 
this process, the team should sort through a reasonably wide variety of alternatives 
in order to find the best set of feasible management practices for the setting and 
activity. These BMPs are then ranked according to criteria such as their 
effectiveness, logistical feasibility, and cost. Once this assessment has been made, 
project-specific BMPs can be identified.  

Operational and construction windows are a management tool designed to map 
out the times of year during which facility maintenance or construction activities 
may be limited due to the presence of a threatened or endangered species. 
Construction windows may consider aquatic, avian, or terrestrial wildlife activity 
such as spawning, congregation, migratory movement, nesting, incubation, 
hatching, and emergence.51 

Transportation and placement of dredged material can sometimes represent 
difficult siting and disposal issues. Many facility maintenance BMPs attempt to 
address these issues, such as the choice of equipment and the methods of disposal, 
(e.g. through pipelines, side-casting, or bottom door release) and the selection and 
preparation of an appropriate site for temporary placement (e.g., siltation ponds 
and storage basins). When dredging contaminated sediment, BMPs must be 
applied for containment and safe transportation to final HAZMAT disposal.52  If the 
dredging project includes fill below highwater or beach replenishment, the 
Discharger must also submit a complete application for Section 401 Water Quality 
Certification in accordance with Title 23, Section 3856 of the California Code of 
Regulations.  

Mitigation measures shall be required unless TRPA determines that the nature of 
the project will lead to no significant impact. Measures to minimize turbidity and 
avoid potential environmental impacts are as follows:  

 Seasonal limitations exist to avoid severe weather and interference with 
spawning fish. Further, dredging must not result in the permanent siltation of 
spawning habitat.  

 Turbidity curtains must be used and checked frequently and repaired or 
replaced if necessary. Turbidity curtains may not be required when hydraulic 

                                                      
51 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
52 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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dredges are used and the discharge standard of 20 Nephelometric Turbidity 
Units (NTUs) can be maintained. 

 Flocculants must be used in settling basins.  

 Discharge into the lake from spoils dewatering must be prevented.  

 Prior to construction, a completion of a pre-dredging analysis of lake bed 
material and water quality monitoring plan in consultation with TRPA.  

 Specialized dredging equipment designed to reduce impacts to water quality 
may be required. 

 If not sufficiently dewatered, dredging spoils shall be placed in water trucks or 
baker tanks to prevent discharge of sediment-laden water to roadways.  

 Limits shall be set on the extent of turbidity of waters which are permitted to 
escape the dredging area or co-mingle with the nearshore water of Lake Tahoe 
(typically 20 NTUs).  

 Oil booms must be on-site to provide cleanup in case of any spills.  

Water quality monitoring is required for all shorezone dredging activities in Lake 
Tahoe. The federal, state, and regional authorities have standards for water quality 
monitoring, identifying the frequency and depths of sampling on a case-by-case 
basis. Although turbidity is typically monitored during dredging projects, additional 
parameters may be applicable for testing depending on the nature of the project 
and the potential for introduction of contaminants or aquatic invasive species to 
the surrounding waters. A water quality monitoring plan must detail how the 
monitoring will be conducted for the particular dredging project or maintenance 
activity being permitted. All water quality monitoring plans should present 
scientifically valid and regionally accepted methods and show how the applicant 
plans to demonstrate that the measured values are accurate and representative. 

The following elements are typically included in a water quality monitoring plan: 

 Detailed description of project area and immediate vicinity 

 Description of other proximate non-point sources of land based pollution 

 Adverse weather conditions and contingency plans 

 Establishing pre-operations background values 

 Selection of monitoring stations based on the operations sphere of influence 

 Monitoring schedule and protocol 

 Wave direction and height data 

 Clearly stated QA/QC protocol 

 Deliverables and reports due 

 Location and description of resources that risk being impacted 

 Indicators for the removal of Turbidity Curtain 

Biological monitoring is required for any faculty maintenance operation or 
proposed construction in the vicinity of sensitive or protected benthic 
communities. Consult with the Nearshore Aquatic Invasive Weed Working Group to 
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determine if any monitoring or research activities are being undertaken in the 
vicinity of the proposed project. 

Specifically, the biological monitoring plan should include the following elements: 
(1) identify the purpose and potential threats to areas of concern, (2) document the 
environmental background conditions, (3) provide detailed, scientifically valid 
methods for data collection and analysis, (4) state anticipated outcomes with 
success and assumptions criteria, (5) include an independent peer review, and (6) 
provide references of typical methods for different habitats. The level of detail of 
the biological monitoring plan should be equivalent to the anticipated 
environmental impact. The monitoring should also be conducted by a qualified 
scientist who is free of any conflicts of interest.53  

 

The following subjects are typically included in a biological monitoring plan: 

 Compilation of available data from previous projects 

 Baseline survey and monitoring schedule 

 Permanent control and reference sites - biological monitoring transects, 
including: 

 In situ quadrats for macrobenthic and invasive species monitoring 

 Sediment accumulation measurements 

 Aerial photography and mapping 

 Clearly stated QA/QC protocols 

 Adverse weather conditions and contingency plan  

 Deliverables and reports due 

8.9.4 INSTALLATION 

Due to the rigorous regulatory requirements for dredging, installation requires the 
coordination of multiple agencies. In general, keep dredging to a minimum and in 
accordance with the required monitoring. 

8.9.5 MAINTENANCE 

Dredging is a method of maintaining other shoreline structures; as such, select sites 
that provide the least impact to water quality and habitat. The required level of 
maintenance will depend on the rate of sediment deposition as well as the specific 
tolerance of the structure. 

                                                      
53 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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8.10 TURBIDITY CURTAINS 

8.10.1 OVERVIEW 

Turbidity curtains, also known as silt curtains, gunderbooms, temporary cofferdams 
and sheet piling, also offer shorezone protection. The purpose of a turbidity curtain 
is to retain the re-suspended sediment generated during construction activities, 
including dredging, within the disturbed area by controlling dispersion.54  

Turbidity curtains are floating impermeable barriers that are constructed of flexible 
reinforced thermoplastic material with an upper hem containing floatation material 
and a lower hem that is weighted. Turbidity screens are similar but are constructed 
of permeable geosynthetic fabric and thus allow for some water to flow through 
the material. Some models include an absorbent diaper to help contain petroleum 
products. Turbidity curtains are one of the primary methods for controlling turbidly 
generated from shorezone dredging activities, especially for containable areas such 
as marinas.55  

Turbidity curtains promote the settling out of suspended sediments from the water 
column in a controlled area, thus minimizing the potential transport of fine 
sediment out of the project area. Turbidity barriers are applicable to any 
construction or operational activity conducted within the backshore, foreshore, and 
some nearshore settings of Lake Tahoe. They are required in order to contain the 
impacts which may result by disturbing the soil or lake bottom sediments due to 
excavation within a permitted project area.  

Turbidity curtains are also an effective temporary BMP for aquatic weeds during 
removal/construction. They are not a standalone technique, but need to be 
combined with physical removal of plants and fragments from the project area. 

8.10.2 TURBIDITY CURTAINS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

The turbidity curtains currently available would not maintain positive performance 
during weather events. Larger waves put drag loads on the curtains causing them 
to drag and potentially fail. The energy contained in waves and currents during 
storms may pull the curtain off the lake bottom or cause lateral curtain anchors to 
fail. Closely monitor weather forecasts and postpone projects if advisable. Curtains 
are effective for short-term projects (1-2 weeks); longer durations or extensive 
projects may require a double curtain deployment.56 

Table 8-18 details some of the common advantages and disadvantages associated 
with turbidity curtains. 

 

 

 

                                                      
54 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
55 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
56 Tahoe Research Group, 1996, C.R. Goldman, John E. Reuter, Scott H. Hackley, Final Report, Impacts of Marina 
Dredging on Lake Tahoe Water Quality 
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Table 8-18: Advantages and Disadvantages of using Turbidity Curtains 

ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE 

 Are reasonably adequate at containing 
sediment and turbid water within the 
disturbed area. 

 Can effectively localize the turbidity plumes 
and help reduce visual impacts. 

 Promotes the settling of fine sediments 
which in turn lets some leached nutrients 
re-adsorb and re-sequester. 

 Susceptible to weather events and may fail if 
left exposed and unprotected. 

 Wind induced wave action must be minimal 
or will have limited effectiveness. 

 Not designed for long-term projects.  

 
Turbidity curtains subject to hydraulic turbulence due to the removal or addition of 
water may be more prone to fail. If possible, direct hydraulic head towards the 
operational area and away from the containment technology. Hydraulic head 
directed toward a curtained area will cause stress to its anchoring and may lift or 
dislodge the weighted curtain bottom and impair its effectiveness. It may prudent 
or necessary to divert turbulent flows away from a curtained perimeter to avoid any 
compromise to turbidity containment.57  

8.10.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING 

Several variables determine the effectiveness of turbidity barriers, including the 
type of dredging activity occurring, the quantity and type of material being 
retained by the barrier (e.g. contaminated fine sediment); the material condition 
and construction of the barrier; the configuration of the area enclosed by the 
barrier; and the method of deployment and attachment. 

Positioning of the turbidity barrier to capture and contain turbid water is critical to 
the success of this control measure. Barriers must remain structurally sound and 
securely in place and operational throughout the dredging or construction 
activities. The turbidity curtain material must be totally impermeable when the 
construction or dredging activities are expected to result in water quality impacts 
that exceed surface discharge standards for an extended duration of time.  

Water quality is usually most degraded towards the bottom of the water column.58 
Turbidity barrier bottoms must be sufficiently anchored with weights or connected 
firmly to sandy substrate via temporary anchors.59 The use of a turbidity curtain on 
cobble or rocky lake substrates usually requires the use of moderately heavy 
sandbags to chink voids between rocks through which turbid water would 
otherwise escape or dislodge. The freeboard height for a properly installed 
turbidity curtain must be adjusted to prevent waves from overtopping the curtain, 
yet be low enough to prevent high winds from entraining the curtain and re-
positioning it off location.  

There are multiple options available for placement of turbidity barriers. Box curtains 
can be especially effective when applied in enclosed private mooring harbors and 
other enclosed residential boat storage.  

A silt curtain is an impermeable synthetic barrier constructed of a flexible 
reinforced thermoplastic material. Silt curtains are most effective when used on a 
                                                      
57 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
58 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
59 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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project where they are not opened and closed to allow equipment access to the 
dredging or disposal area. Silt curtains are also limited to project locations with less 
than 0.5 m/s wave or current velocities. 

Gunderbooms are designed to allow water to flow through the curtain while 
filtering suspended dredged sediment from the flow. Gunderbooms are similar to 
silt curtains but are constructed of permeable geotextile fabrics. They are also 
designed to extend from the water surface to the substrate bottom. 

Sheet piling is a reusable, watertight barrier commonly made of steel, vinyl, plastic, 
or fiberglass. Interlocks between sheets form tight connections and allow minimum 
shift once installed. Sheet piles are costly to implement and less adaptable to 
changing operational requirements and high wave velocity conditions, particularly 
where irregular surfaces or edges compromise their stable mounting.60 

Cofferdams are temporary barriers commonly made of sheet piling. A braced 
cofferdam is primarily used for bridging new pier construction in shallow waters. It 
is constructed from a single wall of sheet piling that is driven into the substrate and 
surrounds the excavation or dredging site. The cofferdam is braced on the inside 
for structural support and dewatered.  The advantages of using cofferdams include 
their easy installation and removal, as well as their potential reuse for future 
projects. Cofferdam disadvantages include the requirement of special equipment; 
high cost, time-consuming installation; possible failure in high current or wave 
locations.61 

8.10.4 INSTALLATION 

Install turbidity curtains at least 10 feet or more from the edge of excavation or 
dredging to prevent equipment from damaging the curtain. Setting the curtain 
boom, fixing sound anchors and making adjustments for even distribution bottom 
weights are critical for proper installation.  

8.10.5 MAINTENANCE 

Inspect turbidity barriers instantly after deployment and all necessary repairs and 
adjustments must be made immediately upon discovery of the need. When 
operations are complete, the careful removal of the turbidity barrier and its related 
components is vital in order to maintain an unperturbed water column.62  

During installation, inspect at least twice daily and repair or improve if turbidity 
plumes are observed. During poor weather conditions where wind and wave action 
may compromise the performance of a turbidity curtain, perform rapid inspections 
at least hourly, and complete repairs or improvements immediately if plumes are 
detected. During periods of high wind and wave action, any construction activity 
degrading water quality within the curtained area should cease until weather 
conditions improve. Maintenance activities often require the use of divers. Divers 
should be available to perform maintenance or repair tasks in the event that severe 
weather, boat propellers, or equipment damages the curtain.63  

                                                      
60 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
61 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology 
62 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
63 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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Figure 8-o: Turbidity Curtain Design 
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8.11 BOATING DISCHARGE CONTROL AND MARINA 
MAINTENANCE 

8.11.1 OVERVIEW 

Measures to control discharge from boats and marinas are necessary to reduce or 
eliminate impacts to water quality. Waste management and pollution prevention 
BMPs for boats and marina facilities are described for common activities. The types 
of boat maintenance facilities that they apply to include: 

 Recreational boat docking facilities 

 Commercial boat docking facilities 

 Boat storage facilities 

 Boat building and maintenance facilities 

Boat maintenance and fueling operations in marinas can have significant impacts 
on the concentrations of pollutants in the water column and bottom sediments. 64 
Heavy metals have many functions in boat operation, maintenance, and repair can 
be toxic to aquatic organisms. Zinc anodes are used to deter corrosion on metal 
hulls and engine parts and copper and tin are used as biocides in antifoulant paints. 
Dissolved copper was detected at toxic concentrations of several marinas within 
the Chesapeake Bay65. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can be introduced 
into the lake through boat engine operation, fuel spills, or direct discharges of oil 
and grease. They not only pose a health risk to humans, they also are toxic to 
aquatic organisms, even in very low concentrations.66 Solid waste (e.g. wrappers, 
containers) can cause aesthetic as well as physical dangers to both aquatic and 
terrestrial wildlife. The organic material in sewage and bilge water discharged from 
boats can deplete the dissolved oxygen (DO) that sustains much aquatic life. Fish 
waste from fishing operations (commercial or private) can also negatively impact 
water quality by depleting dissolved oxygen levels. The amount of fish waste 
disposed into the small, often poorly flushed areas such as marina basins can 
exacerbate the impact.67 

Aquatic invasive species (AIS) also pose a threat to the environmental quality of 
Lake Tahoe. They may be introduced through recreational boating, fishing, or 
construction activities. AIS can be aquatic vegetation, such as Eurasion watermilfoil 
and curlyleaf pondweed, or fauna, such as zebra and quagga mussels and Asian 
clams.68  When AIS become established, they degrade habitat and out-compete 
native species. Control of AIS is accomplished through required inspection and 
cleaning of all vessels used in the Lake Tahoe Region. For all boats planning to 
launch within the Lake Tahoe Basin, it required that all inspections take place at 

                                                      
64 Environmental Protection Agency, E F. Drabkowski Nonpoint Source Control Branch, Office of Water , 2000, 
National Management Measures to Control Nonpoint Source Pollution from Marinas and Recreational Boating 
65 Hall, L.W., Jr., M.J. Lenkevich, W.S. Hall, A.E. Pinkney, and S.T. Bushong. 1987. Evaluation of Butyltin 
Compounds in Maryland Waters of Chesapeake Bay. Marine Pollution Bulletin, 18(2):78-83. 
66 Environmental Protection Agency, E F. Drabkowski Nonpoint Source Control Branch, Office of Water , 2000, 
National Management Measures to Control Nonpoint Source Pollution from Marinas and Recreational Boating 
67 Environmental Protection Agency, E F. Drabkowski Nonpoint Source Control branch, Office of Water , 2000, 
National Management Measures to Control Nonpoint Source Pollution from Marinas and Recreational Boating 
68 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 

The introduction of AIS at Lake 
Tahoe is a serious threat; 
hence, all boats planning to 
launch within the Lake Tahoe 
Basin should be inspected for 
AIS and decontaminated at 
approved off-site washing 
stations prior to launching to 
prevent their introduction into 
the lake. 
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roadside inspection stations only. This program is overseen by the Lake Tahoe 
Aquatic Invasive Species Working Group (LTAISWG)69. 

Boat maintenance facility operators may be held responsible for the pollution 
caused by boat owners who perform maintenance activities on facility property. 
Therefore, include guidance for boat owners in environmentally sound products 
and practices. These BMPs are meant to guide the boat maintenance facility 
operator in meeting or exceeding their regulatory responsibilities but are not a 
substitute for existing regulations. Direct any questions about specific regulations 
and compliance responsibilities to the appropriate regulatory agency.  

Overall, boating discharge control measures can be either temporary or permanent 
in nature and provide source, hydrologic and pollution controls for water quality. 

8.11.2 BOATING DISCHARGE CONTROLS AND MARINA MAINTENANCE: 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

Boating discharge control measures can be very effective if used diligently; use of 
these BMPs depends upon an intensive public education effort aimed at boating 
discharge prevention, especially for controlling aquatic invasive species 
introduction. 

Table 8-19 provides some common advantages and disadvantages associated with 
using boating discharge control measures as a BMP. 

Table 8-19: Advantages and Disadvantages of Boating Control Measures 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Improves water quality and clarity by 
reduction or elimination of discharges of 
chemical pollutants and human waste from 
boats.  

 Promotes the need for additional restroom 
facilities, which may decrease localized 
impacts due to overcrowded conditions at 
existing recreation sites.  

 Minimizes and assists to control the spread 
of AIS. 

 May be difficult to gain compliance. 
 Requires an intensive public education 

program.  
 New restroom facilities may require 

expensive sewer hook-up, extensive scenic 
quality mitigation, may create parking 
demand, require extensive maintenance, and 
must be winterized for year-round use.  

 New restroom facilities may attract people to 
sites they otherwise may not have 
considered visiting.  

 Considerable effort and cost required to 
coordinate and enforce an AIS inspection and 
boat-cleaning program. 

 
8.11.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING  

Decontamination for AIS is required in the Lake Tahoe Region. The specific 
procedures to be followed at any launch facility must be approved by the 
applicable regulatory agencies and the Lake Tahoe AIS Program. Currently, the AIS 
program of roadside washing stations takes precedence.  The introduction of AIS at 
Lake Tahoe is a serious threat; hence, all boats planning to launch within the Lake 
Tahoe Basin should be inspected for AIS and decontaminated at approved off-site 

                                                      
69 Check http://tahoeboatinspections.com/ for the latest information in inspection locations and 
requirements. 
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washing stations prior to launching to prevent their introduction into the lake. This 
program is overseen by the Lake Tahoe Aquatic Invasive Species Working Group 
(LTAISWG)70. 

Pollution prevention methods for controlling boating and marina related 
discharges include but are not limited to the following: material substitution, 
changes in operations or procedures, in-process recycling, off-site recycling, 
product or service change, and equipment modification. BMPs for each of these 
methods should include using a less toxic paint (e.g., water based instead of solvent 
based), storing chemicals under cover on impervious surfaces, using biodegradable 
antifreeze, and using dustless sanders that capture sanding particles. 71 

Most non-domestic wastewaters generated by boat maintenance facility operators 
are considered industrial wastewater. Non-domestic wastewater, industrial 
wastewater, or other wastewater shall not be discharged into any sewer designated 
to carry stormwater or allowed to flow directly into surface waters. No industrial 
wastewater or other liquids shall be discharged to sanitary sewers. Some 
wastewater may be recycled or disposed of, but prior to disposal, it shall be treated 
to reduce the levels of concentrations of heavy metals (principally copper) and 
meet the standards for disposal in sanitary sewers as set by the state regulatory 
agencies and TRPA. 

A minimum of one lakeside pump-out installation shall be provided at all 
commercial marinas and harbors. A pump-out facility consists of equipment 
needed to pump or otherwise receive and transfer contents of vessel holding tanks 
into a sewage retention and/or disposal system approved by appropriate 
permitting authorities. Pump-out facilities shall include at minimum the following 
elements: 

 Pump-out facilities shall be placed near the fuel dock so fueling and pump-out 
can be conducted at the same location. 

 Vessel wastes shall be pumped directly into a sewer line or holding tank and 
employ automatic controls to prevent tanks from becoming full. 

 A fresh water pressure line and hose (marked NOT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION) 
shall be available to flush out boat holding tanks. The receiving facility should 
have a sloping apron that drains wash water into the receptacle. 

 Non-potable water supply shall be located adjacent to the sewage pump-out 
facility. 

 All connections between waste hoses and receiving facilities need a tight seal 
and be coupled and secured to prevent accidental separation. 

 Pump-out facilities are required to be part of an inspection program and cleaned 
periodically to ensure water quality discharge standards are being met. 

Spray painting on land shall occur over an impermeable surface and in such a 
manner that overspray does not fall on open ground or surface waters. 72 

                                                      
70 Check http://tahoeboatinspections.com/for the latest information in inspection locations and requirements. 
71 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines 
and Best Management Practices  
72 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines 
and Best Management Practices 
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Engines and engine parts shall be stored on an impervious surface such as sealed 
asphalt or cement, and covered to avoid contact with stormwater. The following 
steps shall be taken to help avoid pollution: 

 Care shall be taken to prevent oil and grease from leaking onto the open 
ground.  

 Washing engine parts with solvent is not permitted over open ground. Parts 
washing shall be done in a container or parts washer with a lid to prevent 
evaporation.  

 The parts shall be rinsed or air-dried over the parts cleaning container.  

 The dirty parts washing fluid shall be recycled or disposed of by a licensed 
HAZMAT transporter. Water-soluble engine washing fluids shall be treated in the 
same manner as other industrial wastewaters.73 

Managing engine oil, transmission fluid, hydraulic oil, and gear oil is also necessary. 
To help avoid pollution in marinas, the following steps shall be taken: 

 These petroleum products shall be kept in non-leaking containers on an 
impermeable surface and covered in a manner that will prevent stormwater 
from contacting the container. 

 Leaking containers shall be emptied promptly upon detection, either by 
transferring the product to a non-leaking container or by disposing of it in the 
“used oil” container.  

 Used oil shall be stored in a clearly marked non-leaking container on an 
impermeable surface, and covered in a manner that will prevent stormwater 
from contacting the container. 

 Oil spills shall be prevented from leaving the area by means of a berm or 
retaining structure.74 

 Waste gasoline shall be stored in a non-leaking container, on an impermeable 
surface and covered to prevent stormwater from contacting the container. The 
container shall be clearly labeled “waste gasoline” and the storage location 
should conform to local Fire Codes. 

 Whenever possible, waste gasoline shall be filtered and used as a fuel. Waste 
gasoline shall not be allowed to evaporate; poured on the ground; disposed of in 
storm sewers or discharged to surface waters. 

 If necessary, waste gasoline shall be removed from the site by a licensed 
HAZMAT transporter. 

 Boat maintenance facilities are required to obtain a stormwater permit and 
develop a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. The permit application must 
identify the type of operations taking place at the facility and describe the 
volume and flow of stormwater on the facility grounds. Liquid wastes shall never 
be discharged into a storm sewer, sanitary sewer, or into surface waters. Facility 

                                                      
73 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines 
and Best Management Practices 
74 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines 
and Best Management Practices 
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personnel shall be trained to take proper care when handling these products 
and spills.75 

 Boats that are equipped with bilge pumps, either manual or automatic, can 
discharge bilge water into the lake. Bilge water may be contaminated with waste 
petroleum products, and if not properly decontaminated prior to launch may 
also contain AIS. The use of bilge sponges will reduce the amount of petroleum 
based contaminates discharged into the lake during pump operation. Bilge 
sponges shall be made available to the public at marinas, boat ramps, and other 
public boat launch facilities. Boat launch facilities shall maintain hazardous 
materials depots available to the public for disposal of spent bilge sponges.76 

 A common problem with recreational boaters on smaller vessels is the absence 
of a bathroom. The use of a waste containment device, which can be closed and 
easily stowed, can reduce the occurrence of direct discharge of human waste to 
the lake, provided the device is emptied into a sewer facility on shore. 
Commercial portable toilets are suitable for runabouts and larger vessels and 
smaller boats may rely on devices as simple as an appropriately labeled 
container with a screw-top lid. Providing convenient restroom facilities and 
temporary dump facilities for waste containment devices at boat launching sites 
will prevent discharges of human waste directly to the lake from boats and from 
shore.77 

                                                      
75 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines 
and Best Management Practices 
76 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines 
and Best Management Practices 
77 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines 
and Best Management Practices 
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8.11.4 INSTALLATION  

Much of the installation required for boating and marina discharge control will be 
tied to the specific facility construction. Further, many aspects of the BMP require 
public education and modification of existing practices. While bilge sponges and 
waste containment devices are easily placed in boats by the boat owner, restroom 
facilities require extensive planning, design, and construction by professionals. 
Furthermore, hazardous materials depots must be installed in accordance with 
local health and fire district ordinances.  

8.11.5 MAINTENANCE  

All constructed facilities must be maintained. Further, public education should be 
continually updated and refreshed. Bilge sponges must be replaced after their 
useful life span and disposed of properly. Hazardous materials depots must be 
emptied in accordance with local health and fire district ordinances.  
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8.12 BOAT RAMP CONSTRUCTION AND VEHICLE SOURCE 
CONTROL METHODS AND DESIGN 

8.12.1 OVERVIEW 

With shoreline development comes an increase in demand for lake access by 
recreational watercraft. The construction of public and private boat launches along 
lake shores has the potential to degrade sensitive nearshore habitat and increase 
the complexity and cost of preventing the potential establishment of Aquatic 
Invasive Species (AIS) at Lake Tahoe.  

Traditional methods of boat launch construction are known to harm shallow 
aquatic and benthic communities within the vicinity. Placement of fill or the 
construction of hardened launch surfaces in shallow waters smothers bottom-
dwelling organisms, displaces plants and animals and alters local water currents 
and other conditions important to aquatic life processes. Boat ramp construction 
and vehicle source control as a BMP will help reduce these environmental impacts. 

Boat ramp vehicle source control consists of both practices and facilities. Practices 
include inspections that are more frequent, encouraging alternative launching 
methods and providing vehicle wash stations to help prevent discharges to the lake 
during boat launching. Boat ramp construction methods and design standards 
include measures to ensure proper placement for optimum performance, to reduce 
impacts to littoral processes, and to protect water quality during construction.78 

Boat ramp construction and vehicle source control accomplish multiple objectives: 

 Minimize impacts due to the dredging operations which may be required during 
boat ramp construction.  

 Minimize future maintenance dredging needs.  

 Minimize vehicle intrusion into the lake.  

 Prevent the discharge of road grime solids, salts, greases, and oils directly to the 
lake during boat launching.  

 Prevent further introduction and spread of AIS.  

This BMP is applicable to the construction of new boat ramps, the expansion or 
rehabilitation of existing boat ramps, the retrofit of existing boat launching 
facilities, and to the operation of existing boat launching facilities during low water 
conditions. In addition, regional policies call for no new dredging and no new boat 
ramps or expansion of boat ramps in fish spawning habitat. 

TRPA will require a Water Quality Mitigation Plan prior to permit approval. If 
dredging is required to site the boat ramp, water quality monitoring shall be 
required consistent with the mitigation measures required for all dredging projects 
before the project and during construction. Monitoring results that demonstrate 
mean concentration of constituents in project area waters exceeding TRPA surface 
water discharge standards by more than 50 percent shall result in a site inspection, 
permit review, and potential enforcement actions, including fines. In this 
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circumstance, only techniques that do not require cast-in-place concrete and that 
avoid substantial alteration of the existing shorezone contours would be allowed.  

Overall, boat ramp construction and vehicle source control provide both temporary 
and permanent BMPs that provide source, hydrologic, and pollution controls for 
water quality. 

8.12.2 BOAT RAMP CONSTRUCTION AND VEHICLE SOURCE CONTROL: 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

During construction, sediments may be disturbed, causing silt and contaminants to 
enter the water where they impair water quality and interfere with fish rearing and 
food sources, such as insects, plankton, and algae. The footprint of boat launch 
facilities prevents the growth of aquatic vegetation in the productive littoral zone 
of the lake, which is an integral part of the lake trophic food web.79  

Launching of watercraft may introduce other pollutants such as oils, fuel, sewage, 
or AIS into the water. In shallow water, even the wash from propellers can churn up 
enough sediment to damage fragile aquatic plants and animals. 

Despite these potential impacts, there are also advantages in implementing boat 
ramp construction and vehicle source control as a BMP for shorezone protection 
(Refer to Table 8-20). 
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Table 8-20: Advantages and Disadvantages of Boat Ramp Construction and 
Vehicle Source Control 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 Reduces overall turbidity and minimizes 
discharges of turbid waters into the lake.  

 Minimizes maintenance dredging which may 
cause additional discharge of turbid waters.  

 Prevents vehicle intrusion into the lake, 
which may result in the discharge of 
contaminant to surface waters.  

 May prevent Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbon (PAH) accumulations in the 
lake.  

 Can prevent the introduction of invasive 
flora and fauna from other navigable waters 
or other parts of the lake.  

 Can improve water quality conditions, 
particularly at boat launching facilities with 
poor water circulation. 

 Restricts the number of locations available 
for new boat ramps due to slope limitations. 

 May restrict the ability to expand existing 
boat ramps depending upon existing 
topography.  

 Limits the ability to modify existing 
backshore topography to accommodate 
desired boat ramp length and slope 

 Inspections may be costly  
 Close proximity to groundwater may limit 

treatment ability of a vehicle wash station 
without an associated lift station.  

 If not enforced, voluntary compliance with 
vehicle washing may not occur.  

 Treatment facilities require periodic 
maintenance.  

 Parking space may be reduced by a wash 
station and associated staging areas.  

 Certain elements of a vehicle wash station 
may require scenic quality mitigation.  

 The cost to implement alternative launching 
methods, such as the use of tractors, may 
not be feasible at all boat launching facilities. 

 
If properly constructed, the negative impacts of boat ramp construction could be 
minimized or avoided entirely. Launching of boats with vehicles that are laden with 
sediment, oils, and grease often create direct discharges of contaminants to the 
surface waters of the lake. Discharge standards may be exceeded, particularly early 
in the boating season, as vehicles, trailers, and boats are most likely to be covered 
with road grime. Providing a vehicle wash station will direct common vehicle 
contaminants to treatment facilities where they can be removed and not 
discharged to the surface waters of the lake. These vehicle wash stations shall be 
located at selected larger marinas. This programmatic set of strategies also provides 
complimentary support to the AIS control efforts within the Lake Tahoe Region and 
the AIS inspections currently being conducted prior to all motorized boat launches 
at designated stations around the lake.  

8.12.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING  

The construction of boat ramps often requires grading below the water line 
(dredging) to establish optimal length and slope for the completed boat ramp 
facility. To minimize the extent of dredging required, restrict the siting of new boat 
ramps to existing backshore slopes of 15 percent or less, and to existing foreshores 
that are at least a continuous 12 to 15 percent from high water to elevation 6,219 
feet. Steeper backshore and foreshore slopes may require significant grading, 
dredging, or filling to decrease the slope of the finished approach to the boat ramp 
and the boat ramp itself.80  
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In addition to correct siting, minimize excavation above and below the water line. 
An example of such a technique includes the placement of a steel grid foundation 
onto piles and cross members, followed by the installation of precast concrete 
sections placed above the grid.  

Decontamination for AIS is required in the Lake Tahoe Region. The specific 
procedures to be followed at any launch facility must be approved by the 
applicable regulatory agencies and the Lake Tahoe AIS Program. Currently, the AIS 
program of roadside washing stations takes precedence. The introduction of AIS at 
Lake Tahoe is a serious threat; hence, all boats planning to launch within the Lake 
Tahoe Basin should be inspected for AIS and decontaminated at approved off-site 
washing stations prior to launching to prevent their introduction into the lake. This 
program is overseen by the Lake Tahoe Aquatic Invasive Species Working Group 
(LTAISWG)81. 

A pre-cast grease and oil separator or equivalent subsurface stormwater treatment 
device must be installed to collect solids, grease, and oils. If an infiltration facility 
cannot be accommodated at the wash station due to the proximity of ground 
water, treated discharges may be collected in a sump and pumped to an off-site 
facility with adequate infiltration capacity. In the event an infiltration facility cannot 
be feasibly constructed or reached, treated discharges may be pumped to a 
sanitary sewer provided utility discharge standards are met and a discharge 
agreement has been reached with the utility district. Discharge to a sewer may not 
always be feasible due to discharge standards or cost constraints.82  

Ramps shall not be greater in width and of the minimum length needed to provide 
lake access at normal lake elevations. Single lane ramps can be difficult to use, 
particularly if they are greater than 100 feet long. If use is up to 50 launches and 50 
retrievals per day, one lane is sufficient. Boat ramps longer than 200 feet and less 
than 60 feet wide should provide a 60-foot minimum diameter-turning lane.  

Erosion control features are necessary for all launching ramps to prevent 
undercutting by waves, surge, currents, and runoff drainage. The head of ramp 
should be not less than 1 foot above legal high water and the toe should be not less 
than 3 feet below legal low water. A vertical curve at the head of ramp makes the 
boat ramp easier to use and prevents trailer hitches from hitting the ramp at the 
change of grade. A V-groove finish should be fixed on all concrete boat ramps to 
ensure maximum vehicle traction.  

Qualified professionals should ensure that the site assessment and design 
considers the factors presented in Table 8-21 below. Furthermore, as boat ramps 
are constructed with concrete, there are additional requirements for the design 
phase of the concrete works (Refer to Table 8-21).  

If the boat ramp project is proposed within or adjacent to lakeshore spawning 
habitat or a vegetated or potentially vegetated (e.g. historically vegetated) 
foreshore area, then it is strongly recommended that the services of a qualified 
professional be engaged early in the planning process. Explore options for project 
relocation to avoid these valuable habitats if possible. 

                                                      
81 Check http://tahoeboatinspections.com/ for the latest information in inspection locations and 
requirements. 
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8.12.4 INSTALLATION  

Boat ramps must be designed by licensed professional civil engineers and installed 
by qualified professional construction personnel. Dredging required during 
construction must be conducted with the appropriate control and mitigation 
measures in order to minimize impacts to water quality. If facility owned tractors 
are used to launch boats, they must be steam cleaned prior to use, and periodically 
checked for leaks from crankcases, cooling systems, or hydraulic and fuel lines.83 

8.12.5 MAINTENANCE  

Maintenance of boat ramps usually consists of the removal of accumulated 
sediments that vehicles must then drive across to reach water depths sufficient to 
release a boat. Removal of sediments may cause impacts similar to dredging. 
Employ and maintain mitigation and control measures when these activities occur.  
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Table 8-21: Considerations for Boat Ramp Construction 
Site Assessment 
and Design 
Considerations 

 Describe the local backshore soil characteristics. 
 Model and estimate the local shoreline accretion and erosion patterns. 
 Model nearshore currents and associated patterns of sediment transport and deposition. 
 Describe the existing lakeshore morphology and potential shorezone impacts or changes. 
 Document historical lake water levels during the proposed season(s) of use. 
 Limit the potential disturbances from machinery or other equipment. 
 Control any potential erosion or sediment releases resulting from proposed works. 
 Implement any control measures that may be required for minimizing the potential for stormwater and 

contaminated runoff from impervious surfaces from reaching the lake. 
 Minimize the grading footprint of the works and associated foreshore disturbance. 
 Estimate and predict the potential for sediment accumulation on the ramp. 
 Avoid designs that require future maintenance dredging. 

Habitat 
Considerations 

 Minimize the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to riparian vegetation, fish, and wildlife individuals, 
populations, species, and habitats.  

 Avoid direct and indirect impacts to other properties or services. 
 Control the potential for establishment of aquatic invasive species.  
 Document existing or potential fish and wildlife use, aquatic, wetland, and riparian habitat; 
 Minimize the effects of boat wakes on adjacent shoreline areas and reduce the effects of re-suspension of 

sediment. 
 Avoid to greatest extent practical any dredging, blasting, and/or placement of fill below the legal high 

water line. 
 Minimize the area disturbed by construction activities and preserve backshore trees, shrubs, and grasses as 

well as existing rocks and logs in the aquatic environment that are important fish habitat. 
 Avoid the use of heavy equipment below the legal high water mark. If such access is necessary, then the 

operational best management practices shall be closely followed. 
Construction 
Considerations 

 Control the potential for construction activities to spread aquatic invasive species by implementing an AIS 
Management Plan in coordination with the Lake Tahoe AIS Program. 

 Ensure that all works involving the use of concrete, cement, mortars and other Portland cement or lime-
containing construction materials will not deposit, directly or indirectly, sediments, debris, concrete, 
concrete fines, wash, or contact water into or about any water body.  

 Obtain a CO2 tank with regulator, hose, and gas diffuser that must be readily available during concrete work 
to neutralize pH levels should a spill occur. Train staff in its use. 

 Provide containment facilities for the wash-down water from concrete delivery trucks, concrete pumping 
equipment, and other tools and equipment. 

 Report immediately any significant spills of sediments, debris, concrete fines, and/or wash to the TRPA and 
the appropriate state department. 

 Isolate all concrete work from any water body or stormwater system. 
 Monitor the pH frequently in the watercourse immediately downstream of the isolated worksite until the 

works are completed.  
 Prevent any water that contacts uncured or partly cured concrete (during activities like exposed aggregate 

wash-off, wet curing, or equipment washing) from directly or indirectly entering any watercourse or 
stormwater system. 

 Grade disturbed areas above the lake high water mark to a stable angle of repose after work is completed.  
 Revegetate the areas in order to prevent surface erosion.  
 Remove any remaining sediment and erosion control measures (e.g. silt fences). 
 Ensure that all equipment, supplies, and non-biodegradable materials have been removed from the site. 
 Complete post-construction and multi-year monitoring plan inspection requirements to ensure revegetation 

meets survival requirements. 
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Figure 8-p: Boat Ramp Design  
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8.13 SITE CHARACTERIZATION CHECKLIST 

8.13.1 OVERVIEW  

The objective of the site characterization checklist or assessment is to identify 
existing physical and ecological resources within the designated project area 
boundaries. It is also designed to identify the historical-cultural resources, land uses 
and water quality issues associated with the proposed project area. Management 
and utilization of existing resources are also examined. Special attention is given to 
water quality and aquatic invasive species control although other nearshore 
resources are examined for potential impact as well. This type of checklist helps to 
identify gaps in existing knowledge of the physical conditions and biological and 
cultural resources of a proposed project area. The site assessment will aid in the 
determination of future permitting and compliance monitoring efforts. A site 
characterization checklist should be prepared by a multi-disciplinary team with the 
use of existing information along with the collection of data for physical 
parameters, such as geology and soils.84  

The shorezone site characterization checklist or assessment identifies potential 
impacts to the nearshore system. The shorezone assessment procedure is similar to 
watershed evaluation: habitat variables are compared to reference conditions and 
if they are found to be significantly different, they are identified as probable causes 
of biological impairment.85  

When completing either a site characterization for structure installation or 
maintenance dredging permits, contact the appropriate agency directly for the 
most recent application requirements. 

Overall, the site characterization checklist is either a permanent or temporary BMP 
that provides source, hydrologic, and pollution control for water quality. 

8.13.2 GEOTECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING MODELING REQUIREMENTS FOR 
DESIGN AND IMPACT ANALYSIS 

When performing geotechnical or engineering modeling the following checklist of 
data requirements and modeling considerations will inform the design process and 
address the environmental impact section of TRPA’s Initial Environmental Checklist 
(Refer to Table 8-22). This analysis is critical in order for TRPA staff to issue a Finding 
of No Significant Effect (FONSE) for a proposed shorezone protective structure 
project, especially if the grading and structure must be sited below the legal high 
water line (6,229.1 feet).  
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Table 8-22: Overview of Geotechnical and Engineering Modeling Requirements 

REQUIREMENT 

 Upland and 
Backshore 
Stability Analysis 

 Backshore and 
Foreshore 
Geomorphology 

 Hydrodynamics  TMDL Water Quality 
Control 
Considerations 

 Fish Habitat 
Assessment 

 Geotechnical Evaluation  Backshore 
Vegetation 
Assessment 

COMPONENTS 

 Slope Analysis 
(Angle of Repose)  

 Structural 
Lithology and Soil 
Morphology 

 Degree of 
Consolidation of 
Backshore Terrace 
or Bluff Soils  

 Seismic and Fault 
Hazard Analysis (if 
applicable)  

 Littoral Transport 
Processes 

 Localized Sediment 
Budget (qualitative or 
quantitative)  

 Estimated Rates of an 
Area Effected by 
Erosion  

 Historical Shoreline 
Adjustment  

 Design Wave Climate 
Characterization  

 Seasonal Variability  
 Design Wind 

Characterization 
Requirements  

 Stormwater Runoff 
Discharge 
Requirements 
(volume and 
concentrations) 

 Groundwater 
Discharge 
Requirements 

 Stream Channel 
Erosion Findings (if 
applicable) 

 Spawning Area 
Suitability  

 Feeding Area 
Suitability  

 Cover and Holding 
Area Suitability 

 Non-Native 
Invasive Species 
(i.e. Asian clams, 
quagga mussels, 
zebra mussels, 
Eurasian milfoil, 
largemouth bass 
etc.) 

 Elevation, Thickness and 
Physical Properties of 
Backshore Soils 
(subsurface soil strength 
and engineering 
property investigation 
for structural support) 

 Surface Sediment 
Analysis for Beach 
Replenishment  

 Cover and 
Density 

 Species 
Composition and 
Diversity 

 Non-Native 
Invasive Species 
(i.e. white top, 
thistle, etc.) 
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In addition to the modeling requirements presented in Table 8-22, incorporate the 
following components into the design of protective structures: 

 Structural Integrity (ability to withstand extreme wave events without significant 
damage) 

 Functional Design Modeling Requirements: 

 Wave Run-Up 

 Wave Overtopping 

 Wave Transmission 

 Wave Reflection 

 Mass Entrainment (clast or rock fragment sizing for dynamic revetments) 

Detail the following in the Existing Conditions Analysis: 

 Local soil characteristics  

 The erosion and hydraulic dynamics of the shoreline (i.e., what is causing the 
problem)  

 The existing lakeshore morphology and potential impacts or changes 

 The existing or potential fish and wildlife use  

 Aquatic habitat and riparian habitat  

 The potential for access related disturbances from machinery or other heavy 
equipment  

 The ability to access and repair lakeshore stabilization works in the future  

 The potential erosion or sediment releases resulting from proposed works  

 The identification of the control measures that will minimize the footprint of the 
works and associated foreshore disturbance  

 The identification of the control measures that will minimize direct and indirect 
impacts to backshore riparian vegetation and nearshore fish and wildlife 
populations, species, and habitats  

 How to avoid direct and indirect impacts to other properties or services with 
particular emphasis on the controls for containing the spread of or colonization 
by invasive plants and species 
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8.14 SHOREZONE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURE PROJECT 
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT  

8.14.1 OVERVIEW 

Monitoring refers to the overall process of data collection, analysis, and 
interpretation of either short-term, immediate impacts, or long-term changes over 
the life of a project. Environmental monitoring is usually conducted for several 
purposes as described below. 

Monitoring may be required within permit conditions of the relevant regulatory 
agencies to ensure project impacts are reduced to a less than a significant level. The 
most applicable monitoring requirements are related to the following areas: 

 Scenic mitigation 

 Water quality impacts 

 Fisheries and wildlife habitat  

 Aquatic invasive species eradication 

 Littoral processes. 

 Monitoring activities are used to do the following:  

 Document compliance with state, regional and local standards 

 Evaluate the impacts of construction and operation of projects 

 Determine if the project has deviated from the planning phase and guide 

any necessary remedial work 

 Determine compliance and guide project completion and security returns if 

applicable 

Use monitoring also to determine if the project operations adversely affect the 
natural environment. Focus monitoring on those measurable parameters that 
provide valuable information about issues of genuine concern. Marina Master Plans 
and projects that require an EIS will have review and monitoring requirements. 

Each shorezone area has specific parameters for initial measurement and ongoing 
monitoring. In general, the level of risk to fixed backshore assets will control the 
level and intensity of monitoring. Potential loss of footpaths, backshore patio decks, 
or low value amenity areas may only justify investment in occasional visits by staff 
to observe or photograph changes to the backshore. At the other end of the risk 
scale are high value assets such as commercial facilities, recreational developments, 
or high-end residential homes. For these sites, it may well be worth developing a 
programmatic commitment to gathering accurate, frequent, and high resolution 
measurements, including the installation of nearshore monitoring buoys, the 
commissioning of annual or periodic Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) aerial 
topographic surveys and remote imagery, and the development of a centralized 
shorezone database. The possibilities for measurement will almost always exceed 
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the budget, so priorities must be set by the project engineer and permit planner or 
the project’s Technical Advisory Committee.86  

Monitoring must address the immediate project level concerns, but it must also 
provide meaningful data for shorezone adaptive management. There are several 
stages in this process:  

 Understanding the past: observing short-term fluctuations and documenting 
long-term trends as they relate to development and land use in order to 
understand the present and inform the future. 

 Identifying potential problems: monitoring allows significant change to be 
identified and addressed. For example, if backshore and foreshore erosion will 
result in damage to an important structural asset, the appropriate data collection 
and modeling should be part of the design alternative analysis process. 

 Predicting the future: past and recent development and land use along the 
shoreline can provide a guide to future littoral response and shoreline evolution. 

 Monitoring management operations: feedback on shorezone response to 
operations will guide future management decision making, possibly providing 
on-going institutional refinements or alternatives to project planning and 
engineering.87  

 Managing a protective structure installation within the Lake Tahoe shorezone 
requires data on the initial character of the system as well as the changes over a 
range of time scales and the causative factors of change. The data are needed in 
order to achieve the following:  

 Identify and understand change associated with the protective installation. 

 Guide the planning of management operations for its functional 

maintenance.  

 Programmatically appraise the performance and impacts of project level 

engineering decisions. 

Overall, protective structure monitoring provides either a temporary or permanent 
BMP, which applies source, hydrologic, and pollution control for water quality. 

8.14.2 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MONITORING  

If the checklist objectives call for scientifically and legally defensible conclusions, 
data should be quantitative and the hypotheses concerning change should be 
statistically tested. Since quantitative data sufficient for application of statistical 
tests are often expensive to obtain, well-defined objectives and the careful 
selection of measurement parameters are vital. Scoping is a critical part to this 
important process; scoping includes defining checklist objectives, delineating the 
boundary of the checklist area, and selecting the appropriate aquatic species for 
evaluation. The selection of species can be based on ecological importance, 

                                                      
86  USACE, 1989,  EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
87 USACE, 1989,  EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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importance for human use (e.g., sport or commercial fishing), or other factors, 
including legal protection status.88  

Frequency of sampling will depend on the original objectives of the monitoring 
program, the availability of resources, and the size of the project area. Seasonal 
fluctuations of physical and biological parameters may be or may not be known; 
therefore, seasonal sampling may be required. A sampling frequency of once per 
year may be sufficient for an annual maintenance project, unless there is a reason 
to believe otherwise.89  

Experimental design and sampling plans for a specific project area will depend on 
the nature and magnitude of the project, the use and purpose of the data, and the 
metrics to be evaluated. The fauna present may be sessile or motile with 
populations that vary seasonally and distributions that are random or clustered. In 
most cases, quantitative studies of the backshore and foreshore beach and 
nearshore substrate must also concentrate on the benthic community and any 
populations of aquatic invasive species.90  

Statistical analysis must be used to summarize or describe complex data. Statistics 
can also be used as a formal decision-making tool to decide whether measured 
temporal or spatial differences between samples are real or whether they may be 
the result of a sampling variability. Commercially available data management 
systems have options for computing and displaying several types of statistics. Large 
amounts of data can be summarized by calculating statistics such as measures of 
central tendency (mean, median, and mode) and dispersion (standard deviation 
and range).  

Statistics can also be used to compare sets of data to determine if differences exist 
among them and, if so, whether the differences are significant. Statistical 
relationships among variables may be explored using correlation and regression 
analyses. For example, the relationship between the density of a certain benthic 
species and certain physical (water depth, temperature, sediment grain size, etc.) 
and chemical (dissolved oxygen, etc.) parameters might be important to examine 
using correlation and regression statistics.91  

The next step in data interpretation is conducting the proper analysis and 
interpretation to ensure that the assumptions on which the data retrieval plan was 
based are still valid. New information or failure to collect all the data required in the 
original experimental design may necessitate modification. If data analysis can 
proceed according to plan, decide to accept or reject the tested hypothesis. 
Following this step, an effort should be made to identify additional quantitative or 
qualitative conclusions that may be warranted, and explore any additional 
hypotheses that may be tested using the same data. Do not limit conclusions to 
acceptance or rejection of hypotheses, but extend clear expression of the 
implications of the observed results. Decision makers who are not technical 

                                                      
88 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
89 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
90 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
91 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
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specialists may fail to grasp these implications unless they are clearly 
communicated.92  

The following are the likely order of priority for physical baseline measurement and 
monitoring for a reviewing a proposal for a proposed new backshore protective 
structure:  

 Backshore position and evolution, rate and lateral extent of erosion, rate of 
recovery following erosion 

 Sediment distribution and variability, both spatially and temporally 

 Water levels, nearshore waves and winds 

 Littoral and terrestrial geomorphology and hillslope analysis of adjacent cliffs, 
underlying foreshore strata and nearshore lakebed substrate features 

 Variations in backshore groundwater levels (effects to backshore wetlands and 
SEZ) 

 State and regional water quality parameters  

Include reference sites representative of the “without-project” condition (e.g. the 
same geomorphic setting and no protective structure) in the monitoring program, 
if possible. The purpose of reference sites is to evaluate changes that occur through 
time but are not related to the project. Without reference sites it is often very 
difficult to establish that observed changes are project related, and a question may 
remain as to whether natural variability or other perturbations were responsible for 
observed changes. In some cases, it may be possible to control for other 
perturbations by establishing more than one reference site. Reference sites may 
also be used to ensure that changes, which occur within some designated 
boundary or sphere of influence around an activity, remain restricted to within that 
boundary.93  

8.14.3 BIOLOGICAL MONITORING  

Freshwater lake nearshore and estuarine biological systems are considered diverse 
and complex. Shorezone protection projects may benefit one or more components 
of the biological system while adversely impacting others. Biological assessments 
of shorezone protection projects are used to predict ecosystem adjustment as well 
as the importance, spatial extent, and severity of the expected biological 
alterations. In practice, analysis usually focuses upon species of commercial or 
recreational importance; rare, threatened, or endangered species; and sensitive or 
highly productive habitats.94 

Habitat-based evaluation procedures are designed to document the quality and 
quantity of habitat available for aquatic and terrestrial animals. These procedures 
can be used to compare the relative value of different areas at the same time 
(baseline studies) and/or the relative value of one area at different points in time 
(impact assessment) as compared to a proposed future scenario. 

                                                      
92 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008, 
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
93 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
94 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
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8.14.3.1 BIOLOGICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The construction of shore protective structures usually produces short-term 
physical and water quality disturbances. These perturbations directly impact 
biological communities and may result in long-term impacts. For example, some 
ecosystems damaged by construction or water quality degradation may recover 
slowly and take years to achieve preconstruction levels. Many of these impacts are 
very difficult to avoid. However, construction activities can often be timed to avoid 
critical events such as fish spawning or migratory shorebird nesting. Sometimes 
protective structures can be located to avoid sensitive biological areas. 

Shorezone structures alter bottom habitats by physical eradication and in some 
cases by deposition or scour. However, certain hard structures may create a highly 
productive, artificial reef type habitat. The type of material used to build a structure 
and the surface area of the structure will influence the quality of the newly created 
habitat. Some protective structures, which are connected to the shore and extend 
some distance lakeward, may potentially interfere with the migration of certain fish 
species. To alleviate these concerns the structure may be modified to include gaps 
or shortened in length, or located outside the path of the migratory movement.95 

Noise pollution from dredging or other activities may also be a major concern when 
in the proximity of bird nesting sites96. However, breeding activities are seasonal, 
and disturbance can be avoided by scheduling the operations during non-usage 
periods. 

8.14.3.2 BIOLOGICAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

The assessment of biological impacts must begin very early in the planning and 
permitting process. Some types of biological studies are time consuming and often 
require data collection over an extended period of time. Early identification of 
specific biological issues is critical to successful permitting. Often a key issue is the 
possible siting of a project in a valuable or rare biological area (e.g. Tahoe yellow 
cress habitat). If the ecosystem can be located and mapped early, it might be 
possible to move the project elsewhere to avoid the impacts or redesign the 
project to minimize or reduce the potential impacts.97  

8.14.3.3 HABITAT MODIFICATION 

All shorezone protection projects result in some modification of shorezone 
habitats. Beach nourishment or replenishment may result in smothered benthic 
communities, although the recovery of these communities following nourishment 
is reported to be generally rapid. 98 Shorezone protective structures provide a 
permanent alteration of the foreshore substrate or bottom. In some cases, the 
tradeoff made in replacing soft bottom habitat (mud or sand) with hard bottom 
habitat (rock, at least in rubble mound structures) has generally been viewed as a 
beneficial impact associated with lake shorezone protective structures where 
diversity is desired.99 Such habitat modification is typically not a major biological 

                                                      
95 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
96 Buckley, P. A. and F. G. Buckley, 1977, Auk 94:36-43,  Hexagonal packing of Royal Tern nests  
97 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
and USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
98 Naqvi, Syed M; Pullen, Edward J, 1982, Coastal Engineering Research Center Technical Bulletin, Fort Belvoir VA 
99 Hyland, J. L., L. Balthis, C. T. Hackney, G. McRae, A. H. Ringwood, T. R. Snoots, R. F. Van Dolah, and T. L. Wade. 
1998, NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS ORCA 123. NOAA/NOS, Office of Ocean Resources Conservation 
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impact issue except when highly productive habitats such as spawning and nesting 
areas are involved.100  

8.14.3.4 FISH MIGRATION  

The impact of shorezone protective structures on fish and larval migration has been 
raised as a biological issue. Early life history stages of many important commercial 
and sport fishes are almost entirely dependent on open, high quality waterways for 
transportation between nearshore and estuarine spawning grounds and juvenile 
nursery areas. Some shorezone protective structures (jetties in particular) may 
interfere with this migration process by modifying currents near stream mouths. 
However, the extent of a problem of this nature in Lake Tahoe is negligible and 
would require a case-by-case evaluation of each site. Similar impacts have been 
documented with breakwaters on migrations of juvenile and adult fishes but not in 
freshwater lentic systems. This issue has been raised primarily in association with 
anadromous fishes in the Pacific Northwest. Conclusive evidence supporting these 
concerns has not been fully established.101 

8.14.3.5 PREDATION PRESSURE 

Rubble mound structures (revetments) provide substrate that can act as cover and 
holding habitat. As such, some jetties and breakwaters serve as a focal point for 
congregations of some types of non-native species (e.g. largemouth bass or mysis 
shrimp) which may feed or find shelter there. This condition has also generated a 
concern that high densities of predators in the vicinity of jetties and breakwaters 
pose a threat to egg, larval, and juvenile stages of important species (e.g. 
macrozooplankton cladocerans species such as Daphnia). This concern is largely 
associated with projects in the Pacific Northwest and conclusive evidence 
demonstrating a significant impact is currently unavailable and may be difficult to 
establish. In any case, evaluations must be conducted on a site-specific basis. For 
example, examination of existing similar structures near the proposed project site 
could provide information on the type and extent of organism development on 
jetties, breakwaters, and other rubble mound revetment structures.102  

                                                                                                                                          
and Assessment, Silver Spring, MD, Environmental quality of estuaries of the Carolinian Province: 1995. Annual 
statistical summary for the 1995 EMAP-Estuaries Demonstration Project in the Carolinian Province.  
100 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
101 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
102 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection 
and USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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8.16 APPENDICES 

8.16.1 DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

The following section contains calculations to be used for design of shorezone 
BMP’s and delineation of the backshore boundary. These are intended to assist a 
professional engineer.  

8.16.1.1 WIND-WAVE GENERATION 

The following points are assumptions and recommendations as to how to provide 
guidance and instruction regarding wind-wave generation modeling:  

 The selection of the design wind speed is critical to projecting adequate 
protections based on statistical modeling. The present guidance uses the 80 mile 
an hour - 1-hour duration design storm wind event. The CEM provides 
alternative design storm standards that may be more accurate and appropriate 
in achieving the region’s policy objectives. 

 The mathematical descriptions provided below are simplifications; they assume 
the 80 mile an hour – 1-hour wind speed generates a fetch-limited wave; this is 
true of all but the longest fetches over the lake. While the descriptions reflect 
shoaling, the effects of refraction are not included.  

 The use of more sophisticated approaches to wind-wave generation modeling is 
acceptable and encouraged. Particularly, the use of commercial or publicly 
available wind-wave generation hindcast programs including ACES, STWAVE, 
and MIKE-21 or SWAN provided that they are applied by engineering firms that 
regularly provide this service. Analysis of historical wind conditions in the area is 
encouraged. 

The simplest direct calculation method is as follows (CEM II-2-36 to II-2-38). These 
equations give the significant deepwater wave height and period to be used for 
design. Note the calculations below must be performed in SI units. The acceleration 
due to gravity, g, is 9.81 meters per second in SI units. 

Determine the maximum fetch X (Refer to Figure 8-q). This is the longest straight-
line distance from the project site to the opposite shoreline, measured in meters. 
The procedure is as follows:  

 The design wind speed U10,mph is an 80 miles per hour wind sustained for one-
hour, measured at an elevation 10 meters above the water surface, based on 
winds blowing from the quadrant corresponding to the maximum fetch. This 

corresponds to a design wind speed U10 of 35.76 m/s in SI units 
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Figure 8-q: Fetch Definition  

 
 
 
 

𝐶𝐷 = 0.001 (1.1 + 0.035𝑈10) 
Calculate drag coefficient (no units) 

(Equation 16.1) 

 

𝑢∗ = 𝑈10(𝐶𝐷)0.5 
Calculate friction velocity in m/s 

(Equation 16.2) 
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Calculate significant deepwater wave height in meters 

(Equation 16.3) 
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Calculate peak wave period in 0.751 

(Equation 16.4) 
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Figure 8-r defines the primary wave characteristics used throughout this Appendix. 

As an alternative to the calculation given above, Figure 8-s provides a curve of wave height and period as a 
function of fetch. This curve is based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ACES program.  

Figure 8-r: Definition of Wave Characteristics  
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Figure 8-s Wave Height Nomograph  
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8.16.1.2 WAVE RUN-UP FORMULA FOR BACKSHORE DELINEATION (USING THE 80 
MILE PER HOUR SUSTAINED DESIGN STORM WIND EVENT) 

The magnitude of wave run-up is influenced by water level, wave height, and beach 
morphology and nearshore topography. On wide, gently sloping, dissipative 
beaches wave run-up is usually low because much of the incoming wave energy is 
expended in breaking before it reaches the shoreline. On narrow, steeply sloping, 
reflective beaches wave run-up is high because incoming waves break right at the 
shoreline with little prior loss of energy. 

The wave run-up on the beach is required both for regulatory (backshore 
delineation) and engineering purposes. The calculations defined in this section 
shall be used for backshore delineation. The subsequent section gives an 
alternative approach that may be used for engineering processes. 

The run-up elevation for backshore delineation is based on the following 
parameters:  

 Peak wave period (Tp) 

 Deep water significant wave height (Hm0) 

 Beach slope (rs) is calculated using measured beach profile bathymetry and is 
based on elevations between the legal minimum and maximum still water 
surface elevations (i.e., 6,223.0 to 6,229.1 feet).  

The procedure is as follows:  

 Calculate the deep-water wavelength L0: 

2
0 2 pTgL

π
=

 
(Equation 16.5) 

 
 Calculate the 2% of wave run-up level, represented as R2%: 

00%2 27.0 LHrR msu =  (Equation 16.6) 
 
 The total wave run-up elevation for backshore delineation is given by: 

max%2 SWLRu +   (Equation 16.7) 
 
 SWLmax is the legal maximum still water surface elevation of 6,229.1 feet. 

8.16.1.3 WAVE RUN-UP (FOR DESIGN) 

Alternative wave run-up calculations may be used for design, provided that 
supportive information is provided by the project proponent. The following gives 
one calculation method, suitable for relatively steep slopes such as revetments 
from the Coastal Engineering Manual. 
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Figure 8-t: Wave Run-Up 

 
 
 
Based on the design wave height at the toe of the slope, the calculations for wave 
run-up are as follows (Note: that these calculations may be performed in metric or 
standard units, but that these units may not be mixed). 

The run-up on the surface is calculated using the following definitions: 

 Peak wave period (Tp) 

 Deep water significant wave height (Hm0)  

 Wave height at the toe of the slope (Htoe) 

 Structure slope (rs) 

In contrast to the slope on a beach, the slope on a structure may take any value up 
to 1.0 (corresponding to a 1H:1V slope). For example, the slope for a 2H: 1V 
structure would be 0.5. The procedure is as follows:  

 Calculate the deep-water wavelength, in feet using Equation 16.8  

2
0 2 pTgL

π
=

 
(Equation 16.8) 

 
 Calculate the surf similarity parameter for the protective structure (Equation 

16.9) 

m0

0
0 H

L
rss =ξ

 
(Equation 16.9) 
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 Use Equation 16.10 to calculate the wave run-up above the toe of the slope (CEM 
VI-5-3, VI-5-6). The surface roughness factor depends on the surface type and is 
given in Table 8-23 (CEM Table VI-5-3) 
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(Equation 16.10) 

 

Table 8-23: Surface Roughness Reduction Factor (USACE) 

Surface Roughness Reduction Factor yr in Equation VI-5-3, Valid for 1 < Eop < 3-4 
Type of Slope Surface  yr 
Smooth, Concrete, Asphalt  1.0 
Smooth block revetment 1.0 
Grass (3 cm length) 0.90 – 1.0 

1 layer of rock, diameter D1 (Hs/D = 1.5 – 3.0)  0.55 – 0.6 

2 or more layers of rock, (Hs/D = 1.5 – 6.0)  0.50 - 0.55 

Roughness elements on smooth surface  
(length parallel to waterline = l, width = b, height = h) 
Quadratic blocks, l = b  
h/b b/Hs area coverage   

0.88 0.12 – 0.19 1/9 0.70 – 0.75 
0.88 0.12 – 0.24 1/25 0.75 – 0.85 
0.44 0.12 – 0.24  1/25 0.85 – 0.95 
0.88 0.12 – 0.18 1/25 (above SWL) 0.85 – 0.95 
0.18 0.55 – 1.10 ¼ 0.75 – 0.85 
Ribs 
1.00 0.12 – 0.19 1/7.5 0.60 – 0.70 

 
This calculation gives the 2% wave run-up: that is, the height above the toe of the 
slope (including scour) exceeded by 2 percent of waves during a design storm. The 
design crest elevation should provide some additional freeboard, which should 
normally be a minimum of one armor unit diameter, or one foot above the 2% run-
up elevation, whichever is greater.  

The project proponent may select a lower crest elevation if desired, however they 
must define how erosion upland of the structure will be managed. The project 
proponent may also select a higher crest elevation if desired, if a higher level of 
protection is desired.  

However, if the run-up value selected by the project proponent is more than 6 feet 
or twice the run-up height given here, then the project proponent must provide 
justification for the need.  

8.16.1.4 CALCULATING WAVE HEIGHT AT TOE OF PROTECTIVE STRUCTURE  

The calculations given below may be performed in metric units (meters and 
seconds) or in standard units (feet and seconds); however, the units must not be 
mixed. The procedure is as follows:  
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 Calculate the wave height at which the waves break, Hb (CEM Equations II-4-4 
and II-4-8): 

0

2.0

0

056.0 m
m

b H
L

H
H

−









=

 
(Equation 16.11) 

 
 Calculate the water depth db at which the waves break (CEM II-4-3 and II-4-5 to II-

4-7), recording the parameter γb for later use. If the slope r is greater than 10%, 
use r = 0.1 in these equations.  
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(Equation 16.12) 

(Equation 16.13) 

(Equation 16.14) 

(Equation 16.15) 

 
 Determine whether the waves are broken at the toe of the protective measure, 

based on the maximum still water level, 6,229.1 feet (1898.6 meters). Determine 
which is the relevant case for wave conditions as described below and illustrated 
in Figure 8-u. 
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Figure 8-u: Design Wave Cases  
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Case 1: the toe of the protective measure lies above the maximum still water level. 
Only broken waves reach the structure. The wave height is calculated based on a 
broken wave, as described in Section 8.16.1.5.  

Case 2: The waves break offshore of the toe of the protective structure at the 
maximum still water level. The wave height is calculated based on a broken wave, 
as described in Section 8.16.1.5  

Case 3: The waves are not broken at the toe of the protective measure at the 
maximum still water level. However, the waves do break at the toe of the protective 
structure for some water level. That is, the water depth db is observed at the toe for 
some water level between the minimum still water level, 6,223.0 feet (1896.8 
meters), and the maximum still water level, 6,229.1 feet (1898.6 meters). In this case, 
design the protective measure to account for wave breaking at the toe (Section 
8.16.1.6) and unbroken waves at the maximum still water level (Section 8.16.1.7).  

Case 4: The waves do not break at the toe of the protective measure at any water 
level. In this case, use only unbroken waves (Section 8.16.1.7). In this case, the 
design must be performed by engineers that regularly perform such service.  

8.16.1.5 HEIGHT OF BROKEN WAVE – BROKEN OFFSHORE OF THE TOE 

Calculate the wave setup η at the toe of the protective measure (CEM II-4-23), 
where dt is the still water depth at the toe: 

23
8

1
b

tb dd

γ

η
+

−
=

 
(Equation 16.16) 

 
The wave setup is an increase in water depth that results from wave action (Refer to 
Figure 8-v). The engineer may include the effect of wave setdown (CEM II-4-21) if 
desired.  
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Figure 8-v: Wave Setup and Run-Up for Design Wave Determination 

 
 
Add the wave setup to the water depth at the toe of the protective measure and 

calculate the height of the broken wave at the toe of the protective structure, Htb, 
on the basis of this combined water depth: 

( )tbtb dH += ηγ  
(Equation 16.20) 

 
If the water depth at the toe of the protective measure without wave setup is 
negative (dt ≤ 0) – that is, if the toe of the protective measure is above the still water 
level – then the run-up wave must be considered. Linearly interpolate the water 
surface elevation between the following two points: 

The still water shoreline, at which the wave setup is: 

2

0
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b
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=

 

(Equation 16.18) 

 
The run-up level hmax, as calculated in Section 8.16.1.3. 
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 Calculate the remaining height of the uprushing wave based on the effective 

water depth deff at the toe of the protective measure: 

effbtb dH γ=  
(Equation 16.19) 

8.16.1.6 HEIGHT OF BROKEN WAVE – JUST BREAKING AT THE TOE 

The broken wave height at the toe, Htb, is just the breaking wave height calculated 
from CEM II-4-4 and II-4-8 (see above), if the wave is just breaking at the toe of the 
protective structure: 

btb HH =  (Equation 16.20) 
 

8.16.1.7 HEIGHT OF UNBROKEN WAVE 

Calculate the wave height of the unbroken wave at the toe of the protective 

measure, Htu, using linear wave theory.  

One acceptable method is to interpolate values based on the following table. This 
calculates the unbroken significant wave height H and wavelength L at depth d, 

based on the significant wave height H0 in deep water and the wavelength L0 in 
deep water.  

Table 8-24: Interpolation Values for Wave Run-Up 

D / L0 D / L H / H0 L / L0 

0.001 0.01263 2.515 0.07918 
0.002 0.01788 2.119 0.1119 
0.003 0.02192 1.917 0.1369 
0.005 0.02836 1.692 0.1764 
0.007 0.03362 1.561 0.2082 
0.01 0.04032 1.435 0.2480 
0.02 0.05763 1.226 0.3470 
0.03 0.07135 1.125 0.4205 
0.05 0.09416 1.023 0.5310 
0.07 0.1139 0.9713 0.6144 
0.10 0.1410 0.9327 0.7093 
0.20 0.2251 0.9181 0.8884 
0.30 0.3121 0.9490 0.9611 
0.50 0.5018 0.9905 0.9964 
1.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

Source: Shore Protection Manual 1984, Table C.1. 
 
Alternative methods of wave calculation are permitted but must be based on the 
CEM equations and/or professional wave transformation software tools. For 
example, refraction will often reduce the height of waves at the shoreline by taking 
into account the effect of oblique wave incidence.  
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8.16.1.8 RIPRAP SIZING 

A well-designed and constructed rubble mound revetment can successfully protect 
backshore embankments and terraces from storm waves. The underlying 
philosophy of the rubble-mound is that a pile of stones is inherently efficient at 
absorbing wave energy and robust enough in design in that damage is often not 
catastrophic. It also can be relatively inexpensive to construct.  

This section provides design guidance for selecting the size of rock for riprap slope 
protection or to repair the trunk of a rubblemound jetty. The size of rock required 
to repair a rubblemound breakwater may be calculated using the same method but 
with different parameters, KD rather than KRR, as described in Section 8.7 
Breakwaters. 

Determine the stone density γs – a typical value is 165 pounds per cubic foot (pcf). 

This is used with the density of water γw = 62.4 in the formulae below.  

 Select the revetment slope m, typically 1.5H:1V to 2H:1V. If it needs to match 
existing slope, the maximum slope is 1.5:1. Greater slopes follow bulkhead 
design criteria. 

 Select the design wave height – for broken and potentially unbroken waves, as 
described above.  

 
FOR BREAKING WAVES: 
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with KRR = 2.2 (CEM VI-5-86) 

(Equation 16.21) 
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FOR NON-BREAKING WAVES: 
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with KRR = 2.5 (CEM VI-5-86) 

(Equation 16.22) 

 
If both cases were required to be considered, use the higher of these weights.  

Grade the rock on the armor layer to be no wider than: 

Wmax = 4.0 W50,lb and Wmin = 0.125 W50,lb (Equation 16.23) 
 

The nominal rock diameter is: 
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(Equation 16.24) 

 
 The armor layer should be a minimum 2D50 thick. 

 The filter layer should have a gradation corresponding to 10% by weight of the 
armor layer. The filter layer thickness should be a minimum two stones thick, and 
in any case no less than 1 foot thick. 

 Geotextile should normally be placed under the filter layer. If the fabric begins to 
become exposed or frayed, repairs must be made promptly. 

The empirical coefficient in Hudson’s Equation, KRR, is based on laboratory tests and 
varies to include the effect of stone angularity or roundness, number of layers of 
armor stone, distribution of individual stone sizes about the median size, and 
interlocking characteristics. The values suggested here, KRR = 2.2 and KRR = 2.5 are 
for a layer of rough-angular quarry-stone at least two stones thick. The stones have 
a gradation of weights that varies between 0.125 W50 < W < 4W50. Other values of 
KRR for other situations, including artificial concrete armor units, are discussed in 
CEM103. 

                                                      
103 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6 
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GLOSSARY 
Accretion  
May be either a natural or an artificial process. Natural accretion is the buildup of 
the land surface, solely by the energetics associated with natural forces such as 
sediment deposition on a beach as transported by water. Artificial accretion is a 
similar buildup of land surfaces by an act of man, such as the accretion formed by a 
groin, breakwater, or beach fill deposited by mechanical means (see Beach 
Nourishment). 

Adapted Plants  
Plants that may not be native to the Lake Tahoe Region but are able to withstand 
the unique conditions such as drought, winter, and nutrient poor soils. 

Aeration 
The extent which air may pass through voids in this soil.  

Annuals 
Plants that live for one year or less and perpetuate themselves by seed. 

Armor Layer 
Protective layer on a breakwater or lake wall or Shorezone protective structure 
composed of armor units. 

Armor Unit or Stone 
A relatively large quarrystone or concrete shape that is selected to fit specified 
geometric characteristics and density. It is usually of nearly uniform size and usually 
large enough to require individual placement. In normal cases, it is used as primary 
wave protection and is placed in thicknesses of at least two units. 

Artificial Beach Nourishment 
The process of replenishing a beach with material (usually sand) obtained from 
another location.  

Assessor Parcel Number (APN, Parcel Number) 
A number assigned to parcels of real property by the tax assessor of a particular 
jurisdiction for purposes of identification and record-keeping. 

Backshore 
That part of the shorezone beginning at the legal Lake Tahoe high water elevation 
and extending landward to a point determined by using TRPA approved methods.   
This area is typically acted upon by waves only during severe storms, especially 
when combined with exceptionally high water.  

Bailey Land Capability System (Land Capability)  
A land classification system developed for planning purposes by Robert G. Bailey 
which classifies soils based on their resilience to disturbance and development.  

Barrier Beach 
A bar or strand of deposited sand essentially parallel to the shore, the crest of which 
is above high water and maximum wave run-up elevations. 
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Bathymetry 
The topographic survey and measurement of water depths in a lake; also 
information derived from such measurements. 

Beach 
The zone of unconsolidated material that extends landward from the low water line 
to the place where there is marked change in material or physiographic form, or to 
the line of permanent vegetation (usually the effective limit of storm waves). The 
lakeward limit of a beach - unless otherwise specified - is the mean low water line. A 
beach includes foreshore and backshore.  

Beach Berm 
A nearly horizontal part of the beach or backshore formed by the deposit of 
material by wave action. Some beaches have no berms, others have one or several.  

Beach Erosion  
The carrying away of beach materials by wave action, swash currents, littoral 
currents, or wind.  

Beach Fill 
Material placed on a beach to re-nourish eroding shores, usually pumped by 
dredge but sometimes delivered by trucks.  

Beach Nourishment  
(See both Beach Fill and Artificial Beach Nourishment.)  

Bedrock  
The solid rock that underlies gravel, soil, and other superficial material. Bedrock 
may be exposed at the surface (an outcrop) or it may be buried under a few 
centimeters to thousands of meters of unconsolidated material.  

Benthic  
Pertaining to the sub-aquatic bottom dwelling fauna.  

Berm  
On a beach: a nearly horizontal plateau on the beach face or backshore, formed by 
the deposition of beach material by wave action or by means of a mechanical plant 
as part of a beach renourishment scheme. Some natural beaches have no berm, 
others have several. On a structure, it is a nearly horizontal area; often built to 
support or key-in an armor layer.  

Best Management Practices (BMPs)  
Alternative structural and non-structural practices proven effective in erosion 
control and management of surface runoff. 

Bluff  
A high, steep bank, or cliff bordering or adjacent to the backshore. 

BMP Certificate of Completion (BMP Certificate)  
Certificate issued by TRPA which acknowledges that a subject property is in 
compliance with BMP Retrofit Requirements. 

BMP Maintenance Rapid Assessment Methodology (BMP RAM)  
A tool to track the condition of a particular Treatment BMP, relative to its observed 
condition at time of installation or immediately following complete maintenance. 
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BMP Real Estate Disclosure  
Disclosure by the seller of a property to the purchaser of a property regarding the 
property’s BMP compliance status. 

Boulder  
A rounded rock more than 256 mm (10 inch) in diameter; larger than a cobblestone.  

Breakwater  
A man-made structure protecting a back and foreshore area, harbor, marina, or 
property front from waves.  

Buffer  
A parcel or strip of land that is designed and designated to permanently remain 
vegetated in an undisturbed and natural condition to protect an adjacent aquatic 
or wetland site from upland impacts, to provide habitat for wildlife and to afford 
limited public access.  

Bulkhead  
A structure or partition to retain or prevent sliding of the land. A secondary purpose 
is to protect the upland against damage from wave action. 

Buoy  
A float; especially a floating object moored to the bottom, to mark a channel, 
anchor, shoal rock, etc. Some common types include: a nun or nut buoy is conical in 
shape; a can buoy is squat and cylindrical above water and conical below water; a 
spar buoy is a vertical, slender spar anchored at one end; a bell buoy, bearing a bell, 
runs mechanically or by the action of waves, usually marks shoals or rocks; a 
whistling buoy, similarly operated, marks shoals or channel entrances; a dan buoy 
carries a pole with a flag or light on it. 

Catchment  
An area which drains naturally to a particular point on a surface water body, thus 
contributing to its natural discharge. 

Clastic Rocks (singular: Clast)  
Rocks built up of fragments, which have been produced by weathering and erosion 
of pre-existing rocks and minerals and, typically, transported mechanically to their 
point of deposition.  

Clay 
Fine-grained, plastic, sediment with a typical grain size less than 0.004 mm. 
Possesses electromagnetic properties that bind the grains together to give a bulk 
strength or cohesion. 

Cobble (Cobblestone)  
A rock fragment between 64 and 256 mm in diameter usually rounded.  

Cofferdam  
A temporary watertight structure enclosing all or part of the construction area so 
that construction can proceed in the dry.  

Common Area  
Generally refers to a parcel owned by members of a multi-family housing complex 
or association of property or homeowners that is available for use by all members 
or residents. 
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Community Plan  
A plan developed in consultation with local governments and community which 
supersedes the plan area statement.  

Constant Head Permeameter (CHP)  
A tool designed to determine the coefficient of permeability by the constant or 
falling head method for the laminar flow of water through granular soils. 

Creep  
Very slow, continuous downslope movement of soil or debris. 

Crest  
Highest point on a beach face, breakwater, or lake wall. 

Deep Water  
Water so deep that surface waves are little affected by the lake bottom. Generally, 
water deeper than one-half the surface wavelength is considered deep water.  

Density  
Mass (in kg) per unit of volume of a substance; kg/m3. For pure water, the density is 
1000 kg/m3. Density increases with increasing salinity, and decreases with 
increasing temperature. For stone and sand, usually a density of 2600 kg/m3 is 
assumed. Concrete is less dense, in the order of 2400 kg/m3. Some types of basalt 
may reach 2800 kg/m3. For sand, including the voids, one may use 1600 kg/m3, 
while mud often has a density of 1100 - 1200 kg/m3.  

Diameter Breast Height (DBH)  
A standard method of expressing the diameter of the trunk of a standing tree. This 
measure is taken at 1.4 meters from the highest point on the ground. 

Discharge  
The volume of water per unit of time flowing along a pipe or channel. 

Downdrift  
The direction of predominant movement of littoral materials. 

Drainage Basin  
Total area drained by a stream and its tributaries. 

Drain Inlet  
A physical structure that collects water from roads and parking lots and conveys it 
to an underground storm drain system.    

Dredged Material Placement Site  
Designated area for temporary placement of dredged material for eventual 
transport and final disposal outside the Lake Tahoe Region. In the Lake Tahoe 
Region, designated areas must be coordinated with the Tahoe Regional Planning 
Agency, the Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers and state agencies such as the Lahontan Water Quality Control Board 
and the Nevada Department of Environmental Protection for regulatory 
compliance.  

Dredging  
The practice of excavating or displacing the bottom of a water body. Dredging can 
be accomplished with mechanical or hydraulic machines. Most dredging is done to 
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maintain channel depths or berths for navigational purposes; other dredging is for 
cleanup of polluted sediments and/or placement of dredged sand on beaches for 
re-nourishment.  

Drift 
The speed at which a lake cell current hydraulically moves, transports, and deposits 
sediments and material. 

Dripline  
The ground below the outermost edge of a tree, roof, or structure.  

Duff  
The decomposed mulch layer of pine needles found on top of soil but below newly 
fallen needles. Duff is darker in color than freshly fallen needles.  

Dunes  
Ridges or mounds of loose, wind-blown material, usually sand. 

Duration  
In wave forecasting, the length of time the wind blows in nearly the same direction 
over the fetch (generating area).  

Duration, Minimum  
The time necessary for steady-state wave conditions to develop for a given wind 
velocity over a given fetch length. 

Elevation  
The vertical distance from the legal high water line or mean lake level or some 
other established datum plane to a point on the earth’s surface; and expressed as a 
height above that designated level.  

Environmental Improvement Program (EIP)  
The EIP program defines restoration needs for attaining environmental goals or 
Threshold Standards and, through a substantial investment of resources, increases 
the pace at which the Threshold Standards will be attained. The EIP has several 
components, which make up a comprehensive strategy for restoration and 
improvements. The components include capital projects, research/science, 
program support and technical assistance, and operations and maintenance. 

Fetch  
The area along the longest axis across a waterbody in which waves and surface 
oscillations are generated by a wind having a fairly constant direction and speed. 
Sometimes used synonymously with fetch length.  

Fetch Length  
The horizontal distance (in the direction of the wind) over which a wind generates 
seas or creates a wind setup.  

Fetch-Limited  
Situation in which wave energy (or wave height) is limited by the size of the wave 
generation area (fetch).  

Fine Sediment Particles (FSP)  
Particles 16 microns or less that remain suspended in the water column and are the 
primary pollutant of concern for Lake Tahoe. 
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Fire Defensible Space  
Refers to the area between a structure and oncoming wildfire where the vegetation 
has been managed to reduce the wildfire threat and, when possible, allows fire 
fighters to safely defend the structure. 

Flanking  
Erosion behind or around the land-based end of a groin, jetty, or breakwater or the 
terminus of a bulkhead, revetment, or lake wall, usually causing failure of the 
structure or its function. 

Foredune  
The front dune immediately behind the backshore.  

Foreshore  
The zone of a lake level fluctuation which is the area between the high and low 
water level.  For Lake Tahoe, the elevations are 6229.1 feet Lake Tahoe Datum and 
6223.0 feet Lake Tahoe Datum, respectively. 

Geotextile  
A synthetic fabric which may be woven or non-woven used as a filter.  

Grading  
Cutting through or otherwise disturbing the layers of the soil mantle so as to 
change the existing landform, including, but not limited to, disturbing the soil 
mantle for construction of a driveway, parking area, utility line, building, or other 
structure. Also includes filling, excavation, and clearing. 

Grading Season  
The period each year during which grading is permitted commencing May 1 and 
ending October 15. 

Gravel Armor  
A three-inch thick layer of angular washed rock placed below decks and driplines to 
protect soil from splash erosion. 

Herbaceous Plants  
A plant that has leaves and stems that die down at the end of the growing season 
to the soil level. They contain no persistent woody material above ground. 

Hose Test  
Field test which utilizes running water to verify the effectiveness of a conveyance 
device or other BMP. 

Individual Parcel Evaluation System (IPES)  
A system for the evaluation and ranking of residential parcels within each 
jurisdiction, vacant as of December 31, 1988, from most suitable to least suitable for 
development.  

Infiltration Facility  
A device used to percolate runoff into the soil, including without limitation, a rock 
filled trench or basin. 

Inorganic Mulch  
Soil protection materials that are noncombustible such as gravel or rock.  
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Invasive Plant  
A plant has the ability to thrive and spread aggressively outside its natural range. 

Jetty  
On open Shorezones, a structure extending into a body of water, which is designed 
to prevent shoaling or sedimentation of a channel by littoral materials and to direct 
and confine the stream or current flow. Jetties are built at the mouths of rivers or 
tidal inlets to help deepen and stabilize the depth of the channel for navigational 
purposes. 

Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board  
California regulatory agency responsible for the protection of water quality on the 
California side of the Lake Tahoe Region. 

Lake Tahoe Interagency Monitoring Program (LTIMP)  
A centralized forum for the Lake Tahoe Region monitoring, research, and design 
communities to present results, share innovative ideas, and discuss issues relevant 
to water quality with the goal of informing regulatory, management, and planning 
activities. 

Land Capability 
(See Bailey Land Capability System.) 

Land Coverage  
1) A man-made structure, improvement or covering, either created before 

February 10, 1972 or created after February 10, 1972 pursuant to either TRPA 
Ordinance No. 4, as amended, or other TRPA approval, that prevents normal 
precipitation from directly reaching the surface of the land underlying the 
structure, improvement or covering. Such structures, improvements and 
coverings include but are not limited to roofs, decks, surfaces that are paved 
with asphalt, concrete or stone, roads, streets, sidewalks, driveways, parking 
lots, tennis courts, patios; and  

2) Lands so used before February 10, 1972, for such uses as for the parking of cars 
and heavy and repeated pedestrian traffic that the soil is compacted to as to 
prevent substantial infiltration. A structure, improvement, or covering shall not 
be considered as land coverage if it permits as least 75 percent of normal 
precipitation directly to reach the ground and permits growth of vegetation on 
the approved species list.  

Common terms related to land coverage are: 1) Hard Coverage—man-made 
structures as defined above; 2) Soft Coverage—compacted areas without structures 
as defined above. 

Littoral  
Of or pertaining to a shore, especially of the sea or lake. Often used as a general 
term for the coastal or lakeshore zone influenced by wave action, or, more 
specifically, the shore zone between the high and low water marks.  

Littoral Cell  
A reach of shoreline that is sedimentologically isolated from an adjacent Shorezone 
or coastal reaches because it features its own sources and sinks. Relative 
geomorphic and hydraulic isolation is usually caused by protruding headlands, 
subsurface canyons, inlets, and some river mouths that prevent littoral sediment 
from one cell to pass into the next.  
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Littoral Drift, Littoral Transport  
The movement of beach material or sediment in the littoral zone by waves and 
Lake Cell currents. Includes movement parallel (long-shore drift) and sometimes 
also perpendicular to the shoreline (cross-shore or nearshore - foreshore transport).  

Littoral Zone  
In beach terminology, an indefinite zone extending lakeward from the shoreline to 
just beyond the breaker zone.  

Load  
The quantity of sediment transported by a water or air. It includes the suspended 
load of small particles (saltation) and the bed load (traction) of large particles that 
move along the bottom.  

Load Reduction Planning Tool (LRPT)  
A methodology for estimating water quality benefits of parcel scale BMP retrofits in 
the Lake Tahoe Region.  

Low Impact Development (LID)  
Comprehensive land planning and engineering design approach with a goal of 
maintaining and enhancing the pre-development hydrologic regime of urban and 
developing watersheds. 

Morphology  
Lake bed form and its change over time. 

Mycorrhizal  
A symbiotic association between a fungus and the roots of a vascular plant that 
provides the fungus with carbohydrates from the plant and in return provides a 
higher absorptive capacity for water and mineral nutrients to the plant from the 
large surface area of the fungus. 

Native Plant  
A plant that is endemic (indigenous) or naturalized over geologic time to a specific 
area or region. 

Nearshore  
The zone extending from the low water elevation of Lake Tahoe (6223.0 feet Lake 
Tahoe Datum) to a lake bottom elevation of 6193.0 Feet Lake Tahoe Datum, but in 
any case, a minimum lateral distance of 350 feet measured from the shoreline.  In 
other lakes the nearshore extends to a depth of 25 feet below the low water 
elevation. 

Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP)  
Nevada regulatory agency responsible for the protection of water quality on the 
Nevada side of the Lake Tahoe Region. 

Noncombustible Perimeter  
For fire defensible space purposes, no combustible materials, including woody 
vegetation or wooden borders for infiltration systems, are permitted within 5 feet 
of any structure. 

Noxious Weeds  
A plant that has been designated injurious to natural habitats and ecosystems. 
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Organic Matter  
Matter that has come from a once-living organism and is capable of decay, the 
product of decay, or is composed of organic compounds. 

Organic Mulch  
Bare soil protection materials that are combustible such as wood chips, pine 
needles and bark.  

Ornamentals  
Plants that are grown for decorative purposes. In the Lake Tahoe Region, these 
plants often require large quantities of water and fertilizer.  

Outcrop  
A surface exposure of bare bedrock, not covered by soil or vegetation.  

Overtopping  
Passing of water over the top of a structure as a result of wave run-up or surge 
action.  

Piezometer  
A borehole designed to measure groundwater conditions at a single point. 

Perennials 
Plants that live for more than two years. 

Permeability  
The property of a bulk material (sand, crushed rock, soft rock in situ, unconsolidated 
material) which permits movement of water through its pores or interstitial spaces. 
The property of being permeable; the rate of flow of a fluid through a porous 
material; a measure of the ability of a rock or body of soil to transmit water. 

Pier  
A structure, usually of open construction, extending out into the water from the 
shore, to serve as a landing place, recreational facility, etc., rather than to afford 
coastal protection or affect the movement of water.  

Plan Area Statement  
A written text and applicable plan area map which provides specific land use 
policies for a plan area. 

Pollutant Load Reduction Model (PLRM)  
A methodology for evaluating and comparing pollutant load reduction alternatives 
for stormwater quality improvement projects in the Lake Tahoe Region.  

Preferred Design Approach (PDA) 
A standard approach for the planning and selection of BMPs developed by the 
California Tahoe Conservancy which emphasizes BMP design that prevents the 
mobilization of fine sediments and nutrients and reduces the volume of runoff 
reaching surface waters primarily through infiltration. 

Pre-Grading Inspection  
Inspection performed by a TRPA or MOU jurisdiction inspector prior to the start of 
construction to go over the conditions of the permit and to confirm that 
appropriate temporary BMPs have been installed correctly. 
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Project Delivery Process (PDP)  
Methods and components developed by the Lake Tahoe Storm Water Quality 
Improvement Committee (SWQIC) necessary to achieve successful projects 
including development of goals and objectives, analysis of existing conditions, 
formulating and evaluating alternatives, selection of a recommended alternative 
and development of a preliminary design. 

Reference Plant Community  
An existing plant community used as an example to guide the success of a 
revegetation project.  

Revegetation  
The process of planting vegetation and rebuilding the soil of disturbed land. 

Revegetation Plan  
Preparation of revegetation specifications as part of a permitted project. 

Revetment  
1) A facing of stone, concrete, etc., to protect an embankment, or shore structure, 

against erosion by wave action or currents.  
2) A retaining wall.  
3) Facing of stone, concrete, etc., built to protect a scarp, embankment or 

shoreline structure against erosion by waves or currents.  

Rill  
A narrow and shallow incision into topsoil layers, resulting from erosion by 
overland flow of surface runoff. 

Riprap 
A protective layer or facing of quarrystone, usually well graded within wide size 
limits, randomly placed to prevent erosion, scour, or sloughing of an embankment 
or bluff; also the stone so used.  

Road Rapid Assessment Methodology (Road RAM)  
A tool to rapidly determine and track the relative potential impact to the immediate 
downslope water quality from roads should a runoff event occur at the time of 
observation. 

Runoff  
Generally refers to surface flows generated by impervious surfaces.  

Run-on  
Generally refers to water entering a property from an off-site source. 

Runup, Rundown  
The upper and lower levels reached by a wave on a beach or lakeshore structure, 
relative to still-water level.  

Sand  
Sediment particles, often largely composed of quartz, with a diameter of between 
0.062 mm and 2 mm, generally classified as fine, medium, coarse or very coarse. 
Beach sand may sometimes be composed of organic sediments such as diatom and 
shell remains.  
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Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity (Ksat)  
A quantitative measure of a saturated soil's ability to transmit water when 
subjected to a hydraulic gradient. 

Scenic Highway and Corridor  
Roadway which has been determined to have outstanding scenic value. This 
includes all major highways in the Lake Tahoe Region and Pioneer Trail. The scenic 
corridor includes the roadway right-of-way and extends 100 feet perpendicularly 
from the edge of the right-of-way boundary. Any property visible from Lake Tahoe 
is also subject to scenic review. 

Scour  
Removal of underwater material by waves and currents, especially at the base or 
toe of a Shorezone protective structure.  

Scour Protection  
Protection against erosion of the lakebed in front of the toe.  

Seasonal High Groundwater  
The highest level of soil saturated with water during a one year period, usually but 
not always found in the spring months. 

Sechhi Disk  
Visibility disk (white and black, 30 cm diameter) used to measure the transparency 
of the water.  

Sediment  
1) Loose, fragments of rocks, minerals or organic material which are transported 

from their source for varying distances and deposited by air, wind, ice, and 
water. Other sediments are precipitated from the overlying water or form 
chemically, in place. Sediment includes all the unconsolidated materials on the 
lake floor.  

2) The fine-grained material deposited by water or wind.  

Sediment Transport  
The main agencies by which sedimentary materials are moved are gravity, running 
water, wind, or the lake. Running water and wind are the most widespread 
transporting agents. In both cases, three mechanisms operate, although the 
particle size of the transported material involved is very different, owing to the 
differences in density and viscosity of air and water. The three processes are rolling 
or traction, in which the particle moves along the bed but is too heavy to be lifted 
from it; saltation; and suspension, in which particles remain permanently above the 
bed, sustained there by the turbulent flow of the air or water.  

Seiche  
1) A standing wave oscillation of an enclosed waterbody that continues, 

pendulum fashion, after the cessation of the originating force, which may have 
been either seismic or atmospheric.  

2) An oscillation of a fluid body in response to a disturbing force having the same 
frequency as the natural frequency of the fluid system.  

Setback  
A required open space, specified in shoreline master programs, measured 
horizontally upland from a perpendicular to the ordinary high water mark or 
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designated legal high water line (see Buffer).  Is also used in reference to Stream 
Environment Zones (SEZs).  

Shear Stress  
Shear stress is the restoring force per unit area when a deforming force acts 
tangentially to the surface of body producing change in the shape of the body 
without any change in volume. The shear-producing force per unit area of cross 
section, usually expressed in pounds per square inch. Frictional force overcome in 
sliding one "layer" of fluid along another, as in any fluid flow.  

Shoal  
1) A detached area of any material except rock or coral. The depths over it are a 

danger to surface navigation. Similar continental or insular shelf features of 
greater depths are usually termed banks.  

2) To become shallow gradually. 
3) To cause to become shallow.  
4) To proceed from a greater to a lesser depth of water.  

Shorezone 
The area including the nearshore, foreshore, and backshore.  

Shoreline  
The highest line normally covered by waters of a lake or body of water.  For Lake 
Tahoe, the shoreline elevation is 6229.1 feet Lake Tahoe Datum. 

Significant Wave  
A statistical term relating to the one-third highest waves of a given wave group and 
defined by the average of their heights and periods. The composition of the higher 
waves depends upon the extent to which the lower waves are considered. 
Experience indicates that a careful observer who attempts to establish the 
character of the higher waves will record values, which approximately fit the 
definition of the significant wave.  

Significant Wave Height  
The average height of the one-third highest waves of a given wave group. Note 
that the composition of the highest waves depends upon the extent to which the 
lower waves are considered. In wave record analysis, the average height of the 
highest one-third of a selected number of waves, this number being determined by 
dividing the time of record by the significant period.  

Significant Wave Period  
An arbitrary period generally taken as the period of the one-third highest waves 
within a given group. Note that the composition of the highest waves depends 
upon the extent to which the lower waves are considered. In wave record analysis, 
this is determined as the average period of the most frequently recurring of the 
larger well-defined waves in the record under study. 

Silt  
Sediment particles with a grain size between 0.004 mm and 0.062 mm, i.e. coarser 
than clay particles but finer than sand.  

Slope 
The degree of inclination to the horizontal. Usually expressed as a ratio, such as 
25:1, indicating one unit rise in 25 units of horizontal distance; or in a decimal 
fraction (0.04).  
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Slow Release Fertilizer  
A fertilizer that releases its nutrients gradually, over a period of time. 

Soil  
Soil is the top or surface geologic layer of weathered, unconsolidated material that 
rests on top of the earth’s bedrock; usually defined as containing organic matter, 
micro fauna (insects, viruses, and bacteria) and being capable of supporting plant 
growth.  

Soil Amendment  
Materials added to soil in order to improve its physical, chemical or biological 
properties. Amendments may include compost, wood chips, fertilizer, or 
mycorrhizal inoculants. 

Soil Loosening  
The process of reversing soil compaction and breaking up soil structure in order to 
increase the supply of oxygen to the soil.  

Soil Structure  
The shape soil takes based on its physical and chemical properties. 

Soils/Hydrology Scoping Report  
Report required by TRPA to specifically investigate the location of the highest 
recorded groundwater level and to site all excavations above that level. 

Source Control Certificate  
Certificate by which TRPA acknowledges that the subject property is in substantial 
conformance with the BMP Retrofit Program. This Certificate is typically issued to 
properties with site constraints such as seasonal high groundwater. 

Spoil  
Overburden or other waste material removed in mining, dredging, and quarrying.  

Stormwater Quality Improvement Committee (SWQIC)  
A working group of Lake Tahoe Region agencies formed to prioritize and 
streamline the permitting and implementation of stormwater quality projects. 

Stream Environment Zone (SEZ)  
Generally, an area which owes its biological and physical characteristics to the 
presence of surface or ground water.  

Surface Roughening  
Creating and leaving a rough texture on a slope surface to enhance water 
retention, infiltration, and vegetation establishment on a project site.  

Suspended Load  
The material moving in suspension in a fluid, kept up by the upward components 
of the turbulent currents or by colloidal suspension.  

Swash 
Wave action on the beach, which moves as water levels vary, extending from the 
limit of run-down to the limit of run-up. 
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Tackifier  
A category of adhesive substances that are mixed with organic or synthetic fibers, 
water, and seeds to form a slurry that is sprayed onto exposed soil surfaces to 
provide temporary steep slope stabilization.  

Lake Tahoe Region Design Storm (Design Storm)  
The volume of a twenty year one hour storm (20-yr/1-hr), an average intensity of 
one inch per hour can be used for this calculation, applying to stormwater projects. 
For Shorezone protective structures, the design storm is the 80 mile an hour – 1 
hour duration wind event modeled at the legal high water limit of 6,229.1 feet. 

Lake Tahoe Region  
“Region,” includes Lake Tahoe, the adjacent parts of Douglas and Washoe Counties 
and Carson City, which for the purposes of this compact shall be deemed a county, 
lying within the Tahoe Basin in the State of Nevada, and the adjacent parts of the 
counties of Placer and El Dorado lying within the Tahoe Basin in the State of 
California, and that additional and adjacent part of the county of Placer outside of 
the Tahoe Basin in the State of California which lies southward and eastward of a 
line starting at the intersection of the basin crestline and the north boundary of 
section 1, thence west to the northwest corner of section 3, thence south to the 
intersection of the basin crestline and the west boundary of section 10; all sections 
referring to township 15 north, range 16 east, M. D. B. & M. The region defined and 
described herein shall be as precisely delineated on official maps of the agency. 

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA)  
A bi-state agency created by the states of California and Nevada and ratified by the 
United States Congress to oversee development at Lake Tahoe and enforce 
ordinances to achieve environmental quality standards called Threshold Standards. 

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)  
Committee formed of technical experts and stakeholders to provide input on a 
project or program. 

Terrace 
A horizontal or nearly horizontal natural or artificial topographic feature 
interrupting a steeper slope, sometimes occurring in a series.  

Threshold Standards 
A regulatory term used by the TRPA to define environmental standards for air 
quality, water quality, soil conservation, vegetation preservation and noise that are 
necessary to maintain a significant scenic, recreational, education, scientific or 
natural value of the region or to maintain public health and safety within the 
region.  

Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)  
A calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive 
and still safely meet water quality standards.  

Transpiration  
The process by which moisture is carried through plants from roots to small pores 
on the underside of leaves. 
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TRPA-Approved Plant List  
A list of plants approved by TRPA for use in the Lake Tahoe Region. Plants are 
selected based on being native to the region or their ability to survive Tahoe’s 
unique climate without being invasive. 

Turbidity  
1) A condition of a liquid due to fine visible material in suspension, which may not 

be of sufficient size to be seen as individual particles by the naked eye but 
which prevents the passage of light through the liquid.  

2) A measure of fine suspended matter in liquids (not including particulate 
organics). 

Ultra-oligotrophic  
An extremely nutrient-poor state, usually referring to surface water bodies.  

Unconsolidated  
In referring to sediment grains, loose, separate, or unattached to one another.  

Undercutting  
Erosion of material at the foot of a cliff or bank, e.g., a bluff, or riverbank on the 
outside of a meander. Ultimately, the overhang collapses, and the process is 
repeated. 

Updrift  
The direction opposite that of the predominant movement of littoral cell currents 
and materials. 

Upland  
Dry land area above and landward of the legal or ordinary high water mark 
(OHWM). Often used as a general term to mean high land distant from the shoreline 
and in the interior of the terrain.  

Vactor/Vactoring  
Vacuum Excavation. Typically used for removal of debris from underground 
systems. 

Vector  
An organism that transmits a pathogen from reservoir to host. In the context of this 
this BMP Handbook it generally refers to mosquitoes and rodents. 

Water Clarity  
Water clarity is a measured by how far down light penetrates through lake water. 
The deeper light penetrates, the clearer the water is assessed to be. How far down 
light penetrates through a water column depends on how many particles are 
suspended in the water. Suspended particles reduce water clarity by absorbing and 
scattering light. Water clarity is defined by the Vertical Extinction Coefficient, which 
is a measure of the ability of a particular water sample to exponentially attenuate 
(decrease) light shining on it. It is the constant “k” in the equation i (z) = i(0)* exp(-
k*z) where z is any depth in meters, and "exp" refers to the base "e" for the 
exponential. 

Water Holding Capacity  
The ability of soil to retain water through cohesion against the force of gravity. It is 
determined by size and spacing of soil particles as well as the amount of organic 
matter contained within the soil.  
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Wave  
A ridge, deformation, or undulation of the surface of a liquid (water). 

Wind Setup  
On reservoirs and smaller bodies of water (1) the vertical rise in the still-water level 
on the leeward side of a body of water caused by wind stresses on the surface of 
the water; (2) the difference in still-water levels on the windward and the leeward 
sides of a body of water caused by wind stresses on the surface of the water. 
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ACRONYMS 
 

ACES    Automated Coastal Engineering System 

ACOE   Army Corps of Engineers 

AIS   Aquatic Invasive Species 

APN   Assessor’s Parcel Number  

BMP   Best Management Practice 

Caltrans   California Department of Transportation 

CCM    Cellular Concrete Mattress 

CEC    Cation Exchange Capacity  

CEM    USACE Coastal Engineering Manual 

CHP    Constant Head Permeameter 

CICU    Commercial, Industrial, Communications, and Utilities 

CUL   Cleanup levels 

CWA    Clean Water Act 

D.I.   Drain Inlet 

DBH   Diameter at Breast Height 

DO   Dissolved Oxygen 

ECAM   Existing Conditions Analysis Memorandum 

EIP   Environmental Improvement Program 

EIS   Environmental Impact Statement 

EMCs   Event Mean Concentrations 

EPA    Environmental Protection Agency 

FDS    Fire Defensible Space 

FEA    Formulating and Evaluating Alternatives 

FONSE   Finding of No Significant Effect 

FSP    Fine Sediment Particles 
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GUI    Graphical User Interface 

HAZMAT   Hazardous Materials 

HEC    US Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center 

HMS   Hydrologic Modeling System  

HSPF    US EPA Hydrologic Simulation Program – FORTRAN 

HWL   High Water Line 

IEC    Initial Environmental Checklist 

IPES   Individual Parcel Evaluation System 

K   Potassium  

Ksat    Saturated Hydrologic Connectivity  

LID    Low Impact Development 

LiDAR    Light Detection and Ranging 

LRPT    Load Reduction Planning Tool 

LRWQCB  Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board 

LSPC   Load Simulation Program in C++ 

LTIMP    Lake Tahoe Interagency Monitoring Program 

MEP    Maximum Extent Practical 

MFR    Multi-Family Residential 

MOA    Memorandum of Agreement  

MULSE   Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation 

NDEP    Nevada Department of Environmental Protection 

NDOT    Nevada Department of Transportation 

NDSL   Nevada Division of State lands 

N  Nitrogen 

NPDES    National Pollution Discharge Elimination System  

NPS   Nonpoint Source 

NRCS    Natural Resource Conservation Service 

NTCD    Nevada Tahoe Conservation District 
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NTU   Nephelometric Turbidity Units  

P    Phosphorus 

PAH    Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 

PAS    Plan Area Statement  

PDA    Preferred Design Approach 

PDP    Project Delivery Process 

PLRM    Pollutant Load Reduction Model 

PM    Particulate Matter 

PSD    Particle Size Distribution 

QA/QC   Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

RAM    Rapid Assessment Methodology 

RG    Remediation Goals 

RUSLE   Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation 

SEZ    Stream Environment Zone 

SFR    Single Family Residential 

STWAVE   SteadyState Spectral Wave Model 

SWAN    Simulating Waves Nearshore  

SWMM5   US EPA Stormwater Management Model, Version 5 

SWMP    Stormwater Management Plan 

SWPPP   Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWQIC    Stormwater Quality Improvement Committee 

SWT    Stormwater Treatment 

TAC    Technical Advisory Committee 

Tahoe RCD   Tahoe Resource Conservation District 

TMDL   Total Maximum Daily Load 

TRG    Tahoe Research Group 

TRPA  Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 

UNCE  University of Nevada Cooperative Extension 
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USACE  United States Army Corps of Engineers 

WQIP   Water Quality Improvement Project  
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